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HERALD
OP THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
" And in their days, even of those Icings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that snail not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and itself
shall stand for every—DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, E D .

RICHMOND, VA., January, 1852.

OUR MOTTO.
Though we have changed the sentence
expressing the subject of our paper, we
have by no means abandoned the thing
itself. This would be impossible. Ruin,
slavery, and death, are preferable to such
a departure from the only thing that
sweetens life and makes its evils tolerable.
" T H E FAITH,'* and the contention for the

faith " once for all delivered to the Saints,"
are the most interesting as well as important subjects of thought and action that
can be presented to the human mind.
They are the only things upon which we
enter with any spirit or energy of mind;
for there is no real abiding profit to be derived from any thing else. Abandon the
faith then, and cease to contend for it! Let
not our readers impute to their friend so
evil a thing. We have changed our
motto, not as significative of this, but that
it may be superseded by another strikingly expressive of " the faith" for which we
do earnestly contend.
Our paper is the Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come. A stranger taking it up and casting his eye upon the title
would very naturally inquire, " Of what
kingdom in this republican country is this
paper the Herald?" In .the former volume
he would see the motto, " Contend earnestly for the faith once delivered to the
Saints"—" What faith is this ?" he might
add. " What is it about; is there a new
question in politics ? Are the saints tired
of republicanism and going to found a
kingdom for themselves? Is this their
faith for which the Herald professes to
contend ? If it be, the sooner our authorities look after them the better; for the
greatest revolutions have ever resulted
.lOin email beginnings." Now, to keep
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these authorities in their proper place, and
to give sensitive strangers all the information possible in a few words, we have set
forth a new motto that will at once show
him for what the Saints are patiently
waiting; what is to be the fate of all other
kingdoms; and by what power they are to
be demolished and expunged for ever.
When, therefore, he shall read our new
motto, it may strike him, notwithstanding
all his admiration of the regenerative influence and potency of republicanism and
democracy, that they are not exactly the
"sanctified ones" by whose power the
Lord of heaven and earth proposes to
abolish the existing royalties of the world !
By comparing the motto with Daniel
ii. 44, in the common version, it will be
seen that it differs a little in the reading.
Our rendering of the Chaldee is more literal and accordant with other parts of the
same book. The first variation is in the
expression of the time. The common
version is not so emphatic as the original
words. "In their days (even) of those
kings" points more precisely to the Toedivisions of

the

FOURTH

KINGDOM,

than the words " in the days of these
kings." The phrase beyomayhon signifies "in their days;" then follow di malchayyah innun "of those kings." We
have only inserted even to show that
" their" is explained by " those kings."
In their days—of those kings is the plain
English of the text.
The Fourth Kingdom still exists, only
in its divided form. Speaking in general
terms, we may say that it has assumed
three forms—one, in which it was a united
dominion under one head; a second, in
which it was united under two heads;
and a third, in which it is disunited under
two heads, and ten smaller divisions. It

Our

Motto.

any claim to be regarded as the Assyria^.
The Assyrian Head of the Fourth Kingdom must be looked for in the Scythian
dynasty that now, as yet indeed, only
rules Assyria in part. That dynasty is
ONE HEAD bearing rule over SEVEN DE- the Czar's. He is the Image's Head of
Gold when it stands complete
upon its
PENDENT ROYALTIES.
11
This Fourth Kingdom, represented by Feet " in the latter days, * for the Image
the iron legs and ferro-aluminous feet and is the symbol of the Assyrian's dominion
toes of Nebuchadnezzar's Image, endures when the Stone-j>ower shall contend with
symbolically from its union, or incorporation it in battle.
with the brazen thigh-kingdoms of the
The One Head, then, bearing rule over
Macedonians, till the manifestation of the the seven dependent royalties is the AsStone-kingdom which grinds it to powder. syrian Autocrat. At present tfrey are ίη,τ
The One Head who rifles the fourth king- dependent. They have no imperial chief
dom at the crisis of its fate, and has domi- who directs their policy to one common
nion over the Toes is the Head of Gold, a end. Great events must happen to bring
king of Assyria, and prefigured by Nebu- them under his dominion. The probachadnezzar, who may be regarded as the bility is, that finding themselves too weak
first individual of the Golden Dynasty. to contend successfully against the armed
The king of Assyria in all ages, from and combatant Democracy, the governNimrod to% Christ's glorious advent, is he ments will place themselves under the
who encloses the old Assyrian territory protectorate of the Assyrian, who will
within the limits of his dominion. Hence, guarantee to them their existence as kingDarius the Persian, who reigned from In- doms but without power to form alliances,
dia to Ethiopia over an hundred and or to act in any way in foreign affairs intwenty-seven provinces, is styled by Ezra dependent of his will. Whatever turns
"the king of Assyria : " * and hence also up among the nations the seven kingdoms
THE CZAR, whose dominion when con- will continue to exist until the Stonesummated will be vastly more extensive power is revealed. Their thrones are to
than Darius', is styled in prophecy " the be cast down, but the Democracy cannot
Assyrian" and " THE KING."f This As- do it so as to keep them down. The Assyrian king cannot be any of the ancient syrian will be their guard. He will be
rulers by that name, for he is declared to ready to sustain them " until the words of
be contemporary with the day when Israel God be fulfilled."
shall cast away his idols to the moles and
" And in their days even of those kings
to the bats:t when the Lord shall arise to will the God of heaven set up a kingdom.*'
shake terribly the earth, and men shall be In the days of which of all these king»
afraid of him, because of the glory of his we have treated of will God do this 1
majesty; and when He alone shall be ex- That learned mystifier and perverter of
alted. Here then is a long line of kings— plain truth, Moses Stuart, professor of
the kings of the Golden Head, the kings profane nonsense, which " theologians"
of the Silver Breast and Arms, and the term " Sacred Literature,'' has the abkings of the Brazen Uody and Thighs. surdity to aver that the kings referred to
But these never reigned over the Fourth are ten kings who preceded Antiochus
kingdom. Nebuchadnezzar, Darius, Alex- Epiphanes, one of the Seleucidee, who
ander, and the Seleucidee were all kings of flourished upwards of 2000 years ago!
Assyriai but never of the Iron Power. As
His words are "the Little Hornf beyond
11
yet the Head of Gold—·* the Assyrian
all reasonable
doubt symbolizes Antiochus
•—has presided over only three fourths of Epiphanes.1' Having said truly that the
the Image; but it is as necessary to the Ten Toes and the Ten Horns represent
decorum of the symbol—a colossal man— the same kings, he goes on to say, *· the
that he should preside over the Legs and ten toes appear to designate in special
Feet, as it is that the human head should manner, the ten kings who precede the
direct the motions of *11 the members of king symbolized by the Little Horn,
the human body. Where then are we to whose reign and character correspond well
look for the Assyrian? None of Julius with the symbol of the iron and the clay."
Caesar's successors who have ruled the " Those kings must of course mean the
Iron Legs, nor tiny of the kings of the
Toe-royaltiee, ever rulod Assyria, or had i n * itSl cu ep e w hiaet' Vir se «i inc. rdf a—b oDu; tm . " ti hi .e ίl 2a t8t:e rχ d.» i \18 *" 1 ;
has not yet, however, passed through all
the forms predetermined. The fourth
kingdom has yet to exist in its fourth fonn,
which will be its last. Under this its
final constitution, it will be united under
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kings that belong to the fourth dynasty conquered all before it, and subsequently
(the Antiochian) although they have not divided into Ten Independent Kingdoms,
thus far been expressly named, but only which he terms " horns." In its second
by implication," Put seeing that the aspect, he sees it subdivided into Eight
Fifth, or Stone, kingdom has not yet been governments yet all one Beast or dominion.
set up, how does Professor Stuart make it These Eight are seven regal and one imbreak the kings of the Antiochian dynasty perial, lie saw how this change of conin pieces? Hear him! "When the stitution was produced, namely, by war.
Fourth Dynasty is crushed, which virtual- Of the ten Toe, or Horn, kingdoms, the
ly comprised all the others, then the whole Imperial Power which arises after them,
are represented as being crushed. If the conquers three, thus reducing the ten to
crushing took place, as being necessary to seven. " H e shall subdue three kings,"
2)rc])are for the coming or ushering in of says the interpreter; a subjugation which
the fifth kingdom, then it may be well makes the victor imperial. This imperisaid that this kingdom occasioned the ality originates with Charlemagne, the
crushing. It is enough, that before the founder of the " HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE,"
fifth dynasty becomes actually established, which was temporally suspended in 1806,
the other preceding dynasties are no more. and renewed in the Austro-Papal in 1815.
This last circumstance seems very plainly As such it still exists at this the crisis of
to oppose the idea that the Roman domin- its fate, but even now as the mere satellite
ion constitutes the fourth dynasty; for of the Assyrian Czar. It is only preflue had not reached its acme when Chris- vented from falling to pieces by the support it derives from him. When the
tianity was established."*
Another professor, y'clep'd of " Sacred house of Hapsburg loses its dominion, the
History," differs from Moses Stuart, and Imperially of the Fourth Beast will be
avers that the kings in whose days the Assyrian, the Head of winch will receive
God of heaven sets up the kingdom are the kingdom of the ten kings for one hour,
Roman emperors, to wit: Augustus and even until the words of God shall be fulTiberius Caisars! But why should we filled ; for they have one mind, and shall
trouble the reader with learned nonsense agree to give their power and strength to
any more? We will not. We Only him until then·* Now, it is the kings of
quote these "authorities" that they may these ten divisions of the fourth beast or
know how blind are they who say they kingdom who will be contemporary with
see, and whom the people are wont to the Stone-power; for "they shall make
look up to as the great and blazing lumi- war with the Liamb, anil the Lamb shall"
do to them what is affirmed of the kingnaries of the age!
The Fourth Kingdom is the Assyrian's dom in our motto, grind them to powder
" whose princes are altogether kings." It and bring them to an end, or "overcome
began with the Roman, and ends with the them." It is "in their days even of those
Assyrian, to whom the ten Toe-kingdoms kings" the kingdom of God shall be esbelong—kingdoms which though on the tablished.
In the common version it reads, " the
Roman territory, were never subject to
the Roman emperors; but not only so, God of heaven shall set up a kingdom
they had no existence in the days of Anti- * * * and the kingdom shall not be left
ochus Epiphanes, nor in those of Augustus to other people;" but in our motto this
and Tiberius; no, not even for centuries rendering is varied somewhat. There it
after their reigns. They do, however, reads, "he shall set up a kingdom and a
now exist and wrill exist until the Stone- dominion." This distinction evidently
power puts an end to them for ever. Their obtains in the original Chaldee. The word
kings, the last of the race, will witness used there for "kingdom" is malchu, while
with dismay the introduction and growth that for " dominion" is malcuthahh. It is
of the power of their invincible enemy, also sustained by parallel testimony as
who will not only defeat them and bind well as by a verbal dirl'erence. This may
them in captive chains, but seize their be seen by turning to the reference below, f
kingdoms
and make a spoil of all they call where Daniel tells us that he saw one like
44
the Son of Man to whom there was given
their own."
dominion, glory, and a kingdom." It is
The fourth or Iron Kingdom is symbolized in the seventh of Daniel by "a true that ''dominion" in this text is
fourth Beast." The prophet has a vision shahltahn authority or empire, and not
of it in which it is presented to him under malchuthahh ; but the reason of that is
two aspects. He saw it first as having that the latter is dominion delegated to
•'COuiuieiHurj un i^uiii»;! pp. t>5, t7)6.j.
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Our Mot/o.
the saints, which is not left to another
people; while the shahltahn is dominion
absolute conferred upon the Son of Man.
Our motto, then, contains the glorious announcement to the saints of God that he
intends to establish in the earth a kingdom and an empire which shall be imperishable ; and that they who shall possess them at their institution shall possess
them always, for the dominion " shall not
be left to another people ;" but the saints
shall possess it, for " the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom
under the whole heaven, shall be given to
the people of the Saints of the Most High,
whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom,
and all dominions shall serve and obey
him."*
But while our motto proclaims such
"glad tidings" to the Saints, it heralds
forth dismay to ev^ry son of Adam interested in the continuance of the Fourth
Monarchy and in the perpetuity of "all
dominions11 contemporary with it. Hear
this, ye kings of the Roman earth, that
your kingdoms are to be ground to powder
and to be put an end to ! And ye also, Ο ye
rulers of the world, be ye absolutists or
constitutional, republican or regal, ye are
to have your dominion taken away ;f and
the Saints whom ye know not,t and whom
ye have despised, opposed, and prevailed
against, are to possess it in your stead.
Righteous is God; just and true in all his
ways is the King of Saints. The world's
rulers and their people are his enemies
and hostile to his sons, therefore according
to the measure they have meted out, so
will he measure to them again.
Our motto, moreover, announces in part
the nature of the Stone-power, or kingdom, which constitutes with all its attributes the subject-matter of " the faith"
for which the Saints contend earnestly.
And by the way, we would remark, that
they have no scriptural right to reckon
themselves of the Saints who do not believe in this kingdom according to its true
character; nor are they of the Saints in
the gospel or higher sense, who though
they believe Ho not become subject to
41
the law of faith,'' that is, to the obedience which it requires. Having stated
this much on account of faithfulness, we
proceed to say, that our motto declares
the kingdom which God is about to set up
to be α military power and imperishable,
and therefore invincible. The common
version says, " i t shall break in pieces and
consume all these kingdoms," or division:
* U u n . vii. 2 7 .

t U u n . vii. l<2, 14.

%\ John iii. 1.

of the fourth monarchy. The Chaldee
phrase is taddik vethahsaiph. The root
dahkak signifies to beat or grind small,
reduce to powder ; hence dak a substantive signifying small dust» We prefer
" it shall grind to powder" as the rendering of taddik, rather than " it shall break
in piec/ss," because that interpretation has
been sanctioned by Jesus himself. Referring to our motto he said, " What is
this then that is written, The STONE which
the builders rejected, the same is become
the Head of the corner: this is the Lord's
doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes}
Therefore say I unto you, The kingdom
of God shall be taken from you (Chief
Priests and Pharisees, v. 45) and given to
a people* bringing fourth the fruits thereof, f And whosoever shall fall upon this
STONE shall be broken; but on whomsoever it shall fall, it will grind him to powder," % The word in the Greek is likmeesei
"to winnow grain; to scatter like chaff
any thing broken fine ; by implication, to
grind to powder, dash in pieces, destroy."
Such are the words used to express the
nature of the power employed in bringing
the royalties of the Fourth Kingdom to an
end. According to college professors and
their satellites, the crushing or grinding
operation which is to exterminate the kingdoms, is preaching what they call the
gospel, by which all kings and potentates
and peoples will come to do God's will on
earth, and hell will be no longer receiving
accessions of disembodied souls to the decillions already there ! Grinding to powder kingdoms by preaching ! By preaching commenced on Pentecost, when the
kingdoms of the fourth monarchy to be
so reduced had no existence whatever! Is
this learned nonsense, or ignorant foolishness? Whatever it is we do not envy the
| college divines all the renown of the exegesis !
But let us turn from them to the truly
wise and great men of Israel. In speaking of this destruction of the fourth kingdom and its divisions, Isaiah writes thus—
" The nations shall rush like the rushing
of many waters: but God shall rebuke
them, and they shall flee afar off, and
shall be chased as the chaff of the mountains before the wind, and like thistledown
before the whirlwind."^ Again, " Then
(baydayin, at that very time) were iron,
clay (the Feet and Llegs) brass, silver,
and gold, ground to powder TOGETHER—
dahku chakhadah—and they became like
chaff of the summer threshing floor ; and
*Dau. vu.°27; 1 Tel. u, 9. tKom. χιν. ι/.
| Μ η ί \ xxi. 42—44.
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the wind carried them away, and no place
was found for them; and T H E STONE
which smote the Image became A GREAT
MOUNTAIN, and filled all the earth."*
This is a contemporaneous and most complete grinding to powder. Not a vestige
oi them remains—not even space to receive them were their existence possible ;
for the place previously occupied by them
is taken possession of by the Conqueror
whose power is submitted to by all the
earth. The meanest intellect must comprehend what it is to grind metal to powder. It is a pounding, rasping, violent
operation, by which it is broken down and
comminuted into the finest dust; so that
the molecular attraction being completely
overcome, it is easily blown away by the
wind. This familiar process, then, of reducing hard 8μb8tance8 to dust is referred
to in our motto to give the reader some
idea of the manner in which the kingdom
of God will " bring to an end" the Assyrian and the Royalties over which he will
have established his dominion.
W e have said that the kingdom of God
in its beginning is a military power. By
a military power, we mean, that "the
King of the Jews" will set it up after the
same manner that Joshua set up the Commonwealth of Israel in the land of the
seven nations he subdued. H e will gather
armies together, which will consist of officers and privates, armed with weapons
even as the armies of the kingdoms aye
accoutred, whose honor and glory it will
be to outgeneral and overthrow them in
the name of the Lord, whose power will
co-operate with them as in the days of
old. i{ow, if the reader be a disciple of
Moses Stuart, of the Evergreat, of John
Wes,ley, Calvin, or Martin Luther, or one
whose mind is unenlightened by "the
Testimony of God," he will hold up his
hands in most lack-a-daisical astonishment,
and perhaps conclude that we are beside
ourselves. But before he comes to conclusions we would inquire of him—Do you
know what is written in the prophets, and
if you know do you understand it ] What
would you say of us if you were to hand
to us a book we had never looked into,
and you were to tell us that s£ch and
such was written in it, and we were to
laugh at you for a fool and deny that there
was any such thing contained therein?
Would you not conclude that the ignorance, the folly, and the ill-manners were
on our su)e 1 You would conclude rightly ;
for no wise or reasonable and well-bred
*T>an. ii. 35.

man would pass a judgment upon a matter
without considering it
If the reader reflect upon what ie to be
accomplished he will see the necessity of
a military power arising that shall be
stronger than those already in existence.
The work to be done is to overthrow all
kingdoms and dominions; to set up one
instead of them, which shall have rule
over the whole earth; and to put an end
to the study and practice of war. There
are in Europe alone about 3,000,000 of
men who live by soldiering. It is by these
the governments are sustained, and society
defended as at present constituted. The
world-rulers are wicked spirits, and so are
the priests that minister unto them; and
if they were ever so much disposed to believe and obey the truth, which they are
not, and will never be, there are none able
to teach them.
You cannot persuade
such men as these to disband, and study
war no more; nor can you induce them
to " renounce the devil and all his works
with all the pomps and vanities of this
wicked world;" in doing which they
would have to abdicate their crowns, and
titles, and wealth, and honors, and become
the poor of Christ's flock. And suppose
they did, who would assume the government of the world 1 The people! Bah,
the people are aa evil as their rulers, for
it has ever been *• like priests like people;"
so that to put the reins in their
hands would only be a change of drivers
equally devoted to the lust of the flesh,
the lust of the eye, and the pride of life.
That man knows but little of human
nature, and has studied the history of the
world to but little purpose, who can imj agine that its evils can be cured by preaching and persuasion; or who thinks that
kings priests and nobles will strip themI selves of all their glory, honor, wealth,
and power, and dismiss their soldiera to
cultivate the fields, from conviction of ite
benefit to other people. Men are so constituted, especially those who fancy theirw
selves " born to command," and grow up
like wild beasts of the forest, as ig the
case with the world-rulers, that they will
die and be the death of thousands, yea,
millions, rather than lose caste and position and power in society. This is doubtt
less wiaely SQ ordered, for it will involve
t^em aJ last in a contest that will be their
ruin. W e have only space now to say,
that the Bible reveals that the work to be
! done will be effected upou the same prinj ciple that one kingdom overthrows. aapthex
! —host will encounter kost until victory shall
1
remain with the strongest. What purpose

Difficulties respecting the Toe Divisions of the Iron Kingdoiri.
the Stone, not the Autocrat who smites
the ten toes of the Image—" Thou sawest
till that a Stone was cut out without
hands, which smote the Image upon his
feet that were of iron and clay and brake
them to pieces—then was the iron, clay,
brass, silver and gold broken to pieces together." If then the Stone is to smite
and break in pieces the Toe-kingdoms,
there is no room for the Autocrat in the
premises.
Again—Does the phrase " then was the
iron, clay, & c , " necessarily require as a
distinct event, the previous destruction of
the ten kingdoms? Does not the adverb
of time, "then" demand the instantaneous
eequence of the events which follow ? In
other words, may not the then import
simply, " at *hat very thne?" Such an
interpretation dispenses with the interposition of Russia, or any extraneous power,
before the consummation—and is not this
construction further strengthened by the
saying—44 in the days of these Icings"—
(in the plural)—shall the God of heaven
set up a kingdom." Queer e, how can it
be in the days of these kings—of the Toeto destroy it to the endV% This is the I kingdoms—when they no longer exist—
work of the Saints, to co-operate with when they are all merged in the Russian
Israel's king and his hosts in grinding the autocracy ?
kingdoms to powder, and so bringing them
In conclusion, may it not be asked,
to an end. Let the reader think on these what is the necessity for the re-constructhings, and give his mind to learn.
tion of Nebuchadnezzar's Image ? Does
EDITOR.
the harmony and completeness of the
figure require it ? It seems to me this
•Ps. cxlix. tDan. vii. 21, 22. tDan. vii 26. conclusion is based chiefly, if not alone,
upon the words—44 then was the iron, the
DIFFICULTIES RESPECTING THE TOE-clay, & c , broken to pieces together"—
from which it is argued they must all exDIVISIONS OF THE IRON KINGDOM.
ist contemporaneously.
But will they not
Charlotesville, May 30, 1851.
all be broken to pieces together when 44 all
BROTHER THOMAS :
the kingdoms of this world are become
My Dear Sir—-I have some difficulty the kingdoms of our Lord and his Christ."
in reconciling your interpretation of Dan. Besides, how can they be said to exist to2 ch. 31 to the end (Elpis Israel pp. 292, gether, when they have all been destroyed
293,} with the facts stated in the narrative and merged in the Russian power ? Again,
iteeit, which I beg leave to submit for your the colossal Image, entire, it seems, never
consideration. You say—"The descrip- did represent one dominion—it was a suction of the dream says that the ftet were cession of empires. W h y then make it
smitten and '* then was the iron, the clay, imperative that the antitypal dominions
&c., broken to pieces together thereby should appear under a single or autocratic
intimating that the breaking of the power rule?
of the ten kingdoms would precede that of
There is a practical question of deep
the conjoint destruction of all the other interest to us, in this investigation. It is
parts. That when they are conquered, the question of time. If Russia is to play
the dominion of the conqueror will be so conspicuous a part in the world's hisoverturned by the revelation of power tory anterior to the glorious coming of our
from above." This conqueror·, you take Lord, of course much time must elapse
to be Russia, who must subdue the ten before the end come. If, however, this is
kingdoms or toes, before the Stone shall a mistake, it may be and would seem,
strike the Image. But, here is the diffi- from other premises, already to be—"ej|en
culty—chap. 2. 34, says expressly, it is at the doors,'*
does the reader suppose God had in scattering Israel among the nations, and in accumulating them in greater numbers where
the tyrannies are the strongest? The
Bible reveals, that their king may make
use of them as his battle-axe and weapons
of war in subduing the kingdoms.· And
why are not the living saints to be immortalized as soon as the dead are raised ?
Is it not because he has use for therri as
men in the flesh to take command of Israel in the wars of the kingdom ? For is
it not said concerning all the Saints, " Let
the high praises of God be in their mouth,
and a two-edged sword in their hand;
to execute vengeance upon the nations,
even punishments upon the people; to
bind their kings with chains, and their
nobles in fetters of iron: to execute upon
them the judgment written: this honor
have all his Saints?"* Does it not say
also that the Gentile powers " prevailed
against them UNTIL the Ancient of Days
came, and judgment was given to the
Saints of the Most High ?"f And again,
"the judgment shall sit and they shall
take away his dominion, to consume and
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points brought out in our friend's epistle
interrogatory is anticipated in the precede
ing article styled " Our Motto."
This
was not written in view of his letter, and
therefore does not dwell particularly on
the difficulties he suggests. They are
difficulties not to be glossed over or evaded; but they must be ingenuously and
evidentially considered, for they are important, as he truly says, and involve a
right understanding of the things represented by the Image.
Though much has been said and written
explanatory of Nebuchadnezzar's dream,
we have seen no interpretation of it that
is satisfactory—that is, that harmonizes
with the testimony of other prophets in reA. B. MAGRUDER.
lation to the time of the end, or latter
days. This is not to be wondered at; for
Charlottesvillc, Va., Dec. 20, 1851.
the nation of the Stone-power or kingDKAR BRO. THOMAS:
I wish you would publish the article, dom, and how it is to be established, have
in the shape of a letter, I wrote to you not been, and as far as we are informed,
some twelve months ago, as to the question are scarcely at all understood even now.
of time, and proposing some difficulties in To give such an explanation as will elucithe way of your interpretation of Daniel's date all the points of the Image and
Image—particularly as to the necessity of Daniel's interpretation of it, Ezekiel's
a re-construction oi the Image by the Au- prophecy of Gog, Isaiah's of the Assytocrat. I have been led to think more rian, Daniel's of the King of the North,
and more—especially from recent move- and Zechariah's and Joel's of the gatheriiuents—by Kossuth, Mazzini, and others ing of the nations to battle against Jeru—as well as from what the Bible declares salem, must be understood in addition to a
—that this re-construction is unnecessary right apprehension of the things of the
to the development of the kingdom, for it kingdom of God. A theory that makes
is not the Autocrat that is to strike the the Ten Kings antecedent to Antiochus
Toe-kingdoms, but the Stone, in the dream. Epiphanes, as commentators do of the
Stuart school; or that construes
But I have no time to write more. Adieu. Moses
u
these kings" to mean Augustus and
.Let me hear from you.
Tiberius Caesars; or that imagines the
Faithfully and affectionately,
Stone-kingdom consists of all saints ruling
A. B. MAGRUDER.
with Christ over wild beasts then tamed,
UNIQUE INTERPRETATION OP NEBU- as the first Adam did in Eden; or that
makes " the church," in its post-penteCHADNEZZAR'S IMAGE.
costian and future millennial states, the
Who are disqualified for correctly inter- kingdom, clothed with " latter day glory"
preting the Image—One Image there- by the success of its " ministry'' in preacLfore One Dominion—The Head of gold ing their theories, which all nations come
coexistent with Nebuchadnezzar and the to receive with unanimity to the full
Stone that smites the Image—The other manifestation of their "spiritual reign;'*
metallic elements also, and the Clay while it proscribes Jesus from the earth,
likewise, coexist at the Second Advent and banishes him and "his everlasting
— The Chaldean and Roman Babylon- kingdom/' afar off" " beyond the skies;"
ish Dynasties, and their Destroyers— and suffers him only to return at the end
Koresh a type of the Messiah as the of their 300,000 years spiritual reign, as
conqueror of tlu Assyrian—The Time some make it, to carry off" the mortal
of the Image-Empire—How the Latter bodies of the disembodied ghosts alleged
Days may be known—The Advcntual to have been reigning with him in kingBattle—The Iron Legs of the Image doms of the Milky Way, and to burn up
— Where are the Feet ?—Interpretation the earth and all the wicked on't—theories
of "the Clay"—The Ρ ο st-Advcntual , that propound such solemn nonsense as
War—Objections categorically answer- \ these things, have no explanation of the
ed.
< grand and eventful crisis, in which God
M\uh that might be said upon the lias predetermined that the past, the preI suggest these thoughts for your consideration, anxious to know the whole
truth, and desirous so to construe the
scriptures as to harmonize all fair objections. I know the uncertainty of trusting
to partial, one-sided views of any subject
and presume not therefore to say that you
are not entirely correct in the interpretations you have given in Elpis Israel.
You may make your reply to me
privately, or through the Herald, as you
may think best.
Faithfully and fraternally yours in the
Hope of the Promise made to Abraham through the Christ, his Seed, in
whom all nations are to be blessed,
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sent, and the future of human power and
wickedness shall find their consummation,
as illustrated in the catastrophy ot the
Image—no exegesis emanating from them
is worthy of a respectful consideration.
ONE IMAGE, ONE DOMINION.

The Image seen by Nebuchadnezzar,
the Assyrian, in his dream, was a gigantic
statue in the iorm of a man. It appeared
to be composed of four different metals
from the head to the feet; the first three
of different degrees of preciousnees, indicative of the relative inferiority of the
things represented; and the fourth, more
abundant and useful than its predecessors, but symbolical of superior strength
and power. A golden head, silver breast
and arms, belly and thighs of brass, legs
and the feet of iron, made up the whole
image, icith the exception of some m>ry
potter's clay which was mixed up with the
iron of the feet and toes. It was ONE IMAGE constructed of several integral parts
—parts necessary to the Image and without which it did not exist. If Nebuchadnezzar had seen only the golden head, or
the iron legs and feet only, he would not
have seen a statue, but merely ζ fractional
part of one. Let this then be well remembered, for it is a point essential to a
right interpretation of the matter.
As it was one entire image it represented
one entire dominion; and as it was composed of five different substances, a dominion was thereby symbolized as being
constituted of as many different political
elements. As a whole, it was a great Assyrian dominion, for the Assyrian Dynasty
is declared to be represented by the Head
of gold. Hence Daniel addressing the
king styles him " a king of kings," that is,
an Emperor, and reminding him of the
universality of his dominion, says to him,
" Thou art this head of gold;" that is,
the goldenhead represents thy dynasty, which
was the Assyrian, symbolized in the
seventh chapter by a lion stripped of its
Ninevite wings, and no longer crouching,
but standing erect upon its feet like a man,
and possessing a human heart.
The
golden lion-head was the head of the
statue he beheld, answering to the first
beast of Daniel's vision which he saw in
the reign of Nebuchadnezzar's grandson,
and which Assyrian Lion is represented
to the prophet as a dominion coexistent
with the destruction of the Fourth Beast,
and the possession of the kingdom by the
Son of Man and the Saints.* Let this be
noted. It is admitted on all hands that
*Dan. vh\ U,
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the Head of gold and the First Beast represent the same thing; and that thing
is the Assyrian Dominion—the Assyrian
under two dynasties, the Ninevite and
Babylonish; the Nine\ite, the Lion with
| the eagle's wings; and the Babylonish,
the Lion without wings, as stated above,
having vfry much the appearance of a
man. Now mark ; this Babylonish Assyrian dominion exists in the latter days,
and loses its dominion then ; but that its
subjects in Assyria continue a people
thenceforth for a season and a time,
" whom the Lord of hosts Fhall blefis,
saying, Blessed be Assyria the work of
my hands."*
From these, and many
other testimonies that might be adduced,
we conclude that the Head of gold represents not one man, but a dynasty con'emporary uith (he latter days—an ancient dynasty, indeed, taking root potentially, but
not hereditarily, in Nebuchadnezzar who
saw the dieam.
But, not only doth the golden, but also
the silver, brazen, and iron parts of the
statue coexist in the latter days when
judgment is given to the Saints. It is admitted that the Four Beasts Daniel saw
in the first year of Belshazzar represent
the game dominions as the Four Metals
ol the Image. Now these four bea.sts do
all coexist at the crisis of the Fourth
Beast's destruction ; whicli no world-wiee
man would aver had yet come to pass. It
follows, then, that the gold, the silver, the
biass, and the iron, or the dominions they
represent, are all contemporarily existent
with the setting up of the kingdom of
God. But of these coexistent dominions
which is ascendant over the rest ? Which
of them is then " a king of kings, to whom
the God of heaven hath given a kingdom,
power, strength, and glory; and made
ruler over all the sons of men," as he
had Nebuchadnezzar before him ? It U
not Persia, nor Greece, nor Rome ; for the
head of the Image Empire is neither silver, brass, nor iron : it is then the Assyrian, for he is the Head of Gold, and
something else, as we shall see.
THE TWO BABYLONISH DYNASTIES AND
THEIR DESTROYERS.

We may remark here in passing, that
the first king of the Head was Babylonish,
and so will the last king be likewise. The
first was literally and typically Head of
Babylon's dominion ; a city or metropolis
which was the beginning of the Assyrian
monarchy, and so named because there
the confusion of human speech began :
*lsai. xix. 23—25.
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the last of Assyria's kings is literally and
antitypically Head and Feet of the empire
of the latter days, figuratively styled the
Babylonish; for the dominion he will have
then acquired, comprehending all the Iron
Kingdom and iis divisions, commenced in
Rome, the city of confusion, where the
one speech of the faith was confounded,
and whence the scattering over the
modern earth began; and because of
many points of similitude also named
" great Babylon.'1* The Chaldean Babylon and the Roman Babylon are as type
and antitype. When the career of both
is finished, the latter as completely as the
former, they will both have belonged to
" the Assyrian n We do not say that the
Czar's dominion began in Rome.
He
is hereditarily descended from Rurik
of the family of Russ, of Scandinavian
origin, which first appears in history about
A. D. 862 Rurik was invited by the
Scythians to become their soveieign. He
accepted the invitation, and founded the
Grand Duchy of Great Russia, whose
capital was first at Novgorod and afterwards at Kiew'. This was the origin of
the Czar and his present dominion. But
he is destined to acquire another dominion
— the dominion of the Iron monarchy—
and this dominion, we say, the modern
Babylonish, had its commencement in
Rome. It is this hereafter-to-be acquired
dominion that will constitute the Autocrat's dominion the Babylonish.
Perhaps it may be well to add a few
more hints under this head. When "the
very time of the king of Babylon's land'7
had come, that is, when the 70 years allotted to the reigns of Nebuchadnezzar,
Kvil-Merodach, and Belshazzar, during
which all nations were to serve them,
were fully accomplished, the time had arrived for the restoration of Israel·f There
was no disposition on the part of Belshazzar to release them. He imagined
himself firmly seated on his throne in
t:
the golden city." "He ruled the nations
in anger, and opened not the house of his
prisoners ; but said in his heart, I will ascend unto heaven, I will exalt my throne
above the stars of God: I will sit also
upon the Mount of the Congiegation
(Mount Zion) in the sides of the North :
I will ascend above the heights of the
clouds; I will be like the Most High."t
But how this vain-glorious monarch
trembled when he saw the hand inscribing
the doom of his dynasty upon the wall!
Fie that drank to the praise of his gods
out of the gold and silver vessels of the
•Dnn.iv, 30; Rev. xvii. 5. f.Ter. xxvii.7;
yxix. 10. tisai. x j v . 6, 13-17,19.
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temple, and " lifted himself up against the
Lord of heaven/ 1 was seized with the
pallor and prostration of extreme fear,
out the Lord whom he had defied had
numbered his kingdom and finished it; he
had weighed him in the balances and
found him wanting; and had therefore
divided his kingdom to the Medes and
Persians. Nor was he long in executing
the sentence he had pronounced; for in
that night he was slain,* and " cast out
as an abominable branch—as a carcase
trodden under feet.5'
Now, let it be observed that the effect
of the fall of " the Assyrian/' and the acquisition of supreme power by Koresh,
or Cyrus, was a proclamation throughout
all his kingdom, saying "The Lord God
of heaven hath given me all the kingdoms of the earth; and he hath charged
me to build him a house at Jerusalem
which is in Judah. Who is there among
you of all his people? His God be with
him, and let him go up to Jerusalem,
which is in Judah, and build the house of
the Lord God of Israel (he is the God)
which is in Jerusalem. And whosoever
remaineth in any place where he sojourneth, let the men of his place help him
with silver, and with gold, and with
goods, and with beasts, beside the freewill offering for the house of God that is
in Jerusalem."!
This Koresh, we doubt not, was a representative man. His name, the part he
played in the overthrow of the Assyrian
and the restoration of the Jews, and the
things which the Lord uttered concerning
him, are strongly evidential that he was
a typical person. His name Koresh is
compounded of the prefix &, pronounced
kar, signifying comparison or resemblance,
namely, as, as i/, like; and tho noun
yoraish heir. Kah-yoraish c* like the heir,'*
contracted into Koresh% because of certain
rules in the pointing with which it would
be useless to trouble the reader. It is to
be remembered here that about 185 years
before the fall of Babylon Jehovah gave
the name of LIKE-THE-HEIR to the

Per-

sian who overthrew the Assyrian and delivered Israel. He says concerning him,
" For Jacob my servant's sake, and Israel
mine elect, I have even called thee by
thy name ; I have surnamed thee, though
thou hast not known m e . v | He also says
of him, " He is my Shepherd, and shall
perform all my pleasure; even saying to
Jerusalem, thou shalt be built; and to the
temple, Thy foundation shall be laid.*'}
Then again he styles him " his Anointed,"
fEzra i.2—4.
*Dan. v.
$Tsai. xliv. 28,
Jleai. zlv. 4.
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that is, his Christ*
Can it be imagined
that all these expressions found their full
signification in the Persian Conqueror ?
No, we conclude rather that Jehovah
named him Like-lhe-Heir, because he was
to enact a similar part in regard to the
first Babylon to that predetermined for
Jehovah's Anointed
Shepherd, " the
Heir/'f i n respect to the last. The Per sian was therefore officially like him.
Each Babylonish dominion, the ancient
and the modern, require a destroyer.
Cyrus smote the former on the Head;
Christ in smiting the latter on the feet
will also abolish the h°ad: Cyrus proclaimed the return of Israel; so will
Christ " in the day of the great slaughter"
when " he shall cause his glorious voice
to be heard, and .shall shew the lighting
down ot his arm," and " he shall beat
down the Assyrian who smote with a
rod :"J Cyrus laid the foundation of the
temple; Christ, " t h e man whose name
is the Branch * * shall build the temple
of the Lord :"} all the kingdoms of the
earth were given to Cyrus; so also hereafter the kingdoms of this worlJ are to
become Jehovah's and his Christ's. These
are not accidental analogies. Well, therefore, may the Persian be styled " Like the
Heir," lor the work appointed for each to
do is as relative as the substance and the
shadow.
Lastly, under this head it is important
to observe, that Jehuvah in his utterances
against the ancient Babylon, makes a declaration which has found no accomplishment hitherto. His words are " T h e
Lord of hosts hath sworn, saying, surely
as I have thought, so shall it come to pass;
and as I have purposed so shall it stand ;
that I will break the Assyrim in my land,
and upon my mountains tread him under
fool; THEN shall his yoke depart from off
them (Israel) and his burden depart from
off their shoulders. This is the purpose
that is purposed upon t i e whole earth;
and this is the hand that is stretched out
upon all the nations.|| The war by which
the Assyrian was broken by Cyrus was
waged in Chaldea and at the gates of
Babylon; and not upon the mountains of
Israel; and although the yoke and burden of the oppressor departed from the
Jews, it was only in a limited degree. The
Assyrian to this day is Israel's greatesi
tyrant, for there are more Israelites in
his dominions and he treats them more
barbarously than any other despot. Bu
other prophecies show that the breaking
•l.-ai. xlv. 1.
tMatt. xxi. 38; Heb. ι. 2
Jlsui. xxx. 25, 26, 30, 31. $Zeeh. vi. 12.
||leai. xiv 24—26.

eferred to occurs in the latter days, and
doth actually come to pass on the mountains of Israel,* and that too by " THE
HEIR," who is thenceforth to be Israel's
Prince for ever, even " in the day that the
Lord bmdeth up the breach of his people,
and healeth the stroke of their wound."
THE

TIME OF THE IMAGE-EMPIRE.

One Image of divers parts, one dominion
of different elements, and that the Assyrian.
This is the proposition sustained by the
testimonies adduced. But our friend inquire?, If the Image represent one doninion at what lime does it exist ? In reply, we remaik that it does rot exist now ;
ior lias it at any time hitherto existed as
a whole. In the days of Nebuchadnezzar, although a great dominion, his rule
did r.ot extend over Asia Minor, Greece,
Jtaly and the West; theiefore the Image,
which comprehends these, did not represent to him an existing dominion, but only
an empi r e that should " hereafter11 exist,
of which his dynasty, the Assyrian, should
be the Head. But when should this hereafter be? Hear what Daniel saitli, "There
is a God in heaven that revealeth secretF,
and maketh known ta the king what shall
be IN THE LATTER DAYS.'' And again,
" Thy thought?, Ο king, came into thy
mind upon thy bed, what should come to
pass hereaiter: and he that revealeth
secrets maketh known unto thee what
shall come to pass.'1 The grand object,
then,oi the revelation was to make known
" what should be in the Latter Days''—
what ehould come to pass then ; and only
incidentally to inform the king of the
divinely purposed existence of certain dominions intermediate between his and
that to be established by God in the latter
days. After he had gone to bed one night
he appears to have been revolving in his
mind what would come to pass after his
decease.
He was the founder of the
greatest empire that had hitherto existed,
and nothing was more natural than that
he should be solicitous to know tl.e fate of
it. He could only conjecture. He might
suppose it would exist always; and that
the dying generations of mankind would
be for ever ruled by his successors the
kings of Assyria. Poor pagan, what else
couldst thou imagine but something like
unto this ! Thou didst not know that
" the Heavens do rule," and had predetermined a better fate for humanity than
this. Thou wert like the Absolutists and
Democracy of to day, who as vainly and
foolishly imagine that their nostrums will
*bzek. xxxvni. 8; xxxix. 4, 17.
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become the eternal facts of endless years
to como! But " the Heavens" condescended to enlighten thy darkne-f-, Ο king,
lor their sakes who should make known
to thee the things thou couldst not divine
for thyself. Know, then, that thy dynasty,
or kings descended from thee, shall not
reign over Assyria to the end of its dominion. Its empire will be enlarged, and
thy throne shall be occupied by the Medes,
Persians, and Macedonians. After these
the Romans shall incorporate much ol
Assyria in their kingdom, which shall be
divided ; but in the latter days an Assyrian.King from the north shall overflow
and pass over their territory, and overthrow them His dominion shall be great;
for he shall rule over the West, Asia
Minor, Egypt, Libya, Khushistan, Persia
and the Laud of Israel, besides hisotvn
hereditary estate. Then shall Assyria
iiave attained the full extent of its dominion ; and like thy grandson, BeMiazzar, its Golden Head, will lift " himself
against the Lord of heaven," and " sit
upon the Mount of the Congregation in
iho side* of the north.'' But his counsel shall not stand ; for though he shall
exalt himself againsi the Prince of princes,
lie shall be broken to pieces. Thus shall
he come to his end, and none shall help
him ; and Assyria's dominion shall be no
more.
HOW THE LATTER DATS MAT BE KNOWN.
The Image represents this catastrophy
in the latter days. But it may be asked,
How are we to know the latter days? By
the signs given. Thus, Jehovah saith,
" The children of Israel shall abide many
days without a king, and without a prince,
and without a sacrifice; afterward shall
the children of Israel return, and seek the
Lord their God, and the Beloved (Dawid)
their king t and shall lear Jehovah and
his goodness in the Latter Days.'* Have
the Isrselites returned and sought D a vid II. their king ? No. Then the Latter
Days of Hosea are in the future. Again
" I will bring again the captivity of Moab
in the latter days, saith the Lord ;"f and
" Moab shall escape out of the hand of
the king of the north.'7}: This is not yet
accomplished; therefore the latter days
of Jeremiah are still future. And again,
Balaam showed the king of Moab what
Israel should do to his people in the latter
days. Hear his words. Speaking of Israel he says, "His kingdom shall be higher
than Agag, and his kingdom more highly
exalted." " I shall see Him. but not now:
I shall behold the event though it is not
* ί 1 υ β . in 4 , 5. f J c r . x l v m . 4 7 . J U a n . χι. 4 1 .
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nigh : there shall come a Star out of
Jacob, and a Sceptred chief shall arise out
of Israel, who shall smite the princes of
Moab, and destroy all the sons of tumult.
And ftdorn shall be 8 possession, Seir also
his enemy shall be his possession ; and
Israel shdl do valiantly. Out of Jacob
.'-hall come Me that shall have dominion,
and -hall destroy him that remaineth of
the City.'* These are events that have
never come to pass yet, therefore the Latter Days of Balaam are still in the future.
In these texts the original words for
' in the latter days" are be acharith hay·
yamim. They occur in all the passages
cited belowf as well as in Daniel ii. 28,
the only difference in this place being the
difference between Chaldee and Hebrew,
as be-acharith yomayya. It is well to observe this, because in Isaiah and Micah
the comhion version renders the words
1
in the last days."*' This phrase is the
1
same as " in the latter days, ' being the
same in the Oiiginal, and therefore to be
regarded as referring to the same time.
Now, Isaiah and Micah both testify in the
texts below that in the days under notice
" the mountain of the Lord's house shall
be established on the top of the mountain?,
and shall be exalted above the hills ; and
all nations Rhall flow unto it." The meaning of this is thus given by Jeremiah in
prophecy ing the return of Israel from the
land of the north, or Assyria ; " It shall
be, saith the Lord, when ye be multiplied
and increased in the land, thev shall call
Jerusalem the throne of the Lord ; and
all the nations shall be gathered unto it,
to the Name of Jehovah, to Jerusalem.' {
Still living in their own countries they
shall be gathered to Jerusalem as the
metropolis and seat of the government
then ruling the world. " Then," continues Micah, " many people shall go and
say, Come ye, and let us go up to the
mountain of the Lord, to the house of the
God of Jacob; and he will teach us of
his ways, and we will walk in his paths:
for out of Zion shall go forth THE LAW,
and THE WORD of the Lord from Jerusalem. And he shall rule (veshanplal)
many peoples, and he shall cause to
conquer with respect to} strong nations
*INumt>. xxiv. 7: xxv. 14—19. fUun* x.
14: Ezek. xxxviii. 16: Isn». ii 2t Mic.iv. 1,
JJer. iu 14—18.
φ So 1 render vehokiaeh
legoyim; the verb in Hiphil irom the obsolete root koach to overcome in war: le insep.
part. with, respeclto Jn thecommon version it
is rebuke; Dr Boothroyd has it decide among;
and Dr. Lowth, uork conviction in. Yea,
conviction will he wrought in strong nations
by the invincible power of the Lord's hostsf
whom he will cause to conquer every foe.
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alar off; and they shall beat their swords
into ploughshares, and their spears into
scythes: nation shall not lift up a sword
against nation, neither shall they learn
war any more. But they shall sit every
man under his vine and under his fig
tree ; and none shall make them afraid."
None of these events have happened yet,
therefore the latter days in which they
are to occur must still be in the future.
In Dan. x. 14, the angel informed the
prophet that he had come to make him
understand " what should befall Israel in
the latter days;" and that he might not
suppose that those days were near, he
added, " for yet the vision is for many
days"—the vision seen as described in
the eighth chapter. That he might understand he unfolded to him the premises
from which the conclusions of the latter
days might be deduced. Hence he began
with affairs pertaining to the Ram and
Goat, and more particularly outlined the
international policy and wars of two ol
the Goat's Horns lying north and south of
Israel, and by which the Jews suffered
much, until they both disappeared for a
time in the shadow of the Goat's Little
Horn. He then describes the character
of this which he styles T H E KING, who
delights to honor the Roman god, and
divides the land of Israel for gain. Having returned to the subject of the land
after this digression about the king and
his pontif, the prophet finds himself "at
the time of the end," which is another
phrase for " the latter days." By this
time the two horns of the Goat emerge
from the darkness that had overshadowed
them for some 1900 years. Daniel is told
that the northern or Assyrian Horn would
be the conqueror of the time. That he
would invade Israel's land, and encamp
against the Holy Mountain. That it
would be a great day, so that none should
be like it, even the time of Jacob's trouble;
but that he should be saved out of it, and
strangers should no more serve themselves of him ; but they shall serve the
Lord their God, and David their king
whom he would raise up unto them.*
That Michael was he—the Prince that
stands up for Israel, who should break the
Assyrian, and bring the wonders of the
prophecy to the appointed end, of which
the greatest would be the resurrection of
the dead, when he, Daniel, should stand
in his lot at the end of the 1335 days.
Such is the catastrophy of the plot on the
eve of its accomplishment. It has not
been fulfilled, therefore the latter days remain to be revealed.
*Jer. xxx. 7—9.
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Lastly, Ezekiel testifies that " in the
latter days" a cloud of warriors from the
north shall cover the land of Israel. That
they shall be marshalled by the Assyrian,
whom he styles "Gog of Magog, the
Prince of Rosh, Mosc, and Tobl." That
silver Persia, brazen Ethiopia and Libya,
& c , iron Gomer, and clayey Togarmah
and his bands, shall be confederate with
him. But that while he is there making
a spoil of Israel, the Stone-Power is revealed in fury and causes him to fall upon
the mountains of Isiael, so that only one
sixth part of his multitude is permitted to
escape alive. This is the battle of Armageddon, the smiting of the statue on the
feet, by which the Image-empire is dissolved ibr ever. This has not yet occurred, therefore the latter days of Ezekiel
are yet to come.
THE ADVENTUAL BATTLE.

When Nebuchadnezzar saw the Stone
smite the Image on the Feet he beheld an
action symbolical of the blow that overthrows the Assyrian on the mountains of
Israel. That blow is only the commencement of the war between the King of I s rael and " the Powers that be." The
unity of the Image-empire is broken by
the victory, but its elemental constituents
still remain to be subdued. The Image is
smitten on the feet, the members by which
an union is established between all the
Toes and the body of the statue. At
present the Toes are indeed in being; but
they ere not yet conjoined to the feet.
They require to be daubed with some
" miry potter's clay" to connect them to
the Iron. This uniting of them, by at
best a brittle union, will be, we conceive,
the result of the king of the north's overthrowing many countries,* and so establishing his dominion over " Gomer and
his bands" who now possess the territory
of the Ten Toes. This is smiting the
toes; but not, we admit, the feet in the
sense of the prophecy.
The toes are
smitten by the Assyrian, r ut not to death.
They then still exist as kingdoms under
reigning kings, but not independent, being
like the kings under Nebuchadnezzar, and
those of later times under Napoleon, who
were kings of kings, as will the Assyrian
be be to re he invades the land of Israel.
This previous subjection of the Toes to
one imperial chief is necessary to the
bringing of all the nations to battle against
Jerusalernf and to their encampment in
the Valley of Jeho^haphat.j: What could
*Dan, xi. 40, 4 l ~
fZech.xiv. «.
Poe\ iii, 12.
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induce tea independent and antagonist
powers to go and lay siege to Jerusalem ?
if a crusade could be got up ior the recovery of the Holy Sepulchre they
might; but then they must appoint over
themselves One Head, or they could ef
feet nothing. No. The necessity of the
case is that they should all be united as
kingdoms of one imperially, that one
policy may actuate them nil; so that if
·· things come into the mind" of their
Emperor, " and he conceive a mischievous purpose,"* they may co-operate with
him lo carry his will into effect. This
concert of action between the Czar and
his kings being established by coming
events, when he proclaims his intention
to invade Palestine and to take possession
of Jerusalem, the movable forces of the
kingdoms under his sway will gather to
his standard as they did to Napoleon's
when he invaded Russia. He marches
them against Israel, and their Protector,
Britain and her allies, who are prepared
for the combat in the glorious laud. He
takes Jerusalem, and meets his overthrow
at the hand of Jehovah's Anointed, the
Shepherd and Stone of Israel.f
By this unexpected event the Feet are
smitten. It is the Stone that smites them;
and as their iron is commingled with miry
clay, the Feet are dismembered from the
Image, which can therefore stand erect
no more. The gold, silver, brass, iron,
and clay, are all shivered asunder ; that
19. Assyria, Persia, Greece and Egypt,
Ethiopia and Libya, and the Ten kingdoms, no longer constitute one united dominion under the Czar, the Head of the
Dragon-empire crushed by the Woman's
Seed-t What then remains? Are the
Legs and Toes to retain their dominions ?
Or are they to be utterly destroyed ?

or Leg of the Roman empire; and the
latter in Rome over the western. Hence
they were styled the Emperors of the
East and West. The eastern leg was that
now possessed by the Sultan ; while the
western comprehended Italy, Africa, Gaul,
Spain, Noricum, Pannonia, and Dalmatia. Noricum included part of Ausiria
and Bavaria, and Pannonia, part of Hungary ; these with Dalmatia, Dacia, and
Macedonia constituted the ancient Illyricum. But at the division, Dacia and
Macedonia were assigned to the East.
Britain belonged to the dominion of the
Western Emperor, but is no part of the
Image, therefore we say no more about it
here. The Eastern Leg is entire; but
what is the condition of the Western ? It
is dwindled down to the attenuated jurisdiction of Austria and the Pope over parts
of Italy and Illyricum: still the Austro-Papal dominion, called "the Holy Roman
Empire," is the Western Leg, which in
modern limes extends into countries not
anciently subject to Rome. Now, though
the territories of the Two Legs stand
side by side, the Leg dominions are essentially antagonistic, having no bond of
union between them. But when the Image is complete the same political vitality
that energizes the one must energize the
other. This political union of the Legs
into one dominion is indicated by the Toes
being distributed on Feet united to both the
Legs. If the ten toes were adherent to
one foot., and the other had none, the indication would be that the Legs would be
independent dominions in the latter days,
one of which was sovereign over the toes:
but as it is, the Legs will be one conjoint
dominion with sovcreippity over the ten toes,
therefore they are distributed as the decorum of the symbol demands—rive on
each foot.

THE IRON LEGS OF THE IMAGE.

WHERE ARE THE FEET OF THE IMAGE ?

The Legs of the Image are not yet
conjoined to the Feet. The Legs are
visible and so are the Toes; but the iron
leg», feet, and toes as one conjunct dominion with its subdivisions, are not yet
seen. TUe Iron kingdom in distinct parts
exists; but these parts at their points of
opposition require to be tempered togethei
by the plastic clay of the Assyrian potter.
The Iron or Rotmn kingdom was finally
divided at the death of Theodosius, A. D.
395, between his sons Arcadius and Honorius; the former of whom ruled in
Constantinople over the eastern division
•Ezck. xxxtni. 10.
tUen. r.iix. 24.
{Rev. xx. 2.

W e see then two separate Legs in existence, eight independent Toes, and two
dependent ones, Lombardy and Hungary,
whose kingships are vested in the House
of Hapsburg ; but where are the Feet, for
Legs and Toes aie not ieet? The tibia
is the leg bone, the tarsal bones are the
toes; but where are the metatarsal which
make the foot of the skeleton, and which
unite the toes to the leg? Every one is
bound to admit that they exist nowheie
on the territory of the iron where they
must of necessity appear for they are part
of iron aud part of clay.
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and a taunting proverb against him, and
say, Woe to him that increaseth what is
not his! How longf and to him that
Now, the proposition we affirm in view ladeth himself with thick clay!"
That this from Habbakuk doth not reof the premises is, that a power must appear upon the territory of the Legs, which late to Belshazzar, but to Beishazzar's
shall effect such a change in the political antitype, the Assyrian, of the latter days,
relations ol things that the Legs and Toes is clear; for the Lord saiih it belongs to
shall he no longer antagonistic and dis- " the end." The prophet saw the Emjoined, but e phiribvs unum, united into peror as he hath described him, covered,
one. The power that shall accomplish so to speak, with thick clay, being invested with nations not a few, and madlythis is symbolized by the Feet of the Im
age ; and the agent by which it is effected bent on conquering more. But notice
is styled the Potter; as it is written, "thou how the prophet saw in vision his plunsawest the feet and toes part of clay of the dering and bloody career arrested ! "Shall
Potter, and part of iron." The clay re they not rise up suddenly that shall bite
presents the power incarnated in those thee, and awake that shall vex thee, and
who " shall mingle themselves with the thou shalt be for booties unto tnem ? Beseed of men ;'' and the Potter, the Chief cause theu hast spoiled many nations, all
tain who shall mould them into a vessel the remnant of the people (Israel) shall
to suit his own views. His people, the spoil thee ; because of men's blood, and
wild or semi-barbarous hordes that lollow for the violence of the land, of the city,
Then
him, will overspread the countries of the and of all that dwell therein."
old iron kingdom; but this new inunda- shall " THE STONE cry out of the wall,"
tion of barbarians from the north will not and *· the beam out of the timber shall anbe like that of the fifth and sixth centuries. swer it;'' lor by the power of the awakenThen they ·* cleaved to another1 people. ed ** the earth shall be filled with the
The Goths, and Vandals, and other sav- knowledge of the glory of the Lord, as
age tribes of the north, melted down and the waters cover the sea." Thus " at the
lost their distinctive individuality in the end the vision speaks."*
populations of the empire they destroyed,
THE POST ADVENTUAL WAR.
so that now the institutions under which
they live, civil and ecclesiastical, are the
The moulding of the Feet out of the
same: but it shall not be so with the
is the mission of ·· our
Potter's clay men. Tl ey will mingle iron and the clay
1
themselves with the Iron men, and blend sacred Russia ' as it is styled by the Czar.
their kingdoms into one clayey dominion, It is this work that is on the eve of its
but the union will not last sufficiently commencement, and when it begins it
l#ng for them to cleave together under a will progress rapidly to its completion.
permanently new conbtitution of things The formative principle is his power
not contemplated in the Image; as it is which smites the nations and incorporates
written, " they shall not cleave one to an- their kingdoms into his bipedal ferro aluGog smitten on the
other even as iron is not mixed with clay." minous dominion.
But what is to be done with this clay mountains of Israel is the Feet smitten
fabric of the potter? Hear the decree! by the Stone; the consequence of which
" T o thee, mine Anointed, will I give the is the breaking of them to pieces. Now,
when the Feet are thus broken by the
nations for thy possession # # # Thou
shalt break them in pieces as a potter's battle of Armageddon what is the con^vessel. >1# Keb a vessel from the root dition of the disjoined metals with respect
kaidah, any thing formed or constructed to each other? The brittle bond of union
by a workman. The feet of the image is broken, and the Iron Legs and the toeare as a vessel to a potter. Hear also kingdoms are disconnected from Persia,
what the prophet saiih of the Assyrian Egypt, Khushistan, Libya, &c. Their
who in forming the Feet "ladeth himself combined forces will have suffered a great
with thick clay11—·· Because he trans- defeat; their power of resistance, howgresseth by wine, a proud man, neither ever, will not be exhausted. Napoleon
keepeth at home, who enlargeth his de- lost half a million of men in the Russian
sire as the grave (sheol) and as death, and campaign; yet he was enabled to raise
new armies from his kingdoms, and to
cannot be satisfied, but gathereth unto him
put off the evil day of his dethronement
all nations, and heapeth unto him all peo
for about two years : so after the breaking
pie : shall not all these take up a parable
INTERPRETATION OF " THE CLAY-

'"ΚΓϊΤΓΤ
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of the Feet of the Image, the pieces will fury of the war waged against them by
prolong resistance to the Stone. This in- the Saints and their people.
The war which begins with the breakfatuate resistance is necessary that the
Stone may fall on them and grind them to ing of the Feet to pieces is carried on, on
powder. The fragments of the Iron king- every side, at the same time. This is exdom are especial subjects of prophecy at pressed by the words " at that very time"
this crisis, pertaining to their resistance and " together." No time will be given
after the battle of Armageddon. It is for the enemy to rally so as to invade the
thus spoken of by John, saying, " And I land. The war will be transferred to the
saw the Beast, and the Kings of the earth, countries to be subdued. The Beast and
and their armies, gathered together to the False Prophet, the Assyrian's dominmake war against the Faithful and True ion in the west with the Roman Bishop,
One* that sat on the horse, and against whose existence he shall have sustained
his army. They are met by the white to the end since Austria shall have given
horseman, styled the King of kings, who, place to the Czar—these are taken and
attended by his body guards, the saints destroyed by extraordinary and signal
(termed 4* the armies of the heaven clothed judgments: the remnant of the iron and
in fine linen white and clean") encounters the clay, not included in those symbols, as
them with *• a sharp sword," even Judah, the armies of other states, are slain by
who smites the enemy because their king the sword of Israel with great slaughter.*
is with thcm.f This post-advcntual war The False Prophet lives as Bishop of
is ** the breaking to pieces together" of the Rome until THE STONE comes, and sinks
pieces from the Feet to the Head, and not him into hellf with " the Eternal City."
from the Head to the Feet. u Then Thus the Assyrian, and " the god of guar(baidayin, at that very time) iron, clay, dian saints," whom he honors in his kingbrass, silver, and gold, were ground to dom, are utterly destroyed by the brightpowder together (daluju kachadah) and ness of Messiah's advent. The entire imbecame like the chuff of the summer age is no longer an existence being superthreshing floors; and the wind carried seded by the dominion of its Destroyer,
them away, that no place was found for which becomes as a great mountain filling
them." At that very time and subse- the whole earth.
quently to the smiting of the Feet. The
grinding of the fragments is not accom- OBJECTIONS CATEGORICALLY
plished by one blow in an instant. One
blow may demolish the form of a statue
We will conclude this article by anor a limb of it, by shivering it to pieces; swering categorically our friend's quesbut it requires heavy and oft-repeated tions, the testimony upon which they are
blows to reduce the fragments to powder. predicated being contained in what has
The post-ad ventual war is the grinding gone before. l i e inquires, then,
process in which the metals and the clay
1. If the Stone is to smite and break
arc being reduced to dust. The gold, the in pieces the Toe-kingdoms what room is
silver» and the brass, the dynasties of the there for the Czar to smite them? The
Lion, the Beur, and the Leopard, or of smiting by the Czar will not break them
Assyria, Persia, and Greece, are abolished to pieces, but only bring them under his
—"they have their dominion taken away;" dominion ; while the smiting by the Stone
yet their nationality continues " a season will abolish them. The Czar's mission is
M
and a time ; but in respect to the iron to bring their armies against Jerusalem
and the clay, or the body politic, dynastic, for destruction by the Stone preparatory
and national, as represented by the Fourth to the overthrow of their governments.
Beast which had " devoured the whole
2. Does not the adverb " then" necesearth," it is "consumed and destroyed sarily require as a distinct event the preunto the end." Victorious Israel shall be vious destruction of the Ten kingdoms ?
a third with " Egypt my people and As- No; only the previous smiting of the FeeU
syria the work of my hands," saith the which has a similar effect upon the Czar's
Lord; but the nationalities of the Iron dominion, that the Russian campaign had
and the Clay will be utterly broken up on Napoleon's.
and driven away by "the wind,"t the
3. How can the Kingdom be set up in
the days of the Ten toe-kingdoms when
•R«v. xix. II, 19.
tZech. x. 3—6.
tier. iv. II, 12.—In this place an anny in- they no longer exist, being all merged in
*ft(ling a couniry swiftly and fiercely, de*Kev. xix. 2.
t'i'he LaguM lnlerno or
stroying nil before them, ie rxprtssed bv a Hell-lake is near Rome: the real one is be*
dry wind, «ml Λ full 1/rind.
nceth her.
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the Russian Autocracy ? They exist un^ ously. We should rejoice were we able
der the Czar as Naples, Spain, Holland, to publish 20,000 without price, but such
Westphalia, &c, existed under Napoleon. is the constitution of things in the world,
They are ruled by kings under an em- that not having yet discovered the philoperor till subdued by Christ.
sopher's stone, we find it as impossible
4. Why need Nebuchadnezzar''s Im- even to " preach the word" by the Herald
age be reconstructed? That it may ex- or the living voice, without the needful, as
ist in the Latter Days. It has never ex- it is for farmers, mechanics, and profes·
isted since the king saw it in his dream. sionals, to live upon the air. It is trttd
Parts have appeared and disappeared ; that this is an age of wonderful invention»
but the Feet never, and without these it We do not intend to dispute this; but still
we honestly believe, that it is still a decannot stand, nor be smitten.
5. Will not all the metals be broken to sideratum in the economy of life—the expieces together when all the kingdoms of istence of an editor and the publication
the world become the Lord's 1 Yes; for of a paper by the convertibility of oxygen
the simultaneous, but not instantaneous, and nitrogen into food, and raiment,
breaking occurs in the setting up of the money and materials. Though we have
kingdom which acquires the other king- discovered the solution of several ptodoms by conquest.
j blems in the word that have nonplussed
6. Does not the Image represent a suc- the brains of greater heads than ours in
cession of empires ? The metals in their I this and generations past, yet how someorder do, but not the Image. There are | thing is to be evolved out of nothing is &
not four images, but four metals in one discovery to which we candidly confess
image. Therefore one image of divers we have not the slightest claim. Seeing
metals, one dominion of divers constitu- therefore that we are so helplessly at fauh
ents.
in this department of knowledge, or rather
of things unknown, it is evident that if
7. If Russia is to
enact
so
conspicuous
apart in the world1 s future history will it we are to carry on '* the good fight of
not delay the advent of Christ for a long faith" our friends must do something more
time to come ? Our calculation is that the than form a ring, or take up a safe posiAdvent will occur in about fifteen years, ; tion on a distant eminence, as spectator»
a little more or less; a period which af- of the fight. The warfare in the valley
fords ample time for the formation of the may be a very exciting and interesting
Feet, and planting them on the mountains scene to them beyond the reach of harm;
of Israel where they are to be broken. but it is life or death, victory or defeat, to
Napoleon conquered Italy twice, though the combatants below. Are there ffnjr
defended by Austria and Russia; also | of our friends who Would adorn their
Egypt; subdued the German empire, and brows with the victor's crown ? They
founded his own, in about six years. The must "fight if they would win." It is
advent may be sooner. It cannot be too not the spectators of a combat, but the
soon for us; but we fear it will not be warriors of the fray who show hot the
earlier than we have stated. It cannot white feather, who turn not their bfttfts
be till u all the nations are gathered to- upon the enemy, that win the prize.
gether to battle against Jerusalem." This Fighting is a painful operation, though an
u the sign of the coming of the Son of animating one in a good cause. It is
painful to the flesh through the wotmdfe inMan in power and great glory.
flicted on the character and purse of Ae
Dec. 23, 1851.
EDITOR.
Woman's Seed; but when their spirit, not
their blood, is up, they glory in the cost
and suffering of the contest, and take joyHERALD OP THE KINGDOM AND AGE fully the wreck of their possessions,1 in
doing battle for the truth. Nothing 'apTO COME.
pals them, but the timidity or treachery
Shall the Herald live, and its editor con- or ice-heartedness of their fellows. Witn
tinue to " preach the word of the king- the sword of the spirit it is pastime and
dom," or shall it die, and the proclamation delight to hew Agag in pieces, which of
be abandoned? The yea or nay of this course is far from agreeable to him, or to
inquiry will be determined by the devel- those whose minds are leavened with the
opements of 1852. We cannot purchase word-neutralizing traditions of the Apospaper, and pay the printer and binder tacy.
Who then will come to the help of the
with promises ; nor can we afford to present the public with 200 volumes gratuit- Lord's truth against the enemy ? If we
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are to make any abiding impression upon
his works it is only by patient perseverance, and sacrifice it can be effected. A
aubscription of two dollars a year by a
believerr worth his hundreds or thousands,
towards carrying on the publication of the
ospel of the kingdom, make him a hunxeUfold more a debtor to the truth than
before, and convicts him of " covetousness
which is idolatry,"—a sin which is as
sure to exclude him from the kingdom as
murder or adultery.* Such a pitiable contribution operates thus, because his subscription ends in selfishness.
He subbcribes just enough to gratify himself;
and obtains a hundredfold more than his
uubscription is worth, both in workman«hip and the information given, which he
could never elicit for himself. For our
own part, we would hide ourselves if posHible, rather thun enter the Lord's presrnce with the charge against us, that,
though abundantly able, all we had contributed for the diffusion of the knowledge
of hi» truth was a pittance of two dollars
jjer annum, for which outlay the sole
benefit was our own ! We know not
whose head this cap may fit, or whose
toes the shoe may pinch; but one thing
we do know, that neither shoe nor cap is
ours, lie they theirs to whom they beJung. We would not have them as a gift!
What shall we say of those who subeenbe, but never pay ? The least said of
them ilw better, rerhaps they will repent—who knows ? We do not, but will
liope the best. They may conclude it is
not wrong nu editor to pay ; if so we shall
doubtless In· i\\r gainer.
WulL, tile lime is come for our real
friends to rviww their subscriptions, our
ttnuH being payment on riceipt of the first
number* Let it he remembered that the
Herald cost Lust year $122 ίί5 cents more
than the subscription*» received. I* this
to be repeated—yea. or nay ? If "Oie Ayes
have it" we vauieh from the scene, and
*ay ** Adieu till the day of doom!"

S

EDITOR,

"Kphe.
COPY OF A LETTER TO LOUIS KOSSUTH
0\ T THE PROSPECTS OP HUNGARY.
>/. Louis Kossuth, late Governor of
Hungary, Excellent Sir:
I have taken the liberty of causing to
be presented to you a copy of a work intiilcd "Elpis Israel," which, it is pre-

sumed, cannot fail of being interesting to
you seeing that it treats in part of the
things which have, and are yet destined
to, come upon old and decrepid Europe,
and your own unfortunate and suffering
country. It is a work reprinted in New
York a few weeks since from the London
edition, which was almost entirely sold in
a month after publication there without
the aid of advertisement or review. A
copy was sent to Lord Palmerston, who,
as you will see on page xxvi., pronounces
the book to be " a very interesting work."
I would also take this opportunity of
remarking to you that I have read your
eloquent addresses to the peoples of Britain and of these United States, with that
deep feeling of sympathy for the oppressed and hatred of oppression which is an
instinct of my nature. But while my
soul was melted in its mood, my judgment approved the necessity of the visitation which hath fallen so vengefully on
your fatherland. In your address to the
people of the United States you inquire,
44
Was it not manifest that Austria—who
had always, through the help of Hungary,
strength enough to oppose Russia—would,
when she destroyed Hungary with Russian bayonets, no longer be an independent power, but merely the avant garde
of the Moscovite ?" Again you say,
44
Had England and France permitted a
few ships to come to Ossore, laden with
arms for the noble patriots who had asked
in vain for weapons, the Hungarians
would now have stood a more impregnable
barrier against Russia, than all the arts
of a miserable and expensive diplomacy.'1
To this you add, 4* I hesitate not to avow
before God, that we alone—that my own
Hungary—could have saved Europe from
Russian domination.'*'' Yes, Excellent
Sir, in these averments is the philosophy
of your national overthrow. Hungary
was the strength of Austria, and she could
have saved both it and Europe from Russian domination. God, whose administration of human affairs you acknowledge,
and to whom 44 the powers that be" are
subjected, saw this distinctly. It wes
necessary, therefore, that Hungary should
be " plucked up by the roots" by " the
little" Auetro-imperial "horn" of the
west, that the execution of his decree,
long since revealed in the writings of Israel's prophets, might not be frustrated.
Hungary's offence before High Heaven
hath been this very devotion to the treacherous and blixxi-stained House of Hapsburg, of which, Excellent Sir, you speak
so complacently. The "Holy Roman
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Empire"—holy indeed !—hath been for burg will have destroyed itself in destroyover a thousand years the savage de- ing Hungary, and Russia will have bestroyer of God's witnesses upon the earth. come your avenger.
Its secular dynastic horn hath been the
Still, however, Hungary and Poland
pillar and support of the Papacy—the will exist no more. The resuscitation of
blind, infatuated, patron of that cruel, and their dominions and that of Italy is hopeliberty-hating superstition whose Pontifex less. The populations of earth are not to
Maximus—the spiritual dynastic horn of be for ever cursed by such governments
the empire—is the Pope of Rome. The as the world hath hitherto experienced in
time hath come for the Almighty to make all lands. The Bible, to which you apinquisition for blood, and therefore to pour peal, comforts us with the assurance that
out upon the House of Hapsburg and its " all nations shall be blessed in Abraham
papal prophet, and their conjoint dominion, and his Seed," (Gen. xii. 2, 3 ; xxii. 18;
that righteous retribution which their un- Gal. iii. 8, 16,) and that when this blessedparalleled " blasphemy against God, to ness shall become a fact, " the kingdoms
blaspheme his name, and his tabernacle, of this world shall become the kingdoms
and them that dwell in the heaven"—Rev. of Jehovah, and of his Christ; and He
xiii. 6 ; and their crimes against humanity, (the Christ) shall reign for ever"—Rev.
demand. So long as Hungary remained xi. 15.—Yea, Excellent Sir, and not " the
strong and independent, " an impregnable kingdoms" only, but all republics too.
barrier" existed against that inundation The accomplishment of this ancient profrom the north which is destined to over- mise made of God 3500 years ago, will be
shadow the independence of the Austro-pa- good news, or gospel, to Hungary and the
pal imperiahty of the west. Whom God oppressed of all countries; for it implies
wills to destroy he first infatuates. This is the overthrow of Russia, and the fall of
pre-eminently the case with the Emperor all thrones, principalities, and powers that
and the Pope. The House of Hapsburg now afflict the world.
in cursing with the decree of exterminaWell, Excellent Sir, your "own Huntion, and, by Russian aid, in " plucking it gary" exists no more, and the God of
up by the roots," (Dan. vii. 8, 24.) hath justice wills it, not for the behoof of Austhrust a dagger into its own vitals, wound- tria and its Camarilla, but as a condition
ing itself with an incurable and deadly necessary to the ultimate benefit of huwound. It hath bound itself hand and manity at large. Vain, yet pleasing to
foot, and become helplessly subject to the those who know not the Divine purpose
will of the Autocrat cf the north—the revealed in the Bible, is the hope you exRusso-Assyrian of the age.—Isai. xxx. press that *' Hungary, free, surrounded by
25, 30, 31.
free nations, will be great, glorious, and
The Bible—the politician's best manual independent." Excellent Sir, independent
—reveals, as you will find explained in Hungary, the chief of a confederacy of
Elpis Israel from page 377 to 388, that free nations, is an illusion sketched by the
the almighty disposer of human events fond fancy of its unfortunate children.
(Dan. ii. 21 ; iv. 25, 35.) hath decreed Providence hath a more exalted blessedthe subjugation of Europe to the Russian ness fc r the peoples than this. Bloody
power, whose chief is to become " Em- indeed will be the coming combat between
u
peror of Germany" f Gogue of the land the populations and the tyrants ; but •' the
of Magoguc") as well as Autocrat of All haughty despots," as you truly style them,
the Russias, for " Prince of Rosy Mosc, will prove too strong for them. Neither
and Toll.11) See Ezek. xxxviii., and Hungary nor her exiled sons can change
xxxix. All things since Feb. 1848 are the current of events that have placed
rapidly tending to that consummation, them on these hospitable shores. The
France, symbolized in the scriptures by freedom of Hungary will be peace, spirit44
Frogs," the old arms of the Franks, ual enlightenment, prosperity, and secu(Rev. xvi. 13; and Elpis Israel, page rity, under a Divine Code and Adminis339,) is to complicate every thing. Events tration. This is the impending freedom
Boon to happen there will convert papal and blessedness of all nations, which beGermany, &c, and Italy, into " a lake of long not to this age, but to that which ia
fire and brimstone"—destructive battle- to come, when all existing governments,
fields—which will be the wreck of the i the obstacles to their manifestation, shall
dominion of Hapsburg and the Pope, and j have been utterly destroyed after the exthe establishment of the Cossack on the ι ample and by the like agency to that
Theirs, the Danube, the Rhine, xhv Seine, j which delivered Israel from Egypt, and
find the Ρυ. Thus the House cf Haps-' planted them in Palestine as in the day·
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of old. The restoration of liberty, then,
to Hungary being incompatible with the
revealed purpose of the Almighty, there
remains no obstacle to the fulfilment of
your prediction, which happens to be in
harmony with the things noted in the
scriptures of truth, as I have already
stated them.—" I predict/' saith your Excellency, u and the eternal God hears my
prediction—that there can be no freedom
for the Continent of Europe, and that the
Cossacks from the shores of the Don will
water their steeds in the Rhine, unless
liberty be restored to Hungary. It is
only with Hungarian freedom that the
European nations can be free; and the
smaller nationalities especially can have
no future without us." Yes, Sir, Poland
and Hungary, the ramparts of the west
ogainst the embattled north, being levelled
with the dust, Europe is unmasked and
•opened to the invader when he wills to
44
enter into the countries^to overflow, and
to pass over"—Dan. xi. 40. Imbecility
-and folly characterize the diplomacy of
1830, 1848, and 1849. Had not the rulers
•been judicially blinded, they would have
seen that the guarantee of their own independence of Russian domination was
the preservation of Poland and Hungary
as sovereign states. But God has blinded
their eyes that they might not see until it
is u too late11 to retrieve the errors of the
past.
But, Excellent Sir, when you shall have
perused Elpis Israel you will perhaps
discern the relation of things more clearly
than can be exhibited within the limits of
this epistle. Allow me to refer you to my
letters to the Autocrat and his ambassador in London, on pages xix. and xxii., for
some additional light upon the subjects before us The part which France is playing in the great political drama of the age,
mid that which awaits Britain and the
United States, her ally by the force of
circumstances, are set forth on pages indicated by inserted slips; as well as other
topics interesting to you as one of the
actors in the scenes that need not be mentioned here.
^ In conclusion. Though I cannot pray
God to prosper your wish for " universul
freedom" in the popular

sense because

subversive of his Kingdom, which we are
taught to pray may come that " his will
may be done on earth as it is in heaven;"
yet I do pray that he may prosper your
mission to this country in committing its
government to the taking of a decided
btand with other liberal powers in the approaching conflict with the imperial op-

pressors of the Continent. And may God
preserve you in safety in the midst of that
terrible tempest with which he declare»
he will visit the nations before he blesses
them in Abraham and his Seed. That
you may prosper in all your lawful undertakings, and live to see the end of the
House of Hap^burg, the overthrow of the
Autocrat, and the establishment of the
kingdom of God, which ** shall break in
pieces and consume" all the kingdoms of
the Roman earth.—Dan. ii. 44.
I subscribe myself, Excellent Sir,
Very respectfoully yours,

JOHN THOMAS, M. D.

Author of Elpis Israel.

NEWS PROM AFAR.
Paisley, Scotland; Jan. 8th, 1852.
DR.

THOMAS :

Dear Brother—I have several times
purposed writing to you, but from various
causes have hitherto been prevented. I
do so now, in the first place, to thank you
for the two numbers of the 4< Herald,"
viz: No. 1, and 9, which you were kind
enough to send me ; with both of which I
was much pleased, but especially the last,
containing the 44 Synopsis of the Kingdom
of God." It has been well circulated
amongst the brethren here, and has, I dare
say, somewhat increased our knowledge
and faith. That we may know more
fully how things go on with you; and
what you are now discerning in the
44
Signs of the Times"—which are certainly losing nothing of their ominous aspect—you will be kind enough to forward
to me monthly a copy of the 44 Herald"
for 1852; the annual subscription for
which I shall forward to Mr. Robertson in
London, on receipt of the first two Nos.
which I will expect next month.
I have not much to communicate to you
in the shape of 44 News" that is likely to
be in any way interesting. However, it
will be gratifying to you to know that
your visit to Paisley has not been without
some results. Division—a common consequence, and good or evil as the case
may be—has followed as one result—in
our case, we hope, for good. The acknowledgment of the '4 Truth" confessed
by Jesus to Pilate, and the public declaration of it, led to such unpleasant feeling
in the church—other circumstances concurring to increase it—that a few of us
who had more particularly attended you

The Child'* Paper"
during your visit, such us brothers Fulton,
Gilmour, myself and a few others, resolved
to leave Stone street and meet together
apart, so that we might enjoy the full
liberty of " Searching the Scriptures"
that we might thereby, as far as possible,
become acquainted with " the whole counsel of God" without giving offence to any.
This withdrawal took place, as near as
may be, twelve months ago. Our first
meeting consisted of about 20 members.
We were soon joined by a few more from
the old place, and shortly thereafter by
four individuals from other places by immersion. These four were converts by
reading "Elpis Israel." Our present membership will be 30 to 33, with no great
prospect of rapid increase; nor is this a
point we aim at. Our main object in the
meantime is to enjoy the fellowship of the
Gospel, and to have our minds more fully
enlightened in the things which God has
revealed by His Spirit in the Prophets,
which had, until your appearance amongst
us, been to most of us—a blank.
We have gained much in a release from
the bondage of ignorance and sectarianism
in which we were formerly held, and hope
to gain yet more by a full knowledge of
the " Truth" by which our liberty shall
be complete!
With sincere desire that you may be
long spared to prosecute the mission you
have so disinterestedly undertaken, and
tbat you may have the satisfaction of seeing the work prosper in your hand,
I remain, dear brother,
Yours with much respect,
ADAM TENNANT.

LATENESS OF ISSUE.
Various causes beyond our control have
delayed the earlier issue of this number of
the Herald. By March we hope to recover lost time; after which it will be
mailed the first week in the month at
latest. It will be seen that about twothirds of the number are printed on new
type. Subscriptions will be published in
the next.
he February number will contain
an article on " the Gospel of the Kingdom," which we believe to be unanswerable. If it be not wholly and only true,
we should like to see the knightly theologne who will risk his lance againnt it!

'THE CHILD'S PAPER."
This is a beautiful specimen of typography published by the " American Tract
Society" monthly. The paper is white,
thick, and smooth. The type appears to
be new, and very fair to look on. It consists of four pages quarto, which are illustrated with finely executed wood cute*
The title is adorned with an engraving of
Christ with two little children on his·
knees and larger ones beside him. There
are two children at each end of the cut
under the words " Child's" and " Paper;"
one couple reading the " Child's Paper"
with great earnestness; and the other OJJ
their knees in the attitude of prayer with
the Bible behind them. Under the group
with Christ in the centre are the words
" Suffer little children to come unto me."
We dislike very much to say any thing
in disparagement of so pleasing a specimen of the Black Art; but we cannot
permit it to beguile us of our better judgment by its commending itself to the desire of the eyes. This would be to tread
in the steps of our mother Eve, who
sacrificed her allegiance to the truth to the
gratification of taste into which she was
| seduced by the beauty of the temptation
ishe beheld. "The Child's Paper" is inj deed "pleasant to the sight; but not good
! for food." The vine-tendrils at either end
j of the vignette enclose the symbols of the
idea which editorially pervades the sheet;
I namely, prayer and " The Child's Pa\ per*' the introduction to Jesus; the Bible
just a background embellishment of the
situation.
We can commend no paper based upon
I such a principle. Of all papers in the
| world the Bible ought to be the alpha and
omega of a paper designed to instruct religiously the tender and plastic minds of
children; because no ideas make such indelible impressions npon us as those implanted in our earlier days. God's thoughts
therefore should be the first to vibrate in
in the child, and then man's, if at all, on
religious subjects. Illustrations of the
Bible adapted to the minds of children,
with fictions of an interesting character
whose " morals" inculcate its relative prei eepts and divine principles, is the sort of
I "Child's Paper," which still is, and we
I expect ever will be, a desideratum until
I the instruction of the people is taken out
of the hands of "the pious," and trans! ferred to the Saints of the Most High God
! in the Age to Come. But an imperfect
system of moral training is hotter than
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none, provided it does not deify villany
after the Romish fashion. " The Child's
Paper" will help to impress the n.orality
of Judaism on the mind, such as " thou
ehalt not steal," " thou .shalt keep holy the
Sabbath Day, f " thou shalt not covet,'
& c , with other principles oi common
morality; but as to showing "the way?
the truth, and the life," exhibited in the
divine word, that is of course altogeth» r
out of the question, it is not fit for the
lambs of Chrises sheep. They must be
nourished by food of a divine quality.
Kids may browse upon it and be improved.
Here follow a few specimens of its traditions. " Λ soli answer is a mighty cureall. It is the principle which is going to
conquer the wrold." We apprehend that
ttie answer of the Lord who is to roar out
of Zion against the Gentile armies in the
Valley of Jehoshaphat will not be a very
iott one to them, for it is said thenwickedness will be great.
44
What is " Γ children ? It is the
thinking, judging, willing, loving, hating
principle within you, called the soul." 1'
is well known what sort of a soul is
meant. This is the first lesson in im
monal-soulism. But me is as much the
thinking principle as / ; foi it is the same
persofi, only in the objective instead of
the nominative case. Now of this first
person Paul says " in me, that is, in my
flesh, dwells no good thing." The me.
and therefore the /, is flesh ; therefore the
principle that thinks is the flesh or brain ;
which, when speaking of its result, he
terms the thinking oj~lhe flesh.
A boy goes fishing on Sunday. He is
«aid in so doing to break the law ·* R» member the Sabbath l>ay to keep it holy."
Thus leaving the child under the impression that Sunday is the Sabbath Day, infcleatl of Saturday to which the law refers.
** Take me, when I die, to heaven,
Happy there with thee to dwell." Thi.rs from an " Evening Prayer of a Little
One."
First taught that the thinking
principle, or " I , " is the soul that nover
dies; and then to pray the ** I" may go to
lieaven at death! A scripturally instiucted teacher would show that we are all by
nature sinners; and that prayer is the
privilege only of those who are constituted the Saints of God. That a child who
is born a sinner, must learn the truth ; and
then when they are old enough to choose
for themselves between good and evil,
they will have the privilege of obeying it,
and so becoming snints. Then being in
Christ, they have to come to him> in the
propf-r and only way they can got at him '

and Age Io Come.
>;iic • his departure Iron) earth ; and are
ihiough him eligible to approach the F a ther who is \\\ lieaven, and to make their
requests known to him.
The paper professes to be non-f-ectarian.
This may be. It may not make Methodists, or Prt sb\ terians ; but it indoctrinates
ihe child with dogmas which prepare it to
become a f-ectarian in after life. But indoctrinate it with the truth, and it would
become a sectarian never. As we hav»
.-aid, " The Child's Paper' will do for the
kids of goats, but not for the lambs of the
sheep oi God.
EDITOR,

"ADVENT HARBINGER."
THE

ADVENT HARBINGER,

edited

by

Jotefh Marshy Hochester, Ν. Υ., is issued
weekly at $ 2 00 a year. This periodical
is in the form of a newspaper, and is a
sheet affording ample room for correspondents, original communications, news,
&c. We would commend it to the actual
patronage of the friends of justice and
impartiality. Carrying many independent
way passengers, the reader will doubtles*
find many contradictory interpretations o f
the word ; but the editor is no more responsible for these than a stage proprietor
is for the opinions oi his " tares." Th$editor is a man of progress, who has
passed through divers phases of error
like the re&t of us, and is still ready to advance at any sacrifice when his judgment
is convinced, fie is a liberal man also,
and by liberal things he is resolved u>
stand or lall. After having had much to*
do with others of a contrary stamp, it
does one good to find one who pledge»
himself to liberality and truth where'er 'ti&
found, on Christian or on heathen ground..
He is not afraid to treat u heresy" with
candor and politeness; and we believe y
he can e\en look the go>pel of the kingdom and baptism in the lace without an^er
and tumult. This is more than can be
f*aid oi editors in general; for both these
topics have very heretical tendencies intheir esteem. Take it then, and pay iojr
it,or don't subscribe ; for he is not worthy
of instruction, however much he may
need it, who hath not common honesty
enough to pay the printer.
THE" STUDENT is a monthly issued by
Fowlers & Wells, of Ν. Υ., the enterprizing publishers of the American Phrenological, and Water Cure, Journals. It is
very neatly got up and can be had at the
moderate price of #1 00.

Pricsfian

PRIESTISM.
Chrysostom, a Catholic writer, says,
" Priests liave received a power which
God never chose to confer on angels, for
God never said to them, Whatsoever ye
shall bind on earth shall be bound in
heaven, and whatsoever ye shall loose on
earth shall be loosed in heaven. Earthly
princes have a power of binding, of bodies
only however; but this bond grasps the
eoul, and extends to heaven, so that whatever the priests do below, God legitimates
above, confirming the sentence of his
pervants. But what less is this than that
he hath conferred on them all celestial
power; for whose soever sins, he said,ye
remit, they are remitted, and whosesoever
ye retain, they are retained. Can any authority be greater than this? All judgment was given to the Son by the Father,
but here I see it all devolved by the Son
on them ; for they are advanced to thl·
supremacy presi-ely as though they were
already translated" to heaven, exalted
above human nature, and freed from human passion. Moreover, were a king to
confer on one of his subjects authority to
imprison and again rel· ase whoever he
•pleased, he would be admired and envied
hy all. But the priest receives authority
from God as much greater as heaven is
superior to earth, and souls to bodies.
" It in madness to despise this power
without which we can neither attain salvation, nor any of the blessings that an
promised ; for if no one can enter the
kingdom of heaven except he be born of
water and the Spirit, ami he who doe!»
not eat the flesh of the Lord and di ink
his blood is"excluded from eternal lite, and
none of these are possii le except through
the conseciated hands of the priest, how
can any one without him escape the fire
of hell, and attain a cro*n?"*
This is priestism with a vengeance—
priestism in which Catholics, both Greek
and Latin, firmly believe, and with the
«pirit of which the clergy of all sects and
shadows are more or less imbued. Where
the people believe such vile doctrine as
this, the clergy are omnipotent, and constitute a tyranny the most odious and
cruel that can be conceived. As to the
argument it may be remarked, that there
is a very considerable flaw in Mr. (. hryeoetom's premises He assumes, that because the Lord Jesus authorized his apostles to remit and retain sins, this authority
extends to all priests styling themselves
their " successors" who live after them in
_#De
Sacerdotio lib. iii. c, v.

t

all ages! This assumption we deny, and
demand of those who affirm its truth to
adduce the divine testf#*uy tA>t proves it.
This they ca*nof**lo, ami ^uf*Jefore·they
are impostors aud •(5p*eivers'bf tfiejweople. The truth is tflaj there is n* scriptural division of the talthjuj into priests
and people, clergy and faity. Chriijf is
the elder brother, and they that are
Christ's are his brethren. Jesus and his
brethren are God's family. They are all
priests of whom Christ is the chief, and
th* rest his Household. Since the death
of the apostles, ihere are none of the
household of the past or present that can
pardon one another for offences against
heaven. God lor Christ's sake forgive»
ihem. Neither can they remit or retain
the sins of men ; all they can do is to
show how sinners can obtain pardon, and
become heirs of the kingdom and glory of
God, through ihe name oi Jesus < hrist.
EDITOK.

OBEDIENCE TO THE APOSTLES INCOMPATIBLE WITH AN AGE OF LIGHT
AND REFINEMENT!
" I have never felt willing," says " a
reverend divine" night, Dr. Dewey, " in
performing the marriage ceremony, to use
«he word obey, in reierence to the wife.
True, the apostle Paul said, Wives, obey
your husbands ; but that was in an imperfect state of society; and in ι he present
agt of light and refinement, we should not
IIIHSI on the command of the apostle.9 —
Ν, Υ. Tribune.
This is the way pretended 4< successors of the apostles" neat
the woids of Christ's ambassadors ! Urge
upon them obedience to apostolic precept
upon any subject not in harmony with
their fleshly minds, and they exclaim,** Ο
vve ought not to insist on the caimnand of
the apostles; had they lived in our refined and enlightened age they would have
spoken differently !'* What an imposition
upon the public are such "doctors of divinity !" Phhaw ! Is Paul's authority
inferior to Dr. Dewey ? The supposition
is lidiculous.
EDITOR.

"HE FELL ASLEEP."
" He fell aaleep :'y—the usual beautiful
phrase of the New Testament to express
the faith of saints, and at the same time
to intimate their expectation of a happy
resurrection."—Milner.

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
" And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and itself
shall stand for
ever"—DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, E D .

RICHMOND, VA., February, 1852.
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THE GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM.
MR. EDITOR :

I desire above all things to understand
you ou the subject of "the Gospel of the
Kingdom." I think sometimes I understand you. But I live close by one who
says, he cannot understand, and I then
conclude, " may be I do not.'1 But from
what you say about u Elpis
Israel,"!
live in hopes of seeing it, and of learning
all that is necessary for me to know in
order to salvation.
I know you have no time to trifle away,
else I would ask you to write a few lines
to me on the subject, stating the facts of
the gospel as you would if presenting to
a congregation in order io faith.
Tennessee, 1851.
THE

GIIEAT

N. ANTHONY.

SALVATION.

" IIoiv shall we escape if we neglect so
great salvation which assumed a beginning to be spoken by the Lord?—PAUL.

It announces a good time coming, w hen
"the knowledge of the glory of the Lord
shall fill the earth as the waters cover the
sea :"* for Jehovah sware to Moses, saying, " As truly as I live, all the earth shall
be filled with the glory of the Lord.f"
This is glorious good news from God to
every one that believes it.
God's gospel is styled " the gospel of the
kingdom"t because he purposes to manifest his glory and blessedness through a
kingdom he declares He will set up in
the land lying between the Euphrates,
Mediterranean, and Nile.
The gospel of the kingdom, and the
"great salvation spoken of by the Lord,"
are the same thing. This is evident from
the fact, that the Lord Jesus when he began to preach did not make two separate
proclamations. Throughout his ministry
he preached but one thing, which is variously expressed in the history of his
career. Sometimes it is simply styled
" the gospel ;"§ at others, " the kingdom
of God :"\\ and Peter in recalling the recollection of it to Cornelius' mind, says,
" That Word ye know, which was published throughout all Judea, and began
from Galilee, after the baptism which
John preached." 1Γ In the previous verse,
he reminded him who began to preach
this word from Galilee, and speaks of it as
a message. His words are, " The Word
which God sent unto the children of Israel, preaching peace by Jesus Christ,
who is Lord of all; that word, I say, ye
know." When we turn to the history
" of all that Jesus began both to do and

The Anglo-Saxon word GOSPEL is euanghclion in the Greek. This is a word
compounded of eu, an adverb of quality
signifying good; and anghelia, a message
delivered in the name of any one : euanghdion, therefore, signifies a good message, which becomes good news to those
previously unacquainted with it. It is
styled u the gospel of God"* because it is
a good message emanating from Him.
It is also called "the glorious gospel of the
*Hab. ii. 14.
tNumb. xiv. 2 1 .
blessed God,"f because it is a good messa c
{Mat. iv. 23; xxiv 14; Mar. i. 14, 15;
£ of future glory on account of which
Luke
viii.
1.
$Mark
i.
15
; v iii. 35; xiii. 10;
all that partake in it will call him blessed. Luke iv. 18.
*Koin. i. 1.

-fl T u n . u I I .

4

||Luke iv. 43; ix. 2,6.

f Acts x. 37,'
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teach, we find that when he began to
speak the great salvation he commenced
preaching the gospel of the kingdom of
God in Galilee. The following is the testimony—" Now when Jesus had heard
that John was cast into prison, he departed into Galilee. From that time Jesus
began to preach, and to say. Repent; for
the kingdom of the heavens is at hand.
And he went about all Galilee, teaching
in their synagogues, and preaching the
gosjiel of the kingdom, and healing all
manner of sickness."* The word sent,
the gospel of the kingdom, and the great
salvation, it is clear, all began to be
preached by Jesus at the same time, and
in the same region of country ; they must
therefore, and can only be, the same thing
under different modes of speech. A word
sent is a message ; that word sent by
Jesus Christ constitutes him THE MESSENGER :f a messenger sent of God with
good news to the children of Israel about
a kingdom, which they did not then possess, preaches that kingdom to them as a
matter of promise, and therefore of hope ;
so that the gospel of the kingdom is also
styled

" THE Η Ο Γ Ε

OF ISRAEL,"

for

which Paul said he was " bound with a
chain."}:
The kingdom of God is the great salvation, because through that kingdom the
blessedness preached to Abraham as the
gospel § is to come' upon all the nations of
the earth, and by which they are to be
saved from the power of those who destroy them, and to be placed under a
righteous administration of diVme law.
God's kingdom is to save them; for it is
to u grind to powder and bring to an end
&11 kingdoms," to fill the whole earth as a
great mountain, and itself to stand for
ever,|| This kingdom can only be set up
by overthrowing "the powers that be;"
and as there can be no peace and blessedness for the nations until they are broken,
the operation which abolishes them establishes the destroying Stone-power, and
saves the world with a great and glorious
salvation. Who can doubt it when the
scriptures say, referring to that era, "The
king's son, Ο God, shall judge thy people
with righteousness, and thy poor with
judgment; he shall save the children of
the needy, and shall break in pieces the
oppressor. In his days shall the righteous flourish, and abundance of peace as
long as the moon endureth. He shall
have dominion also from sea to sea, and
•Mat.iv. 12, C17,23.
tMaKiii. I.
JAete xxviii. 2O,
$Gal. iii. 8.
||Dan. ii. 35, Ί4.

from the river to the ends of the land.
They that dwell in the wilderness shall
bow before Him, and his enemies shall
lick the dust. The kings of Tarshish and
of the Isles (the British) shall bring presents ; the kings of Sheba and Seba shall
oiler gifts. Yea, all kings shall fall down
before him (being subdued:) all nations
shall serve him. His name shall endure
for ever; his name shall be continued
as long as the suit; and they shall be
blessed in him—all nations. shall call him
blessed. Blessed be the Lord God, the
God of Israel, who only doeth wondrous things. Blessed be his glorious
name for ever: and let the whole earth
be filled with his glory."*
The kingdom of God founded by Jehovah and his Christ is to establish this great
salvation in the earth—a thorough and
complete social regeneration of the world.
The kingdom is the cause, the great salvation the result of its institution in tire
land promised to the fathers. But the
greatness of the salvation is not restricted
to the future generations of the nations
only ; it comprehends in the magnitude of
the deliverance it vouchsafes, the generations of the righteous among the dead
from Abel to the coming of Israel's king
in the clouds of heaven in power and great
glory. It saves the cloud of witnesses of
whom the world was never worthy with
an everlasting salvation in the kingdom;
and saves the nations from their temporal
miseries and degradation with a joyous
and glorious redemption of a thousand
years. " How shall we escape if we
neglect so great a salvation" as this ? Impossible ; escape there is for none who are
not included in it.
Now, the Bible reveals no other salvation than this—a deliverance of the righteous from " the pit in which there is no
water" by a resurrection from the dead;
a transformation of the living saiiits who
may be contemporary with the second advent ; a restoration of the kingdom again
to Israel under the New Covenant: and
a redemption of the nations from the social, civil, and spiritual evils which now
press so heavily upon them. This is the
only salvation of which the gospel treats.
It meets the necessities of the world.
Humanity needs no other, and therefore
none else has been provided. When the
salvation has triumphed, it will be the accomplished fact of a thousand years, during which " The ends of the world shall
remember and turn unto the Lord ; and
all the kindreds of the notions shall wor*Γ?. ixxTL
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ship before Him. For the kingdom is the
Lord's; and he the Governor among the
nations.''*
When Jesus stood at Caesar's bar Pilate
asked him, "Art thou the King of the
Jews?11 He answered, "My kingdom is
not of this world ; if it were, then would
my servants fight that I should not be delivered to the Jews : but my kingdom is
not from hence now." Pilate therefore
said to him, "Art thou a king then?"
Jesus answered, " I was born for this, (eis
touto,) and for this I came into the world,
that I might witness to the truth. Every
one who is of the truth hears my voice."
Pilate said unto him, " What is truth?"\
Ah, Pilate, thou, like myriads beside thee,
knewest not that voice though it was witnessed in thy presence ! The truth was
confessed}: before thee, but thou didst not
understand it, because thou wast not of
the truth. Let the reader hear the voice
of the king, " I came into the world that
I might witness to the truth." Now hear
what he saith in another place, " / am
sent to preach the kingdom of God."§ He
did so. He preached it through the length
and breadth of Judea, announcing to the
people the kingdom of God, and that he
was the king thereof. He filled the land
with the sound of his claims to the throne
.of .David as the " born King of the Jews."||
The people heard him gladly ; and, admitting his pretensions to be just, were
ready for revolt against Caesar, and to
make him king. If The chief priests became alarmed at the current of the popular mind, and apprehended the interference
of the Romans.** They procured his
apprehension at length, and accused him
before Pilate of perverting the nation-from
its allegiance to Ci€sar,ff and affirming
that he was King of the Jews."it By
the passage above quoted, we find Pilate
endeavoring to elicit from him the truth of
the matter. As if he had said, " They
charge you with saying that you are an
Anointed One, a king, even the King of
the Jews; is this the truth ?" Jesus confessed, and denied not; although it was
hazardous at the bar of Caesar, the de
facto king of the Jews,§§ to aver that he
was himself king by right. His life had
been jeopardized thirty-five years and
three months before by the inquiry
II
Where is he that is born King of the
Jews ?" Herod, the reigning king of the
*Fs. χχιι.ι27,·28.
fJno. xvni. 37.
Jl Tim. vi. 13 {Luke iv. 43. ||Mnt ii.2.
HJno. vi. 15.
**Jno. xi. 48.
ttLuko xxiii. 2,
JJJno xix. 21.
M.Tno. xix. 15.
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Jews, who knew that the nation was ex*
peering the birth of a Son of David who
was to reign over them for ever, was
alarmed at the intimation that He was actually born. He saw that the right of
David's Son and the interests of the Herodian dynasty, were inimical. He therefore determined to destroy him, and so
secure the kingdom to his own family by
the Christ, or Anointed One's destruction.
I The same policy was at work at the condemnation of Jesus. Pilate was not only
the representative of the Roman Majesty
which had superseded the Herodian in
Judea; but the conservator of the rights
of the reigning Caesar as King of the Jews.
Satisfied that it was mere envy that moved
the chief priests to accuse Jesus of treason against the Roman power, his policy
was to release him, and to appease their
clamor. But the policy of the priests and
elders was opposed to this. They saw
clearly that if rJesus ascended the throne
of David he w ould permit them to have
no share in the honors and emoluments of
the State. Hence it was with them, as
with Herod, all important to prevent him
getting possession of the throne. They
saw Pontius Pilate's unwillingness to condemn him, and concluded that the only
way they could succeed in overcoming it
would be to treat him hypothetically as a
partaker in the Nazarene treason, and consequently a traitor to Caesar's rights which
it was his business to conserve. This was
their policy. Hence, said they to the
Procurator, " If thou let this man go,
thou art not Caesar's friend: whosoever
maketh himself a king speaketh against
Caesar." This settled the question in
Pilate's mind. Though convinced of the
innocence of Jesus, and of their malignity,
self-preservation was a stronger law of
his nature than justice. He concluded
that it was better for Jesus to suffer death,
though unworthy of it, than that he should
lose his procuratorship, and perhaps his
life, for misprison of treason. Had Jesus
not confessed the truth, but repudiated all
pretensions to the throne of Israel, Pilate
could not have condemned him; nay,
would not, for there would have existed
no ^ground upon which the priests and
elders.could have predicated his want of
friendship or loyalty to Caesar. It is true,
they said i.« We have a law, and by our
law he ought to die, because he made himself the Son of God." They regarded
this as Idasphemy; but the Roman law
took no cognizance of questions in Jewish
theology. It had ceased to he lawful
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In suffering death because of his claim
to the throne of Israel, Jesus, the Son of
God and Son of David, sealed " the gospel of the kingdom," and the Covenant of
that kingdom, with his blood. He was
born to be King of Israel, and he suffered
death because he maintained his right to
the royalty. He was anointed to be king,
and as a prophet to preach the gospel, or
glad tidings of his reign over the Twelve
Tribes of Israel, and the obedient nations
of the earth for a thousand years. With
him and his apostles, to ** preach the kingdom of God" was to " preach the gospel."
There could be no gospel without the
kingdom—even this same particular kingdom, this Jewish kingdom in Palestine,
than which the living God has caused to
be evangelized no other. A gospel of a
kingdom or kingdoms beyond the skies—
of an everlasting kingdom there for disembodied ghosts, and a present church-kingdom of grace among carnal, scoffing, faithless, professors here—we deliberately, and
under pain of eternal damnation if in error?
we boldly, conscienciously, and confidently, affirm, that there is no such a gospel
to be found in the oracles of God. Such
a gospel as this—the popular gospel of the
age—was never preached to Jew or Gentile by John, Jesus, or the apostles. The
Lord of Israel bore witness to no such
gospel before Pilate. He did not testify
that he was a king of a sky-kingdom ;
but king of the Jewish nation upon earth,
where alone it exists, or ever will exist.
His is the royalty of this nation taking its
root in the Covenant made with David,
which is everlasting, and can never be annulled ; for Jehovah hath declared, "Once
have I sworn by my holiness that I will
not lie unto David. His Seed shall endure forever, and his throne as the sun before me."*
For three years and a half Jesus fulfilled his mission as prophet to Israel in
preaching the gospel of the kingdom. He
began, as we have seen, in Galilee soon
after his being anointed of God with the
Holy Spirit and power, f He visited the
synagogues, and among them that at
Nazareth. Being there on a certain occasion, he read from the sixty-first of
Isaiah the words recorded in the fourth of
Luke. Alluding to his anointing he read,
"The Spirit of Jehovah is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the
gospel to the poor—to preach the accept"JESUS OF NAZARETH T H E KING OF able year of the Lord." Jehovah's anointing him to preach the gospel is equivalent
THE JEWS."
to saying, Jehovah sent him to preach.
*Jno. xviii 31.
tMar. xv. 31, 32
x. 38.
Jno. xix. 3, \9—<Z
*Ts. Ixxxix 35, 30,

for the Jews to put any man to death ;*
so that however guilty he might have
been of blasphemy in saying that he was
the Son of ,God, neither the Jews nor the
Roman law could have taken his life on
that account. The good confession, therefore, he made before Pilate—" the truth11
to which he testified in his presence and
for which he was condemned and executed, was not that he was Son of God.
Though true, it was not the truth—it was
not the ground of his sentence unto death.
" Art thou the King of the Jews ?"
Had Jesus replied, UI am the Son of God,"
it would have been an evasion of the
question, as every one not judicially blinded
must see. If one. were to ask another,
41
Are you a physician?"—would it be
answering the question to say " I am the
son of my father ?" King of the Jews is
an official dignity; Son of God personal
nativity. Who is the king of the Jews ?
He that says he is the Son of God, or
some other person? To assert that he
was God's Son did not bring Jesus into
collision with Caesar's rights; but to affirm that he was Christ a king, that is,
the Anointed King of the Jews, constituted him at once Caesar's rival in Judea.
Though so dangerous a question Jesus
did not equivocate, or seek to evade the
hazard it involved. When Pilate said
" Art thou the King of the Jews?''—he
met his question by referring boldly and
immediately to the truth about his kingdom. He had been proclaiming this truth
from Galilee throughout all Judea to Jerusalem, where he then stood—he had
Keralded it forth from one end of the land
to the other for three years and a half in
fulfilment of his mission ; for he came into
the world to witness to the truth concerning the kingdom of God of which he was
the christened or anointed king—and he
was then prepared with the full assurance
that it would cost him his life, to confess
before Pilate that he was the King of the
Jews. Pilate so understood him when he
said in
answer to his question " My kingdom.11 Jesus was a Jew, and a Jew
could have no claim to any kingdom but
that of his own nation. King of the Jewish Nation. Thus Pilate, the Roman soldiers, and the Chief Priests and Scribes,f
understood him to confess; and therefore
the reason of his condemnation to death
the title he assumed—was labelled to his
cross in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin,

Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.
There is no necessity to prove this. It is
obvious. In sending him then to preach
the gospel, what was he sent to preach as
the basis of the good news to the poor ?
*This question is answered in two places in
this chapter; he was sent to preach the
acceptable year of the Lord; or, which
is the same thing, he was "sent to preach
the kingdom of God"—verse 43. Peter
told Cornelius that he was sent to preach
this word to the children of Israel. Hence
it is styled "the Word of the Kingdom"*
upon the understanding of which men's
salvation is predicated.} But, why is the
gospel of the Kingdom and acceptable
year of the Lord, or Age to Come, preached to the poor, rather than to the rich ?
The reason is, because " God hath chosen
the poor of this world, RICH IN FAITH, to
be the Heirs of that ^Kingdom whichihe
hath promised to them that love him"—
" he fills the hungry with good things;
and the rich he sends empty away ;" because the present life is the season of their
enjoyment. \
\Vhen Paul was writing about " the
great salvation which began to be spoken
by the Lord,"§ he says he was speaking
about "the future habitable" (oikoumeneen
teen mellousan) which is to be subjected
to the Son, and not to angels as it is at
present. Speaking of the present habitable, or "civilized" part of the earth, he
says, " But now we see not yet all things
put under him." No; if we did, we
should see him King over the whole earth. ||
All the kingdoms of the world would be
his, and "all nations would serve him."5f
The future habitable subjected to the Son,
is the dominion of the acceptable year of
the Lord; when the kingdom shall be existent in the plenitude of its glory, ruling
over all. Jesus and his brethren, all Sons
of God and the Seed of David by adoption through Jesus, though recipients of
evil things in their primary existence, will
possess the dominion of the future habitable " under the whole heaven," not above
it '* beyond the skies." This is good news
to the poor—the gospel Jesus was anointed to preach; the great salvation confirmed by the apostles who heard it preached;
and attested of God by signs, wonders,
divers miracles, and distributions of the
Holy Spirit, manifested through them.
The context of the testimony from
which Jesus selected the reading in the
synagogue at Nazareth exhibits the glad
tidings or gospel of the kingdom he prcach*Mat. xiii. 19.
tiVlar. xvi. 15, 16.
JJamesii. 5; Luke i. 53; xvi. 25.
Heb. ii. 1—5. ||Zech. xiv. 9 1TRev,xi. 15.
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ed to the meek of the children of Israel.
It promises them " beauty for ashes, the
oil of joy for mourning, the garment of
praise for the spirit of heaviness; that
they might be called Trees of Righteousness, the planting of the Lord, that he
might be glorified." This series of beautiful antitheses" present to us in contrast
the present and future states of the poor
who receive the gospel of the kingdom.
Now, but mourning, heavy-hearted, dust
and ashes, in the Age to Come they shall
be beauteous and joyous, giving praise
and glory to the Lord fis immortals only
can bestow it. Then with respect to their
nation, for the word was primarily sent to
Israel, " they shall build the old wastes,
they shall raise up the former desolations,
and they shall repair the waste cities, the
desolations of many generations. And
foreigners shall stand and feed your flocks,
and the sons of the alien shall be your
ploughmen, and your vinedressers. But
ye shall be named the priests of the Lord;
men shall call you the Ministers of our
God : ye shall eat the riches of the Gentiles, and in their glory shall ye boast
yourselves." Let the inquirer read from
the twentieth verse of the fifty-ninth of
Isaiah to the end of the sixty-second chapter and he will read the good things promised to Israel, and evangelized in the
Word sent to them of God by Jesus
Christ. They are but a sample of the
good things in store for their nation, which
in its future glory is the Sarah, the princess of nations, the married wife, of its
Creator. Then " Jehovah will make an
everlasting covenant with them. And
their Seed shall be known among the Gentiles, and their offering among the people:
all that see them shall acknowledge them,
that they are the seed which the Lord
hath blessed." This joy and blessedness
of the nation is inseparable from the glory
of their king. To him under Jehovah
they will owe all the peace and happiness
they enjoy. The rejoicing will be mutual.
The nation will rejoice in its king, and "as
the bridegroom rejoices over the bride, so
shall He rejoice over Jerusalem," the
Holy City of his realm. In view of the
great deliverance Jehovah bestows upon
his king, he that was anointed to preach
the gospel to Israel saith, " I will greatly
rejoice in Jehovah, my soul shall be joyful
in my God ; for he hath clothed me with
the garments of salvation, he hath covered
me with the robe of righteousness, as a
bridegroom decketh himself with ornaments and as a bride adorncth herself with
her jewels. For as the earth bringeth
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forth her bud, and as the garden causeth
the things sown in it to spring forth ; so
the Lord God will cause righteousness and
praise to spring forth before all nations"—
when the righteous dead shall bud and
spring forth of the earth to praise and
glorify his name.
The Word of the Truth of the Gospel
of the Kingdom, though along title to the
message borne by Jesus to the children of
Israel, will he easily understood by the
inquirer from what has gone before. It
imports, the Law and the Testimony that
sets forth the Promises which make the
message relating to the kingdom good
news. 'Paul says, thnt "the Hope laid
up in heaven" is reported of in the word
of the truth of the gospel; and therefore
he styles it " the Hope of the Gospel;"
and as there is but one true gospel, though
many false ones, there is but one true
hope, which he terms, " one hope of the
calling."* A hope is something in the
future, promised but not possessed. The
calling is a particular invitation; and the
one hope of the calling, the promised
thing to the possession of which you are
especially invited. This being the meaning of the phrase, and seeing that the
hope belongs to the gospel, it follows that
the gospel contains an invitation or call to
the possession of some particular thing.
The one hope of the calling of the gospel
•—what is it? Paul says, "God hath
called you to his kingdom and glory."f
Then the kingdom and glory are the hope
of the called, that is, of those who accept
the invitation. The kingdom and glory
are the one hope of their calling. The
word which God sent to the children of
Israel by Jesus Christ was an invitation
to them to possess his kingdom and glory,
of which he had said so much in the prophets, upon certain conditions. Jehovah's
kingdom and glory under Messiah's administration was the great hope of the
nation. It was the Hope of Israel, and
of Israel alone. No other nation shared
with them in this hope. It was the Hope
of the Restoration of the Kingdom again
to Israeli under a New and Better Covenant than the Mosaic—the hope of the
restitution of all things spoken by the
prophets.§ This is the hope promised to
the fathers, and evangelized in the word
of the kingdom, and therefore the Gospel's
Hope by which we are saved.|| Expunge
this hope from the gospel and it ceases to
he gospel; for it is the hope that makes
the tidings glad, and the news good ; in
•Col. i οΛ°1'λ: l^pli i v . 4 . t l T h e e d . ii. VI
• J A c t p i . 6.
» \ r i e iii. 2 1 .
| | N o m . viji. 2 Ί

short, there would be no tidings to report
if the hope of the kingdom and glory was
suppressed.
Jehovah is the accepted king of Israel,* and Israel therefore his nation.f
He formed it for himself, that through it
he might show forth his praise.t The
prophet saith of Israel, " We are thine,
Ο Lord ; thou never barest rule over our
adversaries ; they were not called by thy
name." The kingdom of .God is his dominion over this nation. It is therefore
A JEWISH KINGDOM. Jehovah never own-

ed any other kingdom upon earth. He
acquired the Jewish kingdom by creation;
and purposes to obtain possession of ull
other kingdoms by conquest, because fchey
are mere usurpations, and adversaries of
his nation. He intends his kingdom to be
ruled by a Vicegerent in his name, whom
he styles " My king,"§ and by him to
subdue the world, so that all thrones and
dominions, principalities and powers, may
become his. This bciug accomplished,
the Twelve Tribes of Israel will constitute u the first dominion" in actual organI ized possession of their own country—the
j kingdom proper. This kingdom will rule
over all other nations, which in the aggre.gate will form the secondary dominion, or
empire. Thus a family of nations will be
created of which Abraham, then risen
from the dead, will be the federal father,
and Israel, the First Born.||
This kingdom and dominion which Jehovah and his king are to set up are to exist unchanged for a thousand years, at the
end of which things will occur which do
not pertain to the gospel of the kingdom,
though they affect the kingdom itself.
The kingdom is imperishable, and nontransferable from one set of rulers to anu
other—- it shall not be left to another
people," This is an important feature in
the gospel. If it could be transferred
! from hand to hand, then flesh and blood
might inherit it; but it cannot be trans.ferred, therefore "flesh and blood cannof
inherit the kingdom of God." They who
are promoted to the possession of the
kingdom at its establishment are to retain
its honors, glory, power, and emoluments
the whole thousand years, and as long afterwards as it exists, which will be for
ever. Can flesh and blood that dies and
| turns to dust after three-score years and
ten possess such a kingdom ? Impossible.
What then is indispensable to the inheriting of this kingdom ? That the Heirs
*l Sam. χϋ.Ϊ2: Is. xliii. 15.
fExod. xix. 6.' Ieai. Ii. 4. flsai. xlii. 21.
φΓρ.ϋ. 6.
||Rx. iv. 2?.
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whom God has chosen to possess it he
made immortal. This necessity God has
promised to fulfil in promising to give
them " the kingdom under the whole
heaven for ever, even for ever and ever."
Hence the gospel call to the kingdom and
its glory is equally a call to eternal life;
and the hope of the kingdom consequently the hope of eternal life and glory,
which are all comprehended in " the Hope
of the gospel," which is said to be " laid
up in heaven/' and " reserved in heaven," because He who is to convert the
hope into a received gift, is there. " Our
life," says Paul, " is hid with Christ in
God. And when Christ our Hie shall appear, then shall we also appear with him
in' glory"—the hie, the glory, and the
kingdom, are all bestowed at once :
"Wherefoie gird up the loins of your
mind, be sober, and hope to the end for the
grace that is ίο be brought unto you at the
revelation of Jesus Christ."*
"SALVATION

IS OF THE JEWS;'1·)· and

this salvation which is very great, is announced through the gospel of God's
Jewish kingdom. The salvation is national or kosmical rather; and individual.
The salvation oi the world of nations
through the kingdom is social, civil, and
ecclesiastical or spiritual; and is best perceived by those who comprehend the
work of setting up the kingdom. The
obstacles to the world's regeneration must
first be removed. These obstacles are
" the powers that be." Israel· and the
Saints under the Captain of salvation,
will abolish them. Their removal being
effected, " He will speak peace to the
nations," which they will joyfully accept,
and submitting to his terms, will henceforth " rejoice with his poople, Israel.''J
All that Jehovah proposes to bestow on
men he intends to impart through tin's
kingdom alone. Hence, if a man obtain
the kingdom he obtains every thing ; but
if he be counted unworthy of it, he gets
nothing. Doth he desire eternal life, eternal honor, eternal glory, equality with the
angels, wisdom, knowledge, riches, power,
and dominion ? Let him " seek the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and
all these things shall bo added unto him."
What said Jesus to his apostles when
Peter asked him what recompense of re
ward they should iiave, who had forsaken all and followed him? Did he tell
them that when they died their disembodied spirits should be borne aloft on
angel's wings to mansions in the skies?
Did ho tell them they should meet their

~~*Π\Τ.7ΓΪ3.

ϊϊϊΓΓ.Τν~2Ϊ

JDcuf. xxxii. 4*J.

friends and children there, and feast, and
dance, and sing, enraptured in eternal ecslacy ! He abused their reason with no
such pagan foolishness as this ; but said,
'Verily Ι ε ay to you, that ye who have
followed me, shall, in the regeneration
when the Son of Man shall sit on the
throne of his glory, also sit upon twelve
thrones, judging the Twelve Tribes of
Israel."* He promised them a joint rulership with himself in a kingdom, and that
kingdom God's kingdom of the Jews.
Ye are they, > sard he, " who have continued with me in my trials." And I appoint unto you a kingdom, as my Father
hath appointed unto me; that "ye ma'y
eat and drink at my table in my kingdoiri,
and sit on thrones judging the Twelve
Tribes of Israel."f This was to be their
reward in the Age to Come, (en ίο Aioni
to Erchome?io,) with Eternal Life.| The
kingdom therefore was every thing to
them. Jesus taught them to pray to the
Father, saying, "Thy kingdom come;
thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven ; deliver us from evil, because the
kingdom is thine, the power and the glory
for ever." He instructed them in the
mysteries or hidden things of the kingdom ;} and after he rose from the dead,
having opened their understanding that
they might understand the scriptures, he
conversed with them during the forty days
preceding his ascension " on the things
pertaining to the kingdom of God." Under the influence of this divine teaching
il
they became full of the matter.
The
Gospel" and " the kingdom" were with
them convertible terms. They knew of
no gospel without it. The resurrection
was the door of entrance into the kingdom.
They desired to rise from the
dead that they might possessl i it; for they
know that if they did not inherit tho
kingdom prepared from the foundation of
the world,"|| there would be for them
neither glory, honor, nor eternal life in the
Age to Come. It is therefore not to be
wondered at that the last question they
should put to the resurrected king of the
Jews before his departure from'tho earth
should be to know when He Would restore
again the kingdom to Israel.It That it
would be restored there Was no question ;
for " (he Regeneration"

or

tl

Restitution of

all things" was a first principle of Christ's
teaching, and of their own faith and
preaching afterwards. What they wanted
to know was the time when the restitution
of all things belonging to the kingdom oi
•Mat. xix.28.
JMnr. x. 30.
||Mai. xxv. :H.

fLuke xxii. 28—30.
φ Mat. xiii. H .
W e t s i. 3,6'.
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Israel should be accomplished. " Wilt
thou not at this time
restore ^ain the kingdom to Israel?'7 rlbey doubtless thought
that the time to favor Zion had certainly
then come. They knew that Jesus had
been put to death for maintaining that he
was "the king of the Jews;" and they
saw that God approved his claim to David's throne in delivering him from the
death he had incurred by confessing his
rightful claim to the kingdom. Could any
time then be more opportune than the
then
present to call to his aid those
<c
twelve legions of angelp," which he said
the Father would give him, and at their
head to expel the Komans from Jihlea,
and re-establish Israel's kingdom under
his own rule as the hereditary representative of the House of David, and "King
of the Jews ?'* They were right in expecting the restoration, but they erred in
looking for it at that time. All things
were not ready. The king was provided,
but where was his Household ?—where
were his body-guards—where were they
who were to co-operate with him in the
administration of the kingdom, and government of the world ? Some say, " they
were in their graves, to wit, the fathers or
saints who had died under the Law."
" These might have been raised from the
dead and associated with Jesus in the
kingdom." But, it was written in the
word, " Instead of thy fathers shall be thy
children, whom thou mayest make princes
in all the earth."* This is said to the
Messiah in a psalm which Paul applies to
Jesus. Hence, whatever place his fathers
may occupy in the kingdom, they will not
be its " princes,'' or chiefs, ruling with
Jesus as " Prince oi princes," over the
nations of the world; besides that, we apprehend, there will not be a sufficient
number saved from the generations of
Israel previous to the resurrection of the
king of the Jews to supply the administrative demands of the kingdom under its
new constitution, or covenant. That all
things were not ready is represented in the
parable of a certain man who made a
great supper, and bade many. His object was to have his house filled that his

king's son ; and the sitting at table in the
kingdom—the possession of it—is the eating of the marriage supper in the "certain man's house. The kingdom is Jehovah's house into which he invites guests,
that they may partake of the good things
therein provided. He wills that His houtie
shall be filled by the assembling of all the
guests before the supper be eaten. Israel
were bidden, being politically "the children
of the kingdom." Jehovah called them
by his prophets to the life and glory of
his kingdom; but they would not hearken f
he invited them by John, but they made
light of it; he sent them a message by
Jesus, but they killed him; and lastly, he
urged the invitation upon them by the
apostles and a great company, but " they
entreated them spitefully and slew them."
Thus, with comparatively few exceptions,
Israel treated Jehovah'scall to his kingdom and glory. His feast of fat things,
and wines on the lees well refined, were
amply provided, but still there were not
sufficient of fsrael to occupy the seats.
There was still room. The kingdom could
not be set up until occupants were provided for the empty places. Seeing therefore that Israel turned a deaf ear to the
invitation, the apostles were ordered to
go, and call the Gentiles that dwelt in the
streets and lanes of the City, and even
the highways and hedges of the nations,
that the house of the kingdom might be
filled with as many as the nature of the
case required.
Though the materials of the House
were all ready at the resurrection of the
King of the Jews, it will be perceived
from what hath gone before, that the
Household had still to be formed. Till
this had been formed and reconciled the
kingdom could not be established. It was
the work of the apostles and others to collect this household together—to call out
from Israel and the nations a people numerous enough to fill all the official places
of a kingdom that is to rule all the nations,
languages, and tfibes of the earth. The
time was not yet come, then, to " restore
the kingdom again to Israel" before the
ascension. A long time was to elapse before the restitution to afford scope for the
work of separating the Heirs of the Kingdom from the undistinguished multitude
of the world. The King of Israel directed the attention of his ambassadors to this
work instead of gratifying their curiosity
about the time of the restoration, which
the Father had not thought proper to reveal to them, He told them " they should be

supper might be eaten. He sent invitations to various classes; but though the
supper was ready to be partaken of when
the first class were invited, the eating of
it was deferred until the seats provided
were all occupied by guests procured by
several subsequent endeavors to obtain
them.f
The union of the King of the Jews
y
with the kingdom is the marriage of the witnesses for him.'
"*Jcr7vir~i3".
xiv. 15—"24.
*Ps xlv. 1G.
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power after that the Holy Spirit naif come
upon them. Thus qualified, they would
have to demonstrate that God had raised
him from the dead ; that He was the man
ordained of Jehovah to rule the world in
righteousness, as the prophets had of old
declared : # and to proclaim the conditions
upon which both Jews and Gentiles might
inherit with him the kingdom and eternal
glory.
What we have said may be regarded as
an outline of the great salvation as exhibited in the gospel of the kingdom of
God/ It can hardly be regarded as anything more, seeing that <he Bible as a
whole is the Book of {he Kingdom, and
therefore an exhibition of the gospel in detail. The details of the gospel are set
forth under certain heads, summarily
styled ·« the things of the kingdom.^
The
country where the kingdom is to be established occupies a distinguished place
among " the things." A great deal is
said about it of a highly important and
interesting character. Indeed, the testimony concerning the territory and throne
of the kingdom are so intimately connected with the gospel, that a person cannot believe the gospel and be ignorant of
it; for the territory and throne are principal subjects of the covenant made with
Abraham*, ISaac, and Jacob, and the covenant madfe with David. These are " the
covenants of promise" which the ignorant,
and consequently unbelieving, are ·' strangers from"%
It is useless to talk about
believing the gospel, and at the same time
to be ignorant ot these and of their true import ; for they contain the gospel as we
have shown abundantly in Elpis Israel.
They define not only the locality and
throne of the kingdom, but its subjects,
the line of its king's descent, his humiliation and exaltation, & c , the duration of
the kingdom, the contemporary blessed
ness of all nations, and so-forth. But we
cannot particularize every thing here. He
that studies the word will find the things
of ihe kingdom shining forth from the
writings of all the prophets and apostles.
The more he understands the more he
will see. We will only add here at present that they teach that the territory of
the kingdom of the heavens is the land in
which Abrahslrn dwelt with Isaac and
Jacob, arid tended his flocks and herds;
the Subjects of the kingdom, Abraham's
descendants in the line of Isaac and
Jacob; the King, one of his seed, the an*Jer. xxiii. 5—8; Fs. xcvi. 13: Dan. vii.
13,14: Zech. xiv. 9.
tAett tin. 11.
JEph. ii 15.
ft
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titype of Isaac when he died and rose
again " in a figure ; " # the throne, David's
in Zion and Jerusalem; the empire, all
the nations of the earth in a state of blessedness ; the duration of the kingdom,
like its king " for ever.''
The heaven that the gospel proclaims is
a heavenly kingdom vpon the earth* The
kingdom is heavenly, because it is created
and established by the God of heaven,
and ruled by a King from heaven, and
destined to rule ·· the heavens," or kingdoms bf the world. Because it is God's
kingdorrTit i i sometimes styled a Theocracy—a government under the immediate direction of God. The kingdom of
Israel was a theocracy, and the gospel
kingdom is that theocracy restored under
a constitution so amended as to be styled
" a new and better covenant." Under
the old theocracy the rulers and the ruled
were all flesh and blood, and therefore
mortal; but under the RESTORED THEO-

CRACY the members of the government
and the peers of the realm, with the King,
will be immortal, while the people both of
Israel and the Nations will be subject to
death until death shall be abolished at the
end of the thousand years.
It is to be hoped that the reader hath
now a distinct conception of the future
constitution of the world exhibited in the
gospel of the kingdom. " The world to
come1' of which it treats is that system or
arrangement of things upon the earth
which subsists uninterruptedly fora thousand years after the restoration of the
kingdom and throne of David. The gospel of the kingdom relates not to the
constitution of things which shall obtain upon the earth after the thou·
sand years have passed away. That is
another world—a post-millennial kosmos,
or arrangement of things, to be treated
of in that Word yet to go forth from Jerusalem, when the Law shall proceed from
Zion at the commencement of the thousand years.f The Millennial Kingdom is
the gospel kingdom, and the gospel hopej.
that which follows after pertains to1 tfis'
faithful who shall be born in the Age to
Come.
Having premised then so, much a9 thia,
we come now to consider

THE CONDITIONS OR MYSTERY
OF THE GOSPEL.
11
Pray for me, that utterance may be
given unto me, that I may open my mouth
boldly, to make known the Mystery of the
*Hrh. xi. 1&Γ
f U a i . ii. 3.,
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Gospel for which I am an ambassador in
bonL·—PAUL to the Ephesians.
If a man believe that in the Age to
Come " a kingdom and dominion," such
as the gospel exhibits, will exist upon the
earth, and that men to whom it has been
preached in ages previous to its establishment, will rise from the dead to possess it,
or to be judged with due severity for refusing to believe what God has revealed
concerning it—he will spontaneously inquire, " What must I do that I may inherit glory, honor, and eternal life in the
kingdom of God 1" This question is
equivalent to saying " What must I do to
be saved ?—for, if a man possess these
things in that kingdom, that is " inherit
the kingdom, he is saved from sin, corruptibility, and death, in short from all
evil from which he needs to be delivered.
The answer to this question so transcendency important to all is exhibited in " the
Mystery of the Gospel," which may
therefore be said to contain the conditions
of salvation.
The gospel ot the kingdom then hath a
Mystery connected with it, By a mystery
is meant a thing kept secret and hid from
mankind until revealed. The gospel was
preached to Abraham; but its Mystery
was not preached until the day of Pentecost. The revelation made through Peter
on that day was " the revelation of the
Mystery which," says Paul, " was kept
secret since the world began." # The apostolic preaching of Jesus Christ was the
revelation of the mystery; the Old Testament exhibition of the truth was *' the
gospel of God promised afore by the prophets in the Holy Scriptures."f The
gospel is revealed there without mystery.
The things of the kingdom and and the
sufferings and resurrection of its king are
plainly revealed ; but the use to be made of
those sufferings in their precise and especial
adaptation to the consciences of gospel believers in giving them the answer of a good
conscience towards God, was " the hidden
wisdom of God in a mystery"—it was
not revealed. It was " the salvation of
souls." The initiative of that salvation
which ends in the participation of the joy
and gloiy of the Lord—" a salvation ol
which the prophets enquired and searched
diligently, searching what, or what manner of time the Spirit of Christ which was
in them did signify, when it testified beforehand tlxe sufferings of Christ, and the
glory that should follow. Unto whom it
was revealed, that not unto themselves,
* Rom. xvi. 25.

tRom. i. 1, 2.

but unto us they did minister the things,
which are now reported unto you by them
who have preached the gospel unto you
* * which things the angels desire to look
into."*
But the prophet» and angel?
could not succeed in discovering the secret/
It was impenetrable. With all the aids
at their command they could not find it
out; for it was " a mystery hidden from
the ages and the generations^" and intended to be concealed until the time appointed for its manifestation to the saints by
the preaching of the apostles.f
But, though the Mystery of the Gospel
ceased to be a secret after the day of Pentecost, it still continued to be called the
Mystery. This we apprehend was to
keep before the believer's mind the remembrance of the nature of the things
specially pertaining to Jesus, and to his
conscience before God, which had been directly reveated to him through the apostles. As if one should say to another,
" I will tell you a secret.'7 He tells it,
and in referring to it at some future time,
he says, " You remember the seeret on
account of which I have suffered greatly/'
Here the thing would be called a secret
although it ceased to be such as soon as
told.
The Mystery is based upon a few fulfilled gospel predictions. It was foretold
by the prophets, that the King of the
Jews who should reign over them and all
the nations for ever, " should pour out his
soul unto death" as " an offering for s i n , "
as the result of his being wounded and
bruised for the transgressions and iniquities of God's people; that though numbered with transgressors in coming to his
death, in the rich man's sepukhre should
be his tomb \% and that he should wake
early} in the morning from the sleep of
death without seeing corruption, to the
enjoyment of life and pleasures for evermore. || These testimonies predicted the
death, burial, and resurrection of the King
of the Jews, or the Christ, which is the
same thing. In the fulness of time Jesus
came; and, having established his right
to the throne of David, died, was buried,
and rose again. The things concentred in
these facts being accomplished, this partial fulfilment leaves all the rest of the
gospel still a matter of promise. This unfulfilled portion of the gospel is its hope;
which, with the facts and mystery based
upon them, is the subject matter of tf the
faith" which justifies.
" The Mystery of the seven stnrs, and
*1 Pet. i. JO—12. tCol.i,26. Jlaai. liii.
$PB. lvii. 3,0.
||Ps. xvi· 10, tl.
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the seven golden Jamps. The seven stars
are the messengers of the seven churches;
and the seven lamps are the seven
churches." We quote this text to show
the use of the word, mystery. It is evidently employed here for meaning; the
hidden meaning of the seven stars is the
messengers of the seven churches—the
seven lamps mean or signify the seven
churches.
The mystery of the gospel
is the meaning or signification of its accomplished fats as interpreted by Jehovali;
and by his authonty concentrated in an
institution, through which the benefits of
those facts may be imparted to those who
believe the gospel of the kingdom, and its
mystery.
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of righteousness which God has constructed ; or being cured do not " keep
their garments," that is, preserve their
robes from defilement,
are said in scripture
97
to " walk naked. * Believers and unbelievers, who have not put on the robe of
God's righteousness are clothed in filthy
rags of scarlet or crimson dye, and may
say with Israel as at present circumstanced, " we are all unclean, and all our righteousnesses are as filthy rags." They are
uncovered with the garments of salvation,
and having no clothing but things of their
own invention, are naked before God, and
certain if they remain so to be put to
shame at the coming of his King.
Jesus the Christ, or Anointed King of
Israel, is the righteousness of those who,
believing the gospel of the kingdom and
its mystery, put him on;j- hence, in regard to them, he is styled " THE LORD
OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS.":): When a believer
puts him on he is said to be " in him?'
and when in him, to be "constituted (lie

The Mystery revealed through the apostles, though unknown to the prophets and
angels, was then, as it is now, still an element of the gospel of the kingdom. It
was there when preached to Abraham,
but hidden; it is there yet, only revealed.
The gospel of the kingdom is the major
term ; the Mystery, the lesser. The gos- righteousness of Godm him."§ Seek then,
pel of the kingdom contains the Mystery; in the first place, to understand the Word
but the Mystery does not contain the gos- of the Kingdom ;J and after accomplishpel of the kingdom. Hence, Jesus did ing that, seek to be constituted the rightenot say, " Go into all the world, and ousness of God in its King; and all
preach the Mystery of the gospel; he things shall be added to you. This is the
that believes the Mystery and is baptized order laid down by Jesus—an order which
shall be saved ;'* but " Go and preach the cannot be improved.
gospel;'1 for he that believed this aposloli- All the sufferings of the apostles inflictcolly ministered would believe the gospel ed by their own countrymen, were on account of the Mystery of the gospel. Israel,
Of the kingdom, its facts and mystery.
"Seek ye first the kingdom of God," like the angels and prophets, were ignorsaid Jesus. To seek a certain thing first ant of this hidden element of their hope;
implies that there is something- else to be and when it was demonstrated by the apossought afterwards; we may then inquire, tles they would not receive it. The Mys" W h a t next shall we seek?" To this tery was as much a part of the Hope of
the Great Teacher replies, " And God's Israel as the kingdom. It was the Mysrighteousness;" What is this ? It is that tery of the Hope as well as the Mystery
" robe of righteousness" he hath provided of the Gospel; for before Christ came the
for the covering of those who have sought gospel was all a matter of hope, so that
the kingdom, and have found it.* It is the mystery was hidden in the hope of
God's sin-coveringf—the robe made white the nation as the greater includes the less.
in the blood of the Lamb::):—the righte- This identity of " the mystery of Christ"
ousness of God witnessed by the Law with the Hope of Israel is apparent from
and the Prophets, through belief of Jesus the reason assigned by the apostle for his
Christ for all and upon all believing the loss of liberty. In writing to the Ephegospel.§ The righteousness of God is sians Paul says, " F o r the Mystery of
" the redemption that is in Christ Jesus," the Gospel 1 am an ambassador in bonds;"
which he hath appointed for those who to the Colossians also he says, " For the
believe the gospel of the kingdom. He mystery of Christ I am in bonds ;" and to
hath set him forth as a blood-sprinkled the elders of the synagogue at Rome he
mercy-scat, through faith in which they said, " For the Hope of Israel am I bound
may have remission of past sins, and be with this chain."i Now the apostle was
thus invested with the wedding garment.] not an ambassador in chains for three
Those who are not covered with the robe
*Rev. xvi. 15; iii, 17,18. fGal. iii. 27.
tJer. xxiii.6.
$2 Cor. τ. 21.
*isai. lxi. 10.
tPs. xxxii. l t 2.
j|Mat. xiii. 23, 13—15.
TTEph. vi. 19;
JRev. vii. 14: xix. 8. {Rom. iii, 21,22
Col. iv. 3; Acts xxviii. 20.
i.15, 16.
||Matt. xxii. 11—14.
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diflerent things, but for one thing, even
for " the hope and resurrection of the
dead." u I stand/' said he ·· and am
judged for the hope of the promise made
of God unto our fathers: unto which our
twelve tribes, instantly serving God day
and night, hope to come. For which
hope's sake I am accused of the Jews.''*
This hope of the Twelve Tribes, or hope
of Israel, proclaimed in the name of Jesus
as king of the j e w s , was the sole ground
of the apostle's tribulation. J l e suffered
for nothing else; it is therefore clear that
the mystery of the gospel, ·' the mysteries
of the kingdom," and the mystery of
Christ, are but different forms of speech
expressive of the same thing.
The mystery then is the meaning of the
gospel facts concentrated into a focus of
power, which is T H E NAME OF JESUS,

·' than which there is noqe other under
heaven given among men whejreby they
can be saved." His name comprehends
every thing that can be scripturally affirmed of him. It is a part of his name
that he is that Son of David who was to
be also Son of God, and King of the Jews
on David's throne for ever. This is tantamount to saying that Jesus is the Christ.
This truth is the foundation corner stonef
of the mystery. It is also part of his
name that " I is blood cleanses from all
sin" through his resurrection from the
dead, those who believe the gospel; for
" he was delivered for their offences, and
raised again for their justification."$ The
believer of the gospel of the kingdom, then,
who with an honest and good heart believes that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of
the living God ; that a fountain was opened in his blood for sin and for unclean!·
ness$ when he suffered dearth upon the accursed tree; that he was.buried ; and that
he rose again upon the third day according to the scriptures for the justification
of the faithful unto eternal life—such an
one believes the gospel in its hope, facts,
and mystery, and is prepared to become
" the righteousness of God" by putting
on the Name of Jesus. A believer who
is constituted the tighteousness of God in
Jesus is one to whom repentance and the
remission of sins has been granted in his
name. The institution of the name is the
sin-cleansing mystery of the gospel of the
kingdom. Such a thing had never been
heard of before in Israel. They had heard
of John's baptism—"the baptism of repentance for the remission of sins ;" but
of repentance and baptism in the name of
•Act· xxvi. 6, 7; xxiii.6. fKph. ii. ^U.
JRom.iv.t5.
fZech.*iii. I.

Jesus Christ for remission of sins, this
was a secret which prophet nor angel had
ever heard till the Holy Spirit revealed it
on Pentecost by the moutli ol Peter.*
But how doth a sinner become the subject of repentance and the remission of
sins in the name of Jesus—How doth he
put on the name ? There is but one way
of accomplishing this indispensable and
essential necessity, or condition of salvation. H e must first become a believer of
the hope, facts, and mystery of the gospel;
for without faith, a fai)fi that works by
love and purifies the,^carjt, it js impossible
to please God :\ being thus prepared, he
may then be immersed into the mime of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Spirit. This act unites the believer
of the true gospel to the Name; so that
in being united his faith and childlike disposition are counted to him for repentance
and remission of sins, and he becomes an
heir of the kingdom and glory of God
which are promised to him for ever.
Thus, " he that believes the gospel and is
baptized shall be saved ; and he that be?
lieveth not shall be condemned.7'
In conclusion then, jhe great salvation
exhibited in the gospel of the kingdom is
national and individual.
A s a national
salvation jt delivers the nations from those
that oppress them ; suppresses vice, superstjtion,.and crime; restrains evil; abolishes
war ; establishes justice and righteousness
in the earth ; and consummates a social
regeneration of the world which shall be
"glery in the highest heavens to God, on
earth peace, and good will among men."
As an individual salvation it saves be*
lievers of the gospel-promises, facts, and
mystery, from sin, sins, and the wages of
sin, which is death. It saves them from
sins which are past when they become
the subject of repentance and remission
in the na,nr\e of Jesus; and it saves them
from gin jn" the flesh, and the consequences of it, when they arise from the
death-state to possess the kingdom of God.
This is a great and wonderful deliverance
—a salvation from all the ills of fle'sh, personal and relative. What possibility i*
there of escape if this be neglected? W e
know of none. The Bible reveal's none;
and a salvation-doctrine not inscribed in
light upon its sacred page is unworthy οΎ
a wise man's consideration.
We trust we have made this great subject plain to our correspondent's mind,
as well as to the minds of all our readers.
He asks for " a few lines stating the facts
•Acts ii. 3&
tHeb. xi. 6 ; Acti ir, 0 ;
Onl. τ. 6.
fMnr. xvi. 15, 16.
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of the gospel." The gospel cannot be
stated in this way. The facts are few, as
we have seen; the promises great and
many. The gospel is more a matter o(
promise and doctrine than a matter of
fact. A man may believe all its facts, and
still be very far from believing the gospel.
Leave out the hope, and the mystery, and
the gospel is destroyed. There is a statement of the gospel preached as " the Ancient Gospel," which makes it to consist
of " focts.to be bejieved, commands to be
obeyed, and promises.to.be enjoyed"—the
facts, the death, bgtrial, and resurrection
of Jesus Christ; the .commands, .repent
and be baptised; and the promises, remission of sins, the gift of theHoly Spirit,
and eternal life. This is the latest edition
of error. The statement should be promises, facts, and doctrine to be believed, and
obedience of faith to be rendered, for repentance and justification unto life in the
kingdom of God. He that is the subject
of this, and walks worthy of his high angelic destiny* cannot fail of obtaining an
illustrious position in the Age to Come.
EDMOR.
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JHE PROGS AGAIN;
OR, THE LATE MILITARY USURPATION OF
NAPOLEON INTERPRETED.

TL· old Arms of France*
VERIFICATION OF OUR EXPOSITION OF THE
'FROGS—PROFHESYINGB OF THE N E W YORK
T R I B U N E — W A R NECESSARY TO THE MIXING
OF THE IRON AND THE C L A Y — T H E NATURE
or FRENCH MILITARY DESPOTISM—ITS MIS
S I G N — T H E T R U E ISSUE—LOUJS NAPOLEON
AMBITIOUS OF THE CROWNS OF FRANCE AND
ITALY—NAPOLEON'S AMBITION A GROUND OF
HOPE το THE DEMOCRACY—THE FALL OF
NAPOLEON THE RESTORATION OF THE BOUR-

BONS IMPERIALLY SUBJECT TO THE CzAR—
CAUSES OF THE LATE REVOLUTION—RECENT
EVENTS PRELIMINARY TO A GREAT CONVUL'SION.

In the 4th and 5th numbers of the 1st
volume of this work we published η

unique interpretation of the prophecy of
the ·' Three Unclean Spirits like Frogs,"
with wood cut engravings, demonstrating
that {he Frogs were the arms ot Franc»
before the Lily was adopted as the heraldic
device of the reigning dynasty. From
the evidence adduced to prove this we
stated our conviction that "the Frogs in
the prophecy are the symbol of the French
Democratic ppupr;" and that " the President of the,French Republic is the incarnation of that power, having been elected
as chief of the nation by six millions of
votes."
A few weeks ago wje were talking with
a friend about 'jive extraordinary furor
which had seized upon ihe popular mind
in New York in relation to.Kossuth. W e
regarded him as a part of that agency being employed by Providence for the waking up of the nations for the war of the
latter days. rWe observed that we did not
believe that his mission extended to the
Continent of Europe, .but to the constitutionalists of extra Continental countries,
such as to England and America: but
that with all his endeavors Hungary
would not be the first to move; because
it was not to Hungary, but to France we
were to look as the centre from which tht
movement was to proceed by which Europe would be aroused to new efforts
against Absolutism. W e spoke with full
assurance of faith upon this subject founded upon the conviction we entertained respecting the Frogs and their mission. It
is the Frogs who are to create the situation
from which the governments of Europe
cannot hope to extricate themselves without an appeal to arms. John saith " I
saw three unclean spirits out of the mouth
of the Dragon, the Beast, and the False
Prophet." What were they like? They
were, says he, "like to
Frogs"—they
were not Frogs, but Frog-like spirits.
Why were these spirits like to Frogs?
Because you can see in the working of
their policy that it has been originated and
is continued by the doings of the Frogpower ; which is the motive power among
** the Powers," embroiling them and causing them by its movements to enter upon
a war that will astonish the world by its
results. After this conversation with our
friend, we expounded in the meeting held
at his house, the third chapter of Joel, in
which exposition we said much more to
the same effect, showing from the prophets what kind of agency was to be observed at work among the nations preparatory to and inceptive of the gathering
which is to terminate in the encampment
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of their hosts under tfu* Assyrian's standard before the walls ol Jerusalem, when
Jehovah's mighty ones will descend and
scatter them with sword, pestilence, and
death, like chaff before the wind,
It is truly giatifying, and yields a
pleasure which none -can appreciate but
those who experience it, for a student of
the prophots to find his interpretations of
them verified by current events. It proves
to him that he is of that class referred to
in Daniel of which it is said "the wise
shall understand;" and encourages him
to hope that he may enjoy the promise
made to them, that " they shall shine as
the brightness of the firmament:" and
" as the sun in the kingdom of their
Father."* Be we, however, esteemed
wise or foolish by our contemporaries,
(he fact is indisputable, that the day after
our exposition of the necessity of a revolu
lion in France previous to any further outbreak in Europe, on Monday, Dec. 22nd,
the news arrived in this city thai the French
President, the Frogpoiocr incarnate, had
become omnipotent in France.
What then is the prophetic or scriptural interpretation of this event ? The Nciv
York Tribune, which is overflowing with
wrath against " the perjured villain," "the
knave," " the wretch," " this flagitious
traitor to his oath," " the bayonet-girdled
usurper," & c , as it styles Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, terms the event " the first
blow of a struggle, which, whatever may
be its immediate aspects and incidents, is
destined to close only with the overthrow of
Despotism throughout civilized Europe."
It also says, that " the present state of
things will be of brief duration, and when
the next downfall occurs in France, all
the governments of Germany and Italy
will go with it." This is Ihe prophecy
of Horace Greely, but assuredly not ο
the prophets Daniel, Ezekiel, and John
W e do not know what Mr. Tribune means
by " brief duration," but there is a sense
in which there is more truth than fiction
in his saying, that when that duration is
ended, and the next downfall occurs in
France, which will be the downfall of
French military despotism, " all the gov
ernments of Germany and Italy will go
with it." Yes, they will " g o with it;"
but they will not go whither the Tribun
and Kossulhism would send them
These well-meaning prophets predict "the
overthrow of Despotism throughout civilized Europe" as the closing up of th
struggle between Democracy and th
Governments; consequently they predic
"~*Dan. xii. 10, "57"MattTxiii. 4'3.

that all the governments of Germany and
Italy are to go with Napoleonism to perdition ; and that Democratic Republicanism, which is righteousness and peace,
and prosperity, will be the u order1 'of the
day throughout Europe! All the gov*·
ernments will indeed go to perdition, and
so will Democratic Republicanism, moderate and extreme; but before they vanish
from the earth to appear no more forever,
the French, German, and Italian governments will go into the shadow of the
Czar, who will unite in his dominion all
their power and glory. This is the conclusion of the struggle about to commence. Despotism will triumph throughout Europe, and Democracy will go to
the wall.
But before this ultimatum comes over
Europe a sanguinary war must be waged
between Democracy and Absolutism.
This is inevitable. Self-preservation on
the part of the Governments, and hatred
of them on the part of the peoples, will
not permit things to remain quiescent.
Without exception the governments seem
disposed for peace among themselves.
Peace also with foreign powers was the
policy of the majority of the French Assembly ; for their sympathies were pontifical and absolute. "Order," " F a m i l y ,
Property and Religion," were the passwords of their policy; because rulers,
priests, nobles, and the rich, together with
their dependents, all of whose sympathies
are for each other, their antipathies, fears,
and propitiatory charities, being for the
poor,—they know that they have nothing
to gain, but every thing to lose by revolution and reform. But a continuance of
peace is incompatible with the formation of
the Feet of Nebuchadnezzar's Image. The
Clay and the Iron cannot be mixed so long
as peace is maintained. What then is to
be done; if the governments are indisposed to make war upon one another,
how shall the peace be broken Ί By suppressing the Legislative Assembly of
France whose stronger party was intriguing to restore monarchy and priestism of the old Bourbon type. A military
despotism is better than sacerdotal monarchy, and precisely adapted to the necessity
of the case to be established. Λ military
despotism is not a peaceable institution j
therefore it is exactly the thing the situation of affairs demands. Let us glance
at the history of the one just formed in
Paris that we may acquire a right apprehension of its nature.
Napoleon the First was one of the people; a lieutenant of artillery, and once
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both poor and needy. After G o ! had
punished the priests and higher orders of
the French nation, and those that adhered
to them, by the Terrorists, the time had
arrived to make use of the French D e mocracy to punish the governments and
their armies belonging to other nations.
The situation by which they invoked this
upon themselves was created by the refugee adherents of the dethroned and hated
Bourbons, stirring them up to war against
the Democratic Despotism of France;
which was m turn provoked to proclaim
war against all priests, aristocrats, and
kings, in the interest of all the oppressed
peoples of Europe.
Civil directors of
military operations residing at a distance
from the seat of war, inexperienced in
the art, and divided by jealousy and faction, are ill adapted to carry on vigorous
operations against an enemy whoso will
is the supreme law of civil and military
affairs. The work to be accomplished
demanded a military rather than a puiely
civil despotism. The latter did very well
for the punishment of the power that
murdered the Hougonots by thousands;
but it required a strong military despotism, animated by the will of one tyrant
only, to consume and lay waste " the
Holy Roman Empire" with fire and sword
-—a dominion dyed scarlet in the blood of
the saints, and the support of the vilest
hypocrisy, and blasphemy against God
and men.
The earlier internal struggles of the
French Democracy against the royalists
prepared a man to take the command of
them when the time should arrive to
smite Italy, Rome, and the German empire. That man was Napoleon I. He
was a man of destiny. A man prepared
of God to inflict vengeance on the Papacy. A man of the required genius ; an
iron man—a remorseless slayer of humanity ; a prince of tyrants; but the
only man of his age fit ior the work to be
performed. He was, too, the idol of a
vain, intoxicated people ; haters of kings
and priests, but lovers of glory which
glorified themselves.
Hence they regarded the successful man, who led them
on to slay and be slain, as their best
friend; for he was but the head of the
phantom, the national glory which they
adored.
Such was the military despotism of
" my uncle" and such also its mission. It
was necessary. It did its work superbly,
showing that the hand of God was in it.
It slew the Beast with fearful carnage, in
extinguishing the German empire by 1806.
But alter it had done all, the work to be

done is only partially accomplished. The
odious Papacy still exist?, and the governments yet delight to do it honor; and
governments that look with complacency
upon Romanism, patronize its priests,
lend their power to the support of such a
creation as the Pope, proscribe the Bible,
and practice every abomination, are foredoomed to trouble without reprieve. The
issue is not God and the People versus
Absolutism.
The people are no more
God's friend than their oppressors; God
however loves the world though it hates
him.
His catise is not identified with
theirs. His way is not their way; yet
He will save them in spite of themselves,
and by means which they dislike* The
issue is GOD AND HIS SAINTS versus THE
NATIONS AND THEIR RULERS ; and

before

the Almighty can gain his cause upon the
principles he has laid down, he must
make use of the democracy and the governments to chastise and weaken one another, and then step in and conquer them
both. This is the situation of things;
and as the first Democratic Military Despotism fulfilled its mission without finishing the work, the time has at length arrived for the consolidation of a second,
that the work may be advanced another
stage towards its entire accomplishment.
The military despotism of Napoleon I.
was an armed imperial democracy; that
of Napoleon II. is a revival of it. The
last is the elect of the people by universal suffrage, and will doubtless be s u s tained by them on the same principle.
He is therefore the Head of the Democracy. The army has also added its suffrages to the people's ; he is consequently
head of the army and the people, or
Chief of the Armed Democracy. Now
this is just what the European Democracy needed. Hitherto they were peoples without an army, all the armies being on the side of their enemies : but by
the recent revolution in France God appears to have given them an army and a
chief whose name is a tower of strength
against Austria and the Pope. As to the
man himself God knows more about him
than we do. He has had no opportunity
of showing what he is capable of in the
field. At all events he has shown himself
to be a good general, or at any rate a better general than his opponents though
numbering many generals among them,
for he has brilliantly out-generaled them
all. It is mind, not mere brute force, that
gains a victory. The probability is that
with a devoted army he would not only
outmanoeuvre, but vanquish the unwilling hosts of Austria in the field ; and by
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a powerful diversion in Italy enable Hungary to rise and co-operate in the overthrow of Hapsburg-Loraine.
Louis Napoleon's tendencies have ever
been imperial. His unsuccessful attempt
a iew years ago in that direction by which
he became a prisoner in Ham, proves
this, h e is no respecter of the principle
of legitimacy, nor of socialism ; for they
are two extremes equidistant from his
personal ambition. He is doubtless a
tyrant, if he were not, he would not be
fit for the chief of an Armed Democracy.
Foreign despots may tolerate him for a
time, but they can neither love nor trust
him; for their principle is legitimacy; his
is revolution. In relation to the Constitution, the Legislative Assembly and he are
equally violators ; they had both abolished
universal suffrage, and the Assembly
would have arrested and imprisoned him,
if he had not extinguished it. Justice
and righteousness, integrity and principle,
are not to be named in such a crowd.
Morality there is a mere negation—a
mere question of which thief is not more
thievish than the rest of the Forty
Thieves. A dishonest set pretending solicitude for the Constitution so far as convenient, and ready at any time to tear it
into shreds if deemed necessary to the
accomplishment of their intrigues. We
conclude therefore that France is a gainer
by the exchange of seven hundred and
fifty wranglers for only one tyrant who
will rule it more after its own taste. This
taste is imperial; and Louis Napoleon is
a man of strong predilections for the iron
and golden crowns of France and Italy,
and it is probable that before his career is
closed he will attempt to seize upon them
both; for that of France alone is not imperial.
Assuming, then, that the Imperial Democratic Military Despotism of Napoleon
II. is established, what would seem to be
its mission ? We reply, sooner or later,
to combat with the Beast and False Prophet, that is, with Austria and the defenders of the Pope. These were his
uncle's old enemies, and are likely to
prove his. He has not yet had time to
develope his foreign policy, but peace will
be no more his forte than his uncle's. We
apprehend that his troubles will begin in
dynastic reminiscences. The victory of
Waterloo, the occupation of Paris by
foreign troops, the fall and imprisonment
of Napoleon, are neither forgotten nor
iorgiven by Buonapartists and the French.
Louis Napoleon in succeeding his uncle
doubtless inherits his antipathy to England. And for the present it may suit

Russia and Austria to foment a quarrel
between them. There are Rome and
Italy too, who may come in as complications of " the situation." Louis Napoleon
knows that the occupation of that city in
support of the Pope is unpopular with
the French; he may therefore without
withdrawing the troops from Rome pursue a more liberal policy, which may
make their continuance there insufferable
to His pseudo-Holiness, who would seek
the intervention of Austria in order to'
abate the nuisance. Austria, backed by
Russia, finding it expedient to withdraw
their countenance, might assume such an
attitude towards Napoleon in behalf of
the Pope as to make it " a point of honor,"
with Louis, to resist, and declare war in
behalf of French interests in Italy, to look
after which was the principal reason of a
French army being sent to Rome under
General Oudinot. Such a declaration
w^uld be a resurrection trumpet to the
oppressed nations of the Continent. The
war-loving democracy would flock to the
standard of Napoleon, and crowd hie
armies, panting, if their courage be equal
to their words, for a hand to hand combat
with the troops of their oppressors. The
democratic armies would rejoice in victory
after victory, until the tide of war would
turn against them. If not abolished, Austria and the Papacy would at least be ready
to give up the ghost. The Pope will con-*
tinue to exist as the Roman Prophet, but
without dominion, till the resurrection· of
the dead ; but the House of Hapsburg, if
continued, would only be a sort of viceroy
to the Czar, dividing with him nominally
the majesty of the Roman world. The
Napoleon despotism would have done its
work. Its conquests would be wrested
from it, until repelled on every side it
would be reduced to contend for the possession of France itself. At length, as
Republicanism or Democracy in any
shape cannot prevail in this country, it
being one of the ten Toe-kingdoms which
all exist as such at the end, France would
be lost, and replaced under the Bourbons,
no longer independent sovereigns of the
country, but as provincial kings of the
imperial European dominion of the Czar.
Thus would the Democracy have done
their work. They would have done their.
best for " liberty, fraternity, and equality,"
and have proved for a second and last
time, upon a grand scale, their utter incompetence for the work of curing s o ciety of tho evils which afflict it. In their
mad, but necessary, career, they would
have been the cause of the conquest ui
Turkey by the Autocrat, and the eubjec-
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tion of Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal,
Sardinia, Naples, Greece, Bavaria, Loinbardy, and Hungary—the ten kingdoms
of the Iron Monarchy, thereunto united
by " the miry daif of the Russian Autocracy. Thus, Absolutism would have
completely triumphed; and the curtain
haven fallen upon the third act of the extraordinary tragedy enacting before all
nations from 1789 to the setting up of a
kingdom and dominion by the God of
heauen in the land promised to the fathers
of Israel and their seed for ever.
The ways of God are admirable. We
see his hand in the working of things very
notably since 1848. Had the National
Convention done its work wisely Napoleon's usurpation would never have occurred. It erred in permitting the Bonaparte family's return to France. This
was the first error. The next was in not
permitting the re-election of the President
tor another succeeding term. A third
error was embodied in the 31st, 45th, and
4Gth articles of the Constitution, which
provided that the power of the Assembly
and President should expire at the same
moment, the President on the 10th and
the Assembly on the 18th of May 1852;
and their successors to be elected between
April 29 and May 10. Those acquainted
with the state of parties in France can
epsily imagine the anarchy that would
have resulted from such an arrangement.
Constitutionally Napoleon had no hope for
four years, and it is contrary to the nature
and creed of a Bonaparte to surrender
power if he can keep it. These " singular and clumsy oversights," as they have
been termed, created a situation of desrrnir for the Imperialists, hope for the old
Monarchists, and fear *for the friends of
trun<|uility and moderate republicanism.
The resolution of the crisis was doubtful
to all; but Providence had prepared it,
and had provided a man to cut the knot
which could not be untied. The anti-conetitutional treason of the Monarchists and
enmity to Napoleon, together with his
self-preservation and despair, have developed the revolution which has sorely
disappointed the republican-gospellers, but
has placed things more in harmony with
the necessities of the future which will
soon become manifest. The Frog-power
hath again uttered its voice ; now, therefore, look out for the " thunders and lightnings, and a great earthquake," or revolution, *'such an has not been since men were
ηpon the earth, an earthquake so mighty
and so great.
Dec, 3lst., 1851.
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OUR VISIT TO BRITAIN.
VISIT TO FERGUSLIE—DESCEND THE SHAFT OP
A COAL MINE—VLSIT TO A THREAD FACTCRT
—SOIREE AT GLASGOW—ORIGIN OF ELTIS
ISRAEL.

While at Paisley we were very hospitably entertained at the mansion of Mr.
Coats, called Ferguslie House, beautifully
situated in the midst of grounds very
tastefully laid out, opposite the Braes of
Glenifler, and commanding in the rear an
extensive view over the valley of the
Clyde. Mr. Coats' name is well known
in this country to all who use cotton sewing thread, l i e has a printfely -residence,
and a palatial factory in which he employe
about 400 hands. His residence is fitted
up in the most costly, convenient, and elegant style ; and the furniture of the richest
and newest fashion. We were not Yankee enough to inquire if the tea and dinner service of plate were gold or silver
gilt; but we learned from another source
that he had purchased it of a French
nobleman, probably an exile in England,
whose necessities compelled him to sell."
Whether gold or gilt it had a very brilliant appearance, and was in keeping with
all other objects in the field of vision.'
Comfort indeed, or rather luxurious ease,
would be supposed to reign in undisturbed
repose; and that none could enter there
but Fashion's votaries or the gay—the
children of pride, of manners soft, and
blood the gentlest of mankind. But he
who should judge thus would do injustice
to Thomas Coats, Junr., Esq. Though
44
Hard Times," who visits many people
in Paisley and elsewhere, may be supposed never to show his haggard visage
within the precincts of Ferguslie HouseJ
yet doth its wealthy proprietor oftentirrles
make himself a guest in the dwellings of
the poor with, that unwelcome visitor.
Though rich, he is highly commended by
the poor for his open-handed' liberality,
and generous sympathy with them in their
necessities. He has opened "a reading
room which he keeps supplied with useful
publications for their especial benefit; and
in fuel and other domestic necessaries bestows upon them some three thousand
dollars a year. This of course gives him
great influence over them for good or evil
as he may feel disposed. From what we
saw of him at our first and second visits
I he seemed to be thinking in the right
j direction. Being a member of the Paisley
' church, ho could have refused us admit-
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wound on the bobbins would be a surprizing exhibition of industry and art to the
lirst father of mankind. The bobbinmaking department is also very interesting
because of the ingenious machinery by
which the bobbins are formed. But what
a monotonous existence to those who are
employed in such establishments as these!
Highly interesting to visitors viewing for
an occasion the combined operations of the
vast concern ; but to be tending day after
day for a life-time the winding of a set of
bobbins, or the unvarying action of a piece
of machinery, O, we had rather not be
than live to be an automaton sueh as this!
But what are men to do? The bondage*
of a stern necessity compels them to labor
hard, tediously, and monotonously for the
bread that perishes ; and a hopeless, cheer-*
less, labor it is when unsolaced by the
hope of glory. Ah, it is the poor that
must needs rejoice in the gospel of the
kingdom. They have no luxuries nor elegancies in their dwellings; nay, can scarce
get the needful to keep their4 soul in life.
When the kingdom comes * he will fill
the hungry with good things; and the
rich he will send empty away." Blessed
epoch, glorious era for the poor! The
King shall deliver the needy when he
crieth ; the poor also, and .him that hatK
no helper. He shall spare them, and
save them, and redeem them from deceit
and violence, and their ungentle blood shall
be precious in his sight. Factories, wtf
opine, if allowed to exist at all, will not
then be penitentiaries for unfortunates
whose poverty is their only crime.
We may remark here, as we sHall no*1
return to Paisley again, that on our third
visit we found a change had come over
the spirits of some who had made us welcome there before. Elpis Israel was now
in the hands of over seventy person»
there. The things it contained had calledinto activity the spirit of CampbeUism"
latent in the heart of the gentleman refered to. Our friend jof Ferguslie was me-'
ticating at Dunoon; but they whom we
found in Paisley rejoicing in his namer
were by no means gratified at seeing ue
again. Had we been a Campbellite we
should have been welcome to their pulpit
on Lord's day as before. But the doctrinewe taught was found to have no affinity
with the theology of the «· Evergreat;"
so that, although the church is a Scotchr
Baptist church, and refuses to be identified
•The Ecclesiastic Reformer^ speaking of with the " Reformation churches" d
our friend's preaching at the Kent'y Camp- Britain, we were given to understand by
bellite Convention, says, "Bro. Campbell,
that the Campbellite spirit in one
tvergreaty has won new laurels by this visit, aorfriend,
two rich men was so excited, thfft if

tance, and his refusal would not have been
contravened however much it might have
been regretted. Alexander " the great"*
had spoken there, and had left behind him
his proscriptive spirit which had entered
into an influential senior of Mr. Goats'
family. During and previous to our first
visit no incident had evoked its manifestation. We were invited and cordially welcomed. We were listened to " with great
satisfaction," and made a welcome visitor
at Ferguslie House, and elsewhere in the
family, and among the members. Nothing
could be more kind or flattering than the
attentions we received A day was set
apart for a special visit to Mr. Coats'
mines some few miles from Paisley, after
which we were to partake of the good
cheer provided at Ferguslie. We descended into Avernus, and found when all was
ready the descent as easy as Virgil says.
It was a holiday with the colliers on account of the burial of one of their number
who had been burned the day before by
an explosion of gas in the pit. Mr. Coats
having ordered the engine to be fired up,
we invested ourselves in the meanwhile
with rough garments and tarpauling hats
to suit. The band being adjusted on the
periphery of the wheel, we all got into
the bucket and were lowered a thousand
feet into the earth. We traversed the
mine up hill and down'hill about the third
of a mfle. In some parts of the way we
could walk upright; but in others, where
44
troubles" would occur, or an inclined
plain was formed for rail boxes, it was
necessary to form our bodies into two sides
of a square. The mining operations were
explained to us by the overseer who accompanied ue. The darkness made visible
by our flickering lamps was intense, yet
though so deep below the surface
and the
r
level
of
all
its
graves,
w
e
were
not in
44
the lowest sheol;" for we were still to
be found in a living organized condition;
if Jonah however, when in the great fish,
were in "the belly of hell," as he said,
we were unquestionably there. His no
doubt was a warmer place than ours, but
darker it was impossible to be. Our exploration occupied about two hours, when
we re-entered the bucket, and ascended
to the light of day.
Having returned from the mines Mr.
Coats showed us over his sewing thread
factory* The rooms where the thread is
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the house were applied for to be used by
us on Lord's day, it would not be granted;
but no objection would be made to our j
having it in the week. As our object was
not to create unnecessary difficulty, we
acquiesced in our friend's advice; being
desirous also, if trouble did arise, the
question should be " what is the gospel ?"
and not, " shall the author of Elpis Israel
speak in our pulpit on Lord's day, or not?"
On Friday night, Oct. 12th, 1848, "the
Grand Soiree," as it was advertized, was
held in commemoration of our visit to
Glasgow. Mr. Turner, one of the city
magistrates, was in the chair. This gentleman is an octogenarian of the radical,
and Cameronian, schools. He was incarcerated in " good old Tory times," as
some call them, for permitting a meeting
for " Radical Reform" to be held on the
lawn before his house. He was just the
right sort of a man to preside at a soiree
•*m honor of" Ishmael among the par- |
sons ! Though so advanced in years, he
seemed as lively and vigorous as a man in
tfce middle of life. May he live long, and j
witness the triumph of the saints in the
kingdom of God, when the seed of his old
enemies shall be put to shame.
The Rev'd. Mr. Anderson, relief minister, was invited to attend and make a
speech on the occasion, which he did, and
a very excellent one it was. He is a man
of learning, and high standing in Glasgow;
although by pietists of mystical opinions,
accounted " daft." But that matters not;
it is their way of olden time to impute
idiotcy or insanity to those who have
more discernment, honesty of purpose,
and scriptural information than themselves.
Mr. Anderson told the meeting that he
wo» once as blind and ignorant as they,
knowing nothing of the prophets though
professedly a teacher of the truth. He
was indebted to the late Mr. Cunningham,
a notable writer on prophecy, for α knowledge of his ignorance which was the first
step to his comprehension of the truth.
Mr. C. made him ashamed of himself; so
little did he know of the great things God
had revealed in his word. This he determined to study, and to blot out his reuroach in the understanding of the matter.
Hie investigation of the prophetic writings had led him to see that the purpose
of God was to establish a kingdoin in the
land of Israel under Jesus Christ which
should have rule over the whole earth. He
then traced the idea of Theocracy from
Eden through subsequent developments of
the divine will; and concluded by a glance
at what God had promised .should come to
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pass hereafter. Mr. Anderson seems to
have been the only preacher in Glasgow
that believed that Jesus Christ would
reign upon David's throne a thousand
years over the nations of the earth, and
that feared not to avow his faith. It was
no small encouragement therefore to him,
for us to visit the city, and boldly to publish the doctrine with such cheering effect·
J. B. Rollo, Esq., also addressed the
meeting on the subject before it. We had
likewise as a matter of course to make a
speech, which on such an occasion we
find much more difficult than to expound
the sounding of the Seventh Apocalyptic
Trumpet. The meeting, which consisted
of some 250 persons, was edified and
strengthened in its good purposes by the
late Mr. Richardson, the Scotch Baptist
church's preacher at Paisley. Altogether,
what with the addresses, the music, singing, and good cheer, the evening, till 11
P. M., was spent in a very agreeable
manner. At this hour the soiree was
pronounced at an end; but before they
arose to depart, a gentleman remarked
that " he did not think that Dr. Thomas
had treated, or rather was about to treat,
them well. He had asnounced that he
was to leave Glasgow in the morning, and
that it was uncertain if he should ever
visit them again. Now what he thought
the Doctor's friends had a right to complain of was, that he had come among
them and roused their minds to an interest in subjects of more magnitude and importance than all others, and was now
about to leave them with no other memorials than treacherous and fading memory
could afford. Was it not possible for him
to defer his return to America, and to
publish the matter of his lectures in a
book, that his friends and the public might
possess it in a tangible and permanent
form ? He hoped he would find it possible, and give them a favourable reply."
This seemed to be responded to by many
present. Though not famed for what
pious sinners call " charity," our phrenology, say cranioscopists, is illustrated by
" Benevolence, 6 on a scale of 7." We
thought it a pity to leave the demand for
knowledge of the truth unsatisfied, seeing
that α craving after it by men and women
is so rare α thing. We replied therefore
to the meeting that " when we left the
United States our intention was to return
in the autumn. We had made no provision for a longer stay, and the probability was that our affairs would suffer in
consequence. That however was a mattei -of secondary import mice when it be-
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Elpis Israel—The Prophecy of Mount Olivet,

least a thousand years previous to the Reformation; of the utter corruptness and
depravity of the great source of the prevailing religious views at that time ; of
the complete ignorance of the Bible among
all classes of the laity—and, I was going
to add, of the clergy too—when we think
that it was only when the Papal church
had reached such a pitch of wickedness,
as that no moral man could longer abide
within ]ier pale, that the great Reformers
came out of her, and washed themselves,
to the best of their ability, clean of the
filth which, century after century, had
been encrusting itself on the abomination
u
originated ELPIS ISRAEL, an Exposition of which they and their predecessors had
been the upholders. Can we wonder that
of the Kingdom, and Age to Conic"
after all their noble efforts to free and
cleanse themselves from the pollution of
their " Mother," there yet remained some
so deeply imbedded in their flesh as
ELPIS ISRAEL-THE PROPHECY OP spots
to be concealed from their view; some
MOUNT OLIVET-COMMENTS IN
falsities which they did not detect. Far
BRIEF1—EXTRACTS.
be it from me to under-rate the glorious
deeds, the self-sacriiicing spirit, the noble
Halifax, Nova Scotia,
heroism and undaunted perseverance of
these God-like men. The true Christian
Jan. 20th, 1852.
must feel how deeply he is indebted to
MY DEAR AND RESPECTED SIR :
Before entering upon the subject matter them in a great measure for the light and
of this communication, permit me to ex- liberty he now enjoys ; while at the same
press my heart-felt gratitude for phe light, time he must, with regret, perceive that
which it appears to my mind has been they retained many doctrines which are
thrown upon the Holy Scriptures, by quite contrary to the Word of God. At
your luminous exposition of those vitally the. foundation of these stands, I believe,
important parts of them as set forth in that absurd doctrine, the " immortality of
your " Elpis Israel" However much I the soul;" this is the key-stone on which
may previously have desired to under- is erected all the errors of Protestants.
stand the Scriptures, which " are able to Let the unscripturality of this idea be
make us wise unto salvation," it was not clearly demonstrated, and the mind be
until I commenced "Elpis Israel" that I satisfied of the utter absence of scripture
could with any degree of interest or plea- to sustain it, and what a flood of light is
sure read the pages of the blessed volume ; cast on the Holy Scriptures ; how many
because the unscriptural ideas which my heathenish superstitions and visionary
mind had received from childhood, in com- notions and practices fall to the ground.
But I find I am diverging rather widely
mon with, I fear, the generality of Protestants, in lieu of those plain truths from the real subject, the investigation of
which I now begin to perceive the Bible which induced me to address you: so
teaches, were so completely at variance without further preface I humbly beg
with the latter, that I used to find it im- your attention to the following remarks.
possible to read a single chapter under- The 24th chap, of St. Matthew, and the
ptandingly and profitably. A good deal corresponding chapters in the other Evan*
of the ambiguity and many apparent con- gelists, are generally regarded as difficult
tradictions, with which the Scriptures to understand and harmonise, and a variety
aboundt is doubtless owing to the very im- of opinions are hazarded as to their meanperfect translation of them which we pos- ing ; till I read your " Elpis Israel" the
sess ; and how can we expect it should be passages in question were to me quite inotherwise, coming as it does from tho.--e comprehensible, but now I think differwho held so many erroneous views as did ently and see no difficulty in them; but
even the eminently great and truly pious as the view I take of them does not agree
men who performed the difficult and ardu- with yours, I wish, if possible, to have
ous task. When we think of the fearful them reconciled. I look at them thus:
state of the Christian (?) \\i rid for nt Tn til·? 3rd ye»·*?* of 24th of St. Molt., his

came apparent that the truth could be subserved by the sacrifice. We were glad
to witness so great and abiding an interest
in our labors, and could not therefore find
it in our heart to refuse their request. For
their gratification then we would prolong
our stay in Britain. When we had got
through our appointments at Edinburgh
and Lincoln, we would return to London;
and, if they would busy themselves in
obtaining subscribers for the work, we
would employ our time during the winter
in preparing it." This seemed to meet
the approbation of the meeting, and with
this understanding we parted. Thus was
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disciples ask Jesus privately, "Tell us
when shall these things be ? and what the
sign of thy coming, and of the end of the
world?" The first question relates to the
destruction of Jerusalem; and the second, I
think, to his second coming and the end of
the state of things which expires at his
coming, a period expressed by Luke 21st
chap, and 24th verse, latter clause of the
verse, as " the times of Gentiles" Jesus'
reply to the first question is contained in
the 4th to 26th verse, which includes,
however, many warnings against expecting his second coming at that time ; for he
knew how great would be such an expectation among the Jews, and that false
Christs would arise at that time shewing
great signs and wonders, in-so-much that,
if it were possible, they would deceive
the very elect. The answer to the second
question is contained in the 29th, 30th,
and 31st verses. Now the great mistake
all have labored under in interpreting this
chapter, is in considering the; words, " the
tribulation of those days,' as comprehending merely the time occupied by the
siege and destruction of Jerusalem, whereon it is evident from Luke 21—24, that
the tribulation of those days extends
through all the time "Jerusalem shall be
trodden down of the Gentiles," which
period has not yet expired. Immediately
otter this period then has expired, and
Jerusalem is no longer "trodden down of
the Gentiles," will tLe sign recorded in the
29th verse be manifested, and then shall
appear the sign of the Son of Man in
heaven as is stated in the next verse. I
would here beg to call your attention to
another passage, in close connection with
this subject, which it appears to me has
been most strangely misunderstood and
misapplied : In the 23rd, 24th, 25th and
26th verses, speaking of the False Christs
which would arise, and false reports of his
coming which would be circulated, he
says, " wherefore if they shall say unto
you, Behold, he is in the desert; go not
forth ; behold, he is in the secret chamber;
believe it not; for as the lightning cometh
out of the east and shineth even unto the
west: so shall the coming of the Son of
Man be."—adding, " For wheresoever the
carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered together." Thus giving them in one
breath an idea of the appearance of his
coming and the quarter where he might
be naturally expected. That the 28th
verse cannot be applied to the Romans or
their eagles, will be made clear from a
consideration of that portion of the 17th
chap, of Ut. Luke, beginning at 20th verse.
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The Pharisees demanded of Jesus when
the kingdom of God should come ; and in
the subsequent verses he addresses his
disciples on this point in precisely the
same language as is recorded by St. Matt.
—as his answer to the question of his disciples, " what shall be the sign of thy
coming and of the end of the world?"—
in verses 26, 27, 28, 37, 38, 39, 40. and
51, of the 24th chap. Having informed
his disciples of the manner of his coming,
viz : " like the lightning, which lighteneth
only that particular tract of country within the limits of the visible horizon;" they
said unto him: " When Lord ?" A very
natural enquiry, seeing he had not informed them when—that is in what particular
part of the earth—he would descend; and
he answered them: "Wheresoever the
body is thither
will the eagles be gathered
together/1 The reply of our Lord I conceive to be most beautifully appropriate ;
he might have said, /will come to this or
that particular portion of the earth, and
my angels shall be sent to gather my elect
out of all the earth; but this was not his
manner of instructing, and in this particular instance his reply must have been considered by his disciples as perfectly explicit and satisfactory.
I humbly beg to submit these few illdigested remarks for your kind consideration, hoping, if I am in error, that you
will pardon my presumption in thus addressing you, fortune sake of that truth, the
pursuit of which is now alone actuating
me.
Although I had the pleasure of being in
your company, and also of an introduction
to you when in Halifax, I cannot suppose
my name could be remembered by you,
and now beg to subscribe myself,
Your much obliged and sincere friend,
DlSCIPULUS.

P. S.—The friends with whom I reside
are subscribers to your monthly periodical, the " Herald oi the Kingdom and Age
to Come," consequently any remarks you
may think proper to publish therein will
come under my notice.
COMMENTS IN BRIEF.

As soon as we can find space and opportunity, we shall look into the subject
to which our attention is invited by our
incognito friend "DISCIPULUS." Until
then, and long afterwards, we wish him
abundant success in the sjudy of the
Word, which lives and abides for ever.
As we have not succeeded in tempting
the reviewers tolay hold of »* El pi? Israel/'
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1

we have deemed it expedient to quote j last volume of the " Herald, ' but have
from time to time the impression made not as yet had an opportunity of perusing
upon the minds of those who have read them, for my time has principally been
the book dispassionately, and with a de- taken up with " Elpis Israel," the study
aire to understand it. Authors oftentimes of which has interested me very much. /
write reviews of their own works, and fed grateful to the giver of every good
give a fee to the editor of some periodical and perfect gift, that you have been guided
to publish them. By this ruse the pub- by his providence to visit us, and thereby
lic are induced to purchase books of no affording us an opportunity of being inintrinsic value. But we do not operate ι troduced not only to yourself but to youjr
after this fashion. The public, and not j writings, so calculated as they are to en^he author, reviewer, nor publisher, is the ! lighten the mind in this "cloudy and dark
nighest court in which the merits of a day," in the things that .*' make wise unto
.work must be finally adjudged. It may salvation." I sometimes feel as your friend
judge right or wrong according to the class in England expresses himself, when readof readers; still the demand for the book ing such clear expositions of truth, regardin its contemporary generation must de- ing the things of the kingdom, and exend on public opinion at last. "Elpis claim, ** Oh, thai is inexpressibly beautisrael" is a book of that kind that its ( ful ! and my full heart finds vent in tears
inerits or demerits cannot be fairly brought j when I have no one near with whom I
out by a sectarian reviewer. It can only j might commune on things unseen as yet."
be duly appreciated by those whose minds j
Yours in Israel's Hope,
are free, who compare what it says with j
***
the word, and who are sincerely inquiring j
after truth. Our design in giving it to ,
the world is to open the minds of inquirers !
that they may understand the scriptures, I
QJIR EXPOSITION OP THE IMAGE.
which " scriptures are able to make them \
wise to salvation."* If unbribed reviewers •
Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 26th, 1β52.
{lay hold of "Elpis Israel" we expect
DEAR S I R :
either a very general and superficial notice; I
or to have to do battle with them in its |
Your " Herald" I have perused with
defence. The opinion of purchasers and j no small degree of interest, and from what
readers is most reliable. If readers op- extracts I have seen of " Elpis Israel," I
/prove who have paid for th# work it is surmise it will no less fail to instruct and
evidence that they do not regard their two interest me.
dollars as thrown away; and when it
Having for many years been a close obbrings sinners to repentance and the obe- server of all the political movements in
dience of faith, as it hath in numerous in- Europe and Asia, if peradventure in the
stances, its claims to the hearty patronage light of prophesy I could discern the signp
of the faithful are established upon con- of the times; and in Jehovah's great plan
siderations of the highest character. If perceive who the Assyrian is as spoken
no more good were effected by our visit of by the prophet, saying, " I will break
to Britain than the publication of " Elpis the Assyrian on my Land and on my
'Israel," the expenditure of time, labor, | mountains tread him under foot." I conand money in this, was a donation to our fess your reconstruction of the great imcontemporaries which many of them will age is entirely new to me, an<J not wholly
have reason to be grateful for not only digested by me as yet.
now, but in the Age to Come. Testimony
But / conceive that dog, the chief
such as that exhibited in the letter of prince of Meshech and Tubal, is the
"Discipulus," and in the following extract, great embodiment of all the evils of his
cannot but be gratifying to the author of predecessors—the Gold, the Silver, the
44
Elpis Israel." He values it far more Brass and the Iron; all centered in him
than the highest commendations of pro- the very personification of the wicked
fessional reviewers however eloquently one; the last beast that is to go into perand classically expressed.
dition. And if in your idea that is the
reconstruction of the image, and the AsEDITOR,
syrian that is to fall on the mountains of
EXTRACT.
Israel, then I understand you, and am
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Jan. 20th, 1852. with you in your conclusions.
MY DEAR DOCTOR:
And I pray God that He may enable
I have received all the numbers of the you more and more to be like unto a man

f
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that i$ a householder, which bringeth forth j
out of his treasure things new and old.
Your valuable letter to M. Kossuth
eeems to me very much like truth, and
cannot fail to make an impression on his
great mind.
My heart rejoices to find you one of
those men our God has raised up here and
there, a free and untrammelled expositor of
His prophetic word, knowing that things
revealed belong to us and our children.
That your humble student, along with
you, may more and more know these
things revealed, is the prayer of yonr
brother in waiting for the kingdoms of this
world to become the kingdom of our
Lord. Even so, come Lord Jesus !
Yours in hope of eternal liie
when our king comes,
JAMES MCMILLAN.
REMARK OR TWO ON THE ABOVE.

Our idea is well stated by our correspondent. We consider Nebuchadnezzar's Image the symbol of Gogue's dominion, when he, the King of the North,*
and of Assyria,! encamps with his army,
dratted from· all subject nations,]: on the
mountains of Israel} on all sides of Jerusalem, and is in actual possession of the
Holy City,|| in the latter days.ii He is
not the " last beast" however. Till Gogue
is broken, the lamb-horned, and dragonspeaking beast** is an Iron Leg of the
Image—a co-partner with Gogue, yet inferior to him, in the majesty of the GrecoRoman-Dragonic dominion of "T/te End."
But when the Clay is sundered from the
Iron by the stroke of the Stone-power,
that ie, when Gogue is broken, tho West-

PERSONALITY OP THE SPIRIT.
England, Jan. 22nd, 1852.
DEAR BROTHER :

Without wishing you to enter further
into the question of the personality or iinpersonahty of the Holy Spirit, I shall esteem it a iavor if you will inform n\6
whether tho Greek pronouns represented
in the English version by the masculine
personal ilhe>" and relative "whom" standing for the antecedent " Comforter," and
" Spirit of Truth," in John xiv. *6, 17,
26; xv. 26; xvi 7, 13; and Acts viii. 15/
16, indicate personality ? Is not the gender of the Greek nouns like that of those*
of the Latin, and other languages, arbitrary—used irrespective of actual sex?
If so, will not the use of a masculine pro-;
noun in the original aid us in ascertaining
whether its antecedent be a person, a con-*
scious agent, or no; but the Greek relative
answering to " whom" in some of the pae-r
sages cited, may show this.
Trusting you will, being conversant4
with the original, kindly give this an early
consideration in the " tJerald,"
I remain, dear brother,
Your affectionate sister in Christ,
APPHIA;
REPLY TO APPHIA.

In reply to the beloved Apphia we
would remark, that the pronoun " he" i»
not expressed in John xiv. 16. The
nominative to the verb meneei "may abide"
is the phsftse ailon parakleeto?i " another
comforter.'* Parahleetos, one sent to asern Leg and TOOF, or " Beast and the sist another, is masculine; so that it is
Kings of the Earth,"ft have still to be grammatically correct to translate hina
subdued. The.se are of the Fourth Beast meneei " that he may abide," meth' hymoon
of Daniel, which has to be slain, and his eis ton aioona, " with you for the age,"
body destroyed in the burning flame by that is, during what remains of the Mosaic
Age—" to the end of the age."
the Lord Jesus, his Saints, and Israel.
But while we judge thus of the masAs to the word " reconstruction^ we
have used this with reference to the con culinity of the verb's nominative from
struct state of the image in the king's that verse, the next would seem tov
vision. It never has existed as a whole lead us to the conclusion that the " he
elsewhere than in the dream. In the ought to be " it"—the third person neuter
Latter Days, however, the thing signified gender. It is true, the donated parahleetos
by the image will appear as complete in is masculine; but what is to be sent as a
all its parts as the statue itself beiore it gift? The answer in the seventeenth
verse is to Pneuma tees aleetheias " the
waa smitten by the symbolic Stone.
Spirit of the truth,'' ho whom the world
EDITOR.
cannot receive, because it discerneth auto
it not, neither knoweth auto it; but ye
•Dan. xi. 40—45.
flsai. xxx. 30—33.
IHab ii. 5. p a n . xi. 45; Ezek. xxxviii, 8 know auto it, because menei 1it abides with
||Zech. xiv. 2.
TEzek. xxxviii, 16; you, and shall be in you. * Here the
##
article to, the accusative relative ho9
Dan, ii. 28.
Rev. xiii, 11.
and tho personal autot are all neuter;
ttRev. xix. 19.
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Rathe.

aa
hence the nominative to menei, the same Hence the rendering should be, "For
;
verb as meneei of the ion nor verse, is yet it was fallen upon none of them.
The evidence before us, as far as the
neuter, and should be literally " it dvvelle t h " or abides, and not "he* as in the import of words and phrases is concerned,
English version. Juried translators have seems to indicate the 7ieuter personality of
evidently rendered Λο, aulo, and menei^ the Spirit, the masculine words having
without regard to etymology, but so as to relation to something else that is affirmed
harmonize with the masculinity of parak- of it, and being masculine from the cusleeios \n the verse before. They have tom of the language. Though the word
also disregarded the idiom of the Greeks Pneuma be neuter, the gender of the
in ho kosmos ou theoorei, which they ren- spirit might be masculine or feminine.
dered to suit ours. They have it, " the Psuchee, soul, is feminine; but a man's
world * * * it seeth not,'* though kosmos soul is not therefore a female. The Spirit
is masculine, and therefore literally, " the is a proceedure from the Father; an
world, he seeth not:" but this though emanation sent forth wheresoever He
good Greek, would be bad English, be- pleaseth. It is that by which he establishes a relationship, or connexion, because with us " world" is neuter.
In the twenty-sixth verse the diversity tween Himself and every thing animate
of gender in the verses before us, is com- and inanimate in the Universe. It is his
bined in the phrase', ho parakleetos, to power, neither masculine nor feminine,
Pneuma to hagion, ho> " the assistant, the but grammatically neuter, and inseparable
Holy Spirit, which." Here parakleetos from Himself; for " He is spirit," and by
his spirit every where existent. There is
is masculine, and pneuma, neuter.
In the twe,nty-sixth verse of the fifteenth no personality of the Spirit distinct from
chapter both genders occur again. Thus, the personality ol· tire Father. The Fa" When the instructor (ho parakleetos) is ther, he conceives, wills, commands; the
come, whom (hon, ape. masc.) I will Spirit, it executes, &c. The Father
send to you from the Father, the Spirit of sends it, bestows it, directs it, so that
the truth (to Pneuma, neut.) which (ho, what is does is done of God. These
ace. neut.) proceedetli from the Father, things being premised the known astutethat (ekeinos, masc. supply parakleetos) ness of the beloved Apphia will supply
the rest.
shall testify concerning me."
EDITOR.
In Jno. xvi. 7, the word is parakleetos,
and therefore requireswthe pronoun in the
masculine; as, " If I depart, 1 will send
BOMB,
him (autori) to you;" but if the word
used had been Piieuma, Jesus would
Advices ftom this city, the Seat of the
have said, " I will serkl it (auto.")
False Prophet, out of whose mouth proIn the thirteenth verse, t|ie first ** he" is ceeds a Frog-developed unclean spirit,
ekeinos agreeing with paraklesiOs the sub- represent the French, or Frog-power, as
ject of discourse understood, and stands objects of popular abhorrence. " His
as the nominative of the verbs " is come," Holiness the Pope," is also said to share
« guide," " speak," and " show." The this feeling of repugnance with his subneuter phrase, however, is interjected as jects. Repeated attempts have been made
expletive of the demonstrative; as, to assassinate the soldiers, and the French
" Uotan eltheei ekeinos, to Pneuma tees Inspector of Police hafs been severely
aleethiast hodeegeesei hymas, &c.''—literal- stabbed by an assassin.
ly, " When that there is come, the Spirit
It is also said that the Frog-power has
of the truth, shall guide you, &c."
determined to request the Belgian govIn Acts, the eighth chapter, fifteenth and ernment to remove from the field of
sixteenth verses, the subject is the prayer Waterloo, the lion and other monuments
for the Holy Spirit. The phra.se is Pneumj commemorative of the great battle and its
hagion without the article to preplaced. incidents.
March 2nd, 1852.
Peter and John prayed that the baptized
Samaritans " might receive holy Spirit."
The English version then reads, " For as
yet he was fallen upon none ot them."
[ΠΓ We have not yet forwarded the
This is not correct.
The original is, Herald to all in Britain who subscribed
y
oupoo gar een ep oudeni autoon epipeptoo- last year. We wait, at his suggestion, the
kos. This word epipeptookos is the perfect renewal of their pre-paid subscriptipns to
participle neuter to agree with Pneuma, Mr. Robertson, 89 Grange Road, Berwhich is the norninativo to the verb een. mondsey, London.

HERALD
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KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
«And in their days, even of those Icings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that shall hot be left to another peo*
fie.
It shall grind to powder and bnng to an end all these kingdoms, and itself
shall stand for ever."—-DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, E D .

R I C H M O N D , VA., March, 1852.

DAVID'S THE THRONE OP JEHOVAH'S
TERRESTRIAL DOMINION.
14
Much has been written on either side
of the controversy in reference to Christ's
session on the throne of David. The vast
majority hold that Christ's sitting on that
throne began when he sat down at the
light hand of the Father. Premillennariane, on the contrary, hold that the eeseion of Christ on the throne of David will
not, in the true and correct sense of the
prophecy, began till " His appearing and
trie kingdom." The majority (the spiritualizers who make the word mean what
it does not s a y . — E D . H . ) identify the
Father's throne with that of David: the
premillennarians discriminate the throne of
David, as a throne plainly different from
the Father's, and peculiarly belonging to
the Messiah. What, then, is the testimony of the scripture on the subject? In
the first book of Chronicles, it is written,
"Then Solomon sat on the throne of JeΑαοαλ, as king instead of David his father."· And to the like effect it is written elsewhere, " Blessed be Jehovah thy
God, who delighted in thee to set thee on
Hie THRONE to be king for Jehovah, thy
God."f These passages seem to remove
til the difficulties of the question. David
reigned under a theocracy, as the Viceroy
or representative of Jehovah, the King of
Israel; therefore the throne of David is,
in these passages of scripture, called Jenovah's throne. The words plainly import not the throne of underived sovereignty on which Jehovah was sitting in
heaven, but the throne of representative
or delegated sovereignty, which, in God's
stead, David occupied on earth.
The

•1 Chron. xxix. 23.

7

t i Chron. ix. 8.

V O L . I I . — N O . 3.

throne of the Father, as contradistinguished from that of David, means simply the
throne of Jehovah's eternal, underived,
and irresponsible sovereignty ; and, on the
other hand, the throne of David means
simply the throne occupied by the representative of Jehovah upon earth, a throne
of sovereignty, derived, dependent, and
responsible. There being, then, such a
difference between the throne of David,
and the throne of God in heaven, is it not
as sound in theology as in logic, to make
a corresponding distinction ? Yea more,
is it not reasonable to expect that, in due
time, when things are ripe for such a
manifestation, the distinction as well at
the difference will be made not less perceptible to the purged eye of sense, than
it is now to the purged eye of the understanding? Such an expectation is irresistibly impressed on the mind by many
intimations of prophetic scripture.
Of
these the two following are very explicit:
44
When the Son of Man shall come in his
glory, and all the holy angels with Him,
then shall he sit upon the throne of his
glory."* D o our opponents maintain that
this is the throne of the Father let down
from heaven to earth ?—if not, they admit that at the time referred to, the session of Christ on another and distinct throne,
will have its commencement: that other
and distinct throne, we, following the example of the scripture, designate by various names, and especially, in order· to
marke its representative character, we
designate i t " the throne of David." Some
of our opponents hold, in common with us,
that the renewed earth will be, after the
final judgment, (after the thousand years,
or millennial period is expired.—ED. Her.)
the abode of the redeemed, and eonse•Matt. xxv. 31.
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quently, the scene of Christ's personal and
everlasting reign. That, where they are,
Christ will for ever manifest his presence
as the Son of Man, is a truth identified
with all their hopes of glory. No Christian would venture to deny it. We ask,
then, such of the brethren on the other
6ide, as have been just now specified, if
they believe that Christ's session " on the
throne of his glory," which commences,
as they say, on the day of final judgment,
is to terminate as soon as the solemnities
of that day are past? If so, on what
throne do the^r expect Christ to reign for
ever amidst his people on the renovated
earth? Immediately after the day of
judgment, shall " the throne of Christ's
glory" vanish from the scene, and the
throne of the Father being let down to
earth, shall Christ's session on it then be
resumed? We conclude this interrogatory argument by maintaining, on the
ground of the text before us, that antimillennarians (who are unbelievers of the
gospel of the kingdom.—ED. Her.) must
either believe the throne of glory on which
Christ sits at the final judgment to be the
Father's throne let down from heaven, or
they must believe, in common with us,
whom they oppose on this very point,
that there are, indeed, too distinct thrones
—one, on which Christ now sits at the
right hand of the Father; and another on
which he will not sit until " He come in
his glory." If they hold by the former
eide of the alternative, they place themselves on ground which cannot abide a
scriptural examination; if they hold by
the latter, they ought to treat what they
regard as the prernillennial£theory of two
thrones with a considerably greater degree of forbearance.
u
T h e other scriptural intimation referred to on the subject is as follows : "To
him that overcometh will I grant to sit
with me on my throne, even as I also
overcame, and am set down with my Father on his throne."* The distinction here
made is no mere rhetorical flourish; no
antithesis employed simply for the sake
of euphony, or to arrest attention. It intimates plainly that there is a throne which
belongs to Christ and is peculiarly his
own—a throne distinct from his Father's,
and appropriated to the exercise of his
delegated power. Were "his throne"
identical with his Father's, then, according to the promise of the text, his victorious followers must yet be exalted to a
place on the supreme throne of Jehovah,
and so be invested with the majesty of
"•Rev. iii. 22.

underived and irresponsible government—
an exaltation, which is not only impossible, but the very thought of which is
blasphemous. There, during the course
of the great anti-christian rebellion, Christ
can wield his meditorial power < as well
for the controlling of his enemies, as for
the upbuilding of his elect. But the
church, redeemed, as it is, from among
mere creatures, dares not aspire after the
divine honor of session on the eternal
throne of God. Its destined privilege is
to sit on the throne of Christ, with Christ
its king, and to share with him in the exercise of his derived and representative
sovereignty."
The above is taken substantially, though
with some omissions and emendations,
from the Quarterly Journal of Prophesy,
which contains much truth, forcibly put
forth, but at the same time mixed up with
sectarian philosophy which " we cannot
but disapprove and discommend."
EDITOR.

OF THE TEN .TRIBES OF ISRAEL.
" More than two thousand five hundred
years ago, the Ten Tribes of Israel were
carried captive into Assyria. About a
hundred and fifteen years after this, Judah
and Benjamin also were carried away to
Babylon. These returned, and some few
Israelites of the other tribes with them;
but as a nation, Israel was never restored.
According to Esdras* they took counsel
among themselves, and emigrated into a
distant country, where never man dwelt;
and the name of this country was Arsareth,
at the distance of a year and a half's journey, where they are to dwell till the latter
time, when God will bring them back with
great wonders. The prophets abound
with promises, not only respecting the
restoration of Judah, but of Israel also.
From these Ten Tribes not having been
heard of for so many ages, and the improbability of such a people escaping the
notice of all travellers, the generality have
been induced to conclude that they nowliere exist as a distinct people, but have
long ago been melted down among other
nations, except those that united themselves with Judah and Benjamin at their
return from Babylon. That they should
still exist is certainly a very extraordinary
circumstance, and should Providence bring
them forward bye and bye to act a conspicuous part in the great scene which is
now opening, it will doubtless excite great
*2 Kedr. xiii. 41—50.
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astonishment; but both the event and the
surprise were foreseen and predicted by
the prophets. They foresaw that the reunion of Ephraim with Judah would not
take place till after the great dispersion,
and tneir resurrection from the long political death they were to suffer for their
sins; Then are Ephraim and Judah to be
one people again.* And Zion shall say,
" Who hath begotten me these ? Behold
I was left alone, these, where have they
been?"f
"Independent of the prophecies, there
is reason to conclude that this people does
still exist distinct from other nations. The
grounds for this conclusion may be seen in
the second volume of the Asiatic Researches. That the render may judge for
himself, I shall take the liberty of quoting the extract which we find in the
Monthly Review enlarged.J The account is whimsical enough, but considering the number of ages since the carrying
away of Israel captive, their corrupt
state at that time, their miserable condition since, their ignorance of printing, &c,
it affords as much proof as can be expected, at the first dawn of their existence.
When we are better acquainted with
them, their manuscripts, customs, &c,
we may expect more light."
Thus much writes the Hebrew editor
of the Occidenti But before presenting
our readers with the article from the
Monthly Review he refers to* we shall
produce an extract from the "Researches."
" The Tribes of Israel," says Claudius
Buchanan, *' are no longer to be inquired
after by name. The purpose, for which
they were once divided into tribes, was
accomplished when the genealogy of the
Messiah was traced to the stem of David.
Neither do the Israelites themselves know
certainly from what families they are descended. And this is a chief argument
against the Jews, to which the author
never heard that a Jew could make as
sensible reply. The tribe of Judah was
selected as that from which the Messiah
should come; and behold, the Jews do
not know which of them are of the tribe
of Judah.
'•While the author was among the
Jews of Malabar, he made frequent inquiries concerning the Ten Tribes. When
he mentioned that it was the opinion of
some, that they had migrated from the
Chaldean provinces, he was asked to
what country he supposed they had gone,
and whether he had ever heard of their
*Ezc!v. xxxvii. 16—22.
tleai χΐιχ. 21.
l.x. ρ 502.
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moving in a great army On such an expedition. It will be easy perhaps to show,
that the great body of the Ten Tribes remain to this day in the countries to which
they were first carried captive. If we
can discover where they were in the first
century of the Christian Era, which was
seven hundred years after the carrying
away to Babylon, and again where they
were in the fifth century, we certainly may
be able to trace them down to this time.
" Josepbus, who wrote in the reign of
Vespasian, recites a speech made by king
Agrippa to the Jews, wherein he exhorts
them to submit to the Romans, and expostulates with them in these words:
" What! do you stretch your hopesjbeyond the river Euphrates ? Do any of
you think that your fellow-tribes will
come to yOur aid out of Adiabent ? Besides, if they would come, the Parthian
will not permit it."* We learn from this
oration, delivered to the Jews themselves
by a king of the Jews, that the Ten
| Tribes were then captive* in Media under
I the Persian princes.
" In the fifth century, Jerome, author
of the translation of the Scriptures called
the Vulgate, treating of the dispersed
Jews in his Notes upon Hosea, has these
words: "Unto this day the Ten Tribes
are subject to the Persian kings, nor has
their captivity ever been loosed ;"f and
again he says, " The Ten Tribes inhabit
at this day the cities and mountains of the
Medes."t
There is no room left for doubt on this
subject. Have we heard of any expedition of the Jews " going forth from that
country since that period, like the- Goths
and Huns to conquer nations 1" Have we
ever heard of their rising in insurrection
to burst the bonds of their captivity ? To
this day, Jews and Christians are generally
in a state of captivity in these despotic
countries. No family , dares to leave the
kingdom without permission of the king.§
" Mohammedanism reduced the number of the Jews (professing Judaism) exceedingly. It was presented to them at
the point of the sword. We know that
multitudes of Christians received it; for
example, " the seven churces of Asia ;··
and we may believe that an equal proportion of Jews were proselyted by the same
•Josoph. de Bell. 1. iL c. 28.
fTom. vi. p. 7.
%'Yom. vi. p. 80.
φ Joseph Emin, a Christian well known in
Calcutta, wished to bring hie family from
Ispahan; but he could not effect it, though
the Anglo-Indian government interested itself in big behalf.
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The Descent of the Affghans from the Jews.

means. In the provinces of Cashmire and ish» Their principal city Samarchand is
Afghanistan some of the Jews submitted pronounced Samarchian, which Dr.
to great sacrifices, and they remain Jews Fletcher thinks might be a name given by
to this day : but the greater number yield- the Israelites after their own Samaria in
alestine. Benjamin of Tudela, who
ed, (forsook Judaism.—ED.) in the course
of ages, to the power of the reigning re- ravelled into this country in the twelfth
ligion. Their countenance, their language, entury, and afterwards published his
their names, their rites and observances, Itinerary, says, " In Samarcand, the city
and their history, all conspire to establish f Tamerlane, there are 50,000 Jews unthe fact.* We may judge in some degree ler the presidency of Rabbi Obadiah;
of the number of those who would yield md in the mountains and cities of Nisbor,
to the sword of Mohammed, and conform, here are four tribes of Israel resident,
in appearance at least, to what was called lamely, Dan, Zcbulon, Asher, and Napha sister religion from the number of those ;hali."* It is remarkable that the people
who conformed to the Catholic religion, f Zagathai (Great Bucharia) should be
under the influence of the Inquisition in constantly called Ephthalites and NephSpain and Portugal. Orobio, who was halites by the Byzantine writers, who
himself a Jew, states in his history that alone had any information concerning them.
there were upwards of twenty thousand The fact seems to be, that, if from BabyJews in Spam alone, who, from fear of lon as a centre, you describe a segment of
the Inquisition, professed Romanism, some a circle from the northern shore of the
of whom were priests and bishops. The !aspian sea to the head of the Indus, you
ill inclose the territories containing the
Tribes of the Affghan race are very
numerous, and of different casts; and it :hief body of the dispersed tribes of Isis probable, that) the proportion which is acl."
of Jewish descent is not great. The AffThe following is the extract from the
ghan nations extend on both sides of the Monthly Review reproduced in the OcIndus, and inhabit the mountainous region, cident under the caption of
commencing in western Persia. They
THE DESCENT OF THE AFFGHANS
differ in language, customs, religion, and
countenance, and have little hnowledge of
FROM THE JEWS.
each other. Some tribes have the counte" The Affghans call themselves the posnance of the Persian, and some of the
Hindoo, and some tribes are evidently of terity of Melic Talut, or king Saul. The
descent of the Affghans, according to their
Jewish extraction.
" Calculating, then, the number of Jews own tradition, is thus whimsically traced :
•'In a war which raged between the
who now inhabit the provinces of ancient
Chaldee, or the contiguous countries, and children of Israel and the Amalakites, the
who still profess Judaism ; and the num- atter being victorious, plundered the
ber of those who embraced Mohamme- Jews, and obtained possession of the Ark
danism, or some form of it, in the same of the Covenant. Considering this the
regions, we may be satisfied, " that the God of the Jews, they threw it into fire,
greater part of the Ten Tribes which which did not affect it; they afterwards
now exist, are to be found in the countries endeavoured to cleave it with axes, but
without success: every individual who
of their first captivity."
In another place, Dr. Buchanan re- treated it with indignity, was punished for
marks, that Usbec and Independent Tar- his temerity. They then placed it in their
tary are " the country which Dr. Giles temple, but all their idols bowed to it. At
Fletcher, who was envoy of Queen Eliza- last they fastened it upon a cow, which
beth at the court of the Czar of Muscovy, they turned loose into the wilderness.
" When the prophet Samuel arose, the
has assigned as the principal residence o:
the descendants of the Ten Tribes. He children of Israel said to him, " We have
argues from their place, from the name of been totally subdued by the Amalakites,
their cities, from their language, which and have no king. Raise to us a king,
contains Hebrew and Chaldaic words, am that we may be enabled to contend for the
from their peculiar rites, which are Jew· glory of God." Samuel said, «* In case
you are led out to battle, are you deter*Mr. Forstcr was so much struck with
the general appearance, garb, and manners mined to fight?" They answered,
of the Cashmirians, as to think, without arr " What has befallen us that we should not
previous knowledge of the fact, that he had fight against infidels? That nation has
been suddenly transported among a nation banished us from our country and children."
of Jews. See Forslcr's Travels.
*13cnjam. Itin. p. 97.
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At this time the angel Gabriel descended,
and delivered a wand, and said, " It is the
command of God, that the person whose
stature shall correspond with this wand,
shall be King of Israel."
" Melic Talut was at that time a man
of inferior condition, and performed the
humble employment of feeding the goats j
and cows of others. One day a cow under his charge was accidently lost. Be-1
ing disappointed in his search, he was!
greatly distressed, and applied to Samuel,
saying, " I have lost a cow, and do not
possess the means of satisfying the owner.
Pray for me that I may be extricated
from this difficulty." Samuel· perceiving
that he was a man of lofty stature, asked
his name. He answered, Talut. Samuel
then said, '* Measure Talut with the wand
which the angel Gabriel brought." His
statue was equal to it. Samuel then said,
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God has raised Talut to be your king."
The. children of Israel answered, " We
are greater than our king; we are men of
dignity, and he is of inferior condition.
How shall he be our king ?" Samuel informed them that they should know that
God had constituted Talut their king by
his restoring the ark of the covenant.
He accordingly restored it, and they acknowledged him their sovereign.
*' After Talut obtained the kingdom, he
seized part of the territories of Jalut or
Goliath, who assembled a large army, but
was killed by David. Talut afterwards
died a martyr in a war against the infidels ; and God constituted David king of
the Jews.
" Melic Talut had two sons, one called
Berkia, and the other Irmia, who served
Davjd and were beloved by him. He
sent them to fight against the infidels, and
by God's assistance they were victorious.
" The son of Berkia was called Afghan,
and the son Irmia was named· Usbec.
These youths distinguished themselves in
the reign of David, and were employed
by jSolomon. Afghan was distinguished
by Ms corporeal strength, which struck
terror into demons and genii; Usbec was
eminent for his learning.
" Afghan used frequently to make excursions to the mountains, where his progeny, after his death, established themselves, lived in a state of independence,
built forts, and exterminated the infidels."
With this account we shall subjoin a remark of the late Henry Vansittart, Esq.
He observes, that
·' A very particular account of the Afghans has been written by the late Ha
Fiz Rahmat Khan, a chief of the Rohillas,

from which the curious reader may derive
much information. They* are Musselmans, partly Sunni, and partly of the
Shiah persuasion. They are great boasters of the antiquity of their origin and
reputation of their tribe ; but other Mussulmans entirely reject their cJaim, and
consider them of modern and even base
extraction.
However, their character
may be collected from history. They
have distinguished themselves. by their
courage, both singly and unitedly, as
principals and auxiliaries. They have conquered for their own princes and for foreigners, and have always been considered
the main strength of the army in which
they have served. As they have been
applauded for virtues, they have been also
reproached for vices, having sometimes
been guilty of treachery, and even acted
the base part of assassins."
A specimen of their language (the Pushtoo) is added, and the following note is appended by the president:
44
This account of the Afghans may lead
to a very interesting discovery.
We
learn from Esdras» that the Ten Tribes,
after a wandering journey, came to a
country called Arsareth, where we may
suppose they settled. Now, the Afghans
are said by the best Persian historians to
be descended from the Jews; they have
traditions among themselves of such a de*
scent, and it is even asserted that their
families are distinguished by the names
of Jewish tribes, although, since their conversion to Islam, they studiously conceal
their origin. The fcushto language, of
which I have seen α dictionary, has a
manifest resemblance to the Chaldaic, and
a considerable district under their dominion
is called Hazarch, or Hazarel, which
might easily have been changed into the
word used by Esdras. I strongly recommend an inquiry into the literature and
history of the Afghans."—From Bichano't
44
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Besides these testimonies, we would add
the following upon this interesting subject..
In the sixth year of Hezekiah, king of
Judah, and in the ninth of Hoshea, king
of the Ten Tribes of Israel, Samaria, the
metropolis of Israel's kingdom, was taken
by Shalmanezer» kifig of Assyria. Hay-»
ing abolished the government, he next deported the inhabitants beyond the Euphrates into Assyria, <4 and placed them
in Halah, and in Habor by the river of
Gozan, and in the cities of the Medes.",*
This is termed 44 removing them out of
Jehovah's sight."f Not that he could no
*2 Kings xvii. 6.

Kings xvii. 18.

The Descent of the Affghzns Jfom the Jews.
longer see them, because ·· the eyes of the
Lord are in every place ;'* but because
the scripture represents his eyes as resting
Upon the Holy Land as they do not on
any other country :—it is " a land," says
Moses, " which Jehovah thy God careth
for; the eyes of Jehovah thy God are always upon it, from the beginning of the
year, even unto the end of the year.'**
Hence for Israel to be removed from this
land, was to remove them out of H i s
eight as beholding the land, and the things
upon it. It may be also remarked in passing, that as to send the Ten Tribes into
captivity was to remove them out of
Jehovah's sight, so to bring them back
into the land is for them to " live in his
sight.11
Hosea, in speaking of their captivity and return, has this passage, which
we present in the form following:
Jehovah.—" I will go and return to my
place, till they acknowledge their offence,
and seek my face: in their affliction they
will seek me early."
The Ten Tribes.—" Come, and let us
return unto Jehovah; for he hath torn, and
he will heal us; he hath smitten, and he
will bind us up. After two days will he
revive us ι in the third day he will raise
us up; and we shall live in his sight.
Then shall we kriow if we follow on, to
know the Jehovah, (eth-Yehowdh:) His
going forth is prepared as the morning;
and he shall come unto us as the rain, as
the latter and former rain unto the earth."f
But to return to the passage in Kings,
which Gesenius translates thus : " And
placed them in Chalcitis and on the Chabo^
a river of Gozan, and in cities of the
Medes." This is certainly to be preferred
to the common version. In this Habor,
or properly Chabor, would seem to be a
city or province watered by Gozan. "By"
is not in the original, and Gozan appears
to be a province or people, rather than a
river.J The root of " Chalcitis11 is evidently in the Hebrew Chalch, converted
into Chalach by the pointing of the Masorites. W e like Geeenius* rendering,
which cannot be improved. It makes the
river to be the Chaborcs, which is regarded as the Chebar of Ezekiel. But we
doubt the correctness of this. The orthography is not the eame. Ezekiel
river is Kebar, or Kor, in the land of the
Kasdim, or Chaldeans; while the other is
Chbor, or Chabor, which empties into the
Euphrates in the northern part of Mesopotamia. Ezekiel says he was " among
the captivity by the river Kebar." There
»Deut. xi. If.

tHos, τ. 15; vi. 1—3.
Kings xix. I?.

were two captivities at the time. H e
was with that in Chaldea proper at Babylon ; and not with that in the Chaldea
which had then acquired the name of
Aram naharaim^ Syria of the Rivers, or
Mesopotamia. Ptolemy in his Geography,
v. 18, calls the region lying between the
ers Chaboras and Laocoras, by the
name of' Gauzanitis, Hebraically, Gozanitis ; there is also a district in Media
termed Gauzan, between the rivers Cyrus
and Cambyses, which fall into the Caspian.
The region, then, west and south of the
Caspian, and north-east of Samaria, was
the first resting place of the Ten Tribes.
Their sojourn there, however, was not
permanent. If any dependence can be
placed upon Esdras, which is very doubtful, after their transportation to Assyria,
" they entered into the Euphrates by the
narrow passages of the river," which "they
passed over" dry shod. H e says they
journeyed " a year and a half" to Arsareth; they would therefore pass up! between the Euxine and Caspian Seas
through the Asiatic Sarmatra, until their
march would bring them to the Tanais
or Don, or to the Kha, or Volga, rivers,
or to the isthmus between the two. There
is no historian to inform us what counsel
they took at this juncture. W e can see,
however, from the map, that whichever
way they went, they would penetrate more
deeply into the country inhabited by the
Scythian aborigines of what is now called
the Russian empire. The probability is
that some ascended along the Volga and
Don into Meshech or Moscovy, and thus
finding their way into Poland; while
another party would cross the Volgaland
Ural rivers, and descend between the Caspian and Ural mountains into Independent Tartary, and in the course of time
make their way into Afghanistan, an4 the
farther East. In this way the Parthians,
who lay. to the east of the Caspian, and
around its southern extremity, and thence
to the Euphrates, would come to be placed
between the Ten Tribes and the Holy
Land, to which Agrippa alluded in his
speech to the defenders of Jerusalem, as
reported by Josephus.
j
The Ten are often spoken of as the
Lost Tribes of Israel. W e do not, however, regard this as appropriate. W^ believe that the multitudes of Israelites in
Russia, Poland, & c , are the descendants
oi* a migration from Assyria, whose communities have grown up to maturity with
the growth of the Moscovite nation. The
greater part of the Ten Tribes are evidently regarded by the prophets ae being

Herald of the Kingdom and Ag· to Come,
in the country north from the Holy Land;
for they make' the exodus of Israel from
the North, in their redemption by Messiah, as greatly transcending in celebrity
the exodus of the whole nation from
Egypt under Moses. '· Go, and proclaim
these words toward the north," saith the
prophet, "and say, Return thou back
sliding Israel, saith Jehovah.'' " In those
days the house of Judah shall walk with
the house of Israel, and they shall come
together out of the land of the north to the
land that I have given for an inheritance
unto your fathers."* So also another
prophet intimates by the words, " Behold,
these shall come from far; and lo, these
from the north, and from the west; and
these from the land of Sinim.'-'t Again,
·' I will say to the north, Give u p ; and
to the south, Keep not back: bring my
sons from far, and my daughters from the
ends of the earth"—that is, ·· I will say
to Russia, give u p ; and to Egypt, keep
not back; bring my sons from Afghanistan, & c , and my daughters from the
farthest east." In another place, ·' Behold the days come, saith Jehovah, that
they shall no more say, Jehovah liveth
who brought up the children of Israel
out of the land of Egypt: but Jehovah
liveth who brought up and which led the
Seed of the house of Israel out of the
north country, and from all countries
whither I had driven them: and they
shall dwell in their own land/'t " H o ,
ho, come forth, and flee from the land of
thenorth, saith Jehovah ; for I have spread
you abroad as the four winds of the
heaven, saith the Lord."} But we need
not adduce more proof to show that the
country north of the Promised Land is
the great sepulchre in which the tribes
are entombed—it is the amplest of the
political graves in which the children of
Israel are buried. But Jehovah has promised that he will open their graves and
bring them up out of them, and thence
into the land of their fathers. The north
will not be disposed to give them out any
more than Pharoah was in the days of
old. The King of the North, by ukase in
1843, ordered all Jew» to move from the
frontiers of Poland into the interior, un
der pretence of preventing smuggling.
But it will be all to no purpose. The
ukase of Israel's King has been long
since proclaimed, that " they shall come
again from the land of the enemy to their
own border," for " there is hope in their
end, saith Jehovah."|
EDITOR.

THE TEN TRIBES OF ISRAEL.
Dr. Asche, who recently started from
Jerusalem to trace out the Ten Tribes, has
returned unsuccessful* · He penetrated
into the interior of Cyabech, where he
heard that, at a distance of fourteen days 9
journey, Israelite* were living in the desert, who distinguished themselves by
their strength and valor. He determined
on seeking them out; but, when he had
entered the desert, he was surrounded on
all sides by the inhabitants of the wilderness, wild beasts and robbers, the latter of
whom stripped and plundered him, so that
he hardly escaped with his life.

JESUS NOW UPON DAVID'S THRONE!IMPROVED VERSION-LOOSE QUOTATION.
" The Lord God shall give unto him the
throne of his father David: and he ihall
reign over the home of Jacob for ever ; and
of his kingdom there shall he no end."—
GABRIEL.

As a note appended to an " allusion,"
or more properly an illusion, made in the
seventh question of Mr. Campbell's essay
" No. 1," on the Acts of the Apostles, in
his Feb. Harbinger, is the following extraordinary specimen of the wisdom which
distils from the alembic of Sacred History
in a theological laboratory of the west.
" To prevent misconception of this allusion to the throne of David/' says Mr.
C , " I simply remark for the present, to
be developed, probably, more fully again,
that the throne of David was, in fact, the
earthly throne of God, in the midst of ancient Israel. David was his Viceroy,
that is, the Lord's anointed, a fact not
well understood by the church, and still
less by some untaught and unteachablc
dogmatists of the present day. It was
necessary to the plans of Jehovah, which
are all sublimely grand and wonderful,
that he should have two thrones—one on
earth and one in heaven—for a time occupied one above, by himself, and one below by his vicegerent, called and constituted by h i m ; and therefore his solemn
oath or covenant with David, that he
would raise out of his person, in fulness
of time, one that would occupy both
thronesi Hence said the inspired bard of
Israel, " Jehovah said to my Jthovah, sit
*Jer. iii. 12, 18. flea. xlix. 11. JJef. xxiii. 7,8 thou on my right hand till I make thy foes
&Zech. ii. 6. ||Jer. xxxi. 15—17.
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certainly mistaken. If Jesus in heaven
have "many crowns," as he says, why
are only two assigned to Jehovah in
heaven? The number of crowns indicate the number of thrones. The truth
rather is, that Jehovah has as many
thrones in the universe as there are inhabited spheres in boundless space; but
on earth he has only had one, which was
David's, and since that was demolished
he has had none; but he has revealed his
intention not only to recover David's, but
resentative. O N TIIK THRONE OF DAVID, also to take possession of every other
as King of kings, HE NOW SITS, and also upon the earth ; so" that His authority
on the throne ol God; for he has all alone may be acknowledged here. Let
crowns upon his head, and affirms that our knowing friend ruminate upon this
all authority in heaven and on earth is awhile!
given to him."
Our critical friend favors his readers
In the above our logical friend admits with an " improved version" of a sentence
that the throne of David was the earthly in the one hundred and tenth psalm. H e
throne of God, occupied by his anoint- quotes it, "Jehovah said to my Jehovah,
ed as his viceroy. W e are glad he has &c." W e submit to our learned friend
learned so much as this, for it is a truth that David wrore no such thing. Great
scarcely at all known to what he calls " the Hebraist as our friend may be, he must
church." That David's was Jehovah's surely have been taking a siesta from
throne in Israel, is a startling proposition which he had scarcely recovered when
to sky-kingdomers ; and that it will be his he penned it. H e has been misled by the
throne there again, neither " the church," supposition that where " Lord" occurs
nor the church's illuminator, our sagacious in the English version, it is Yehowah in
fiiend, are able to comprehend. H e pro- the Hebrew, and should therefore be
fesses to believe that David's throne on rendered JcJwvah. But this is incorrect, as
Mount Zion was once Jehovah's; but he proved in more places than one in the
has not faith enough (o believe that it will psalm before us. David's words are,
be so again. This is just like our histori- " JVeum YEHOWAH ΪΛ-ΑΌΟΝΙ," Jehovah
cal friend;—-he can believe history, "sacred said to my Adon. In the second verse,
history," any thing in short, but the writ- " Lord" is Yehowcili; also in the fourth :
ten promises of God. The things set but in the fifth verse, David addressing
forth here do not accord with his reading Jehovah concerning " the Man of his
and experience; they are too marvellous right hand, even the Son of Man, whom
for his matter-of-fact organization, there- he made strong for himself,"* says " Adofore he repudiates the things they declare nai al-yeminckah, the ADON at thy right
with ineffable and sovereign contempt. hand." We are aware, that the AthanaHow unlike Abraham, who " believed all sian lexicographers, and perhaps Jewish
things, and hoped all things/' and "there- too, who are opposed to the idea of " the
fore his faith was counted to him for Man Christ Jesus" sitting at the right
hand of Jehovah, pretend that Adonai is
righteousness!"
But our unfortunate
exclusively applied to the Uncreated One.
friend is not so. If justification be by
This, however, is mere Masoretic trifling.
faith, as it unquestionably is—faith in
Adonai is the same word as Adoni in the
what God has done and promises to do—
first verse, only with a Katnitz under the
our didactic friend's sacrse-historical creed
Noon instead of a Chirick. N o w , the
will leave him in the lurch, the naked
pointing is very convenient for pronuncidenizen of outer darkness. W e beseech
ation, but of no authority in interpretahim therefore to look into this matter be- tion. W e would therefore translate both
fore it be " t o o late;' 7 for even in our words in the same way, rendering the
own time, " too late" has lost a kingdom. fifth verse as the first, to wit, " My Lord
Our " sublimely grand and wonderful" at thy right hand (O Jehovah) shall strike
friend opines that the plans of Jehovah through kings in the day of his wrath;"
require that he should have " two thrones, that is, when by Jehovah's aid his ene^
one on earth, and one in heaven." H e mies are made his footstool. W e trust
has not vouchsafed to tell us what plan our learned friend will dig about and melor plans necessitate this. In the absence
of light, then, we would suggest that he is
*Psa. Ixxx. 17.
thy footstool/' It is beautifully in accordance with this fact, that Mary the
virgin was the last bud on the tree of
David which could blossom and fructify,
and bring forth a rppresentativeof David.
So that if Jesus be not the heir of David's
thronp, there never can be one born, and
God's covenant has failf-d. This is a
death-blow to Jewish infidelity, if their
eyes were not closed and their ears sealed.
But Jesus was the son of David, and
born to be a king, as he told Caesar's rep-
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low the soil, hard-baked upon his Hebrew
roots, before he undertakes to solve " the
greatest question of the age," as he facetiously styles, we suppose, the translation
of the scriptures into the latest English!
H e must forsake his sky-kingdom before
he, or the Bible Unionists, will be able to
present the world with a version really
improved, and beyond the reach of emendation.
Our valiant friend will pardon us for
saying that with all his prowess in fight
he is the last man in creation to deal "a
death blow to Jewish infidelity.*' If he
strikes Judah home on the personal identity of Jesus with the son promised to
David ; they strike him into nonentity by
saying, ci granted ; but if Jesus is not to
sit upon the throne ot David in our ancient city, as you affirm,, then he is not
the Messiah of whom Moses and the
Prophets wrote; therefore we look for
another." Judah and " the Church"
are both infidel,our galaxical friend among
the number, the only difference between
them is, the several points oq which their
unbelief is manifested.
In conclusion, the proof given by our
demonstrative friend of the Lord's present
occupancy of His father David's throne is,
that " he has all crowns upon his head,
and affirms that all authority in heaven
and on earth is given to him." All crowns!
Ah, then must David's be among them!
But knowing how loosely our friend
quotes the word, we cannot admit the
proof until we look for ourselves. W e
find that he has not quoted the text correctly. It does not say, " all crowns were
upon his head," but it says " and upon
his head many crowns." Many is not all,
therefore David's may be among the missing. But we object to our friend's hermeneutical chronology as well as to his
philosophy. Jesus with many crowns
upon his head is seen in a vision which
represents events between the Battle of Armageddon in which Nebuchadnezzar's
Image is, broken; and the complete subjugation of the nations, or reduction of
the Image-fragments to .impalpable dust.
The " many crowns," with David's
among the number, are acquired by the
victory of Armageddon; all crowns,
when " the kingdoms of the world become
our. Lord's and his Anointed's," at the
final overthrow of the Beast, the False
Prophet, and Kings of the earth by the
conclusion of the Posi-Adventual war.
As to all authority in the sense of power
in successful rule, being now possessed by
the Lord Jesus, facts are against it on
8

every side, whether we consider the state
ot u the church" or the world. Jesus
said, All exousia,or power of doing as one
pleases, in heaven and upon earth is
given to me. He did not say this as proof
that he was silting upon any throne; but
as the ground of his commanding the
apostles to go and preach the gospel of
the kingdom, and repentance and the remission of sins in his name. Though a
king, and born to be king of the Jews,
and to be the Prince of many kings and
lords, his glorified brethren reigning with
him over the whole earth, he has at present no kingly or political authority. If
he have we would like our inventive
friend to tell us where, that we may go
and live under its just, merciful, and benevolent influence. W e forbear to add
more at present, except to commend the
first article of this number on David's
throne to the calm, candid, and dispassionate consideration of our untaught,
but, we trust, not uhteachable contemporary.
EDITOR.

A WOODEN SWORD BRANDISHED AT
ELPIS ISRAEL·—SIR KNIGHT DISARMED, AND HIS WEAPON SHIVERED TO
SPLINTERS.
" \Ve war casting down imaginations and
ery lofly notion exalting itself against
again the
every
knowledge of God."—PAUL
As a part of his note on the Throne ot
David, our refined and polished friend
over the mountains writes concerning
Elpis Israel and its author, in the following chaste and classic style! it maybe
regarded as a specimen, doubtless, of the
"pure literature" and the Christian spirit
it exhales, for the development of which
Bethany College, as a Q,ueen of the West,
is presented as a nursing mother to Zion,
that is, spiritually, " the church!" Is it
not extraordinary that with such elegant
impromptus thrown off irom time to time
from the pen of our amiable and celestialized friend, that " t h e brotherhood" is
so irresponsive to his eleemosynary hints,
exhortations, and demands! Wonderful
indeed that " the disciples*1 do not bestir
themselves amain, and without delay secure " a little stock in the Bank of Heaven," by contributing to its endowment
that the nursing Q,uten may forever blesi
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the world with dainties such as we now
present:
" Any one/' says Mr. Campbell, " w h o
wishes to peruse the most conceited, consequential, and dogmatical treatise, based
upon a halucinaiion, and a parody of the
words ELPIS ISRAEL, will, if he have a
dollar to throw away, have a demonstration of Μ disease called in Kentucky " the
big head," probably unequalled in this
century; making the Hope qf Israel—indeed the Hope of the Gospel in full development, to consist in raising up again
a throne of David in Palestine or Jerusalem ; as it that throne had been vacant
now for 1800 years, or as if Jesus Christ
would remove his throne out of the
Heavenly Jerusalem, to rebuild and locate
it in old Jerusalem, and there to aggrandize the empire of the universe!! But
this only in passing, as one of the specimens of the power of the love of notoriety or of the marvelous, in wrecking
and bewildering the human mind. We
regard this development of the passion
for notoriety as one of the most admonitory dispensations in our immediate circle
of observation. It has made a man that
might have been useful, worthless to himeelf, worthless to his friends, and worse
than worthless to the world."
While we were in England our loving
friend favored us with one of his characteristic notices in which he styled us
" the erratic materialist and rather plausible sophist of no-soul memory." Previous to this, he announced us to the public as " a half-sceptic, half-christian, fit
only for the society of Voltaire, Tom
Paine, and that herd;" and now the climax is capped by proclaiming us as utterly worthless!—yea more, afflicted with
one of the worst of diseases, if we rightly
guess what in the " half-horse and halfalligator" country they elegantly style
" the big head"—as an incurable leprosy,
and therefore in our influence upon society "worse than worthless!" Really,
when we look at ourselves in the manuscript before us, with this long handle to
our name, we inquire of ourselves, is it
possible that we are such a character as
our sweet friend declares?
Why the
most worthy candidate for penitentiary
distinction cannot be worse than our unfortunate self! But, even supposing we
be as wretched an outcast as our gracious
friend affirms, we humbly suggest that it
is not very agreable to be published as
such to all the world. Impartial judge as
he is in matters affecting himself, still it is
not comfortable to be accused, condemned

without a trial, or being permitted to show
cause why sentence of death should not
be pronounced ag'iinst us, and to be summarily executed. W e don't altogether
reiish this nephew-of-my-uncle style of
administering law, especially when we
are to be victimized by it. It is bad
enough in theory, and it is by no means
better in practice. Our judicial friend,
however bright the attribute of jealousy
may shine in his celestial crown, has not
displayed towards us an overflow of
mercy—and he should remember that
" mercy and truth meet together" in the
true believer, and that " mercy boasts itself against judgment'*—in the treatment
he has dealt out to us these seventeen
years. He has, or has had, thousands of
readers, to whom he has declared on the
iaiih ot a man aspirin.» to celestial honors
and sublimities in the Milky Way, that
we are every thing that is contemptible in
faith, opinion, acquirements, and character. This has been the general indictment, a sort of summary compilation of
pestiferousness, by which a prejudgment
has been secured against us. The counts
of the indictment have been predicated
upon garbled extracts of very scanty
dimensions, and on no extracts at all.
Our disinterested friend out of kindness
to us has had it all his own way, taking
care for the good of the cause, that is, the
cause of Origenic sublimities and the vested interests dependent thereon, that we
should not be permitted to speak to his
readers to whom he had written such
creditable and delightful things concerning us! Herrce, say what we might in
our own paper, those to whom we were
accused saw nothing of it, because they
were not our readers, but his alone. This
policy having been carried out for so many
years has not failed to cause us to be
esteemed by those who know us only by
name, and as our ingenuous friend has
misrepresented, as just such a worthless
character as he affirms. W e are said to
be "hallucinated," " m a d , " ·« a devil,"
and many other things known, or supposed to be known, by like respectable appellatives. It seems strange, yet so it is;
though we can produce several of the
most compos mentis people in society, of
good and honorable standing, who know
us intimately, and readily testify that we
are the very opposite to what our benevolent friend and his reflectors, who have
no personal acquaintance with us, aver.
But unfortunately, as soon as a respectable man testifies in our favor, the tables
are forthwith turned upon him, and he
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is regarded as no better than ourselves!
This is the way the. Jews serve the witnesses for Jesus. So long as they are his
enemies their testimony is considered as
credible and respectable; but so soon as
the truth converts them into friends, immediately they are set down as liars, and
not to be regarded. Thus it has been
from the beginning, and, we suppose,
will be to the end. Error and errorists
ate essentially oppressive and tyrannical.
The part of truth is to contend, protest,
reason, testify, and endure, until Christ
shall come and ·' break in pieces the oppressor," when the truth will prevail
gloriously, and all its suffering friends rejoice together in his presence. It is a consolation to know that contemptible and
worthless as we are esteemed by worldlyminded men, we cannot be more sovereignly despised than were Jeremiah, Paul, and
his co-laborers by their contemporaries,
who made them " as the filth of the world,
the offscouring of all things unto this
day."·
Misery Joves company; it is
therefore very consoling when that company turns out to be the very salt of our
groaning world.
But, be we ever so pestilent that does
not nullify the Kingdom of God as e x ·
pounded in Elpis Israel. The building- up
of the kingdom and throne of David as
in the days of old is not disproved by declaiming against us, or proving us to be
as worthless as it is said. Our extreme
worthlessness does not alter the testimony
of the prophets and apostles, who both
declare that Messiah shall restore them.
Our friend likes to talk about logic, but
what logic is there in reviling a book and
its author in support of any opposite
theory ? But, we suppose; we must pardon our celestial friend the indiscretion of
which we complain. He is doubtless in
a super-excited state, and scarcely knows
whereof he affirms. Some months ago
before lie had read the book, he said that
we had "proved all the apostles to be
wrong in making the resurrection to eternal life the hope of God's people, and for
it, had substituted another terrestrial paradise. True," said he, " I have never read
the new book, or the newly discovered
Elpis Israel, but am informed that it is
that maintained by some Jews of the
present day, as a substitute for the hope of
the resurrection of the just."
He afterwards tells us what his hope is not, " It
is not," says he, " the literal return of the
true Messiah to reign in Palestine, or on
tmrth, or Many portion of the solar system."
•Um.iii.45; 1 Cor. iv. 13.

But since telling his readers what we had
done in Elpis Israel before he had read if,
our intuitive friend has probably read it.
His report, we think, ought to induce
every one to seek to possess it, as a literary
curiosity if upon no other grounds. Our
critical friend says it affords " a demonstration probably unequalled in this century." W e believe he is right in this. W e
know of no other book that contains a
similar demonstration of the truth. Our
pathological friend calls it " a demonstration of a disease," & c H e is excusable
in this; for it is natural enough that he
should style that a disease which demonstrates his sky-kingdom throne of David,
his trans-solar new heavens and earth,
and his Origenic sublimities, to be mere
·· philosophy and vain deceit." The reading of Elpis Israel has evidently transformed our ordinarily meek friend into a
wide mouthed vial of wrath. H e calls
the book hard names as well as its author
having no other arguments to bring
against it. Ή ε finds that it does not even
attempt to piove the apostles wrong in
any thing; and that it does not substitute
a terrestrial paradise for the resurrection
to eternal life ; but that while it maintains
that the promised " Paradise ol God" is
ίο be established on earth, it also shows
that the dead must be raised to eternal
life to inherit its good things forever; and
the living believers therein contemporary
with its formation changed in the twinkling of an eye for the same puipose. Our
sky-kingdom friend, we presume, is mortified to find that his informant led him
into such an inconvenient error about our
substituting one thing ibr another when
there is not a word of truth in the allegation. His honest and virtuous indignation, doubtless, would make his studio
too hof. to hold said informant. Still the
discovery of the imposition upon his credulity has not put our friend, ever great
and undogmatical* in a sweeter disposition towards our unoffending self.
We
sent him a present of the book all the way
from London ; studiously avoiJed alluding
to him, or to his reformation in its pages;
and endeavored simply to show what the
Bible reveals as the destiny of the earth and
of man upon it. But instead of sending
us a polite note, gratefully acknowledging
our kindness and thoughtful consideration
of him though so far away, our astonishing friend falls into a paroxysm of interjections as the only defence he can offer
against the overwhelming evidence with
which Elpis Israel has assailed and demolished his entrenchments. There is
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nothing easier than lo prove the truth of I
the things that excite his astonishment—
that the Hope of Israel and the Hope
oi the Gospel are identical; that the
throne of David will be re-established in
Jerusalem; that the Lord Jesus will sit
upon it there; and there aggrandize the
empire of the whole earth. These are
truths which shine from the sacred page as
the sun in the midst of heaven ; and blind,
very blind, yea even stone-blind, must be
the man who says, " I cannot see them
there."
This short denunciatory paragraph suggests to us that our friend does not suspect the reason of the King of Israel's
prolonged absence at the right hand of
power. W e will inform him. It is, because there is no throne of David for him to
sit upon. Had this throne existed when
he was on earth, or had all things been
ready for its erection anew, Jesus would
have remained upon earth and in Palestine to enter upon his reign, and so pro*
ceed in the work of aggrandizing his do
minion until it should extend over the
whole earth. But the then unknown
lime, the knowledge of which the Father
reserved to himself, had not come to erect
the throne; therefore he departed to remain in a lar country until the time to put
down the enemy should arrive, which is
equivalent to setting up the throne and
kingdom of the united Twelve Tribes of
Israel.
Again, we perceive that he uses the
phrase u the universe" in an unscriptural
sense when speaking of the chieftaincy of
the Lord Jesus. Universe is not used in
speaking of Messiah. The universe comprehends all created things in boundless
space. This is the Father's dominion, not
Christ's. W e have no where hinted the
idea of the Lord Jesus aggrandizing the
empire of boundless space from "old Jerusalem.^ No such empire is promised
to Messiah. The promise to him is, "Thou
shalt have the nations for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth
for thy possession." Jerusalem and Zion
restored, and invested with their beautiful
garments, are to be the seat of the government of Messiah and his brethren over
this empire. The empire of the universe
ruled by Jesus in any Jerusalem is one of
the many fictions which compose the philosophical religion of our romantic friend ;
who, being a man cf lively fancy and
boundless imagination, delights to yaiy
the monotony of terrene pursuits by ideal
flights among the nebulosities of the
Galaxy even to the jumping-off place of

immensity, until by oft-repeated excursions, like fabulous relations oft-told, he
comes to believe them real, and speaking as he believes, publishes them to his
admirers as the first principles of the
oracles of God ! Elpis Israel, however,
tukes all this wind out of his sails. It
tolerates no flights of the imagination;
but brings every high-flown speculation
to the Law and the Testimony. But this
is a test the articles of our friend's creed
cannofendure. Hence his restiveness in
gear. But what doth it avail? It is hard
for him to kick against the goads. His
acceptance or rejection of Israel's Hope
will make or mar his destiny for ever.
EDITOR.

MODERN SERMONIZING.
M R . EDITOR:

It is not olten that I enjoy an opportunity of silting under the pulpit ministra*
tions of " this Reformation."
On the
5th Lord's day afternoon of February,
however, I listened to a discourse pronounced at the " Reform church" in our
village by " Elder Jas. W . Goss." The
reputation of Mr. G. as a florid declaimer
had drawn together an audience sufficient
to fill two-thirds of the building. What
do you think was the topic of the discourse to which he treated his hearers?
You would hardly guess in a century—it
was " the personality, the origin, nature
and character of — the Devil!" Verily
" this Reformation9' must be ·' waxing old
and ready to vanish away." Only thick
of it! Nearly two hours devoted to an
eloquent sketch of his Satanic majesty,
during which the audience were gravely
assured that it was a matter of the greatest
importance that they should have right
views of the Devil, and that it was rack
infidelity not to admit his personal attributes, accomplishments, Sec, and the ad*
dress closed by the formal announcement,
as if the " roaring lion" had not been
quite fairly caged, that the subject would
be resumed at night.
As the congregation dispersed I could
not forbear remarking to a friend, who demanded my opinion of this " gospel dis*
course/' that we had often heard that
faith in Christ was an indispensable condition of our salvation, but that I thought
our orator deserved a medal as the first
discoverer of the doctrine that faith in the
Devil was equally important, for so, in
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effect, he had affirmed, in my simplicity
I had supposed that the less we knew of
the Devil the better, seeing that Christians
are commanded to be " wise concerning
that which is good, and simple concerning that which is evil." Oh ! the times!
the manners! How many discourses do
you suppose Paul ever preached o n " the
personality of the Devil ?" What a pity
that Luke, in his " Acts," or the apostle
himself, in his copious writings, has never
told us ! Perhaps he thought we would
be satisfied—whatever we might think of
the " personal" character of the Old Serpent—with the assurance he gives us, in
Hebrews ch. ii. 14—16, that Jesus will
" destroy him that hath the power of
death, THAT IS, THE DEVIL, and deliver

them who thro' fear of death were all
their life subject to bondage."
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regular action, dependant on undue exertion—began lo impair our generalhealth.
Acidity oi etomach, hacking cough, affection of the throat almost to loss of
voice occasionally, and other symptoms,
admonished us that we must seek repose
of mind, and recreation. We accordingly
accompanied a fiiend down the Clyde on
a flying visit to Helenfeburg, about five
miles in the distance opposite to Greenock
on the bay shore. We dined there with
a Mr. D . , a retired Glasgow merchant,
who is rusticating in the outskirts in the
most pleasant manner possible. He has
peculiar views on religion and diet. l i e
believes in the personal advent and reign
6f Christ over the nations upon earth;
but though immersed, he dot's not think,
if we remember rightly, that baptism is at
all essential. He preaches at a place of
his o w n ; the attendance is said to be
small. In diet he is a " vegetarian;"
though he was kind enough for our
sakes' to supply his board with a little
meat extra the vegetables upon that particular occasion.

But to be serious, what solemn trifling
is all this, " speculation*'— these "untaught questions?"
The people are
perishing for lack of knowledge of God's
Word—of the gospel of the kingdom—
of the glad tidings of great joy which
Besides* this pleasant excursion we acshall be to all people—and these " apostolic and primitive Christians," as they style cepted the invitation of another kind
themselves, can find nothing better to lay friend to spend a few days with him at
before them than dry disquisitions and Bowmore, " the commercial capital" of
barren conceits about the " personality of Islay. We set out for this island of the
the Devil." Surely such facts, of daily sea, so celebrated for its whisky all over
occurence, afford certain proof that we the drinking world, on the morning after
are "in the latter times"—for (see 1 the " soiree" at 6. 30 A. M. It lies about
Tim. iv ) here " the Spirit speaketh ex- 20 miles west of the peninsular of Canty re,
pressly, that in the latter times, some shall sometimes called Kintyre, and about 14
depart from the faith, giving heed to hours steam from Glasgow. The followseducing spirits and doctrine» of Cor con- ing letter written to our daughter, the
cerning) Devils" &c. Certainly, if the companion of our travel, then in London»
Adversary be the sagacious being he has will afford the reader a better idea of our
the credit for, he could not be better I excursion westward than we can givepleased than to have the people of God from memory at this distance of time and
absorbed in the important enterprise of | place.
shewing him up in odious colors, and
thus silencing the apostolic proclamation
Bowmore^ on Lochendaul, >
of " Christ Jesus and him crucified."
Islay, Oct. 19th, 1848.
\
I hope Mr. Goes will remember this
MY DEAR EUSEBIA:
the next time he indulges his taste for
M
speculations."
I arrived at this beautiful island, styled
A. B. MAGRUDER.
"The Queen of the Hebrides," on Friday
CharhUesville.
evening at 8 P. M. The voyage was very
interesting amid the wild scenery of the
Western Highlands. We steamed down
the Clyde, touching at Greenock, Dunoon,
and Rothsay, into the Frith, passing beOUR VISIT TO BRITAIN.
tween the isles of Bute and Arran whose
1XCUBSI0N TO HELEH8BURG AND THE
lofty mountains towered far above the
QUEEN OF THE HEBRIDES.
sea. We put in to Loch Fine which runs
up into the main land of Caledonia as far
The nervous debility consequent upon as to Inverary. I landed from the steamer
such frequent speaking, and more con- bound for this place, at a small fishing
tinued excitement than our physique was town called East Tarbert, situated at the
accustomed to—organic inaction, or ir- head of an indentation of the land, which,
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if it had been deepened about two miles
more, would have converted the peninsula of Kintyre into an island. There is
nothing remarkable about the town that
arrests a stranger's eye; though, it is
probable, that many a deed ol violence
and blood has stained the page ot its
early history, when all such places on the
coast were exposed to the incursions of
marauders irom the Scandinavian countries of the north. I may tell you, however, that a castle formerly existed here
originally built by Robert de Bruce, which
was repaired and garrisoned by James IV.
in 1494. But castles are oi little use now ;
therefore, as in the case of Tarbert, their
condition is mostly ruinous. Having engaged a boy to carry my carpet bag, " we
twa paidelt o'er the braes" to another Tarbert at the head of West Tarbert Loch.
We had not walked more than a quarter
of a mile when a lady and gentleman, two
travellers in an opposite direction, accosted me by name. Would not this have
been alarming had I been on the wing
escaping from pursuit because of evil
deeds? To be addressed by name in
such a remote and heathen corner of the
earth, it was really puzzling to conceive
how one could ever have been heard of
there! The lady was from Port Ellen in
Tslay, and was acquainted with our excellent friend Mr. John Murdoch, whom
she had seen that day; and from whom
she learned that he was expecting a visit
from Dr. Thomas, whom she might know,
if ehe met him between the Tarberts, by
wearing the beard. I learned this afterwards from him ; and obtained from her
on the spot the agreable information,
that he would meet me at Port Askaig
to conduct me to Bowmore. You would
be amused at the strange sounds they call
language in these parts. They style it
the Gaelic, which like the Welsh and the
Irish, is a dialect of the ancient Celt. " Co
fare ar shin ?" inquired some Gaels of
the boy beside me as we were jogging
along westward. He uttered some uncouth sounds in reply which I am unable
to turn into manuscript. " What was that
he asked you, my lad V9 " What person
is that ?" and lie added " they set a great
eye upon you, sir." How so ? " Because
of the beard your wear." The Gaelic I
collected on my route is soon told.' Tha
signifies a house,; nocght mah means
" good night;" po, a cow ; man, a woman
(well there is Rome sense in that; for a
woman is man, but a man is not a woman—*c God made man ; male and female
made he them;") oe signifies a point;
tnoigne, peat; coel, coal; &c. Thus we

beguiled the way until West Tarbert of
miserable aspect appeared in view. Here
I parted from my guide, and soon found
myself on board the Islay steamer.
Having taken in her living freight, and
in a short time cleared the rocks at the
entrance of West Tarbert Loch, the vessel
bore off towards the going down of the
sun, leaving Kintyre astern and the north
of Ireland to the south on her larboard
side. Aiier the haze of distance was dispelled by our nearing the land, we had a
fine view of " the Paps of Jura," two
lofty mountain peaks, after the form of
those of Otter in the Blue Range of Virginia, exalting their heads like giants towards heaven. We entered the Sound of
Islay between 7 and 8, P. M. This is a
narrow sea passage running between Islay
and Jura, about a mile wide and fourteen
long, and terminating in the Atlantic
ocean, with which you have formed a
tolerably intimate acquaintance. Port Askaig, our place of debarkation, is neither a
Liverpool nor a Piraeus; but a miserable
collection of huts at the foot of a steep
hill, where cattle and other passengers
are embarked for Glasgow. Uninviting
as it is, we were glad to see its lights flickering in the windows, a token that our
voyage was about to end.
On landing I was rejoiced to find our
friend there, as the lady had said, waiting
with a policeman to conduct me to Bowmore. Surely Burns, who was of the
same official fraternity as Mr, M., if he
had seen me in such custody, would have
said " the De'il hae got ye now !" Though
I believe it was the devil ran off with the
exciseman ; be that as it may, " circumstances alter cases" you know, and I
doubt not, that there are hundreds of
Lslaymen concerned in the running off of
whisky, who would be ready to testify
that a man in the hands of excise and
police familiars might as well be possessed
of devils for any good that would come
of it! But our friend and his policeman
were only " a terror to evil doers" in the
island. I found them worthy of all praise;
for instead of leaving me all night at Port
Askaig Hotel (!) to recreate, and wish myself at Jericho instead of Islay, he had
provided a gig and a policeman to drive
me to Bowmore. This was " a friend in
need," and therefore not the De'il that had
got me, but " a friend indeed," as you
have heard Mr. Murdoch is at all times.
All being ready we set out, he on his pony
and I and the policeman in the gig. The
road was good, and the night bright moonlight. My " whip" drove as if in chase of
a «muggier ; happily, however, our Rosi-
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nante was sure footed, and the tackle
fcound. We passed Bridgend in the centre of the island, and the seat of government; fora Branch of the National Bank
of Scotland is located there, and where
the money power holds its court, there
is the real throne of an earth-born dominion. Alter leaving Bridgend, Lochendaul opened upon our view, shining in
all the light of " the silver moon ;" or as
Job more beautifully expresses it, in all
the radiance of " the moon walking in
brightness." Bow more was yet three
miles in the distance. The road, however, along the Loch was soon travelled,
and a flight of 12 miles from Port Askaig
satisfactorily terminated by the side of a
blazing peat fire at the hospitable dwelling ot Mr. M.
Bovvmore, where I am now, is, I believe,
the largest village in Islay» It is situated
on the right shore of Lochendaul, and
dates its origin with the Parish church in
1768. We have a good view of the Loch
from the back windows of Mr. M's house
whence in the distance on the opposite
shore we can descry Port Charlotte. To
one accustomed to the elegant buildings
of London, and other cities of Europe
and America, Bowmore is a mere sepulchre of a place. It is the works of God
only that are interesting here for their
beauty, leaving man's so completely in
the shade, that we feel only pity and aversion to his deeds. Lochendaul and Lochgruinard are two indentations of the coast
which penetrate so deeply into the land
as nearly to divide the island in two.
Lochendaul witnessed the shipwreck of
my friend Alexander of Bethany, in Oct
1809, being forty years ago oi the 9th instant. He was on his way to Philadelphia from Londonderry in the north of
Ireland. Lochendaul, however, has witnessed more terrible scenes than this. It
is famous for shipwrecks, murder, and
piracy. On the fourth of Oct., 1813, a
piratical vessel from the United States,
called " The True Blooded Yankee," arrived in Lochendaul about dusk. She
-was a fine man-of-war brig, pierced for
26 guns, and carrying 260 men. Having been boarded by two experienced
pilots, she cast anchor near Port Charlotte. The harbour happened to be crowded with merchant vessels of all sizes.
Duplait, the captain of the pirate, set
them all on fire together; having previously rifled each of such articles as he
coveted, especially the Registers. Between 20 and 30 vessels were either
burned or stranded by his orders in one
night, thereby occasioning a loss of private
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roperty amounting to about £600,000.
Ihe was afterwards made a prize of by
the British, who carried her into the River
Plata, where she was condemned.
While among the horrors I may tell
you that Port Askaig locality is ndt without its interest. In the fall ot 1778, the
famous Paul Jones with his privateer of
50 guns, called " The Ranger," made a
descent upon Islay," and having entered
the Sound seized the Packet which conveyed passengers and merchandize beiweeti West Tarbert and the island.
Among these was the late Major Campbell, who had just returned from India
with an independent fortune, the most of it
being in gold bars and other valuables; so
that as he waa about to land on his native
island the whole of his wealth was seized
by Jones, and the Major, who a few hours
before was vastly rich, landed penny less,
though not so " poor as Job." Thus it is
that often-times " riches make to themselves wings, and fly away as an eagle toward heaven," and the Major found experimentally that " they profit not in the
day of wrath."
On Monday I accompanied Mr. M.
over the grounds of the large and princely
residence called Islay House, the dwelling
place of the late Laird ot Islay—a Mr.
Campbell, who became bankrupt in the
sum of £800,000, so that the island was
to be sold on Nov. 8, to pay his debts.
The simple people of Bowmore arnuse
themselves with the supposition that I
have come from the Far West to view the
land before buying it. The price is not
less than £500,000, and as much more as
the bond-holders and personal creditors
can get. The rents amount to £19,000
per annum, and with good management
might be doubled. Islay House is situated about a quarter of a mile from Bridgend at the head of Lochendaul. It is surrounded by extensive plantations, arid
the pleasure grounds, private drives, and
walks, around and connected with it, are
ample and varied, and laid out with much
taste and judgment, suitable in all respects for convenience and recreation.
The gardens, hot-houses and fountains,
are said to be superior to any private
gardens in the West of Scotland. There
is a fort mounted with guns, but no garrison, which well mounted would from its
position prove rather inconvenient to
visitors of hostile intentions.
On Tuesday we procured ponies (mine
was about the size of a donkey) for a
day's riding towards the west. We Ueaded the Loch at Bridgend, and after riding
along shore a while struck off inland over
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the hills to the western side of the island,
about 15 miles by this route from Bowmore. We were near but did not visit
the Sanaig cave, which is a perfect subterranean labyrinth. The entrance to it
is difficult. The most remarkable peculiarity connected with it is its reverberation. By the discharge of a tingle gun
a stranger would suppose that a royal
salute had been, fired. It was near this
cave that the Exmouth, from Londonderry, bound to America, was «lashed upon
the rock?, April 27,1847, when 248 souls,
passengers and crew, perished. Three of
the crew happened to bo on the yards at
'the time, so that when she struck they
dropped off on the land. She then bounded from the precipice and went down.
These three were all that escaped.
Our ride was highly interesting, but
cold. My little short-stepping pony was
very sure-footed, but gave me such a jolting as I had never experienced before.
We went down hill at a rapid trot. If we
had stumbled it would have been a ludicrous scene for a spectator; for the dog
and its rider must have made a somerset
together—I say dog, for I have seen a
large Newfoundland almost as large ; the
ponies of these islands are remarkably
small. You see many like them in London, imported from the Orcades, or Shetland isles, to the north of the Hebrides. We
got some refreshment in the form of milk
and biscuit at a hovel-inn. I know not
what else to call it. My friend called to
collect some excise dues from " mine
host." The sow, a large and gentle
creature, was reclining in great comfort
seemingly, on the earthen floor of the
apartment. It appeared to be a place of
call for the faithful where they might obtain lawful whisky after church. If not,
Ϊ cannot tell why the only buildings on the
land are the manse, the tavern, and the
kirk. The minister's manse was very
pretty, and decorated with a happy combination of things, known as simplicity
with neatness. But we had no time to
linger here. The sun was fast hastening
to his dip in the western wave, and we
had fifteen miles to trot ere we could say
we were "at home."
On Wednesday we set off in another
dhection. We mounted our ponies and
rode over hills, along the sea shore, and
over mountain ridges, then through a
wretched looking place called Port Mien,
to Arbeg some two miles beyond. From
the ridge overlooking the port we had a
fine view of Rathlin, an island off the
north coast of Ireland. We staid at Arbeg all night In the morning, after break-

fast, we walked about three miles to Ardimersay. This is a marine residence and
hunting seat of the Laird, in the southeastern part of the island—a truly charming retreat, beautifully situated amid wood and
rock scenery. After viewing all the points
of interest here, we strolled off to the
grave of Ella, in one of the most picturesque spots of tho whole island. Her
resting place is marked by two grey
stones, about thirty feet apart, at Bealachdearg, to the north of the beautiful and
well sheltered bay called Loch-a-Chnuic,
which penetrates the hazel wood3 which
adorn and shelter the Cottage of Ardimersay. She was the daughter of one of
the Norwegian viceroys who resided in
Islay when in the possession of the Danes.
The natives generally suppose that the
island derived its name from her; but of
the origin of its name none have arrived
at certainty. Having refreshed ourselves
at the Ardimersay forester's on excellent
butter, milk, bread, and cheese, with an
appetite such as exercise and sea air alone
can give—an appetite with a relish—we
returned to Arbeg, where we dined. At
this place there are some fine old castle
ruins, beetling the heights and frowning
o'er the sea. Who the robber chieftain,
and what his history, that built it for his
strong-hold, I do not remember if t ever
knew. It was doubtless famed at.some
time for*its deeds of treachery and violence, for this whole island appears to
have been a perfect field of blood. " Almost all its history," says a native writer,
" is taken up with the deeds of the great,
the people being lost sight of almost entirely, excepting as so many passive
creatures, fit for war or the payment of
rent, and responsible to no authority but
that of the owners of the soil. As the
island passed from one lord to another, it
did so with its unwilling compliment
of serfs, called tenants, almost as completely and virtually as a South Carolina
plantation does with its pack of negro
" servants." The apologists of British
slavery may say that " tenants" are at
liberty to leave their country, whereas
American slaves are not. True; and
they are also at liberty to perish for want
of food, whilst the land lies waste, because
they cannot pay an exorbitant price for
liberty to till God's earth at home!"
.When things come to this, it is time that
lairds become bankrupt, and the land be
distributed upon easy terms among the
poor.
Though "after dinner" it is well to
" sit awhile," (Abernethy used to say
sleep three hours.) we were under the
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necessity of riding fourteen miles to supper. I confess I did not like the prescription, but there was no help for it. We
therefore mounted our ponies and .set ofif.
Five miles of the way were along the sea
shore, upon hard sand, as smooth and
level as a floor. We gave our land-clippers the bridle here to enjoy their own
speed. Having soon cleared the sands,
we turned off to the in-land *, over hill
and dale we sped our way. The legs beneath us knew they were going home,
and gave us the satisfaction of sitting by
a cheering fire in Bowmore before the
twilight was altogether gone. This was
my last night in the Ebudes, as the ancients etyled these western isles. In the
morning a conveyance was at the door
to convey me to Port Askaig, whence I
was to re-embark for West Tarbert. I
left Bowmore at 7, in company wiih Mr.
M. We arrived in goo.I time, indeed; too
soon, for the steamer was detained much
after Jier'appoinred time, by the perverseness of the cattle, who instead of going
on board in a peaceable and orderly manner, manifested a decided inclination nut
to tread the gang-way at all. The sheep
occupied the quarter-deck. There were
none in the cabin, it is true ; but little
room remained, between flocks and herds
on deck, for men, women, and children,
of whom there were " a good few."
While they are belaboiing the beasts,
twisting their tails, and hauling then) by
the horns, one by one, to compel thorn to
embark for market, I will conclude this
long letter by informing you that the extreme length of Islay from the southern
point of Oa to the northern piojection of
Ku'mhail is nearly 31 English miles: and
its breadth from Ardmore point, on the
east to Sanaig, is nearly 25 miles. The
superficies of the island is estimated at
154,000 imperial acres. It extends to
600 square miles, of which about 35 are
covered by lakes and rivers. The coast
is generally bound by low rocks, or by
flat shores and sandy bays ; and is justly
regarded as very dangerous to shipping.
The surface is hilly on the east side, and
in some places wooded to the water's
edge. The mountains here attain to an
elevation of nearly 1500 feet. The greater
part of the island, however, is sufficiently
level to be suscerftible of cultivation to
the summit of the highest hills.
In 1841 the population was 18,071,
whilst in 1831 it was 19,700. Emigration
has drained away a considerable num
ber of the best of the population, so that
ndw it is reduced to about 15,000. The
Total Abetinents do not reckon Islay
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among their conquests. Barley is raised
in large quantity, and is mostly used by
the Distilleries, of which there are eleven
in different parts of the island, "islay
whisky,'* and black cattle, are the1 chief
articles of export. Sheep are exported
in great numbers, and of the cattle, abodt
3,500 are Fold annually. Talking of cattle, the steamer's bell is now sounding,
the herd is all aboard, and those who are
not fellow-travellers with the cattle must
go ashore. The best of friends must
part, and I am happy in being able to
number Mr. John Murdoch, of Islay,
among the best I have. He is a lover of
the truth, which is the ground of our
friendship atid the bond of union between
us.
His poetical artd musical talents you
are not a stranger to. To him, and a professional friend of his, I am indebted for
all that may interest you in this concerning Islay. I biil him adieu regretfully,
and under lasting obligation to him for his
kindness, and the gratification he had afforded me during my sojourn among the
Gaels. Our moorings bein£ loosed, we
put out into the Found; Port Askaig was
soon far astern, and by degrees both Islay
and the Paps of Jura receded behind the
veil of heaven's azure hue.
Hoping to see you soon in London, in
the mean time accept this as an assurance that, though far away, you are ever
in the heart of your affectionate father,
JOHN THOMAS.

WORD FROM AFAR.
Gentva, Kane county, 111., >
Feb. 26th, 1852. J
BELOVED BROTHER THOMAS :

After waiting anxiously to hear from
you, or to receive the " Herald,1' I got
No. 1, of new vol., this morning. I am
very sorry to hear that your advocacy of
the truth, in publishing the "Herald," is
endangered for the want of means. I
would that it were in my power to materially assist you. If distance did not prevent, I would gladly devote a portion of
time to either the composition or press
work of the " Herald ;" that being in my
line of business. I can truly sympathize
with you over delinquent subscribers, as
for four years I published a weekly newspaper, and have now hundreds of dollars
standing out, which will never bo paid in.
But I can scarcely estimate the callousness of that man's conscience, who, after reading the " Herald," neglects or r**
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fuses to pay the editor and publisher. He
cannot be governed by Christian principle,
or even common honesty. We cannot do
without the " Herald." It ought not—it
must not be discontinued; and yet we
cannot expect you to do all the work, arid
at the same time .suffer considerable lo^s ;
you have done this long enough. The
"Herald" is the only medium, that I know
of, through which the " Faith once delivered to the Saints" is strenuously contended for; and the only true iJ Millennial
Harbinger," published at the present
time. The times in which we live seem
to demand its continued existence; the
wants ot many disciples need supplying
with its true and literal interpretations ot
the " sure word of prophecy," and its
beacon-fire is needed by many sincere inquirers after truth, at present groping
their way through the darkened paths of
mystic Babylon. Stir up your friends repeatedly—do it in every number. I am
glad you do it occasionally ;—do it oltener.
They can bear it. Their minds need reminding of their duties and responsibilities. We are all liable to forget. The
"cares of this life" are noxious wends,
very apt to choke even the good seed of
the kingdom; they need the vigorous application of the hoe, and if you can bring
such delinquents back to duty, it will be
iar better for them, than to be cut off as
unprofitable servants.
The congregation here still continues to
meet together every first day, for the purpose of attending to the " all things" commanded for them to do. We are increasing in knowledge, and I hope in the favor
of our Lord Jesus Christ; but not much
in numbers. The truth is unpalatable to
many minds—especially those steeped in
sectarianism—it is unpopular, and opposed to the "thinking of the flesh/7
Since I wrote you last we have immersed
several on a profession of their iaith in
the good news.
Hoping that an interest may be awakened in the minds of the believers of the
" things of the Kingdom of God," for the
proper sustaining ot the " Heiald," i
subscribe myself, dear brother,
Yours in the Hope of Israel,
BENJAMIN WILSON.

TO THE FRIENDS OP TRUTH.
One of the most desirable things to me, is
to know the truth practically.
The apostle says, " They who are Christ's, have
crucified the flesh with the affections and

lusts." He sayp, " I am crucified with
Christ, nevertheless, I live, yet not I, but
Christ liveth in me: for the life which I
now live in the flesh, I live by the faith of
the Son of God, who loved me, and gave
himself for me." We find these sayings in
his Epistle to the Galatians. In the same
epistle, he declares the works of the flesh
to be manifest, which are these, " Adullery, fornication, uncleanness, lascivious*
ness, idoiatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance,
emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and such like; of the which I tell
you before, as I have also told you in time
past, that they which do such things,
shall not inherit the Kingdom of God."
Should we not examine ourselves closely,
to ascertain whether we are living in the
works of the flesh. It is a tremendous
catalogue of them, which he sets forth.
In his Epistle to the Colossians, he calls
them our membeis which are upon the
earth. He means the same, when he says,
" The old man with his deeds." This old
man of the flesh, must be mortified or put
to death by crucifixion. Now what can induce and strengthen us to endure the cross.
Jesus was crucified, having been nailed
through the hands and through the feet.—
Paul in his Epistle to the Hebrews, «ays
that it was for the joy, which was set before him, he endured the cross, and despised the shame. Peter says the same substantially, as recorded in Acts 2nd. ·· I
foresaw the Lord always before my face ;
for he is on my right hand, that I should
not be moved ; therefore did my heart rejoice, and my tongue was glad ; moreover,
also my flesh shall rest in hope : because
thou wilt not leave my soul in the grave;
neither wilt thou suffer thy Holy one to
see corruption.5' Peter applied this to the
Messiah, citing it from the 16th Psalm.—
Turning to the context in the Psalm, we
hear Messiah saying in David: " I n thy
presence ia fulness of joy; at thy right
hand are pleasures for ever more." Now
we must be influenced in the same way,
and strengthened to deny self, to carry the
cross, to follow Jesus. Accordingly, he
has given us the gospel of the Kingdom of
God, and in this fulness of joy, and the
pleasures, which shall be for ever more.—
If we deny our flesh with the affections
and lusts, we are said to crucify them, and
in practising this self denial and crucifixion,
we need powerful
considerations to
strengthen us, to enable us to go through.
These considerations we find in the gospel, glory, honor, incorruptibility, eternal
life, &c.,&c, &c.
By faith in the prophetic and the a-
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jpostolic testimonies, let us contemplate
Messiah in Jesus, in words, and in mighty
deeds, and in sufferings, unto death. Let
us stand where Mary his mother and John
his beloved disciple stood, nigh the cross,
And learn from the great Master how and
why to endure. He bore our sins in his
own body on the tree. Shall we sin again
those sins for which he died ?! Ο let us
stand and gaze, until we get our consent
to be crucified with him, putting to death,
all our own lusts. Brethren and friends
do we expect him from the heavens ? Do
we look for his kingdom ? Are we hoping
to sit with Abraham, and Isaac, and Ja
cob, and the prophets» in the Kingdom ?—
Let us then strive to enter in the straight
gate ; we must enter through afflictions and
trials. Let us then live in the Spirit. Let
us meditate in the word of God, day and
night, in order that we may not fall. Many are called ; few are chosen. May the
gracious Lord Almighty strengthen us, establish us, and make us, worthy through
the Lord Jesus Christ. It will be awful to
be disapproved at last. Let us love one
another, let us encourage, and help one
another, to conquer and to triumph. A
dieu, dear brethren.
ALBERT

ANDERSON.

A FEW MORE WORDS.
I wish to say some little more to
the Christian Disciples. Allow me brethren beloved, to remark with the emphasis of all earnest affection, that each
disciple should count it not merely his
duty but one of his greatest privileges, to
labor, not for his own salvation only, but
also for the salvation of others. Paul is a
great example in proof of this. He urged
the same in Timothy, telling him how he
might save himself, and them who
heard him.
Every one who hears the
word of God, is divinely authorized to invite others to hear the same. In proof of
this we read, (in Revelation,) " The spirit
and the bride say come; let him who heais,
gay come/ Some of the brethren appear
diffident of their own abilities; and some
who admit the capability of the editor of
the Herald, let them persuade such as are
able to pay for his paper, or his book,
·« Elpis Israel,"—to subsaribe to one, or to
both, and thus do themselves the honor of
helping him to advocate the truth.—
The sisters might do something in this
matter. Paul makes very honorable mention of some women who labored with him
in the Gospel. They helped him, no doubt
'tfith regard to the necessaries of life.—

There were also some females, pious oneuU
who ministered to the Lord Jesus. The*
sisters are not limited, however, to thii
humble office.
They can comfort arid
strengthen one another. They can also
persuade their sisters in the flesh, to hear
the Gospel. They can tell them what this
gospel is. We need the combined, earnest
prayerful, effort of all the disciples, both
males and females.
Again, for the sake of practice, why
not have, occasionally at least, gatherings,
or schools of disciples alone, for the purpose of the brethren's speaking to one another in assembly ? There are some brethren of talents and yet too diffident to speak
publicly before the world, it is altogether
probable, that they could and would speak,
if none but brothers and sisters might be
present. They wouid not dread the criticism of beloved brethren and sisters, for
such could not and would not criticise
with severity, but would rather encourage,
the diffident brethren in their efforts to improve themselves and their brethren.—
1 hus, some able and valuable advocates
of the truth might be gradually raised tip
in the schools of disciples. This is all a
matter of practice, divine practice, for the
good of the great cause in which we iire
comparatively languishing at present. Oh
for a knowledge all divine, and a teal proportionate to the glorious gospel of the
kingdom of God ! We have access to inexhaustible resources of wisdom, and
knowledge, and righteousness, and peace,
ana joy, and honor, and glory; brethren,
let us make large draughts upon these resources ; they will not fail.
Sutler, this
word of exhortation, and exhort me ih turn,
and I will thank you for it. May the good
Lord save us, and preserve us unto hie
heavenly kingdom is the humble prayer of
ALBERT ANDERSON.

TABLE TAPPINGS NOT SPIRIT-RAPPINGS.
An esteemed correspondent from Cambridge, Ohio, says:
·· There is a religious deception practiced
in this country of which I had never heard
till a few weeks ago. It is called *c Spiritual Rappivgs."
I suppose you will
know more about the delusion than I can
tell you. About a week or ten days since
a few persons assembled at my employer's
to perform the ceremony, in order to convince me, by occular demonstration* that
«'the spirits" do answer by raps and move
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ments of the article on which the necessary group of hands is placed. Accordingly four persons placed their hands on a
small table, each one having their right
hand above their neighbour's left; and
care is necessary that the upper hand
touch not the table. The question was
then a?ked in the usual manner, " If there
be any spirit present in this room let them
signify it by a rap." This was replied to
by a sort of rap or jerk of the table. I
am satisfied, however, that the farce is
worked by sleight of the hands on the tep,
and not by a spirit under the table. Being requested, ί asked some questions. I
first asked, if the spirit present were material or immaterial ? If material, I wished
the table to rise in one direction; if immaterial, in another. It accordingly rose
in the immaterial direction. I then asked,
if it were a something or a nothing ? The
table was raised, signifying that it was a
something. I then asked, if it were a
something, how many like it could sit
upon the point of a needle ? In answer
to which the table was raised three times.
I then requested it to make iis appearance
on the top of the table, if it were something ? But nothing appeared, although
many of the persons present were afraid
they would see something·. After thpse
who could and did work the farce were
done, my employer, myself, and other two,
got our hands arranged upon the table according to rule ; and as we were unbe
lievers in such nonsense, we had to hold
our hands on lor twenty minutes before
asking a question. Wo. kept them on
about three quarters of an hour, during
which time a great many questions were
put; but the table would neither rap, rjse,
nor move for us, our hands being toe
honest!
While those who could were
\vorking the farce, I asked, how long my
brother Thomas had been dead ? The
table rose eight timss. I then asked, how
many years my brother William had been
dead ? Upon which it rose eleven times.
This led me to remark, that it must surely
be a lying spirit, for Thomas died in 1841
and William in 1835!''
Thus writes Mr. John Swan, a man o
veracit)% and a competent witness in a
matter of fact. He does not believe in
disembodied-soulism; and we supposi
these table-tappings were played oif a
evidence in proof of its verity, and of thi
prroneousness of the doctrine which
teaches immortality of the body to them
pnly who are accounted worthy of the
kingdom of God and the Age to Come, bj
a resurrection from the dead. Disem-

bodied souls and table-legerdemain assort
well together. The more ignorant the
spectator of the testimony of God, the
profounder will be his faith in such creations of the fleshly mind.
But granting, as a fact, that the table
rose without any cunning or deceit on the
part of the operators—that their hands
were perfectly honest, which our friend
rather doubts,—how are its movements to
be accounted for without recourse to superstition ? Upon the same principle that a
loadstone, or electro-magnet, lifts a piece
of steel, or that the compass-needlt» is
drawn to the north magnetic-pole of the
earth. The sun, moon, and stars, are
magnets. The earth also is a magnet, and
every thing upon it, animate and inanimate, magnetic, naturally, or induced. Immensity is filled by spirit, which is all-pervading, and styled by philosophy, electricity, magnetism, and so-forth.
Man is
pre-eminently electrical; some men, however, more so than others. His electricity
is generated mainly by the processes of
digestion and respiration, which, from the
nature of their substance accumulates intensely upon the brain and spinal column,
which thus become magnetic by induction,
and capable by the peculiarity of their
organization of throwing off, by the system of efferent nerves, the electro-magnetism produced. The hands of four or more
persons airanged on a table, form with
the table an electro-magneiic chain or
circle. They are then en rapport. The
will and thoughts of the most powerful
brain among them directs the mentality of
the whole. They have strong faith, not
in divine revelation, but confidence in the
certain accomplishment of what they propose to do, because they have succeeded
in the experiment frequently before. The
divine teachings of the prophetsare nothi n g to them, benig ignorant of what they
j are. The spirit-answers to their questions
by the bungling contrivance of electrical
crackings, knocking?, or thunderings, and
table-liftings, or through clairvoyant seeings and speakings, are meie reflections of
the foolishness indoctrinated into them by
preachers, and teachers, and the trashy
literature they are educated by. A question is put. The most active ajiu\powerful brain immediately conceives an answer. That conception flashes through
the other brains in the electrical circle,.
They all will to knock or rap. The elec~
trical fluid is thrown off intensely towards
the table; and in leaving them, and meeting with the negatively excited table—excited by the bands upon it—a rap, or sue-
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cession of cracks, is the result; as many
as the positively excited brains guess will
meet the question. Table-lifting is on the
game principle as table-tapping, dependant
on the will of the united brains. The
hands become strongly attractive, and the
table is moved any· way the theory of the
operators requires. It may not be possible
to explain all the phenomena reported as
proved facts by the Jaws of electro-magnetism, electricity, &c.; because all the
laws, according to which this subtile, universal, and powerful fluid, by whatever
name called, operates, are not known. Indeed, very few of them are known; for
the science, or knowledge, of this great
ysical element of the universe is scarcely
In the case reported by Mr. Swan, the
manipulators were irnmateriajists, or nothingarians. Had they believed that the
nothings they call spirits were material or
something, the taps would have been on
the other side of the question. Their
hands wero no doubt honest, but the thinking of the fleshly tables of their hearts,
was perverted by a mischievous and foolish theology. One anti-theologist in a
circle would be enough to mar the experiment ; for the circuit would be in an interrupted, and therefore, unworking condition. Hence the raps and liftings could
not be manifested with him in the chain,
or circle, willing against them as sheer
nonsense, or slight of hand. We have
seen many curious experiments in human
electro-magnetism, biology, neurology,
£ c , several of which we have performed
ourselves. They were all explicable,
however, on electrical principles. The
psychology of magnetism, that is magnetic
soulology, exactly reflects the theology of
the pulpits. It cannot rise above it ; for
the theology is the carnal mind's interpretation of divine and unseen things derived
from its own propensities and imaginings.
The two ohgies stand or fall together.
Neither of them speak in harmony with
Moses and the Prophets. Hence all the
spirits they start between them are lying
spirits, and not to be believed, though occasionally they should happen to stumble
upon the truth. The spirit of God always
speaks in harmony with the written word,
and says neither more nor less than is
written there. Hence the absence of all
necessity that he should speak any more
at all till the Lord comes to utter his voice,
and to send forth the Law from Zion, and
the Word of Jehovah from Jerusalem.*
EDITOR.

•Itai. ii. 3.

INTERPRETATION NOT SPECULATION.
" And many {here be who trjink I dare
to express what is above and beyond man's
comprehension, intruding into those thing·
which we have not seen, vainly puffed up
of our fleshly minds. It is not so. I am
a man most reverend of the Word and
Spirit of God, waiting daily at the gates of
Wisdom a,nd not presuming to force my
way, but asking to fte taught of God. I
do not speculate, but interpret. As more
light is given me, I look over t,he subject
afresh, and discover new distinctions and
divisions in it. I submit my knowledge
and my interpretation to the rectification
of the Spirit, and am not ashamed to
mould and to modify what I have written.
I am in a state of growth, as every child
of (*od is in this £tate; yet am not prevented from writing my mind unto the
churches,, any more than Paul was prevented from writing to the Philippians,
wfoeii he said, "not as though I had already attained, or were already perfect."
I see but as through a glass darkly; and
so must we all, till that which is perfect
is come. I say to the wise, " £rove all
things, hold fast that which is good;" and
to the ignorant I say, " Open thine eyes to
instruction, that thou mayest be wise."
JJut, if he say, " I am wise already," and
tell thee to *' hold thf peace, and cease
from thy babblings;" then 1 reply, with
Paul, to such a self-conceited fool, *· If
any one be ignorant, let him be ignorant,"
and behave himself as one that is ignorant;
not toss the members of sacred and holy
truth as the wild bull was wont to toss the
beautiful women who suffered for the faith
of Christ in the early church. I submit
these my labors as an interpreter to those
who desire to know God's mind, and in
order to become Christ's disciples, have
forsaken all. Those who are seeking
honor of men, cannot come near the
threshold of the matter. Those who consort with the pride and sufficiency of the
natural man, must toss and ravin like a
wild and furious beast. Those that are
making the best of the present, wretched
world, and swilling from the sty of sensual
pleasures, are dead while they live. Those
who are dressed in the little brief authority
of church or state, knowing not nor serving Jesus therein, are enemies of the truth,
and deadly enemies of the interpreters of
the truth. And because these classes do
contain almost all men, our labors can
meet with few approvers; one or two in a
city. Be it so. Wisdom is justified of
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her children. We will labor on, to shew
the way of interpretation, and do the work
of an interpreter. It is its own reward.
Qh y e s ! it is its own reward, and far
more than its own reward. The Lord,
who is the companion of my meditations,
knows how sweet they are unto my taste.
I am edified, and the dear flock over which
I watch receive me from my study a better
and a wiser man than I was when I entered into it. And, ah me! when I think
•sometimes that I shall come and execute,
under Christ, those great things which
now by the Spirit of Christ I am interpreting; that I shall come with Him, to aid
and assist in breaking the Assyrian, and
ruling the enemies of God with a rod of
iron ; to break every yoke, and to set the
captive free; to bless the nations with
wisdom and government; to be unto God
for one of his kings and priests, my heart
will hardly abide in its place, it so longeth
to burst away and be free. Ο my dear
trethren, who think not of the Prophets,
and yet are called ministers of Christ, I
exhort you, I charge you, to give yourselves to these studies, and leave your
farms and your merchandise, and your ambition and your cloisters, and your human
learning and your mechanical studies ! Ye
«corners and ye scoffers, leave your mockings, lest your bands he made strong ! Ye
statesmen, study the Prophets, and know
φβ polity of God! Ye kings be wise,and
study the Prophets, which will teach you
in what courses kingdoms ctand, in what
they rise, and in what they fall to rise no
more!
But men's ears are closed; the
ministers oi religion have taken their stand
against the Prophecies and the hopes of
Israel; statesmen are become scornful or
hypocritical, denying God, or counting it
unholy for them 1o name his name: kings'
palaces are shut upon their people, and no
yoice of warning can reach them; the
names of those who give heed to God'»
prophetic word are cast out as evil, and
the books through which they would con
vey instruction are marked and stigmatised as containing poison. Satan hath
gotten the field; he hath marshalled his
troop; they reject all parley : they lire
upon those who bear the olive branch of
peace from God: they reject all terms,
they scorn all meditation. Be patient, Ο
my soul! be patient unto the coming of
the Lord. Be not overwhelmed, Ο my
«oul! for thou shalt stand in thy lot in the
end of the days. Be it thine to sigh and
to cry, to mourn and to weep, and to be
rexed daily with their unrighteous deeds:
\\Λ Lord knoweth to delirer the righteous

out of the temptation, and to reserve the
wicked unto the judgement to be punish·
ed."—Proph. Exposition.

AN ECCENTRIC EPISTLE..
Columbia, Maury, Tennessee,
Feb. 24th, 1852.
BRO.

THOMAS:

Dear Sir—Having to send you some,
money, and hating blank envelopes, as a
waste of paper, I have concluded to scrawl,
on the inside a few loose thoughts, in the
way of friendly observations.
And first, I must say that, take you all
in all, you are a man to be wondered at!
With great intellectual powers, and wonderful industry, you have pursued a selfsacrificing course ! Always, at war with
men and systems, and carrying it on, as I
expect, and as you say, pretty much at
your own cost: and which must embarrass,
you ; whereas, had you worked as hard at
your profession, your abilities would hare,
made you one of the " upper ten !" Does
not this look like enthusiasm ? It seems
so to me ! But it is also a truth, that to,
achieve any thing great, a man must be,
more or less, enthused.
But your present position what is it?.
The Protestant sects are nearly all on th»
same ground ! But the Shakers, the Mormons, and yourself, have each a distinct
platform.
Shall I predict your several
fates ? Should " the powers that be" permit the Mormons to go on and establish a
Mohammedan Paradise round their salt
sea, (a Paradise of Houries,) they will be a
powerful numerous sect. When the Shakers are among the Capulets, and you and.
your folks, should the " Lord delay hi*
eoming'* beyond your expectation, will be
as the Mi lie rites: both of you among the»
things that were !
Bro. Thomas, (we should all be brotherly,) you are a fifth monarchy man—your
kingdom is too carnal! What! a heaves
of mortals and immortals, kings, priests,
governors and serfs!!
Why we hare
enough of such a heaven here already!I
[ am weary of governing and being gor·
erned, both of which evils I have to endure here ! Do you ask what kind of
heaven I want ? I will tell you. I want
a heaven where there is no self-interest,
no work, no pain, no sickness, no death;
where we shall fly through an endless
world of flowers, feast on ambrosia, drink
of the waters of life, and sip the nectar oi
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heaven, and be so filled with extatic joy
as to burst forth in perpetual songs; all
without care, toil, or trouble, and that for
*ver! This is the kind of heaven I have
been taught to expect; and not a kind of
mixed up affair—a better government here
on earth !
You will see by this I am not with you,
\hough I admire your talents and indomitable spirit; but my wife is much taken
with your views and wants to see '· ELPIS
ISRAEL;'· I therefore enclose $6 00 ; three
Tor the book and postage, and two for the
turrent volume of the Herald, &c.
I would, were I young, (as I think you
sincere,) open your eyes on the subject!
and save you much labor—I would do it
in a sheet or two !! But I like to see you
buffet old errors with your new ones, and
shall not try to open your eyes unless you
mek me.·
I cannot think you are turning the gosJ>el into the "Hope of Israel" through
wrath against A. Campbell. Bro. Camp^
bell has injured us both ; but he and his
party are fast approaching a sect, little
differing in spirit and doctrine from the old
ones. We both wanted to go a little further than where he put down his Jacobstaff. The nature of the man would not
bear this. He would bear with those who
wished to pull him back, but not those
who wished to lead him lorward ! And I
have no doubt he hate3 you worse than nil
the Clarke, Merediths, and Pecks, &c ,
that ever pecked at him, because you
wanted to reform his reformation. But if
he will not follow you, you ought only to
pity him, as he does those that will not
follow him. Should any man go beyond
you and make a new platform, destructive
of your·, you will, from nature and precedent, be authorised to hate him, but not by
the go·pel.
If you will act as a friendly editor, by
Correcting any errors and making none
yourself, you may insert this if you choose
in the Herald. It will fill up space and
•enre us a text to make remarks on ! And
whether they are bitter, or sweet, it will
be all one to me.
Wishing, at whatever time and in whatever manner the Lord may come, that we
mav all be prepared for the solemn event,
and in the meantime wishing you well in
thi· evil world, and bcping the world to
come will be better, I remain, with much
eiteem, very sincerely,
Your bro. in the Oue Faith, &c, &c.
ROB'T. MACK.

P. 5.—By-the-bye, have >ou received
my Valedictory ? And what do you think
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of it? Especially my National Church ?
But if the Advent takes place in '64, the
people will not have had time to consider
of the matter, and so all my labor lost!
Well, many others will lose their labors
also—that's some comfort.
Yours as above,
R. M.
A FEW WORDS ON A POINT OR TWO IN
THE ABOVE,

Our humorous correspondent seems to
be quite an original. VVere we as bitter
as our theological friends in general, so
facetious an epistle could not iail to convert us into sweetness. But while his
good nature puts us on good terms with
him, it fails to create a sympathetic longing for an eternity of fellowship in ambrosial feastings and celestial intoxication.
The heaven he has been taught to expect
is not the heaven of the Bible, though
generally received. The Bible heaven for
redeemed humanity is a heavenly constitu*
lion of 'things upon earth progressively
manifested. " The meek shall inherit the
earth;'* saith the Lord Jesus. It is not an
extacy ; but a reality, intelligible, demon*
strable, beneficent, and glorious. The ensuing thousand years are but introductory
to the ages of eternity, when humanity,
freed from sin and death, will be blessed
according to the capacity of its nature Jot
enjoyment. Let our friend aspire after thia.
No destiny can surpass it.
However " carnal" the kingdom we ad^
vocate, it is scriptural, and none has yet
appeared who can show the contrary. WQ
are a sixth, rather than a fifth, monarchist;
Nebuchadnezzar's Image represents Jitj$
empires, and the destroying Stone the
sixth. Thus, Babylon, Persia, Greece;
Rome, Gog, and Israel Restored und&
Christ. This sixth monarchy, the ooly
truly universal one, is the kingdom jo
whose glad tidings we rejoice.
We cannot aSbrd to " hate" any man.
It costs too much. Some men we beware
of, keeping ourselves out of their power;
but hatred of them we cannot indulge in.
The Lord will reward those that hate us
better than we have power or judgment td
do; we therefore turn them over to him,
biding our time, and tranquilly awaiting
the result. We have no wrath against
our friend the President. Being on the
right side of the argument, we can afford
to be placid, amiable, and complaisant.
" He may laugh that wins," and though,
means may fail for carrying on the war,
enough has been done to prove that we

Campbell on th% Throne of David,
are with the truth, and thai the strength most of those crimes which are condemnof the adversary is in stratagem, not in eJ in ihe Word of God, think little of the
reason, testimony, and interpretation; so vices of the tongue. But any one who is
that in defeat itself is victory.
duly jealous of himself, will always watch
EDITOR.
most carefully against the sins which are
the least unpopular in his own circle, and
certainly the great evil of what is called
CAMPBELL ON THE THRONE OF DAVID. the religious world is * Chatteration ! " ' —
" Dear Sir :—I took number 1, volume I, Extract of a letter from the late William
of the Herald with me to Lancaster in this Wilberforce.
State. The congregation of ·· Disciples"
there are nearly all Campbellites. I showed
WIT AND SATIRE.
it to some who are free. They were
·' Wit being strictly an assailing and depleased to see how well )ou replied to A.
Campbell on the Throne of David. You structive faculty, remorselessly shooting at
things from an antagonist point of view,
certainly caught him that timo ! "
it not unfrequently blends with great pasF. B. S.
sions ; and you ever find it gleaming in the
Bvffalo, Ν. Υ.
van of all radical revolutionary movements against established opinions and inTHE FOOTNOTE.
stitutions. In this practical, active form,
·' I have just read Campbell's fool note it is commonly called Satire; and in this
on you and Elpis. Verily he is provoked. form it has exercised vast influence on
such an attack, and in such a spirit, f-hews human affairs."—Museum.
what he ill-attempts to conceal, that he
THE BURDEN OF PROOF.
fears your argument more than he despises it. He feels ils force, as his bungling
" It is a point of great importance to
comments about David's throne cleaily decide in each case, at the outset of the die·
prove.**
cussion, in your own mind, and clearly
to point out to the hearer, as occasion may
" Α . Β. Μ."
serve, on which side the presumption lies,
and to which belongs the Burden of Proof.
ANSWER THIS.
For though it may often be expedient to
Luke testifies that when Jesus was at bring forward more proofs than can fairly
Capernaum he said that God had sent him be demanded of you, it is always desirable
to "preach the kingdom." Mark referring when this is the case that it should be
to the same thing, says, that Jesus "preach known, and the strength of the case esti*
ed the word unto them." Now Paul says mated accordingly."—Whately's Rhetoric,
:—ο
to Timothy, '· I charge you before God
" Three persons of note lately laid be*
preach the word."
Query—Did Paul
charge Timothy to preach the game thing fore the King of Prussia a proposal, that
as Jesus;
if he did, why do not "evan- the European Poweis should, at this time,
gelists1* and others who profess that the bring Jerusalem again under Christian sway,
New Testament is their rule of practice, or give it into the hands of the Jewish
go and do likewise ? Why do they not nation by a bloodless crusaJe. The king
preach the gospel of the kingdom—the answered, that he highly approved of their
Word of the Kingdom—even as they ? object, but that he had no influence, and
Do they think they can improve upon the advieed them to lay thu proposal before
practice of the Great Teacher and his Dis- the other powers of Europe. They were
not religious men, but men moved by gene·
ciples ?
ral views of philanthropy.—Narrative of
Mission to the Jews, p. 504.

VICES OF THE TONGUE.

ERRATA.
" I love to make people like each other
better, and I often regret the tattling sysWe were absent from this city when the
tem which prevails so geneially, and from first eight pages were put to press, so that
which 1 grieve to say many, of whom it we could not correct the proof. A few
would be uncharitable not to think favour- typographical errors, we perceive, have
ably on the whole, are nevertheless not escaped the proof-reader. They are not
exempt. It is, indeed, a striking instance so serious, however, but that an ordinarily
of our natural self-deception, that persons intelligent perdon can correct them ioi
who would quite shrink from committing himself.

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TOCOME.
44
And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KING*
DOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people.
It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and itself
shall stand for
ever.11—DANIEL.

JOHN THOMAS, ED.

RICHMOND, VA., April, 1852.

THE WORLD'S PROSPECTS.
That the age is, in many respects, a
needy one, few will wholly question.
Even the self-satisfied and vain-glorious
enthusiasts of progress feel that there is
much awanting. They scoff at any symptom of what they call retrogression;
they smile at those who are disposed to
stand still; and they urge on progress,
with all the buoyancy of young hope,
fearing neither precipitancy nor impetuosity. Impatient of the past, save as a
repository of antique relics; hardly tolerant of the present, except as a necessary
round in the upward ladder, they press
forward into the future, (man's future,
alas!) and dream or prophesy of infinite
progression spreading wide before them:
and all achieved by their own wisdom and
•tren^th!
It 18 strange to hear these men boasting
of what is lying before them as the result
of modem enlightenment. Each morning,
AS they look forth at their window upon
the world and its prospects, the horizon
term Η to widen, the atmosphere to clear,
and the sun to gather intenser and more
healing radiance. "Glorious prospect!"
they exclaim, in rapturous musing. "Glorious prospect!" Intellect has now come
of age; and having attained its long-deferred majority, it is going forth in the ripeness and freedom of its manhood, to do
battle with evil and ignorance and misrule, assured of returning, ere long, laden
with the spoils of victory,—these spoils a
regenerated world!
The thought of their heart is, that the
world's true day has dawned at l a s t light has arisen—darkness must make way
for it;—the progress, once "begun, must
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accelerate in speed;—the wave, once set
in motion, even far out in mid-ocean, must
swell and rise, sending out on every side
its bright circles, nor resting till its farspread ripples have laid down their freight
of blessings upon every shore of earth.
These things they predict with ready confidence,—becoming prophets themselves
while condemning others for venturing to
pry into the prophetic Word of God.
Visions of splendour float out before them,
and they cannot away with those who suggest that possibly these may be but man's
visions,—^-nay, perchance pictures conjured
up by the god of this world, in order the
more surely to mislead their hopes, and,
by bewildering their fancv, to entangle
their steps more cruelly in tiis snares.
Yet even with them there is at times a
misgiving. Their confidence wavers, if
it does not wholly give way. An uneasy
feeling steals over them that there is perhaps more of show and less of solidity—
more of surface and less of depth—more
of hollownese and less of reality—more of
galvanic impulse and less of natural vitality about the present state of things,
than they are at other times willing to admit. Some untoward circumstance, some
disastrous stroke of evil, crushing fond
hopes and laying bare abysses of evil
hitherto undream pt of startle them into
the unwelcome suspicion that their hopes
were too high and full. Some strange occurrence, bringing out awfully to the light
the deep and unchanged selfishness of man,
shakes their confidence in the rapid pro*
^ress of the race. Some terrific discovery,
in some corner of one of our vast cities,
for instance, of masses of suffering and
pollution, undissolved and undiminished by
the enlightenment of the age, nay, augmenting and fermenting, alarms them.
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Some overwhelming personal calamity, sick creation, they have hardly thought*of
making their heart to bleed at every pore, inquiring into.
Something of this becomes visible in the
convinces them that sorrow is still the condition of our being here, that the curse is great literary thinkers of the day. They
still unrepealed, and that there is an in- once hoped) nay, were confident; now
cubus lying upon our race, which sets they begin almost to despair. Democracy
limits to all progress, and must continue to and despotism, kings and people, learned
weigh us down till lifted off by an Al- and unlearned, are all brought under their
satire and scorn. Let us listen to one of
mighty hand.
Of this class, some still remain confi- them.* His complaints and cries are, if
dently hopeful, in spite of disappointment not wholly inarticulate, at least sadly con»
and retardation. Lighthearted and buoy- fused and contradictory. He looks abroad
ant, they refuse to look at anything but upon the world, but it is without a Bible
brightness, and easily laugh off all symp- in his hand. He speaks eloquently of the
toms of rising gloom. They have cast world's evils, but the "everlasting Gostheir theory of the world in the mould of pel," the good news of the death and retheir own sanguine nature, and to part surrection of God's incarnate Son, are not
with that gay theory would be parting within the circle of his remedies, f He
with half their nature—would be cutting points, though with trembling finger, to a
off a right hand or plucking out a right " New Era;" but he has not learnt that
eye. They hold fast their self-flattery— that era is to be introduced by no less an
their world-flattery, in spite of adverse advent than that of the King of kings.
Thus he writes of our day :—
events, however numerous and dark.
u
In the days that are now passing over
But there are others whom sore disappointment has sobered, if not solemnized. us, even fools are arrested to ask the meanHope deferred has made their heart sick; ing of them; few of the generations of
and though still in a measure clinging to men have seen more impressive days.
their theories of progress, they are more Days of endless calamity, disruption, disdiffident and less boastful than heretofore. location, confusion worse confounded : if
Sharp experience has schooled them into they are not days of endless hope too,
patience, and pulled down their high con- then they are days of utter despair. For
ceits. They are more willing to believe it is not a small hope that will suffice, the
that the age's progress is less rapid and ruin being clearly, either in action or in
unbroken than once they imagined. The prospect, universal. There must be a
checks to this progress, the fallings back, new world, if there ie to be any world at
the want of proportion between the parts, all! That human things in our Europe
the counteractions,—these have now a can ever return to the old sorry routine,
more prominent place in their thoughts and proceed with any steadiness or conthan they used to have. The bud that tinuance there ; this small hope is not now
swelled so fully and promised so fairly, a tenable one. These days of universal
some ten or twenty years ago, has not ex- death must be days of universal newbirth,
panded according to expectation. It has if the ruin is not to be total and final! It
become sickly in hue, nay, seems to wither, is a Time to make the dullest man conas if blight were on it. Instead of open- sider ; and ask himself, Whence he came?
ing, it seems to close and give token of de- Whither he is bound ?—A veritable "New
cay. A chill has nipped it, or a worm is at Era," to the foolish as well as to the wise."
This is a true picture, so far as it goej.
its root. They have anxiously watched
its progress, and, with heavy hearts, they But the artist could not paint the real darkbegin to suspect that they were premature
*Latter-day Pamphlets, Edited byThoraae
in their rejoicings, and to despair of its ever Carlyle. No. I. The Present Time.
ripening here.
tThis is the theological definition of the
In their case there is danger of misan- Gospel. The "death and resurrection" of
thropy. They begin to despair of a world God's Son are facts upon which the condiwhose maladies will not yield to their skill. tions of the Gospel are predicated, and not
They are on the point of saying, " There the gospel itself. Thie exists in promise only,
is no hope." Progress in man's way, upon and announces that "in Abraham and hit1
all the nations of the earth shall be blessed. *
man's system and by man's strength, they Seed
The writer should have said ** the everlasteee no prospect of; and they have not yet ing gospel, the good news of the kingdom of
learned God's system of the world, the God are not within the circle of his remeDivine theory of progress. God's thoughts dies. " This i · true not only of Carlyle, but
as to the future they have not received— of the clergy also, national and non-conformfoie way and his time of healing the long- ist.-— Editor Heu

Herald of th· Kingdom and Age to Come.
ness of the present nor the glad radiance
of the future, not only because he does
not seem to know, from the oracles of God,
cither the one or the other; but because
both are alike beyond the intensity of any
colours that earth can furnish.
After a striking sketch of the reforming
Pope and his doings, and as vivid a sketch
of the successive European explosions of
1848, intermixed with contemptuous sarcasms, pointed alike at rulers and ruled,
he lets us know to what kind and class of
men Europe owes these convulsions:—
44
The kind of persons who excite or
give signal to such revolutions,—students,
young men of letters, advocates, editors,
hot inexperienced enthusiasts, or fierce and
justly bankrupt desperadoes, acting everywhere on the discontent of the millions and
blowing it into flame,—might give rise to
reflections as to the character of our epoch.
Never till now did young men, and almost
children, take such a command in human
aflkirs. A changed time since the word
Senior (Seigneur, or Elder,) was first deviled to signify *4 lord," or superior;—as
in all languages of men we find it to have
been! Not an honorable document this
cither, as to the spiritual condition of our
epoch. In times when men love wisdom,
the old men will ever be venerable, and be
venerated, and reckoned noble : in times
that love something else than wisdom, and
indeed have little or no wisdom, and see
little or none to love, the old man will
cease to be venerated ;—and looking more
closely, also, you will find that in fact Jie
has ceased to be venerable, and has begun
to be contemptible; α foolish hoy still, a
boy without the graces, generosities and
opulcut strength of young boys. In these
days, whttt of lordship or leadership is
atill to be done, the youth must do it, not
the mature or aged man; the mature man,
hardened into sceptical egoism, knows no
munition but that of liw own frigid cauticms, avarices, mean timidities; and can
lead nowhither towards an object that even
•eerne noble."
What, then, is our ineyitable goal 1 Democracy ! " The god^fhave appointed it
so," save he, speaking the language of
heathenism, as if ashamed to uso the name
of the one Jehovah, God of earth and
heaven. Yet let us listen to the doings of
this democracy, and to Mr. Carlyle's estimate of the praises of its loud-voiced
worshippers:—
" O Heaven! *αβ of the inevitablest
private miseries, to an earnest man in such
circumstances, it this multitudinous efflux
•f oratory and psalmody, from th· uni-

versal foolish human throat; drowning for
the moment all reflection whatsoever, except the sorrowful one that you are fallen
on an evil, heavy laden, long-eared age,
and must resignedly bear your part in the
same. The front wall of your wretched
old crazy dwelling, long denounced by you
to no purpose, having at last fairly folded
itself over, and fallen prostrate into the
street, the floors, as may happen, will still
hang on by the mere beam-ends, and coherency of old carpentry, though in a
sloping direction, and depend there till
certain poor rusty nails and worm-eaten
dovetailings give way :—but is it cheering, in such circumstances, that the whole
household burst forth into celebrating the
new joys of light and ventilation, liberty
and picturesqueness of position, and thank
God that now they have got a house to
their mind ?"
What are his feelings in looking around
him upon the present condition of the
world ? He gives utterance to thoughts
which show a mind ill at ease in reference
to all that is now going on, either abroad
or at home :—
44
This is the sorrow of sorrows : what
on earth can become of us till this accursed enchantment, the general summary
and consecration of delusions, be cast forth
from the heart and life of one and all!
Cast forth it will be; it must, or we are
tending, at all moments,—whitherward I
do not like to name. Alas! and the casting of it out, to what heights and what
depths will it lead us, in the sad universe
mostly of lies and shams and hollow
phantasms, (grown very ghastly now,) in
which, as in a safe home, we have lived
this century or two! To heights and
depths of social and individual divorce
from delusions,—of "reform" in right
sacred earnest, of indispensable amendment, and stern sorrowful abrogation and
order to depart,—such as cannot well be
spoken at present; as dare scarcely be
thought at present; which nevertheless
are very inevitable, and perhaps rather
imminent several of them! Truly we
have a heavy task of work before us;
and there is a pressing call that we should
seriously begin upon it, before it tumble
into an inextricable mass, in which there
will be no working, but only suffering, and
hopelessly perishing!"
Then there comes a glimpse of the
truth. But it is only a glimpse—no more.
With what vagueness he tries to point in
the direction whence the only hope for the
world can come!—
44
To prosper in thi· world, to gain fell-
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city, victory and improvement, either for
it man or a nation, there is but one thing
requisite, That the man or nation can discern what the true regulations of the
Universe are in regard to him and his pursuit, and can faithfully and steadfastly follow these. These will lead him to victory;
whoever it may be that sets him in the
way of these,—were it Russian Autocrat,
Chartist Parliament, Grand Llama, Force
of Public Opinion, Archbishop of Canterbury, M'Croudy the Seraphic Doctor with
his Last-evangel of Political Economy,—
sets him in the sure way to please the
Author of this Universe, and is his friend
of friends, And again, whoever does the
contrary is, for a like reason, his enemy of
enemies. This may be taken as fixed."
Another glimpse of the truth then
comes, yet, like the last, only a glimpse—
a mere faint glimmering—no more. England needs kings—the world needs kings
ay, kings and priests! But where are
they to be found ?—
"England, as 1 persuade myself, still contains in it many kings ; possesses, as Old
Rome did, many men not needing " election" to command, but eternally elected
for it by the Maker Himself. England's
one hope is in these, just now. They are
among the silent, I believe; mostly far
away from platforms and public palaverings ; not speaking forth the image of their
nobleness in transitory words, but imprinting it, each on his own little section of the
world, in silent facts, in modest valiant
actions, that will endure forevermore.
They must sit silent no longer. They are
summoned to assert themselves; to act
forth, and articulately vindicate, in the
teeth of howling multitudes, of a world
too justly maddened into all manner of
delirious clamours, what of wisdom they
derive from God. England, and the Eternal Voices, summon them; poor England
never so needed them as now. Up, be
doing everywhere: the hour of crisis has
verily come! In all sections of English
life, the godmade king is needed;* is
preseingly demand in most; in some, cannot longer, without peril as of conflagration, be dipensed with."
* 1 CU) i n e e u D e b i t e d g o u n i a u e k i n g s a r e

iuf

away from platforms and public orthodox
palaveringe. They are the believers of thr;
gospel of the kingdom who have obeyed it,
and illustrate il by their self-denial and devotion to the truth. The world knows them
not, for they are not of the world, but of
God. When the time arrives, the Eternal
Voice will summon them to a co-operation
in the social and political regeneration of
mankind.—ijcfuqr Her.

Thus, with wild inarticulate moanings
does one of the best representatives of the
age utter his misgivings, nay, despondency.
One cannot understand what he points
at. It seems almost certain that he does
not know it himself. A feeling, profound
and pervading, coming up from the very
depths of his being, that all is wrong, and
that the world's endless convulsions are
abortive efforts to shake off a curse that
cleaves to it as part of its very nature,
seems to labour to unburden itself in his
pages. Strange, sad wailings, from a soul
so gifted ! They are by far the strongest
I and the saddest of creation's groans.
Yet with all this vagueness of complaint, and this still greater vagueness in
pointing to a remedy, we gather from him
I such conclusions as the following :—
1. This world is thoroughly disordered.
All things are out of course. The true
cause he sees not. The moral evil, " the
ineradicable tint of sin," he has no idea of;
nor does he understand how it is that this
should poison all its fountains and blight
all its verdure. This darkness, this sorrow, this toil, this pain, this weariness, this
misrule,—whence come they, save from
sin ? But this one root of bitterness is
not in his philosophy.
2. All tnings in the world are hollow.
They are but semblances, shews, falsehoods. Yes, most true, but in a deeper
sense than he dreamt of.
"Vanity of
vanities, all is vanity." Each man ·* walketh in a vain shew." "The fashion of
tjiis world passeth away." Creation has
truly " been made subject to vanity."
But of this deep, sad hollowness, he does
not speak. It is not easy to understand
what he means by reality and what by
unreality. In the Bible this hollowness
is plainly enough declared. God himself
is awanting. God himself^ we say,—no
mere system of truth,—that fills no void;
no mere heap of abstract attributes,—that
fills no void; no mere speculation about
" wisdom" or " nobleness," or the "Divine
message" or the " eternal voices,"—that
fills no void ; no burning invective against
"shams" and ^eimulacra," and "semblances,"—that fyis no void; no waving
of banners over the downfall of cheats
and the "bankruptcy of imposture;" this,
alas! is the mere shout of bemazed and
bewildered men, who, dissatisfied with
their present habitation, are exulting in
the conflagration that is levelling it, while
they have not the ve / slenderest idea of
what is to come in its stead, or of what
roof they may have to shelter them from
shower or storm.
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3. It is wisdom that this world needs.
Men have been plunging into thicket alter
thicket, and the world has been a misruled
and miserable outfield, because wisdom is
awanting. The foolish have wielded the
sword and sceptre; now the wise must
seize them and save the world from selfannihilation ! True,—yes, most true. It
is wisdom that earth so sorely is feeling
the want of. But where is it to be had ?
Science says, It is in me ; let me ripen, and
I will right the world. But do we believe
it ? Philosophy says, It is in me ; let me
dive a little deeper and bring up a few
more profundities, and the world will find
a sufficient ruler in me. But do we believe it ? No. We believe not these nor
any of their fellow-boasters. They have
been tried in the balances and found wanting. Their wisdom will not do much for
such a world as ours. We need something deeper .and broader,—higher and
holier than they can furnish. It is Divine
wisdom that we need. Wisdom, it must
be, that comes from God himself; not
speculation, but truth; not an opinion,
but a certainty ; not expediency, but eternal principle. Without this " wisdom
that cometh from above," what is " earnestness," of which so much is spoken ?
It is a feeling without an object. And
what will such feeling do for a world composed of such materials as ours? With»·
out this wisdom, what is the detection of
" shams" and '* cheats" but the discovery
that all is wrong,—most thoroughly wrong.
But will that set us right? Will the
knowledge of my poverty bring riches in
upon me like a Hood ?
4. We must ascertain the true law of
the universe; and until this " new rockbaeie" comes to light, all must be confusion worae confounded. What more true
than thiH? Vet what this true law is, or
when· thiit rock-basis is to be found, Mr.
Carlyle does not inform us. Evidently
hr knows not. Jehovah's purpose,—that
jmrpciHe which man is righting against,
hut which is holding on its steadfast way
in Hpite of man,—this is the law of the
universe, and it shall stand. In so far as
our pur|)osc8 are co-ordinate with this, in
to far as we huve been brought Xo be at
one with God in reference to the movements and nrowpects of this world, to that
extent we have discovered this true law,
—this law of laws to which this world
•hall vet conform,—a law apparently turned abide for a season; nay, thwarted and
defied, but which is moving on as steadily
to iu ieeuee and developments as this system of our», in the midst of apparent
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crossings and recrossings, is moving round
its great central sun ! Jehovah's purpose!
The purpose of the God only wise! His
purpose to bring good out of evil, holiness
out of sin, honor out of dishonour; his
purpose to make this sad earth comely
and blessed, more than Canaan under
Solomon, or Paradise under Adam; his
purpose to glorify his Incarnate Son on
this earth, where his blood had been shed,
his grace rejected, his name cast out as
evil, and his authority set at nought. This
is the purpose round which all present
events are clustering, however rugged they
seem, towards which all movements are
tending, and in which the history of man
and his earth shall be consummated i*
5. We must have kings and priests to
rule. But who are they ? According to
Mr. Carlyle, philosophers such as himself;
according to Scripture, the *' redeemed
from among men." According to Mr. C.t
the true kings are the men of intellect and
genius; according to God, they are men
who have become fools for Christ's sake,
who have identified themselves with hia
despised Son, and are content to wait for
their thrones till the day of his return»
According to Mr. C , the true priesthood
are the men who have entered the sacred
groves aud temples of science or philosophy, or song,—conversing with nature,
uttering mysterious oracles, and so "fulfilling their mission." According to God,
they are men who have taken their stand
beside the altar of the Divine burnt-offering, who have washed their robes and
made them white in the blood of the
Lamb.f It is worth our while to notice
that the philosophers of our day seem to.
have got some glimpse of the idea of a
royal priesthood,—a conjunction between
the offices of priest and king. Of God'a
purpose in this respect they know
nothing. Yet king and priest seem to
be united in their minds as the true
conjunction by which the world is to
be ruled. Somehow or other they have
caught a passing gleam of this mighty
truth, and some of the truest things they
write are concerning this;—vaguely
enough, imperfectly enough, yet still as if
groping their way darkly to this great
idea yet to be developed in the world's
*Gou'e purpose, is to set up a kingdom iu
Palestine under Christ, to whom and hia
brethren he will give the donrnion over all
nations with eternal life and glory.—Editor
Her,
tBy believing the things concerning the
kingdom of God, nnd the name of Jeeug
Christ, and being immersed, both men and
women—Acts viii. 12.—Editor Her,
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coming history, when God brings in, not
merely his royal priest, his Divine Melchizedek, but his royal priesthood, the
glorious band of ransomed men, by means
of whom he is to rule this world in righteousness and show the wondering universe i
what true kingship is, what true priesthood is, and how the holy union of these
two sacred offices is the perfection of all
rule, the eternal* basis of a happy earth,
the eternal link between himself and creation, between the things above and the
things beneath, the things celestial ami the
things terrestrial. Now that union is impossible. It is fraught with unspeakable I
peril. Such offices cannot be trusted in '
the hands of imperfect men. The attempt
to unite them has been the root of the
earth's heaviest and most intolerable woes.
But then the union shall be effected, when
the true Melchizedek arrives to ascend the
priestly-royal throne, and, under him, the
perfection of all government shall be exhibited in the hands of holy men, of men
who passed through humiliation like his
own, knowing nothing here but obedience,
patience, sorrow, weakness; and then
shall it be truly seen how they only can
rightly rule who have learned to sutler
and obey.
In conclusion, let us say, that we have
seldom heard such a cry of despair as
comes from this strange pamphlet. It is
one of the saddest and most affecting signals of distress hung out in these last days
in behalf of a wrecked and sinking world.
H e who raises it has done and spoken the
utmost that his philosophy can devise for
the last twenty years. !But it is all in
vain. The world lies broken and helpless.
Ite men of might cannot find their hands.
The crisis is approaching when, its utter
ruin having been demonstrated and its utter powerlessness made visible, God shall
interpose to renew it,—sweeping off the
long curse,—brightening its sad skies,—
binding its rebel prince, and introducing
the glad age of righteousness under the
sway of the Virgin's Son.— Quart. Journ,

Proph.
•Millennial basis.—Editor Her.

BIRTHPLACE OP TRUTH.
•* When were the boundaries of knowledge ever enlarged without patient and
persevering effort, or without exciting the
antagonistic influences of Ignorance and
Scepticism? W e must remember that,

·* Every new truth is born in a manger.11
—S. H. W.

EXCURSION TO HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA.
ANY

GOOD IN NOVA SCOTIA?—RICHMOND MEN-

TALITY UNCONGENIAL TO THE TRUTH—OBLIGED TO SPEAK JN THE WOODS NEAR LLTTLE
PLYMOUTH AND D U N N S V I L L E — T H E P U B L I C ' !
F R E E MEETING· HOUSE COVERTLY SEIZED
UPON BY THE CAMIBELLITE L E A D E R S — A R «
RIVE IN BALTIMORE—SPEAK AT COCHITUATE
H A L L IN BOSTON—OUR COMMISSION TO
PREACH—ARRIVE AT S T . JOHN'S, N E W B R U H S WICK—SOON LEAVE FOR WINDSOR IN NO-VA,
S C O T I A — A R R I V E IN H A L I F A X — S P E A K AT
THE N E W TEMPERANCE H A L L — O U R OPERATIONS T H E R E — O U R DOCTRINE REGARDED AS
SOMEWHAT TREASONABLE—WE EXPLAIN—
N A T U R E OF OUR RECEPTION AT H A L I F A X RETURN TO B O S T O N — A R R I V E IN N E W Y O R E
STRANGE VOICES T H E R E — L E C T U R E AT HOPE
C H A P E L , BROADWAY—A WORD TO ADVENTI S T S — A N IMPORTANT Q U E R Y — R E T U R N TO
B A L T I M O R E — T H E N C E TO RICHMOND.

On Friday before the 4th Lord's day
in September, we set out from Richmond
on our journey to Halifax in Nova Scotia,
to which place we had been invited by a
friendly community, styling itself " Tht

Christian Association11—a name signifying a company of professors claiming to

be Christians. This is the character assumed by the congregations of all sects,
except the Jews ; and is therefore not distinctive. But the congregation in Halifax styles itself "the Christian Association," from which it may be inferred that
whatever are the pretensions of other
Haligonian assemblies, that meeting at
the Harmonic Hall is the only genuine
one in Halifax—its own members being
judges. This is high ground, and the assumption should operate as a motive to
superior excellence, which, if not yet attained, will, we hope, be the laudable ambition of every one there who has the
interests of the truth at heart.
Having been invited, then, we departed
as we have said, on an exploring expedition. ** Oh! go to Nova Scotia with youf"
is vernacularly about as kind a wish as
" Go to Jericho I11 W e had no, very exalted ideas of things going by the name
of Nova Scotia. W e had heard that the
British, steamers touched there on their
way to Boston—a sort of "touch and go"
once a week in summer; and that an eccentric sort of judge, one Sam Slick, of
the Haliburton species, of the genus homo,
and class mammalia, applied the law when
thought expedient and safe among the foge
and fisheries of the inhospitable north:—
but what mammoth steamers and literary
judges, thing* pertaining to the civilize*
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world, could want in the modern Jericho,
we could not pretend to say ! We concluded» however, that we would go and
explore the country, and see how the land
lay, if there were any save when the tide
were out.
But before we could get there we had
to make our way over some thousand
miles of nver, land, and sea ; and to pass
through Baltimore, New York, Boston,
Eastport, and St. John's; the last being
in the province of New Brunswick, another outlaying region of Yankee civilization. Richmond, then, was at one end of
the expedition and Halifax at the other;
but Richmond, though " a fine city," is no
more to be compared to Halifax, than is
the mentality of Constantinople with the
quidnunckery of ancient Athens. Here
the minds of the people are in a perfect
lethargy. There is no spirit of inquiry
among them. What they shall eat, what
they shall drink, wherewithal they shall be
clothed, and how they can make money,
appear to be the loftiest flights of which
their " immortal souls'' are capable. Our
experience of this place in connection with
the word of truth is, that the truth is too
grand for the comprehension, too self-denying for the carnality, too exalted and
Termed for the ignobleness of the people.
We have had persons here, too numerous
to mention, who have professed a zeal for
it, that have done more to imure it, and
those who advocate it, by their malpractices, than they could possibly have done
by the most overt and fiercest hostility.
The truth is not to blame for this. It is
good seed, incorruptible, and calculated
to bring forth good fruit; but, however
good the seed, it will be choaked and
perish if the «oil into which it is sown be
J'oul with thorn*, briars, weeds and pebbles. Educated in superstitions, strong
fleshly propensities and the love of the
world pre-occupy the soul, sear the conscience, and render it callous. Tin's is
the soil for the most part that has hitherto
presented itself for tillage in this Betheaida ot the South. It lias all, with but
few exceptions, been broken up, or fallowed, by the husbandmen Of the Bethanian Vineyard here. Instead of preparing the land well, breaking up the clods,
fertilizing it, and sowing it with good seed,
they just skimmed over the surface with
the rudest implements, and sowed the
ground with cheat. The consequences
have been most calamitous. Most of
lho«e we have had the misfortune to do
with eeem to be pre-eminently incurable.
The truth has no power over them. They
have professed it so long as it has served
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their turn; and when this hath been answered they have thrown off the mask,
and turned aside to Satan. Ο Lord, thou
God of truth and righteousness, how long
ere thou will arise and vindicate thy way
in all the earth ? Shall thy truth for ever
be the sport of fools, a mantle for hypocrisy, and reproached by evil-minded and
wicked men ? Thou hast for a long time
kept silence and refrained thyself, as thou
hast said; Ο that thou wouldst rend the
heavens and come down, and utter thy
voice out of Zion as on Sinai in the days
of old : that the ungodly and the sinners
may no more insult thy holy name!
We directed our course from this city
to Tappahannock, in Essex county, where
we took the steamer for Baltimore. On
our way thither we addressed the people
at Acquinton, and in King & Queen, and
Essex counties. The interest created by
our former visit to these sections of the
State, had opeiated unfavourably upon
the peoples' leaders, who in all ages have
ever caused them to err. As they could
show their displeasure in no other way,
they determined to put their neighbors to
all the inconvenience they could, and to
compel them as much as possible to stay
at home. In this policy they succeeded to
a considerable extent; for having excluded them from the meeting houses, there
was no alternative but to betake themselves to the woods, or remain at home.
The majority, who wished to hear, absented themselves, tearing to sit in the
forest for two hours in the sickly season.
We drove twenty miles on Monday
morning to a stopping-place about three
miles below Little Plymouth, where we
found a gathering of people in the woods,
within a few hundred yards of two ample
meeting houses belonging to the Baptists
and Methodists. A stand had been prepared, but as it faced the wind, which was
rather fresh, it was demolished, and another erected of cord wood, that happened to be on the ground, over·laid with the
boards. Here we took up our position,
and, with our hat upon our head, after the
Jewish synagogue fashion, addrt?ssed an
attentive audience about two hours. It
may be a gratification to the Methodist
and Baptist leaders of that circuit to
know, that they inconvenienced us as
well as their fellow-citizens greatly. Our
health was much deranged by the Fall
weather, having been seized with emesis
at the moment oi departure from Richmond, with loss of appetite and debility ;
so that a two hours1 discourse in the open
air, where the voice was unconfined, and
the wind maintained an incessant rustling
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shut your doors, we will open others.
We will have a house of our own in which
truth and error may be canvassed freely ;
and as we are not selfish, and have no
pecuniary interests at stake which the
truth can jeopard, we invite you, and all
who differ from you, to address us under
our roof, that we may see the light if any
shines among you." Generous and enlightened public, worthy art thou of praise!
All gratitude to thee for securing to the
truth an open door, which timid errorists
can never shut.
Thou hast provided
poor wandering, homeless truth a shelter,
and none henceforth can turn her out of
door's, exposed to sit upon the ground,
scorched with the noonday sun, or chilled
by the shivering blast. Ah ! reader, the
children of error are wiser in their generation than the friends of light. The public
that built " the Rappahannock" has been
duped, cheated, mockedl The Campbell»
ite leaders, no better principled than other
sectarian leaders, having induced the public to build " a free house " have secured
it to themselves, and had it recorded as
their own in the clerk's office at Tappahannock, where Mr. A. B. Magruder, a
lawyer, and our co-worker and fellow-traveller, ascertained the fact by examining
the record on the following Friday. The
On Wednesday we had to betake ourgospel of the Kingdom and name oi
selves to the woods again, about a hunJesus, which is the truth, and no man
dred yards, or thereabouts, from the
can refut it, is shelterless in sight of the
Campbellite meeting house, as it is called,
public's free house. It is denied admit*
styled also "the Rappahannock." Oh,
tance by those who used to boast of their
the lamentations that used to ascend, with
earnest desire to ·· prove all things," and
upturned faces and uplifted hands, to the
their readiness to hear even Satan him·
ekies, about Baptist persecution and illibeself, so confident were they that " the an*
rality in shutting " i/s, )l the pure-iiearted,
cient gospel," or the truth, was with
the ineek, the much-abused, the prove-allthem ! But Ο how the times are changed,
things, the courageous, yet peaceable, " reand the reformers with them! They,
formers," out oi their pulpits and conwho used to be always talking about their
venticles ! The public never heard the
religion, now talk of nothing less. They
last of these Jeremiads until their own
have shut themselves up in their houses,
conduct convicted them of the same " unand turned the truth as a houseless begrighteousness." They now know experigar from their doors!
mentally how the Baptists felt respecting
them. They are now the illiberal and
Mr. M. and ourself having addressed
unrighteous persecutors, to use the style the people under our hats in the woods,
of the late Ι. Μ. Η., our zealous adver- gave notice that we would meet them
sary, and apostle oi' their faith. The pub- next day at Tappahannock. This ap«
lic was dinned with their tales of suffer- pointment we fulfilled at the old Episcopal
ing for conscience sake until its sympathy church there, he in the morning and we
was excited, and it responded to their ap- in the evening of Thursday. Next day
peal to build a meeting house which should at noon we embarked on the steamer for
be free to all who would preach with the Baltimore, where we arrived next mornprivilege of reply to what they said. Could ing, and proceeded forthwith to quarters
any thing be more liberal and just ? Sure- under the hospitable roof of our friend,
ly that public deserves commendation that Mr. William Lemmon, who is not only a
stood between the persecutors and their believer of the word, but also a doer of
victims, saying, " Ο ye Sects, ye shall its work.* He has " looked into the per·
not prevent the people from hearing both feet law of liberty,'1 and now rejoicegj?
•idee of all religious questions. If ye
•James i. 22—25.
of leaves and brandies over-head, was a
very disconcerting, annoying, and fatiguing condition of affairs. It was difficult
to speak and difficult to be heard. Both,
however, wei'e accomplished ; and none
materially suffered from the incidents of
the case, but the dog-in-the-manger party
whose bigotry is condemned and despised by the more liberal of their own
friends. We hope our friend down there,
by whom we were induced to break
ground in that locality, will get Elpis Israel or the Herald, or both, well circulated
among his neighbours The way to break
up the clerical monopoly is to enlighten
the people. This is better than building
meeting houses. The loss of a day or so,
occasionally, in getting subsciibers, would
not be felt. " No one," it is said, " can
read these works attentively, and not become intelligent in the Word of God. Il
the people would only study Elpis Israel,
and compare what is written there with
the scripture references* a great revolution would be effected in their views of
religious men and things.5> From this
opinion we do not dissent; and whatever
may be its demerits, of this we are certain, that the clergy cannot refute it. We
should like to see them try !
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being "free indeed."* He made usas comfortable as it was possible; we only ttad
to regret that our impaired health u η tilted
us for the full enjoyment of his goodness
EApecting us a day earlier, the public had
been invited to meet us on the previous
evening; but as we did not appear, our
host had 10 entertain the people with
viands from his own larder, where there
is always something for them who hunger
and thirst after the righteousness of God
—more, we suspect, than he has hitherto
found a demand for; for, if Baltimore he
any thing like Richnjond, there will be no
commodity there less sought after than
•'the bread which comes down from
heaven." But this is dtaiacteristic of the
limes» and a sure indication that " the
fulness of the Gentiles'' hath almost, if
not quite» u come in.' f
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port, in Maine. W e passed the night at
sea, which was rather rough, but not
enough to make us sick, though some of
our company were not so fortunate. As
we neared the land, we had an interesting
ν ew of the iron-bound coast, against
whose rocks the impetuous billows burst,
and in divers places rushing up the precipces fell hack into the sea in beautiful
cascades of foaming waters. The weather
being clear and pleasant, we enjoyed the
scene much from the steamer's upper deck.
This is a d.ingerous coast, with wind and
water in shore. It would not be a mere
stranding, but a crash to atoms instantly
to ttte unfortunate vessel that should be
wrecked there. Having steamed along
the coast for some time, and passed Ma·
chias Bay, we came between the main
land and Grand Menan island, belonging
Having fulfilled our appointments in to Biitain. We continued on this course
Baltimore, we parted company with out until we arrived off the light house, when
fellow-traveller, and embarked on board we passed between two rocks and entered
the steamer for Philadelphia. Next morn- the beautiful land-locked harbour of Lubec,
ing we left this city for New York via formed by the Maine shore and the BritCamden and Amhoy railway, and arrived ish island of Campobello. From this we
there in the afternoon. Our stay here was passed through a strait into the Eastport
brief; for we left on Saturday morning harbor. The scenery here is very tine.
for Boston^ where we arrived about 5 P. Both these harbors are in PassamaquodM. On Sunday morning we were waited dy Bay, which heads up at the St. Croix
on at our hotel by two friends, Mr. P. river, dividing Maine from New BrunsDickenson, of that city, and Mr. Joseph wick» and is studded with small islands in
Pierce, of Rochester, who proposed our various directions. At Eastport we changaccompanying them to Cochituate Hall, ed the Admiral for the Creole, which,
where their brethren met for worship. steams between this harbor and Si. John's,
W e agreed with pleasure. We were in* N. B» Alter getting out of Passama*
viled to address the meeting ; but before quoddy into the Bay of Fundy, there is
we took the stand to do so, a Mr. Need- nothing remarkably interesting in the
ham, well known among the Advent route. We arrived at St. John's about 9
friends, not aware of the proposal just P. M. The tide rises here some forty or
made to us, entered and took the chair. fifty feet, and in other parts of the Bay to
H e spoke morning and afternoon on the sixty and seventy feet,and that withsucli
Throne of David, and God is love; and rapidity that cattle feeding on the shore
at night we addressed them on the "no are often overtaken and drowned.
great ioire/io/1.1' After the congregation
Our travelling bag being chalked (for it
was Uiatniitbed, a person remarked to us, was not examined) by the custom-house
betore several, that we had spoken with officer, we were permitted to leave the
•o much assurance of the truth of what Creole. W e were soon after in bed at
we had said, that he wanted to know if the St. John's hotel at the head of King's
we bad a call to preach the gospel ? We street. The accommodation was respectreplied that we bad, and would read him able and the charge moderate. The table
our commission ; upon which we read was well furnished with excellent viands,
these words—·» Let him that hearcth (un- well prepared, attentively served, and
deratandeth)say Come.'''—We believe we eaten by the guests with a deliberation not
understand me mailer, therefore we ppeak usual in the States. All the talk we heard
assuredly ; and say, .·· Let him thai is was about New Brunswick politics, for it
•thiist, come. And whosoever will, lei was election lime, and the question of the
bun take the wai**r of tile freely."£
railway from Halifax to Quebec, through
Oa Monday, Oct. 13th, at nuon, we Ν. Β., was to be acied on at the ensuing
embarked on board the Admiral for East- session of the provincial legislature. The
pro and con, with respect to this, was
•Joiia fin. 31—36.
tKom. zi. 25.
therefor· th· test of fellowship (etweea
JRev, xxii. 17.
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the electors and the candidates who solicited their suffrages.
We had no acquaintances in this place,
and were therefore anxious to get on. We
heard that a steamer was to leave for
Windsor in Nova Scotia on Wednesday at
11 P. M. It was quite dark when we descended some twenty feet from the wharf,
to what we were told was the deck of the
boat. About ten feet more down a narrow
gang-way brought us to the lower deck;
and about eight feet still lower, to the
cabin floor. In this descent by lantern
glimmer, we could discern that we had
got into a vile place; but we had paid
our four dollars and there was no help for
it. All we can say is, that it is a disgrace
to St. John's, or Saint Anybody's city, to
allow such a crazy, filthy, unseaworthy
boat to leave its wharf as a passenger
craft. She had been used to convey cattle all the summer. She had been on the
rocks one**, on shore another time, and
run into by a vessel a third. One of her
paddles was broke, her bulwarks were
stove in, and her engine exceedingly asthmatic. We were consoled, however, with
the assurance that it was her last voyage,
as she was condemned to be broken up!.
She had two passengers, and a chest of
drawers for freight ; quite a profitable trip
when it is considered that it cost the
owner «£17 to coal her for the trip ! We
were seventeen hours creeping along
from St. John's to Windsor, with the tide
in our favor from 10 A. M. to 4 P. M.,
about 150 miles, a little over eight miles
an hour. The scenery and weather were
fine enough. W e found the tide very
strong against us between Holt's island
and Cape Blow-me-down. It is said to
run there about seven miles an hour. On
round'ng the cape, we entered the Basin
of Menas, on both side· of which the
country is highly improved. The region
around Windsor is styled "the Garden of
Nova Scotia." It is certainly deserving
of the name. It is as pleasant and pretty
a country in the summer as can be found
in North America. Short seasons, however, are felt to be a serious hindrance to a
satisfactory pursuit of agriculture.
Arrived at Windsor, the residence of
the author of Sam Slick, we desired to
push on to Halifax, about 45 miles distant. But this was impracticable. The
stage did not leave till next morning at 10;
so that we had to exercise patience, and
make ourselves as contented as we could.
Morning came, and with it the stage from
Annapolis. This was the signal for us
to prepare This did not take long, and

we were soon on the road, drawn by six
in hand, to the capital of the peninsula.
At the end of the first stage, which was
fifteen miles, as the weather was so pleasant we proposed to mount the roof that
we might see the country through which
we passed. The driver said there was
no objection, if we did not mind sitting
with Indians. As for that, we had as
soon sit with them as with the pale-faced
driver himself; so we took our place with
the Micmacs, who were as well behaved
as could be wished. The elder Indian
said he was going to Halifax to get some
advice from the doctor for palpitation of
the heart. He did'nt look like a sick man.
His palpitation, we suspect, was either
brought on or kept up by drinking liquor,
for which he seemed to have a considerable relish. This was observable when
we halted at the " Ten-Mile-House," the
last stage on the route. He went to the
Bar and asked for some gin. The landlord, a rough sort of a man, at once a teetotaller and a vender of spirits, poured him
out half a tumbler full, at the same time
denouncing the use of liquor. The Indian, without regarding our suggestion
that it would set him on tire, drank it
down at a draught as if it were only
water. WThy, surely that is enough to
make your heart palpitate! " O h , " said
he, " I take him twice a day : the doctor
tell me so, for the good of my stomach."
A strange ·' medicine man" that same
doctor ! This " Ten-Mile-House" is at
the inland extremity cf Halifax harbor, bynavigators said to be " the finest in the
world." The road winds round the bay,
affording a beautiful view of its shores.
About three miles from the city we passed
a dilapidated residence of royalty, a present type of what it will be itself in a few
more years—royalty in ruins. Many
years ago the Duke of Kent, father of the
present Queen of England, resided here
as commander of the forces in Nova Scotia. For the last fifteen or twenty miles
we had found the country exuberant!?
prolific of rocks, abounding in building
materials of this character as much as
New England itself. The nearer we approached to Halifax, the more productive
the hidden soil appeared ; so that in clearing the land, the labor seems not to have
been in hewing down the forest, but in
picking off the rocks to find it! But,
here we are at the terminus at last about
6 P.M.
Halifax is the capital of Nova Scotia,
situated on a descent from the table-land
to the margin of the set. It is a strongly
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fortified place, with a garrison, if we remember right, of about 3500 infantry.
From the Common overlooking the Atlantic arises a hill on which ihe citadel is
built, commanding both the land and sea.
Being the seat of government and a garrison town, society is more aristocratically
constituted than in other parts of the province, or in larger towns of the United
Slates. If the troops and government
were removed, Halifax would soon degenerate to an inconsiderable fishing town.
These, however, are its life, and will doubtless continue to be so, until its railway to
Quebec comes into operation, when it
will derive new vigor and enlargement
from this great work. Its religious constitution differs little Irom other towns in
America, except that the Church of England is by law established. From what
we could learn, the people are not much
devoted to their ecclesiastical organizations. They are nut generally satisfied
wiih their teachers. If they read the
scriptures and think at all for themselves,
how can they be satisfied! It is impossible.
We commenced operations at the Temperance Hall on Sunday, Oct. 19th. This
is an ample place, newly erected, and able
to contain about 1400 people, and well
lighted with gas. Much ol the time we
remained in Halifax was very stormy ;
nevertheless, audiences very respectable
both for numbers and social position convened to listen to the things we had to
speak. On Sunday evening there may
have been a thousand present, and on
weekrnighis from six to seven hundred oi
alt classes, civil, military, and ecclesiastical.
We broke ground by showing that the
subject matter of the gospel was a kingdom and the tilings related to it, which
God intended to manliest in Palestine. It
ν*** therefore styled ·· the Gospel of the
Kingdom"—glad tidings to every one that
believes them concerning the kingdom,
through which blessedness comes upon
«II nations; and glory, honor, and eternal
life to all who shall possess it. We spoke
also of repentance and remission of sins
through the name of Jesus, to all who
lovingly believed this gospel and were
baptized into the name of the Holy Ones.
W e unfolded the nature of the kingdom ;
where it was to be, who were its subjects,
and rulers, and what its covenants and
dominion. On week nights we called the
attention of the public to Russia and the
roiaaion assigned it in the prophets; and
to "England, its Future in relation to
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Russia and the Jews." These lectures,
ihe latter especially, brought out the men
of war. Several of the officers of the
ganison attended; and at the conclusion
of that on England, two of them tendered
us their thanks for ·' the interesting
lectures by which they had been so much,
edified and instructed." The impiession
thus far seems to have been generally
pretty good, if the following notice in one
of the papers may be regarded as a criterion :
" LECTURES.—We beg to call the attention of the public to the Lectures of
Doctor Thomas, at the Temperance Hall.
The Doctor appears lo be intimately acquainted with his subject, and both as an
eloquent orator and a scholar will well
repay those who feel inclined to attend.
W e recommend all who are interested in
the Great Question, what is to be the
destiny of the world, to avail themselves
of hearing the Doctor, as his sojourn
among us will be short."
On the following Lord's day we continued the subject of the former Sunday ;
and at night spoke of the approaching
overthrow of all government, which
were essentially usurpations of the rights
of God, and political embodiments of the
evil and sin of the world wherever they
existed. They were incorporations of the
power of those who, as the scriptures say,
" destroy the earth," that is, the people.
That the purpose of God is to take possession of them, and to destroy the destroyers; and to assume the goverpment
of the world Himself, when the kingdoms
will become His and the King's whom
He shall appoint to rule the world in
righteousness: for the first time it will
have beea so ruled since nations and kingdoms have existed upon the earth.
This discourse seems to have fallen
with some effect upon ihe sensitiveness of
a portion of our hearers, being particular
friends of the Queen's government. On
Monday, Oct. 27th, we received the following note from the Province Building,
or Palace of the Provincial Majesty : —
" Dr. Thomas was understood by some
oi his hearers on Sunday evening to reflect on existing governments, including
that of Great Britain, in terms unlavor·
able to the allegiance of the subject or the
support of authority. From such an imputation the writer has, to the extent of
his influence, defended Dr. T., although
believing that his language might bear the
construction mentioned.
·' Perhaps Dr. T. will not object to re-
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move, in a brief manner, on Tuesday
evening, the impiession which his words
conveyed, as it is presumed, unintentionally."
The above was without signature; bur
from the messenger who brought it, it
was ascertained whence it came. On
Tuesday evening, which was our last
lecture, we gave the explanation soueht.
We readily admitted that we did reflect
upon every government extant, imperial,
regal» and republican; and should rejoice
in succeeding to detach many people from
allegiance to them. Py this, however,
we did not mean (o say, that we would
advise (hem to rebel against authority, or,
if in a state of rebellion, that we would
promote it. We inculcate the duty of all
we succeed in detaching from their allegiance, being peaceable and quiet subjects of whatever government they may
happen to live under; for the apostle
saith, ·· Let every sou| be subject to the
higher powers." W e se^k to transfer the
allegiance of their hearts from the god ot
the world, his governments, and their
honors and glory, to the God of the future
state, to his King, and to his kingdom and
glory. W e do reflect upon the world's
governments.
They are all absolutely
evil, and only relatively to one another
good, better, and best. They are usurpations of the rights of God, who, being the
creator and benefactor of men, has alone
the right to rule them for his own glory
and honor, which is impossible so long as
the dominion oi the world is in the hands
of its present rulers. He gave men *'dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the fowl of the air, and over the cattle,
and over ail the earth and upon every
creeping thing that creepeth upon the
earth ;"* but H e reserved to himself the
sovereignty over man whom he had
<' created in his own image after his own
likeness. But they rebelled against Him,
and the result thus far is the history of the
past. W e reflect on all governments because, furthermore, they rule for the ag
grandizement ot their own selfishness
and not for the promotion of truth, righteousness, and the pood of the people
Still, evil and wicked as they are, we do
not wish to see them dethroned by the
people, who would probably do no better;
yet if they did rebel, we would do nothing
against them, neutrality in respect of al
belligerents being the duty of a Christian
until the Lord come. W e desire the establishment of a holy, righteous, and jus
government over all the earth—a univer-

sal dominion that ^hail comprehend all
nations, and make them sing for joy and
uladness of heart, because of the blessedness they experience under its reign. But
this is at present impossible; for neither
have the world's rulers nor the people, intelligence, wisdom, virtue, or power
enough to accomplish it. We, therefore,
and all we can induce to swear allegiance
to Jehovah's King, 'ire passive and calm
observers of events. We take part neither
with the people nor their oppressors, but
protest against the wickedness of both.
In Rome, Vienna, St. Petersburg, or Constantinople, though we abhor all their
tyrannies with profound disgust, we ·· render to them all their dues/' if their demands do not necessitate the violation of
the divine law, for " it is better to obey
God than men," come what may. We
bide our time. We wait with patience
the coming crisis-^-the time of action for
the saints. The people and (he governments will have fought out their battle
when the Day of the Lord shall come.
Down-trodden, crushed, destroyed, the
ruled will be hopeless of redemption by
the hand of man. The triumph of evil
and its wickedness will be great ;* but the
power of Him who shall bind and punish
nf will be greater. A glorious day will
that be to them whom he shall honor " to
execute the judgment wrilten."%
The
period of inactivity will have passed away;
and the power of the enemy shall no
longer ·· prevail against" the Saints of
God. The sword of the avenger will
| ihen be committed to them, and " thef
shall take away his dominion to consume
land destroy it unto the end."φ
' After this manner we removed briefly,
or, perhaps, deepened ! the impression
which our words conveyed on Sunday
eve. We know not which, but in conclusion, we added, that the note in hand
was quite an interesting and somewhat
gratifying incident. It proved to us that
we must be preaching a doctrine identical,
or at least very much Jike that taught by
Paul in days of yore. Thus, he went to
Thessalonica to preach Christ unto them,
and in doing so ti»ey raist-d a clamour
against him, declaring that he " did contrary to the decrees ol Caesar, saying that
there is another King, one Jesus.'fl What
would Ca^ar or his friends have cared
about Paul's announcing < ; another king"
if they did not understand him to teach
that the country of his dominion was that
already ruled by Csesar, and that conse·
•Joel iii. 13. tRev. xx. 2. }:PP. cxlix.
{Dan· vii 26.
||Ac(· xrii. 7.
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quently the contemporary existence οι desire to be at liberty that we may revolt
Caesar's power and Christ's was impossi- Britain, and by convincing them of our
ble ? Paul did preach ·· another king'' for accuracy, urge this as the earnest of our
the nations than the Caesar, or the Czar, correctness in defining the Gospel and
who shall be found oppressing them at stating the conditions upon which alone
his appearing j and he went on first to believers can be saved. Our welcome at
Berea, and then to Athens, proclaiming Halifax was in striking contrast with the
the commandment of the God of Israel lethargy and indifference of people here
that they should repent, or turn to Him, in regard to the great things in the Word
because He was going to rule the world of God. Why should it be so—is it cliWho
in righteousness by another king whom mate, flesh, institutions, or what?
He had prepared for the purpose. If the can tell? W e hope that the friends there
clergy were to preach the true gospel, they will lestir themselves in behalf of ·· Elpia
would nut be so popular with the C jesars Israel," and the Herald. If our next
as they are. In tact they would not be visit there is to be effective, they must pretolerated by the latter; for it was only pare the minds of their fellow-citizens by
when they confined King Jesus to the our writings. They will then be better
skies, and gave the world to Constantine able to understand us, arrtl to appreciate
and his successors, that they ceased to be what we say as the true interpretation of
persecuted by the imperial power. Let the Word.
them preach the gospel of the kingdom,
We bi'l adieu to Halifax on Saturday,
(but how can they preach that ol which Nov. 1st. On that day at noon we sailed
they are ignorant,) and they will soon find thence for Boston in hope of arriving at
that Absolutism
would pass decrees that city in three days, but our voyage
against them ; and Democracy bribe lewd was extended to five. It was far from
fellows of the baser sort to accuse them being an agreeable one. The brigantine
before the rulets: for persecution in some was too much crowded, and we entered
shape or other has ever been the fate of our name too late to secure a hirth. There
that proclamation which neither glorifies was no help lor it. First come, first
the great, nor flatters the people, but an- served ; and as there was nothing to serve
nounces the purposes of God without re- us with, we had to serve ourselves. The
spect to either.
fare was good and substantial for a marine
Our reception at Halifax was a very appetite; but our comfort being marred by
cordial one, and was not confined to a nausea, we picked at it with considerably
particular party. W e found as warm caution and daintiness. As there was no
friends among the Baptists as we would birtfcu we slept in our clothes, wrapped in
wish to meet any where.
There are our rug upon a mattrass extended on a
several of that sect deeply interested in pile of trunks. But, though it was hard
the Gospel of the Kingdom, and conse- limes, we did not complain, seeing that
quently exceedingly dissatisfied with the there were others worse off than ourutter absence of gospel from the ministra- selves, and that we insisted on going even
We
tions of their doctor* or teachers. Could if we were conveyed as freight.
we devote ourselves to one place, we were glad when we saw Cape Cod t but
doubt not a very respectable society mi·.·hi more so when we stepped upon the Fort
be formed there that would do credit to Hill wharf, Boston, A good breakfast
the truth. This was the opinion of many at the United States Hotel on terra firma
who would have had us pitch our tent placed us in happy forgetfulness ol the
among them forthwith, They were sure miseries ot the past.
At 5 P. M. that evening we left Boston
they could raise more than a thousand
dollars per annum lor our support. But by rail for New York, via Providence,
this, of course,could be DO temptation to a Rhode Island, and Stonington. At this
tuao to leave the Union who rejoices in place we embarked on board a steamer
such a princely co-operation there as that for ·· the City." It was a powerful and
indicated in our Statenieni-Balance ol truly ·' splendid" boat. The upper deck
December last! We neither said we saloon, the cabin, the births, the service,
would nor that we would not; for we and the eating, were^atTexcellent and
make no vowe lest we should be unable princely. Nothing seemed wanting that
to perform. We are wailing the further luxury or convenience could demand;
renfication of our interpretations of the and probably we enjoyed it more, having
prophetic word as exhibited in our writ- so recently emerged from the discomfort
logs and addresses, with which the British of the brigantine.
public to torn· extent it familiar.
We
W · war· once more in New York ajtei
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nearly a month's absence, enjoying the
hospitality of our friends there. But this
is not the end of our locomotion. We
visit a city to see if any thing can 6e
done for the Gospel of the Kingdom.
While every form of error has multitudes
to preach it, scarcely a voice is to be
heard in behalf of this. The phrase is in
the mouths of more persons than is the
understanding of the thing. There are a
few in this great city who, when they
Fpeak of the gospel of the kingdom, are
prepared to give a scriptural explanation
ol-whatjthey mean: there are, however,
none that we know of who are able to
devote their time to its interests so as to
raise up a company of believers who will
obey it and labor for its support. It is
not fashionable to labor for the gospel, but
for ourselves and families; nevertheless,
we do occasionally hear a believer Fay,
μ
Can you not come and take up your
abode in this wilderness and try what can
be done; I will work for the gospel, if
you will write for it and preach it." We
do occasionally hear such strange voices
as this ; and they are so strange that we
can scarcely believe our ears when we
hear them. We heard an utterance of
this kind when we were in New York,
and another similar to it: '* If you will
come here," said another—a poor man,
and a member of the Campbellite church
there too, which makes it the more re^
flnarkable—" I will subscribe fifty dollars a
year to the enterprize, and pay the first
year in advance." So that it appears
{hat there aie some souls in New York
(hat have some appreciation of the gospel
pi the kingdom which we preach. Alas,
alas, what would have become of this
gospel if it had not been embraced and sustained by the poor! It would have long
pince been dead without the hope of repurrection.
Brother G. B. Stacy was very desirous
that the people should hear about the
Kingdom the God of heaven purposes to
set up ; and about the great reward which
they shall obtain who are accounted
worthy of possessing it; and also about
the fate of those kingly and republican governments which now occupy the territory
on which the dominion of its king is to be
established as " a Great Mountain."* He
thought he could get a goodly number together to hear about these interesting
matters; eo to work he went. He engaged the lecture-room of Hope Chapel
in Broadway at ten dollars a meeting;
end then advertised the intended discourses in four of the city papers: and
•Dtnii. U.
"
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besides this, they were notified at the
Crosby Hall, and the Campbellite, places
of worship; at the latter place, by our
friend Dr. S. Shepard's good will, for
though he does not believe in the gospel
of the kingdom as we demonstrate it
from the word, he is neither a persecutor
nor a bigot; but liberal and courteous
in his disposition, which is more than
we can say of the leaders of his sect with
whom we have had to do.
The result of the means employed
shows either that the New Yorkers care
but little about the prophets, or that newspaper advertising is not the thing by
which to get the people together. We do
not think that more than 150 attended
each lecture j but even those few would
have been a good beginning, if the friends
had possessed a place where meeting*
could have been continued regularly with
some one capable of instructing and interesting them. On Lord's day evening we
spoke at the College ball in Crosby street
on the question, •' What is the Gospel V}
This is the most important inquiry that
can be ipooted in these times; and one
which it is absolutely necessary our Ad·
vent friends should take into their most
serious consideration. If a man be right
on all other scripture subjects, but wrong
in this, he cannot be saved ; for it is " he
that believes (the gospel) and is baptized
shall be saved ;''* because it is " the gospel which is the power of God for the
salvation of every one that believes."!
If then a man believe something called
gospel which on examination turns out not
to be the gospel, he finds that he has been
deceived, and is no heir of salvation, how·»
ever "good" he may have "fell.9
A
professor can know nothing as he ought
to know it if he be mistaken concerning
the gospel. Our friends we fear have
taken this question too much for granted;
and instead of being planted in this, that
they may be rooted and grounded in it,
have grafted their wild olive branch upon
a withered stem. Let our friends who
believe in the personal return of King
Jesus from afar, and in the existence of
his kingdom in Palestine in all the Age to
Come, (and with whom we have a sincere
and abiding sympathy,)-—look into this
matter. The definitions of the gospel
published by Methodism, Presbyterianism,
Episcopalianism, Baptistism, Campbell·
ism, Univerfralism, Romanism, Mormonism, Millerism, and other isms, immersed
and unimmersed, too numerous to mention, are none of them the true definition
of the gospel, as we are prepared at any
xvi. 15, Iti.
fKom. u 10.
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time to demonstrate from the Word ο
God.
What an array of isms is this
And all of them claiming to be Christi
anity and orthodox exhibitions of th
eospel of Christ!
Not FO, however
They are but the stem, the withered steir
of the olive by nature wild. If a mai
would inherit the kingdom he must purgi
himself of t h o e .
The belief of thui
crude dogmas, however sincerely pro
Jessed, can never be counted to a man foi
righteousness before, in, or after the formality of immersion into the name. Abra
ham's fai:h was not " the substance and
evidence of things" such as make up
these isms. It embraced the promises ol
God recorded in his history by Moses
and our faith must embrace the same
things if we would be saved by faith as
lie. Abraham's children by faith will al
believe the Fame things as their father,
to wit, the things of the Kingdom of God
and the Name of the Christ. {Since th<
Day o( Pentecost they will not believe
lew, but their faith will be more ample
than hie. They will believe all he believed, and with this addition, that Jesus
i$ that CAris/—the promised Set·d, in and
through whom " all the nations of the
earth shall be blessed."
In dismissing this subject for the present,
we would propound the following question
to our friends—O" If " the kingdom to
be restored again to Israel"* is to be set
up by the God of heaven in their land,f
and it be the subject matter of the gospel,
an it unquestionably can be proved to be ;f
and if the Twelve Tribes of the natural
Israel are to be ite subjects^ and the spiritual brethren of Jesus its rulers, as is also
demon«trable||—how can a man who, before and long after his immersion, believed that the gospel-kingdom is beyond
the skies; that the Twelve Tribes were
not ite subjects and would never be reatored ; that the nations would all be destroyed at the coming of the Lord ; and
that there was no Age to Come of a thousand years duration, during which nations
in the flesh will live under their own vines
ind fig-treee blessed in Abraham's Seed
—how can euch a man, we earnestly and
leepectfullj inquire, have believed and
obeyed the Gospel of the Kingdom ? We
submit this question to the calm and deliberate examination of our friends, especially of the editor of the Advent Harbtriger, who is the most liberal arid candid
conductor of a paperjve know. If he do
•Acu ι. 6 ; Mai. ««. & ; Luke *x,i. 29,30
•Jur. u i i i i . 16,17; Mic. iv. 8.
'
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not himself respond forthwith, will he be
kind enough to republish the question for
the examination of his readers? By so
doing, it is thought he will subserve the
cause of truth which he loves.
Having finished our affairs in New
York, we departed, and arrived among
our friends again in Baltimore on Friday
the 14th of November. On Saturday we
had the pleasuie of attending our believing liost to the water, and of assisting
him in yielding a spontaneous obedience
to the gospel of the kingdom. We are
not sure but this is the first immersion of
I the kind in this Romish city of the Gentile?.- We trust there may yet be many 3
and that the Kingdom will yet reckon
among its inhabitants sufficient heirs at
least to administer its affairs there in the
Age to Come. On Lord's Day we spoke
thrice—in the morning on " He that believes (the gospel) and is baptized shall be
saved ; ! > in the afternoon, on " Repentance and Remission of tins in the name
of Jesus;" and at night, on " Except a
man be born of water and the spirit, he
cannot enter the kingdom of God " On
Tuesday evening we reluctantly bid our
beloved friends adieu ; and in the morning left in the Washington cars for Richmot.d, where we arrived without accident, with health improved, and gratitude
to God for all his mercies, at 5 P. M.,
having been absent seven weeks, and very
well satisfied that banishment to Nova
Scotia would be far more agreeable than
"going to Jericho!"

PLAGIARISM DETECTED ?
OR,

EPISCOPALIAN EVANGELICISM IMMERSED AND POPULARIZED.
" We are amazed that our ancestors
should so lone have been deluded by absurdities ; and we are very little aware how
much some future age will pity and blame
us, for follies, of which we imagine our*
selves perfectly clear."—MILNEK.
In the seventh and last of a series of
self-complacent interrogations contained
in dissertation « No. 1,» on the Acts of
Apostles, published in the Millennial Harbinger of Feb. 1852, Mr. Campbell thus
delivers himself: « I will receive it as a
favor from any person, to be informed of
any people or preacher, on this Continent
or in the European world, that clearly or
definitely stated or announced, in uneqiii-
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vocal affirmation, Hint the dnislian lieved the doctrines of the Goepel, loved
Church did not commence, and consequent-them because of their divine excellency,
ly, was never organized, till the first Pen- and suffered gladly " the loss of all things,
tecost after the crucifixion, death, burial, that they might win Christ, and be found
resurrection, ascension, and glorification in him."* " it is the history of these
of the Lord Jesus Christ; that, THEN men,"1 says Mr. Joseph Milner, "that I
placed upon the Throne of David, AND write/ " Nothing, but what appears to
upon the Throne of (iod, he commenced me to belong to Christ's kingdom, shall
his reign PERSONALLY in heaven and he admitted : genuine piety is the only
spiritually upon earth, by the mission ol thing which I intend to celebrate."
the Holy Spirit to his Apostles, and
We apprehend then that Mr. Campbell
through them to his church, which is can have no objection to our author. He
now his earthly body—the fullness, or was as evangelically orthodox as can be
manhood development of him who fills wished, only that he WHS not an immersed
all things, in all places, with life, and divine; which, according to Mr. (.'s.
beauty, and happiness. Here I shall theory, is no bar to remission of sins, and
pause with my interrogations for the translation of the soul to a sky-kingdom
present.''
alter death ; but only to the present ro?iWo have italicized and capitalized all scious enjoyment of remission, actually
the words in Mr. C\s. question, except possessed, but not certainly known.
" personally" and "spiritually,'' which h n Though believing that immersion was the
has printed in italics. The Felf-compla- baptismal action in primitive times, he
cency of the above is found in the impli- had not been immersed; with ihis excepcation that Mr. C. was himself tht; first tion, Mr. Camp ell's system reflects the
to state or announce in clear, distinct, and episcopalian original of the First Chapter
Unequivocal terms that the Christian of Mr. Milner's History. This is not to
Church did not commence till th.) Pente be wondered at, when the premises are
cost he indicates. As we are ever ready considered. Milner's exhibition of real
to do our amiable friend a favor, (with Christianity, not original with him, indeed,
thanks or without them matters not,) we out ably set forth by him historically, is
beg leave, as we feel called upon by him the basis of the lectures delivered on Ecin his appeal to "any person," to inform clesiastical, or Sacred, History at Evanhim. that there was a learned Kpi-copalian gelical schools of Divinity. Mr. C^rnphistorian and divine in the European oell was a student at one of these in Scotworld who has preceded him in all the land ; where, if he had not read Milner,
points in which he pretends to originality. he imbibed through a Presbyterian stratum
The Rev. Joseph Milner, A. M., wrote a tho same theory. Intoxicated by it in
work which he styled
·' The History of the youth, lie may have forgotten all about the
Church of Christ;17 and which alter his uiigin of his present ideas; and in happy
decease was published at the expense of lorgetfulness of all antecedents, really imthe University ot Cambridge in England. agined that he is the discoverer of things
He was what is styled there an"f?iwn- currently believed and taught before ί
gelical Clergyman'* of the Established This hallucinated state of mind is not un·
Church, in contradistinction to the "High frequent in those who have drank deeply
Church" ecclesiastics of that communion. ofl that "Old Tom," which is dispensed
The object of his investigations was to * above proof" to all the cherished sons
"search out the real church from age to of college matrons in all lands. The
Maine liquor law has not yet become
age;" and having found it, he purposed the
rule of Universities and Academic
to write a work, in which lie says in his Groves,
of whatever name ; so that, as
preface to the second volume, " I mean to our facetious friend, Mr. Campbell, used
exhibit historically what real Christianity jocosely to remark, it is very difficult to
is." This is just what is demanded in purify a man from the smell of the old
the premises before us.
cask. This is a great mystery, nevertheMr. Joseph Milner's History, edited in less true, as is singularly exemplified in
1810, by his brother Dr. Isaac Milner, the his own case; for, though upwards of
Dean ot Carlisle, and President of Queen's forty years have elapsed since he quaffed
College, Cambridge, is a standard work potations deep at " the old cask" in the
with the Evangelicals ; because it exhibits land of hobgoblins, ghosts, and witches;
historically the things belonging to " per- and during that long period has been
sons whose disposition and lives have battling against the system of his old
been formed by the rules of the New mother and her sisters, yet, strange to
Testament; men who have been real,
not merely nominal Christians: who beT h i U i i . 8,9.
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say, he still sees sights in '* outer darkness," and with desperate leap " beyond
the skies'* seeks refuge in immensity !
But to return to Mr. Joseph Milner.
He believed in the sky-kingdom speculation in all the fulness of spiritualism,
or more properly mysticism.
Speaking
of the apostles, who for three years
and a half had been instructed by Jesus
in ·' the mysteries of the kingdom/' who
also conversed with them for forty days
after his resurrection on " the things pertaining to the kingdom of God," causing
them to put the question to the Lord,
saying, " Wilt thou not at this time restore
again the kingdom to Israel ?"—though
thus divinely instructed for so long a
time, he regards them in effect as still
more untaught and unteachable than a
student of his University, or Mr. Campbell would a Magister Arlium of his own
college ; to whom he would grant a degree
in divinity, or a license, or introduction, to
preach " Evangelical," or " Ancient-gospel" doctrine; for of them he says," What
the Holy Spirit was to do for them, they
seemed little to understand; if one may
conjecture from their last question to their
master. It is natural to apprehend, that
they were feasting their imaginations with
the delightful prospect of a splendid kingdom attended with all the circumstances
of external pomp and grandeur. Principalities and lordships were, in their fancy,
soon to be assumed in the room of fishermen's nets and boats, and they pleased
themselves with the notion of their Master's external dominion in the world. Not
that they were without a genuine taste
for something infinitely better, &c." This
is the doctrine Mr. Campbell teaches.
But the apostles were right in their expectation, and Mr. Milner and his disciple
wrong. The error of the apostles was
not in regard to the nature of the kingdom ;
they only erred in supposing that the time
for the God of heaven to set it uphadcorne.
In speaking of Peter and John's visit to
the temple, he says, " Peter exhorted them
to repentance and conversion, and lays
open to their view the prospect, not of a
temporal, but of a spiritual kingdom; in
the hope of which they were to rejoice,
and patiently to bear the afflictions of
this present life." " Such was the effect of the effusion of the Spirit. We
hear no more of their dreams concerning a temporal kingdom." The hope
of a spiritual kingdom in the life after
this, according to Mr. Milner, is the hope
of real Christianity—the hope of the
Christian ! This hope realized after death
by the Christian's ghost beyond the skies,
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is also Mr. Campbell's endorsation of Mr.
Milner's exhibition of the gospel hope!
These gentlemen of course are wide
awake, it was the divinely instructed
apostles only who were dreaming when
they inquired of the King of the Jews,
" Wilt thou not at this time restore again
the kingdom to Israel ?" But why does
Mr. Milner suppress the word " again?"
He knew that apokathisteemi signifies, not
only ta restore, but to restore any thing to
its former state or place, as Amos says,
" as in the days of old." " Again" is well
inserted by James' translators as emphatic.
The apostles knew that the kingdom of
Israel had once existed unitedly of the
Twelve Tribes; that Jesus had promised
that they should rule the twelve with
Him: now, said they, wilt thou not " restore it again"—not simply restore the
tribes, the Ten Tribes J but restore the
kingdom to the whole twelve as it was
under David and Solomon ? But Mr.
Milner is dead ; perhaps Mr, Campbell, as
his representative, can answer for him.
These two divines being one in hope, a
hope that repudiates the Hope of Israel,
continue to breathe the same spiritual atmosphere of pious errorism. Now, Mr.
Campbell, hear the answer to your
seventh interrogatory in the words of
your more pious predecessor and brother
in faith and hope: " That " repentance
and remission of sins" should be preached
in the name of Jesus Christ, beginning at
Jerusalem," is a passage of Scripture,
which at once points out what the Christian
Religion is, and where we may look for
its beginning and for its character". This
is orthodox doctrine, is it not, which you
and your co-laborers have immersed as
" Reformation Doctine ?" But hear him
again. He devotes two octavo pages to
the sermon of Peter on Pentecost, and
in conclusion says, " The design of the
I whole sermon was evidently to (produce
conviction of sin in the hearers; and it
pleased God to crown it with success.
I Multitudes were pricked in their hearts :
they found themselves guilty of murdering the Christ of God; and so powerfully
were they struck with a sense of their
extreme unworihiness, that they found
themselves also destitute of all resources
in themselves. They cry to Peter and the
rest, " Men and brethren, what shall we
do ?" Peter said unto them, " Repent
and be baptized every one of you in the
name of Jesus Christ for the remission of
sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the
Holy Ghost." Thus the doctrine of repentance and the remission of sins in the
name of Jesus, began at Jerusalem; and
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thus did St. Peter convince his,hearers of
sin, and instruct them in the way of salvation. They, whose hearts God had
smitten with a sense of guilt, were consoled by the grace of forgiveness; and
" with many other words did he testify
and exhort, saying, Save yourselves, &c.
Then they that gladly received his word,
were baptized : and the same day there
were added to them about three thousand
souls." This great multitude appear to
have been fully converted to Christianity ;
For " they continued steadfastly in the
apostles' doctrine, and fellowship, and in
breaking of bread, and in prayers." Here
we see the regular appearance of the fir si
Christian Church. These men were not
Christians in name only; they understood
and believed the apostolical doctrine concerning " repentance and remission of sins
in the name of Jesus Christ." Speaking
of the personal ministry of Jesus, he says,
" No regular churches were yet formed."
Thus we have conferred on Mr. Campbell the favor sought of " any person."
Mr. Joseph Milner " clearly or definiteljM
stated or announced, in unequivocal affirmation," that there weie no regular
churches before Pentecost, that repentance and remission of sins in the name of
Jesus is the Christian Religion, that it was
first announced on Pentecost, and that
the first Christian Church, regular or organized, was commenced on that day.
He adds, the members of that church "understood the apostolic doctrine," which, we
regret to say, neither Mr. Campbell nor his
co-workors have yet begun to do, or can
even hope to do, until they have come to
comprehend " the gospel of the kingdom
of God."

EDITOR.

A REVIEWER REVIEWED:
OR THE

PALM AWARDED TO THE RIGHT.
Palmam qui meruit ferat.
Our enlightened friend, the Professor of
"Sacred History," that is, of DIVINITY
sub rosa, in a certain institution in western Virginia, announces his hope of " still
enlarging the empire of truth by a more
rapid consumption of the Man of Sin and
Son of perdition," through " a few essays
on the Acts of the Apostles." The hope
is certainly a courageous one when the
feebleness of the means is compared with
the magnitude of the work to be accomplished. It is truly hoping against hope;
still, as we earnestly desire the consumption of the Old Man of Western Rome,

we should rejoice if our chivalrous friend's
few essays shall only so palsy his vitality
as to evolve but one new symptom by
which his approaching speedy dissolution
may be more clearly prognosticated.]
When we seated ourselves 1o pen a
former article, which we styled " Plagiarism Detected," we proposed only to notice
a certain interrogation as introductory to
another subject. But upon reflection, we
concluded that the nature of the^times
demanded a different course. Our candid
friend, who proposes to enlarge the empire of truth by a few essays, says, " I
have again begun to read theology ;" and
by way of help to the understanding of
what he reads, we will suppose, he very
humbly inquires, treading as he does on
very tender ground, " May we ask, without intending to give, or, in fact, giving
offence to any one, a few questions, & c ? "
Certainly, dear friend, ask any questions
you please ; for as you are going to consume the Man of Sin, it is highly important that you should increase your power
(and knowledge is power) by all the information you can collect from all the
enemies of the Otd Man. You will give
no offence to u s ; especially as we are
now ancient acquaintances, and as it is in
accordance with our habit; for we have
been sending you instruction for years
past, for which, however, you have been
rather negligent in tending your grateful
acknowledgements. This though shall be
no bar to additional favors of the same
sort. You occupy a very important position. Thousands are looking up to you
as a great and living oracle, having more
faith in your expositions of the apostles
than in the prophetic word. It is highly
important therefore to put you right if
possible, that they also may be rectified
by you; for they will hear you, when
they will not even permit Daniel and
John to be read and expounded in their
midst.*
Our reading friend says, he has " again
began to read theology"—yea, even
" modern theology;" which is "the science
of God and divine things." In other
words, " God and divine things,'·' which
are amply treated of in the Law and the
Testimony, are subjected to a process of
distillation in certain earthen alembics
from which a spirituous essence of an
exceedingly inebriant and soporific quality
is produced ; and which is dispensed professorially and clerically to the intemperate, labelled " philosophy and science."
*This actually occured in the Campbellitu
church 8t Washington, D. C. Our informant was a member of the body there.
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Paul styles it, " philosophy and vain deceit;" also " science falsely so called,
which some professing have erred from the
faith." We are sorry to hear that our
good natured friend hath turned again to
the reading of this. His constitution has
been already so dreadfully shattered by
frequently repeated overdoses of the narcotic, that we are mightily afraid his return to old practices will confirm them,
and place him beyond the reach of cure.
We are much troubled at the risk he incurs. Will he not pause; and, though
gratuitous, accept our humble advice ? It
is, throw modern theology, like Shakspeare's physic, to the dogs : do as painters
with old sign-boards—take the pumice
of obliteration, and make a tabula rasa
of the cerebrum in relation to the past;
then with the docility of a little child,
read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest,
Moses and the Prophets, and our word for
it, as a practitioner in desperate extremities, our truth's-empire-enlarging friend
will not only be " more deeply than ever
penetrated with the simplicity, beauty, |
and grandeur of Christianity;" but will
also acquire a competency to ·' lay open
the Acts of the Apostles," as he will have
never been able to exhibit it before.
In the absence, then, of our advice,
which has not }Tet reached him, and which,
carried into practice, would enable him to
excite great interest in the Acts ; it is not
surprising that he should ask permission
to put seven questions, for the purpose of
interesting and engrossing the attention of
his readers in the study of that book,
which, under the disturbing influence of
ELPIS ISRAEL, (which he has been reading lately,) he feels himself incapable of
effecting without. The essay before us is
"No. 1," and consists of five pages. Its
conclusion brings him to the end of the
first chapter of the Acts. Of the five
pages only one and a half has to do with
the chapter. One page is occupied with
the seven interrogations; and about twothirds of a page in smaller type, with a
note on David's throne and Elpis Israel,
without which, of course, the Acts of the
Apostles cannot be interpreted!
Our original friend's design in Man-ofSin-consuming essay "No. 1." is very
manifest. It is not so much to interpret
the first chapter of Acts, as it is to show
his humble, but exclusive, title to all the
honor and glory redounding from the theological discoveries of thirty years ago,
and known currently as ** this reformation ;" and to give his readers to under-;
s-iond, how highly hr> nppreoifllr.«! Elpis1
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Israel, and how great is his esteem, admiration, and affection for its useful and
worthy author !! As the compliments
bestowed upon us are so overpowering we
shall defer any particular notice of them
for the present, that our natural lowliness
and sensitiveness of mind may not be subjected to too severe a trial. We shall
therefore endeavour to forget for a time
our exaltation, and briefly respond to the
few questions timidly propounded by our
remarkable friend. He inquires:
" 1 . In what theological system, current and popular in any denomination fifty
years ago, was it written or indicated as
a matter of importance, that Christianity
and the Christian Era were not identical?"
Editor Her,—Mr. Joseph Milner, as
we have shown in " Plagiarism Detected,"
has indicated it in his "History of the
Church of Christ," wherein he dates its
commencement with that of the Christian
Religion at Pentecost, and not at the birth
of Jesus. This is a matter of importance
with him, and the National Evangelicals
of South Britain.
'* 2. In what Baptist or Pedobaptist
church was it then taught, that John and
his baptism belonged not to the Christian
Dispensation ?"
Editor Her.—It is taught in Milner,
the second edition of whose History was
published by the University
of Cambridge.
It commences with the u first effusion of
the Spirit," and makes no mention of John
or his baptism. So that he did not regard them as belonging to the Christian
Dispensation, which he dates from Pentecost.
" 3 . In what system, or school of theology in Protestantdom, was it taught that
the Christian Church did not begin to be,
while Jesus Christ lived on this earth,
nor even when he rose from the dead ?"
Editor Her.—In commenting on Acts
ii., Milner says, " Here we see the regular appearance of the First Christian
Church," that is, on Pentecost.
"4. In what treatise was it written that
the Kingdom of Heaven could not come,
and consequently, did not come, till Jesus
Christ was judged and acquitted by God,
of the crimes of treason and blasphemy
alleged against him by the ecclesiastic and
political courts of that day ?"
Editor Her.—Milner believed, that the
Church and the kingdom of heaven are
the same. "The kingdom of heaven
means, that kingdom established in the
soul, even righteousness, and peace, and
joy in the Holy Ghost." Mr. Campbell
pgrees with him. Hence what Milnpr
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says about the beginning of the Christian j
church applies equally to the kingdom of
heaven. The answer to No. 3. is reply
to this also.
" 5 . What system of theology current
fifty years ago, or even thirty years ago,
taught that the public coronation of Jesus
as King of kings and Lord of lords—as
Head of the Universe—by his own Father,
in the presence chamber of the Heaven of
heavens, amidst all the grandees and hierarchies in heaven, was essentially necessary to precede the Gift of the Holy
Spirit and the commencement of the kingdom or reign of heaven in the church of
Jesus Christ in this world?''
Editor Her.—Stripped of its grandiloquence the simple inquiry is, " What system taught that the Gift of the Holy
Spirit, &c, did not occur till after the ascension?" That of the University of
Cambridge. Speaking of Pentecost, Milner says, "And now was the critical moment, when it pleased God to erect the
first Christian Church at Jerusalem. This
was the first of those effusions of the
Spirit of God, which from age to age have
visited the earth, since the coming of
Christ, and prevented it from being quite
over-run with ignorance and sin. * * *
If we carefully attend to this first instance, it will serve as a specimen by
which to try other religious phenomena.
Let us then observe the circumstances in
which this effusion of the Holy Spirit
was vouchsafed. As repentance and remission of sins were leading doctrines of
Christ's religion, the most ample room had
been made for them by the completion of
his redemption. By the order of their
Divine Master the Apostles remained at
Jerusalem, waiting for the promised Holy
Spirit, " which they had heard of him."
" 6 . What system of theology then
taught that the dispensation of the Holy
Spirit, in the evangelical sense, differs
from the dispensation of the Holy Spirit
in the Patriarchal or Jewish sense?"
Editor Her.—Milner's, evidently, as
seen in the reply to the former question.
The seventh interrogation has been replied to in "Plagiarism Detected.*'
These seven questions of our inquisitive
friend, doubtless exhibit all the salient
points of the theological system he rejoices
in as " the Reformation for which he
pleads." The weekly breaking of bread,
plurality of elders, and lay exhortation,
were Scotch Baptist peculiarities before
his time. The most remarkable thing
with which he has had to do, and which is
(he characteristic of his reformation, and

without which it would have attracted no
notice in the world, our cautious friend
has made no allusion to in his programmatic al interrogatories. This is the Walter Scott-element of immersion for remission of sins to those who believe in Jesus
Christ. It was the making of this the
burden of a proclamation which caused
the other things, which were mere incidents in the account, to be received as α
matter of course. The Scot-idea of making a proclamation of " baptism for remission of sins," as the ancient gospel,
was the spirit, or soul, or both, of the old
elements of " evangelical piety" new revived; and surnamed "Reformation" as
the party's understanding of " repentance
unto life ;" and which, after some little opposition on his part, as Mr. Scott informed
us, our discerning friend had tact enough
to fall in with ; and at length to subdue
all things to himself, except the author of
Elpis Israel, of whom he thinks so much,
and speaks so superlatively.
Abating then Mr. Scott's idea of the
gospel, and theory of the Spirit, the reader
will perceive that there is not an original
conception in this whole affair that has
made such noise in western America. Our
friend the professor of " Sacred History,"
and some others, who have had tact
enough to play the part of train-bearers
to his highness, have made a good thing of
the speculation for themselves: while our
old friend, Mr. Scott, the Founder and
Patriarch of the scheme, declared to us
in 1844, that " h e had not been able to
support his family by his labor among the
brethren, though his time had been wholly
devoted to the work." And so it is to the
end of the chapter, " One soweth, and
I another reapeth." The amiable Walter
' shines no more, being eclipsed in the effulgence of a star of more dazzling scintillations. Thus he may say to his compeers with no little truth, " I have labored,
and ye are entered into my labours—
Farewell!"

EDITOR.

" A N EARTHQUAKE."
" What event in the natural world more
fit than an earthquake agitating the surface of vast regions, and dashing down the
fabrics of art, can be found to symbolize a
great political revolution in which the
whole structure of society is shaken with
passion, all ordinary law suspended, ancient institutions overthrown, and an aspect of violence and disorder impressed on
every scene."— Lord's Exp. Apoc.

Herald of the Kingdom

APOSTOLIC FOOLISHNESS BETTER THAN
COLLEGE WISDOM:
OR

THE

RESTORATION OF THE KINGDOM
AGAIN TO ISRAEL A REALITY.
u

Lord, wilt thou not at this time restore the kingdom again to Israel."—THE
APOSTLES.

Mr. Joseph Milner, and after him our
imitative friend of Bethany, have quite a
mean opinion—an opinion bordering on
contempt—of the intelligence of the apostles before they were imbued with the
Holy Spirit on the Day of Pentecost!
We have quoted Mr. Milner's opinion in
our article styled " Plagiarism Detected,"
and therefore need only to repeat here that
he speaks of them as "feasting their imaginations with the delightful prospect of
a splendid kingdom, attended with all the
circumstances of external pomp and grandeur." And then again, so intimately acquainted was he with what was passing
in their minds at that time, that he adds,
" principalities and lordships were, in their
fancy., soon to be assumed in the room of
fishermen's nets and boats!" But when
the Spirit was effused upon them, then,
says he, " we hear no more of their
dreams concerning a temporal kingdom."
But Mr. Milner, as we have hinted,
hath a faithful imitator of his discourteous
and slightful notice of the apostles in our
more discerning friend, who in the first of
his few essays on the Acts, says, u T h a t
they had not yet discerned the spirit,
genius, and character of Christ's kingdom
or government, is manifested in the question they propounded concerning the Jewish desire^ long cherished—that Israel
might become the lords of the earth.
Jesus condescendingly rebukes this error,
and consoles them that they would ere
long receive new lights and a new power
from on high."
It may be as well to reproduce " the
question," which our exegetical friend has
not deemed it expedient to sound too often in his readers' ears; lest perchance
they should come at length to fancy that
there was more in it of a certain character than would be convenient to admit.
The question the well instructed and intelligent Disciples put to their Teacher,
under whom they had studied the kingdom for three years and a half, was
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RAEL?" The reader will observe that
Messrs. Milner and Campbell admit that
when the apostles put this question to
Jesus they had a Jewish Kingdom before
their minds; and that they expected when
this should be established Israel would be
paramount over the earth. This is true.
The apostles had no other kingdom in
view. They were neither feasting their
imaginations, indulging in fancies, nor
dreaming, when they wished to know if
the then present were not the time for the
restoration of Israel's power and dominion.
Is it not tantamount to a charge of incompetency against Jesus as an instructor of
men, willing and desirous to learn, to say
that after he had taught them daily for so
long, the apostles were still ignorant of
" the genius, spirit, and character of his
kingdom or government?" That, after
hearing his confession before Pilate that
he was the King of the Jews, hearing him
scoffed at on the cross as the claimant of
Israel's throne, they were but day-dreamers, and fancy-sketchers!
This is the
teaching of our historian, and of his disciple, our hermeneutic friend the Professor of Sacred History! Is it possible, Ο
reader, that our Anglo-Saxon youth—
mere wild colts of the opening wilderness
—which frequent the schools and colleges
of the Gentiles, and there lounge away
their hours under the droppings of uninspired and very fallible essayists—is it
credible, we ask, that these in a brief session or two shall be brought to "discern
the genius, spirit, and character of Christ's
kingdom;" while the apostles, men of
mature and strong minds, though " taught
of God" for three years and a half, were
then after all only errorists, and dreamers,
and unable to discern aright the subject of
the kingdom! Reader, can you give in
to such a self-glorifying conceit as this ?
Is it not more reasonable to conclude that
the apostles were wide awake when they
put the question, and that it is our logical
friend who is fast asleep talking in his
dreams ? That it was not they, but he
who discerns not the genius, spirit, and
character of Christ's kingdom ?

The apostolic expectation of the restitution of all things to Israel he terms an
error. He says that Jesus condescendingly rebuked it. We ask our somniloquent friend when and where ? He gives
us to understand that he did eo in his reply. To the testimony then. What
saith the Lord? " / / is not for you to
know times or periods which the Father
" L O R D , WILT THOU NOT AT THIS TIME reserved for his own prerogative: but ye
RESTORE AGAIN THE KINGDOM TO Is- shall receive power, the Holy Spirit com-
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ing upon you, and ye shall be my wit- the question they propounded concerning
nesses, &c."—"Times or periods,·"' chro- the long cherished Hope of Israel—that
nous ee kaairous—time how long, and their kingdom might be restored again to
points of time. Exousia prerogative ; them."
and dunamin power. Now let any man |
But to be a little more particular,
whose mind is not spoiled by sky-king- ! whence comes it that seven days before
domism look narrowly into Christ's reply, ' Pentecost, while yet unendowed with
and see if the fanciful construction of our power from on high, the apostles had so
reverend and learned professors and divines admirable an insight into the genius, spirit,
can be extracted from it. Torture the and character of Christ's kingdom; and
passage as you will, and you can not make whence comes it likewise, that with the
it speak the language attributed to it by New Testament added to the Old, which
the rhapsodists. Jesus rebukes no error, the apostles had not at the time, historians
he offers no consolation, and promises no of Christ's church, professors of Sacred
new lights. He tells them simply, that History, college students, and those that
4t
it was not for them to know times or patronize them, deny even the possible
periods;" that is, the how long, or at existence of that kingdom to which the
what particular, or definite time, the apostles referred ; and not only so, but
Kingdom should be restored to Israel, j lampoon and despise with bitter words,
He said, it was the Father's prerogative,! those who believe that the apostles were
or exclusive privilege, to know the enlightened, and perfectly rational, and
times of restitution. He had not even that David's kingdom and throne will be
revealed them to the Son, or angels in ass\iredly restored to Israel as in the days
heaven;* it was impossible therefore that of old ?
their question about the time of the restorThe answer to the former point of this
ation of Israel's kingdom could then be question is :
answered. He had told them that they
jFzrsi-t-That the restoration of the kingshould preach the gospel of that kingdom dom again to Israel by the Messiah, and
to the nations. This, however, they could ! to exist gloriously under him, was, and
not do effectively until they were equipped continues to be until this day, a long
for the work. He had opened their " un- cherished Hope created in the nations'
derstandings that they might understand heart by the Spirit of God speaking to
the scriptures"! of the prophets; and had them in the prophets, which were read in
empowered them by virtue of the au- its synagogues every Sabbath day.
Sccond^-lt comes, because Jesus not
thority he had received, to remit sins ; j
nevertheless they could not preach the j only instructed them in the things of the
word to any purpose until they had the kingdom in common with the people at
power or ability conferred upon them to large ; but explained to them privately its
speak all languages, and to work miracles. mysteries, which were concealed from the
Therefore he told them, they should re- generality.
Thirdr—It comes, because they had
ceive power, the Holy Spirit coming upon
them, to enable them as his witnesses, to been preachers of the gospel of the kingperform the work. Their word must be dom with Jesus many months before he
confirmed of God, or men would not yield suffered, and it is not admissible that they
credence to their proclamation. This was preached about a kingdom, the genius,
the necessity ; and hence the promise of spirit, and character of which they did
•* power,*' not as consolation, and for com- not understand.
Fourth—It comes, because they saw
prehension, but for ability to do what
must needs be done before the kingdom that Jesus was put to death for claiming to
could be restored again to Israel; namely, be King of Israel.
Fifth—It comes, because they were
to take out from among the nations a people to inherit it with Christ, and to ad- told by him, after his resurrection, that all
minister its affairs in righteousness when things written concerning the Christ, in
the time should come to set up the king- Moses, the Prophets, and the Psalms, must
dom and throne of David in Israel's land. be fulfilled.
Sixth—It comes, because before they
The conclusion, then, to which testimony
and reason bring us, is to the direct oppo- put the question about the restoration of
site of our imaginative friend's, to wit, the kingdom again to Israel, Jesus had
M
that the apostles had fully discerned the opened their understandings that they
genius, spirit, and character of Christ's might understand Moses and the Prophets.
Scvenih-^-It conies, that Jesus had
kingdom or government, is manifested in
•ΛίΰΤΓΤΙΓλ
J J T J " converged with them forty days cmirrrn-
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ing the kingdom previous to their putting
the question.
Eighth—It comes, because Jesus promised to eat the Passover with them again
in the Kingdom of God; and they were
well aware that, that Jewish ordinance
could only be eaten in Jerusalem, and not
in heaven above.
Ninth—It comes, because he had promised them as their reward for forsaking
all and following him, that they should sit
on twelve thrones, ruling the Twelve
Tribes of Israel, which could only be in
the Holy Land when the tribes should
be actually there.
Other reasons might be added to account for the superior intelligence of the
apostles over the moderns, at the time of
putting the question ; but these nine will
suffice for the present. We will therefore dismiss this part of the subject with
the inquiry—If the apostles did not discern the things of the kingdom aright till
they were baptized with the Holy Spirit
pentecostially, notwithstanding all their
previous advantages; what possible hope
is there for historians, professors, students,
and patrons, who know nothing of the
prophets, and receive not of the Holy
Spirit at all ? We pause for a reply !
The response to the latter part of the
question before us will be found in another
article. We are unwilling to add any
more immediately, lest we should inflict
upon our theological friend syncope or
apoplexy unto death. We perceive a
faintness coming over him from the overwhelming character of the truth presented, which at his age might prove fatal, if
respite be not accorded him to recruit. We
cannot spare him from the scene of action
just now. He is the flint provided to
strike the steel that the sparks of truth
may be caused to fly, and to ignite the
tinder prepared of God. We may make
him useful in this way, though we fail in
converting him to the apostolic faith of the
kingdom. We will therefore give him
pause that he may recover breath, and perhaps yet live long to pour blessings instead of curses upon our head, that we
have been" so patient in enduring his
naughtiness, and have at length brought
him to see the error of his way, and to
believe the gospel of the kingdom which
is to be restored again to Israel.
EDITOR.

He that would make a real progress in
knowledge, must dedicate his age as well
as youth, the latter growth as well as the
first fruit?, at the altar of truth.—Berkeley.

THE BOOK UNSEALED,
The highest commendation bestowable"
upon any man's writings is that they enable the reader to understand the scriptures. We value such testimony, from
the humblest individual, more than the
most flattering and complimentary review
that could be penned by the most learned
and astute of reverend divines. The following extract from a letter of an episcopalian lady, the wife of a physician in the
west, is encouraging. Elpis Israel and
the Herald are designed to open the eyes,
that the light of the truth may shine from
the sacred page ihto the understanding of
the readers. That they are fulfilling this
intention, we are gratified, from time to
time, in receiving frequent assurance. Our
correspondent proceeds to say :—
"RESPECTED SIR :

I have delayed to acknowledge the receipt of your "Herald of the Kingdom
and Age to Come," forwarded to me by
mail some months since, in order that I
might give that, with your " Elpis Israel,"
(which valcable production is now before
me,) the attention they merit. I can trilly
say that never before have the scriptures
appeared to me in the same light. Yes,
11 may say light, for they are to me, from
your interpretation, becoming an unsealed
book. I cannot feel, however, that they
who run may read, and understand the
sacred volume. It seems to require the
deepest research, with an uncommon intellect, aided by the Spirit of God, to comprehend and explain its meaning; as far
I as I have read, it comes with conviction
and truth to the understanding. What
can be more rational than the belief, that
the obdurate unbelieving rejecter of God's
Holy Word should sink back to his native
dust, there to remain as a punishment for
sin that he loved here and would not
abandon. What differences of opinion,
and how much has been written and talked of a future state of being, prepared for
the righteous and the wicked. There
seems to be something tangible, and at
once pleasant and agreable to the mind*
that this beautiful earth shall become the
kingdom and dominion of Christ and his
saints.
" I wish I could see and talk with yoti,
I want to a?k eo many question?, and say
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so much, that I cannot write it. Wisdom
flows from your pen and lips, but 'tis the
gift of God, and you are no doubt humble
and grateful for it. If He has given you
ten talents, it is a favor conferred, and you
are commanded to improve them. If I
have but one, that must be improved and
an account rendered. All cannot be alike
in the heavenly kingdom any more than
we are here in our present earthly state ;
for we are taught that as one star difiereth
from another in brightness, so it will be
hereafter with the blessed who surround
the throne of that pure and perfect being,
who made all things by his power, and
will impart perfect justice to the workmanship of his hands.
" Well, here I am writing on, though a
perfect child in these things, hardly knowing my own ignorance, to one that is skilful in the Word, and may scrutinize my
remarks as the teacher does the infant's
attempt at composition. I will thank you
to do so, and be grateful for a few lines if
you have time to spare. But I must conclude, subscribing myself,
*' Your friend, and almost a disciple,
•

*#»

Iowa, Jan. 1852.
EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE.

AN INTERPRETATION QUESTIONED.
England, Aug. 8th, 1851.
" I am scarcely satisfied with the exposition of the parable of Dives and Lazarus in Herald No. 6. A mutual friend
explained it similarly to me once before.
I do not say that it could be better expounded in harmony with other scriptures,
and yet the interpretation appears strained.
Whilst all the other parables, if I mistake
not, exhibit truth under a relation of incidents so simple and natural that they
might have occurred again and again in
real life, and probably have done, this
alone does so under a narration of occurrences which are impossible in the past,
and improbable in the future. Do not
think that I mistake the nature of a parable. I know that it is not a history of
events which have actually transpired,
but still such are detailed as might be real.
It is difficult to conceive the circumstances
of this as actually happening; for though
Dives in the Gehenna fires may entreat
the resurrected Abraham to seek the conversion of his disobedient brethren in the
flesh, yet Abraham would not show their
repentance dependant on an obedient faith

in "Moses and the Prophets," when he
" whom they had pierced" is risen from
the dead, compelling their faith in, and
submission to, him, and the New Code is
promulged, in the room of that which has
already ** vanished away."
« Ε. Μ. D . "

THE INTERPRETATION DEPENDED.
This objection is well and clearly stated;
but though forcible we do not regard it as
an insurmountable difficulty. The parable is part of a discourse delivered by
Jesus against covetousness in the hearing
of the clergy " who were covetous," as at
this day. Now, in illustrating this discourse, the question was: How might the
pharisaic clergy be rebuked, warned, and
turned to God ι By representing to them
their present position in the sight of God,
their position in the invisible future if
they persisted in their covetousness and
adulteries, and by directing them to the
study of Moses and the Prophets. This
was done by the scenic representation of
the parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus,
in which the former represented the covetous contemporaries of the Lord. These,
in a parable illustrative of their position
in the invisible future, could only be exhorted to repentance in terms appropriate
to their then present position. It is not
supposable that the words of the resurrected Abraham could apply to the resurrection state; for in that there is no repentance offered to the resurrected covetous among Jews or Gentiles. If Abraham
were introduced into the parable at all, it
could only be as provisionally or finally
resurrected, for till then he is non existent;
and if as living then he is to exhort our
Lord's audience, and to " testify" lest they
come into Gehenna, and thenafter final
resurrection-condemnation, he could only,
and very appropriately, affirm the words
put into his mouth in the parable. So
much for the mechanism of this interesting illustration of the invisible future that
awaits the covetous, and the hopelessness
of their salvation if they turn a deaf ear
to Moses and the Prophets.
EDITOR.

TRUE.
u

If any really imagine that Christianity
hath no dependence on Judaism, they deserve our tenderest compassion, as being
plainly ignorant of the religion they profess.—Warb. Dh\ Leg.

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TOCOME.
"And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that shall not he left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and itself
shall stand for ever."—DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, ED.

RICHMOND, VA., May, 1852.
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augmentation of wealth by their aid, and

THE RELIGION AND MORALS OP THE its rapid diffusion through all the viaducts
of national production, have been such as
NINETEENTH CENTURY.
might have amazed even the wildest creWe reproduce the following well written and truthful sentimeuts, from an
article which appeared in No. 8, Vol.

xvii, of the " Southern Literary Messenger^ intitled " The Nineteenth Century."
The writer seems well convinced of the
fact, in regard to popular religion and
morals, that " all is not gold that glitters."
He sees many dark spots on the disc of
" the glorious Nineteenth Century." He
has not been struck by the sun of " gospel light now shining ;" therefore he retains his senses, and can see things very
much as they are—a mere travesty of the
truth. We do not remember that we
wish to alter a sentence; but would earnestly commend it to the attentive perusal of the reader, that seeing " the corruption that is in the world through lust,"
he may repent and turn to God, and obtain forgiveness, and eternal life and
glory in his kingdom, which is destined
to rule over all. The following is the extract :

dulity. We may well speak in terms oi
high laudation of the present intellectual
condition of the world» and deem that a
boundless heritage of good is before us,
if we are content to judge of intellectual
achievements by the beggarly and false
canon of a monetary scale, and to estimate science with the spirit of Mammon.
If a man was designed to be a mere
money-making machine, then great is Diana of the Ephesians, and greatest of all
her worshippers is Demetrius, the silversmith. But if human destiny points to
other aims, the Nineteenth Century must
be judged by other standards. All may
be gilding and glitter without, but when
we look more closely, and with less sordid
vision, at the condition of the world, what
is the fruit of the aggregate operation of
all our arts and sciences, and systems, and
intellectual schemes ? What is the harvest which we have reaped from our alleged intellectual greatness in Religion and
in Morals, in Politics, in Society, and in
Private Life?

" Growing discords and dissensions in
Religion :—the abandonment of old doc
trines and the substitution of new ones in
accordance with the dictates of a vague,
unreasoning fantasy:—a fretful restfess'
ness and a feverish lust of change: un" Estimated by their immediate and ma- derstanding subordinated to inconsiderate
terial results, the arts and sciences were zeal, and the meek performance of duty
probably never in a more nourishing or exchanged for an ignorant and verUse
brilliant condition than they are at present. faith—a general indifference to every
They subserve all the purposes of Alad- thing but the lifeless shell oi the various
din's lamp and have proved the mno-ic creeds—the soulless formulae which do
instruments oi the wonderful develop- not so much serve to embody truth, as
ment of our material resources. The they suffice for a mystic incantation, by
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which to recognize the initiated:*—the I whelming, after the fashion of Hippo and
severance of religious prescription from ! Epicurus, all divine agency under the
any controlling influence over our ordi- play of phenomena, and the functions of
nary avocations :—the impotence of such secondary laws, as has been attempted by
Christianity as is current in the world to Comte. The human mind yearns for
check the lust of gold, or to direct to ends obedience to the supremacy of a law : the
sincerely, not ostentatiously, charitable heart of man pines for submission to the
the employment of our means;—its utter authority of a God ;—these are necessities
isolation from all practical authority over of our nature;—and the law will be reour relations to our neighbours in life;— cognized and the God adored, although,
and its almost meaningless restriction to through our blindness, we fancy the
ascetic, splenetic, individual, dreams and dream of a fevered imagination to be the
fancies. We greedily grasp at the re* one, and discover the other in the calf
Avards which religion offers in the pro- made with our own hands. But, when
mise of heaven, and we enter into the the aspect of religion in the world is such
service of God with the same spirit with as has been represented ;—oscillating as
which we seek the mines of California. I it is through all the shades and degrees of
W e avail ourselves eagerly of the threat- | infidelity, indiffereniism, mysticism, igened condemnations of the wicked, in j norant zeal, adhesive credulity, and ascetic
order to assign them to our adversaries, j formalism;—assuredly it is as bad as the
and thus pour, in no scriptural sense, blind boasting of their sight, when we
coals of fire on the heads of our enemies. lend our voices to swell the noisy chorus
W e liken the Courts of heaven to a Bank- of those who laud and magnify the intelrupt Court on earth, and recur to both lectual glories of the present lime.
with scarcely dissimilar hopes, when our
" Does the world fare belter in point of
own efforts "or follies have threatened us Morals than it does in respect of Religion?
with temporal'ruin. These things, and Is the age of implicitly believed Illuminthings like these, comprise nearly the ism entitled to all its own praises on the
whole extent of the power of Christi- score of its sublimated morality 1 When
anity over the mass of our modem soci- our Religion is so impotent and inoperaeties, and with the blind recognition of tive in regulating and determining the
some inherited or accidentally acquired procedure of our daily actions, it could
ritual, constitute the body and soul of our hardly be anticipated that men would
religion. Whither have fled those strong yield a permanent obedience to the feebler
bonds of sympathy, charity, and mutual dictates of the unsanctified conscience. It
attraction, b£ which it was to unite all the is true that the distinction has been widely
sheep of one shepherd into one fold ? drawn even by Christian philosophers beWhat weight do we attach to its denunci- tween Religion and Moral Prudence, and
ations against avarice? or what signifi- between religious practice and moral procance do we practically recognize in the priety of conduct. It is a distinction
solemn declaration that we cannot serve which we are reluctant to admit; for we
two masters—God and Mammon ?
think that, if permitted to be drawn, it
*' When the ordinary apprehensions of concedes the argument to all the infidel
men, religious in their professions and casuists, and that it has tended more than
self-estimation, attach so little real import- any thing else to ostracize Religion from
ance to religion, it is not to be wondered the ordinary avocations οϊ life. It is reat that the spirit of the age should be verting in principle, if not in lerms, to the
marked by wide-spreading infidelity; nor difference conceived by Sulpicius and
that the arrogance of Science and Phi- Varro between the religion appropriate to
losophy should endeavour to reconcile the the philosophers and that which is requipopular practice with the conclusions of site for ihe vulgar. Moreover, even ia
reason, by explaining away the divine the hands of those who have established
nature and supernatural significance of the distinction, it has left morals a purely
Christianity, as has been done by Strauss negative virtue, comprising little more
and the German Rationalists ; or by over- than abstinence from those open vices and
flagrant crimes which are punished by
**lFormularia,n says Leibnitz, "sum the secular laws. But, conceding the
quaedam umbrae veriiaiis, ac plus minusve distinction, what is the moral condition
ud puram mentis lucem accedunt. * * JSed
pluriee contingent ut devotio ritibus eufTo- of this enlightened and purified generacetur, lumenque divinum humanis obscure- tion ? We may be referred to Penitentitur opinionibus." PraEf. Theod. Leibnitzii ary Reports and Statistical returns, which
furnish only the anatomy of crime, inOpera. Ed. Dutcris. Tom. i,, p. 36.

Herald of the Kingdom and Jige to Comeasmuch as it may be a violation of the j
municipal law:—yet even they bear but
feeble testimony to the supposed excellence of the age. But when we look
niore carefully into the phenomena of the
civilized world aiound us, do we find that
any obligation is habitually regarded as
sacred in private practice; or is any duty
habitually enforced by the strong coercion
of public sentiment, or the stronger influence ot the conscientious observance
of the right ? There is none. The ideas
of obligation and duty have given place to
considerations of gain and expediency:
immutable right and unchangeable wrong
are measured and tested by the surplus or
deficit of their aggregate money returns.
Our lives are guided over the vast ocean
of existence, without compasand without
rudder, at the mercy of the shifting gales
of interest, passion and caprice: impulse
has usurped the functions of principle,
and calculation is substituted for conscience. Rare indeed are those who are
actually governed by the noble maxim :
Fais ce qut dois, advienne que povrra*
Not merely our systems of Moral Science,
but still more our ordinary practices, are
desecrated by beggarly notions of Benthamite expediency. Both are controlled
by the wretched fallacy of the greatest
happiness-principle, which transferred
from the Benthamee Cabala into what
Touchstone calls *' the vulgar," means
not the truest happiness of the greatest
number, but the immediate gratification of
the most important number—Number
One. Thus all action is introverted, and
turned from the contemplation of duty
and of God to the isolating, debasing, corrupting consideration of self. The bounds
of society are thus rotted and broken asunder; communities are no longer held together by the latent, because deep seated
ties of dutiful conelation among its members : they exist by the mere force of outward pressure, by temporary interest, or
by the pure apathy to every thing but
money, which prevents their internal disorganization from producing actual severance. Of those great principles of duty,
which are the foundations of all domestic,
individual and public morals—family
rights and obligations—which one has not
been publicly scorned and is not habitually
disregarded? The reverential obedience
of children to parents is a dim recollection
of a less enlightened age:—the sanctity
of the marriage tie is obliterated in the advocacy of the freedom of divorce, and the
v
*Mde. JJe Stael. De I'Allemagne. Fue".
iii., chap. xiii.
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assertion of the chimerical rights of women. Respect for age, and veneration for
the dead, promise no returns for our outlays, and are therefore cashiered as senlK
ments unworthy of our intellectual advancement. These cankers of our domestic tranquility have eaten their way
into the very heart of soeiety, which is
thus left without the regulating influence
of the vital principle within :—without
the moral restraint of unquestioned obligations:—and is wholly given up to the
fluctuating and factitious guidance of transient expediencies. How the hollowness
and corruption of the age are illustrated
by the demoralization of the vicious eras
which have preceded it! The pages of
Aristophanes and Thucydides,of Machiavelli and Guicciardini, portray the roi'enness of our present social system as clearly
and not less truthfully than the philosophic expositions of Comte, or the wild
declamations oi Carlyle.
" When private morals are so loose and
unstable, whence should we expect any
fertilizing dews to descend upon public
virtues ? All our political organization
is effete and corrupt: Cabinets held together by the private interests or the peculation of their members:—governments
sustaining themselves by plunder and systematized bribery :—parties united by the
greed of appropriating the spoils of office,
and warring with each other for their possession:—catchwords usurping the place
of principles of statesmanlike policy :—
public men staking the interests of their
country, often even of humanity, with
their consciences and votes, on the hazard
of a die, which is more impoitant as
settling their own temporal prospects, or
as deciding the loss or gain of a bet, thau
as determining the procedure of great
nations, or as affecting the welfare or
misery of a large portion of mankind.
Such are the phenomena of politics here
and in Europe: and to this depravity of
the leaders is united the uncertainty of
nearly every rule of law, and of every
maxim of political wisdom. Everywhere
the highest and most permanent interests
of the human species are shuffled abouf
and ultimately sacrificed to the diabolical
rivalries of personal avarice. As it any
thing were wanting to complete the confusion of this moral chaos, a specious but
deceptive Philanthropy steps in, with sanctimonious unction, glorifies its own silly
and ineffectual labours, and proclaims the
wreck to be the glory of advancing civilisation achieved by the mighty intellect of
the Nineteenth Century."
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Difficnlties Presented—-1)ifliculties Considered.f>

hat Christ, that is, the Anointed Onr\
:ame as king in his kingdom, in the sense
f that kingdom being set up, at that
DEAR SIR :
poch, you have mistaken my words.
I have read the book you have pub- You will see by Matt. x. 23, that the Sun
f Man was to come in some certain sense
lished by the title of Elpis Israel, and am
t(
much pleased with it, especially that por- lelbre the apostles had preached the
tion treating of the promises made to the Grospel of the Kingdom" in all the cities
f Israel's land. The sense in which he
fathers, the Kingdom, &c. But I find in
id come in those days is indicated in
reading the New Testament, some portions
of scripture that do not appear to agree Matt. xxii. 7.—He came in sending for!h
is armies ot Romans, and by them dewith your exposition. In Matt. xvi. it is
written, "that there be some standing here «trcying his murderers, and burning up
which shall not taste of death till they see heir city Jerusalem. This was corning
the Son of Man coming in his kingdom.'' ccording to the legal maxim, which is a
Matthew xxiv. 30, it is written, " they criptural one also, that what is done by
shall see the Son of Man coming in the ine's ngent is done by one's self. That
clouds of Heaven, Λν i t h power and great Gentile and Pagan armies may be God's
glory." Matthew xiii. 26, testifies to the
rmies is testified in Joel, where the Chalsame thing. See Luke i.w 27. It is true leans who destroyed Zion are styled " his
that the power of God was in the Roman
rmy ;"*' and in Isaiah, where the Medes
army at the destruction of Jerusalem ; but under Cyrus are termed Jehovah's sanctiin what sense did Christ come in his king- fied and mighty ones for his anger.f
dom then ; and if this be his second coming,
If you turn ιο the Herald of the Kingwhere is the promise of the third ? In dom, Vol. I, No. 10, p. 217, you will find
relation to the dead sleeping in the dust of how variously the word ·' kingdom" is
the earth till the resurreciion, it is written
d in the common version ol the Bible,
in John iii. 13, that " no man hath ascended When the Son of Man sent his armies to
up to heaven, but he that came down from
estroy Jerusalem he came to his kingheaven," &c ; but then 1 find it recorded in lorn, in the sense in which Louis Phillippo
2 Kings, ii. 11, that Elijah was taken up (to compare great things with small)
into heaven by a whirlwind. There is the
case of Enoch also; and of Moses and would have gone to his kingdom had he
Elijah on the mount, at the transfigura- sent an army into France to overthrow the
tion. I should like very much to hear Republic there. If the Son of Man were
your views on the above named passages present at the siege of the city he was not
By so doing you will confer a great favoi visible to the combatants. Visible or inon one that wishes to know the truth as visible, it matters not which, so that he
was there, he had both come to his kingit is in Jesus Christ.
dom, and wastVi his kingdom, in the sense
Very respectfully,
of being in the royal territory or land of
Your friend and well wisher,
Israel, which is a basilial, and not a ducal,
J. T. NORMENT.
or republican, domain—a territory, where
Henderson, Ky., April 14, 1852.
kings have, and " a King will reign and
prosper, and execute judgment and justice.":}:
But the passages you have quoted do
not refer to the coming of the Son of Man
DIFFICULTIES CONSIDEREDto destroy his murderers and their city.
CHRIST COMING IN HIS KINGDOM—RETURN Ο
They refer to his corning in power and
JEHOVAH'S GLORY TO JERUSALEM—CHRIST'
great glory as King de facto as well as de
PERSONAL APPEARANCE AT HIS COMING- j —in
manifestation as well as of right;
urc
THREE COMINGS, BUT ONLY TWO APPEAR
an appearing which Jesus says shall ocINGS—ELIJAH NOT WITH JESUS—CHRIST NO'
cur when he shall reward every man acYET AN ENTHRONED CONQUEROR.
cording to his works ;$ and which no one,
DEAR S I R :
I suppose, will pretend to say happened
at the destruction of the city. This conIn the preceding communication yo
propose the inquiry—In what sense dm text of the scripture, cited by you, likeChrist come in his kingdom, (at the de wise indicates the coming of the Son of
struction of Jerusalem,) and if this be hit Man in his kingdom at the time of his
Second Coming, where is the promise qfth appearing in the glory of his Father with
third?—in reply to which 1 would sa
f l s a i . xiii. 17, 19, 0.
*Jut?l i i . 1 I .
jhat if you have understood me fo teac
JJor. xxiii, 5 xxxiii. 15. fllVIflf. xvi. 27.
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he children of Israel no more defile,
his angels; 4< and then," saith the word,
either they nor their kings * * *.
*' he shall reward every man ; " for " Behold the Lord God will come with strong
ολν let them put away their whoredom,
hand, and his arm shall rule for him : be- and the carcasses of their kings far from
hold his reward is with him, and his work me, and I will dwelt in the midst of them
before him."*
for ever.''* By consulting the scriptures
eferred to below it will be clearly seen,
By taking the twenty-seventh verse of
hat Ezekiel, Dar.iel, Zcchariah and John,
Matthew sixteenth, with the twentywrite οϊ one and the same personage,
eighth, you will perceive that the coming
of the Son of Man in his appearing in his hat is, Christ, and therefore of Jesus
Father's glory, as well as in his own glory, whom we believe to be the Messiah of
and that of the holy angels,!—even that •srael. Jehovah reveals to us through
hem that Christ is his terrestrial gloryglory which is to be given to him when
he is brought before the Ancient of Days bearer, even the chief of the Cherubim of
t$ receive the " dominion, glory, and king- glory, through whom lie will shine forth
dom" as revealed in Daniel, " that all n the Age to Come. That he will como
people, nations, and languages should from the way of the east, and alight upon
serve him."{ So obvious is this that in mount Olivet, where Jehovah's glory
some original manuscript copies of Mat- stood when about to ascend from Israel's
thew the phrase en tee basileia hauf.on, ren- and in the reign of Zedekiahf to return
dered in the common version in his king- io more until it shall be borne by Christ
dom, is represented by en 1ee doxee hauou (who also ascended from the same spot)
" in his glory." Both phrases convey the when he shall appear in power. He regame data to him who reads the New veals also that when Christ shall shine
Testament in harmony with the Old ; be forth from the east as the Sun of the New
cause, for the Son of Man to come in his Heavens, he shall rise upon Jerusalem
kingdom with the angels, is for him to and them that love her " with healing iti
appear in the glory which he receives of his beams; 1 ' and upon his sapphirehis Father; and to appear in his glory, or throne therein established reign in the
majesty, is to come in his kingdom—thi
midst of Israel as king of the whole earth
coming and appearing are concomitant for ever. This is the New Testament apand inseparable events. They are the pearing of the Son of Man in his glory
manifestation of what Ezekiel saw in and kingdom, unto which we are invited
vision when standing, as it were, at the as joint-inheritors with him in the gospel
gate of that temple hereafter to be erected of the great salvation.J
in Jerusalem by " the man whose name
But do you inquire, How will he apis The Branch·;"} even by that man whom pear to human eyes when he is thus manihe describes as of a bright and glowing, fested in the glorious majesty of his kingamber-like appearance, sitting upon a dom ? Read the nairative of the transsapphire throne.|| From this similitude figuration, and your inquiry will find the
of Jesus in his glory a voice proceeded
best answer that can be given. Here
revealing to him the tilings of the invisi- were three witnesses who tasted not of
ble future pertaining to the kingdom. I
death till they saw "his majesty" or the
vision he was brought to " the gate that glory with which he will be invested
looketh toward the east," that is, towards when he sits as King of Israel on the
the mount of Olives; "And, behold,'r throne of his father David's kingdom,
says he, *' the glory of the God of Israe which is also " his kingdom," and " the
came from the way of the east: and His
kingdom of God." These eyewitnesses in
voice was like a noise of many waters :1T
mortal flesh saw him as he will appear
and the earth shined with his glory."**
" at his appearing and at his kingdom"—
This Glory-Bearer of Jehovah in Israe
kata with accusatives at in the sense of
having in vision entered the Millennia
in. His personal appearance will be earthTemple, thus addressed Ezekiel from with
illuminating wherever he goes, and shin*»
in concerning the place in which lie was
ing as the sun—the Spirit of the Father
speaking—" The place of my throne, am
the place of the soles of my feet, wlier* as from electro-magnetic poles glowing
I will dwell in the midst of the children oj through an incorruptible body. He will
Israel for ever, and my holy Name shall " shine as the brightness of the firmament, and as the stars, for ever and ever."
Hence he is styled " t h e Bright and
*lsai. xl. 10; Ixn. II; Rev. xxii. 12.
Morning Star,"} haying " a countenance
•fLukeix.26.
iDan. vii. 13, 14, 27.
$Zech. vi. 12, 13. (JEzek. ii. 26—28; xl. 3
*Ezek. xliii. 7—9.
tEzek. xi.23,
ITRev. i. 13—15.
**Rev. xviii. I; Kzek
xliii. 2.
Xl Thess. ii. 12.
flRev. xxii.1 16,
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In regard to your difficulty concerning
as the sun shining in his strength''*—the
Day-Star of the morning that dawnsf at Elijah, I would remark, in view of the
eventide·! Moses' face shone with glory words of Jesus you refer to, that Elijah,
—the Spirit glowing through mortality as though in heaven, is not in the heaven inthe changed exterior of Jesus ; how much dicated by him. Jesus really said, " No
more enduringly brilliant the Spirit's glow one hath ascended into the heaven, except
through incorruption ! ''The moon shall'* he from the heaven having descended,
then indeed " be confounded, and the .sun the Son of Man he being in the heaven."
ashamed, when (Jesus) the Lord of hosts} When he spoke these words he had not
shall reign on mount Zion,· and in Jeru- ascended;* but when John wrote them
salem, and before his ancients gloriously.' \\ he was in the heaven where he hath reNow this transfiguration scene is styled mained ever since. "Being in the heaven"
by one of the eyewitnesses " the coining he will yet descend from it at his second
of the Lord Jesus Christ,'' " his majesty," appearing; and being descended he will
" the receiving
from God the Father honor then be the only one on earth who hath
and glory.9^ Peter had mnde known to ascended to the heaven, and descended
the elect sojourners of the dispersion " the from it. But you will perhaps inquire,
power" of Jesus, and reminds them in where is this particular heaven ? I
this place that he had made known to reply, where the Father is en tots ouranois
them also "the coming" as illustrated in lois hypseelois in the highest heavens—
the representation on the mount. He the region of light " which no man can
says, that what he told them was "no cun- approach unto."f It is there the Uncreningly devised fable," but a reality which ated Majesty of the Universe resides sitwill assuredly come to pass. He saw it, ting upon his throne. Neither Enoch,
and John and James also saw it; yet he j Moses, Elijah, nor any other terrestrial,
saith, ** We have a more sure word of hath gone there. Jesus, of all terrestrials,
not upon
prophecy to which ye do well to take is nearest to that throne, but
y
heed, as unto a light that &hincth in a it. he is "at the right ha?jd' of the Paterdark place." In this saying Peter magni- nal Majesty.t There may be others at
fied the testimony of the prophets above that right hand from other systems of the
his own. Consult the prophets, and re- Universe ; but there is none other than
member their words ; they will remove a Jesus there from ours. Even he is at the
multitude of difficulties imagined by those Eternal Father's rigiit hand in the highest
who consult only the brief narratives and heavens for a time only ; that is, until the
epistles of six of the apostles and two of time comes to re-establish Jehovah's tertheir companions; and among these ob- restrial throne in Zion, when he will be
scurities that of the coming of the king- seen by mortal eyes at the right hand of
dom, and Jesus in it, in the last days ot power in our terrene abode.} " I sit down
Israel's commonwealth under the Mosaic (ekathisa) with my Father on his throne,"
saith the Lord Jesus. When? We ask
(aw.
The phrase " second coming" is not the question, because ekathisa is in the inscriptural. " Christ will appear a second definite tense. It is not now certainly, betime," says Paul, " to them that look for cause it is testified that he is at present
him * * * unto salvation." Theie " at the right hand of the throne of God,"
are three comings, but only two appearings. and therefore not upon it. When does
John the Baptizer preached Christ's com- he sit down upon the Father's throne?
ing,** which was the first; Jesus declared When Jehovah's throne, upon which
of himself that he would come before the David and Solomon sat, shall be restored.
apostles should have preached in all the This restoration will be the result of
cities of Israel, which coming was the Christ's foes being subjected to him by
second; and lastly, the apostles preached omnipotence; therefore saith the Father,
his coming to subdue all things to himself, " Sit ihou at my right hand until I make
to raise the dead, and to reign over the thy foes thy footstool. I will send the
the nations, which is the third. Christ's sceptre of thy power out of Zion: rule
first coming was an appearing in humili- thou in the midst of thine enemies."\\ Jesus
ation ; the third coming will be a second doth not grant to sit down in his throne
appearing, not however in humility and hereafter, because he hath overcome and
suffering, but in exaltation with power is now set down on the throne of the Uniand great glory. At the second coming verse ; but because he overcomes and
sits down upon Jehovah's throne, restorthere was no appearing at all.
«Rev. i. 16 f2 Pet. ι. ly. JZecii. χιν. ti, 7.
*Jno. xx. 17.
t l Tim. vi. 16.
(Rev. xix. 11, 14.
||faai. xxiv.23.
JlJeb. i. 3; viii. 1 ; xii. 2.
H2 Pet. i. 16—18.
«*Acts xiii. 24.
• Mat. xxvi. 64.
||Ps. ex. 1,2.
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the practice.of infant sprinkling: deducing
from this proposition the conclusion thai,
as infants were of old the divinely appointed recipients of the primal token of
the first ordained " Covenant of Promise,"
ihe new one conveyed in baptism, which
has superseded it, may, by a parity of rea^
soning, be legitimately communicated to
them now. Their inference would be
plausible, perhaps, if sprinkling were baptism, which it is not; and the immersion of
an infant the " one baptism" of the Messiah's institution, which it is not either.
But if the propriety of calling the name of
the Lord in immersion of an infant were a
correct deduction, it is obvious, that the
doing so in spiinkling might not be such
at all. To those, however, who view the
subject in the light irradiated by the doctrine of Christ, the fallacy of their conclusion in itstlf, as well as their erroneous
application of it, is fully apparent; and
their stronghold is seen to be a very insecure entrenchment. Permit me to exhibit
this in a few remarks on the Covenant
tokens of circumcision, and the name of
the Lord.
As I have intimated I believe their premises to be true and scriptural, and therefore reconcileable and consistent with the
scripture truth, that an enlightened, faithful, adult is the only fit recipient of the
three-fold name of God.
Of the import of circumcision there can
be no dispute. Concerning it God eaid to
Abraham, ·· It shall be a token of the covenant betwixt me and you ;" and Paul declares, " Abraham received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness of
his faith." It was at once a seal and a
token ; a seal in submitting to whose impress he received a ratification of the ·' exceeding great and precious promises," which
God had given to him; and a token, a memorial of them, and witness to him of their certain fulfilment hereafter. To his descendants
THE EDITOR.
also in the line of Isaac and Jacob, circumApril, 28th, 1852.
cision was an individual ratification of the
covenant made with their federal head ;
•Ps. lxxx. 17. IPs. ex. 5.
certifying to each of them their joint participation with him, so long as they walked
in the footsteps of his faith. And found
without it, they had no part with Abraham ;
INPANT-RHANTISM INSTEAD OF CIR-for
Jehovah had said of the uncircumcised
" That soul shall be cut off from his peoCUMCISION UNTENABLE.
ple." Thus circumcision, as an indispensable seal of conveyance, invested each
DEAR BROTHER :
obedient Israelite with a title to inherit
The Paedo-baptists in their controversies the blessings of the covenant when the
with us believe that they have in the sub- time should come for its promises to be
stitute relation of Christian baptism to present realities ; these being an everlasting
circumcision, a stronghold of defence for and coetaneous occupancy with the Christ,

ed in Zion at his appearing in his kingdom. Enikeesa and ekathisa in the twentyfirst verse of the third of Revelation are
both aorisls, leaving the time of the conquest and enthronement unfixed; the
nineteenth chapter, however, shows that
they will both be subsequently to the overthrow of the kings of the earth and their
armies, which is contemporary with the
utter destruction of the Beast and False
Prophet. It can no more be said of Jesus
that he has overcome or conquered, than
it can that he is enthroned, while " the
powers that be" exist and do according to
their will, and tread his land, city and
people, under foot. When he shall have
overcome, and shall have been enthroned
in David's kingdom, he will then be able
to reward his joint-heirs by giving them
" power over the nations," and a share
with him in his throne. But not before.
I know not in what part of the heavens
Enoch, Moses, and Elijah are. All the
information given us upon the subject is
that they are in heaven ; that is, not on
the earth. It is certain that they are not
" at the right hand of God." That is the
place of honor for Jesus only ; he alone
being " the Man of Jehovah's right hand,
whom he hath made strong for himself;"*
that he may "strike through kings in the
day of his wrath."f Thither hath no man
ascended save the Son of Man. He has
been there many centuries, but the time of
his departure from that far country is near
at hand, when he will come suddenly and
stealthily, and spoil Satan of all his ill-gotten goods, chattels, and effects.
May we not only " watch," but all put
on the wedding garment, and keep it unspotted from the world, that when he appears we may not walk naked, and be put
to shame.
In earnest hope of Israel's consolation,
I remain,
Yours faithfully,
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instead of Circumcision Untenable.

whom Abraham " saw afar off,'1 of the
land of Canaan ; and of the incalculable
increase of Israel, with their future dominion over, and ministry of blessing to, the
nations. I am aware that it is urged
against this view of the significancy of
circumcision, that that institution was connected with the law rather than the gospel;
in proof of which, Paul declares its recipients under an obligation to keep the law;
resulting simply and solely from their
being circumcised. It is true that he does
this, but circumcision is nevertheless, as
to its design, ·* not of Moses, but of the
fathers/' It was instituted antecedently
to the law, though it bore afterwards an
important relation to it. This arose from
its character as a mark distinguishing
Israel from the gentile world around. It
exhibited their separation from the nations,
as a people consecrated to their God and
King; to whom beneath Sinai's mount, they
bad vowed fealty and subjection. By affixing on each one a badge of his relationship
to Abraham and Abraham's God, is asserted
Jehovah's right to his loyal obedience;
showed him a subject of Israel's Divine
Monarch; and therefore " a debtor to do
the whole law " promulgated by his sovereign. But this was not the primary
import of the " token;" its bearing on
the law was accidental and irrespective
of its design. We see this illustrated in
the fact, that its observance was discontinued, and even in apostolic teaching,
prohibited; whilst the disciples remained
subject to the Mosaic code in many things.
Though they did not look for justification
from it, they were nevertheless obedient to
its civil requisitions; and did not scruple on
some occasions, to conform to its religious
ceremonial, as in the case of Paul, wbo,
to convince the Jews that he walked orderly and kept the law, fulfilled with four
others the vow of a Nazarite; to complete
which, he must offer by the priest two
lambs and a ram for a burnt offering, siu
offering, and peace offering.
But, to return. This covenant still remains the charter of the rich recompense
of our reward. Its seal of circumcision is
set aside ; it has no longer eignificancy.
But the covenant, being in force, must
have, judging by the analogy of the past,
now, as formerly, some initiative and memoralizing " token." That the name of
Jesus communicated in baptism, the only
institution of our Lord's, except the commemorative supper, is the substitute of
circumcision, may fairly be inferred from
its supplying its place as an inductive and
indispensable ordinance, bringing its sub-

jects into a new position towards God and
towards his people, essential to the realization of covenant blessings in the future.
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The uncircumcised shall be cut off from
his people;" and the parallel is, 4t except a
man be born of water and of the spirit he
cannot enter into the kingdom of God."
" Baptism doth now save us.*' Admitting
its substitute relation to circumcision, the
substitution itself—the change of the ordinance may be accounted for as resulting
from events which transpired in relation to
the Christ, viz : his manifestation, death,
burial, and resurrection; or rather from
Jewish incredulity of his Messiah-chaN
racter of whom they were witnessed.-—
These facts formed as it were a codicil to
Jehovah's will, bringing in the death of his
representative testator, and affirming that
Jesus of Nazareth was he. The-e supplementary articles being of equal force and
verity with the testament itself, their rejection necessarily invalidated faith, which
had respect only to the covenant as dissevered from them; for it is not a part of the
truth, but the whole—the things of the
kingdom and the name—which constitutes
the one essential faith. Had Israel as a
nation received these truths, it does not
appear that an alteration of the covenant
token would have been requisite; for
though it might have been expedient for
Gentile introduction into the church, yet
we cannot say that these would ever have
been "grafted in," but for Isiael's unbelief.
Had they nationally acknowledged Jesus of
Nazareth for their king, the new ordinance
might have been superfluous. But as they
rejected th'e superadded codicil there was
hence a necessity for an institution, in
which the minority who received it might
express their faith therein ; might be idenN
tified, and distinguished from the rest.—
This was supplied in the command, 4< Go
and teach all nations, baptising them into
the name of the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Spirit." The ambassadors of Israel's
King went forth accordingly; and, as we
read, " baptised into the name of the Lord
Jesus." Thenceforth circumcision became
a rite of the past, and was put away as a
thing eflete; for it was a " token " only to
those who believed promises, independently
of the then present commencement of their
fulfilment. To the mark in the flesh was
substituted the name of Jesus, called upoa
the believer in Him in an immersion of
divine ordinance. This is Christian baptism—a taking of the name of Jesus indicative of a recognition of his Messiah character in the bath of 4- pure water " of his
appointment. In view of this, howsignifi·
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cant is this name? H( w pregnant with
meaning our invocation of it! The name
it is for us the badge of saintly citizenship
as circumcision was of old : the title to
every faithful one who bears it to an ever·
lasting possession of Palestine in resurrection glory. And one reception of it—it is
our witness to Jesus that he is very Christ;
our testimony before God, and angels and
men, that he is Jehovah's Son, and Israel's
Prophet. Priest and King.
Now it will be evident that a recognition
of the Messiahship of Jesus having become indispensable to participation in " the
blessing of Abraham "an individual interest in this could no longer be ratified to
an infant of days, because it must of necessity be incapable of acknowledging the
Son of Mary. It is therefore that we see
the voluntary subjection of an intelligent
adult required to the new token instead of
the passive reception of infancy. Baptism
is predicated on a confession of Jesus as
the Christ, and this no babe is capable of;
therefore to baptise, to say nothing: of to
rhautise, an infant, either Jewish or Gentile,
is a palpable absurdity.
But apart from this consideration, the
Gentile is ineligible to receive the token of
a covenant made with Israel only. Abrahamic sonship is the divinely appointed
qualification for admittance to heirship
with Abraham, Jehovah said to him ·· I
will establish my covenant between me
and thee and thy seed." Every Israelite
being of his seed by natural birth, was, in
virtue of this, entitled to receive the token
until it, and, by necessary consequence, its
subjects were changed. But the Gentile
was excluded by the very terms of the
covenant. The Paedo rhantists lose eight cf
this. Because the infants of Israel weie
eligible to the primal token they suppose
the offspring of Gentiles are eo now in
relation to its substitute, which is certainly
a not very logical deduction. They do not
consider that the Gentile is horn an alien
from Israel's commonwealth, and consequently cannot enjoy the citizen's privileges. He can stand naturally in no relation to it save that of a stranger. H s
name is not found in the provisions of the
will, hence to confer on him the token of
inheritance is an empty and deluding
mockery. It is true that God has provided
for this natural disqualification in " the
mystery of the gospel," makijpg the Gentiles conditionally fellow-heirs with his
people by adoption. But it is only conditionally ; on a principal of faith and obedience that they can be grafted into Israel's
olive. "They which be of faith are bless-
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ed with faithful Abraham." "Ye are all
the children of God by faith in Christ
Jesus ; for as many of you (who believe)
as have been baptized into Christ have put
on Christ." And the principle of his adoption operates towards the Gentile precisely
as the substitution of the name for circumcision did in regard to the Jew. Il makes
him, whilst an infant, inelegible to it; it
disqualifies him for partaking of it then.—
Faith is essential; but an infant cannot believe ; therefore it cannot be constituted a
son of Abraham. The sonship of the Jew
is natural; that of the Gentile is by adoption, spiritual only, and contingent on character. Since the day of Peter's vision on
the tanner's roof, God has admitted all who
possess a believing apprehension of "the
things of the kingdom of God, and of the
name of Jesus Christ," on their baptism to
the degree of faithful Israelites; but never
in apostolic records do we read of the induction of a characterless babe into saintly fellowship. To profess to engraft eucji
into Christ's Body by any immersion, pouring, or sprinkling ; by any formula scriptural or unscriptural, accompanied with
prayers, however humbly oriervently expressed, is simply to exhibit the wilfulness of the flesh, in an attempted usurpation of the office of him who alone can
change the "child of wrath into a child of
grace.'1 This is God's work. "No man
can come unto me except the Father who
hath sent me, draw him " He does this
through providential actings suited to individual circumstances, by his Word as the
instrument of transformation, producing
voluntary obeJience as the consummation.
He graciously makes us co-werkers with
himself, but then it is our part iofollotd his
guiding* not to had him. To attempt to
direct or anticipate the actings of the Lord
our God, in his union of members to his
Body, is a mere fleshly assumption, and
utter presumption. His name may be called on the passive, unconscious being, and
it may be said to be "born again," but it is
a birth of the will of the flesh, of the will
of man ; not of God.
In conclusion, I would remark that a
Gentile, in whom the word of truth has
developed the family likeness of the sons
and daughters of the Lord Almighty is,
prior to taking hold of God's covenant by
the name of Jesus, in the position of the
Israelitish babe, before the eighth day.—
Baptism into Christ is to him what circumcision was to it—the boundary-line that
must be passed, if he would inherit with
Abraham the kingdom of God. Let him
cross it, and he needs then but to endure
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*aithful to the end, and all is well, eteinally well with him, who has come to trust
under the sheltering wings of the God of
Israel. But we must take his name if we
would be one with Jesus our Lord. " I
have espoused you as a chaste virgin to
Christ," says Paul. This is the ceremony
of the Bride's espousals; it is the grafting
of the branch into the vine; it is the cementing of the stone to the temple whose
foundation is Christ Jesus. Of old in
God's u holy and beautiful house*' he put
his name, and now he records it on every
stone of his spiritual temple. Yea, verily, "the name of the Lord is a strong tower ; the righteous runneth into it and is
safe."
PRISCILLA DERBE.

OUR VISIT TO BRITAIN.
IKVITED TO EDINBURGH—RETURN FROM ISLAY
TO PAISLEY—VISIT KERR'S SHAWL-FACTORY
—ARRIVE IN EDINBURGH—Two PARTIES OF
"REFORMERS'* THERE—INVITED TO VISIT
BOTH—ATTEND A SOIREE—INTRODUCED TO
THE COMPANY—MADE A ROCK OF OFFENCE
TO BIGOTRY—SATAN
FLOORED—"MODERN
ATHENS AND ITS " S O C I E T Y " — A QUIET TEA
PARTY SUDDENLY TBANSFORMED INTO A SEMlPUULIC CONVERSAZIONI—INVITED TO PRESENT
AN OUTLINE OF VIEWS—PROPHECY PROXOUNCED UNINTELLIGIBLE BY A D l V l N E — Ρ κ Ο Ρ Η Ε CY DEFENDED—ABeQUATULATtON OF THE D l YINt INTO OUTER DARKNESS—STULTIFICATION—CROSS-FiaiJSG—FOBLORN-HOPE.

Hie Glasgow Convocation brought together delegates from various parts of
bcotland as well as from England. Among
these were friends from Edinburgh, now
settled in Wisconsin. They witnessed the
violent and unprincipled proceedings of the
Wallis faction in that scene of confusion
with disapprobation and disgust. These
delegates were not sympathizers with us.
They had heard of us, indeed, through the
British and American Millennial Harbingers ; but to hear of us in these periodicals was to hear of us only that which
was evil. The "infidel" "factious," and
"wicked madman," they saw for the first
lime defending the Lincoln church from
expulsion and excommunication, because
it had requested him to represent it in a
convention assembled to consider how the
gospel might be best disseminated throughout Britain. Their faith was Campbellietic ; his was altogether the reverse. It
cannot be said, therefore, that there was
any factious sympathy between us. They
came to the Convention on the side of the

enemy, but departed from it, if not as
friends, at least more favorably disposed
than before.
When they arrived in Edinburgh, they
reported to their brethren what they had
seen and heard. The rumors which had
reached them concerning us had made an
I unfavorable impression; still they felt a
curiosity to hear what we had to say, for
they had heard that great interest had been
created in Glasgow in our discourses there.
It was determined, therefore, to invite us
to visit Edinburgh at our earliest convenience. We received the invitation before
we left Glasgow for Islay, and were assured of a respectful, if not a cordial, reception in Auld Reekie. We accepted, of
course, being thankful under any circumstances that a door of utterance to speak
the gospel of the kingdom was opened in
so important a city as the Athens of Caledonia.
In returning from the Hebrides, then, to
London, our tour was to take in the city
of Edinburgh. We had intended, when
we arrived at East Tarbert, to proceed to
Glasgow by way of Inverary and Loch
Goilhead; but tlie delay occasioned in getting the cattle on board at Port Askaig,
made us too late for the steamer, which
had passed on to Inverary before we arrived. This was disagreable, as it detained us in Tarbert till next morning, and
compelled us to return the way we came.
But there was no help for it; so it became
us, as we endeavor to do in all cases of
disappointment, to mingle contentment witn
a patient waiting for deliverance. Morning came, and with it the steamer, which,
having taken in a cargo of Highland cattle, pigs, fish, &c, left the pier at 10 A.
M., for Glasgow. Our destination was
Paisley where we were to speak the next
day ; and as we wished to vary the route,
we concluded to leave the steamer at
Greenock, and take the rail thence to Paisley, where we arrived at 4 1-2 o'clock P.
M. We spoke twice at this place the
next day, which was Lord's day, Oct. 23,
1848. About this time twelve persons
were immersed by authority into the
church; but upon what premises in each
case we are l.ot prepared to say.
Before leaving this town we visited a
shawl factory, said to be the largest in
Europe, o^ned by Mr. Robert Kerr. The
dying, weaving, shearing, washing, drying, and mangling of shawls and vest patterns, were all processes carried on in the
establishment by hand and machinery on a
large scale. The dying department, in
which a hundred men can work, had only
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one man and two boys employed, so dull
was trade at the time. The highest price
(wholesale of course) for shawls fabricated at those works, was ten guineas.—
They were very handsome looking goods,
and a considerable stock of them appeared to be on hand in the warehouse, which
was, fortunately, not attached to the factory, which, in about ten days after our
visit, was totally consumed by fire. It
was considered quite a privilege to view
the place which was not accessible to all;
for some Russians, not long before, had
been refused admittance by the proprietor.
We arrived in Edinburgh on the 27th
October. We were met at the station by
two friends, who conducted us to a Mrs.
Petries, 21 Lothian Street, near the University. As nobody in Edinburgh had any
confidence in us, we were kept at such a
distance as was compatible with civility.
This was the r. ason of our being taken to
private lodgings, and not permitted to
share in the hospitality of the domestic
hearth. We did not know that this was
the feeling towards us at the time. But
we had no reason to expect otherwise.—
All strangers together, and our proscribed
self
in bad odor; certainly not in the
*4odor of sanctity'1 with our dear friend
Campbell's coreligionists. Of these, there
were two parties, which had formerly been
one church, of which one was much more
Campbellistic than the other. The Oak
Hah1, and the South Bridge Hall, are the
styles by which their churches are known.
Twe former was said to be of the real covenant spirit, which did not partake much
of the "milk of human kindness." J^aw
and authority unincumbered with the
bowels of mercy and compassion, were
supposed to hold their own in the Hall of
Oak. The demerits of the case between
the two halls we are unable to give. It
is no affair of ours. All we knew was,
that there was no union or communion between them; and that we were in questionable relationship to them both. Our
invitation to Edinburgh came from the
South Bridge friends, whom we found,
with three or four exceptions, to be kind,
just, and liberal. Their religious theory
was Campbellistic; but their disposition
was in advance of their theory. They
were willing to hear, and to prove "all
things;" and did not endorse the notion
that all wisdom and knowledge was comprehended in the Bethanian theory of baptism for the remission of sins. There were
three or four among them disposed to kick
against the goads. They found, however.
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at length, that in kicking they hurt no one
but themselves. They therefore wisely
concluded to kick no more; but though
they ceased to kick, the disposition to lift
up theL· heels against us continued hardly latent to the end.
Our quarters were very comfortable.
It
is true, we were alone ; but then we arc
4
'never less alone than when alone, nor less
idle than when idle." With the Bible and
materials for writing, we can neither be idle
nor alone. Studying this great book, and
writing upon its contents, nave become a
habit which rather impatiently endures
interruption. The luxury of silence and
solitude, after much speaking and conversing, none can duly appreciate who have
not enjoyed it. But in our three tours we
tasted not much of this enjoyment. We
were, so to speak, not our own. We
were a bearer of "strange things'7 to the
people's ears, and were, therefore, expected to be at the service of every one; and
which we endeavoured to be with as much
affability as we could command.
We were waited on at separate times
by individuals from both the Halls. The
Oaks wished us to be at their meeting oo
the following Lord's day, but we declined;
intending to be at neither their's, nor at
the South Bridge, but to attend to our
own appointments elsewhere in the afternoon and evening. Certain of the South
Bridgians having heard our version of
American troubles, in which a more remarkable effort has been made than history furnishes for many a year, to extinguish
a humble individual for daring to think and
speak his convictions independently of religious factions and their self important
inflations,—they insisted on our attending
their meeting, and worshipping with them.
We demurred to this for several reasonsWe had not come to Britain to put individuals or churches to the test of fellowship. We came to announce to them the
gospel of the kingdom, and to call their
attention to the signs of the times as indicative of the Lord's approach. We asked fellowship of none, but a patient hearing from all. They insisted. We objected ; especially as we understood that the
Campbellite spirit was rampant in a few
of them. We had so often been tilted at
by drones of no personal weight or consideration, just to lift themselves into notice by an affected zeal against heresy in
us, who are regarded as fair game for any
unprincipled fowler, that we declined being made an occasion of unprofitable controversy in the church. They urged that
they wished to test the question, whether
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one or two were to dictate to all, what
they should hear and whom. We declined being made the test, but agreed to attend their meeting as an observer of their
doings, when in church assembled.
On the evening of our arrival in the
city, we attended, by invitation, a soiree
given by the friends at South Bridge Hall.
We found a very respectable company assembled to partake of the good things provided for the inner and outer man. It was
here we became acquainted with some
whom we hope to call our friends "till, the
Lord comes ;" when } w e trust, as the result of their obedience to the faith originally delivered to the saints by the Spirit of
God, and of a patient continuance in welldoing, we shall rejoice together in his presence. The evening, or soiree, was harmonious and interesting. Pieces, called
••sacred," were well sung ; and speeches,
humorous and instructive, delivered with
agreable effect upon the hearers. Mr.
Alexander Melville Bell, Professor of Elocution, and a very successful practitioner in
the art of teaching the tongue of the stammerer to speak with ease, convulsed us all
with mirth, by his imitative illustration of
the pseudo-sublime and real-ridiculoue exhibited by speakers, who, fuller of themselves than their subject, repeat the speeches they have conned by rote. From this,
it will be seen, that the evening was not
devoted to the subject of religion exclusively. The topics were various, and the
company, likewise, persons of other sects,
and of no sect partaking in the proceedings as well as those of the South Bridge
congregation, who got up the meeting.—
Mr. Bell, whom we have the pleasure of
calling our friend, (for he proved himself
euch both in word and deed,) belongs to the
Baptist church in Edinburgh, presided over
by the Rev. Mr. Watson ; and our humble self, to no human ecclesiastical organization whatever. We were unexpectedly
invited to address the audience, which we
could not very well avoid to do. What
w e said, or wnat was our text even, we do
not now remember. Suffice it to say, it
was our opening speech in Edinburgh, and
advanced us a u w i e bit" in the good graces
fi{ them that heard us.
The Lord's day following was Oct. 30th.
W e were guided to the place of meeting
by the friend who insisted upon our going
thither. Very reluctantly we consented
to accompany him, with the assurance that
no difficulty would be provoked. But it
availed not. When the congregation was
gathered, he arose and observed that he
-understood that there would be opposition,

by some, to Dr. Thomas' breaking bread
with them, he therefore wished to know,
before the meeting was opened, what was
the decision of the church in the case. He
was opposed to proscription for opinion's
sake, and with American difficulties they
had nothing to do. H e and another brother were acquainted with both sides of the
Question between Dr. Thomas and Mr.
Campbell; and without assuming to judge
between them, they were satisfied that
there was not just and sufficient grounds
for them to refuse Dr. Thomas the bread
and wine, if he pleased to partake of them.
The opposition, whoever they were, seemed taken aback by this initiative. Whatever they felt, its expression was feeble.
Some dissent was expressed, but their premises were vague, and easily overturned;
and their conclusions, consequently, without effect. The ^?ros and cons having subsided into silence for want of more to say,
we interjected a few remarks before sentence was pronounced. W e observed that
we had come there as a spectator, at the
request of the friend who had introduced
the subject before them. W e came not to
test their fellowship, or to raise any question of the kind in their midst. We came
to Edinburgh at their instance, indeed, but
for a very different purpose—it was to lay
before them the Gospel of the Kingdom,
and to define the Signs of the Times as
evincing its near approach. We asked
none for their fellowship, but simply to
hear with candor what we had to say, and
then to search the scriptures and see if
what we said were not the truth of God.
Fellowship was an after-consideration.—
W e cat bread, not as an act of fellowship,
but as an act of remembrance, discerning
no test there, but only the Lord's body.
If they said we' might eat of the bread
they had provided, it was well; if not, it
was also well. They would of course do
as they pleased. Either way we were
content. Whatever was the opinion of
these remarks, nothing more was said on
either side, and it was agreed, on the responsibility of Messrs. Muir and Gray,
who had testified in our favor, that tne
bread and wine should not be withheld.
W e were quite pleased at the order of
the meeting. The scripture readings were
from the Old and N e w Testament, in regular course; the prayers were not random
outpourings, but the thoughtful petitions of
the thankful and necessitous ; the singing
was scientific, melodious, and appropriate
to the words chosen from "the Songs of
Ζion," which used to be sung in Israel's
praises of Jehovah and his goodness for-
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evermore; and the exhortations were
words of truth and soberness. Still there
was a something wanting. They were
courteous, but there was not that sunniness of aspect indicative of unanimity and
oneness of soul. It requires a hearty belief of the gospel of the kingdom to bring
a church to this—a faith which, at our advent to Edinburgh, we did not find at all
occupying the minds of the ungodly or devout. As a society, the South Bridgians
were liberal and independent; and though
believing in the Bethanian philosophy,
they refused to recognize its president-Prtfeesor as their master ; or his Nottingham
representative, and the Fife-Kingdom committee, as the gaolers of their conscience,
and directors of affairs. Had they submitted to their dictation, which they had
successfully resisted before our arrival,
we should not have been invited, nor received. But Providence had ordered all
things well. The bigotry which encountered us at the Glasgow Convention of delegates, was defeated by their co-religionists in Edinburgh, who, though they believed not, were willing to hear in a Berean
Spirit, and to open to us a door of utterance, that they might know the things
that had excited so much attention and interest among the people.
We sojourned in Edinburgh two weeks,
during which we spoke to audiences
amounting sometimes to more than a thousand people. This was very well for so
Presbyterial a city, whose inhabitants,
though mainly addicted to free-churchism,
are but little disposed to make excursions
beyond the pale of "orthodoxy," and conventional "respectability." Edinburgh is
a beautiful city, favoured of nature and
adorned by art. Royalty, CovenanterCalvinism, physic, literature, and arms,
are enthroned there, attracting, consequently, crowds of retainers, and expectants of the good things ordinarily dispensed to those upon whom "fortune" smiles.
These constitute "society" in "Modern
Athens," in ministering to whose wants
they, who are not "society," obtain their
daily bread. This is the substratum of
the upper soil underlying which are things
villainous and without estimation in the
purlieux of the Cowgate and Grassmarket
of the lower town. This is the base upon
which society rests, as base as it is low in
the scale of being ; the swinish multitude,
whose habitations filthy in the extreme,
are a malarious and piggish exposition of
its brutality and desolation. Though sent
to the poor and humble, for "dogs" and
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"swine" the kingdom's gospel was not proclaimed.* The advertisements, therefore,
of our meetings, where the holy things
and pearls of God's truth would be exhibited for the admiration and acceptance of
the public, found no response among the
"baser sort." Neither were they responded to, to any remarkable extent by Athenian "Society ;*' which is eo pious, so
highly refined, in such favor with Heaven,
and on such complacent terms with itself,
knowing and believing all that is "essential to salvation," that it cares not to trouble
itself with the "strange things" and "new
doctrine" brought to its doors by the "setters forth of strange gods," as it regards
J esus and the resurrection prophetically
exhibited at this day. Our audiences were
drawn neither from the high nor low, but
from the odds and ends of Edinburgh, who
in every city are the most independent
and Berean of the population. We addressed them some ten or a dozen times,
mostly at the Waterloo Assembly Room,
in Princes street, a spacious and elegant
apartment, and capable of seating some
thousand to fifteen hundred people. The
impression made upon them was strong,
and, for the time, caused many to rejoice
that Providence had ever directed our
steps to Edinburgh. Our ex positions of the
sure word of prophecy interested them
greatly, causing our company to be sought
for at the domestic hearth incessantly, to
hear us talk of the things of the kingdom
and name of Jesus, and to solve whatever
doubts and difficulties previous indoctrination might originate in regard to the things
we teach.
Our new friends had but little mercy
upon us in their demands upon our time.
They seemed to think that premeditation
was unnecessary ; and that we had nothing to do but to open our mouth, and out
would fly a speech ! Of our two hundred
and fifty addresses in Britain, all were extemporized as delivered. There was no
help for it, seeing we had to go oftener
than otherwise from parlor conversation to
the work before us in the lecture-room.—
Indeed, our nervous system was so wearied by unrest that we could not have studied a discourse. Present necessity was
indispensable to set our brain to work.
Certain subjects were advertised, and had
to be expounded. We knew, therefore,
what was to be treated of; and, happily,
understanding "the Word of the Kingdom," we had but to tell the people what
* M.itt.
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it taught, and to sustain it by reason and
testimony. In this way we got along independently of stationary and sermonetudying, which would have broke us
down completely, and would have absorbed more time than uour friends allowed us.
•'Come/' said one, and take a quiet cup
of tea with us on Saturday evening?"
We hesitated, being desirous to have the
last night in the week to ourselves, at least.
"There'll only be two or three whom you
have met before. You can just take it as
easy as you please—talk or not, as it suits
yourself.'* This seemed very fair, so we
agreed to go. We found some two or
three additions to our friends domestic circle, as he had said; and among them one
of the pastors of the church to which he
belonged. The tea-table conversation was
without point: that is, nothing was touched
upon concerning which the pastor and we
would find ourselves in opposition; for he
is respectably orthodox according.to Athenian concession, while, as for us, it is well
known that we have no pretensions that
way. Wherever "a divine" is present,
there is generally formality and stiffness in
the circle,
all "feast of reason and flow of
soul'1 being quenched by the mystic afflation of his presence. His "people" look
up to him as their theological syntax—the
rule by which they are expected to order
their words in speech. Hence their sentences are measured, and their tone subdued into harmony with his supposed approval. This is irksome to a free spirit
who knows what is in the clergy, and,#
therefore, hath no admiration for them, yet
wishes to give no cause of offence to
friends who hold them in esteem. This
irksomeness was fatiguing, and predisposed us to accept, with a good grace, any
event that might turn up to dissolve the
spell that bound us.
Nor was a change of affairs far off. It
was even at the doors. The tea service
was not removed ere the bell at 13 Hope
street, Charlotte Square, announced frequent arrivals from divers parts of the
city. The ladies and gentlemen were
ushered into an adjoining room, were our
friend is wont to teach clergymen and
others to read their sermons and to speak
with fluency and propriety. Our little
<iuiet tea party was invited to adjourn to
this arena, when, to our surprise, we found
there in fashionable costume a company of
from twenty to thirty individuals. This
was too bad. "O," said our friend, " I
thought you would'nt mind i t ! ' The assembly was pleasant to the eye, but how

it would prove to the ear was another
question. Its materials were not homogeneous. We cannot define them. Some
were deacons, others members of Mr.
Watson's church, some officers of the
United Service, lawyers, sons of Abraham
in flesh and spirit, &c.—all honorable per| sons, courteous, and well esteemed. Having been introduced to them, our friend remarked that, "not wishing to monopolize
the good things to himself, in which he
knew they were interested as well as he,
he had taken the liberty, without consulting the doctor, of inviting them to meet
him on the present occasion, to hear conversationally more about them. He hoped,
therefore, by way of introduction to an
interchange of ideas, he would favor them
with a brief outline of the subject matter
I brought to their ears in the interesting lectures they had attended." In doing this,
we called their attention to what the
I prophets had spoken concerning "the pow• ers that be," the nations, Israel, and the
saints—that "the powers'* were to fye
ι abolished ; the nations to be subsequently
I universally blessed ; Israel to be organized
j into the kingdom of God ; and, that to the
Saints and their Chief, immortalized and
made equal in nature to the angels, are to
be given eternal glory, honor, and dominion over all the inhabitants of the earth.
That these were the things of the invisible future revealed in the Scriptures of
truth as gospel, or glad tidings of great joy
to all people. The prophets had given us
the signs by which we might know the
times when those things were about to be.
! These signs were political events, whose
! character was discernible by the light of
' their testimony shed upon the present and
• the past. That we had more particularly
! to do with the present in which predicted
I events were speaking to us trumpetjtongued, of the speedy coming of the
Kingdom of God. We had come from the
sun-setting to call the attention of the people in Britain, to the prophetic significanicy of the notable events affecting the
1
French, Austrian, Papal and Turkish dominions, for their practical, individual, and
everlasting weal. If they inquired, how
they were to be benefitted by comprehending the import of these things ?—we replied,
that seeing the day approaching when the
King of the Jews was about to appear in
his kingdom and glory, they might separate themselves from "the error of the
wicked," and "be found of him in peace,
without spot, and blameless." To do this
they must believe the Gospel of the King-
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dom—the glad tidings ol that Kingdom
which the God of Heaven had promised
in a multitude of places to set up in Is
rdePs land, given to the fathers Abraham
Isaac, Jacob, and their seed in Christ, fur
an everlasting possession in the Age to
Come—not the gospel of kingdoms beyond the skies. This gospel, which indeed is no gospel, is *'the error of the
wicked," from which a man must cleanse
himself if he would find salvation in the
Kingdom of God. The world is full of
gcspels. Every sect has its gospel, and
the world is full of sects. These aie very
well in their way. They give order to
society,and give the wicked pause; but
can give no man an introduction to the
Kingdom of God. There is but one gospel can do this; that gospel, namely,
preached by Moses, promised and amplified in the holy prophets, and preached
also by John the Baptist, Jesus, nnd his
Apostles before and after Pentecost: this
gospel it is that is the power of God for
the salvation of those who believe.*—
God's power to save is in no other gospel
than the Gospel of the Kingdom we advocate. It is that concerning which the
wholesome words ol the Lord Jesus aver
that, "he that believeth and is baptised
shall be saved, he that believeth not shall be

condemned, "f

To this effect we spoke as nearly as we
can recollect at this time. Having resumed our seat, our host observed, that
"the subject was now before them, and he
doubted not it would afford Dr. Thomas
pleasure to consider any difficulties his
outline might have suggested to the minds
of his hearers;" and then turning towards
his pastor, sitting on a sofa near the door,
he inquired if he would not favor the ccmpany with his views upon these important themes ? To this he replied, that "he
agreed with several of the particulars expressed by Dr. T., but that as to prophecy
we could not know much about it before
ft was fulfilled, and was of opinion that
time might be more profitably engaged in
attending to what could be understood.''
Thus he delivered himself substantially,
and then relapsed into silence, from which
it is to be inferred, that, though a professional interpreter of the Bible, the greater
part of which is composed of history and
prophecy, he had no views upon these
important themes ! Being convened for
iriendly social interchange of thought, we
did not wish to disturb the harmony of the
evening, by seeming to enter the list
against our ecclesiastical friend. Having
Rom. i. 16.

1 Mark xvi. 15—16.
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put himself in our power, we might have
made him contemptible before the eyes of
all. We might have demonstrated his
utter incorupetency for "the work of the
ministry" in which he claimed to be enffaged ; and have convicted him of extreme presumption in assuming to speak
to men in the name of the Lord, while
confessedly and profoundly ignorant of
what the Lord had spoken by the mouth
of his holy prophets. But, out of respect
to our worthy host, and that we mi«htnol
be accused by any of acting offensively,
we lost sight ol the pastor, and imposed
silence upon ourselves, for a time at least,
that others might oflVr their ideas if so
disposed.
The silence being unbroken, as we
thought, sufficiently long, we observed
that we woul.l briefly hold their attention
to what the scripture testified lor our instruction in Peter's second epistle.* W e
then read the words following—"We have
also the prophetic word more sure to which
ye do well to take hed as unto a light that
shintth in a dark place, until its day dawn,
and a light-bearer arise in your hearts."
These, we observed, are "wholesome
words," and the literal rendering of the
original. The prophetic word is sure, and
the things Peter, James and John had
witnessed on the Mount of Transfiguration confirmed it, or made it surer. Thus
made doubly sure, it became a shining
light, not a feeble invisible light, such as
pure hydrogen burning in day-brightness ;
but a light blazing as the sun in a place
otherwise dark, dark-as Egyptian night
with blackness. W e need not wonder aft
the sure propheiic word being radiant with
brightness; for Jehovah who gave it fe
light, the Light of the Universe, "in whom
is no darkness at all." It is "a light that
shineth in a dark place." The heart df
man is this dark place. The word avchmeros signifies not only dark, but "sqiraKd
and filthy." This is a man's mental and
moral condition, squalid, filthy, ami dar%,
by nature—a condition before God, if ndt
in the estimation of his fellow-men, if*
which he continues hopelessly until the
sure word, termed by Paul, i(the light of
the glorious gospel of Christ, shine into
him."f Consider the savage, the seruibarbarian, and the "civilized" man. Not
to go beyond "Christendom" for examples,
contemplate the man of letters, philosophy, politics, and "religion," not to mention the thoughtless multitude, whose
minds embrace no oiher topice thin
*2Pet. i. 19—21 ; iii. 17.
t 2 Cor. iv. 4.
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such as arise spontaneously from their
"fleshly lusis that >var aginst the soul."
Converse with these several classes of mankind upon "Moses and the Prophets," the
npostolic testimony, the mission of Messiah, the future of nations, the destiny of
the earth and of man upon it, &,c, and
you will find that "darkness covers the
earth, and gross darkness the people ;" and
as the neccessary consequence ot this uni
versal ignorance, or blindness of heart to
the sure prophetic word, their works are
evil, and that continually.
Now to this sure prophetic word, or
glorious gospel light, (for the gospel is
still almost wholly a mailer of prophecy,)
the apostle says, "ye do well to take heed
to it." Surely he is an authority in the
case, and one whose exhortation should
be respectfully entertained. Would he
tell us to take heed to the sure prophetic
word if it were unintelligible ? Can we
take heed to a thing we do not, and canuot understand? Prosechontes,'rendered
giving or taking heed, signifies having in
addition to. This is its derivative signification, and imports that we should have
the sure word of prophecy added to our
minds; but can this addition be accomplished unless we apply our minds to the
word, or give heed to it? And what
would be the use of studying it if it were
essentially enigmatical, and insusceptible
ol rational interpretation ? On the contrary, we conclude from the terms of the
apostle's exhortation, that it is clear, worthy of diligent study, reasonable, and improving.
But Peter's'exhortation was not confined to bis contemporaries. What he said
to them be says to us. You do well to

give heed to it "until its day dawn." The

in his kingdom and glory—this is Me day*
which succeeds "To day," coeval with the
Gentile governments ; the Gospel-day,
when Christ shall sit upon his father's
throne in Zion, and "govern the nations
upon earth."f
This day has not yet
dawned. We are in "the evening time of
to-day,'* when h shall-be light.J We are
of "to-day," which is <#a cloudy and dark
day'*—a day of ignorance, superstition,
and foolishness ; but when to morrow
comes, the day after "to-day," these things
will be abolished to the ends of the earth,
and we shall no more need the prophetic
word to give us light. But till then, the
"heirs ol the kingdom" can no more do
without the shining light of prophecy,
than mankind can do without the brightness of the firmament. Blot out the light
of heaven, and confusion and death would
soon pervade the world. The "children
of the day"$ must have daylight, or they
would become sickly, and pine away, and
die. They responded to (i the apostle's exhortation, and apply their minds to the
sure prophetic word, that in keeping their
minds actively engaged upon it, a lightbearer may spring up in their hearts making their paih "as the shining light, that
shineth more and more unto the perfect
day." The way of the wicked is not so.
It is darkness, and they know not at what
they stumble.
We remarked, in conclusion, that prophecy is so intelligible that those who take
heed, or apply their minds to it, can tell
assuredly what shall come to pass before
it happens. Tnis was the case with those
to whom Peter wrote. A fter writing about"
the coming of the Lord to slay his murderers, and to burn up their city,, (his second coming, not his second appearing at
his third coming,^ in which he discoursed
also of the passing away of the heaven·
and the earth constituted by the old Mosaic covenant then in existence, but since
vanished away—he conclndes by saying
to them, "seeing ye know these things be|/ore, beware, &c." They knew what was
coming upon Jerusalem and the State; for
they were observant of the Signs of the
Times given by the Lord in his prophecy
on Mount Olivet. Their presence enabled
them to eschew "the error of the wicked,"
who scoffed at the idea of the Lord's com-

common version has it "until the day
dawn;" but this is not the translation of
heos hou hemera diaugase. Hou is the relative to its antecedent luckno which is
synonymous with "the word"—hon heraerm whose day; that is, the light's day, or
the word's day—the Day testified of in
the light-imparting word ot prophecy, in
which God will rule the world in righteousness by Jesus Christ, whom he raised
up from the dead, for that very purpose.*
This is the day spoken of by Moses and
the Prophets—"the acceptable year of the
Lord," the year-day, or Age to Come, of
* Ezek. xxxix. 8.
a thousand years duration, (which with
t P s . lxvii.4 ; xxii.27,28.
the Lord are but as one day, says Peter,)f
X Heb. iii. 13; iv. 7; Luke xxiii. 4 3 ;
"the rest which remains for the people of
God"—the day when His king shall come Zt'ch. xiv. 7.
« 1 The», v. 5.
||Prov. iv. 18, 19.
• Acte xvii. 31.
tSPct. ni. 8.
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iog to punish his enemies. It enabled
then to be steadfast; and at length to escape 4*ihe judgment and fiery indignation,
which de YOU red the adversaries/1 To
deny that we can know before hand what
ig to come to pass, is to affii m that we canBOtuederstand the gospel; for the gospel ie
glad tidings of what is to be to all nations
tod to the saints. It is the report of good
things promised. A promise is a prediction, and a prediction is prophecy. The
gospel is a great prophecy of what God
intends to do; and they who intelligently
believe it know before hand what is to be
dene. The little that has been fulfilled in
Jesus is an assurance to the believer that
what remains will certainly be accomplished. He foresees the crushing down of the
thrones, the abolition of all kingdoms, empires, and republics, the setting up of a divine kingdom in Israel's land, the blessedness of all nations under the government
of Messiah and his brethren, and the will
of God done on the earth as it is in Heaven $ with many more great and glorious
things too numerous to mention at the present time.
When we sat down a dead silence ensued. Whatever was thought, no one
offered, or seemed disposed to offer, a word
of comment on what had been spoken.
The pastor had sighed deeply while we
were speaking, thinking, perhaps, that he
had fallen upon evil times in consenting to
be one of our quiet tea party. But this is
only supposition with us. He may have
been vastly pleased at our vindication of
the prophetic word; for there are some
minds so nobly constituted that they rejoice in the triumph oi truth, even when
the result of their own defeat. W e fear,
however, that he did not rejoice greatly j
if he did, it was with joy unspeakable, for
he said nothing; hut rising and bending
sufficiently forward to cleat the sofa, he
moved noiselessly toward the door, with
his body at an angle of forty-five degrees
with bis understandings, and slid on into
outer darkness, leaving as all in blank
amazement at his sudden and not very
dignified retreat! No remark was made,
but the silence was expressive. The truth
proved unanswerable, and was yielded to
with prudence as the "belter part of
valor." The fugitive's vanishment from
the light must have been mortifying to his
friends; his retreat, however, was agreably covered by a concerto performed on
the piano ana flute, which restored the
balance of the evening, and prepared us
for a new beginning, without reference to
what had gone before.
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A natural son of Abraham being present, a continental Jew who professed conversion to Gentile Christianity, our kind
host invited him to deliver himself upon
the subject of Messiah's coming. It was
soon evident, however, that upon whatever topics he might be profound, he was
far irotn being at home upon this. He
had been a candidate for admission into
Mr. W's church, if we remember rightly,
but grounds existed for suspicion that his
motives were not loyal and true, so that
he still remained a candidate. He was
aware, doubtless, that the company was
divided into believers of Christ's personal
reign on earth, and those who rejected it.
He spoke so as to please both if possible ;
at any rate, as far as he was concerned,
so as to leave them both in the right, rather inclining to the idea that it might be personal. W e could not permit such stufi
to pase without a word ot comment. W e
expressed our surprise that a Jew could
hesitate* distinctly to affirm the personal
appearing and reign of Messiah in Israel's
land as the only reign taught in the Bible
concerning him. The figurative coming
and reign of Christ was a mere Gentile
tradition, a fiction of the apostacy, which
no Jew instructed by the prophets could
possibly entertain. W e hoped he would
make himself sure on this matter, and
abandon the illogical supposition, that a
proposition could be at once true and not
true according to the opinion of an audience.
The repetition of music, and the introduction of refreshments, relieved our Jewish acquaintance from his entanglement,
and, together, imparted a gift of tongues
to the company at large. A cross-firing
soon after commenced from all sides ot
the house. One question led to another,
untit a lawyer and a deacon, pious members of the fugitive pastor's nock, Jed on
a forlorn hope against our gospel-position,
the account of which, for want of room,
must be deferred to a future opportunity,
which wilt not be unnecessarily delayed.

"Time ia painted with a lock before,
and bald behind, signifying thereby that
we must take time (ae we say) by the forelock, for when it is once pagsed theie i*
DO recalling it.M—Swift.
"Many have been ruined by their fortunes; many have escaped ruin by the
want of fortune. To obtain it, the great
have become little, and the little great."—
Z
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ESC0ETIN6 TO GLORY-ERROHS OP THE
WISE—THEIR ORIGENISM.
"He takeih the wise in their own craftiness.19
W e have inquired in a previous article,
Whence it comes, that historians, professors, college students, and their patrons
(a classification which comprehends nearly all Antichristendom) with the Old and
New Testaments, or Books of the Cove»
nant, in their hands, have sunk into such
visible darkness, and fallen so far behind
the apostles in a scriptural understanding of the genius, spirit, and character of
the Kingdom of Christ ? That they have
done so is proved from the writings of the
Cambridge historian of Christ's church,
and of our luminous friend» the professor
of Sacred History, in the sun-setting.
Here are two great and shining lights in
theology, one a wise man of the east, the
other, as wise a man perhaps of the west,
very fit and proper representatives of
" the wisdom or the world,"* gravely and
complacently imputing error, false ambition, and ignorance to the apostles, concerning that kingdom, the gospel of which
they had been proclaiming throughout
Judea ! The reader will remember our
quotations from the historian and the professor which need not be repeated; we
shall, however, favor him with a passage
from our millennial friend exegetical of
the real sort of a thing he thinks the
apostles ought to have looked for, and
which he, more discerning than they,
looks for, instead of the restoration of the
kingdom again to Israel under the Messiah. He is commenting upon the words,
'* This same Jesus, who is taken from you
into the heaven, shall so come in like manner as ye have seen him go into the heaven."
Referring to this returning, the Spirit saith
by Zechariah, "His feet shall stand in
that day upon the Mount of Olives, which
is before Jerusalem on the east"—that
day characterized in the preceding verses
as the day when " all nations shall be
gathered against Jerusalem to battle, and
the Lord shall go forth and fight against
them."f But why is the Lord Jesus to
return to Mount Olivet and fight with all
nations ? Hear the unvisionary averment
of our imaginative friend—" Two angelic
personages, of celestial mien and grandeur—probably a portion of Messiah's
celestial train—returned to Olivet, and
gave a rich and exhilarating promise, on
which the faith of the whole church reposes with unshaken confidence, and
1 Cor. iii. 19.
fZech. xiv.

around which its brightest hopes cluster
with joy unspeakable and full of triumph.
It is that the identical Jesus, who thun
visibly and gloriously entered the heavens,
shall as visibly and sensibly descend to
earth again, to escort all his friends from
this sin-polluted earth to a new paradise of
God, in which the tree of life, in all its
deathless beauties, shall bloom and fructify
for ever! /" But can the reader divine
what necessity there can possibly be for
this return to escort, and especially to
Mount Olivet, seeing that upon the hypo»
thesis of college theology men's souls, at
death, go direct to Jesus, where he now
is, sitting upon David's throne, reigning
personally over Israel, having gained
kingdoms as indicated by the many
crowns upon his head, beyond the range
of the solar system in the Milky Way ?!
If the souls of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
of Moses and the Prophets, of John the
baptist and the apostles, and of the disciples of all ages since, be now with him
reigning on David's throne in the Galaxy,
and it was not necessary for Jesus per·
sonally to escort them thither, upon what
principle is it necessary that he should return to escort the remainder who may
happen to be alive at the epoch of return?
Besides, to escort, is to attend and guard
by land; would not to convoy them be a
better word ? But why escort or convoy
at all ? They both imply danger on the
route; or if not, are appointed as guards
of honor. It is not Jesus who is an escort
or convoy, but the honorable personage
who is himself to be escorted. Let our
critical friend be a little more choice in hie
composition. It is better occasionally to
forego a verbal flourish than to be maeniloquently small, and grandiloquently
less. In dismissing for the present the
"celestial mien and grandeur," "Messiah's
celestial train,", the " rich and exhilarating
promise," the " church's brightest hope·
clustering with joy unspeakable and mil
of triumph," around this wholesale emigration from our " sin-polluted earth," we
would humbly inquire of our extraordinary friend, " Where, in Moses and the
Prophets, and in all the New Testament
construed in harmony with them, is it
taught that Messiah is to empty the earth
of all the righteous it contains ? Is not
this taking away the righteousness, instead of the sin, of the world ? Is it not
a practical abandonment of the controversy between God and Satan upon the
earth ? Does not the escort theory indicate that Satan has gained undisputed
possession of the battle-field; and that
God is obliged to send assistance to enable
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his friends to make good a retreat to some
undiscovered country, where their conqueror cannot pursue them, and whence
none shall e'er more return ?"
The wisdom of theological historians
and professors, and the foolishness of the
apostles! Which does the reader prefer ?
Jesus to return to Mount Olivet to become an escort in a flight; or the Lord
Jeeus to return to the earth, and at the
bead of the Saints, and of Israel as their
king, to contend here in battle with Satan's
hosts, to subdue them on every side, and
having thus removed all obstruction, set
up the throne of David, restore the kingdom again to Israel, and then bestow it
and the dominion of the subject nations,
upon the apostles and the believers of the
gospel of the kingdom for ever ? Which
ιβ the only scriptural hope, besides which
all other theories are only superstitious
rhapsodies, the airy flights of imaginations perverted and bewitched? That,
we believe, is the only true hope which
finds the consummation of the divine
purpose upon the earth; and, with the
apostles, looks for the realization of its
expectations in the restoration of the kingdom again to Israel as in the days of old.
M
I have again began to read modern
theology,1' writes our professor of Sacred
History. We beseech him to let "theology" alone. He has read too much of
it already, intoxicating and bewildering as
it is. We would humbly advise our
sublime friend to read the Acts of the
Apostles with all accuracy and reflection
before he proceeds further in hie essays,
if be would " enlarge the empire of truth
by a more rapid consumption of the Man
of Sin.'1 If our consuming friend would
compass this, he must be accurate. To
explain what we mean. Speaking of "the
first Acts of the Apostles' 1 after their return to Jerusalem, Mr. Campbell says,
α
During the ensuing forty days, Peter, the
first of the Twelve, the Elder Brother of
the apostolic family, arose, and after a
•hort speech, moved the election of an
apostle for the chair vacated by the fall of
Judas." We make no note of the expressions "apostolic school," " first convention," " chair vacated," scattered over
the page before us, It is natural for our
academic friend, himself the proprietor of
a college, and occupant of a chair, and
patron of conventions, to see schools,
conventions, and chairs, in things apostolic and prepentecostial, and to speak
according to what he thinks he sees; but
we cannot pass over the palpable error in
the above extract without a word or two
concerning it.
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We beg leave humbly to remark to our
learned friend, that forty days did not ensue from the return of the apostles to
Jerusalem on Ascension-day, to Pentecost. He is altogether out of his reckoning here. Let him answer this question :
How could forty days remain between
the ascension and Pentecost, when it is
stated that Jesus was seen alive by the
apostles forty days after his release from
death, during which time he conversed
with them concerning the things pertaining to the kingdom of God ? This long
period of discourse about the kingdom—
discourses which prompted the question
about the restoration of the kingdotn at
that time to Israel—would leave only
seven days to Pentecost. Our discerning friend, we presume, is aware that
there were only fifty days, not eightythree, from the crucifixion to Pentecost I
We will take it for granted that he is
really aware of this. Now, if he will put
on his Brazilian pebbles, he will perhaps
discover the following division of the
fifty days:
From the Crucifixion to the Resurrection, say
3 days.
From the Resurrection discoursing about THE KlMGDOM . . . 4 0 "
From the Ascension to Pentecost
7 «
Total from Crucifixion to Pentecost
50 days·
Our computative friend has been misled by not understanding the saying of
Jesus to Mary, " Touch me not, for I am
not yet ascended to ray Father." This
was a private ascent, which doubtless occurred ; as he afterwards permitted hie
apostles to handle him freely. Our discriminating friend has unfortunately confounded the two ascensions, which may
have been the cause of his extraordinary
calculation of forty days between the re*
turn from Olivet and the Day of Pentecost!
Our rhetoricating friend errs, we think,
in styling Peter "the first of the Twelve,
the Elder Brother of the Apostolic family."
This sounds very popish; and as there
are a vast number of unenlightened and
weak-minded people who look up to him
as a living oracle; and, supposing that
he knows every thing, receive his quotations and rhetorical flourishes, as if the
words of scripture itself, it behoves that
he should convey in what he writes that
only which is in strict accordance with
the ideas of God, and the spirit of his re*
ligion. Great errors in past times have
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originated from trifling departures from
the literal in the beginning. "If any man
speak let him speak as the oracles of
God." These oracles no where exhibit
Peter or any other as " the first," ov as
" the Elder Brother." Christ's teaching
was, he that would be greatest, or first,
let him be the servant of the least. He
himself set the example, by washing the
feet of Judas. Just as though our towering friend should wash the feet of the
man with the " big head," who is so utterly worthless, as he says ! Christ and
Judas; Mr. Campbell and the untaught
and unteachable dogmatist, what a confounding antithesis! But not to lose
sight of Peter. To style him " the Elder
Brother of the Apostolic family," is to
place him just where the ignorant and
superstitious papists put him, that is, in
the place of Jesus Christ! They make
Peter the elder brother, and hence the
transition was easy to ascribe the same
position to his pretended successors, who
at length boldly averred the principle in
the assumption of vicegerency for Christ.
W e would suggest to our unambitious
friend, that the apostles were all brethren
and elders, having no one first or last
among them. " James, Peter, and John
seemed to be pillars/' says Paul; but of
these he places James first. As for Peter,
he says of himself that he was "an elder,"
not the elder. The preaching of the gospel of the kingdom in the name of Jesus
was indeed committed to Peter, as the
enunciator thereof to the circumcised, for
the sake of order—to avoid confusion by
many speaking at once—not lor primacy ;
and even this prominence he was appointed to as the apostle having least
ground of all to assume ascendancy over
the rest. We offer these remarks to our
child-like and teachable friend to guard
him against indiscreet aspirations on his
own part, and ascriptions of dignity to
men not warranted by the scriptures of
truth* Knowing how consciencious he is,
and how singularly devoid of all desire of
fame and worldly honor, we would
strengthen him in these virtues, and fortify him against the allurements which environ theological professors, supervisors,
and presidents, as with a thick cloud. We
wish to keep primacy out of his head, and
to establish ultimacy and minimacy in his
heart, fearing lest, if he come under its
influence, " this reformation" might be
transformed into a basket of loaves and
fishes, and himself into the chief baker
and elder brother of the craft. Let our
unostentatious friend remember then, that
" One is your Master," that is, the first

and the elder brother, " even Christ, ami
all ye are brethren."
But to return, in conclusion, to the hietorians, professors, collegiate?, and their
patrons. These are a generation of unfortunates. They are the children of a
system originated by erring men in a
period of extreme darkness, which had
been superinduced by the Origenizing of
the sacred writings; that is, by imposing
upon them endless allegorical interpretations, and torturing their doctrine into
platonic notions concerning the soul of
the world, the transmigration of spirits,
and the pre-existence of souls. " Origen's
numberless comments on scripture," says
Milner, " constitute a system of fanciful
allegory, which pervades the whole of the
sacred oracles: the just and plain sense
is much neglected ; and the whole is
covered with thick clouds of mysticism
and chimerical philosophy." " He threw
all things into inextricable ambiguity."
He flourished in the third century, and is
the great father of the age, to whom may
be likened our philosophical friend of the
nineteenth. If our ingenious friend's
theory of spirit-possession be entertained,
we might suppose, that the soul of the
learned and pious Origen had left Ihe
realms above at our friends nativity, and
having entered into him then, or wrapped
him up as in a spirit-halo, had mantled
him until this present, and had kindly
presided over him as his guardian angel,
directing his lucubrations into all their eloquent and sublime rhapsodies, in which
our friend, still soaring in his flights, dieappears from mortal ken in the " grandeur" of " exhilarating" and " celestial11
obscurity ! " Origen's quickness of parts,
and his superior ingenuity,*' says Milner,
" served only to entangle him more effectually, and to enable him to move in
the chaos of his own formation with an
ease and rapidity that rendered him unconscious of the difficulties in which he
had involved himself.'1
The sacred scriptures disappeared at
length from the generation of unfortu*
nates in the shadow of Origenism, in
which they were totally eclipsed for over
a thousand years. In the fifteenth century
they reappeared under certain men called
" Reformers," who had been thoroughly
indoctrinated into the Mystery of Iniquity
which was their Alma Mater. The Bible
made terrible havoc with the orthodoxy
of their age, but failed to enlighten them
in the good news of glory, honor, and
immortality through Jesus in the kingdom of God restored again to Israel.
They 8a\v that justification of life was by
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faith, but they could not define the subject matter of the faith which justifies.
And the generation which glories in them
is like unto them in this particular, without their courage and independence. They
founded Protestantism; or schisms, in the
Woman church, which protested against
the Pope's jurisdiction over them, instead
oi which they at length set up popes oi
their own, living or dead, the dead ones
ruling them by the systems of divinity,
or religious opinions which survived
them. These systems preside over all
modern schools and colleges, Bethany
among tho number; for our orthodox
friend says, " it is being well known to all
Protestant parties here, that we are just
ae sound, in all the so-called "essential
doctrines of Christianity," which they
call orthodoxy, as any who have, by concession, obtained that name and character." Protestantism, or reformed Romanism, is Origenism restored and divested
of the grosser superstition of a thousand
years. It is philosophical religion, which
in the hands of our ideal friend assumes a
transcendental form, transporting him
amid the remotest conceivable nebulae of
the Galaxy, on the principle that the
spirituality of a hope is in the ratio of the
squares of the reality's distance from the
gin-polluted earth on which he dwells.
The generation of unfortunates of the
nineteenth century is trained and schooled
in this double distilled, above-proof, spirituality, of which the apostles, and those
who received their word and abode in it,
were as ignorant as babes unborn. When
it began to appear it was as the tares
which the enemy had sown.
They
vapored not et all about kingdoms beyond the solar system, a David's throne
there, and escorts from thence to abrept
from the earth all the righteous it may
then contain. These are the day-dreams
of the Origenists—the clouds that obfuscate their intellects, the mirage that tantalizes and bewilders their brains. Under
its influence they call evil good, and good
evil, themselves wise and the apostles
foolish. Be it so. Give us the apostles'
foolishness, and be it ours with them earnestly to desire, and incessantly to look
for, the restoration of the kingdom again
to Israel, when Jesus shall *' sit upon the
throne of his father David, and rule over
the house of Jacob for ever/'
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"THE CHRISTIAN MAGAZINE."
OR THE LITTLE VALIANTS OF TENNESSEE
EXTINGUISHED.

" The Christian Publication Society of
Tennessee" is an association of persons
in that State which affixes its seal to the
traditions of our friends Scott and Campbell, attesting that they are the very truth
itself. This association styles itself "Christian," and professes to be devoted to " the
spread of the (Jospel." Christian and
gospel are fashionable terms of general
application, and inscribed in the nomenclature of every form and variety of
superstition in Anti-christendom. These
words, in the theological use of them, no
longer represent the ideas attached to
them in apostolic times. Were we not
therefore in possession of some of the
publications of this society, we should be
at a loss to know what sort of Christianity it professed, or what kind of gospel
it labored to disseminate.
We know
what the word Christian represents in the
Bible, and we know, too, what gospel is
exhibited there; so that when we contemplate this society in its publications,
we are prompted to exclaim, " Jesus we
know, and Paul we know ; but who are
y e ? ' We see the seven sons of Sceva
associated to adjure men by Jesus whom
Paul preached ; but we find neither the
doctrine nor tiie goepel which they proclaimed for the obedience of faith. ''Who
are ye," ye exorcists of Tennessee ? Ye,
who undertake to extract the mote from
the eye of others, and behold not thebeam in your own ! " Christian," you say,
and spreaders of the gospel—What gospel?
The gospel of the extatic revelry of dead
men's ghosts in the Milky Way! The
gospel oracularized from " the chair of
JSacred History"—mere college divinity
bewitched !
As this society, then, spreads a peculiar
gospel, which gives character to its Christianity, it should be styled, not " Christian,"
but ·' The Bethanian Sky-Kingdom Publication Society of Tennessee.*' By this
designation its nature and mission would
be defined, and no mistake. The public
would know its real character and position, and be no more imposed upon by its
substitution of a tinsel imitation for the
pure, untarnished, gold of truth.
EDITOR.
The organ of this society of Bethanists
is a monthly periodical, published at Nash" The New Man is renewed by exact ville, styled " The Christian Magazine."
knowledge, (eis epignosin,) after the im- It is well printed, and, if trimmed by the
binder, would be decidedly neat. It conage of his Creator."—PAUL.
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" The Christian Magazine"

tains about two pages and a half more
typography, upon eight pages more paper,
than the Herald ; and is enclosed in a
bright yellow cover. These artistic qualities are all we can see in it attractive. It
comes to us periodically, which reminds
us that it exists. We look at the captions
of the articles, and if we perceive any
thing " taking?' we cut asunder the leaves
and try to read. We find it, however,
impossible, for the most part, to wade
over much surface. To a student of the
prophets and apostles " The Christian
Magazine" is perfectly unreadable. There
is an attempt at " fine writing" in a pious
etrain; but from whatever point the
writers set out the print is sure to merge
into Bethany tradions; which, having become as stale and insipid as " old wives'
fables," are perfectly intolerable to the
" taught of God." Being thoroughly acquainted with them in the original, we
cannot afford the time, and do not possess the patience, nor have we the ability
to imbibe them anew, in the watery hash
cooked up for the public by " The Bethanian Sky-Kingdom Publication Society of
Tennessee," and served out to them in its
Magazine.
For the first time, for a long period, we
discovered something amusing, if not
edifying, in a recent number, which has
induced us to bestow this passing notice
upon the Society and its Magazine. It
is known to our readers and to those of
the Bethany Millennial Harbinger, a pretty
numerous company in the United States,
that our valiant friend, the President,
after possessing a copy of " Elpis Israel"
about two years, plucked up courage to
draw his wooden sword to see how it
would handle against it!
Being " old
field pine," a wood all sap, he found his
weapon very dull, light, and fragile;
nevertheless, being a right valiant fencer,
he thought the weight and power of his
arm, and the terror of his mighty name,
would compensate the inferiority of his
weapon, and be the death of his adversary from very fright 1 Our friend is a
perfect Goliah of Gath, boldly defiant of
Israel's armies, and willing to extinguish
their Hope in the twinkling of an eye ! It
did the Philistines good to see the champion flourish his wooden claymore with
stalwart prowess at Elpis; and before it
was discovered that the rapid gyrations
played off in bringing it from the " draw"
to " cut one" had shivered it to flinders,
they set up a shout, as though the battle
had been fought and the victory won !
Animated by this illusion, every uncircumcised Philistine became a Goliah !

Even -they had only to grin at Israel's
Hope and it would be no more ! Among
these little valiants was one of the " conductors of the Christian Magazine," rejoicing in the initials " J. B. F." Seeing
the big Goliah at fence, he must try his
hand too! He had not discerned the
flinders of the giant's weapon sporting in
the wind, or he might have become prudent as the better part of valor; but bent
on his own pantomime, he swelled into a
bigger Goliah than his original, and forthwith flourished his lath to the terror of
every suckling in Gath and her sister
Askelon !
In the March number of the Magazine
this redoubtable Philistine has two pages
and a half of foolishness under the cap-

tion of* Religious Phases Extraordinary"

which he introduces with a flourish of
quotations, singularly applicable to himself and company, who have, indeed, departed from the faith» giving heed to deceiving spirits, and to doctrines of disenv·
bodied ghosts (daimonion.)* After moralizing upon ambition and merit, he snaps
his mimic sword against the Herald of
the Kingdom and Age to Come. Following in the wake of Goliah, he runs a tilt
against " the literal throne of David with
our Messiah upon it." He does this in
presenting his readers with a perverted
and burlesque summary of the subjects
treated of in this paper, taking care not
to omit the " non-resurrection of infants,
idiots, and pagans; and the final annihilation of all the wicked." This is done
for effect. Being destitute of testimony
and reason, he flippantly addresses himself to the blind propensities of the weakminded, with whom the feelings of the
flesh are the supreme law in morals,
politics, and religion. There is nothing
in the notice to grapple with, for it is impossible to deal with an interjection, a
laugh, or a sneer. He has no proposition
to be examined, nor does he attempt to
show that any thing we have affirmed is
untenable, or contrary to " the word of the
kingdom." He says, we seem to rank as
a prince among the saints of the Lord.
We humbly trust it may not only seem
so, but prove to be a reality when the
Lord comes. He terms the name of this
periodical "the wonderful title."
It is
doubtless. It announces a wonderful
truth—that in the Age to Come the God of
heaven intends to set up a Kingdom by
Jesus Christ, which shall supersede all
others. This wonderful truth, destined
to become an accomplished fact by His
agency, whose name is " the Wonderful,"
* l Ί im. iv. 1.
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is the sling-stone to carry dismay into the
souls of the Philistines, uncircumcised of
heart and ears. Against this holy and
glorious truth of God, this Christian conductor of the Magazine has nothing to offer but an infidel exclamation and a sneer.
He admits we have "lead the prophets
often and anxiously ; " but hints that it
has only been for sinister purposes; and
plainly avers his belief, that we are "under the influence of an ambition that earth
cannot gratify." This is a strange averment after admitting that our hopes are
bounded by Messiah's reign on earth. Ii
he had said, "an ambition that the present constitution of earth cannot gratify,"
he would have said truly. He must be
"earthly, sensual, and devilish," that can
be satisfied with it; for nothing but "the
wisdom from beneath" experiences civility
and respect at present. Our ambition, he
says, "has led to the adoption of the crudest fables of Jewish dotage and fancies of
modern scepticism." Thus, after the example ot our friend his master, this unbeliever speaks of the restoration of the
Kingdom again to Israel, the re-establishment of the throne of David on Mount
Zion,the annunciation of Gabriel concerning Jesus, and immortality the gift of God
to those only who believe aud obey the
truth. With him, these are but "the crude
fables ot Jewish dotage, and fancies of
modern scepticism I" Are we not justified ία saying that such men as he are ignorant of "what be the first principles of
the oracles of God V9 They know nothing ot religion, and never will know any
thing of it, till they become as little children, and humble themselves to be taught
of God through the writings of his holy
prophets. Marvellous spreaders of the
gospel, indeed !—blasphemers of the very
things it proclaims as good news to Israel
and the Nations. Surely, if Jehovah
laughed at the vain efforts of Herod and
Pontius Pilate, heaven's conclave must
echo with shouts of derision, when the
angels hear earth's reputed wise ones aver,
that David's throne is in the nebulous
centre of boundless space, and his son
Jesus now sitting upon it and reigning
over the house of Jacob forever! Do they
not apostrophize such folly, and exclaim,
"0fools, and slow of heart to believe all
that the prophets have spoken Ί V9
In Paul's day there were "Christians"
who "preached another Jesus" as well as
"another gospel."* It is so even now.—
The Jesus of the Tennessee Publication
Society is not the Jesus whom Paul
* 2 Cor. xi. 4.
"
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preached.
Paul preached a Jesus to
whom as yet all things are not subject,
though even now crowned with glory and
honor*—he preached a Jesus who shall be
revealed from heaven with the angel's of
his power to destroy the Apostacy and its
Chief ·)·—he preached Jesus prophesied of
by Isaiah who shall reign over the nations, when they and Israel shall rejoice
together.:): Read Isaiah eleventh ; also the
ninth, tenth aud eleventh verses of the
fortieth chapter; the first seven verses of
the forty second ; the first twelve verses of
the forty ninth ; the sixty first and sixty
second chapters, and the first six verses of
the sixty third. This is the Jesus whom
Paul preached—one who came in weakness and humility, but is again to come in
power as Jehovah's servant to perform an
appointed work—to smite the nations with
the sword of Israel, to build up David's
throne, to restore his Kingdom, to give
laws to the world, to enlighten mankind,
to establish peace, and with his resurrected brethren to "govern the nations upon
earth" as the kings and priests of God.$
This is not the Jesus preached by Bethanists and other sectaries. They preach a
Jesus who was crucified and rose again,
whose mission was so to do, to save
ghosts from fire and brimstone who, before their disembodiment, believed that he
died for sin and rose again for their justification ; and then to depart to a mystic
throne of a mystic David, to return no
more to earth till the time came to destroy
it by fire and so exterminate it from the
universe of God! Here are two characters with two distinct and opposite missions proclaimed under the same name—
the one character answering to the description of the prophets and apostles, and
preached by Paul; the other, answering
to the portraiture of neither, and imposed
upon the public as Jesus Christ by " J . B.
F." and other blind guides of the apostacy, whom he and the rest who burn incense to the people's idols, delight to
honor. We cannot know Jesus personally till he comes again ; if we know him
at all, then, it must be as a character described. Which description doth the reader confess—Isaiah and Paul's, or that of
the college-evangelicals ? The latter are
profoundly ignorant of the prophets, and
consequently do not understand the apos* Heb. ii. 8, 9.
t I These, i. 10 ; iii. 13 ; iv. 16 j 2 Ep. i.
7 ; ii.3, 8.
t Rom. xv. 10—12.
* Ps. xxii. 27, 28; Ixvii, 4 ; Rev. v. 10 ;
ii. 26.27 ; xi. 15 ; ΣΧ. 4.
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lies. Hence the character they describe is
an unscriplural one, and therefore to be
rejected. If you believe in the Jesus of
the "sacred desks" you do not believe in
the Jesus of the Bible, fur they are diverse. " J . B. F . " is therefore at fault in
saying that we teach the establishment of
the literal throne of David with one he
styles "OUR Messiah" upon it. We dont
believe in his Messiah, nor in the Tennessee Society's Messiah, nor in any collegiate Messiah. We believe in the Messiah
of Moses and the prophets whom Paul
preached—in that Jesus Christ who is to
come and raise the dead, build up the tabernacle of David and set up its ruins "as
in the days of old." We teach that this
is the Messiah who is to sit upon his fathers David's throne in Mount Zion. We
do not teach that the sectarian or Gentile
Jesus is to sit there. If their Jesus were
to appear, and declare that he intended to
Feign in "old Jerusalem," the preachers
woold not permit it, if they could hinder
ικ
For they dont believe in such a reign,
which they ridicule as monstrous and absurd. They would be for sending him
back beyond the skies with all haste, for
lo remain -on earth would be to convict
them of being fools and blind.
After characterizing the things we sustain by testimony and reason, as "the crudest fables of Jewish dotage and fancies of
modern scepticism," he continues in the
next sentence to remark, ''we have never
read his Elpis Israel, however" that is, as
implied by the adverb, " w e undertake to
affirm what he teaches in Elpis Israel,
notwithstanding we have never read it."
So much for prejudice. This is quite in
keeping with his master, our intuitive
friend the President! H e thought he
knew what was in Elpis Israel before he
read it, but to his mortification he has
found himself deceived. Men who give
judgment concerning things before they
have acquainted themselves with them are
neither honest nor well-informed.
Why
«to not our calumniators meet us like honorable men, and convince us of error, or
tbe public of our errors, in fair and open
controversy ? Let them cease their dasterdly appeals to prejudice, and come forward with their strong reasons, and irrefutable prophetic and apostolic testimony,
end overwhelm us with argument and
truth. There are Elpis Israels and Herald's in Nashville and Bethany, let the
enemy then quote them honestly, if possible, and contravene their positions if they
«an.
Dare they do this, and admit us to
try the temper of the spirit's two-edged

blade upon the weapons they mty flourish in the fight? Ο infatuate their courage, Lord, and bring them to the contest,
that through their defeat thy truth may be
caused to shine brighter and brighter to
the perfect day !
EDITOR.

BLOODS.
"The Earth shall disclose her Blood*»
"From the necessities of the case, in
order to their representation to the senses
of the prophet (John,) the disembodied
martyrs appear in their own persons; and
to guard the student of the vision against
interpreting them like other symbols, ar
representatives by analogy, they are expressly declared to be the spirits of those
who had been slain for the word of God
and for the testimony which they hold,
and exhibited as uttering sentiments, and
receiving an answer, appropriate to that
relation to God," Lord. They are "expressly declared to be" the souls (fas
psuchaa) not "the spirits" of the slain—
"the bloods" of the witnesses crying, like
Abel's from the ground, for blood-avengment upon the shedders thereof. This is
the idea represented in the fifth seal. In
the resurrection, they from whom "the
bloods" were poured out will receive
"white robes"—they will be covered wilh
robes of righteousness, and garments of
salvation. There is no allusion to "disembodied spirits'' in :he Apocalypse,
which is a revelation of things past, present, and future upon earth ID its past,
present and future states.

NO SYMBOL FOR "SEPARATE SPIRITS."
"There is obviously nothing in the whole
circle of the social or material world, that
can properly symbolize the spirits oi the
many rs.°—-Lord's Expos. Apoc. The reason of this is that there are no such existences as the living spirits of dead men.—
On the author's favorite principle of analogy there can be no symbol of ••disembodied ghosts ;·' lor as there is nothing of
the kind there can be no resemblances to
symbolize. Where there is no thing there
can
be no sign. God does not employ
symbols where there is nothing to represent.
EDITOR.

Η Ε Κ A LD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And in their days, even of those Jcirigs, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and itself
11
shall stand for
ever. —DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, E D .

RICHMOND, V A , June, 1852.

"THE GREAT CITY."
The Great City is an appellation which
occurs in the Apocalypse in eight several
places. In the eleventh chapter and eighth
verse it is found in connexion with these
words, uAnd the dead bodies of the Witnesses shall lie in the Broad Way (platea)
of THE GREAT CITY, which spiritually

(i. e. figuratively) is called SODOM and
EGYPT, where also our Lord was crucified.' ' In chapter fourteen and eighth
verse it occurs in the saying, "BABYLON
is fallen, is fallen, that Great City, because she made all nations drink of the
wine of the wrath of her fornication."—
Again in chapter sixteen and verse nineteen, " T H E GREAT CITY was divided into Three Parts * * * and GREAT BABY-
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presented as viewing her overthrow, and
saying, "Alas, alas that Great City Babylon, that mighty city ! For in one hour is
thy judgment come. That Great City,
that was clothed in fine linen, and purple,
and scarlet, and decked with gold, and precious stones, and pearls! For in one hour
so great riches is come to naught." And
others cry when they behold the smoke of
her burning, saying, "What city is like
unto this Great City! Alas, alas that
Great City, wherein were made rich all
that had ships in the sea by reason of her
costliness ! For in one hour is she made
desolate." Her final desolation is illustrated by a mighty angel casting a great
mill-stone into the sea, and saying, "Thus
with violence shall that Great City Babylon be thrown down, and shall he found
NO MORE AT ALL."

The phrase "the great city" occurs also
LON came in remembrance before God, to
give unto her the cup of the wine of the Vm the twenty-first chapter, but with refierceness of his wrath." In chapter sev- ference to an entirely different subject. It
enteen we find these allusions to the said applies not to Babylon nor its dominion,
city—"Come hither; I will show unto but to the community of the resurrected
thee the judgment of the Great Harlot and glorified saints with Jesus in their
that sitteth upon many waters. And I midst—the community, or government, in
saw a Woman sit upon a scarlet colored the light of which the nations who survive
beast arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, the judgments of God, called "the nations
and decked with gold and precious stones of them which are saved," shall walk for
and pearls, having a golden cup in her a thousand years, saying, "We will walk
hand full of abominations and filthiness of in his paths: for out of Zion shall go forth
her fornication : and upon her forehead the Law, and the Word of the Lord from
was a name written, Mystery, BABYLON Jerusalem"—this Great Cily, greater than
THE GREAT, the Mother of Harlots and that which preceded it and is found no
abominations of the earth. And I saw her more, is styled "The Bride, the Lamb's
drunk with the blood of the Saints, and Wife, the Holy City, New Jerusalem,"
with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus." whose seat of government is the Widowed
"And the Woman I saw is that Great Jerusalem, restored to more than her forCity, which reigneth over the kings of the mer glory. But, our remarks in this artiearth." In the eighteenth chapter which cle will be confined to "the Great City" of
is continuous with the eighth verse of the which such terrible things are spoken.
It is evident from the testimonies adfourteenth, the kings of the earth are re-
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"The Great City."

duced, that "the Great City" is used in

ten streets, it has some waste, and open
places. The most remarkable of these is
the land "where our Lord was crucified."
metropolis, of the political organization.— This is included in the great city only lyIt is used in the sense of a Body Politic in ing at its eastern extremity. It is true that
chapter eleventh, where the dead bodies at present it is subject to the Turk; but
of the witnesses are said to lie unburied in when John wrote it was a part of the Rothe Broad W a y of the Great City, which man City or empire, and will be again
is its* principal street. The Witnesses when the Iron and the Clay shall be temwere killed in the Western Roman empire; porarily combined into one dominion under
but the great city is said to be *'where also the Czar. In this we have hinted that the
our Lord was crucified/* N o w Jesus was Roman City and empire are co-extensive,
put to death by the same power that kill- and the terms therefore synonymous—
ed his witnesses, although in α different This is unquestionable. When Rome was
part of its territory. H e was killed in the founded its dominion was bounded by its
Eastern [Roman empire, and by the Ro- walls; but in the reign of Caracalla an
man power which also made war upon his edict was published by which its walls
saints* and overcame them. It was the were defined by its dominion; that is to
power enthroned in Rome that crucified say, the whole territory of the empire was
the one, and slew the otherr though at dif- decreed to be the Great City, and its inferent and remote times, and under differ- habitants, without exception, citizens of
ent aspects. When it put Jesus to death Rome. The following is Gibbon's testiit was pagan, and when it slew the wit- mony to this important fact.
nesses it was papal, and equally savage,
"The sentiments, and indeed the situanay more so. The aspects of the power, tion of Caracalla, were very different from i
though varied, do not affect its identity any those of the Antonines* Inattentive, or
more than the frequent change of dress de- rather averse, to the welfare of his people,
stroys the individuality of an actor. The he found himself under the necessity of
Body Politic, whose executive slew Jesus gratifying the insatiate avarice which he
arid his Witnesses is represented by had excited in the army. Gf the several
Daniel's Fourth Beast* the Greco-Roman impositions introduced by Augustus, the
Dragon. This symbol i s representative twentieth on inheritances and legacies
of the "they of the people and kindreds, was the most fruitful, as well as the most
and tongues and nations," who saw the comprehensive. As its influence was not
dead bodies of the witnesses three days confined to Rome or Italy, the produce
and a half, but would not suffer them to b< continually increased with the gradual exburiedi The "they," that is, the rulers. tension of the ROMAN C I T Y . The new
or government of the population, wouli citizens, though charged on equal terms»
not suffer it. W e may remark here, tha with the payment of new taxes, which had
the Beast "that ascended out of the bot- not affected them as subjects, derived an
tomless pit;'' the other Beast that "com
ample compensation from the rank they
eth up out of the earth;" the Image ο obtained, the'privileges they acquired, and
the Beast; and the Dragon, are all com the fair prospect of honors and fortune
prehended in Daniel's Fourth Beast.— that was thrown open to their ambition.—
They are all symbols of the Roman Bod} But the favor which implied a distinction
Politic in its present constitution. When I was lost in the prodigality of Caracalla*
the Roman Body is viewed as a great city< and the reluctant provincials were comthe symbolic horns answer to its severe pelled to assume the vain title, and the
streets or ways. Being ten horns, there
real obligations of Roman Citizens."*-—
fore, there will be ten streets* each str.ee Thus the freedom of the city was given to
answering to a power connected IB som
all the provincials, for the purposes of
way with the Roman Head. The deai taxation, and the Roman City extended to
bodies of the witnesses lay in one of th« its utmost limit*
streets called the wide street of the Greai
Our Lord and his Two Witnesses* then,
City. And there they rose again to poli were all slain in the great Roman City,
tical Hfe; and when this came to pas; the rulers of whose populations rejoiced
"the tenth of the City fell,11 that is, one ο at the death of the latter, and made merry,
the ten streets, horns, or Kingdoms of th< and congratulated one another with gifts.
Roman Body Politic.
It has ever been their wont to do evil and
But though "the Great City" hath onl
to rejoice in successful villainy.
They
two senses—first, for A BODY POLITIC ;
and, secondly, for THE M O T H E R CITY, or

* Isai. ii.

* Gibbon p. 68*
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ttre blasphemers, murderers, adulterers,
thieves, drunkards and idolators. Their
wickedness is greater than can be defined.
Their Great City is, therefore, "spiritually called SODOM AND EGYPT ; " and

the
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fire and brimstone in the presence of the
holy angels, and in the presence of the
Lamb : and the smoke of fheir torment
ascendeth to the ages of the ages i and
they have no rest day nor night who do
homage to the Beast and his Image, and
whose ver receiveth the mark of his name."*
The judgments of God consummated in
the destruction of Pharoah's host, crippled the power of Egypt; but u the seven
last plagues" which fill tip the wfath of
God" upon the Great City will so completely wreck old Egypt's antitype, that
not a Beast, Image, head, or horn, will
survive to destroy the earth again, f *
The other sense in which th£ phrat^
"the Great City" is used, is that of thk

"scarlet colored beast,*' that symbolizes
their polity, said to be "full of the names
of blasphemy." Sodom was a city, and
Egypt a country—the former proverbial
for its beastiality and licentiousness ; the
latter, for its superstition and idolatry.—
The cities and countries that acknowledge
the spiritual supremacy of Rome are all
of them so many Sodoms and Egypts ; but
as they all constitute one many-horned
political system, one Sodom and Egypt
fitly represents them. Take Rome and
Paris, could Sodom be more vile than government of Rome, These are styled,
they ? Morality there is none; and of "THE GREAT HARLOT that sitteth upon
justice and mercy, righteousness and truth, many waters;" a saying which is exit is a mockery to speak in connection with plained by the words, "the Great City
their names. As to France and Italy, which reigneth over the kings, and their
they are spiritually as reprobate to all ex- peoples, multitudes, nations, and tongues,"
cellence as ancient Egypt. Hence the termed in the aggregate "the edrlhS't-1fate of Sodom and Egypt awaits them.— This Harlot Government sits as a QueenAs a millstone cast into the sea so shall power upon many waters, which in their
Rome be thrown down, and found no more political organization are symbolized by a
at all. This is the end of the fierce wrath scarlet coloured Beast, whose Hores or
in store for her. As Sodom fell to rise no Kings are the vile paramours of the Harmore so shall she, and the cities of the na- lot. The Queen-power and "the Etertal
tions that look up to her. "There was a City" are inseparable, and both go to pergreat earthquake," says John, "and the dition together. They are unitedly ternicities of the nations fell: and great Baby- ed Babylon upon the same principle that
lon came into remembrance before God, to the empire is styled Sodom and £gypt;
give unto her the cup of the wine of the that is, spiritually, pneumatically, or figfierceness of thie wrath." Whether the uratively. The Chaldean Babylon was
falling of the cities is a political or seismal the great enemy and destroyer Of the
overthrow, we stay not to examine. We Saints under the law. It made war upoti
believe it is both—politically, because them, and prevailed against them Until
Daniel saw the thrones cast down ;* and Cyrus, Jehovah's Anointed, came and deliterally, because an earthquake that will livered them. So the Roman Babylon,
shake Rome into the abyss, and cleave the which is "drunk with the blood of the
Mount of Olives to its foundations,f pros- saints and martyrs of Jesus," by the cotrate the towers,t and cause every wall to operation of her paramours has prevailed
fall to the ground,§ must of necessity against them, and will prevail until Cyrus'
cause vast destruction among "the cities of superior, the Ancient of Days, shall come
the nations." The plagues of Egypt are and turn the tables against her. TEe
but a miniature edition of the fierceness of Lord God will judge her, for he is Strong
God's wrath which, like the sword of Da- But before she is utterly destroyed, the
mocles is suspended over the countries of < righteous dead now sleeping amid her tuiris
"the Great City." The inhabitants of must b£ awakened, and come out Of he*;
this city are the worshippers of the Beast for they are to behold her judgment, and
and his Image, and have received the to rejoice over her calamity.§ God's peo.mark in their foreheads, and ri^ht^ hands. ple, whether living Or dead, must evacuOf these spiritual Egyptians it is said, ate the doomed city before it sinks to rise
"They shall drink of the wine of the no more. Besides the dead, the Jews are
wrath of God, which is poured out with- the only people in Rome that belong to
out mixture into the cup of his indigna- God. He exhorted them to flee out of the
tion: and they shall be tormented with midst of Babylon, and deliver their Soul
Dan. vii. 9.
Isai. xiz. 25.

fZech. xiv.4, 5.
• Ezek. xxxviii. $0.

•Rev. xiv. 10, l l .
t Rev. xvii. 15—18.

t Rev. xi. 10.
$ Rev. xvii. 20,
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from the fierce anger of the Lord.*— |
Should he be mindful of them in the days
of Belshazzar, and forget them now ? N o .
On the contrary, there will be an unmistakable invitation from high authority calling upon them to "Come out of Rome,
and to reward her even as she has rewarded them, and to double unto her double
according to her works.1*
Emptied of
God's people there will be no longer delay.
Her end will overtake her with rapid
strides; for "her plagues shall come upon
her in one day or year, death, and mourning, and famine; and she shall be utterly
burned with fire : for strong is the Lord
God who judgeth her," Even eo; may it

he Bible more particularly than is usual
by a table published some years ago by
the celebrated William Miller, in the Bos-

ton "Midnight Cry" (it was a cry in the

darkness of midnight truly,) wherein the
:ditor states, on his behalf, that "in 1840,
Mr. Miller felt that it was an argument
against his view of the prophetic periods,'*
if it could be proved that the world was
only 5,846 years old, and that all things
must continue in their present state for
6000 years from the Creation. Now, in
1843, we were so thoroughly convinced
that Mr. Miller, then in the full tide of his
popularity, had mistaken the whole matte/, that we were glad to find he had narrowed down the defence of his theory to
quicfcly come,
a question of chronology ; so that if proved
EDITOR.
Incorrect in that, he was convicted, accordng to his own admission, of error in his
prophetic computations, and that, conseCHRONOLOGY.
quently, the Lord would not come and
"I have been looking over your chain of burn up the world in March, 1843-4.
There was, therefore, no occasion to
chronology appended to ELPIS ISRAEL,
and examining its links. I find them take up his points seriatim^ but simply to
strong, consisting of irrefragable testimony address ourselves to the examination of
till we come to the end of the "sojourn in his "Bible Chronology from Adam to
the Wilderness." Arrived there, I do not Christ;" and to see if his statement were
see it proved that the interval between this correct, that from the Creation to Christ
epoch and the commencement of the were 4,157 years, and that the world was
"times of the Judges" was 30 years. It 6000 years old in 1843. This was his
may have been, but where is it demon- conclusion after three days spent in tracstrated ?—Then Paul says, "God gave ing the times of the Old Testament. But
Israel judges something like 450 years, it was not ours. W e found that it was
until Samuel the prophet." H o w long only 4,086 years and 9 months, at the birth
had his rule continued when Saul's reign of Christ, varying 7 years and 9 months
commenced ? The latter, with the reigns only from the computation of the Chinese
of David, and Solomon, occupied 120 Jews, who make it 4,079 ; 4,122 at the
years, when Rehoboam's reign commenc- Crucifixtion; and no more than 5,933
ed, frGm which period, it appears to me, years and 5 months old in 1843, at Christthe Apostacy of Israel must be dated, and mas time, leaving then 66 years 7 months
not 4 years subsequently. You place this to complete the 6000. In 1844, a few
in the 4th of Rehoboam; but as he reign- months after the article was written, we
ed only 17 years, and died in the 18th of published our conclusions, with the arguJeroboam f this cannot be. Again, you ments and proofs, in the first volume of
make the 490 years of Daniel's prophecy the Herald of the Future Age, not now in
terminate with the Crucifixion; but he print. We invited examination, and refutation if possible.
But our Millerite
affirms that "in the midst of the week?
namely, the last of the Seventy, Messiah friends took no notice, but continued to
shall cause the sacrifice and oblation to hold on to Mr. Miller's errors with a tenacease; that is, virtually cease to be of prac- city truly remarkable. Mr. Hines, the
tical force, I suppose. If it will not give editor of "The Cry,'* is still just where he
you much trouble I should be glad to have was, though overwhelmed with confusion
some explanation on the points I have in- by the lapse of time; and there he is likely to remain, unprogressive as he is, until
dicated»"
,
Ε. Μ. A.
the Lord come and render to him accordEngland, Jan. 1852.
ing to his deeds.
"THE INTERVAL."
But Mr. Miller was not the only Bible
We may remark by the way, that our Chronological at fault in his computations.
attention was called to the Chronology of Archbishop Usher, the standard authority,
and all others we have seen, are more or
lees out of th© way. We only refer to
* Jer. h. 6—45.
f 2Chron.*iii. I.
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Mr. M., not as to an authority, for he was
none, but as the most recent, and as the
one by whoso dilemma our attention was
arrested to the subject.
As to the interval referred to by our correspondent, we find proof of it in the
celebrated text, 1 Kings vi. 1, which reads
thus: "And it was in eighty years
and four hundred years, with respect to
the coming out of the children of Israel
from the land of Egypt; in tho fourth
year, in the month of Zif, which is the
second month, with re c pect to the reign
of Solomon over Israel, lie began to build
the house to Jehovah." In this passage
tho chronographer indicates three periods :
first, the period of the coming out of
Egypt, which occupied 40 years; second,
the period of 480 years; and third, the
period to the 4th of Solomon's reign. The
last period was 82 years, making alto
gether, from the night when the transit
from EgypMo Canaan commenced to the
foundation of the Temple, 602 jears.
Now, as the 480 years contain " the IntervaL," the question is, how are they to
be distributed so as to leave 30 years
from the invasion of Canaan to the death
of Joshua? In solving this problem we
must call in Paul to give his testimony to
the point. We ask him then this question,
41
When the army of Israel crossed the
Jordan under Joshua, what occurred?"
" God destroyed seven nations in the land
of Canaan, and divided their land to Israel by lot." True; and what then ?
" After that he gave them Judges." How
long did this judiciary order of rulers
continue? "About the space of 450
years." How soon after the division of
the land by lot was it before these 450
years began ? The apostle declines to
answer this question; therefore we must
put it in another form, and inquire, When
did they end? They continued "until
Samuel the prophet."* It is then from
the acknowledgment of Samuel by Israel,
as the prophet of God to their nation,!
that the 450 years are to be reckoned upward. How shall we get at this ? It is
essential to the ascertaining of the interval *, for the 450 years and the interval
make up the 480 of Kings.
We must call the apostle into court
again. As he is before us, we will now
ask him this question—How long was it
from Samuel's recognition to the removal
of Saul? " B y the space of 40 years."
What occurred then? "God raised up
unto them David to be their king." One
more question—How soon after Samuel's
recognition was it that Israel desired a
' A c t s xiii. 19,20.

ft S a m . iii. S?U.
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king ? We can get no answer from Paul
to this interrogation, let u« therefore bring
up the writer of those books which go by
Samuel's name. We put the £ame question to him.
Now mark his reply—
"After* the capture of the Ark at tho
battle of Ebenezer, when Hophni and
Phinehas were slain, and Eli broke hie
neck."! This is correct enough. It could
not have been before; for that would be
to make Saul king while Eli was judge;
Who removed the Ark from Kirjathjearim, or Baale of Judah, where it was
deposited seven month* after its capture ?
11
David, after the deatii of Lshboehetti,
two years after Saul fell on mount Gilboa."! How long was it from the capture of the Ark to its removal by David ?
" A long time, even twenty yeare and
seven months.''} Ah, this is not so long
a time as it ought to be according to
Usher, Miller, and the rest, who give 40
years for Saul's reign! It is clear that
Saul's reign must be compressed within
the limits of these twenty years; and that
" by the space of forty years,*1 does not
pignify that Saul reigned so long, but that
it was the duration of the interval between Samuel's recognition and the end
of Saul's dynasty.||
Saul reigned con*
siderably less than twenty years; for after
Eli's death "Samuel judged Israel all the
days of his life" until he was an old man,
when he appointed his sons to assist him.
It was the misconduct of these that
caused the people to ask Samuel to make
them a king.1l Saul's age is not stated,
neither how old he was at the beginning
nor end of his reign, nor how long he
reigned. He is styled " a choice young
man,"** when he first came on the stage
I of action; probably, however, not leee
than 50, for after reigning two yeareff we
I find his son Jonathan at the head of a
thousand men, smiting the Philistine garrison in Geba ; and at his death his eon
Ishbosheth was 40 years of age. Of this,
however, we are certain that his reign
ended two years before the removal of the
Ark from Kirjath-jearim, or 18 years and
7 months after the battle of Eben-ezer.
The probability is he did not reign more
than eight or ten years at most; and was
about 60 years when he died.
Now, as Eli died 20 years and 7 months
before the removal of the Ark to Obededom'e, which terminates the tl Space of
forty year J ^ w hen Saul's dynasty iel!, it
follows thai'the epoch "until Samuel the
•1 Sam. viii. 5 ; t iv. 11. 18.
12 Sam. vi. 2.
Η Bam. vii.S; vi. 1.
|p Sam. ii. 10; iii. 10.
f l Sam. tii. 15;
viii. 1—5. **1 Sam. ix $. ffl Sam. xiii. I.
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prophet" which terminates the 450 years
of the Judges, was 19 vears and 5 months
before the death of Eli; and that consequently the whole 40 years of his judgeship is not to be included in the 450 years,
but only 20 years and 7 months thereof.
Eli was high priest and 98 years old at his
death. Me had long been a feeble man,
and of little authority in affairs of state,
for his sons Hophni and Phineas did
wickedly without regard to his expostu-

lations. Samuel was therefore raised up
to take the lead, and to be in readiness
for the anointing of a king, which Jehovah foresaw would be demanded. Samuel
then entered upon his official duties with
the consent of all Israel; and 450 years
after the death of Joshua» during which
time his successors, the Judges bad the
occasional gubernation of the Commonwealth of Israel.

Of these 450 years, tracing them up from Samuel's recognition, the following is
THE

DISTRIBUTION.
YEARS,

"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Samuel established a prophet"» . . . .
Eli
7 months and
Sampson b
Subjection to the Philistines c
Abdon d
Elone
Ibzan/
Jepthah g
Subjection to the Philistines h . . . .
Jairt
Tolafc
Abimelech I
Gideon m
Subjection to the Midianites η . . . .
Barak ο
Subjection to Jabin ρ
Ehud and Shamgar^
Eglonr
Othniel, Caleb's younger brothers . . .
Subjection toChushan-rishathaim t.
. .
After the Elders, who over-')
lived Joshua, there was no |
king or judge in Israel Μ ]
till Othniel delivered them
from Chushan : Phiuehas
grandson of Aaron was
high priest \v but every
one did what was right in j \ 5 months
his own eyes.
21. Before the anarchy Israel
serve Jehovah all the days
of the Elders who over- \
lived Joshuaifl . . . . J

00
20
20
40
8
10
7
6
18
22
23
3
40
7
40
20
80
18
40
8

a 1 Sam. iii. 20.

b Judg. xvi. 31.
cJudg. xiii. 1; xiv. 4 ; xv. I L
d Judg. xii. 14.
e Judg. xii. 11,
/ Judg. xii. 9.
g· Judg. xii. 7.
h Judg. x. 8.
i Judg. x. 3.
A: Judg. x. 2.
I Judg. ix. 22.
m Judg. viii. 28.
η Judg. vi. 1.
ο Judg. v. 31.
ρ Judg. iv. 3.
q Judg. iii. 30.
r Judg. iii. 14.
s Judg. iii. 11.
t Judg, iii. 8.
χι Judg. xvii. 6.

19

ν Judg. xx. 28 j Josh. xxii. 32.

to Judg. ii. 7, 10.

Times of the Judges
450
Remainder of the years to the invasion )
q n
of Canaan making up "Me Interval" \ d U
Whole number of years from Samuel's
recognition to the coming out of "the
Wilderness of the land of Egypf'a:
The duration of the period of the
Judges, or kings, periodically raised up
to deliver Israel,a for 460 years, is an
established fact. This will admit of no
dispute in view of Paul's testimony. It
a Judg ii. 16.

480
aEzek. xx. 3 6 ; 1 Kings vL 1.
is true, he says " about (hoos) 460 years;"
but we see from the table in what sense
he uees the word " about." The judge»
did not rule without intermission, so that
as soon as one died another was appointed. This was not the case. They
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were men raised up for particular emergencies—emergencies that were created
by the gtinding oppression the nation
endured from its enemies, which was
brought upon them by Jehovah as a
punishment for their anarchy and rebellion against His law. The Judges
were military chieftains, commanders in
chief of the forces, or temporary kings,
whose ruling had principally to do with
the foreign affairs of the people. The
high priest and his associates were the
ordinary constituted authorities of the
nation who attended
to its affairs as Jehovah's ministers. u T h e space of forty
years," between Samuel's recognition and
the end of Saul's dynasty, was a transition period in which the nation was passing from the occasional and elective, to
the permanent and hereditary* monarchical constitution of things. The civil constitution of the government was amplified,
and the new provisions thereof, called
" the manner of the kingdom,5' were
written in a book by Samuel, who "laid it
up before the Lord."a The hereditary
principle was doubtless established in this
book; for when Saul fell his son Ishbosheth, born two years before Samuel's
recognition, succeeded him; so also from
the ascent of David to Jehovah's throne
over all Israel the hereditary principle
prevailed, and the military judgeship of
the nation descended from father to son
till the kingdom of Judah was broken up
by the Chaldeans.
In tracing the times from Samuel's recognition to Chushan's rule over Israel,
we find the number of the years clearly
stated. Their sum is 430 years and 7
months. But between the death of Joshua
and the beginning of Chushan's rule,
there are no numbers recorded ; so that
specifications cannot be made of the subdivisions of the 19 years and 5 months of
the 450 years which remain to be appropriated ; that is to say, we cannot determine how many years should be assigned to the 20th item in the table, or
α 1 iSam. κ. 25.
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how many to the 21st; but we may fairly
state that the times of both items -were
comprehended in 19 years and 5 months,
which could only be apcertained by woik*
ing backwards from Samuel's recognition
[o the death of Joshua.
The reader will also perceive from the
foregoing table, why we regard the last
five chapters of Judges as a continued
and illustrative narrative of tho things
affirmed in Judges ii. 19, and referrible to
the times before Chushan's rule and the
death of "the Elders who overlived
Joshua." The writer of the narrative
tells us that the almost entire extermination of the tribe of Benjamin as a punishment for the abuse of Micah's priest's
concubine, happened when Phinehas,
Aaron's grandson, stood before the Ark
η Shiloh. The anarchy, when there was
no king or judge in Israel, is not therefore to be reckoned after Sampson's death,
but under the high priesthood of Phinehas, who was also some time contemporary with Joshua.
That the passage of the Red Sea was
only the beginning of " the coming out
from the land of Egypt," and not the end
of it, will appear from the fact, that th&
Wilderness is regarded in scripture as
belonging to Egypt. Hence, alluding to
the exodus, Jehovah says in Ezekiel, " I
will plead with you, Ο Israel, face to face,
like as I pleaded with your fathers
in the
Wilderness of the land of Egypt.91 When
in this wilderness Moses did not consider
Israel in the brought out state until they
were brought into the promised land* He
urged Jehovah not to slay them as one
man for their ten-fold rebellions against
him, lest the nations should say he was
not able to bring them into the land. They
were in a transition state, passing out of
Egypt into Canaan, a painful but necessary process, which consumed a whole
generation and 40 years. We shall conclude these remarks, evoked by the
question of the interval^ by presenting the
reader with the following

TABULAR SUMMARY.
YEARS*

2.
3.
4.
6.
6.

The coming out of Egypt into Canaan
40
From the passage of the Jordan to the death of Joshua
30 ) 480
From the death of Joshua to the establishment of Samuel as prophet . 450 $
From the recognition of Samuel to the fall of Saul's dynasty " by the
1
space of forty years"
40 I
David's reign over all Israel from the death of Saul's son Ish-bosheth 38 } 82
From the death of David to the foundation of the Temple in the 4th of
j
Solomon
· .
.
4)
Whole number of years from the passage of the Red Sea to the Foundation ) 602
of the Temple
y
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The Apostacy of Israel»

THE APOSTACY OF ISRAEL.
Our correspondent thinks that the
Apostacy of Israel must be dated from
the commencement of Rehoboam's reign,
and not lrorn the 4th year thereof; because, we euppose, the Ten Tribes revolted from the House of David at that
time, even in the first year of Jeroboam,
sou of Nebat, who caused Israel to sin.
But though Israel rebelled then, and
Jeroboam adopted a policy adverse to the
fidelity of the tribes to Jehovah, they did
not apostatize from him till the 4th of Rehoboam. The facts in the case are these.
Israel renounced the House of David,
but not the Lord. Jeroboam was aware
of this; therefore said he, " Now shall
Ihe kingdom return to the house of David;
if this people go up to do sacrifice in the
house of the Lord at Jerusalem, then
shall the heart of this people turn again
unto their lord, even unto Rehoboam
king of Judah. Whereupon the king
took counsel, and made two calves of
gold, and said unto them, It is too much
for you to go up unto Jerusalem : behold,
thy Gods, Ο Israel, which brought thee
up out of the land of Egypt. And he set
the one in Bethel, and the other he put in
Dan."*
This policy of Jeroboam was the result
of what he observed. He perceived that
though he had acquired sovereignty over
ten twelfths of the nation, his subjects
etill looked to Jerusalem, the metropolis
of Rehoboam's kingdom, as the holy city
of their faith and worship. In carrying
out his policy Jeroboam had himself
deepened this regard : so t h a t " the priests
and the Levites that were in all Israel resorted to Rehoboam out of all their coasts.
For the Levites left their suburbs and
their possession, and came to Judah and
Jerusalem : for Jeroboam and his sons
had cast them off from executing the
priest's office unto the Lord: and lie
ordained him priests for the high places,
and for the devils, and for the calves
which he had made. And besides them
out of all the tribes of Israel, such as set
their hearts to seek the Lord God of Israel,
came to Jerusalem to sacrifice unto the
Lord God of their fathers.
So they
strengthened the kingdom of Judah, and
made Rehoboam, the son of Solomon,
strong, three years: for three years they
walked in the way of David and Solomon."!
But how was it with Rehoboam and
Israel after these three years had passed
*1 Kings xii. 26. t2 (Jhron. χι. 13—17.

away ? Years in which he had arranged
and established his affairs ? Did he and
Israel continue faithful to Jehovah ? Let
us hear the testimony. " And it came to
pass when Rehoboam had established the
kingdom, and had strengthened himself,
I he forsook ihe law of ihe Lord and all Israel with him."* This was in the 4th
year of his reign. In the 5th year, Jehovah sent Shishak, king of Egypt, against
Jerusalem; and commanded Shemaialj,
the prophet, to tell Rehoboam, that it was
because he and Israel had apostatized
from him, that this evil had overtaken
them. It is manifest then that as all
things went well in the eyes of the Lord
in the first three years, and that as he
| punished them in the filth, it was because
| of their forsaking Him in the 4th of Rehoj boam's reign.
! Now this fourth year became a memorable epoch in Israel's affairs. Exactly
40 years had elapsed from the Foundation
of the Temple, which was itself another
national epocha. The event shows, that
the Lord had predetermined the existence
of this temple for the same length of time
as had elapsed from the Confirmation of
the Covenant of the Kingdom to the night
of the returning from Egypt.f that is, for
430 years. This period was an era of
transgressions, which attained its fulness
in the 19th of Nebuchadnezzar, when the
Temple was burned to the ground by the
Chaldeans. The 4th year of Rehoboam
divides these 430 years into two unequal
parts—the first consisting of 40 years already indicated; and the last of 390
years. What is there significant in this?
Let us hear the scripture in the case.
About seven years before the burning
of the temple, Ezekiel was commanded
to present himself to the Israelites in
Chaldea, styled the Captivity, as a sign to
represent to them by significative actions
the eiege and fall of Jerusalem. "Lie
thou upon thy left side," said the Lord,
" a n d lay the iniquity of the house of
Israel upon it; according to the number
of the days that thou shalt lie upon it
thou shalt bear their iniquity. For I have
laid upon thee the years of their iniquity,
according to the number of the days, 390
days: so shalt thou bear the iniquity of
the house of Israel. And when thou
hast accomplished them, lie again upon
thy right side, and thou shalt bear the
i iyi g
h ,h
f J a h f td s :
iniquity of the house of Juaah forty
^
I have appointed thee each day for a year,'7]
By this the Captivity were taught, tha·
the siege and fall of Jerusalemwould _bi
~~*2~Chron. xii. 1—5.
tExod. xii. 41
Gal.iii. 17.
JEzck.iv. 4.
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at the end of 430 years, the whole number of the years of the national transgirs
sion. We cannot say whether they knew
the beginning of the 430 years, but they
were plainly taught that it was to be the
limit of God's forbearance. We learn
from the subdivisions specified by EzekU
that they were representative of the iniquity of the two houses of Israel. The
40 day-years are assigned to Judah, because the ecclesiastical government of the
Twelve Tribes,from the foundation of the
Temple to the apostacy, was in connexion with its sovereignty for 40 years;
but when they all forsook the Lord, the
390 day-years symbolize the iniquity ol
the whole house of Israel for 390 years,
from the 4th of Rehoboam to the destruction of the Temple.
But the main reason why this composite 430 is introduced, is to show that as
Ezekiel had borne the iniquity of the two
houses with affliction for 430 days, so
they should be punished for their 430
years of past transgression with 430 years
affliction among the Gentiles; as it is
written, "Even thus shall the children o(
Israel eat their defiled bread among the
Gentiles, whither I willdiive them." And
to it came to pass. They consumed
away for their iniquity ; were an oppressed people ; and subject to the Gentiles,
first to the Chaldeans, then to the MedoPersian*, afterwards to the Macedonians
until 430 years from the burning of the
Temple had expired, when they effected
their independence under the Maccabees.
TERMINATION OF DANIEL'S
SEVENTY WEEKS.
Our correspondent seems to object to
our making the 70 weeks of Daniel terminate at the Crucifixion, on the ground
that the prophecy teaches the cessation of
the sacrifice, and the oblation, in the midst
ot the last or seventieth week ; from which
it is to be concluded that the crucifixion
was at the end of 486 and a halt years,
and not at the end of 490, for they were
virtually caused to cease by the cutting
otf of Messiah the Prince.
But, we would inquire, if they end not
at the crucifixion, in what notable event
do they terminate ? And if they ended
three years and a half later, in what de
cree did they commence? The causing
ol the sacrifice and oblation to cease,
must have been virtual or a matter of
lact. 11 virtual,
it must have been equivalent to ς" making reconciliation for iniquity, ami the bringing in of everlasting
ngbteouoiiets," uhich were effected by the

17
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| death and resurrection of the Christ ; but
if a matter of fact, then sacrifices and ob! lations must have been actually suppressjed, which did not occur till the time of
desolation by the Romans. The virtual
cessation came to pass in the seventieth
week ; but the actual, not till 40 years
alter the crucifixion.
Tracing the 490 years backward from
the desolation, there is no decree'for their
commencement ; for they were to begin
li
from the going forth of the commandment to restore and build Jerusalem :"
besides that, the year of the desolation
no one knew, no, not even the Son, but
j the Father only, which would not have
been the fact "if the 490 ended at that
hour. Cut tracing them back from the
virtual cessation of the sacrifice and oblation in the cutting off of Messiah, the
490 years do find a beginning in a commandment to restore the Jerusalem Commonwealth, issued to Nehemiah by Artaxerxes, " king of Babylon, in the month
Nisan of the 20th of his reign."*
But the difficulty with our correspondent seems to lie in the phrase " in the
midst oj the week," arguing that if the
crucifixion be the terminating point, that
was at the end of the last week, instead of
the midst thereof. But this objection is
set aside by the fact that the original
word does not mean the middle year of
the last seven of years. The phrase
rendered " m the midst of the week," is
va-chatzi ha-thavua, signifying a part of
the week. " And iie shall confirm a covenant tor many one week; and a part of
the week he shall cause to cease a sacrifice and oblation;" that is, fiom the
many for whom the covenant is confirmed. The "covenant for many"" is that of
which Jesus said, "This cup" represents
" the New Covenant
in my hloody\ which
J
is shed for many. '\ The covenant at"
tested was that berilh Jehovah had promised Israel, saying to his Servant, " I
will hold thine hand, and will keep thee,
and give thee for a Covenant (or Purifier
berilh) ot the7 people, and for a Light of
the Gentiles.' $ This purifier of the people was witnessed to, or attested, of Jehovah for seven years; that is, from tho
beginningil of John's proclamation of glad
tidings concerning him until the end of
his own mission to the Jews. The ministry o( John and Jesus divided the seven
years into parts or cl alzim. John's chatz
was the first pait; that of Jesus, the last.
The prophecy saith in the accusative of
*Ntlit ii. 1, 5, tt; v. 14. tLukc xxii. 20.
tMar xiv. 24. fllsai. xlii. 6; Mai. iii. 3.
||Mar i. I.
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tained,
in 1847, about 175,000 Gentiles
1
ant 8,000 Jews, would be a subject unthe many. This is the paraphrase of the worthy of note in a prophecy concerning
text. The twenty-seventh verse of the [he overthrow of the European Sisterninth of Daniel doth not say in so many hood of nations, numbering a population
words which part, or in which of the of 262,000,000 of souls. The division in
seven years, the cessation should occur ; he text is affirmed, not of the town callyet it is clear, the Purifier or Covenant ed Rome, but of "the Great City" which
must continue the whole seven years, as elsewhere we have shown is co-existenHe is the subject of Jehovah's confirming sive with the Roman Empire itself.
power to the end thereof. After seven
The subject before us appears in tho
weeks, and " after" the three-score and sixteenth chapter of the Apocalypse, and
two weeks, that is, after sixty-nine weeks the nineteenth verse. The tripartite, or
from the going forth of the command- threefold division of the Great Roman
ment " shall Messiah be cut off, but not City, is represented as one of the events
for himself." How long after? When resulting from the pouring out of the
the confirmation of the covenant is fin- Seventh Vial upon " the Air" which
ished, a process which continues seven symbolizes the constitution of tho Roman
years, and therefore in the last part of the Cify or empire. If the electrical forces
week when the whole 490 years shall have of the natural world were to operate with
come to an end.
extraordinary power, the clearest sky
In dismissing this subject for the pre- would become obscured with dark and
sent, we would remark, that it is not Mes- portentous clouds-, vivid lightnings would
siah who confirms the Covenant for many, dart their forked fires and flash their
but Jehovah. There are some literary sheets of flame, the rattling thunder,
curiosities extant upon this subject illus- though but a murmuring voice at first,
trative of the total blindness of the learn- would roar and boom through the
ed ; but we cannot undertake to notice heavens, and the solid earth itself would
them now. We may just say that Moses shake. These would be the effects of
Stuart makes Antiochus Epiphanes, a the electric fluid poured out largely upon
pagan king, the maker and confirmer of the Air. The sun would be darkened,
the covenant, and Jewish apostates from and the star^ and constellations would be
the Law, the many with whom he obscured, and the eartli would tremble,
agreed ! ! !
and hail would pour down like grape
EDITOR.
from tho cannon's mouth.
These phenomena are used in the prophecy of the Seventh Vial to illustrate
TRIPARTITE DIVISION OP THE GREAT the effects of tho pouring out of the fierce
wrath of God upon the Political System
CITY.
of the Roman City as at present consti" The Great City was divided into Three tuted. The electrical effects of his indigParts."
nation, under this Vial, are recorded in
the history of Europe during the last 22
SUMMARY.
years. Tho dethronement of Charles X,
THE
AIR"—ArocALYPTic
EARTHQUAKES
the division of the kingdom of the NetherPRINCIPALLY POPULAR COMMOTIONS ON A
lands, the fall of Poland, the civil wars of
GRAND SCALE—ΤΠΕΥ ORIGINATE MILITARY
Spain and Portugal, the dethronement of
DESPOTISMS»·—THE
FOUR
APOCALYPTIC
Louis Philippe, the Italian and Hungarian
E A R T H Q U A Q E S — G O D THE AUTHOR OF REVO
wars, the siege of Rome, and the usurpaL U T I O N S — T H E N E W NAPOLEONTC DESPOTtion of Napoleon—are
"the voices, thunISM A NECESSITY, YET ONLY PROVISIONAL—
ders and lightnings1'—the earnest of that
FORMER THREEFOLD DIVISIONS OP THE G R E A T
C I T Y — A PERMANENT TRIPARTITION IMPOSterrible popular convulsion, or "earthS I B L E — T w o OF THE T H R E E P A R T 9 DEFINED
quake" whose first tremblings shook the
— T H E T A I L OF THE D R A G O N — T H E BEAST
world in 1848—which have rendered
OF THE E A R T H I N D I C A T E D — T H E T H I R D OF
portentous the heavens of the Great
THE
T H R E E P A R T S POINTED
OUT—THE
City.
MARITIME PROTECTORATE OF THE HOLY
"The whole earth was of one languLAND, AND THE J E W S — T H E T H I R D PART OF
That is, all its people. In the
THE
THREE
R E D U C E D — T H E END OF THE age."
Apocalypse, " the earth" \s often put for
BRITISH L I O N AND AMERICAN EAGLE CONthe people in contradistinction to their
TEMFORANEOUS.
rulers; as, " the Earth helped the Woman"
The division of the City of the Seven when she was persecuted by the Dragon,
Hills into three wards—a city which con- or constituted authorities of the Great
time, that in a part of the week sacrifice
a?id oblation should cease to be offered by
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City, or " powers of the heaven : — " the
Earth opened her mouth, and swallowed
up the flood which the Dragon cast out
of his mouth after Ihe Woman to sweep
her away ;'* that is, the people defeated
the Imperial arm)' sent to destroy the disciples of Jesus in a certain country.
When the people of the Great Roman
City become excited, and in their rage
proceed to doeds of violence, to the extent of shaking "the powers that be,"
their commotion is apocalyptically styled
44
an earthquake." There have been
several earthquakes of the kind, and
great ones too. There was a great popular commotion resulting in a military despotism under Constantine, in the fourth
century, by which the constitution of
" the Great City" was entirely changed.*
There was another, but not to great,
beaded by Julian, in the eame century.f
There was a third, and greater one, in the
eighteenth century, that overthrew the
French monarchy, and gave rise to the
military despotism of Napoleon.};
And
lastly, there is a fourth, the effects of
which have only been partially and slightly developed as yet; that namely, which
began in 1848, and has given birth to the
military despotism of Louis Napoleon.ι
This popular commotion, in its full manifestation, is described as " a great earthquake, such as was not since men were
upon the earth, so mighty an earthquake,
and so great." It is therefore to exceed
tiie Constantim'an, Julian, and French
revolutions, which were all made by the
populace of the Great City. The fourth
apocalyptic earthquake is described by
Daniel as " a time of trouble, such as
never was since there was a nation even
lo that same time."|| It is clear then that
(he world has not seen the worst of it
lor the last four years, with all their horrors, have not been so troubled as in the
time of the Reign of Terror and the
military despotism of Napoleon I. The
worst is certainly to come, and will make
the ears of every one tingle that only
hears the report of it.
It is a remarkable, ami by no means accidental, circumstance that the Four Earthquakes have all resulted in the establishment of as many military despotisms, to
wit, those of Constantino, Julian, Napoleor
and Louis Bonaparte. The populace
without an army and a chief, are inefficien
to any great work. They can set the
ball in motion, but they cannot give i
direction. Revolutions come from God
*Rev. vi. 12—17.
tRev. viii.5.
tRev. xi. 13.
(Rev. xvi. 18.
||Dan. xii. L
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He changes the times and the seasons: He
removelh kings', and selteth up
kings:"—
·· He rulelh in the kingdom of men, and
yiveth it to whomsoever He will, and seiteth
up over it the basest of men."* The popuace is a mere element in the situation—a
pawn moved by the hand of God on the
political chess-board of the Great City.
They can accomplish nothing that they
will to do, because their will is not the
will of God. Hence, in all revolutions,
he people are disappointed. If they acquire power they cannot retain it; reacion overtakes them, and makes their
condition worse than before. This has
been pre-eminently the case in the French
revolutions. They have preached liberty,
and established despotism. The liberty
is their will; the despotism, God's. A
military despotism was necessary for the
removal of "him loho leltelh;"^ therefore
he raised up Constantine to do the work.
The history of this conqueror shows
what the work was, and how he performed it. Again, a military despotism was
needed to punish Constantino's successor
and his abandoned court; therefore he
sent Julian from Paris to execute his will.
For three years paganism governed the
Great City, and ejected the Catholics,
calling themselves " Christians" but unworthy of the name, from all places of
honor, profit, and power. A reign of terror,established in Chalcedon, rewarded all
court profligates according to their deeds.
Julian was a pagan, and therefore the
more fit for the work to be performed.
His mission was to punish men who,
though professing Christianity, crucified
its founder afresh, and put him to open
shame.
A devout Catholic would not
have answered the purpose. The sword
was therefore placed in Julian's hand,
and thus one great sinner punished many,
and then met his own merited perdition
on the battle-field.
The French planted Trees of Liberty,
covered their heads with her cap, and
burned incense to her praise; but God
placed a sword in her hand, and bade her
do the work of death upon the enemy of
himself and people.
Napoleon turned
liberty into a despot, and in her name
chained her worshippers, and slew the
Beast of ihe sea. This was his mission,
and right valiantly he performed it, for
God was with him.
But there is more work to do—more
than in the nature of things the first
Napoleon could accomplish. If he had
completed the work, " the mystery of God,
as he hath declared it to his servants the
t'2 Theie. ii. 7.
iv. 17
* D i i n . ii.
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prophets,'1 would have heen finished before the 1335 day-years had expired.
This could not be permitted, because it
would have falsified the arithmetic of
prophecy, which is as much God's truth
ae the gospel itself. The deadly wound
given to the Beast by the Napoleonic
sword of the Lord hath been healed to
some extent. But its destiny is to be
killed outright, and his dying carcase,
found in the Beast of the earth, given to
" the burning flame," by being " cast
alive into the" apocalyptic "lake of fire
and brimstone." The sword hath therefore more work to do upon " the Powers
that be," which energize the QueenPower of the Seven Hills. The work is
necessary in order that an occasion may
be created for the King of the North to
possess himself of the fourth or Iron
Monarchy, and as the potter of the situation, to fabricate the Feet of Nebuchadnezzar's Image out of the Iron and his
own Clay. To create this occasion, or
opportunity, a Military Oespotism is
needed as the sword of the Lord. The
earthquake of 1848, which is now in progress, was for the manifestation of this
necessary tyranny.
We know not
whether the individual now at the head
thereof is to carry into effect the purposes of God in its establishment. This
is not revealed, nor is it a matter of any
consequence. The prophecy is not of
persons,, but of POWERS. Whatever
tyrant commands the situation of things
will be the proper person for the time being, or God would very soon put him out
of the way, and set up a more efficient
actor in the closing scenes of Gentile affairs.
The Despotism recently established in
the Broadway of the Great City is a
military democratic power. It is not destined to be permanent, but provisional
only. As we have said, it has a certain
work to do, and when this is accomplished,
it will fall. Ii cannot possibly continue,
because France is one of the Toe-kingdoms, and must be attached to the Feet
of the Image as a constituent of the Ferroaluminous dominion of the Czar. But
before this military democracy is superseded by the restoration of the Bourbons
imperially subject to the Autocrat, it will
subdivide the Great City into Three
Parts, that is to say, the countries included within the limits of the Roman
empire will be partitioned between three
great powers. This will not be the first,
but it will be the last, time the Roman
dominion has been thus divided. In 311,

it suffered a threefold division under Constantino, Licinius, and Maximin. In 324,
it was reunited under Constantine ; but in
337, it was divided into three parts again,
and according to the divisions ruled by
his sons Constantine, Constans, and Constantius. The former two dying, Constantius became the sole ruler of the
Great City in 350. Since that time there
has been no threefold division of the empire until Napoleon I. In 180G, the Roman territory acknowledged three emperors, to wit, the Sultan, Francis of Austria, and Napoleon. In 1815, this division was abolished by the overthrow of
Napoleon, since which time the Great
City has existed pretty much as it is with
the exception of certain modifications in
relation to Egypt, Greece, Belgium, ami
France.
The prophecy before us, however, announces that it is to be divided into three
parts again, as a result of the mighty
earthquake in which the Great City is to
be entirely destroyed. When we contemplate its present constitution there con
be no doubt as to the means of this tripartite division. The threefold division
of the imperial territory, and the maintenance of those divisions, is only possible
by war. There are ouly two Legs to the
Image, not three; therefore the three
divisions, when established, must be again
reduced to two—and it is the fighting
arising from the efforts to effect this reduction that brings the armies of all the
nations of the Great City to battle against
Jerusalem, where they meet their final
overthrow as the forces of one bishorned
imperial confederacy. The French empire,
j if revived, will constitute one of the three
divisions. This, however, is a purely
meteoric affair, flitting across the political
heavens to disappear forever before even
the end come. We say, not a permanent
empire; because France is one of the
ten, and can only be a Toe, not a Leg. of
the Image. French imperialists are ambitious of a phan'om that will be the ruin
of their state. Their ambition, however,
is useful. They will cause the tripartite
division of the city, but be compelled to
take up the humble position of a dependant constituent of one of the two surviving thirds.
One of the three parts is the TenHorned Dragon ; another third part is the
Two Horned Beast and his prophet: but
the difficulty of the problem is, What
constitutes the third ?—The hostile third,
whose expulsion from the Great City,
combines the forces of the other two-
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The Beast and the False Prophet are
thirds to ertect it, and causes them to inalso fcund contemporary with the Second
vade the Land of Israel ?
The Seven-headed and Ten-horned Appearing of Christ as well as the Dragon.
Dragon symbolizes a power in the im- This appears from these words of John : " I
perial territory, co-existent with the saw the Beast, and the Kings of the Earth,
Second Appearing of Christ.* The de- and their armies gathered together to
scription of this symbol, or " sign in the make war against Him that sat on the
heaven," occurs in the twelfth chapter, horse, and against his army. And the
where "his tail" is said to draw '•"the Beast was taken, and with him the False
third part of the stars of the heaven, and Prophet that wrought miracles before
to cast them to the earth/' This power him, with which he deceived them that
is the great antagonist of God's people, had received the mark of the Beast, and
who are styled symbolically, " The Wo- them that worshipped his Image. These
man ;" first, of his spiritual Israel, as in both were cast alive into a lake of fire
the days of Diocletian and Galerius, in burning with u brimstone ;"• where their
the end of the third and beginning of the adherents are tormented in the presence
fourth centuries;! and secondly, of his of the Holy Angels, and in the presence
natural Israel at the future crisis of the of the Lamb."f This Beast is the Beast
Advent. The Tail of the Dragon is of the earth, having Two Horns—the one,
synchronical with the Feet of the Image. the Eyes and Mouth of Daniel's Little
Its power in the Latter Days resides in Horn; the other, the Little Horn itself.
Beast of the Earth
its Tail, as the power of the Image re- The two horns of the
1
sides in its Feet. With its tail it casts are " like a Lamb, ' but it speaks like a
down a third part of the stars of the po- dragon. This represents the character of
litical heaven to the earth ; that is, the the power. It assumes to be Christian,
Dragonic power becomes paramount over but is imperial, and has all the malignity
a third part of the Great City. The and venom of the old serper.t. One of
Stars are the Ten-horns which appear on the lamblike horns of this dominion, anhis head without crowns, being no longer swering to the Eyes and the Mou£h, reindependent kingdoms, but subject to the presents the Queen-power of the Seven
seven crowned majesty of the Dragon. Hills, whose chief styles himself " His
Their previous existence as Crowned Holiness ;" the other horn is the Austrian
Horns is represented in the Ten-horned power, which is also Roman, because of
Beast of the bottomless pit, or sea,t whose its possessing Noricum, Pannonia, and
existence, as an independent confederacy, part of Dacia, Illyricum and Italy, whose
it is the mission of the recent usurpation chief also designates himself by the lamb11
finally to destroy. By this we mean to like predicate of "His Apostolic Majesty!
say, that the doings of the French Des- The spiritual and temporal dominion,
potism will result in the transfer of the then, of His Holiness, and His Apostolic
sovereignty of the Ten Kingdoms to the Majesty, is represented by the Beast of
power that shall possess the Dragonic the earth, with Two Horns, to show that
Third of the Great City. When this is it is supervised by Two Dynasties diseffected the Beast of the Sea, having ful- tinct the one from the other, yet in a cerfilled his 42 months, appears ne more upon tain sense united at the base. If you
the prophetic page. T n e Horn-King- would speak of " His Holiness" in the
doms exist, but not as they do now. Their millennium of his glory, which has passed
kings can rule according to a policy of away, you would style him " the Image
their own at present; and can declare war of the (sixth head of the) beast which had
and make peace without consulting other the wound by α sword (the Gothic) and
powers, if they please. This, however, did live :" but if you would speak of him
is an order of things which is shortly to now, and henceforth, till he is cast alive
pass away ; and instead of many tyrants into the apocalyptic lake of fire and brimover several distinct kingdoms, they will stone, you would style him " the False.
be subjected to the will of one man, the Prophet." His Austrian Majesty's doAutocrat of the Dragon. Thus the minion, then, which is the Beast of the
Dragon resumes the power over the terri- earth, and the Pope, the prophet of the
tory he had ceded when the Ten Horns dominion, will continue alive, that is, in
established themselves in the Great City official existence and power, until His appearing who is called ** FAITHFUL AND
in the fifth and sixth centuries.§
TRUE." Their continuance will be guar*Kev. xx-~£
tRev. xii. 4, 13, 17. anteed by the power of the Dragon, who
tRev. xi. 7; *iii. 1; xvii. 3.
• Rev. xiii. 2,4.
•Rev. xix.
tRev. xiv. 10.
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will co-operate with them, and strengthen
them, and with his jwtlcr's clay unite the
Beast-Leg and the Dragon-Leg, and the
Ten Toes into the one Ferro-alumiuous
sovereignty of the Great City of the
Latter Days. But, though the Dragon be
.stronger than the Beost, the power of the
Dragon will be broken first. He is
broken in the buttle of Armageddon, after
which the Dragon-horns confederate* with
the Two-horned Beast, and " make war
with the Lomb, who overcomes them,"f
and seizes upon their kingdoms for himself and people.t
Here, then, are two third parts of the
Great City—the Dniiron-third, and the
Terrene-Beast third ; let us now see if we
can discover the third third part.
In the list of peoples constituting the
company to be assembled unto On^r,
Kgypt, Edom, Moab, the chief of the
children of Arnmon, and the Jews then in
Palestine, are not 'mentioned. Gog is the
chief of the Dragon power, and is by
Daniel styled the King of the North.
Kgvpt is not subject to him until the last
act of the trogedy in which he is concerned. It is invaded at length and subdued ;§ but till invaded it belongs to a
hostile power. He also invades Palestine, || which must therefore likewise belong to an enemy—an enemy too strong
to be entirely vanquished, inasmuch as he
fails to subjugate the province of the
Roman Arabia.if
The antagonists of the Dragon and the;
Beast, who are confederates, is a power
in the north and east,** styled by Ezekicl,
"Sheba and Dedau, and the Merchants of
Tarshish, with all the young lions thereof, "'ft This is the Anglo-Indian power
"beyond the rivers of Khushistan ; " t t
that is, east from Jerusalem and beyond
the Euphrates and Tigris. The British
possess Aden and Sheba, but not Dedan
as yet. Their East India Company of
merchants are the Merchants of Tarshish
who govern India under the auspices of
the British Lion. This northern and eastern power, t l which sends its ambassadors
by the sea," is " the land shadowing' Israel " with its wings," and consequently
the enemy of the Dragon who invades
theL· country in the Latter Days. It. take
possession of Edom, and Moab, and Ammon, Seba, &c, by which it maintains its
ascendency in the Red Sea, Indian Ocean,
and Persian Gulph. This is the reason

vhy " Edom and Moab, and the chief of
he children of Aminon," escape out of
he hand of the Dragon king of the north,
licy are occupied by Britain, which thus
ccomes the Moab, &c·, of the Latter
[)ayp, and the subject of the prophecies
hcrefore concerning Moab at the crisis of
he restoration of the throne and tabernacle of David.
Referring to the time
hen the Dragon shall moke war upon
Israel, then colonized to some extent in
Palestine, and who seek refuge from the
invasion, God saith to the Maritime Proectorate, ** Hide the Outcasts; bewray
not him that wandereth. Let mine Outcasts dwell with thee, Moab; be thou a
covert to them from the face of the
Spoiler."
While thus protected, the
Dragon-Feet are smitten by The Stone
which brings the invader to an end ; thereore continues the prophet, ** the extorioner is at an end, the Spoiler ceaseth,
he oppressors are consumed out of the
and." Then mark what comes next,
•'And in mercy shall the Throne be esablished ; and H E shall sit upon it in
truth in the Tabernacle of David, judging,
and seeking judgment, mid hasting rightemsness ;"* 'ffiat is, by making wrar in
righteousness, that he may plant it in all
the earth.
From this, and much more that might
be said upon the subject, we conclude that
3vents in progress will bring about the subdivision of the Great City into three parts,
which wrill be possessed by Russia, and
Austria, and France, sustained by Britain,
represented by the Dragon, Beast, and
Merchant-power of Tarshish. When tho
Czar becomes head of the Dragon he will
have acquired Constantinople and much
of Turkey, provisionally, for his third.
The Beast may have Switzerland, the
Tyrol, Pannonia, Illyricum, and the
States of the church, for his part, besides
his possessions beyond the limits of the
Great City : while France and its ally,
the Tarshish-power, will occupy the isles
of the Mediterranean, Syria and Palestine, Egypt, and the Roman Africa and
Arabia, as its third part; the sovereignty
over Belgium, Spain, Sardinia, Portugal,
Naples, Greece, Hungary, and Italy, being in dispute.
This partition, however, will not be
permanent. The three parts will be reduced continentally to two. Britain will
lose her imperial ally with all his con*Rcv. xvii. Ι'λ; fv. 14. % Rev. xi. 15; xx. 4 quests of tho third part, with perhaps a
(Dan.xi.42. ||Ezek. xxxviii. 8; Dan. xi small exception besides the Roman Arabia.
France and the rest of the ten kingdoms
41,45.
IDan. xi.4l. **Dan. xi. 44.
ijF.yvk. xxxviii. 13
| | ϊ τ π . xviii, 1.
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become Dragonic Horns; and Britain is
left to carry on the war as she best can.
THE THREE DESTINIES.
She will certainly lose Egypt, Palestine,
and Syria; also Libya and Ethiopia,
Γ.Υ THE EDITOR.
which are to be at the steps of the king
of the north. The ambition of Russia and
There arc three potent antagonists that
Austria will be to possess themselves of stand related to mundane affairs, who prou
the
sacred localities" of Israel's land, pose each for themselves three distinct
and to overthrow Britain. Their fury destinies for the nations of the earth, in
will be great,* but though they will take ivhich they shall each be supremely gloripossession of Jerusalem they will find it fied. These three hostile powers are
14
a burdensome stone," and " a cup of ABSOLUTISM, .Democracy, and OMNIPOtrembling."f Their hosts will be discom- TENCE. The destiny which Absolutism
fited and cut to pieces, so that only u one proposes to carve out for the human race,
sixth γατί" shall escape from the land to is, entire and unreasoning submission, in
tell the news of their irreparable defeat.ί things spiritual and temporal, to the imTheir hatred of Israel and the Tarshish perial authority of mortal rulers, whose
power will be their ruin. Lured on by sword is their sufficient title to a sovereign
the retreat of the British from Egypt and and absolute disposal of the lives and
Syria, the Imperialists will flatter them- fortunes of mankind for ever. Under this
selves that the East will soon be theirs condition of affairs that " order11 would
without α rival! But they know not the reign throughout the earth, which is the
thoughts of God. In their case pride will watchword of reactionism, and which now
assuredly precede a fall—even the fall of triumphs amid popular groans and exethe Imperial Image on the mountains of crations in Rome, Naples, and Vienna.
Israel's land.§
Representative government would be
Politicals in this country imagine that abolished; priestism, which among the
Britain will be overthrown by the Conti- nations is diabolism,—God-dishonoring,
nental League of European despots, un- soul-destroying, men-corrupting and deless aided by the United States in the ap- basing, superstition,—would be establishproaching contest. This is a great mis- ed ; civil and religious freedom, the voice
take. The British power, old as it is, will of truth and righteousness, the Bible and
endure as long as this Confederacy. Bri- the Press, would be all suppressed; the
tain cannot fall until her mission is ac- human mind, by being reduced toinactionT
complished. Energized of God, she haswould be prostrated—enfeebled, idiotizecf;
withstood the world in arms, and will do and the race would become universally
it again. She has wealth enough, and brutish, and fit only for beasts of burden
men will not be wanting. She will gain to their imperial masters. This is what
many victories, and experience many de- Absolutism will establish in the world if
feats ; still she will carry on the war until it can. It already exists in Rome, Vienna,
Christ appears to conquer for God, and and St. Petersburg, where its effects are
for himself and people. We rather think conspicuous in the miserable creatures
that the policy of the Union will change. whose souls are devoted to its law. AVould
Kosshuth will convert the people who are not the universal and eternal triumph of
fond of "glory," and they will choose an Absolutism over the earth fully realize
intervention policy which their " ser- the idea of HELL ? Yea, verily, bnt
vants" must carry out. It is quite pos- with this exception, that it would be the
sible, therefore, that an alliance will be friends of freedom, righteousness, and
formed, as much desired by America as truth, would be tormented and made to
Britain. Be this as it may, Christ will burn therein, and not the wicked! Yes,
judge them both, and that power will fare it would be " H e l l ; " and whenever in
the best which yields most promptly to I whole, or in part, such a consummation
his commands, and shows the most favor | should obtain, there would be manifested
" the Dragon, the old Serpent, surnamed
to his people Israel.
EDITOR.
the Devil and Satan." Unfortunately
January 15th, 1852.
for the Germanic, Sclavonic, and Roman*Dan. xi. 44.
fZech, xii. 2, 3. ian nations of continental Europe and
JEzek. xxxix. *2.
Asia, their destiny is to be subjected to
$Ezek. xxxix. 4; Dan, ii. 45; xi. 45; viii. 25, this power. Happily, however, it will
not triumph over them for ever ; yet suf0
Religion is the best armour in the world ficiently long to fill the heart of humanity
with dismay; but not long enough to
but the worst cloak.
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idiotize their minds. There is hope of de- Both parties are in earnest even unto
liverance,, but that deliverance cometh not blood; but both hesitate to begin the
work of death, knowing that it must end
from man.
ABSOLUTISM is ihe enemy of God and in the ruin of one or the other. Now let
man; while DEMOCRACY, wlndi is not the reader mark what we say—the Bible
obedient to God, wishes well to itself. It reveals that the war commenced will end
is the prophet of what it conceives to be in the ruin of both, one after the other;
the interests of humanity ; and is, there- and in the introduction of a destiny that
fore, the natural antagonist to Absolutism, will falsify the predictions of Absolutism
which seeks only the gratification and and Democracy, and relieve the world of
glorification of its own satanic selfishness. the presence of them both.
OMNIPOTENCE hath decreed a destiny
DEMOCRACY predicts a destiny for all
the nations of the earth, which, through for the world, in which the happiness of
their own efforts, they shall attain by the all nations will be in harmony with the
overthrow and entire destruction of Abso- rights of Jesus Christ, and the honor due
lutism in its present divided form ; and in to God. The rights of the Lord Christ
which every nation shall have its own are based upon the underived, inherent,
constitutional government elected by uni- sovereignty of the Creator of all things,
versal suffrage. It predicts that all gov- who has the indefeasible right to dispose
ernments will then be republican; and of mankind and their affairs according to
that consequently all popes, empej-ors, his own will and pleasure. In conformity
kings, priests, and aristocracies will with this principle he has decreed that all
be suppressed: that every man will governments now existing, or that shall
be his own priest and prophet, and wor- exist, shall be transferred to Him—peaceship God, or not, as he pleases, and ac- ably, if they will; by force and arms, if
cording to his own forms: that "the largest they refuse : under any circumstances
liberty" short of absolute anarchy will they must be His. OMNIPOTENCE vicprevail; that the press will be untram- torious, the Eternal and Incorruptible God
melled ; the earth, a perfect network of presents the absolute dominion over all
railways, telegraph lines, and steamboat peoples to the Lord God, his well beloved
. routes; and its lands equitably apportioned Son, whom he authorizes to appoint over
among its inhabitants, so that every man the nations whomsoever he pleases. Bemay have a vine and fig-tree of his own: ing possessed of all authority in the
that education will be universal; that heaven and the earth, Jesus, the divinely
agriculture and commerce, arts and manu- constituted King, places the lives and for^
factures, literature, science, and philoso- tunes of men at the disposal of his brethphy, will be perfect and unboundedly ren, the Saints, whom he associates with
prosperous: and that the nations, having I himself in the government of the conquerthen accomplished the work of their own I ed world. Every one a king and a priest
redemption and regeneration by the sword, to God, the Saints become the lords spiritby education, and philosophy, will consti- ual and temporal, the royal princes of the
tute one universal brotherhood, which nations. Having been once mortal men,
6hall perpetuate itself by its own wisdom denizens of a state then passed away in
and virtue upon the earth for ever.
relation to themselves, they are now inNow, which of these destinies do our corruptible and deathless, having risen
readers prefer ? In which of them would from the dead to eternal life. In the
they like to live ? If they have the feel- passed state their faith in God, and their
ings of enlightened men, they would with- character for truth and righteousness were
out hesitation reply, " In the Destiny severely tried. They were condemned
which Democracy predicts." But if their by men as evil; but justified of God, and
hearts be hardened, and their feelings per- promoted to the honor, power, glory, and
verted and blunted by sin, they will pre- riches of his dominion. By such is the
fer the destiny which Absolutism is pre- world to be ruled in the future state—by
paring for the world—a power that deor Sacred Order, of immorlights in evil, and rejoices in human woe. atalHierarchy,
and righteous men. Under these, the
It will be remembered that Democracy nations will be wisely, justly, and strongly
confides in its own prowess for the intro- governed. Standing armies will be disduction of its millennium upon earth. It banded ; peace that cannot be disturbed
proposes to falsify the predictions of its by war's alarms will be established ; good
enemy by an appeal to arms ; while Abso- will obtain among all classes of society;
lutism threatens to suppress the Democ- the poor and needy will be cared for;
racy itself in toto by the same means.
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ignorance and superstition* will be ex
terminated ; the fertility of the earth will
be increased ; the duration of human life
extended ; trade and commerce regulated
upon just and liberal principles; vice,
suppressed; evil, restrained; good triumphant; all nations of one enlightened
faith; and the will of God performed on
earth as it is in heaven. Such is the
blessedness Omnipotence hath in store
for future generations of nations. It is
manifest, however, that so long as Democracy and Absolutism prevail such a
destiny must be in abeyance ; for the contemporary existence of either of them is
incompatible with the sovereignty of
Jesus and his brethren as princes over all
the earth. Absolutism will subdue the
Democracy oi Eu r ope, and prove to this
generation the falsity of its predictions.
It is cheering, however, to the believer to
know that the triumph of Absolutism is
only temporary, and that although it have
crushed Democratic liberty, God has
eomething better in reversion for mankind.
The honor of " breaking to pieces the
Oppressor" he has conferred upon Jesus,
the redeemer and enlightener of the
nations. He, the King of the Jews, with
Israel, and trie Saints, are the regenerating army under his vicegerency, with
which he will combat the destroyers of
the people, break in pieces and consume all their kingdoms, and plant the
liberty of truth and righteousness in the
earth. Then will the gospel of the kingdom have become a fact, and all the
nations will be actually blessed in Abraham and his Seed.f
*By superstition is meant Paganism, Mohammedanism, Catholicism, and Protestantism by whatever name professed. AH religion is superstition which is not appointed
by divine authority.
tGal. iii. 8.

SCAECITY OP GOLD IN TUKKEY AND
THE RESTORATION OF THE JEWS.
However abundant gold may be in
other parts of the world, it appears to be
remarkably scarce in Turkey. Accounts
to June state that the premium on gold is
rising alarmingly at Constantinople; new
coins of 100 piasters being current at 115.
The king of Egypt, however, has proved
a friend in need to the Sultan, having
voluntarily contributed £275,000 towards
his financial relief.
This scarcity of gold in the Turkish
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treasury may be the predisposing cause
of the proposed solution of the question
concerning " the Holy Places" referred to
in the following extract, taken from the
Ladies own Journal. The Suisse, published at Berne, dated April 18th, says,
" A correspondent writes from Constantinople, on April 1st, that the Divan had
hit upon a very original plan for settling
the question of the Holy Places. The
four pachalics of Syria are to be granted
to M. Rothschild for the sum of £2<V
000,000, to be paid into the treasury of
the Sultan ; and upon the sum of £ 2 , 000,000 being paid to France, she will re-,
nounce her pretensions. Russia and;
England will each receive £l,000,000. ft
is not yet settled whether M. Rothschild
will take the title of king, emir, or bey. ft
is certain that he intends to restore the
ruins of Jerusalem and Antioch, and to
rebuild Solomon's temple."
Whether this bargain and sale will be
consummated remains to be seen. It
may; although it is written in the prophet, w Ye have sold yourselves for
nought; and ye shall be redeemed without
money·'* This, however, relates to the
Twelve Tribes, and to their redemption.
The buying up the claims of Russia,
France, and England, to the Holy Places
in Jerusalem, is not purchasing the redemption of the tribes. There is no man,
society, or power upon earth can redeem
Israel either with or without money.
There is but ONE that can do it, and he is
the Man at Jehovah's right hand, whom
he hath made strong'1! for that very purpose, t The restoration of Israel will not
take place until after the appearing of
Messiah in power. There will, however,
be JL lifting up of an ensign upon the
mountains of the Holy Land. I say a
lifting u p ; for it is not the lifting up referred to in the text following—" All ye
inhabitants of the world, and dwellers
upon the earth, see \ e , when he lifteth up
an ensign upon the mountains; and
when be bloweth a trumpet, hear ye.f|6
The eneign here indicated is, the " Root
of Jesse, who shall stand for an ensign of
the peoples ; to it shall the nations seek :
and His Rest shall be glorious.'1!! This
ensign is Jehovah's servant, whose mission is to restore the peoples or tribes, of
Israel. But Israel, reduced to a feeble
few, is also styled " an ensign ;" thus,
One thousand shall flee at the rebuke of
one; at the rebuke of five shall ye flee ;
till ve be left as a beacon upon the top of
•Isai. Iii. 3
tPs. Ixxx. 15, 17.
ilsai. xlix. 5, 6.
fclsai.
xviii, 3.
j|Isai. xi. 10,12.
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a mountain, and as an αη:<)μιι on a hill."*
In this sense it is, I use the word when 1
say -that before Messiah returns there
must be a lifting up of an ensign upon
the mountains of Jutlea. Testimony and
reason thereupon show, that there must
be a re-settlement of the land by the Jews
to a limited extent before the battle of Armageddon ; for it is the prosperity of the
Jewish Colony that whets the avarice of
the Autocrat, and stimulates him to invade the country, that he may spoil them
of their goods, cattle, and liberty.f
It is probable that this financial scheme of
the Turkish government may be the initiative of the pre-adventnal colonization of
the Holy Land.
After paying off the
claims of the three powers the Sultan
will be gainer of .616,000,000, to say nothing of the advantage to the revenue to
be derived from an industrious people in
a province so well situated for agriculture
and commerce, if the proposal become
an accomplished fact, that tact will speak
in unmistakable, and infallible terms to
the believer. It will be a sure and certain sign of the speedy appearing of the
S o n . of Man in power and glory. No
one need expect that appearing to be
manifested until a Jewish Colony be lifted
up " as an ensign upon a hill ;" for to
snatch that ensign out of the hand of
Gog is the proximate cause of the Lord
God's appearance on Mount Olivet again.
The reason of the present calm, which
broods over the surface of things in the
old world like sultriness before lightning,
and the dewy cloud in harvest-heat, is
for the blossoming forth of Juuah's plant
that this bud, which is afterwards to become a swelling grape, may become manifest in Jehovah's vineyard.J When this
grape-producing process is sufficiently
advanced, things will have ripened into a
crisis among the powers.
T h e Napoleonic empire (a meteor of the air,) will
have been fully prepared for the performance of the mission assigned to it—the
division of the Great City into three parts
will be complete ; and the Crisis of the
End at the very doors. The sickles will
then come into play, and the sprigs and
branches will be reaped.
[t matters not what title M. Rothschild
may assume. If he proclaim himself
" King of the Jews" his glory will be but
transient, and his royalty brief. There is
one at God's right hand to whom that
title exclusively belongs. Slill we should
like to see him adorn his brows with the
diadem of Judnh'.s kings. It would ho
Msai. λχχ· 17. jiv/fk. ΛΛΛΙΧ. 'J, 1 (, |L2
IUu .win. 1 , v. 7.

to the believer an earnest, that the crown
of D:\vid, now profaned in the dust,*
would ere long illustrate the majesty of
his son and lord, bearing Jehovah's glory
upon his throne.
The idea, ho\ve\rer, of king Rothschild
rebuilding Solomon's temple is quite out
of the record. Λ temple, more magnificent than Solomon's, is certainly to be
built; but the honor of building it is to
devolve upon the " G r e a t e r than Solom o n ' * — " T H E BRANCH shall build the
temple of Jehovah ; even He shall build
the temple ; and He shall bear the glory ;
and shall sit and rule upon his throne, as
a priest upon his throne.' f Tin's can bo
Rothschild by no possibility. It can only
be Jesus, the Lord and Christ. Rothschild cant build this temple ; he does not
know the plan. It is to be differently arranged to Solomon's, because the service
is to bo different—a difference necessitated by the dedication of the New Covenant, and the introduction of a new order
of priesthood under it.
Rothschild is
ignorant of this matter. Besides he doe»
not know on what spot to place it, whether
on Moriah or to the north of the city. If
he begin a temple after the model of Solomon's, it will either never be finished, or
demolished in the siege when Jerusalem
shall be beleaguered just prior to the
battle of Armageddon. But if the Sultan's proposal become a fact, lie will doubtless do all that is possible lor vast wealth
to accomplish. Should it come to this,
the design of Providence in conferring
upon the Jews great riches will bo manifested. It is very significant to the believer of the prophets; as also is the
present marvellous discovery of gold in
California, Australia, and even in England. T h e prediction of an overflowing
abundance of the metals in the Holy
Land, contemporary with Israel's future
prosperity, could not have been verified
out of the amount of bullion existing before that discovery. But the current accumulation demonstrates the approacfi of
the time, when " For brass, the Lord of
Israel, will bring gold, and for iron silver,
and for wood brass, and for stone iron :
and will also make their officers peace,
and their exactors righteousness: so that
violence shall no more be heard in their
land, wasting nor destruction within their
frontiers."{
T h e value of gold, depending upon its scarcity, will doubtless be
greatly diminished in Israel's land. Its
abundance: will correct, to Koine extent,
that love of money which is the root of
*I'a

ΙΛΧΑΙΧ, 39,

44.
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«11 evil. The power of the millionair
will enfeehle as the dust of his idolatry
settles upon his contemporaries placing
them in easy circumstances, and making
them proportionally independent of his
possession; for it is truth and righteousness, not gold, the bowelless, oppressive,
and accursed thing, that will command
the worship and admiration of mankind
in the Age to Come. But for the present
we forbear.
EDITOR.

June 1st., 1852.

EPISTOLARIA.
LETTER FROM ENGLAND.
·* DEAR BRO :

"The third number of the Herald has
come to hand. I am truly indignant
at A. Campbell. To assert that you arc
worthless to your friends, worse than
worthless to the world ! ! 'Twill be well
for him, if he ever turns half as many to
righteousness as you have done, should
he yet Irani the way thereof himself, of
which, however, there seems little chance.
Instead of demonstrating the "hallucination" on which lie allirms "Klpis Israel"
to be " based," he assails you in a strain
of vituperation as low and coarse as it is
unchristian. J.lis vulgarism of the " big
head" must disgust every person of ordinary refinement. I wonder he could descend so low. But it shows how a man
may be carried away by rancorous feeling. Nevertheless, abuse is no argument,
and his proves nothing but his inveterate
hatred of the truth, and of you its pro-claimcr. His virulence shows that he
finds in " Elpis Israel'7 no contemptible
opponent of his go-to-heaven theory. It
must have hit him hard, or he would not
be so very wroth. His olla podrida of
14
worthlessness" is comprehensive and indefinite enough; and most insulting to the
many worthy and amiable individuals who
esteem you very highly in love. If you
are " worthless," they, as the admirers of
such α character, must be " worthless"
also—an aggregate of "pestilent fellows,"
such as the sect of the Nazarenrs were
of old composed of. Really, 'tis a pity
there is no one philanthropic enough to rid
the world of you all. Your " amiable
friend's"' lance is a wooden ** weapon" indeed, very " wooden." I admire your
demolition of it. You have shivered ii
entirely, and in merry mood too."
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LETTER FROM SCOTLAND.
" D E A R BROTHER :

" How melancholy it is to read the attacks of A. Campbell upon you and your
writings. It is nearly two years now
since I saw that he was in his dotage;
but he appears now to be somewhat
crazy, and just making himself a laughing-stock. How the half-and-halfs are
chuckling over his lampooning you, if he
could. He is just making himself a notorious
, poor old man ! Dear brother,
if you are able to go on with the Herald,
I have no doubt but it will do α glorious
work, and must and will overturn the
Campbcllite system. I am more than
astonished that we have not heard more
if a breaking up amongst them ; but like
all other sects they seem joined to their
idols : let us hope, however, that a change
may come over them for the better soon.
The articles in the Herald continue very
L'difying and interesting. You have evidently the truth on your side, and that
must finally prevail."
" E. A. L."
Scotland, May, 1852.
Λ WORD IN PASSING.

When error takes hold of the human
mind it is very difficult to eradicate it,
specially from the hearts of those who
know nothing, and care nothing about the
sure prophetic word. The original vitality
f Carnpbcllism is extinct; and the sect
here is only kept together by the schemes
and speculations of its spiritual merchants.
A Jerusalem mission, a new version of
the scriptures, " union," college endowments, organization, support of the "Reverends," with Sunday schools, and periodicals without life, independence, or instruction—are the existing substitutes for exposition of the word, and contention for
the truth. Their pulpits and journals are
closed against every thing but Bethany
divinity, and the equally shallow speculations of sectarian scribes and orators.
This, however, is good policy, on ihe
principle of shut out the light, and darkness may rule in peace. Whether the
people of the sect will consent to be hoodwinked in this way perpetually, I cannot say. At present they arc in a lethargy,
and seem quite content to be led by the
blind, provided they arc not disturbed in
the enjoyment and pursuit of earthly
tings. If they will neither hear nor
read bevond the circle (if their own bff'e
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sphere, there is but a sorry prospect of I
their eyes being opened to ihe strong delusion under which they li. . W e trust,
however, that " a change may come over
them for the better;" and that in the providence of God the truth may get at the
good and honest hearts among them, and
awake them to righteousness ere the Lord
appear and shut the door. To promote
this desirable consummation we endure
the wrathful outpourings of their scribes
with undisturbed and cheerful equanimity,
being assured that the time is not distant
when He that comes will come, and put
to silence the ignorance and malevolence
of foolish men ; and reward those who
believe and defend his truth through evil
as well as through good report.
EDITOR.

L E T T E R FROM LOUISIANA.
" DEAR SIR :

'* Though not a member of any church,
I am, nevertheless, very desirous of the
continuance of the Herald. I am not
blessed with a superabundance of money,
yet I am willing to make a yearly subscription of twenty dollars for its support.
The Elpis Israels have arrived, and I am
glad to have such a religious ·· curiosity"
to read. I would not take twenty dollars
for the rebuke given to Mr. Alex. Campbell in the March number of the Herald.
I could not believe that he wrote such a
note until I borrowed the Mill. Harbinger
and read it. Why the man is pope 01
dictator to the believers of such assertions
as that note contains without reading the
book. I knew one Methodist to read al
of Mr. Rice's arguments aud none of Mr,
Campbell's, and the " Reformers" laughed
at him for a bigot. Now I believe the
like of them who believe that note with
out reading Elpis Israel. I think, the
roan who can believe that Christ is on the
throne of the Universe, and on David's
throne at the same time, can easily be
made to believe in Anthropomorphism
He must be as credulous as John Pye
Smith, D. D.,* of whom Mr. Catnpbel
complains so bitterly for "discourteou
usage." HOW can a man, so sensitive
of blame or abuse, be ro lavish of it on
others unless he considers himself a sor
of pope ? He is exceedingly deferential
*Mr.

Campbell

is

not

awnre

ijiiii

this

gentleniun has been under ground long
enough to go down to the sides of the pit.
His {grievance will have to remain unredriesed till they meet " in the place of departed
spirits, 1 ' when their ghosts can settle the
difficulty.—EDITOR.

Louisiana.
to his " beloved brethren" when he wants
money; and equally dictatorial in matlers of faith and practice.
He claims great credit for having discovered that Jesus was crowned "Head
of the Universe" previous to his spiritual
reign in his church " in this world ;'; and
hat this "identical Jesus * * shall ns
visibly and sensibly descend to eatth
again to escort his friends * * to a new
paradise of God ! ' I think he deserves a
patent for this discovery! But does it
agree with the notion of some who declare that, as soon as saints die He sends
a convoy of angels after their immortal
spirits? I wish you would inquire of
him (if he believes the immortal soul, or
spirit, is capable of enjoying as much
out of the body as in the body)—why will
Jesus reunite it to the dead body in order
to judge and carry it away to ·' a new
paradise ?" If Jesus Christ will return,
and will send forth his angels, and gather
cut of his kingdom all things that offend,
and them which do iniquity—why transport them to " a new paradise of God?"
Mr. C. would do me a great favor if he
will explain, why it is that those who
will be approved on the day of judgment
will seem to be entirely unconscious of
the fact of their acceptance until sentence
is pronounced ? It seems to me that if
an immortal soul had been reunited loone
after living in heaven awhile, he, at least,
would not answer, " When did I see thee
in prison, &.c." Will Mr. Campbell tell
me, if the immortal soul loses all knowledge of its entity in heaven when it is re·
united to the body ?
You may suppose that these things are
of no importance to me; but, Sir, I like
to know the truth on any subject; and ns
I was not a subscriber to your paper in
time to know your views fully, I wish to
get Mr. C's. I addressed him once on
the subject of spiritual influence j and
was referred, by some reformers, to the
Mill. Harbinger, where I found as many
contradictions as there are heresies extant. Light on this subject is needed;
because many persons who ought to be
teachers, are babes.
1 believe thai many of my neighbours
are as tired o! Camphcllism proper as they
are of any other ism. Campbellites themselves are less dogmatic, and are willing
to throw away even two dollars and fifty
cents for " a treatise based upon a hallucination, &,c." From my heart I thank
you for your rebuke of Mr. Campbell,
and your satire. As I know your objection to milking the goats for preaching.
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I give you the ten dollars and fifty cents Bank of Heaven ;'* and taking the oath of
unquestioning allegiance to the infallibility
to my credit, for that single chapter.
and throne of our imperial and pontifical
Respectfully your friend,
riend. W e suggest this as a matter for
P. T.
Louisiana,

May, 1852.

A WORD BY THE WAV.

iis wisdom and sagacity to determine. The
suggestion is entirely in harmony with the
haracter and spirit of the times; and he
nay find it, if he think well to adopt it, as
convenient and peace-promoting in his
iocese, as the like policy is in those of his

Our humble friend at Bethany has long
since announced his call to the papistical
office, in declaring that God had called Romish and Parisian contemporaries.
EDITOR.
him to take the supervision of ** this Reformation." H e declared this in this city
LETTER FROM BBLTIMORE.
in 1838 to witnesses still living; so that
the present year of grace may be regard"MATERIAL AID.'*
ed as the iourteenth of his pontificate.
His Bethanian Holiness certainly does the
honors of his papacy with characteristic DEAR BROTHER THOMAS:
elegance and taste. H e keeps the press
I have noted with concern the appreof his apostolate under very good caution.
ension expressed of the discontinuance of
I have not heard of the editors depositing the ** Herald." This ought not so to be,
caution-money at Bethany, as they do at and yet it is very much to be feared it will
Paris, as security for their good behavior, so eventuate, unless the believers in " the
but from what I see of their periodicals, Kingdom of God and the things concerning
they evidently write with the fear of the Lord Jesus Christ" do their duty. It
their superior before their eyes. If they s the only periodical that contends for
believe they have any souls, they are this glorious theme, and we are as much
manifestly afraid to say they are their bound to contribute to its support as you
own. The reason is obvious from the are. It is obviously no money-making
experience of the past; for if they were matter with you, but a free-will offering of
to write things not presently comprehend- your talents and time to the Lord, and it
ed in the understood-creed of the " bro- is manifestly our duty that you should be
therhood," that is, as taught by our in- kept free from any pecuniary embarrassfallable friend the Professor of Sacred ment in carrying on this work. The cause
History; and especially if they were to is not your's but that of our glorious Lord:
reproduce his anathemas against schools who is it then that believes in his appearing
and colleges, missionary societies and the that will not be anxious to share in this
" one man system," and urge the practice labor of love ? and prove his readiness to
of his precepts in all modern instances,— abound in the work of the Lord ?
there would be such music from about the
In order, therefore, to ascertain what
throne as they have not heard since Sinai's can be done, I propose that the brethren
trumpets sounded terror into the heart of will declare to what extent they will conIsrael. If they persisted to question our tribute, annually, to the support of the
terrific friend's infallibility (and, presump- "Herald," apart from previous subscriptuous mortals, what right have they to tions, and commencing with the present
raise questions upon so delicate a subject; year 1852; the remittances to be made
are they not themselves as nothing—and within the year. If you approve of this
are they not glorified by the halo of his plan you may put me down for one hungreatness in which they shine—aye! dred dollars.
question our unerring friend's infallibility
Yours affectionately,
—let them try the experiment!) they
W M . P. LEMMON.
would soon find their subscription lists a
Baltimore, June 8th, 1852.
beggarly report of empty post offices !
As, however, there have been eome un"WE PAUSE FOR A REPLY."
xnanageables among the scribes, and may
possibly be again, I would submit to my
Brother Lemmon says truly, that the
lordly friend, whether it would not be ex- cause in which I am retained is not mine,
pedient to decree that none of " the bro- but that of the Lord of glory. It is this
therhood" shall set up a press for the pub- consideration that sustains me in the singlelishing of Campbellism without a license hand combat I have been waging with the
from the Chair of Sacred History ; a de- enemy. Does the reader imagine I would
posite of five hundred dollars in " the have placed myself in a position to be made
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the target of Satan's bowmen, if I did not
believe that in so doing I was warring in
his service who will hereafter shortly himself make war in righteousness?
Are
slander, reproach, and insult, so very agreeable as to be encountered for their own
sake?—to be sought for without profit or
advantage to their victim? No, I do not
like to be blasphemed cither by great or
small, especially when I get nothing by it
but evil; but when I reflect that the invincible truth, for whose advocacy I am
«denounced as utterly worthless, is God's
eternal truth, and no tradition of mine, I
accept joyfully the reproach, and thank
God and take courage. Firmly and conscientiously believing, then, that we arc
advocating the truth, I feel no misgiving
as to the issue of the fight. With a few
wholesouled brethren, like Mr. Lcmmon,
we fear neither Dragon., Bcasih, nor False
Prophet. We have but one fear, and
that is, lest they who jnofess to believe
.ejjofti*] fail to hold up our hands in the
$var with Arnalek.* They ought to feel
as much anxiety as we do for the upholding of the rod over the enemy ; for they
are net a whit less responsible in the case
ithanwe; and seen g that some of them
ihave plenty of money, and no literary
ability to serve the truth, the obligation
lays more bindingly upon them to contribute liberally of their funds to enable
those to work who can. Who among
them has soul enough to imitate brother
Lemmon's example ? You profess to believe that the world will be yoursf when
the Lord appears, have you not largeness
of heart enough to contribute a hundred
dollars to the carrying on of " the good
fight" whose victory is to enrich you for
ever ? Will you allow the editor to excel you who has neither property nor income ? and who, without fee or present
reward, bears the burden and heat of the
day 1 Do you really wish to be saved—
to inherit the kingdom of God ? Then
you must do sacrifice, work, and sutler
for its sake.
It will take a thousand dollars a year to
carry on the Herald. Who will respond
to bro. Lemmon's suggestion ? Surely in
this age of gold there can be no difliculty
in. raising the deficit of so inconsiderable a
sim ! Λ club of young men in Albany
presented as much to Kossuth, the other
day, for purposes of insurrection in Hungary, in whose fate they have no personal
concern; will believers do nothing effective to aid in combatting against ignorance and superstition, the powers of
•ExodTxviui ϊ,Ϊ2.

darkness, which oppress and trample in
the dust the struggling and suffering cause
to whose fortunes they profess to be united?
" We pause for a reply."
EDITOR.

LETTER FROM LONDON,
MY DEAR FRIEND :

In the leading article of a popular weekly journal, now before me, I find remarked,
"that an uneasy calm, dreary, dark and
desolate, is oppressing the minds of men
generally with an undefined dread of some
impending evil, hidden in the future."
Doubtless this is the outline of some of
those ominous tokens, foretold by oui
Lord, that would immediately precede the
fearful judgments introductory to His
glorious Advent. u Upon the earth, distress of nations,, with perplexity, men's
hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those things which arc coming on
the earth."*
O, Zon thai biii'ps glad tidings οΓ peace,
Now ι a se Ihy loud voice, thine afflictions shall ceaso.
Thy iocs POOH s>hr»ll perish— then banish thy fear,
Foil the nations afar—Redemption is near—
That each race, tho' distant, Fhall hasten to bring
I heir uloiy and riches, to welcome thy King.
I.o. Ho comes, cry aloud, Hie power confess,
His nfllicted and chosen to succor and bless.
He comes to establish His I ing promised Throne,
When His name to the ends of the earth shall be
known.

It is true, that you stand foremost in the
ranks of those who are "persecuted for
the Kingdom of God's sake," but at the
same time you must not fail to remember
that such a post is accounted, by the Captain of our salvation, one of no ordinary
distinction; and although " men of the
world" may brand you with " hallucination," for faithfully proclaiming that the
Throne of David is the long promised
Throne of the Kingdom of God, such a
stigma is none so foul as when they imputed satanic agency to the rightful Heir
of that Throne, in exercising His divine
power and mercy amongst them. And,
as some encouragement under your onerous labors, permit me to assure you that
I am in frequent correspondence with persons who allege that you have been instrumental in awakening them to seek an
interest in that glorious kingdom, thus
testifying the fruitfulness of your works;
1
and, doubtless, you will in " due season '
reap an abundant reward, if you faint not.
Allow me also to observe, that the minister of the " Gospel of the Kingdom of
God," should not only shew forth the
truths of the gospel, but condemn and proxxi. 25
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test against the erroneous opinions and
11
traditions of men;" he should not only
proclaim its effulgence, but be enabled to
scatter tfie obstructing clouds which obfecure its lustre—amongst the most dense
of which is the popular dogma of the happiness, &c, of "souls'' in a disembodied
fetate, being none other than the sordid
figment of the Mass Priest, and wholly
opposed to the truth that fallen man is
unsafe in unbuckled armour, and incapable of entering glory until old Mortality
shall be exchanged for the rich robes of
Immortality. Flesh and blood, or man in
his present corruptible state, cannot enter
the kingdom of God, because that inheritance requires a state of undecaying being.
** Corruption cannot inherit incorruption ;"
therefore, as our present mortal life is in
the blood,—" the blood is the life of the
flesh,"—it follows that life of an essentially different nature must be granted to
man, ere he can inherit the kingdom of
God ; even that life which is " now hid in
Christ, and when given, we shall become like Him, and this precious gift is
designated " Eternal Life ;" hence, as the
scriptures recognize no happiness in a
future state unconnected with the "redemption of the body," it is evident that
the doctrine of happiness of u souls," in a
disembodied state proceeds from the vain
traditions and opinions of men. Heavenly
happiness cannot be enjoyed in any other
than an immortal state of being, in the
likeness of Christ at his triumphant resurrection from the power of the grave, not
as a disembodied spirit, but with u flesh
and bones,"* capable of divine powers.f
The main feature of the doctrine of the
scripture, is to exhibit the very beneficent
intentions of God towards this degenerate
world, both as regards the restoration of
man, and the " whole creation," to more
than primeval excellence, through our
Lord Jesus Christ; when it will be manifested that " This Land, that was desolate,
is become like the Garden of Eden,"t or
"the Garden of the Lord,"§ that u Paradisc" promised to the malefactor on the
cross; it is, however, declared ** I will
yet for this be enquired of by the House
of Israel, to do it for them;" and
Christ, himself, has framed for us the
language of that enquiry—" Thy kingdom come, thy will be done on earth as it
is in heaven." But Satan has devised
the most subtle means to arrest the progress of such desire, and, alas ! men have
too readily been deceived to wrest that
*Luko xxiv. 39.
tJno. xx. l
^Ezck. xxxvi. 35.
fcisai. li. 3

plain language, as also the other scriptures
1
— " unto their own destruction"—neverthelcss, he will ere long be defeated by
Christ taking to himself his groat poAver,
and reigning, " King of kings mid Lord of
lords," until the whole earth shall "be
filled with the knowledge of his glory ;' 7
then will his chosen Israel become "one
People,'7 " one .Family," " one Flock,"
"one Building," "one Body,'7 "one ill
Image and Likeness," and "one in thcif
Inheritance," and " God be all in all/'
That yen may be " preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ," having continued diligent and
faithful in the great work set before you,
" looking for that blessed hope, and the
glorious appearing of the great God and
our saviour Jesus Christ,'' is the fervent
prayer of
Your faithful friend,
and fellow-servant in the Lord,
R. ROBERTSON.

89 Grange Road, Bcrmondsey,
Surry, Englard, April 1852.

PETER A MAN OP PROGRESS.
The Council of Toulouse, in 1229, decreed that " T h e laity should not be allowed to have the books of the Old and
New Testament, except perhaps a Psalter
or Breviary for public worship, or the
Hours of the blessed Mary ; and we most
strictly forbid their having those permitted books translated into the vulgar
tongue."—Labbei Concil. torn, xxiii. p.
197. Terribly afraid of the people understanding what they read !
In reply to the churches of Bohemia
Pope Gregory VII. said, " Your nobility
has requested that we should allow the
public service to be celebrated in the
Sclavoman language. You should know
that we ran by no means favor your petition. It is clear to those who consider it,
that it has pleased the Almighty that the
scriptures should be obscure in some
places, lest if they were plain to all, they
should be despised, or lead to error if misunderstood by the common people. We,
therefore, by the authority of the blessed
Peter, prohibit what you have unwisely
asked, and commend you to resist that
presumption with all your power to the
honor of the Omnipotent."·—Gregorii
Episl. ii. lib. vii. Labbei torn. xx. γ. 296.
In theory Protestants condemn the papal policy of keeping the people in ignorance of the Scriptures; practically, how-
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u<«s\v\i.i-, :··• > policy is t h e s a m e , o n l y
iii.ntui- K.xn-'^.iM in a different w a y . F o r
>
; :t;ii« - ,'
..,.αη g o t o t h e r u l e r s of a
i;i ίίι-.; i i ' i •*:Y..'-:goguc1 a n d s a y t o t h e m ,
*· ,- ; i ί U <:ii u inlying t h e AVord of t h e
Ι Μ ' ^ Ι Ϊ Ο Μ ui God diligently for r n a n v y e a r s
piu-t, and h a v e discovered t h a t y o u r p e o -

]>le are lying under a great mistake concerning the gospel, will you allow me to
lay before them, in your place of meeting,
what I am able to prove the scriptures
teach upon the subject?"—they would
refuse, and do the best they could to prevent all from heanng over whom they had
influence. This is not a supposition, but
a notorious fact which has often been repeated in this boasted land of liberty, intelligence, and free inquiry; and that, too.
among a people whose motto used to be
"prove all things, and hold fast what is
good," but who now refuse to examine
any thing that calls in question the traditions of their scribes, elders, and supervisor ! What is true of the Campbellite
sect in this country, is equally so of all
others. They will only read the scriptures
(if at all) in the sense put upon it by the
interpretations of their own system. If
wrong, they prefer to be so ii being set
right would put them in opposition to the
authority of their church and its guides.
These will permit no lay interpretations
which do not harmonize with theirs; nor
would they permit the Gospel of the Kingdom, or Israel's Hope, to be examined, or
exhibited in their " Sacred Desks."
All
this is rank popery—the spirit and policy
of their old mother ; and in whatever sect
her spirit is found there is one of her
meretricious brood. A policy that discourages a free and untrammelled examination of the Bible, and an open avowal
of the conclusions to which such an investigation leads, and sustains itself by
pains and penalties of whatever kind,
whether expressed or implied, is in principle as devilish and Satanic as that which
Ues in the name of Peter, and boldly forbids the light to shine into the human mind
at all.
Gregory VII., called "the Great," we
would suppose, because of his superlative
ignorance, falsehood, and impiety, prohibited the reading of the scriptures in a
language intelligible to the hearers. H e
says he made this prohibition *' by the authority of the blessed Peter!11
N o w we
do not say that this is untrue. This is
too milk-and-water, or sky-blue, a term
to express the enormity of the falsehood.
When one man tells another he lies, he
expects, if the other hae any ferocity in

his nature, to be knocked down for 80
plain and unvarnished an avowal of his
conviction of his mendacity. Now, although there is not a more ferocious creature than a pope, or one in whom his spirit
dwells, we will not for fear of consequences hesitate to aver, that it is a lie,
and that he who utters it, or endorses it
in word or deed, is a child of his, of whom
the Lord Jesus naid ** He is a liar from the
beginning." Peter never authorized the
keeping of mankind in ignorance. On the
contrary, his whole apostolic life was 1 career of self-denial and sacrifice in enlightening the public—in turning men from darkn« be to light, and from fhe power of Satan
unto God. It is utterly false to say that he
prohibited, or authorized any one to prohibit,
the worship of God, or the reading of the
scriptures in the language of the commoa
people. He taught them that believed, thai
they were begotten of incorruptible seed, by
the word of God evangelized to them ; and
exhorted them to desire tiie unadulterated
milk of the word that they might grow
I thereby. He commands all popes, patriarch·,
cardinals, bishops, priest*, and people to
speak as the scriptures teach men fo «peak,
or to hold their peace; for he say?, "TjT any
man speak, let him speak as the oracles 0/
God." If " t h e authority of the blessed
Peter ' were respected in this matter, it
would put to silence the pcrverter? of the
people from St, Peter's Chair te t 4 the Chair
of Sacred History" in the eeiting of the sun.
4%
Addto >our faith goodness, and to goodness knowledge,'' is the exhortation of "the
first pope," as he is absurdly and igriorantly
at) led. After enumerating other qualities to
I be added to these, that they might u noi be
I barren nor unfruitful1 in the knowledge of our
Lord Jesus Christ,* he remarks, that " b e
that lacketh these things is blind, and cannut see afar off";*' so that, it Peter be couated
as the
first Pope of Rome, he condemns al<
his u successors" for a set of blind fellows
who cannot see
beyond their nose ; for their
ignorance of u the knowledge of the Lord
Jesus" is notorious to α proverb. The "blessed Peter" was α man of progress; but the1
High Priests of Jupiter's statue who " blew*
him, forbid the people to advance. Their
commands are u k e e p them in ignorance;
exterminate ihem with fire and sword if they deny
our infallibility : thrudt them into the deepest, foulest, darkest dungeons, if they read that cursed book
the Bible lor themselves." But Peter saith. " Go
on, my brethren : add 10 faith and goodneee, knowledge. Ye have our testimony, and also a more
sure word of prophecy, whereunto ye do well that
ye take heed, as unto a light that ehiBeth in a dark
place until the day dawn, and the day-star arise in
your hearts: knowing thi« first, that no prophecy of
«capture is of private Impulse. For prophecy cam»
not in old time by the will of men : but holy men of
God spake, being moved by the Holy Spirit.1' If then
we must hear a man called a pope, let us hear tbe
44
blessed Peter" in his own words : and let all other
popes, popelings, and crafty eccleeiasticals
of all ih«
" names and denominations)9' take up ibeir
chairs and walk.
EDITOR.

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AMI) AGE TO COME.
" And in their days, even of those Icings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and itself
shall stand for ever.11—DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, ED.

RICHMOND, VA., July, 1852.

ODOLOGY;
OB, THEOLOGICAL MESMERISM WITCH*
CRAFT REVIVED ANEW.

The following correspondence will serve
to introduce the subject which we have
styled Odology, the derivation of which
we shall give hereafter, when we come to
treat upon the suggestions it contains.
"DEAR S I R :

44
1 think you have done the " spirits"
too much honor in explaining their "rappings'' on philosophical principles. I
believe they are a set of knaves, and their
*4 rappings" and " tappings'* mere44 tricks
of legerdemain. I have seen the Wizard of the North" perform many more
surprising.*'
44
E. Q. M."
England, May 1852.
44

DEAR S I R :
44

In the 44 Herald," for April, is a short
notice of the remarkable phenomenon
which is now attracting so much notice
in the Northern States, under the name of
44
Spiritual Manifestations." Your correspondent selected a very poor specimen
as the subject of his communication.
There are hundreds of 44 mediums"' in this
region; and most of them are persons
whose character for integrity has hitherto
been unimpeachable. Their answers are
often surprising to all who hear ; and present the strongest argument lor the existence of spirit separate from matter, that
I have ever seen. For instance, two
gentlemen called at one of these Circles
in a city where they were entire strangers;
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and where they stayed but a couple of
hours. They went into the room where
"the circle" was already "getting responses." One of them asked if he might
put questions at once, as he was going out
in the next train. Permission was given;
and in answer to his questions, he got in a
few minutes all his past history, many
circumstances of which he thought were
only known to himself; and others which
had been carefully limited to a small circle
of his intimate friends. The other gentleman was almost equally successful; but
one or two mistakes were made in their
answers to him. The first gentlemanhad all his questions answered correctly and promptly, though some of them
were asked mentally, and others by writing on a card, (taking great care to conceal what was written from every person,) and then pointing to a written question, (keeping the card out of sight,) he
was at once answered, and always correctly. I might tell you a multitude of
such instances, where there could be no
collusion, and no dishonesty.
" And now, brother, I will give you to
understand why I take the liberty of
troubling you with this statement. I do
not believe that these are. the works of
41
disembodied spirits ;" for I believe in no
such existences. But what are they ?
These things are facts. How are they
to be accounted for 1 They seem to come
into direct collision with views I have for
years entertained, as you well know.
But I must be able to explain them, at
least to myself. I have exchanged farms
with a man who was a "medium," and
became crazy by it—" possessed of the
Devil," he says ; and he is a very honest
man. There are forty of these mediums
in the village of Battle Creek near here;
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and there are some in this neighborhood. through the medium of highly sensitive
Do you read nny of the papers that are individuals, has ascertained that a fluid of
devoted to this subject ? I wish you could a blue and yellow color, more subtile than
read the past volumes of " The Spirit electricity, is thrown off from the poles of
11
World, published in Boston by Le Roy the crystals, and from the ends of the
Sunderland. There are startling facts in fingers. It is not visible to persons in α
it. Now, what I want to say is that this normal slate of fhn nervous system, which
new delusion, is the most dangerous one s adapted only to ihe perception of ordiyou have ever been called upon to meet.
ary phenomena; but when the brain isThe whole system promulgated in your xalted beyond what is usual, though
writings goes down, if the claims put forth short of actual insanity, things invisible to
by these spirit-mongers are established. others are perceived, pertaining to this
And it seems to me more important that highly attenuated or rarified exhalation,
you should attack and demolish this new which is probably the electro-magnetic
opposition than that yon should defend fluid reduced to an aura by the peculiar
your position against any and all others. atomic organization of' the bodies from
If you do not take up this subject and do which it is given off'· On this fluid Rcichit justice, you must not be surprised if enbacli has bestowed the name of OD; I
your subscribers in these vicinities, where uppose for the same reason that Dr.
these things abound, fall away.
Faraday styles the electrical poles cleclr14
And now I am upon this subject, let d (electrodes) from clcclro7iy ambert
me propound a few questions, which have (by the friction of which electricity was
been put to me by believers in separate irst artificially discerned) and odosy a
way—the poles being regarded merely as
spirit existences :
1. How do you account for the forms the doors or ways by which electricity
seen by the disciples on the Mount of passes. The od is ihc boundary of the
Transfiguration ? It is claimed that Iccomposing matter in ihe direction of the
lectric current, lleichenbach's fluid pasthe souls or spiritual bodies of Moses
ses oil'at the ods or pnles ; and as he reand Elijah were seen there.
ards it as something else than electricity,
?. How did the Lord's body, after resurrection, appear suddenly, and as sud- nagnetism, or galvanism, he calls it by
denly vanish out of sight ? Will it another name, even the Greco-chemical
be so with our bodies in the resurrec- term for the extremity from which it extion 1 And why was he never seen hales.
I have styled this article Odology (from
except by the disciples ?
3. What did the young man with Elishn logos a discourse and od) or discourse upon
see ? And what was done to him to | Od. Not that I am going to discuss the
enable him to see? What was that subject of Od reichcnbachically ; but besight of the patriarchs and prophets I lieving that the phenomena referred to in
which enabled them to see angels ? ! the foregoing communication are Odistic,
4 Where was Paul caught up to, when if any thing, I have chosen to denominate
he says he was taken into the third what I have to say upon the subject by
heaven? Where is the heaven of Odology, rather than by Pneumatology,
angels; and could Paul's body be Psychology, or any other word which
concedes the unproved and unprovable
taken to it ?
5 What does the Lord mean by his argu- affirmation of the existence of supposed
ment against the Sadducees ? If dead men's ghosts disembodiedly.
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, are alThe electro-magnetic od is constantly
ready riseriy the argument seems to passing off* from the electrodes, or poles,
of animal bodies and certain crystals. It
me merely a eatch, and dishonest.
44
J send you some numbers of a Swe- is probable that our bodies are enveloped
denborgiari paper which is sent to me; and with a halo of it, for every thing has its
call your attention to somo passages by halo according to the following testimony.
hencil marks. I remain, truly your bro- " It is well known," says Mrs. Griffiths,
" that around and adhering to all surfaces
ther, in trie Hope of the
there is a halo of demi-transparcnt light*
Kingdom and Age to Come,
seen only, however, when the object for
"Jopw B. H O X I E "
experiment is in a certain position with reMarshall, Qalfroun,. Michigan, )
gard to the eye and the light which falls
Vf
19th, 1852. J
on it. This halo is not dependent on any
Professor Reichejibach, in his experi- peculiarity of color or material, for it enments on certain crystals nnd person's. mrnpnsses PVPTV obi^ct in neturp. whether
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it belong to the animal, vegetable, or
mineral kingdom; whether it be square
or round, black or white, opake or transparent, solid or fluid."* The halo of our
bodies, it is probable, consists oi Reichcnbacrrs odic fluid thru color of which is visible to those who are highly odic, or in a
state in which the od is abundantly generated. It is of a delicate blue when given
off from the positive electrode, and yellow
from the negative pole of crystal. From
the finger-tips of a male subject it exhales
of a blue color about on inch long ; but
from those of a female the jet is inconsiderable, imparting, as it were, a luminousness to their extremities.
From grave yards this odic exhalation
is abundant. It has been seen to cover a
Jiecropolis to a depth of four feet, as a
lambent blue haze. This is doubtless the
fluid generated by the decomposing animal
matter beneath the sod. Like phantomships at sea, produced by refraction of the
Jight reflected on the firmament from real
ships, phantom appearan-ccs are sometimes seen by sensitive ne.'vous systems,
produced by refraction of the odic rays in
and upon the mirror formed by the magnetic halo of the earth, which emanate
from the forms corrupting in the dust
thereof. These phantoms {in Greek styled
phantasmaj) are called "separate," or
*i disembodied spirits," by the ignorant
&nd superstitious, under the supposition
ihat they are the real men and women,
boys and girls, who used to enact life's
follies in the flesh ! They are, no doubt,
as real as phantom-ships ; and as awfully
mysterious to the unphilosophical and scripturally-unenlightened, as they are to the
untutored barbarians of the forecastle.
But real as the phantom-ship spectres are,
who would be so crazy as to maintain
that they are the souls or spirits of the
ships which gave them motion over the
dark blue sea ! Or that they are the disembodied ghosts of the vessels caught up
to the third heavens ! Yet this would be
just as rational, as the psychological theosophisms of the schools, pulpits, and "circles," about souls, ghosts, and spiritworlds.
There are a few discoveries in electrical
science worth knowing in connection with
this subject. Professor Moser, as the result of his researches in Thermography,
remarks that "all bodies radiate light
et'en in complete darkness."
Again, he
*oil!inian's Juuiiiul, Jan. Is', 1840.
t M n t . xiv. 26 J according (o Griesbach,
L u k e xxiv. 37, 39, should r<?nd
plwntasma,

nof pnp'tnia.
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says, the rays of this light act as ordi-,
nary light;" and that "two bodies cori-.
stantly impress their images on each other
even in complete darkness." Thermographic experiments prove these principles,
and lead him to the conclusion that there
is latent light in certain vapors as well a»
latent heat. The ordinary condition of
the human brain, and organs supplied by
its nerves, is that of adaptation to the
common exterior aspect of imponderable
matters, such as light, heat, the grosser,
forms of electricity, sour d, 6cc. But
there is a more exalted or refined perception of these things which the animal or-]
animation of its own power, however intensified by inherent excitation, cannot
attain to. Our perception of the latent
imponderables, latent light, latent heat,
latent electricity or od, latent sounds, &c,
may be rendered more acute than ordinary}
but it can never rise to the highest p'ene»
nation which is possible, without the
superaddition of something which the animal nature possesses only to a very limited
degree. This something is tho spirit of
God without measure.* All living animals have it in some degree ; for u in God"
they " live, and move, and have their be1
ing;" and if He were to "gather unto
himself his spirit and his breath, all flesh
shall perish together, and man shall turn
again unto dust."f This minimurrupossession of God's spirit, possessed by quadrupeds and man, is just sufficient for tho
purposes of that peculiar constitution of
things we call "this, life;" but for the
physical perception of things visible to beings of a more refined organization than
ours, the sight of which will be vouchsafed at a future time, called " the world
to come," the present amount of spirit is
not sufficient. This can do for tnnn what
is proved, and what may yet be proved;
but not what is randomly affirmed. He
is not ordinarily in harmony toith the
latent imponderables ; but God is intensely
u
and completely so. Hence t h e darkness
and the light are both alike to him." If
a man was imprisoned in darkness a thousand feet below the earth's surface, Ootl
would see him as distinctly, as we see
each other above ground in the light of
noonday. Men profess to believe this ;
but upon what principle is it that God
sees thus in darkness ? Because His
nature, every atom of which is, aS it
were, condensed lightning, glowing with
such Ρ η intensity, tnat its radiation is feTt
throughout the boundless universe, penejtrating through all substances, and de•".Ino. in. !U.

~ f.lnh .xx.viv.7f, \';>~
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veloping life and motion in all things, ΐτοτα
the minutest animalcule to the globe of the
vastest magnitude. Hence He is called
"light," and " a consuming fire." The
rays from his presence, called spirit, diluted with the grosser menstrua of the earth's
products, place him in inner relation to the
imponderables, which are but one and the
same principle, variously developed by
the media through which it passes into
the receptacle whence it came. Thus,
for instance, the most subtile principle of
the earth's halo is spirit, which is called
by different names, such as, electricity,
magnetism, &c. This halo is its reservoir,
as it were. It is diluted with atmospheric
air. "We breathe it. It pervades every
atom of our bodies; and having enabled
our organization to perform its functions,
it exhales from the electrodes of our system as Od into the reservoir where we
derived it by breathing. Thus a circle or
circuit exists of the external atomic formchanging fluid, internal transformed matter,
and nervous current, closing the circuit by
Od (latent light radiating in darkness) exhaling into the outer fluid.
Now this outer reservoir of fluid may
be regarded as a highly polished and extremely sensitive mirror, in which can be
excited latent odic spectres, which become
visible sometimes to those whose brains
are subjected to odic exaltation.
The
spectral impressions may emanate from
corrupting bodies, mineral or other substances, and from living brains acting upon
other living brains. Reichenbach's graver
yard experiments have demonstrated the
first; therrno-electrography the second;
and animal magnetism, in all its varieties,
the third.
We may adduce here a philosophical
experiment, illustrative of what we mean
by latent spectral impressions. Take a
piece of polished metal, glass, or japanned
tin, the temperature of which is low, and
having laid upon it a wafer, coin, or any
other such object, breathe upon the surfyce; allow the breath entirely to disappear ; then toss the object off the surface
and examine it minutely ; no trace of any
thing is visible, yet a spectral impression
exists on that surface, which may be
evoked by breathing upon it. Λ form
r^&embling the object at once appears,
and, what is very remarkable, it may be
called forth many times in succession, and
evtn at the end of months. Other inttances of the kind have been subsequent
ly described by M. Moser.*
M. Karsten placed a coin on a piece oi
* Draper'· Text Book of Chemistry, p. 97.

plate glass, which being supported by a
plate of metal not insulated, and the
sparks from the conductor of an electrifying machine were made to strike un the
coin, thereby causing them to pass simultaneously through the coin and the meallic plate. After one hundred turns of
;he machine, the coin was removed; the
rlass plate appeared perfectly unaltered,
the ghost was invisible,) but when breathed upon, a perfect impression of the coin
in its most minute details became visible.
M. Karsten says, that the impression is
not produced by traces of the electric fluid
remaining adherent to the glass plate;
because the impression still remains with
great distinctness after all traces of electricity have disappeared, after the glasa
has been wiped with a handkerchief. And
again, these impressions are neither destroyed nor even weakened by passing a
stream of the opposite electricity over
them.*
From these experiments we see, that a
thing may exist, and yet be invisible.
Furthermore, that by breathing upon the
thing impressed, things hidden may he
manifested; thirdly that this can be effected at the end of months ; and fourthly,
that unseen, but real impressions of words
and figures, can be made on surfaces by
electricity, and afterwards made visible by
breathing. These principles are scientific
demonstrations. And pray what is science?
It is knowledge. Human knowledge or
science, when it is realJy knowledge, con'
sists of the little men have discovered—
the few general facts they have found
obtaining in the universe ; and more especially in this terrestrial system, in relation to the earth, its substances, and man
upon it. Men know but little of the laws
to which God has subjected his earth and
the things belonging to it, compared with
what remains to be discavered or revealed.
The most scientific of men are comparatively very ignorant. Their knowlete
of general facts is exceedingly limited;
and their reasonings upon them, and their
deductions very ofteh, more often than
otherwise, remarkably illogical, and singularly absurd, The wisest among then?
are free to confess this. And if the wise
be fools, in science, how grossly ignoranj
and foolish must the multitude be, which
troubles not itself with general fact9,
right reason, or scientific principle» at all!
And yet it is the ignorant who undertake
to draw conclusions from data the most
recondite, and pronounce the bible a cheat,
•Fisher's Photogenic Manipulation, Part
ii. p. 39,42—46.
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if it teach not according to what they They exist, however, in the state of latent
have predetermined it ought to teach. spectral impressions, and in order to be
But after all, the multitude is net so much voked, or made visible, they need to be
to blame for this as their guides. Like rcathed upon by the same principle that
priests, like people. The thcosophist mpresstd them upon the sensorium. Nowreasons out from insufficient daia a crude he sensoria, or magnetic mirrors, or minds,
theory which pleases his fleshly mind, )f the apostles had been prepared,* or
and then goes to the bible to cull sounding lighly polished (to speak artistically) by
epithets to sanctify it; instead of allowing :he process they had undergone by the
God's holy word to teach him as a babe, ministry of John the Baptizer. They
and then to prove all things by its rule. were in that state which is represented by
This procedure is emphatically the folly the polished metal, or glass, in Dr. Draof our age. All classes are guilty of it; per's experiment, ready for the coin to be
and in consequence, rush headlong to the mpressed upon it. Jesus came, the
adoption of theories which destroy the medium through which the Father opertted in word and deed.f He spoke the
truth, and stultify themselves.
General facts are the laws by and words, laying them, so to speak, like coin
through which God sustains all things and upon the polished tablets of their hearts;
the Father, who performed the
operates upon them. By these laws a while
passed by their effect the elecrelationship is established between him miracles,
of his spirit, as it were, through
and man, who is subjected to their opera- tricity
;he words and their sensoria, stamping imtion in common with minerals and vege- pressions
there after the illustration of M.
tables. Thus, electricity acts uniformly Karsten's
experiment with the electrifywhatever the nature of the thing acted ing machine. " I can of mine own self
upon; the products of that action vary o nothing," said the Lord Jesus; "the.
according to the medium through which it Father is in me. The words that I speak
acts. Like electricities repel, and unlike unto you I speak not of myself: but the
ones attract, whether minerals, vegetables, Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth the
clouds, or animal substances, be the sub- works." This proves what we have
ject of their power.
said ; that Jesus was the Father's medium:
When God speaks to man he speaks through whom, by his spirit, he operated
electrically, that is, by his spirit; for on men's minds by words confirmed by
electricity is the term science has bestow- miracles, in strict accordance with the;
ed upon what the Bible styles spirit. All laws illustrated by the experiments before
physical phenomena are produced by the us.
spirit acting according to laws peculiar to
The apostles saw and heard many
it, a very few of which are found scattered
About in works of science. When the things during their attendance on the inCreator wills to speak, he does it by the structions of the Great Teacher, which
same spirit that shivers the sturdy oak, or continued to the end of months, as hidden
rends the rocks asunder. Sometimes he spectral impressions upon their sensoria,
communicates his mind by making direct but which were afterwards evoked in.
spectral impressions on the magnetic mir- lines of living light. They eaw Jesu/g
ror of the brain. In this case a man in ride into Jerusalem on an ass's colt as prebis sleep sees objects and hears sounds dicted by Zechariah. But one of them
tjiat have no real existence; but are re- referring to it says, " These things UBr*
presentative of realities past, present, or derstood not his disciples at the first; bu\
future. These aie the dreams and visions when Jesus was glorified, then retnemof the prophets. Sometimes, he speaks bered they that these things were writ-:
mediately, but still electrically, as through ten of him, and that they had done these
unto him."J They knew wha.tr
Jesujs Christ to his apostles, whose method things
was written in the prophet, and they
we will look into briefly in connection saw
the people did on the ocwith the principles brought out in M. casionwhat
referred
to, but their knowledge*
K^rsten and Dr. Draper's experiments.
was
a
latent
spectre
made manifest;
Things, ideas, or images may exist upon some time after at until
the glorification- of
the brain's tablet, or sensorium, and yet Jesus. But what happened then hy
be invisible ; that is, not be recollected by which these latent spectral impression*,
the individual who received them; and were evoked ? The spirit was breathed.
consequently invisible to all other persons upon them after the illustration contained
from his inability to utter them. Though in Dr. Draper's experiment. But why
thus invisible, the ideas are nevertheless
xii. 16.
existent, and actually present within.
*Luke i. 17. fJ"o..v. 30.
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were they not evoked before Jesus was
glorified ? For the reason assigned by
John, in speaking of the gift of the spirit—
u
"The Holy Spirit," says he, was not
yet given : because that Jesus was not
yet glorified."* Speaking of his teachings, Jesus said to them, " These things
have I told you, that when the time shall
come, ye may remember that I told you of
them. When the spirit of the truth is
come, it will guide you into all the truth :
It shall glorify me."f The glorification
in this sense was the receiving things concerning Jesus, and showing them to the
apostles—evoking the impressions already
existing, and communicating new ones, as
evinced in their writings. In this wray
they were glorified as well as Jesus; for
receiving the spirit of the truth, it became
in them as a fountain of living streams;
thus, " whom he justified, them he also
glorified."J The Lord Jesus was glorified
in α certain sense, after his resurrection,
before he was received up into glory ; and
therefore before he ascended he gave a
measure of the spirit to his apostles—rot
a full charge as on Pentecost, but a sufficient charge, so to speak, to evoke the
hidden spectral impressions, the effect of
which electrification is seen in their words
and actions, between the ascension and
pentecost, compared with those before the
crucifixion. In bringing out these impressions he proceeded as in Karsten and
Draper's experiments with the coins; for
the apostle says, '* He breathed upon them
and said, Labete pneuma hagion, Receive
r
e holy spirit;" and from that time they
tad authority to remit sin.
Man was made in the image and likeness of God. Or, as David saith, watkhasseraihu meat maielohim, thou hast
made him to fall short a little of the Elohim,§ or angels. He is, therefore, like to
them in form, and capable of similar manifestations ; but he falls short of their perfection of beauty, strength, and electrical
or spiritual exaltation. The Elohim, gods,
or angels, are not spectral impressions,
any more than men and women are,
though they can make such impressions.
They are ponderables, occupying space
that cannot be occupied by another body
at the same time. They are not ghosts,
pr disembodied winged phantoms, through
which you may sweep your arm as
through a shadow, and leave them undivided. They are bodies of a nature
capable of corporealizing a thunderbolt
without deterioration or hazard of de-

I

*Jno. vii. 39.
XRom viii. 30.

tJiii·. xvi-

4, 13,

$Ps. viii. 5.

14.

struction. Hence they can walk in the
glowing furnace unaffected, as can they
also whom they choose to mantle in a halo
of their spirit.* They can eat and drink,
and do eat and drink material substances;f
and have feet that can be handled and
washed as the feet cf men. ** Let a little
water, I pray you," said Abraha.n to
three of them, u be fetched, and wash
your feet, and rest yourselves under the
tree. And they said, So do, as thou hast
said." The popular notions about angels
are mere superstition. Disembodied spirits
with wings are spectral impressions made
by odic emanations from innate human
folly on the unpolished sensoria of the
ignorant. Winged heads of chubby babies,
peeping out of clouds on the margin of
inner glory, are spectres of minds bewitched, or crazed, by the " philosophy
and vain deceit'' of theosophical magicians,
and prophets of "the Spirit-World"—a
world of electro-magnetic spectralia. Such
angels as the people's heads are filled
with flourish there, and only there; and
the darker the intellect the more vividly
are they seen in all their glory. Hence
fanatics, worshippers of dead men's ghosts
(called by them "saints") and angels, see
more phantoms of the kind than the less
intensely foolish; others on their deathbeds, when sometimes their sensoria are
more than ordinarily excited, and their
latent spectral impressions become vivid,
have visions of such angels and even hear,
as men hear in dreams, celestial music,
and invitations to depart and come to
Jesus!! Hence error stamps the sensorium as indelibly as truth can do; and
confirms itself with falsehood in the article
of death.
The angels of Jehovah do his commandments, hearkening to the voice of his
word.J By his spirit, through them, He
shapes the course of human affairs that
they may arrive at an appointed end,
when Jesus and the resurrected saints—
isangeloi—" equal to the angels," no
longer falling a little short of them, will
assume the government of the world.
These noble and glorified men, real, not
phantom, spirits, cannot be evoked at the
will and pleasure of railway travellers,
and circles of backwoods sectarians, and
consulters of the dead ! How prostrate
must be the human mind in this truly
heathen land to succumb to such a conceit ! Honest they may be as honesty
goes; but Ο the inexpressible ignorance
of the Divine Testimony such pagan
*Dan . ui. 25 ; Is. xx.x:u 14, 15.
fOcn. xviii. δ.
JPs, ciii. ?Λ
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practices display !
Should not a people
6eek unto God ? Should they seek to the
dead in behalf of the living ? To the Law
and this Testimony if they speak not according to the word, it is because there is
no light in them." This is the unerring
rule. The consulters of the dead do not
obtain answers according to this word;
though they do according to the latent
spectral impressions on the minds of their
"mediums" and those who consult or
seek to know through them. There is
therefore no divine truth to be extracted
from their answers ; the truth they have
is only an evocation of what exists in the
mind of man. The things I advocate are
matters of divine testimony and reason.
They need nor demand confirmation from
the spectral impressions, visible or invisible, of ** mediums," ignorant of the first
principles of the oracles of God. Granting that all they say they see and hear in
their " Spirit World"' is really seen and
heard, it militates not one iota against any
thing proved by the testimony of God.
They see and hear nothing but what begins and ends in the carnal mind. Every
thing they reproduce is the mere magnetic
reflection of human action, or human
thought, from the sensorium of the medium : or the magnetic mirror, lake, sea, or
reservoir, in which we exist like fish in
the teeming waters.
A prophet, one of the apostle John's
brethren, (perhaps Enoch or Elijafi) was
sent as an angel to him in Patmos. He
was sent to show him future things,*
which then had no existence, and many of
them at present also have none, except in
the mind of God. There the underived
archetypes of them exist, and no one could
see them there, unless he was placed en
rapport with the divine mind. When
this should be effected, he could behold
them there in all their wonderful symbolization glowing on the Divine Sensorium.
No one, however, was allowed to gaze
upon this manifestation proximately, but
Jesus. Hence, the Apocalypse is styled
44
the revelation which God gave to Jesus
Christ," that he might communicate it to
hie servants on earth. In doing this, he
eent an angel, called u His angel," who
was qualified to signify it to John, that
he might write a description of it to
Christ's servants. Now, in signifying it
to John, the angel had to present visible
spectral impressions before the apostle —to
Daguerreotype his sensorium in the camera
obecura of his brain with the objects transferred from the mind of the Father to the
*KtJV,

I.

«,
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Lord Jesus, and then to the angel. This
was effected by the spirit shining upon
the divine scenery, and being thence reflected upon John's sensorium, "fchining
into his heart to give him the light of the
knowledge of the glory of God in the face
of Jesus Christ :" and all the angel had to
do to accomplish this, was to place John en
rapport with himself; so that the spirit
passing from him to John would transfer
the spectral impressions to him, and make
him clairvoyant. The circle being complete the spiritual current circulated
through the group ; and John records the
fact, saying, " I was in the spirit, and
heard behind me a great trumpet voice"—
44
he that hath ears to understand let him
hear what the spirit saith."
Now man being made in the likeness of
the angels, can imitate them, without
knowing it, in many things, only in an imperfect manner. The Quaker "light
within" can be made to shine with latent
or odic light upon the sensorium of a prepared "medium." " I f the light within
you be darkness, how great is that darkness!" This is the character of the Quaker "light," which that sect teaches every
man brings with him into the world ! It
is the electro-magnetic halo of the sensorium, stamped in after life with all sort»
of spectral impressions, according to the
teaching the pupil may happen to receive,
ι Now take two such persons, and make
one a " medium," called formerly a wizard
or a witch, and the other a consulter of the
dead through him, or her. In preparing
the medium, you have preternaturally exalted, or rendered unusually sensitive, the
sensorium—you have so highly polished
the plate as to prepare it to receive impressions—its electro-magnetic, halo is susceptible of the most delicate touches.
Now place the seeker to the dead en rapport with the medium and cause to pass
from his sensorium a current of whatever
you choose to call it—electricity, magnetism, od, or what not. This done, there is
a connection established between them
which unites the halos of the two; so
that even the hidden spectral impressions
of the seeker are daguerreotyped on the
sensorium of the medium, and the witch
sees and hears in dream-sight and dreamsound, things which the seeker may have
himself forgotten. But the relationship
established is not limited to the seeker and
the witch; through her it extends to all
she knows, and through them to others,
and reacting upon herself; and so through
the seeker to all the ramifications of his
acquaintanceship, both living and dead.
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He says, " Bring me up Samuel ! " And
Samuel vividly depicted on thesensorium
of the seeker, appears also evoked a* a
spectral impression hefore the magnetic
sight and hearing of the witch or medium.
Saul eaw nothing and heard nothing of
himself; but perceived by the woman's
description that it was Samuel. " What
sawest ihou ?" said he to the woman.
She told him ; and " h e perceived that it
was Samuel," and made obeisance. The
conversation between the spectral impression and Saul was carried on through the
witch as through mediums at tin's day.
She heard as wo hear in ilreams·, and
what sho heard she reported; and Saul's
spectral forebodings became prophetic in
the witches mouth.
Spectral impressions may be made in
divers ways upon the sensoiium. Irritation of the stomach will do it. Λ gentleman in Edinburgh told me that for six
weeks he had the appearance of a pig's
head sitting upon his left shoulder, so that
whenever he looked to that side he saw
it staring him in the face. H e was suffering from dyspepsia. Jt was as much the
disembodied spirit of a pig, as tl e speclres
seen by mediums are the disembodied
«pirits of dead men and women, boys and
girls, infants and sucklhgs.
When his
stomach was restoied to healthy action,
the pig's ghost vanished from the sens:)·
Hum, and was consequently dethroned
from my friend's shoulder ; so when the
excitation of the medium's sensory from
another cause ceases, the disembodied
spirits, and all the angels, vanish in a
trice !
Reasoning from the facts presented in
the experiments of the coin, we might
argue that the actions of men cause hidden spectral impressions to be made on
the external magnetic halo of the t-aitli,
which remain after they are dead and
long forgotten ; so tfiat were the Almighty
to breathe upon it with his spirit, a man's
history would bo evoked like the handwriting on Belshazzar's prtlace-wall. Even
these exterior spectral impressions may
be discerned by mediums of peculiar sensibility ; so that they may perceive scenes
after the actors have become quiet. Clairvoyants have seen many things upon
this principle. Elisha's is a case in point
here. The king of Syria warred against
Israel, and devised ambuscades for his
enemy ; but Elisha, who was in Dothan
afar off, warned the king of Israel and
saved him not once nor twice. T h e king
of Syria suspected treason in his own
camp; but tie was told by one of his follower?, that Klisha. the prophet in Israel.

told the king of Israel the words that
were spoken in his own bed-chamber.*
Here the spectral impressions made upon
the universal magnetic mirror by the
Syrian's words, were breathed, or shined,
upon by God, and evoked upon the sensorium of the prophet by the daguerreotypism of his spirit, which gave wings to
the matter. This is the " bi'd of the niryy
that reveals even the inmost thoughts of
men.
Therefore, " c u r s e not the king;
no, not in thy thought; and curse not the
rich in thy bed-chamber: for a bird of the
air shall cany the voice, and that which
hath wings-, shall tell the matter.' f Let
no man commit crime, and say, " No eye
sees me, therefore the offence shall be
hid." Sooner or biter his sit) may find
him out. T h e impressions of his deeds
upon the earth's magnetic halo may happen to bo reproduced upon the sensoiium
of some sleeping or waking m e d i u m ; or
stare h m in his own face when he shall
rise from the dead, and behold his actions
written, like Belshazzar's doom on the
magnetic page, in words of living light—
thus verifying the proverb, trite yet true,
that " murder u ill out."
Unless God think fit to infatuate a people by their own fol ν and presumption,
and so create spectral impressions of
things upon the sensoria of their wizards
beyond the range of their own sphere, the
second-sight of mediums never contemplates id<jas, or images, or shadowy form?,
which are not purely of human origin.
All the things they have seen are but the
spectial impressions of human thoughts,
words, or actions. The doctrine they utter
is always traceable to some sectarian theosophism—some double-distilled theological
loolery, always at variance with " the law
and the testimony."
If they stumble
upon a truth, it is just that proportion of
truth that happens to be blended with
human fooli.-hness ; and being truth,
serves as a decoy to lead them into the
mazes of a labyrinth from which there is
no possibility of extrication. From what
I have read of " Spiiit
World ism," I
have no hesitation in saying that it is mere
" lying divination.'' I have a volume at
my side, Cahagnet's "Celestial Telegraph,
or Secrets of the Life to Come revealed
through Magnetism," a book of 240 large
12mo pages, which is full of this sort of
thing. It is a French work, and or» p.
220 the author inquires, " O n earth is
there aught that we can hide from the perception of a clairvoyant ? It is not, therefore, ridiculous to admit that in the world
of spirits none is any longer ab|p. to con" * 2 King* vi. H.
fKrcl. χ 20.~
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ceal aught; it is the Book of Life which
\vill be open to all." Hence a relationship being established between a clairvoyant and " spirits" in the invisible, messages may pass between living bodies on
earth and dead men's ghosts in heaven
or hell as by telegraph, and clairvoyants
become the see-ers, and prophets of their
familiar spirits or sods! In this way
aro laid broad and deep again the foundations of a new system oj id la try, of which
the magnetizing circle-men who entrance
the clairvoyants, arc the jriesls. Already
in the hands of these ignorant people the
Bible is what the clergy have made it, by
their preaching, a mere " dead letter.'
They misapply it (and they can do nothing else) at pleasure, and cull from it
texts, without regard to contexts, to suit
their purpose—to sanctify their nonsense
in the esteem of those- in whom some
veneration for " the La-w and the Testimony of Jehovah," is supposed \o be still
unoxtinct. Now the issue is between
the Magnetic Book of Life—the Book ol
Magnetic Spectral Impressions—and the
Book of the Covenant, usually styled THE
BIBLE. Both volumes car.not he divine
revelations of the futuie4 or exponents ol
the same truth ; for they foretell opposite
events, and teach docllines subversive
of each other. The Magnetic Book of
Life is nothing more than the magnetoetherial spectral impressions pertaining to
the living generation, whose mind, or fcen^orial halo, is the minor from which is
darkly reflected its own thoughts : while
the Bible is a revelation from Jehovah of
the fate of all existing governments, of
11 is purpose to establish a Theocracy on
their ruins, of the destiny of nations for
the coming thousand years, of the eternal
constitution of the globe from the end of
that period, of the condition of the human
race when all things terrestrial become
new, and of how toe of this, and others of
past generations since the world began,
may constitute a part of his Theocracy,
and become dwellers upon the earth for
ever. These are great and glorious destinies, upon which the priests and prophetesses of " the Spirit World" can
throw out no light. Their divinations
upon these topics, where not borrowed
from the Bible, are only lying rhapsodies—
the dark and malarious thinkings of
nervous flesh, rioting in the spectralia of
musty theosophisms talked in»o it by the
gospel-nullifieis, and pulpit mar-texts of
the "chairs'' and '-sacred desks" of
" Christendom." Like the old Athenian
spirit-worldists who withstood Paul, they
reject the resurrection of the mortal body
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in resolving it into the introduction of the
spirit of man into the epiritual world on
the tola! cessation of the heart's action !
The Bible says, u Many who sleep in the
dust of ihe earth shall awake."* And
again, " the earth shall cast out the dead ; '
" and no more cover her slain j"f and that
we may know by what power the dead
shall rise, and who shall participate in the
resurrection of the just, it is written, " IF
the spirit of God that raised up Jesus
from among the dead (ek nekrori) dwell in
you, lie that raised up the Christ from
among the dead, shall also make alive
your mortal bodies through his indwelling
spirit in you.'!i This is teaching tho resurrection of dead bodies from earth's
dust in which they are mingled—a resurrection effected by Jehovah's spirit through
Jesus} at the reorganization of the righteous dead, and not at the dissolution of
their existence here. But compare with
this, and spurn with contempt, the following drivelling foolery of spirit-worldism, taken from Cahagnet. It is the
clairvoyant Swede who vapors—M The
spirit of man," says he, "after the separation, remains a short time in the body,
but only until tho total cessation of the
heart; this happens differently ; according
to the nature of the diseape oi which the
man dies, for the movement of Ihe heart
in some lasts a certain time, and in others
ceases at once ; no sooner does this movement cease than man is resuscitated, but
this is brought about by the Lord alone.
By resurrection, we mean the spirit of
man leaving the body,and introduced into
the spiritual world', correctly speaking,
this resurrection should be termed the
awakening ?' The awakening believed in
by spiritists is very different from the
awakening taught in the Bible, as must
be obvious to the weakest intellect. The
clairvoyant awakening differs in the time
and subject of it—it is the awakening of
a dead man's ghost at the last pulsation
of his heart while his body is still untouched by decomposition; while tho
Bible awakening is the awakening of a
dead man himself, at some time, it may
be five thousand years, after he has actually mouldered into dust. Now which
arc we to believe? Baal's prophet?, or
Jehovah ? The spectral illusions of the
flesh, or the testimony of the living God ?
The crazy old mesmerist of Sweden, or
the apostles of Jesus Christ ?
(7b be continued.)
*Don. xii. 2
} Rom. viii. 1 1 .

tlsni. xxxvi. 19, 2 1 .
ic2 Cor. iv. 14.
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INQUIRY TOUCHING THE TEMPTER.
DR.

THOMAS :

THE BIBLE DOCTRINE CONCERNING
TUB TEMPTER CONSIDERED.

Dear Sir—In your otherwise surpassingly interesting woik, styled " Elpis Is" Jesus partook of flesh and blood, iivxt
rael" you speak of the agent in the original temptation as only an animal. You THROUGH DEATH he might destroy that havaficribe to him a high degree of mentality, ing iL· power of death, that is, the devil."—
without moral obliquity, and making the PAUL.
worthiest use, possible, of his faculties.
The " Inquiry touching the Tempter,'r
On this idea and the general subject, 1
appeared in the Advent Harbinger of
ask—
June 19th, of the current year. The1. Does not this subject, of (he temp- worthy querist is of opinion, that what
tation, as you present it, stand in utter has been presented in fclpis Israel, on the
contrariety to the testimony of our Lord ; subject of the Devil and Satan, " i s gene11
The Devil is a liar from the beginning"! ral and indefinite." That it is general*
2. Is not "the beginning," Gen. i. 1 ; and dors not go argunjentativefy U)lo the
Matt. xix. 8; John i. 1; and John viii. 44, support of the doctrine there exhibited, is
substantially the same? Or do they not indeed the case; nevertheless I think,,
refer to the earliest record of the subjects that what I have set forth is sufficiently
spoken of in the Scriptures? If so, has definite for the reader to perceive what
not " the Devil" a place "in the begin- I believe the scriptures to teach concernning," as really asM the Serpent"?
ing the devil, in the several passages
3. Does not the New Testament teach where it is alluded to. However, I do
that there is a Tempter, as really as a admit with my friend, that what I have
11
Christ"—The Tempted? Matt, iv; Luke said about the Devil and Satan is not as
iv. He is distinct from, and out of, or definite as I could have made it. I wavS
not writing upon that topic particularly ;
away from our Lord. John xiv. 30.
4. If such be the representation by in- nor did I care to say more than was
spired teachers, and by the " Faithful and necessary to the comprehension of the
True" himself; how can we be safe in general matter of the book. In treating
departing from it ?—or can we do thus of Israel's Hope, or the Kingdom of God,
and not act on the same principle of all I could not avoid saying something of
evil, and "that having the power of death"
error ?
5. As the term "Dragon" ieprest;n'ed an- which the full fruition of that hope is to
ciently the Egyptian Sovereignty or Sove- eradicate from the earth, horn society,,
reign (Ezek. xxix. 3.) as Ihe term ap- and from the moral and physical consti·*
plied to their leading animal, the idolized tution of ile.sh and blood. But I did not
crocodile—and as Egypt oppressed Israel lay a heavy hand upon the subject, knowand opposed God—does it not apply to ing how much " the Devil" is respected
Rome in Revelation as the oppressor of by some, worshipped by others, and veneIsrael and the church only on the same rated in some way by nearly all. Not
that this abstractly considered would
principle that " Babylon" does ?
6. As Pharaoh, the actual agent in op- have deterred me from giving him his
pressing Israel, was as real as his Dra due; for I have no favor for him though
gonic-crocodile representative, why not he may approach me as a minister of
allow "the Serpent;' and·" the Devil'" righteousness, a professor of Sacred Hisboth the precise place they occupy in tory, or an angel of light;* I see in him
only one causing men to fall, and an adScripture ?
(On some ancient coins of Augustus versary to the truth, that is, to the gospel
Egypt was represented by a crocodile. of the kingdom in the name of Jesus. I
Bochart says that Pharaoh in Arabic sig- wished to get this all important topic
nifies a crocodile. Isa. xxvii. 1 ; ii. 9; systematically before the British public, as
Ezek. xxix. 3 \—McKnight, Ep. p. 705, I am now endeavoring to do before the
American, in Elpis Israel; therefore, I did
Essay &, Comp. Com.)
not wish to offend their prejudices by beAn answer will be thankfully received. ing
too explicit touching their idol, lest
Your former is general and indefinite; they should close the book before they got
an answer to this would be definite.
at '''' the things of the kingdom of God."
Yours in the truth.
1 have said little, or nothing that I ITJ. B. COOK,
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It contains much good sense on the
subject; and as far as I think its contents in accordance with the scriptures I shall reproduce them in these
columns. In the first lecture are some
very excellent remarks on the investigation of truth, which very appropriately
precede the examination of the subject,
and which I beg leave to introduce in this
place in order to propitiate a candid consideration of what 1 have to eay.
antidikos diabolos, or OPPONENT CAUSING
" Sound thinking," says he, "that is-,
(me) το FALL, if he could, with all his cultivated and well-directed common
satellites, are either hors du combat, or so sense, applied to the discovery of truth,
used up, that they have left me free from either natural or revealed, has. followed
the necessity of defending myself lest I the rule, that Nothing ought to be believed
should be devoured. They have done as time unless its truth can be demonstrated
their worst; and no clamor that they can by an appeal to the facts recorded in the
raise can do more than induce me to Book of Creation^ or to the Book of Reveserve them up for the entertainment of lation,
my readers, by way of recreation in the
" The Naturalist, that is, the student of
«severer study of the Law. The time is the truths written \\\ the book of creation,
come, then, when the outcries of " the says, " To the book of creation : if any
Devil's" clients may be disregarded. He man speak not according to this book, it
is, doubtless, a very " potent, grave, and is because there is no light in him.'1*
reverend signior" with the world, with
" The Spiritualist, that is, the student
whom it is a point of expediency not to of Ihe truths written in the book of reveoffend him, if possible. Men, therefore, lation, says, " T o the Law and to the
like to hear him spoken of with respect; Testimony : if they speak not according
and as the terror of him is very useful in to this word, it is because there is no
keeping evil doers in awe, and compelling light in them."f
some of them to " seek religion,'1 they do
" Rigid adherence of late years by
not like the fear of him diminished : and the naturalists to the above rule in reby way of recommending themselves, we ference to the subject of natural, or crepresume, to his tender mercies, if he ation-written, truths, has been the cause
should happen to get everlasting posses- of immense progress in natural science :
sion of them, they make a great clamor, and is it not, without any improper preand persecute with hard speeches, those sumption, to be inferred, that a similar
who can see no other devil in the Bible rigid adherence to this rule in matters rethan Sin incarnate in flesh and blood, and lating to the spiritual Bible-written truths,
manifested in the personal, social, and politiin other words, in matters relating to the
cal works c,f mankind—and no other moral and religious condition of man,
Satans, than personal, and politically organ-will be attended with equal progress?
ized, adversaries to the righteous and the " Jt is a lamentable fact that, in this
truth. But I am not carelul to avoid of- matter of rigid adherence to this rule of
fending " the Devil" or his friends now ; truth-investigation and truth demonstraneither shall I regard their conclamation. tion, " the children" who study the things
My desire is to make men hate the devil, of the natural world are far in advance of,
speak unrevilingly to Satan, and to fear "are wiser in their generation than are
none but God and his Christ; whom to the children"»who study the things of the
know is to love and to obey unto eternal spiritual world.
life.
" It is from this cause that such diverDuring my residence in London I be- sities of opinion prevail among professing
came acquainted with a physician, some- Christians : an evil not to be remedied, as
what famous in the scientific world and a the Romanists would remedy it, by
believer in the kingdom of God, who squeezing all men's minds into one unipurchased a copy of JO I pis Israel, and at versal square impudently called the mind
the same time presented me wilh a pam- of the church; or as Milton describes the
phlet he had published, entitled " An In. * i i o m o , nntuia; mimsier ct interpres, tartquiry into the existence of a personal Deiil." dun
f'acit ct intelligit quantum de n l t n r h
It consists of twelve lectures and an ap- online re vcl mento ohscrvnvrrii ; nee ampendix, making ninety-six octavo pagp.s. plius pcit, nut poleM.—Baton.
collect, in any of my other writings concerning " His Satanic Majesty.*'
The
time had not come, and no one sought to
bring me out upon the subject. I have
in past years had so many devils of one
sort or another to contend with, that I
did not care to increase their host by denying their master's existence in the popular sense. But, " steadfast in the faith,'7
I have successfully resisted the scripture
devil, and he has fled from me.* The
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patent uniforming process, " starching he view, wo require to be continually on
them into the stiffness of uniformity by he alert lest when wo, in relation to the
tradition."* This is not the method ; but nfluence of mental associations, are
the only method is to establish as binding asleep, they may enter \n and divert our
upon all Christian inquirers the rule al- minds from the good old way—the Law
ready recorded, that Nothing in spiritual and the Testimony.
matters ought to be believed as true unless
" From the Book of Creation nothing
its truth can be demonstrated by an appeal
n be learned of the existence of the
to the originil scriptures, and this to the DeviW
satisfaction of every well-constituted, truf.h" Formerly, the miseries of tho world
lovinfr mind.
led some to imagine and to believe in the
"This rule once generally recognized existence of some powerful malignant
and practically carried out, will make the spirit The Mngi taught the existence of
candid and ingenuous all of one mind ; a good and of nn evil spirit, between
will establish uniformity, thn true uniformity of belief, one founded on the con- which existed an irreconcilable enmity :
viction, and not on the suspension of the an opinion constantly discernible in tho
Egyptian nr>d Grecian mythologies; and,
understanding.
"Sincere men of science are of one modified by circumstances, and consemind in regard to chemical, mechanical, quently, in manifestation, traceable in the
and mathematical facts ; tin's oneness hav- mythologies of almost all notions, the
ing been arrived at by rigidly adhering to more uncivilized tho nations the ideas asthe prescribed rule in studying the Book sociated being the more absurd."
Though, as the Doctor truly pays, nothof Creation. What, then, is there in
spiritual subjects to prevent men pursuing ing en η he learned of the existence of a
revelation-recorded truths, arriving at a personal Devil from the Book of Creation,
similar oneness of mind in regard to those yet the mythological dogma might bo detruths, recorded by the same Divine duced from an observation of existing
Mind, and guided by the same God ο facts. Natural evil, such as earthquakes,
Order, as dictated the other book ot in- floods, pestilence, famine, &c, human
struction?
wickedness, and death, contrasted with
"Taking this rule as the guide, and natural good, was seen 1o prevail everyholding the principles that, revelation be- where. Inquisitive brains speculating
ing " information from God,'' being a upon this would naturally attribute Ihe
truth discovery, its truths are therefore one to an evil cause, and tho other to a
for discovery, and that these truths arc good one; and as these causes were
to be discovered with a certainty as great manifestly superhuman, the carnal mind
as that connected with the creation-truths, being unenlightened by revelation on the
it is proposed to consider
subject, rushed to the conclusion that tho
causes were two intelligent, powerful,
THE DEVIL.
and antagonistic Spirts, one of which,
" As a consequence of being guided by the author of good, they styled Oromazd,
this rule it will be essential to throw be- and the other, the author of evil, Ahrihind us, and as far as possible to banish man. The latter became the Devil of the
from our mental condition, all the various Gentile world ; and as men stand morn
notions that have been instilled into our in awe of the terrific than of the good,
minds, in conjunction with the Devil, by they invented superstitions to propitiate
means of nurse-stories, pictures, and the Devil rather titan to do honor to the
even by the pleasing religious romance author of all the benefits they enjoy.
writer, Bunyan, and by that stupendous- This was the origin of the dogma ot an
minded poet, Milton. The descriptions, omnipotent, omnipresent, and petsonal
however beautiful, and the notions thence Devil in the Esst; whence the nations of
derived, however strong, must be to us the west imported it when their fathers
as inquirers after truth, as though they migrated to the " isles of the Gentiles
were not.
afar off.' They represent him in their
" Knowing, however, how strong early statuary and pictures as half goat and
impressions are, how constantly they ob- half-man, with horns and hoofs, anil
trude themselves whenever the subjects forked tail, and black as soot, with a three
with which they were originally intro- pronged pitch-fork in his hand! The
duced into the mind are brought before three myths, the mythologies of the pa•Milton's Ftoae Works; ispeech tor ι he gans, of the papists, and of the protesLiberty of Unlicensed Printinn.
tnnts, represent the object of their terror
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notions which have perverted the public
mind in regard to religious subjects. We
must purge ourselves from thrse upon all
topics, that of the Devil among the rest*
if we would bring our thoughts into harmony with '.he thoughts of Goo.
The mylhic devil-dogma of the Gentiles, I have said, has been combined with
tradition. Between Oromazd and Ahriman,thm is, between God and the Devil,
say the Orientals and their disciples of the
west, " there is an irreconcilable enmity."
This doctrine of "enmity" is a truth
handed down from Noah, to go no further back, and misapplied. The irreconcilable enmity is that which God said he
would put between the Serpent and the
VVormn; and between the Woman's
sarkos, THE THINKING OF THE FLESH, Seed and the Serpent's Seed,· that is, betermed in the common version of the tweon the serpent-adherents of falsehood,
scriptures, " the carnal mind" which Paul and the righteous constituents of the
avers is "enmity against God, and un- Bride; and between the Cliief of .the
subject to his law."f Hence, its thoughts political organization of the serpent-comere not God's thoughts; and its -conclu- munity, and the Great Captain and Hus#
sions, in every particular, at variance with band of the Bride. These are the two
his. Show me an opinion, a principle, great parties into which mankind were to
or an article of faith, originated by the be divided ; and between whom there was
carnal mind, or agreeaUe to it, and I will to be irreconcilable enmity, until one or
prove it to be false by the law and testi- the other of them should be exterminated
mony of God. Creation's book interpre- from the earth. The two chiefs are the
ted theologically by speculators, ignorant Heads of each contending party contemof the ideas revealed in "the oracles of porary with each other upon the earth—
God,"
the word of the prophets and contemporary at the bruising of the heel
apostles, is the source of all the foolish of the one; contemporary also at the
bruising of the Head of the other: two
*ln Levit. xvii. 7, and 2 Chion, xi. 15, the adverse POWERS incarnated in two irreconword "devils" is seirim, rendered darmonai cilably hostile organizations of mankind.
by the Seventy, and sign\t\e6 Uc-goats, which The people of the east, though '· become
were worshipped by the Hebrews in JEgypt
and Pulestin«j, alter the example ot tite vain in their imaginations, and darkened
Egyptians. They were adorned as the in their foolish heart,'* still retained this
representatives of satyrs, or wood-demons, tradition derived from their ancestors,
supposed to resemble them, and to live in when, with " a mind void of judgment,"
deserts. In lsai. xiii. 21, speaking or JJaby- they labricaled their theory of Oromazd
lon the prophet says-, ς ς Satyrs {scirirn) shnl
and his enemy Ahriman. They did not
dance there,'' that is, He-goata shall do so. retain God's knowledge in its purify, but
The Egyptian He-Gout worship was adopted perverted it, and turned it into a mythoby the Greeks and Romans, who adored him logy of the Devil.
as the representative ot Pan, the princeThe believers in the Devil of the Gendemon ot the woods, and principle of ali
things. Pan is described as a monster in np- I tiles could do no more than they have
peaicince, having two small horns on his done towards explaining the origin of the
head, a ruddy comp'exion, nnd flat nose, I world's miseries. The thinking oi the
with the lips, thighs, tail, and feet ot a goat flesh attributed their origin to the Godu
It is not improbable," says Parkhurst or hating malevolence of a personal devil exthe word sahir, "that the Christians borrow- istent before the formation of man ; the
ed their goat-like picture of the DeviJ, witl· Bible, on the contrary, refers them ali to
a tail, horns, and cloven feef, from tin SIN as their cause, and to divinely apheathenish representations of Pan the terri
pointed EVIL as the punishment of sin»
ble.1' Thus the Devil of the vulgar super
The popular notion is a clumsy effort of
stition was dug out of the grave of pagan
the carnal mind to explain things too high
ism by the early corruptcrs of Chriftlinnitv
the charnnl house of u all the abomination, for it; and the scripture testimony it adduces to sanctify its absurdity only exot the earth."
fRom. viii. 7.

under the same form substantially ;* and
all of them assign to him η local habitation in what they call ·· hell."
The things affirmed of the mythic
DeVil have been commingled with scripture phrases, applicable only to the devil
and satan of the Bible; and with tradition. Stripped of the former, the Devil
of " Christendom'' is essentially the Devil
of the Mohammedan and Pagan work's;
the latter being the sire of the Devil
of our contemporaries, against which we
haye more particularly to protest as an
existence as fabulous as " the immortal
souls," or "separate spirits'' of ancient
and modern mesmerism bewitched. These
popular fancies are all of one and the
same visionary origin—the phroncma ton
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poses it to contempt. It tolls us thai; this eighty-two lexis the word is daimon, and
prc-existent immortal Devil was " Luci- its derivatives, which ought never to be
fer, son of the morning," who " fell from translated devil either in the sense of a
heaven !"* Would any one that under- personal devil or of sin. Of these eightystands the prophets be so infatuated as to two only four belong to the writings called
dream of proving the prc-Adamic exist- "The Old Testament," in which it is
ence of the Devil by such a passage as devils and not devil. In the thirty-eight
this ? The record concerning Lucifer is passages the original word is diabolos»
part of a prophecy of the overthrow of Now, if the word devil bo the correct
Nebuchadnezzar's dynasty by the Mode? rendering of diabolos, it is certain that it
and Persians, commencing with the be- cannot be the proper interpretation of
ginning of the thirteenth of Isaiah, and daimon ; and consequently to render
ending at the twenty-seventh verse in- dahnon by devil must lead into error. I
clusive of the next chapter. Lucifer is do not, therefore, affirm that sin is syBelshazzar, who was so named 181 years nonymous with devil and devils in those
before his fall, because he was the light- texts which have daimon for their reprebearer, or sun, of the Chaldean heaven. sentative in the Greek; but that where
The prophet, in vision, seeing him pros- the original is diabolos the radical idea is
trate as ·* a carcase trodden under feet," sin. I conclude, then, that distinct Greek
exclaims, " Is this the man that made the words bring used in the eighty-two texts,
earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms; and the thirty-eight texts, the ideas reprethat made the world as a wilderness, and sented in the two classes are distinct, aldestroyed the cities thereof?" How dark though rendered by the same word in
must that mind be that can press a pro- English ; and that consequently, all arphecy of the fall of a man from the throne guments in relation to the Devil, as deof a pagan empire, into the service of de- rived from the eighty-two, would be demonstrating the existence of a personal ceptive and of no weight, because the
Devil before the creation of man upon the Devil is not referred to therein at all.
earth ! What absurdity is too great for
The thirty-eight texts in which diabothe credulity of the carnal mind after
los occurs are—Matt. iv. 1, 5, 8, 11 ; xiii.
this!
39 ; xxv. 41 : Luke iv. 2, 3, 5, G» 13;
The Bible doctrine of the devil is its viii. 12: John vi. 70; viii. 44; xiii. 2:
teaching concerning sin. This is certain- Acts x. 38; xiii. 10: JZphcs. iv. 27;
ly an important subject, and one which it vi. 11 : 1 Tim. iii. 6, 7, 11 : 2 Tim. ii.
is desirable every one should understand. 26 ; iii. 3 : Tit. ii. 3 : Ilcb. ii. 14 :
The Gentiles do not understand the teach- James iv. 7 : 1 Pet. v. 8 : 1 John iii.
ing of the scriptures concerning Sin ; it is 8, three times in this verse : Jude 9 ;
impossible, therefore, that they can know Rev. ii. 10; xii. 9, ] 2 ; xx. 2T 10.
any thing about the devil and satan exIn our prefatory text the words are ton
hibited in the testimony of God. Sin is to kraios cchonta tou thanatou, toutcsti, ion
the synonym of devil in the text we diabolon—" the having the power of the
placed at the head of this article ; I do death, that is, the devil." Ton cchonta is
not mean it to be inferred, however, that masculine to agree with diabolon, not be1 hold that the word sin is the meaning cause the thing having the power of death
of the words devil and satan wherever is a male; but because the word by
they occur in the English version of the custom of the Greek tongue is in that
scriptures. The words, devil and devils, gender. The thing having the power of
occur about one hundred and twenty death is it not him; unless by prosopopeia
times in the English Bible, but they are the it is converted into a person, as in the
by no means invariably represented by the text below.*
This diabolos, or devil,
same word in the original scriptures. whatever it may mean, the apostle says,
Two distinct words are used; and in Jesus came to destroy. It is therefore,
eighty-two passages of the one hundred not an immortal devil; but one which
and twenty, the word employed is quite will sooner or later be annihilated by the
distinct from that which, in the remaining power of Jesus, the Woman's Seed. To
thirty-eight and the above text among the destroy the devil is to take away the
number, is the representative of the word devil from the world; that is, to take
devil in the common translation. In the away the Sin of the World : hence, said
*Jeni. x t v . 1'2.
A l i u d i r t g to fho P o v i l η
John the Baptist concerning Jesus, *' Bewrilrr savs,
ihe hciululi
of c i p u r i i v i n
hold the Lamb of God who takctii away
α
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the sin of the world." This is the mission of Jesus, to take away every curse
from the earth;* and certainly when this
is accomplished, Diabolos and all his
works will be destroyed.f
Now, to accomplish this great work
of destroying the devil and his works,
Paul says, Jesus became flesh and blood,
therefore subject to death like his brethren,
that he might die. I can understand this
if the devil mean sin; but on the hypothesis tiiat diabolos means the Gentile
Devil, I confess I can see no sense in it.
Why should Jesus become flesh and blood
to destroy such a devil as the world believes in ? Why should he become mortal to conquer, the immortal Devil ?—The
devil which men suppose is to torment
their species in fire and brimstone in all
eternity ? Will any one of his friends
make this mystery intelligible, if they can?
If the devil to be destroyed be such an
one as is supposed, Jesus ought to have
appeared in the nature of angels, and not
in the weakly nature of the seed of Abraham. He would then have been strong
and invulnerable ; and an overmatch for
the foul fiend perhaps; though if mere
strength were required, I see not why the
angels could not have given him his
quietus thousands of years ago.
But no. The angels, even all the hosts
of them, could not, and cannot, destroy
diabolos, or the Bible-devil, which torments our race, upon the principles laid
down by eternal wisdom. This diabolos
is the thing that has " the power of the
death," which subjects all the living to
corruption. It has this power now, even
over the saints, though the King of Saints
is no longer holden of it. It will retain
this power till their resurrection, when
they will be subject to its control no more.
It will still, however, retain its hold upon
humanity for a thousand years longer;
but when that long period is accomplished,
the rest of the dead, who are to inhabit
the earth for ever with the Saints and
their King, will be extricated from its
deadly embrace; for "the last enemy,
DEATH, shall be destroyed." Ah ! Death
is the last enemy ; yes, and the first enemy
was Sin, who introduced it into our world;
for u the wages of Sin is Death." Here
aie cause and effect face to face. Human
tradition makes the popular Devil the
first enemy and the last, the Alpha and
the Omega of all their woes ; but not so
the Bible, Sin was the first, and Death
will be the last; because Sin being taken
away, Death, its penalty, will be abolished
*i\cv. λλΐί. 3 ; xxi. ->.
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as a matter of course. As far as possibility is concerned the matter might be
reversed. If death were taken away and
not sin, sin would then be immortal—
Diabolos would live for ever—a result,
however, that cannot be; because it was
to prevent the immortality of sin on the
earth that the flesh and blood called Adam
and Eve, were expelled from Paradise.*
Sin must be destroyed. This is a victory
that must be obtained before Gud can with
honor to himself abolish death. But the
destruction of sin has a deeper meaning
than simply putting down rebellion. Death
cannot be abolished so long as sin exists
in the flesh; for *' the body is dead because
of sin"f—it is the physical principle witl>
in us that makes us mortal. But enough
for the present. In the next number I
will resume the subject.
EDITOR.

*Gen. iii. 22,23.

tRorrf. viii. 10»

VISIT TO BRITAIN.
THE FORLORN-HOPE DEFINITION OF THE GOSPEL—THE DECLARATION OF THE GOSPEC,
FILED BY PAUL DEMOLISHES IT—PREJUDICE
AGAINST US ON THE WANE IN EDINBURGH—A PUBLIC DEMONSTRATION OF RESPECT—
VISIT TO HOLYEOOD AND TO THE CROWN
ROOM IN THE CASTLE—THE REGALIA AND
CROWN-JEWELS OF SCOTLAND'S KINGDOM—
A WEEK AT HARROWGATE—LETTER FROM
EDINBURGH»

The forlorn hope led on by the lawyer
and the deacon 'against our position, was
based upon the following words of the
apostle—" Moreover, brethren, I declare·unto you the Gospel which I preached
unto you, which also ye have received^
and wherein ye stand ; by which also ye
are saved, if ye keep in memory what I
preached unto you, unless ye have believ1
ed in vain. For I delivered unto you first
of all that which I also received, how that
Christ died for our sins according to the
scriptures; and that he was buried, and
that he rose again on the third day according to the scriptures." I had stated that
the things concerning the kingdom to be
restored again to Israel under the New
Covenant, and concerning the name of the
anointed Jesus* were the subject-matter of
the Gospel to be believed for salvation;
and that to omit the things of the kingdom
was to mutilate the gospel* and to make
it of none effect. This was a deep thrust
^T Τν»τΓχν7Τ~-ί.
~~
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into the consciences of those who were
either ignorant of the things of the kingdom, or, if they knew them, did not believe them. The lawyer and the deacon,
both baptists, I suspect were in this predicament, which is, indeed, a pretty universal dilemma. They felt themselves,
therefore, bound to justify themselves,
and to show, if they could, that the gospel was restricted to three facts and a
single truth concerning Christ—the facts
being the death, burial, and resurrection
of Christ; and the doctrinal truth that
44
he died for our sins;" so that if a man
believe these, he believed the gospel, and
would be saved if he did not forget them.
To prove this they adduced the passage
above quoted as an obvious demonstration
of their position, and an unanswerable, and
triumphant refutation of mine. But u he
that is first in his own cause seemeth just:
but his neighbour conicth and scarehtitli
him.'' This happened to them and we
searched them to the following effect.
* They laid great stress, as is usual, on
the phrase "first of all" to prove that
when Foul preached the gospel, the first
thing he did wras to deliver himself concerning the crucifixion and death of Jesus
for our sins, which is called 44 preaching
him crucified." But to this I objected
that Paul did not say u first of all;" but
en protois, u among the first things"—" I
delivered to you among the first things
that which I received, how that Christ
died for our sirs, &c." It is not true that
Paul delivered this in the Gentile sense of
the phrase 4l first of all," that is, that the
first thing he preached was the crucifixion
of Jesus for sins. When he went among
those who had the scriptures of the prophets, and professed to believe them, the
first thing he did was to lay before them
the things concerning the Christ; and
when he thought he had sufficiently enlightened them upon these matters, he
then submitted to them the things concerning Jesus, and his name. But when
he went among idolators, who knew not
the prophets, he first showed them the absurdity of idol-worship, endeavoring in so
doing to turn them from dumb idols to the
living and true God, whose messenger he
announced himself to be ; he then proclaimed God's future vicegerent reign over
the nations by A RIGHTEOUS MAN whom
he had prepared for the purpose, having
raised him from the dead ; which resurrection was an assurance that said Divine
Kingdom would certainly be established.
Having thus introduced the subject of th
King's resurrection, he then preached in

them Jesus, that is, the things concerning
him ; who confirmed the apostle's testimony " with signs, and wonders, and
divers miracles, and distributions of the
Holy Spirit, according to his will."
The foregoing statement is proved by
Paul's course at Thessalonica, Athens, and
Corinth; for thus it is written, " And
Paul, as his manner was, went into the
'ynagogue of the Jews, and three Sabbath days (or Saturdays) reasoned with
them out of the scriptures (of the prophets, the only scriptures then in being,)
opening and alledging that it behoved the
Christ to sull'er, and to rise from among
the dead (ck nchroon)." AVhile he confined himself to this, the general question,
he was listened to without tumult. The
Jews had no objection to listen to the discussion of the question, u Is the Anointed
One to suffer death, and to rise from the
dead, hefore he assumes the reins of
government over Israel and the nations?"
This is clear from Paul's adventures at
Corinth as well as at Thessalonica. There
he reasoned with the Jews for several
Sabbaths, during which all was peace and
quietness, and obviously, because he said
nothing about Jesus. He spoke only of
the Christ, without affirming whether he
had appeared or not. But when Silas and
Timothy joined him from Macedonia he
was encouraged, and, being pressed in
spirit, could no longer forbear to affirm
that the Christ had appeared, and that the
crucified and resurrected Jesus was He.
This avowal threw the hitherto peaceable
Jews into an uproar, as the announcement
of the same truth had at Thessalonica. It
is evident, therefore, from the effect produced at both places, that Paid did not
preach the things concerning Jesus first
of all. If he had, his first discourse
would have resulted only in tumult. He
would not have convinced a single Jew.
He had first to prepare the minds of the
Jews by convincing them from the prophets that, whoever the Christ might be,
and whenever he should appear, he must
prove himself worthy of exaltation to
David's throne by obedience unto death,
from which God would deliver him by a
resurrection to everlasting life.
If he
could get the Jews to believe this he
would remove the great obstacle in the
way of their confessing that Jesus was the
Christ. This obstacle consisted in their
belief that the Christ, whenever he came,
would appear at once in power and great
glory. If Jesus had appeared thus they
would have received him gladly ; but be(•(iiisc lie appeared in humiliation, contrary
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to their expectation, he became an obstacle, " a stone of stumbling and rock of offence/' Knowing; the state of their minds
Upon the subject, Paul proceeded cautiously and wisely ; first opening to them the
prophets, that is, expounding the scriptures that they might understand their
teaching concerning the Christ. When
they comprehended this, they perceived
that the King expected by the nation was
to appear as " a poor and needy man,"
despised and persecuted by his cor temporaries to an ignominious death, and afterwards to rise from the dead; and that
this crisis of his fate was to be made the
foundation of a mystery, through which
remission of sins, and a right to share with
the Christ in his kingdom for ever, might
be obtained. A mind so prepared would
have no difficulty in assenting heartily to
the proposition that the Jesus whom Paulbreached was that Christ, when the declaration was confirmed of God by the
miracles wrought in his name before
them.
Now, the things first preached by Paul,
namely, concerning the Christ, were the
things of the kingdom; for Christ is equivalent to Icing, because kings are anointed
ones. In preaching Christ to the Thessalonians, he taught them that there was
another king than Cassar,* who should
come from heaven with the angels of his
power, taking vengeance on those who
obeyed not the gospel he preached, f He
invited them to α participation in his kingdom and glory,% & resurrection from the
dead if accounted Worthy of it, and deliverance from the wrath to come.§ In
preaching Jesus Christ, he taught them
that Jesus was that king in whom would
be fulfilled all the things written concerning him in the prophets. This doctrine of
a king from heaven to rule the nations
upon the earth, as Jehovah's vicegerent,
eounded out from Jerusalem to every part
of the Roman dominion until it reached
the ears of the reigning emperor, whose
jealousy it excited so much that he made
decrees, forbidding any one to proclaim it.
Now, I would like to know, if Paul had
taught that Jesus was king of a dominion
in the skies, or beyond them, would the
Roman emperor have forbidden his subjects to affirm it ? On the contrary, is it
not clear, that Paul preached the establishment of a kingdom on the Roman territory, and that it was this that alarmed
Caesar? What would Caesar, a pagan,
•Acts~xvii7i7.~~~~
tl Thcss. i. 10;
2 Rpist. i. 7—10.
jl Thcss. ii. 12.
^1 Thcs?. iv. 16; 2 Rpist. i. 5; 1 Epist. i. 10.
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have cared about the kingship of Jesus so
long as he supposed it was to be confined
to the heavens, and not to interfere with
his jurisdiction ? He would have regarded it with as little concern as Victoria
does the preaching of the kingdom by the
dissenters, who declare that the Lord's
kingdom is not of this world, but purely
spiritual and etherial.
Paul had a special reason for reminding
the Corinthians that he delivered to them
the death, burial, and resurrection of
Christ for sins, " among the first things."
It was this. There were some of Hymenscus and Philetus's disciples among
them, who affirmed that " the resurrection was past already,"* and that consequently j " there is no resurrection of the
dead"t
hereafter. They had embraced
again that old clairvoyant fable of heathenism concerning souls, or *· separate spirits."
They affirmed that man had a soul in him
which was capable of a disembodied existence, which it actually assumed at
death. This was the current and universal opinion of the day, which made
Paul's doctrine of the resurrection of the
mortal body so absurd in the estimation of
the people. J The holders of this fabulous
tradition argued from their assumption to
conclusions subversive of the truth. As
souls are received by the pure ether, and
joined to the company among the stars, a
resurrection of the body to inherit a kingdom in the land of Israel, is unnecessary.
Manifestly. They denied it, therefore;
and so rejected both the resurrection and
the kingdom. Now, it was to vindicate
the truth concerning these, and to demolish their " philosophy and vain deceit,"
their " science falsely so called," to the
conviction of every right-minded reader,
that he wrote the fifteenth chapter of his
*2 Tim. ii. 17, 18.
fl Cor. u . 12.
JTiius, who was contemporary with Paul,
in his speech to the Roman soldier? before the
attack on the tower of Antonia at ihe siege
of Jerusalem, thus addresses t h e m : u For
what man of virtue is there who does not
know that thosie souls which are severed
from their fleshly bodies in battles by the
sword, are received by the ether, that purest
of elements, nnd joined to that company
which is placed among ihe siara: that they
become god?, demon?, and propitious heroes",
and show themselves as such to their posterity afterwards V—Wars of the Jews, by
JosephuS) book vi., c. i., sec. 5. Good authodox doctrine, is it not? Titus would have
rnnde quite a capital divine fcr our day, if ho
would just have interlarded his permons with
a few bible-phrasce, and instead of speaking
of Jupiter nnd ?he gods, called them Peter
and the Saints!!
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letter to the Church at Corinth. In the atorship shall be abolished, so that God
eleventh verse he reminds them that he may be all and in all; the kind of body
preached a resurrected Christ, in whom the resurrected saints -shall possess, ant!
they believed.
He did not preach a their glory, to fit them for the possession
Christ who died for sins, whose soul was of the kingdom of God; the transformareceived by the ether, and joined to a tion of the faithful contemporary with the
company among the stars. The Christ resurrection; and the church's victory
he preached was raised bodily from the over " the gates of hell" through Jesusdead, not from among the living in a world Christ the Lord. These are the great
of spirits; but the same bodily person gospel-truths contained in that word which
who was buried, and continued buried till Paul taught in Corinth for a year and six
the third day, after which he was seen by months; and which " many of the Corinfive hundred and twelve persons, and last thians hearing, believed, and were bapof all by himself, as one born out of due tized."* There is not a syllable here
about "separate spirits," and sky-kingtime. u Now," says he, this being is
*'if Christ be preached that he rose from doms·; but every thing to the eontraryr
the dead, how say some among you that adduced, too, to refute them. The major
there is no resurrection of the dead ?" part of the Corinthians remaind faithful to
Here is the reason for his reminding them the things declared, as the apostle says in
that Christ's resurrection was preached reference to them, "wherein ye stand;"
to them " among the first things." It was and adds, " by which ye are saved
to elicit from them self-condemnation for if yc hold fast to a certain word I
obviously stultifying themselves in, at one preached to you, unless ye have believed
and the same time, admitting the resur- in vain." In the common version these
rection of Christ the first-fruits, and de- italics read, " if ye keep in memory
nying the resurrection of the dead in him! what." They are two words in theu dativex
He did not introduce the death, burial, case in the Greek uanswering to what>
and resurrection of Christ for sins, as a namely, tint logo, t o a certain word"—«
definition of the gospel; but as among the word of God, that is, " the law and
some of the first things of which the gos- the testimony" bound up and sealed
pel treats. The gospel stated in the fewest among the disci pies, f from which, by
words is, "In Abraham shall all nations the reasoning of the apostle, were brought
be blessed;"* but if there be no future out the things set forth in the declaration
resurrection, there can be no blessing of of the gospel of the kingdom, so interestthe nations in him and his seed ;f for both ingly filed in the fifteenth of Corinthians.
he and they are sleeping in the dust of " 1 worship the God of my fathers," said
the earth, where they must forever re- he. How did he worship him ? " Believing," he adds, " all things which are
main if the dead arc not raised.
J
Though 1 object to the third and fourth written in the Law and in the Prophets:"
u
verses containing a definition of the gospel, and as he believed so he preached, witI admit that the chapter at large contains nessing both to small and great, saying
a declaration of the gospel preached by none other things than those which the
Paul. It is evidently so, for he informs Prophets and Moses did say should
the reader in the first verse, that he is come."§ This was that ** certain word"
about to declare, or make known, the which he preached, and upon the holding
gospel which he had preached to them. fast to which the salvation of men is preIt had become necessary to do so; for dicated.
some of them were letting slip the things
The death, burial, and resurrection of
they had once believed. Now look at the Christ for sins, according to the prophets,
items of the declaration, and behold the is only an item of the declaration filed.
topics treated of by the apostle when he The great multitude of professors believe
preached the gospel. Here they are— this in our own day in a certain sense:
the death of the Christ for .sins, his burial, that is, they assent that in· some way reand resurrection; the future resurrection mission of sins is connected and dependant
of the dead by him at his coming; his on the death of Jesus ; though of the prosubsequent reign till the end comes; hi: phetic and law-instruction in the case,
subjugation of all enemies during his they know nothing. But while this is
reign, and the destruction of death at the credited, they ridicule the other items of
end of it; the delivering up of the king- Paul's declaration with Epicurean and
dom to the Father then, when the medi- Stoic mockery. If they assent to the re* G n l , i n . 8 ; dV
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surrection of Jesus, they nullify the resur- the whole with the pulpit-gospels, then
rection of the dead at his appealing, and let any man of sense and candour consci*
ή postbri&ri llis, by their animal-magnet- eiitiously deny my position if he car,
femaiism about ** separate spirits" and namely, that the thing now preached for
V Spirit-world," making it perfectly un- gospel, and assented to by the people, is
necessary ami superfluous; which is in ef*- not the gospel preached by the apostles at
fefct denying il·—nay, numbers say bold- the command of Jesus, but " another gos*
ly, that all the resurrection there is, is pel,11 which can give no one that trusts in
trie awakening of the eoul at its final it remission of si?is and a right to eternal
eeparation from the" body when the heart life in the kingdom of God. If the aposceases to beat. The item of the declara- tle worshipped the God of his fathers,
tion about the appearing again of Jesus modern " christians" do not; for they not
in the world, is one against which they only do not believe all things written in
are particularly spiteful.
They crack the Law and the Prophets ; but they are
fool-jokes at the idea of his coining to this destitute even of respect for their aucursed, and sin-polluted, earth again ; not thority, treating them as old, musty, unhaving wit enough to perceive, that it is intelligible, records, which have long
this very defilement of earthly things that since answered their end, and consequentmakes his return absolutely necessary, ly of no further account to the generations
that he may take away the sin which of an age so enlightened as the nineteenth
curses them. The kingdom meets with century !
no more favor at their hands than the apMy exhibition of the declaration filed
pearing of its king. This is an item of in this remarkable chapter had the effect
the declaration they have nullified as com- anticipated. The forlorn hope was parapletely as the resurrection of the first lysed, and those who led it, if not confruits. Paul preached one kingdom only. vinced, had nothing more to say; and as
He said nothing about a " kingdom of midnight was fast approaching, a move
grace" distinct from a <ς kingdom of glory.'' was made that terminated the evening,
Moses, the Prophets, John the baptizer, leaving alt in apparent harmony with
Jesus, and the Apostles, and the whole themselves and one another.
Israelitish nation, hoped for, and discoursI discoursed to the people in Edinburgh
ed about but one kingdom, namely, ** the about ten times, and seemed to gain credit
1
kingdom oj God.* This, our contempo- with them the longer I remained among
raries say was set up on Pentecost, and them. This was better than being rethat men enter it when they are immersed! ceived with a great character, and leaving
I would like to know if men are not in with none. They had received me hesipossession of the kingdom when they are tatingly, but relinquished me with regret;
in it? So the leaders of the people teach; as will appear from the following epistle
for they say, the apostles ascended the written by one, who, though an officer in
thrones of the Twelve Tribes of Israel on the Queen's navy, rejoices in righteousPentecost, when they entered and pos- ness and the truth.
sessed it! According to this, flesh and
Edinburgh, Nov. Oth, 1848.
blood can and do inherit the kingdom of
God, which is contrary to the declaration DEAR SIR AND BROTHER;
filed by the apostle, which says, " they
Myself and
are anxious to express
cannot;" in other words, that the putting to you the interest we feel in your wel• on of incorruptibility and immortality arc fare and progress. We had our share of
indispensably necessary to the inheriting the unfavorable impression produced by
of the kingdom. Then as to the nature certain rumors, and we are thankful we
and place of the kingdom, they resolve it were not suffered to listen to the voice of
into principles assented to, and locate it the " accuser of our brethren," who is at
among the stars ; while the apostles, be- the bottom of all mischief. Having seen
ing in the promised land, placed it at the and heard for ourselves, we can now bid
coming of Christ to reign over his enemies, not at his going to; and exhibit it you " God speed ;" and hope you will not
as a proper kingdom with the Twelve be discouraged, either by the craft of deTribes as its subjects, the nations for its signing men, or the mistakes and shortempire, and Jesus and his brethren as sight of ignorant ones ; but pursue steadily
Jehovah's kings and princes throughout the path you have marked out for yourall the earth. Look at the declaration, self, ** despising the shame," and "overitem for item, and analyse the reasoning coming evil with good ;" so that when
which elicits them, and niter compnnn*r vour course is finished, you may say with
Pnnl, " Τ have kept the faith."
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We will esteem it a favor if you will
accept a pencil case as a memnrial of your
visit here; and specially of our personal
regard and esteem. I wish I had been so
circumstanced that I could have exercised
a greater degree of hospitality towards
you :
joins with me in wishing you
Health, peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit;
while for myself, I remain, your brother
in the faith and hope of the gospel,
J. W. S.
The writer of this letter and his friend,
both members of South Bridge Hall congregation, were not the only persons
whom our discourses had dispossessed of
the evil which had been created in them
by the enemy of all righteousness. A desire was created in many to give a public
testimony in our favor as an expounder
of the prophets and apostles. They proposed to hold a soirco, or evening, at the
Waterloo Assembly Room. Although I
do not like to be the subject of public demonstrations I acquiesced, as it seemed to
be much desired ; and on the ground also
that it would give no aid or comfort to the
accuser and adversary in America and
Britain, who was doing all he could to
close the ear of the people against me as
an utterly worthless fellow. A very considerable and respectable company of the
odds and ends of Edinburgh society assembled on the occasion to express their
gratitude and good will towards us for our
work of faith and labor of love in their
behalf; and to bid us "God speed" in our
future enterprises connected uwith the interpretation and
defence of the Testimony of God.1' The business of the evening was very well and orderly conducted
under the auspices of Alexander Melville
Bell, Esq., who presided as chairman of
the soiree. Speeches were made appropriate to the occasion, and in the intervals the audience was charmed into the
blandest disposition by the sweet strains
of instrumental and vocal music furnished
con amove for the evening. It was ·* a
quiet tea party" on a large scale, at which
music, refreshments, speeches, and the
questioning of our humble self for the resolution of doubts and difliculties, were
the entertainment of the friends. There
was a little bit of display, however,
which as far as my feelings were concerned, would have been rriore satisfactory
in the breach than the observance, it
was the unexpected presentation to me of
a purse of six sovereigns, with a complimentary speech by the chairman. A man
cannot travel in Britain without money,

and as I was ** running to and fro" for the
benefit of the public, and not of myself,*
I had no hesitation in accepting it; but
then, I had rather it had been given in a
more private and business-like way. All
who are acquainted with me know that I
do not labor for gold and silver, or present
reward. I can neither live nor get along
without it any moie than other people;
not having discovered the art of paying
printers, steam companies, and domestic
necessities with air and ether, however
pure and abundant the supply. But,
though it is indispensable as a means of
operating, a public presentation of gold to
a laborer in the gospel has an unseemly
appearance. It looks as though he had
been laboring for that as his reward ; a
semblance, whicji, although it might not
be observed by others, the practice being
familiar, was perceived by myself, and
made the acceptance of it, under the circumstances, more painful than agreeable.
The intention was kind, though its expression was not the happiest; I therefore
made the best acknowledgment I could,
in hone that it would be the last time my
friends, in being " at charges with we,"
would give it the appearance.of a reward
conferred, rather than a contribution to a
common enterprise, in
which the only
persons advantaged wrere themselves.
About H P . M. the soiree was brought
to a close by the chairman proposing a
vote of thanks to me, for the instruction
and edification they had received in the
interesting lectures they had heard ; and
at the same time suggesting that a committee of gentlemen be formed, whose
business it should be to get subscribers for
the publication of the book I had promised
to write at the request of many of the
citizens of Glasgow, setting forth the great
and important truths they had listened to
with so much delight. The proposal for
a committee was adopted, and fourteen of
the audience were named, who agreed to
serve. But before the vote of thanks was
put, a very zealous «philanthropist arose
in the midst, and objected to the vote being taken until I defined my position in
regard to American slavery; as though
the favors conferred on the modern Athe* This is proved by the foct that my receipts did not cover my return voyage to
America, <£c, having not received more
than four shillings over tiavclling expenses
in the island. Much money was raised, but
it was necessarily expended in printing,
hirinsr assembly rooms, and paying board for
me during my sojourn in divers cities: the
surplus just accomplished what I have sni'L
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nians were lessened or increased by the
complexion of my opinions upon that exciting topic of the day. Zeal without
discretion has but one idea, which it obtrudes under whatever circumstances,
without regard to time, place, or fitness.
This was the case with the objector, and
the chairman perceived it. He therefore
pronounced the objection irrelevant, and
not to be entertained at that crisis. Dr.
Thomas had laid the audience under obligation by his disinterested endeavors to
enlighten them in the scriptures of truth.
They appreciated his services, and did
not at all conceive it necessary to ascertain what were his opinions upon all the
debatable questions of the day, before
they expressed their heartfelt thanks for
what had been accomplished in their midst.
He should therefore submit the motion,
which had been seconded, to the company,
which would doubtless respond to it unanimously. The motion was agreed to nem.
con, save the philanthropist, who persisted in witholding his thanks, which, of
course, left us a pray to the most poignant grief! Our friend then vacated his
seat, and his able conduct in the chair being testified and approved in due form,
the evening was closed, and the company
retired to their respective abodes.
During my sojourn in Edinburgh I visited some of the lions of the place, such as
Holyrood House, the Castle, the Regalia
there, &c. I shall not occupy space with
α description of these things, which is
amply detailed in the popular guide-books
of the day. Holyrood is a gloomy looking place, with the ruin of the old Abbey
attached. To one acquainted with its
history it is an object of disgust and abhorrence. It was the royal residence in
past ages of ignorance, superstition, barbarism, and crime, incarnate in the kings,
queens, and courts of Scotland. It was
once a very splendid abode of royalty,
when men's ideas of greatness and magnificence, could soar no higher than the
barbaric pomp of a Faustin, or the rich
vulgarity of a country town. It is an object of national veneration, which is considerably heightened in the popish mind
of the country as being the occasional
residence of that lady of easy virtue,
Mary Queen of Scots. The bloodstain is still shown on the floor where
Rizzio, her Italian favorite and musician,
was murdered in her presence by Darnley
and his associates, who afterwards buried
him under the floor of the passage leading
from the palace to the Abbey. Tourists
look upon these relics of former nges with
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a sort of superstitious worship ; but to a
mind accustomed to contemplate the
glories of the Age to Come, they are but
the mementos of human wretchedness
and vanity, which the sooner they perish
the better, with the recollection of all the
viciosities they memorialize. We have
said enough in a former notice about the
Castle of Edinburgh, standing on
" T h e steep ar.d iron belted rock,
Where trueud lies the monarchy's last gems—
The Scej.tre, Sword, and Ciown that graced the
brows,
Since father Fergus», of a hundred kings."

These precious, but useless, baubles
are deposited in the Crown-Room of the
Castle. They rest on a marble slab in a
dark place, enclosed, beyond the reach of
the longest arm, by a circular iron palisade extending from the floor to the ceiling,
and illuminated by a lamp so placed as to
bring them into view. Besides the sceptre, sword, and crown, are four ancient
jewels, bequeathed to George IV. by the
late Cardinal York, the last male descendant of James VII. of Scotland. These
jewels are "the St. George," " t h e St.
Andrew," a Sapphire Ring set round with
diamonds, and a golden collar of the Order
of the Garter. The St. George is a badge
of the order of the Garter, of gold, richly
enamelled and set with diamonds. On
one side of the St. Andrew is the image
of Scotland's patron Saint, or mahoz, finely cut on an onyx, set round with
diamonds; on the other, a secret opening
under which is placed a fine miniature of
the Queen of Denmark. The Sapphire
Ring is the coronation ring of Charles I . ;
and the Collar that presented to James
VI. by Queen Elizabeth.
The Crown, supposed to have been
made in the reign of Robert the Bruce, is
of a remarkably elegant form. The
lower part consists of two circles, the
undermost much broader than that which
rises over it, both are composed of the
purest gold, and the uppermost is surmounted or relieved by a range of lily
flowers, interchanged with flowered
crosses, and with knobs or pinacles of
gold, topped with large pearls, which
produces a very rich effect. The under
and broader circle is adorned with twentytwo precious stones, betwixt each of
which is interposed an oriental pearl; the
stones are topazes, amethysts, emerald?,
rubies, and iacinths, set plain in the ancient style of jeweller's work.
The
smaller circle, which surmounts this under
one, is adorned with small diamonds and
sapphires alternately, and its upper verge
terminates in a range of the crosses, lilies,
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and knobs topped with pearls. James V.
surmounted these circles with two imperial arches crossing each other, and
closing at the top in a mound of gold,
which again is surmounted by a large
cross patee^ ornamented with pearls. The
bonnet, or tiara, worn under the crown, is
of crimson velvet, turned up with ermine.
The tiara is adorned with four superb
pearls set in gold, and fastened in the velvet, which appear between the arches.
The crown measures about nine inches in
diameter, twenty-seven in circumference,
and about six inches and a half in height
from the bottom of the lower circle to the
top of the cross. The whole appearance
of this ancient type of sovereignty does
great credit to the skill and taste of the
age in which it was formed.
The Sceptre is a slender and elegant
rod of silver, about thirty-nine inches in
length, the stalk being of hexagon form,
divided by three ornamented rings, and
surrounded by an antique capital of embossed leaves, supporting three small
figures, representing the Virgin Mary,
Saint Andrew, and Saint James. The
ornamented niches, in which these Mahuzzim are placed, are again surmounted
by a crystal globe of two inches and a
quarter in diameter, and yet again by a
small oval globe topped with an oriental
pearl. When laws were passed in the
Scottish Parliament, they were presented
by the chancellor to the king, who ratified
them by touching them with the Sceptre,
in token of the royal assent.
yhese Honors of Scotland's kingdom
have paesed through many vicissitudes of
an interesting kind. They were in the
custody of George Ogilvy, lieutenantgovernor of the castle of Dunnottar in
1652, when it was besieged and closely
blockaded by the Cromwellians under
General Dean. There was every prospect of their falling into the hands of the
English republicans; and would have
done so, but for the ingenuity of Mrs.
Ogilvy and others. Christian Fletcher
Granger, the wife of the minister of Kinneff, some five miles from the castle, obtained permission from the English general
to visit the governor's lady in the fortress.
The crown was given to her, and the
eword and sceptre, concealed in bundles of
}int, to her maid, to take home. She
look the crown in her lap, and on arriving
at the camp where she had left her horse,
the English general himself assisted her
to mount. Her maid followed her on foot,
both clearing the army without any discovery being made. They buried them

in the kirk of Kinneil*, where they remained •undisturbed till the restoration.
Such is the information in the Description
of Scotland's Regalia, published in 1848.
I left Edinburgh Nov. 11th, 1848, and
arrived at Harrowgate, a celebrated inland, fashionable, watering-place in England, about 8 P. M., where, at Prospect
House, I enjoyed the hospitality, and intelligent society of the sisters Carter, for
about a week. The waters here are very
sulphurous and saline; and exceedingly
nauseous to the taste. The "season"
was over ; so that the population was reduced to the ordinary residents of the
place, whose admiration of the waters is
in proportion to their power of attracting
affluent invalids to their vicinity. The
country around is well adapted to pedestrian rambles, and drives for the infirm.
The roads and side-walks are good, and
picturesque. I visited Knaresboro and its
castle, some three miles distant, in company with my friends. The castle is in
ruins. It is celebrated as the fortress
where the slayers of Thomas-a-Becket
took refuge. Not far oil" is the dropping
well, which I also visited. The water of
this well holds a great quantity of calcareous matter in solution; so that birds
and small animals suspended under the
dropping are petrified in a comparatively
short time. Fort Montague is hard by.
This is an abode hewn out of the rock by
a laborer, where he is permitted by the
proprietor to live rent free for his pains.
From this spot is seen in the distance the
place where Eugene Aram, the hero of a
novel of that name, was hung in chains
for a murder committed in the neighbourhood. These, with St. Robert's chapel,
a hermit's abode in the rock, and other
notabilia which have slipped my memory,
are the curiosities of the vicinity, or the
shrines to which the fashionable pilgrims
of Harrowgate resort, in seeking the recovery of the health they have lost in the
violation of the laws of their physical and
moral being, which is the rule of their existence in " good society !"
I spoke once or twice to a private collection of a few friends. I found the
scriptural intelligence, and astuteness, all
on the side of the ladies in Harrowgate,
whose interest in the things presented to
them became lively and abiding, as the
following note from one of them, who is
now numbered among the dead, will sufficiently evince.
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Harrow gate, Yorkshire, )
Nov. 25th, 1848. J
BEAR BROTHER:

Now that we have become acquainted,
and seen you face to face, need I tell you,
(or must our characters prove) that we
&re deeply interested in the Heavenly
Truths you are so indefatigably engaged
in promulgating, both orally and through
the press. There are numerous rumors
current in this place arising from your
presence here, which seems to have excited considerable curiosity in various
quarters. Some say you are " a Joanite,"
(I don't know whether the word is spelt
correctly) others a Latter Day Saint!
I wish we had more copies of the Lincoln
lectures, or some tracts, to give tho people ; they would prepare the way for another visit.
We have read " The Two Hopes,'1 and
u
The Things Elaborated from the Word."
They are most welcome to my reason so
far. They have drawn my attention more
closely to the scriptures. We feel greatly
obliged to you for leaving us so valuable a
legacy. If it please the Lord we should
meet again, we shall rejoice to elicit more
information on the things of the kingdom.
Till then I remain,
Yours faithfully,
M. E. C.
Before leaving Harrowgate, the following information of the effect of my lectures
in Edinburgh came to hand from a SouthBridgian now in Wisconsin, U. S.
Edinburgh, Nov. 23rd, 1848.
DEAR BROTHER :

I am anxious to hear how you are getting on. Several persons have been inquiring for you since you left. The com*
mittoe appointed at the Soiree meets on
Monday night for the first time. I have
seen no notice yet in the newspapers of
the evening. They are all tied to party,
and priest-ridden. There is not an independent paper published in Edinburgh.
Since you left the clergy have commenced
lecturing on prophecy. Some of them
make but a poor hand of it. In the first
lecture that was delivered only one reference was made to the scriptures during
the whole discourse. If it is not too much
trouble let me have a few lines from you
respecting your future course. Trusting
this will find you and our friends in Harrowgate all well, I remain,
Yours in the hope of life,
JAMES MAIR.
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ISRAEL'S HOPE.
The following has been recently inserted
as an advertisement in the " British Colonist" published in Halifax, Nova Scotin,
by a friend to El pis Israel. I insert it
here because of the excellent digest it
presents of the great truths they contend
for who believe in the Hope of Israel.
" ELPIS ISRAEL is a book recently pub-

lished by John Thomas, M. D., of surpassing merit, and most interesting and
invaluable to every person, lay or clericai,
who may desire to understand the Bible
as a whole, and to be able from
the sure
prophetic word, " whereunto,71 Petei says,
"ye do well to take heed, as unto a
light that shineth in a dark place, until
THE DAY (of Christ) dawn,"— to note and
understand the signs of the times. " Behold I come as a thief. Blessed is he that
watcheth,"—saith God's Anointed King—
that man whom God hath ordained to
judge the world in righteousness," for a
thousand years. He that revealed to
Daniel what should happen in the latter
days, told him that" the words were closed
up and sealed," that is, their meaning
would not be understood, until " the time
of the end :" when " the WISE shall understand'* them.
"Elpis Israel demonstrates that the
time predicted by Daniel, is near, when
" the God of Heaven shall set up a Kingdom which shall break in pieces and consume all other Kingdoms," when "Michael» the great prince, shall stand up ίοχ
the children of Israel," and when " many
that sleep in the dust of the earth shatl
awake." All the important prophecie»
referring to the awful and wonderful
events which are to transpire on
the earth,
during the time of the end>; of " the
times of the Gentiles," preparatory to the
bringing in of the Jews and the restoration of the Kingdom again to Israel, are
rendered intelligible and harmonious, and
deeply interesting to the present generation.
" THE THINGS CONCERNING THE KINGDOM
OF GOD AND THE NAME OF JESUS CHRIST,"

are fully and ably treated of. Messiah's
reign personally on the earth when " the
Lord God shall have given
him the throne
of his father David,'1 when " he wili return and build again the tabernacle cf
David which is fallen down, and wi 1
build again the ruins thereof, and will set
it up, as in the days of old ;" the rebuild
ing of Jerusalem, which will then be " t h e
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city of the great Kin^," and bo called as
prophesied by Jeremiah, " THE THRONE OF
GOD;'* the Ezekiel Temple, into which
·* the glory of the God of Israel is to
come from the way of the east and enter
at the east gate," and which will far transcend in splendor and magnificence, its
great type, the Temple of Solomon ; the
restoration of the ten lost tribes of Israel,
and their Second Exodus from Egypt and
passage a second time through the Red
Hea, as foretold by Isaiah ; the fearful destruction of the nations which go up to
spoil the Jews, referred to in Ezekiel, under the names Gog and Magog; the establishment ot the dominion o( Christ and
" the people of the saint:»" over the whole
earth for a thousand years ; the utter destruction of the Satanic confederacy of
the nations; styled also by John, Gog and
Magog, who at the end of the thousand
years, " compass the camp of the saints
about, and the beloved city ;" the second
resurrection and final judgment: the delivering upof the Kingdom to the Father:
and the " new earth" in which is to be
" no *ea," and which only those who
have attained to immortality will dwell in;
f1 uiese, with a vast amount of informa
: ; on, interesting and important, and which
can be found in no other book, are clearly
set forth and scripturally demonstrated.
"The unscripturality and consequent
" foolishness" of many prevailing religious
notions and opinions, is made evident;
and the Bible as a whole being opened up
to the minds of the uninitiated, becomes
at once a book, the most interesting and
absorbing that can possibly be imagined,
and the study of it truly delightful. Every
person who feels any interest in the things
which concern his future state, by studying Elpis Israel with the Bible at his right
hand, as the Author requests, can be assured of what he must believe and do, in
order to inherit eternal life, be constituted
a joint heir with Christ; " and at his appearing and his kingdom," share with
him " the power and the glory" of his
Kingdom, in " the Age to Come," and in
the ages of the ages which follow. Truly
·* great and precious" are God's promises,
" to him that overcometh!" What a glorious hope is the Christian's!"

spirituals, he says, "They arrogated a
similar right to legislate over the preroga*
tives and laws of God, and a similar authority over the liberties and consciences
of his worshippers, and acquiesced in their
assumption by the civil rulers; they weie
animated by an equal ambition, and guilty
of an equal violation of the rights and
peace of those under their sway. The
pride, intolerance, and tyranny with which
for ages they pursued and crushed the
dissentients from their creed and rites;
tho malignity with which they sometimes
attempt to debase tho ministers of their
own communion, illustrious for learning,
piety, and usefulness, and swerve them
from their allegiance to the Almighty; and
the cruelty with which they consigned
their families to disgrace and beggary, and
strove to hunt them from existence^ have
no parallel in the history of any other Protestant nation. Large as the number is
of great and good men who have held the
episcopal office in that church, vast as
the myriads are who through divine grace
have washed their robes under their
ministry, and made them white in the
blood of the Lamb, and gone up from the
conflicts ot this stormy scene to the rest
of heaven, she is yet among the guiltiest
ot usurpers and tyrants. Her crown is
sullied, her stole is purpled with the blood
of multitudes of the witnesses of God
whom she has wantonly slain, and thence,
like her persecuting sisters, (Scotland's
church of course among the number.—
Edit.) she is ere long to be struck by
avenging justice from her throne."

History attests the truth of the above
concerning the bishops of the English
national church ; but we are at a loss to
conceive where Mr. Lord obtained his
information, that vast myriads of that
church had washed their robes white in
tho blood of the Lamb under the ministry of its proud and lordly prelates, and
are now in the rest of heaven. This is
a piece of history we have never met
with; nor have we discovered any where
in scripture that those who are " defiled
with women"* are saved in, by, or
through the Harlot Churches to which they
belong. This is a stretch of " charity"
far beyond our limits, coming within the
Having well described the wickedness range neither of the faith nor hope that
of the Pope and his Bishops, Mr. Lord we enjoy.
EDITOR.
proceeds to speak of the king of England's
bishops. Comparing them with the popish
*Kev·
4.

THE FEELATE8 OF ENGLAND.

II Ε 11 A L D
OF THE

KING DOM AND AGE Ϊ 0 COME.
"And in their days, even of those Icings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and itself
shall stand for ever."—DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, E D .

RICHMOND, VA., August, 1852.

ODOLOGY;
OR,

THEOLOGICAL MESMERISM WITCHCRAFT REVIVED ANEW.

(Continued from page 153.)
So much for the strongest argument for
the existence of spirits separate from material bodies—an argument which with all
its strength is but general debility in the
presence of God's testimony, and Messrs.
Karsten and Draper's experiments of the
coins. Separate spirits !—mere spectral impressions on magnetic haloes !—
hidden, indeed, from li^ht-stimulated optics ; but disclosed to electro-magnetically
excited brains! How are the "wise"
with the ignorant entrapped in their own
foolishness! And the " pious" too—the
*·* great and good divines," with their
adorers—how are they taken in the craftiness of their own pietism ! Ο the worth
of the immortal soul, who can calculate
it!—of that soul evoked from the magnetic halo of a clairvoyant's senscrium !
Such is the phantom-soul, for whose salvation from Pluto's realm of fire and
brimstone, the whole machinery of clerical
superstition has heen erected in ages past;
and is now maintained at the expense of
the liberty, intelligence, and wealth of the
nations; and is sought to be imposed upon
all semi-barbarians and savages as a means
of introducing the long-looked for millennium upon earth ! A mighty superstition
—a great mountain filling the globe—a
stupendous fabric of moonshine—a pious
cheat for the salvation of u magnetic
spectre! Still out of evil God educes
good; for if he did not, where on earth
would the good come from ? Even this
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vast imposition on human credulity he
turns to a good account. The generations of mankind having yielded themselves to their propensities; or, as the
scripture expresses it, "instruments of
unrighteousness to serve sin'*—their intellectual and moral sense has become so
darkened and unfeeling, that they cannot
comprehend or appreciate the goodness of
God, so that order in the absence of the
divine majesty might be maintained among
them by its influence over them. There
is, therefore, but one of two things remains—either the earth must be left a
prey to anarchy, which would be 4k hell;11
or, order must be established by acting
upon the fears of the multitude. The
existence of " hell" here would defeat the
divine plans destined to eventuate in blessedness upon all nations. The world became hell before the flood. It was therefore destroyed to become heaven : therefore order was elaborated; and *' the
powers that be," as they appeared from
time to time from amid the storm of human passion, were controlled and ordered
of God. Without approving their words
He permits them to exist as a terror to
evil-doers until the appointed time arrives to punish them for their wickedness,
and to set up his own kingdom in
the earth which shall rule over all, administering his will in truth and righteousness over all nations. At present the
popular superstitions are an important
element in " the terror" by which evildoers are restrained. The clerico-priestly
dogmata of immortal disembodied ghosts ;
heaven in a spirit-world ; hell somewhere;
and the necessity of faith in these wares
as administered by an ordained ministry,
or 4 'sacred order," on pain of the soul's
exclusion from the joys of the one% and
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eternal fiery torment in the other—are
the staff* of the spiritual police, which cooperating with the imperial sword, keeps
the world in awe, and maintains order until the.Lord comes. It is the fear of punishment, not the love of truth and hope of
reward, that makes men behave with
social decency and order. This is the
general rule, to which doubtless there are
exceptions; but they are such as to establish the rule.
Our worthy correspondent thinks that
the answers obtained by the dead-seekers
from the spectres before the medium's
sensorium is " the strongest argument for
the existence of spirits separate from matter." I grant it. It is doubtless the
strongest, and but weak at that. It is the
argument of a dream to prove a fact.
But the argument cannot be received as
valid; for the dream-answers are not always right, as he testifies in the case of
the second gentleman. Answers from
God are infallible. His spirit never makes
mistakes; nor is it presumable that any
intelligencies of a true spiritual nature, in
harmony with his spirit, are ever guilty
of untruthful utterances. The " spirits,"
therefore, whatever they be, are neither
of God, nor of " the just made perfect."
But, may they not be the spirits of the
wicked or unjust; if they be, then, the
disembodied existence of spirits is as
much proved as though they were the
spirits of the just? Granted. If by a
spirit is to be understood no more} than a
spectral impression on a medium s sensorium, mesmerically evoked by the thinking
of the dead-seeker, I grant that such spirits
do exist separately from the persons they
represent, as the spectral impression of
the coin exists on the halo of the mirror
separately from the coin itself. All the
phenomena observed belong to spirits of
this class, and prove only their existence
under mesmeric excitation. Before their
evocation before the medium's sensorium,
they exist only as images before the
seeker's mind when he thinks of them. I
can now see before my recollecting faculty
a child of three years old, standing with a
ruler in his hand with which he had just
struck me over the head. This child, a
little brother, has been dead over thirty
years. I see his image, and if I were
placed en rapport with a medium I could
make him see the child's appearance ; but
would it be logical to conclude that he
saw the child himself, or the real individual, which a spirit is supposed to be ?
If the spectral impressions, or spirits,
seen, were real persons, and had cogni-

zance of human affairs, they would make
no mistakes in their responses; they
would speak truth only, unless they were
wicked persons. It is admitted that they
err, and on theological subjects it is notorious that the mediums utter the most
stupid nonsense; hence I conclude, that
they arc not of God, nor of his saints,
whatever they be.
Now, it is not my business to prove
that these lying spectres are not real persons. I do not undertake to prove negatives. I have shown that they may be
philosophically accounted for. It is for
the spirit-mongers to prove that the forms
observed by tfieir clairvoyants are realities, and therefore not appearances only ;
and that they were formerly embodied in
human clay, and lived in the world as
men, women, and children now exist therein. The kind of proof must be different
to any thing they have produced yet however. The declaration of the spectres
through the clairvoyants cannot be received ; because in a multitude of instances they have proved themselves to
be liars, and therefore unworthy of credit;
besides that unsupported self-testimony is
incredible. It may be true, and it may
not. If, then, the spectres say they lived
in human clay as its animating, thinking
principle, let them give us proof from God
that their assertion is true. Jesus Christ,
the sinless man, did not require his unsupported testimony to be received ; shall
we then admit the self-testimony of the
lying spectres of the wicked dead ? Perish
the thought! "If," saith the Lord, "1
testify concerning myself my testimony
is not credible."* We demand, therefore,
confirmation of spectral assertions strong
as Holy Writ; because assertion is no
proof. They tell us, or rather mediums
do, that they are the ghosts, or spirits, of
dead men, and that they know a great
many things, and much more than the
living. But upon this point the word of
God gives them the lie direct. It testifies,
that u the dead know not any thing ;"f
and that '* there is neither knowledge nor
wisdom in Sheol,"i whither we go. Now
" divines" make this word Sheol equiva^
lent to Hades, which they say is "the
place of departed spirits." Well, let us
accept their definition for the present;
how then
reads the latter text ? Even
thus—u There is neither knowledge nor
wisdom in the place of departed spirits,"
which theological mesmerists term "the
spirit-world ! This is, with me, authority
*Jolin v. 3 1 .

f bice I. ix. o.

JEccl. ix. 10.
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outweighing the testimony of all the
spectres in creation, with all the opinions
to hoot of the 30,000 simpletons in the
east, judges, lawyers, doctors, parsons,
and less distinguished dupes, who vainly
imagine they converse with living spirits
from the vasty deep.
Our correspondent thinks, that " the
whole system promulgated in our writings goes down, if the claims put forth by
these spirit-mongers be established.'* By
cstahlished he means proved to he God's
truth; or else, established as true in the
estimation of all men. If the latter be
his meaning, the system we advocate only
goes down in regard to mere human
opinion. Its truth is not at all affected
by mankind's opinion of it; because men
who are ignorant of the true bible-doctrine,
judge according to the thinking of the
flesh, which knows not the things of the
spirit, because they are spiritually discerned;* that is, they are discerned by i
the light shed upon them by the spirit in
the prophetic and apostolic testimony, or
writings. We advocate the system exhibited in this testimony, which went
down in the estimation of their contemporaries, in whose judgment the spirit-mongers of the apostles' day established the
notion, that the spectres seen by the clairvoyants in the idol temples were the disembodied immortal souls of the dead. As
this notion went up, the apostolic doctrine
of the immortality of the body at the
resurrection went down, as at this day.
It eat out the truth of immortality at
resurrection only, as a gangrene ;f and left
in its place nothing but a fetid, ill-conditioned ulcer, which has reduced the
patient to a gasping state. The gangrene
is every thing; the apostolic doctrine
scarcely to be found beyond the lids of
the Bible. On the other hypothesis it is
doubtless true, that if the spirit-mongers'
claims be proved to be God's truth, the
system we advocate will be exploded. No
doubt of it. It ought to be ; for if their
claims be true, the system we exhibit
must be false, utterly and entirely false.
There is no agreement between spiritworldism and the Bible; so that if mesmerized theology be God's truth, God is
not the author of the Bible; and, as we
advocate the things taught in this book,
which are altogether at variance with the
epectre-revelations of clairvoyants, we
niusj go down with the Bible, and share
with it the misfortune that peradventure
might b^fal it. But such an hypothesis
is monstrous. God can* be the author of
M Cor. ii. 9 — β 7

·. π. 15— IH.

no doctrine at variance with bible teaching. This he has plainly declared in the
text below.* The Bible is not to be tested by the pec pings and mutterings of
familiar-spirit mediums, and the tabletappings of mesmeric circles; but their
utterances on the contrary, by its word
which is the truth. We stand or fall by
this ; and feel no apprehension of the result, though a thousand millions of spirits,
a thousand times told, pronounce the
reveries of the possessed, the infallible
and eternal truth of God.
THE QUESTIONS ANSWERED.

In conclusion, I present the following
replies in brief to the questions propounded through our correspondent:
1. To question No. 1, I respond, that I
have nothing to do but to believe Matthew's testimony in regard to the Transfiguration and its attendant circumstances.
I have nothing to do with the claims of
spirit-mongers in the case. Matthew
says nothing about "forms," or '*souls,"
or "spiritual bodies," being seen there.
He says, *• there appeared unto Peter,
James, and John, Moses and Elijah talking with Jesus." Luke testifies substantially the same thing, saying, " There
talked with him two men, who were Moses
and Elijah, who appeared in glory, and
spake of his decease which he should accomplish at Jerusalem. But Peter and
they that were with him were heavy
with sleep: and when they were awaket
they saw his glory, and the two men that
stood with him."f Now I ask any man,
not crazed by spirit-worldism or u theology," when he is awake in the midst of
a crowd on court days, what does he take
those living things to be which he sees
around him ? Would he not reply, " men
to be sure?" Suppose, I were to say to
him, " No; they are spirit-forms, or souls,
that once inhabited human bodies; they
are not men, but the ghosts of men, whicn
became "spiritual bodies'* when the hearts
of their old bodies ceased to beat"—would
he not say I was either a madman or a
fool? Or, if neither, that, on the supposition of his being a dupe. I was amusing
myself at his expensed If rational, would
he not argue that they must be men, because they · presented to the eye all the
marks by which men are ordinarily
known ? The apostles were matter-offact men, and reasonable withal. They
judged of Moses and Elijah as they did of
other men, and therefore called them by
"*~*leni. viii. 19^20.
Luke ix. 30—32.

f M a t u xvii. 3;
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the right words, styling them *' two men.''
Whatever quibble might be raised about
Moses, because he died, cannot at all affect Elijah, who never died; and therefore never experienced a resolution into
two parts. But we need add no more.
Moses died, and must have been raised
from the dead, or he could not have appeared as a man before three witnesses
wide awake who called him such. There
is no difficulty or mystery in the case, exceptu with those whose minds are spoiled
by philosophy and vain deceit."
2. The sudden appearance and disappearance of the Lord's body, or the Lord
rather, for the Lord and his body are one
and the same, was the result, not of any
change upon Him, but of an effect produced by him upon the eyes of his disciples. " Their eyes were holden that
they should not know him,*' until he
thought proper to release their sight from
the restraint. Mary saw Jesus but did
not know him for the same reason.* The
eyes of the disciples going to Emmaus
were holden. The meaning of this is
given in the words, "And their eyes were
opened, and they knew him." Hence to
hold the eyes is to shut the sight, so that
though the lids be unclosed, certain objects shall be invisible. I have performed
an experiment similar to this upon the
eyes of a person now in this city in the
presence of many witnesses. I first mesmerized him by looking at him steadily in
the eye. By this process the lids were
closed so that he could not open them. I
allowed him to remain in this state for
some time, and then brought him out of it
by a wave of the hand upwards and backwards. He could now see, and converse
with any one. I told him to look at my finger which I held before him, and about six
inches above the level of his eyes. While
he was doing this I carried it obliquely upwards and forwards as far as I could conveniently reach, and then suddenly withdrew it from the line of vision. This left
him staring with the eyes wide open upon
vacancy, with a countenance as blank and
inexpressive as a corpse. He was unow in
the state of exiasy. His eyes were
holden" completely; for he could rce
nothing. In proof of this a lighted candle
was passed almost neai enough to singe
the lashes, but without causing a wink*
Every thing in the room vanished from
his view with, the jerk of my finger from
the line of vision; and appeared again as
suddenly as I waved my
hand upwards
before hie eye?, which u opened them" tc
' L u k e xxiv. 10; .1 no xx. 1 4 ; x x i . 4 .

the objects by which he was surrounded.
The Lord Jesus, who understood man's
physique better than all the living, operated upon the disciples more skilfully. He
could close their sight upon some objects
at once, while he left them capable of discerning others. In this way he made
himself invisible to them, and entered with
them unseen into their room, where he
continued to hold their eyes until they
shut the doors for fear of the Jews, when
he opened them and was discovered standing in their midst to their no little amazement, as may be supposed. When he
parted with the disciples at Emmaus, he
did not vanish as a figure from a magic
lantern;u but as the margin of the text
reads, he ceased to be seen of them;"
that is, he took his departure. Just men,
made perfect at the resurrection, will
doubtless have the same power over mortals to make themselves visible or invisible
as they please, by holding or opening their
eyes ; for of them, it is testified, " they
shall be like him." He was never seen
so as to be recognized by others than his
disciples, because it was contrary to God's
plan that he should be seen by any others.
He was only to be seen by witnesses,
that his resurrection might be a matter of
testimony and faith, that believers might
walk by faith and not by sight; therefore,
the eyes of all men were holden except
" the witnesses chosen of God,"* and the
Roman guard.
3. Elisha's servant saw on the mountain near Dothan " horses and chariots of
fire," such as Elijah ascended to heaven
in. They descended to Elisha, and at his
instance, in obedience to Jehovah's command, their riders smote the Syrian host
with blindness. The servant's eyes were
made more open, and the Syrians' were
closed by the same spirit. The patriarchs
and prophets saw angels as they saw
men, by their natural sight. When men
do not see them, it is either because there
are no angels present to be seen; or because their natural sight is holden that
they may not see.
4. Paul was not removed from earth
when he saw Paradise. When he is writing about the Third Heaven and
Paradise, he tells us he is treating of u Visions
and Revelations of the Lord;" that is,
of things represented and communicated
to him by the Lord, as they were of old
time to the prophets, and afterwards to
John in Patmos. He was so absorbed in
the contemplation of what he saw and
heard, that he was altogether unconscious
*Acts x. 40, 41.
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of his present existence. He had a Vision
of Paradise, or α Vision of the Third
Heaven, in which he heard tilings not communicated for utterance. He did not see
Paradise or the Third Heaven, but a representation (;f them as they will he when
the Kingdom is established by the God of
heaven in the land promised to Abraham,
and shall be in continuance after the
thousand years shall have passed away.
The "heaven of angels" is their abode in
some of the stars. Hence they are styled
"the Morning Stars;'* but which of the
heavenly bodies is not testified; therefore I cannot tell. Paul's body could have
been taken any where God pleased ; but,
as I have said, it, that is, he never left the
earth. lie was wrapt in vision unconscious of where he was.
5. In his argument with the Sadducees,
Jesus meant to prove the resurrection of
the dead from Moses' writings; and he
did prove it triumphantly. He does not
even hint, much less affirm, that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob " are already
risen." He said, ««that the dead are
raised even Moses has shewn at the bush,
tvhen he called the Lord the God of Abraham, &c ;" that is to say, l l that there is
to be a resurrection of the dead Moses
teaches in calling Jehovah Abraham's
God." How so? Because Jehovah is
not a God of dead men. Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob are dead men; therefore, for
Jehovah to become their God they must
become living men ; for Jehovah is a God
of the living, not of the dead. Hence
their resurrection is necessitated, as that
is the only way in which the dead can become living. This being so, he is called
the God of Abraham, Isanc, and Jacob,
while they are actually dead, " because
they all live to him" in the sense of rising
from the dead to live; for " God who
makes alive the dead, calls la me onla
9
things not existing as though they were.' *
The Lord of glory dealt not in " catches '
nor " dishonesty ;'' these are the weapons
of spirit-mongers, and of those who have
more respect for the foolishness of men,
than the words of the living God.
EDITOR.

*I?om. \v. 17.

QUBRY.
Jehovah, by the prophet Ezekiel, declares that the kingdom of Israel shall be
an overturned kingdom until He (Christ)
receives it whose right it is. It is evident,
therefore, that the kingdom promised to
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David's Son and Lord is a kingdom once
existent, but afterwards in ruins. But
the sky-kingdomers say, that Christ is
now in possession of the promised kingdom. Will they be kind enough to inform us, if it was an overturned kingdom
till the epoch of Christ's assumption?
We wait for a reply, but "guess" we
shall wait in vain !—Editor.

CRITICISM
l

* LORD, WILT

TIIOU AT

THIS TIME RE-

STORE AGAIN THE KlNGDOM TO ISRAKL."

Edinburgh, Scotland, )
June 11th, 1852. $
D R . THOMAS :

Dear Sir—I have been requested to extract the following from Dunbar's Greek
and English Lexicon, to be sent for your
consideration. He says in his preface,
" I need offer no apology for endeavoring
to explain several passages in the Greek
Testament. I have taken a different view
of them from our translators, and all the
commentators that I have had an opportunity of consulting. Some of them submitted to distinguished scholars have met
with their approbation. I would particularly refer to the observations on Acts i. 6,
and James ii. 1.'' His observations on
the former passage are the following:
" The verb apokalhistano occurs in Acts
i. 6, " Kyrie, ei en to chrono toulo apokathistancis teen basileian to Israel?"—
* Lord, wilt thou at this time restore again
the Kingdom to Israel?" as if apokaihistaneis were the future of the verb. Dr.
Bloomrield, in a note on the passage, says,
" Some explain ei by num; others by
annon. The former may be considered
a more accurate version. The idea seems
to have arisen from the blending the oratio
directa with the indirecla. I have great
doubts if ei in an interrogative sentence
ever signifies either num or annon. The
interrogative particle ce may be so rendered, but not ei. I apprehend the meaning
of the passage is generally misunderstood.
It is evident that the Apostles were still
looking forward to a temporal sovereignty
to be established by our Lord ; and that
they expected to receive from him offices
of power and authority in it. This, I
think, is evident from the answer returned
by our Saviour: the first part of which
has reference to the time when the Kingdom of Israel was to be restored, which,
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he says, u the
Father retained in his guished scholar, profoundly skilled in
own power ; v the other to the kind of Greek; but, deep though he be in human
power which they should receive. Their lore, his apostopesian critique proves him
aspiring thoughts after temporal power to be, like all other State-Bishops, a very
had been formerly checked, and their views shallow divine. If Mr. Dunbar approve
directed to a heavenly kingdom. These the criticism, I can make no exception in
thoughts had again revived after his re- his favor; 'but am strengthened in the
surrection from the dead. Still, however, conclusion to which I have been led by
they were fearful of putting the question observation, that no philologist, however
in a direct manner, but had recourse to a skilled in Hebrew and Greek, is compesuj)position evidently implying, in their tent to render a critical and accurate verown minds the certainty of the event, sion of the scriptures, who is ignorant of
leaving it to be understood what was their the true import of the sure word of proreal aim. There is, therefore, an aposto- phecy. This is illustrated by the case bej>esis in the expression, which our Lord fore us. Dr. Bloomfield is a spiritualist;
perfectly understood. Supposing this to and therefore infidel of what his class
be the case, the words may be thus trans- terms, the " temporal," which is the only
lated, " Lord, if at this time thou art en- kingdom of God promised .to Jesus and
gaged in restoring the kingdom to Israel?" his brethren. Spiritualists use the word
The object they had in view, but which temporal in contradistinction to spiritual.
they were afraid to name openly, may be A temporal kingdom with them is a verithus expressed, tina dynamin en autee table kingdom on earth, existing in time,
leepsometha ? What power shall we as Victoria's, or Otho's, exists; while by
have in it? Our Lord replied, "alia a spiritual kingdom they ui demand a
leepsesthe dynamin epelthontos tou hagiou reign of evangelical principles in the
pnevmatos eph' hymas." There is a hearts of men. Hence, they style the
similar apostopeesis in a conditional state- existing church of Christ as defined by
ment with ei in Phil. i. 22. See Dr. them, his spiritual kingdom, and the only
one he will ever have on earth ; his everBloomfield's Note on the verse."
44
lasting and glorious kingdom being the reDunbar's
definition
of
apostopeesis
is
44
a keeping siFence ; also a figure of rheto- ceptacle of disembodied spirits among the
ric, by which the meaning is to be gather- stars. The apostles, as Dr. Bloomfield
admits, looked forward with certainty to
from the context."
the establishment of a veritable kingdom
I remain, in haste, yours,
in the Holy Land, even the kingdom
J. CAMERON, Junr.
which had once been possessed by Israel.
The Bishop assumes that the apostles
were altogether mistaken. Mr. Dunbar
SOMETHING ANNIHILATED BY also, by invoking the doctor's criticism,
seems to participate with him in this asNOTHING.
sumption. But there is nothing in the
, " Goal ha.th chosen things that are not,text or context, nor in the Old or New,
to bring to nought things that are : that Testaments, to justify it. They can adno flesh sjiould glory in his presence."— duce no testimony to convict the apostles
j of error ; therefore, as the only resource,
PAUL.
^hey rack their ingenuity in the treatand tenses, to
I am much obliged to Mr. Cameron for ment of Greek particles
44
the above copy ; and as the best acknow- fetch out such a supposition" as will
ledgment I can make for the trouble he give their spiritualism the benefit of a
and implication
has taken, I will offer a few remarks doubt in its assumption
against the »4 temporal sovereignty* in
upon its contents.
No doubt there is ample scope for views which the apostles so firmly believed. If
of passages in the Greek New Testament the critics understood and believed the
different from any yet presented by trans- prophets, we should have heard <nothi?ig
lators and commentators, the most highly of their apostopesis; but being ignorant
esteemed in the theological world. But of " the gospel of the kingdom" testified
whether Mr. Dunbar has juster ideas by them, Messrs. Bloomfield and Dunbar
than they of the true import of those have entertained us with >n hypothesis
passages, I am not prepared to admit, if upon ei ; which, we were almost tempted
Dr. Bloomfield's criticism on Acts i. 6, be to add, "is all my eye," and so forth.
endorsed by him as a specimen of his
Mr. Dunbar takes exception to the
own. Dr. Bloomfield ranks as a distin- rendering of apokathistaneis by the futr*~
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eign of the verb; as thou wilt restore
again. It is true that apokathistaneis is
of the present tense active; and should
be, independently of position, thou restorest, or dost restore again. Suppressing the note of interrogation, and rejecting
the ei, the question proposed affirmed the
conviction of the apostles' minds; as
** Lord, in this tune thou dost restore
again the Kingdom to Israel. From this
it is clear, that they regarded the restoration as a future event; and that when
it should come to pass, Jesus, the Lord,
would be the Restorer. This, it is admitted by Dr. Bloomfield, was their certain
conviction. Hence, though the verb is in
the present, the facts of the case and the
conviction of. the inquirers, convert the
present into the future, and fully justify
the king's translators in rendering apokathistaneis by the words thou wilt restore
again—thou dost restore again, and, thou
wilt restore again, are evidently equivalent, especially under the circumstances
of the case.
The representation of the present tense
by the future is a notable occurrence in
the Hebrew ; and will excite no astonishment when it is understood, that Hebrew
verbs have only past and future tenses.
They have no present tense to their moods.
Thou restorest again, though represented
by the present of the Greek verb, is obviously a future action ; and therefore,
Hebraistically, in the future tense ; so
that, had the question been written in
Hebrew, it would either have been expressed by the past, converted into the
future by wav conversive, or by the future
absolute. Mr. Dunbar, then,"is welcome
to all he can make out of the discovery,
that apokathistaneis is of the present, and
not the future, of the Greek verb. It does
not strengthen the spiritualist assumption
an iota.
Messrs. Bloomfield and Dunbar admit
that apokathistaneis occurs interrogatively. I would ask then, what word in the
sentence converts it into an interrogative?
There is but one, and that is this same
particle ex. And yet Dr. Bloomfield says,
'^1 have great doubts if ei in an interrogative sentence, ever signifies either num or
annonS' For the English reader it may
be remarked, that num is a Latin adverb,
generally used in interrogations to which
a negative answer is expected. If ei were
rendered
by num. the question would be,
*kLord, what? Dost thou in this time
restore again the Kingdom to Israel?"
The inquiry put in this form would imply
incredulous astonishment; as if the apos-
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tles should have said, ''Lord, is it possible
that you are going to restore the kingdom
to Israel now : surely not ?" Ei cannot
be taken in this sense, certainly ; for the
admitted mentality of the apostles forbids
it. The idea of restoration did not astonish them; and believing that the time
thereof was come, they sought confirmation of their conviction from the declaration of the Lord. But though ei may not
signify num in the sense of an expected
negation, it may still be regarded as an
untranslatable interrogative particle ; that
is, a particle introduced into the sentence
to transform it from an affirmative into a
simple interrogative, just as it stands hi
the Common Version, untranslated except
by the note of interrogation. I do not
doubt that, ei represented to the ear in
speech, what " ? ' represents to the eye.
In this sense, it is fairly expressed by annon, or an; as ahiit, he is gone ; an
ahiiU is he gone ? So apokathistaneis%
thou dost restore; ei apokathistaneis, dost
thou restore? Dr. Bloomfield does not
consider ei an interrogative particle at all;
but merely a particle "in an interrogative
sentence;'' and therefore not representable
by num and annon, which are interrrogative particles; though in opposition to ei,
he patronizes ee, which he says is interrogative. His words are, " the interrogative particle ee may be so rendered (by
num or annon) but not ei. f In the sentence before this, he says, he has ** great
doubts'' about ei; and immediately after
he has no doubts at all, asserting positively
that ei may not be rendered interroga^
tively.
But the translators of the Common Ver-»
sion say, that ei is an interrogative particle*
and is to be rendered as such ; for they
treat it after this view. If the question
had been taken out of the verse where it
exists, and, deprived of the note of interrogation, presented to them, they would
have known it to be a question, because
of the interrogative particle ei ; but Dr.
Bloomfield would not, not knowing the
nature of it. He only knows the sentence
to be interrogative from the words, "they
asked of him, saying, Lord, wilt thou,
&c." His opinion about ei is therefore
mere speculation. But for the context he
would not know if ei were in an interrogative sentence, or not. But with all hie
doubts, he thinks num a more accurate
version of ei than annon ; because numis
more favorable to the apostopeesis he
seeks to establish from a context of his
own fabrication.
Having got rid of ci as an interrogative
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particle to his own satisfaction, if not to
ours, he then proceeds to lay thn foundation of a theory which is intended to afford aid and comfort to spiritualism, by
reducing the apostolic question to nonsense.
He begins the work by intimating that
"the meaning of the passage is generally
misunderstood." This general misunderstanding i>", that the apostles meant what
is obviously expressed in their question ;
an idea lie attributes to " the blending of
the oralio direUa with the indirecla.''
The
t r a n s i t i o n from w h a t is nt\led llit) oraliu

indirecla to the oralio directa occurs in the
fourth verse. Thus, the indirect discourse is supposed to refer to the Kingdom of God, about which Jesus had been
conversing with his apostles for lorty days
alter his resurrection ; and the direct to
the baptism of the Holy Spirit. But the
reverse is the fact; for the fourth and
fifth verses come in incidentally beiween
the third and nxth. The oralio direcla
is, " Jesus being seen of them forty days,
and speaking of the tilings peitaining to
the kingdom of Ciod; they asked of him,
saying, Lord, wilt thou at this time restore
again the kingdom to Israel ?" But Jesus
not prepared to satisfy them on the subject, turns thejr attention to the work
they had soon to engage in when they
should be duly qualified. In doing this,
lie finished his coherences with them
about the kingdom with the oralio indirecla about the gift of the spirit, introduced by Luke in the place referred to.
They do not seem to have expected that
the Lord would be taken from them ; but
cqncluded that, as they were to-be endued
with power from on high, it was for the
purpose of co-operating with him at that
jime in the restoration of the kingdom
Israel had once possessed. Hence the
reason why they put the question to him.
Dr. Bloomrield admits that the apostles
were looking for the establisliment of this
temporal sovereignty, under which they
should be promoted to power and authority; but extracts from the Lord's reply, that the kingdom was a heavenly one,
in the spiritualist sense; and the power
to be received the gift of the Holy Spirit.
But Jesus said nothing about " a heavenly
kingdom." He declined to tell them the
time when the kingdom should be restored
to Israel; and made no allusion to
41
the kind of power" they should receive
under its sovereignty ; neither did they
ask concerning it.
It is amusing to hear a State-Church
Bifchop speaking with pious flippancy
about "the aspiring thoughts of tho apo.s-

tles alter temporal power,'* which the Lord
had checked on a former occasion ! If it
be quite compatible with the fitness of
things that "Christian Bishops" should
be lords, live in palaces, make Saws for
nations, and shine in the courts of royalty;
why not for the apostles, their alleged
predecessors,
to reign with "the King of
ihe Jews' ; as " kings and priests" over
Israel and the nations ? Are Jesus and
his apostles to be excluded from all power,
authority,glory, and honor, among nations
upon earth ; in other words, maltreated
and tormented here,-and exiled by violence of men as pestilent fellows to " the
spirit-world,'' as the only condition compatible with the spirituality of their doctrine : while their pretended " successors11
may figure as the honorable of the earth,
possessing power over the nations now,
tilling them with an iron-rod ; and, having
waxed fat with all tin .pod things of the
present world, join ι ιυ redeemed company among the stars, and rejuice in glory
and honor for ever? Is this the nature,
genius, and character of Christianity?
Yea, verily ; it is of the natural religion
so styled of spiritualists : but not of the
religion of Christ. Those who have
power and authority under existing temporal sovereignties, will have no more of
them under Christ's reign, than Jesus and
the apostles have now. The Day of
Christ and the Night of Antichrist are
rival and hostile periods. Antichrist's
time is now—a period in which Sin and
Evil are triumphant; and during which
Jesus and his brethren are excluded from
their rights, and «nade the pious sport of
learned fools. Antichrist's is tho Duomillennial reign of Spiritualism—a sort
of Fools'Paradise, in which "the thinking of the flesh" revels in all the delights
of self-deception, and devotion to its own
conceits. For Jesus and his apostles to
be supposed to have been anything but
spiritualists—to have had a looking forward to temporalities—excites all the
contempt latent in those who now possess them. Like the old Pharisees, they
have a misgiving that, if Jesus and his
brethren lay hold of "temporal sovereignty," there will be no chance for them.
Hence they hate the doctrine; and charge
the apostles with ignorance, and unjustifiable ambition, for entertaining so unheavenly an idea ! Bat the times will
soon be changed, and the order of things
reversed. The Day of Christ, when the
apostles' expectation expressed in their
question will be realized, is at hand ; a
day of justice and intelligence, of peace
and blessing, which will dawn upon the
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world like the rising sun, shining into
oblivion all word-corrupting " suppositions," and superstitions; and exhibiting
to mankind the nakedness and shame of
the u wise and prudent" who propound
them.
Among these, it cannot be doubted, will
be numbered the patentees of the Bloomfield apostopeesion supposition, so craftily
and sophislically exhibited in the document in hand. One might imagine, from
Dr. Bloomfield's representation, thai the
apostles in the presence of Jesus, were
like so many parish beadles in the presence of the Pope, or the lordly Archbishop
of Canterbury, trembling before these sons
of pride. There is r.ot the least evidence
from the passage that there was any tearfulness about the apostles at all. Forty
days familiarity with the Lord after his
resurrection had fully reassured them.
Their timidity had all vanished when they
found he was no phantasm; but "the Lord
the Spirit7'—a substantial, ile.sh-and-' ones,
person like themselves, only incorruptible
and deathless, whom they handled, ate,
drank, and conversed with as their Elder
Brother. Dr. Bloomfield's apostopesian
supposition is based upon their assumed
timidity. " They were fearful," says he,
" of putting the question in a direct manner, but had recourse to a sujposition
evidently implying, in their own minds,
the certainly oj the events leaving it to be
understood what was their real aim."
This is mere fiction, as any one unspoiled
by a spurious criticism, may see by reading the account. The timidity not existing, there is no scope for the conversion
of ei into a suppositions " if;" as though
they inclined their heads obliquely downwards, and leered archly at Jesus from
the corners of their eyes, and in a subdued and timid tone, said, " Lord, if at
this time thou art engaged in restoring
tiie kingdom to Israel, would'nt it be
nice!1* Ridiculous!
Why Dr. Bloomfield must think they were a set of cravenspirited bishops, fishing for court favors
at the hands of royalty ! Edging on the
king, as it were, to an enterprize in which
they would come in for a considerable
share of the loaves and fishes. Removing the note of interrogation, and converting the bishop's rendering into an
affirmative declaration, because of the
present tense of the verb, it reads, "Lord,
thou art at this time engaged in restoring
the kingdom to Israel." This affirms an
untruth. Throw in the ex, and the text
is converted into the hortatory hypothesis,
"Lord, suppose thou art at this time engaged in restoring the kingdom to Israel."

23

This was calling upon Jesus for an impossibility ; for being perfectly sane and
conscious, he could not suppose he was
doing uhat he well knew he was not engaged in. But if ei be admitted to be interrogative as well as hypothetic (which
intormgativp quality Dr. B. greatly doubts,
and then denies) the sentence becomes
nterrogatively suggestive, as, " L o r d !
Suppose at this time thou art engaged iti
restoiing the kingdom to Israel?" Although the sentence is very much enfeebled by Dr. B's rendering of apokathis·
taneisy it is equivalent to, " Lord we expect the kingdom to be restored again to
Israel, wilt thou not engage in the work
at this time ?*' This is equivalent to the
common reading. There is no figure of
rhetoric in the passage. It is a plain,
straightforward, common sense, question,
growing out otthe forty days'converse on
the kingdom of God. The figures are all
in the critics' brains, which are so full of
a spurious rhetoric, that they can see
nothing iti its obvious and unsophistic
reality. "Thou art engaged in restoring"
is a very verbose rendering of apokathislaneis, which is correctly enough translated ihou restoiesty or ihou dost restore;
but the verbosity is created to make the
timid indirection of the apostles more
upposable.
Dr. Bloomfield says, that in putting this
question as he has rendered it, *'the object the apostles had in view, but which
they were afraid to name openly, may be

thus expressed—tina dynamin en autec

leepsometha—What power shall we have
in it?" lie then represents Jesus as replying to this question in the words, " but ye
shall receive power, the Holy Spirit coming upon you ! "
What a wonderful
thing is an apos.topesis ! Surely it is a
sort of philosopher's etone in its way,
turning Ο into X, though in the nature of
things having not the least resemblance
to each other. " Lord, restorest thou at
this time the kingdom to
Israeli97—means,
according to l>r. B., "Lord,

what

power

shall we have in the kingdom ? .'" Dr. B.,
as u a Right Reverend Bishop," and communicator of the Holy Spirit to college
candidates for " Holy Orders," ought to
know, that the apostles knew what power
and authority they were to have in the
kingdom; and therefore needed not to
seek any information of the kind. They
had inquired through Peter, what was to
be their reward for forsaking all they possessed on earth, and following Him.
Jesus told them without any apostopppis,
that they should have power and authority
as immortal kings over Israel when the
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was nothing reprehensible in the inquiry
about the time, nor in their desiring to be
put in possession of the honor and glory
of the kingdom. The Lord was no doubt
as gratified at the interest thoy took in
the restoration, as he would be grieved, if
now on earth, to see the apathy, indifference, and infidelity respecting it, manifested by " the pious," who profess to be
his disciples. He sent out his apostles to
infuse into mankind an aspiring disposition ; a high ambition, which would be
satisfied with nothing short of equality
with the angels, and joint-heirship with
God's own Sun. He ordered them to invite men to his kingdom and glory. Aspiration after these is quite compatible with
peacefulness and humility among them*
selves, benevolence to their enemies, and
faithfulness and meekness before God.
The scriptures justify us in saying, that
at the time the apostles put the question,
the Lord was unable to fix the time of
restoration. In his rejoinder, lie tells
them plainly that the Father was the sol*
depository of the secret. " The tinues
and the seasons of the restitution," says
he, " the Father hath retained in his own
power." Before the restoration of the
kingdom to Israel could take place,
Daniel's prophecy of the destruction of
the city and temple, and of the people of
the Holy Ones, by the Lord's army of
Romans,* had to be accomplished. This
was the passing away of the heaven and
earth constituted by the Mosaic law, ia
the generation contemporary with Jesus
and the apostles; a dissolution and vanishment necessarily to precede the setting up
of the " new heavens and earth in which
dwells righteousness"·—a constitution under which " Jerusalem shall be created a
rejoicing, and her people a joy," in every
land where formerly they had been put
to shame.f
Referring to this day of
vengeance on Judah and Jerusalem, of
which he spoke in lus Olivetan prophecy,
Jesus said, " Of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels who are in
heaven ; neither the Son, but the Father.
Take ye heed, watch and pray: for ye
know not when the time is/'J Jesus
knew the order of events, but he did not
then know the time ot them. He knew
that the coming of the Son of Man to
destroy and take vengeance, was to precede his appearing as King in his glory
•Mat. xix. 28, 29.
-f Luke xxii. 29, 30.
to build up Zion} and to redeem Israel;
Jleai. lviii. 12.—Kethivotk
lah-shahvelh, but the times and the seasons he did not
by-waye for resting; that is, the country know, as he avers; and therefore, he
made so safe for travellers that they may,
without danger, traverse the by-ways lead*Dan. ix. 26 ; viii. 24.
f2 Pet. in. 13 ;
ing to reting
places
Isai. IKV. 17, 18; Zepbf iii. 19.
resting places,
JMark xiii. 32, 33.
$Paal. cii. 16.
thai, xlix. 5, 6,8.
|| Amos ix. 11, 12.

kingdom should be palingenized, or renewed;
as it is written, " In the new-birth day (of
the nation) when the Son of Man may
have sat upon the throne of his glory, ye
shall also sit upon twelve thrones, ruling
the Twelve Tribes of Israel * * * and
shall inherit eternal life."* Then again,
** Fear not little flock, it is the Father's
good pleasure to give you the kingdom."
And when he was about to suffer he repeated the promise, saying, " Even I am
covenanted ior you, since my Father has
himself covenanted a kingdom for me,
that ye may eat and drink at my table in
my kingdom, and sit upon thrones ruling
the Twelve Tribes of Israel."! After
these plain, unfigurative, declarations before the crucifixion, the apostles were at
no loss to know " the kind of power"
they were to exercise in the restored kingdom. It was this very knowledge that
prompted them to inquire of Jesus,
whether the time had now come to iulfil
his promise to them, seeing that he was
now risen from the dead, and all authority
(exousia) was his. He did not evade
their question, but replied directly to the
point. He did not give the remotest hint
that the restoration was not to occur. He
knew it would, and that He, being the
Christ, would have to do the work; as
it is written in the prophets, " The many
with thee shall build ; the ancient ruins
of past generations thou shalt raise up ;
and thou shalt be called, THE BUILDER of
the breach, THE RESTORER of by-ways to
rest in:"J and, "Jehovah hath formed
Me from the womb to be his Servant to
bring Jacob again to him # * * to raise
up the Tribes of Jacob, and to restore the
branches of Israel" * * * to be " for a
Covenant of the people to restore the
land, and cause to possess the desolate
estates."} Therefore, "In that day, I
will restore (ahkim) David's dwelling
place that is fallen; and I will wall up its
breaches; and I will restore its ruins,
and make it a city (benilhah) as in the
days of old: for the purpose of possessing the survivors o( £dom, and all the
nations where my name was proclaimed,
saith Jehovah, who doeth this."|| Jesus
and his apostles understood these things,
and one another when they conversed
upon them; which " right reverend" and
" reverend" philologists do not. There
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could only tell the apostles that they had
asked him for information he could not
impart.
He could inform them, however, so
much as this, that whenever the restoration of tho kingdom might happen they
had a work to do before it could come to
pass. The kingdom would require " a
people19 to administer its affairs righteously—a necessity, which makes it impossible, therefore, that the unrighteous can
inherit it.* It would be their business,
therefore, to collect this people together
out of Judah and the nationsf by the
proclamation of the gospel of the kingdom in his name, witnessing to him, that
He is the man ordained of God to rule
the world with them in righteousness.
He knew they were unable of their own
ability to make this proclamation to the
nations, being ignorant of their several
languages; and moreover, had they been
able to speak all tongue?, their proclamation would not have been regarded, as
they were devoid of power to prove that
they were heralds pent of God, and that
the word they preached was his message
to the world. Till the Day of Pentecost,
then, they were powerless to execute the
work of announcing the good news to
every creature*. " Tarry ye therefore in
the city of Jerusalem," said he, " until ye
be endued with power from on high,"|
by the Holy Spirit coming upon y o u }
They obeyed ; and from the history of that
notable day, we find that they became
iully equipped on th*e reception of the
Spirit, for the work of faith and labor ol
love before them ; a faithful performance
of which is to be rewarded by exaltation
to the thrones in Israel, when the kingdom is restored to them in thepalingenesia,
or " times of restoration (apokalastaseos, a
word of the same family asapokalhislaneis)
of all things"|| pertaining to the nation.
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his introduction to Earl Spencer, whose
patronage eventually helped him to the
Right Reverend Father-in-Godehip of
" London's famous town." But of what
value is his Greek for scripture criticism
while ignorant of the prophets? It is
positively injurious. A single testimony
from these upsets his whole hypothesis»
A mere professor of heathen Greek undertake to define the apostopeses of the
New Testament, the idea is preposterous!
There are many points there on which
the apostles " k e e p silence;" but where
the meaning cannot be gathered from the
context. In this case it can only be collected from Moses and the Prophets. Let,
then, a Gentile bishop or professor, with
his pagan Greek, who is ignorant of the
" sure word of prophecy," undertake to
interpret the apostolic silence by suppositions, and criticisms on particles, does
the reader imagine he would be enlightened by the effort? Nay, it would only make
darkness* visible, as in the case before us.
Criticism on Greek particles is no sufficient substitute for the prophetic testimony. Nothing can supply the lack of
this in the interpretation of the New
Testament. It is the pagan criticism of
the unlearned in the prophets, that is the
parent of spiritualism; and that wrests
the scriptures to the destruction of the
critics, and of them who heed them*
There is much written at the present
time, in this country, about giving the
people a faithful and thorough translation
of the Bible! I would like, to know the
man of this generation, who, being ignorant of the prophets, could do it. If he
could, then he must have received
spiritual gifts, as the word of knowledge, the word of wisdom, and the
gift of tongues. He would then be qualified to translate by inspiration ; but in default of these gifts, and a correct understanding of the prophetic word, there exBut, I need add only a few more words
ists on earth no man that can accurately
at present. A little scripture testimony,
transfer the mind of God'from Hebrew
intelligently applied, is worth a library of
and Greek into his mother tongue. AH
spiritualism, with all its rhetoric, logic, and
translations, therefore, are of necessity
classic lore, to boot. These things, usemore or less imperfect, owing not so much
ful enough in their way, become in the
to ignorance of the language (though of
hands ot those who "grind divinity" for
this there is no little in the best of echolare
the multitude, the means of " darkening
as their controversies prove) as to stolid
counsel by words without knowledge."
imbecility in the teaching of the prophets.
Dr. Bloomfield ranks as the most acThe agitation, therefore, about a new and
complished Greek scholar of his age.
thorough translation of the word, is
But for his skill in Greek, it is probable,
much ado about nothing; for if accomhe would never have been heard of. His
plished in the spiritualist sense, it wifl
ability to translate a Greek MS. which
only be a monument of complacent foolhad foiled some " learned divines," caused
ishness, demonstrative of the presump•1 Cor. vi 9 ; fc,ph, v. 5. fActs xv. 14.
tion of the carnal mind, whose ethenal
J U k e xxiv. 49.
f Acte i 8.
speculations are subversive of the truth
Ο Acts iii.21,25.
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muptibility and lite, I saw that the sin
ι our flesh, which stings us to death,
ould be extracted, and the body conseuently healed; and that, although we
r,\d been severely wounded in the heel,
ο to speak, we should recover and so
heat death of many victims. In other
ords, in the case of Christ's brethren,
:iey would get the l victory over him, and
erify the saying, ' Death is swallowed
ip in victory."—" You have said that
the body is mortal because of sin"* pray
IOW does the body get quit of this deadly
>rincip!e, so as to be pronounced victoiius over death?"—In two ways accordng to the believers acted upon ; first, by
'esolution into dust, and reorganization
hereof into body incapable of decay ; and
mde to live by the creative Spirit of God
EDITOR*
η the hands of the Lord Jesus. This is
esurrection. And secondly,by an instananeous change wrought in living flesh
nd blood by the energy of the «Spirit
THE BIBLE DOCTRINE CONCERNING which
will destroy the Sin-power, or sting,
THE TEMPTER CONSIDERED.
which gives place to that uhich hath the
power of life, that is, the Spirit. This is
ransformation.—" But if the Spirit have
That diabolos, rendered devil in thf the power of ulife, how is it that Jesus
Common Version, is SIN, appears from the styles himself the life!"—And so h« is;
for as the Father hath life in himself, so
expressions of Paul in various parts of
his writings. He says "that
having Me he gives aleo to the Son to have life in
1
power of death is diabolos.' The power himself"! The Spirit, which " imparts
of death is that which causes death. In ife because of righteousness," is placed
a venomous serpent the to kralos, 01 at the Lord's disposal " that he should
power of death, is in its fang or sting. give eternal life to as many as God lias
Remove this, and the most deadly reptile given him.'^J Tl>e spirit-life, therefore,
is perfectly innocuous. It has lost its of the Saints is hid with Christ in God ;
power, not of locomotion, but of inflict and when he who is their life shall appear,
ing death. So if the power that make: then shall they appear with him in
death work strongly within us could be glory."{
removed, we should never die. It is tha
" Sin in the fleshy'' then, and the Spirit
power Paul styles diabolos. It is not death of God, are the two antagonist principles
but the death-producing power, which i> to which human nature is amenable in
in every man, young and old, saint and the present and future states. The forsinner; therefore diabolos is in even mer hath the power of death, and is
human being.
termed diabolos ; the latter hath the power
Having ascertained, then, that th< of life, and is styled l i the Lord the Spirit.\\"
power of death resides in diabolos, if w<
Human nature is styled " sinful flesh"'IT
can ascertain what is the death-power, w< that is flesh full of sin ; and Paul speakat the same time learn who or wha ing of himself as sharing therein, says,
diabolos is. Let us then, ask Paul a few " In me, that is, in my flesh, dwellelh no
questions. Thus, "Venerable Brother good thing."** Sin in the flesh, then, is
you have said that diaholos hath the powei a very evil thing. It is that principle
of death, will you
kindly inform us, wha which works within us what is not good
>?
that power is ? —Readuy. It is death" in thought and feeling; and these worksting; and that sting is SIN, which , ings, the apostle styles "the motions of7
strengthened in its workings by the lav sins 7 '—ta palheemela toon hamarlioon—
of God, which is contrary to it,*—"Wh
the physical and mental emotions which
do you triumphantly
inquire, " Ο deal
when yielded to work transgressions of
1
where is thy sting? '—Because, in speak
*Rom viii. ΙΟΤΊΤ
fJno. v. 26. "
ing of the mortal and conuptible bod
\]no. xvii.2.
#Col. iii. 3,4.
common to all the saints, putting on in
||2 Cor. iii. 18 ; 1 Cor. xv. 45.
*1 Oor. xv. 55, 56.
VRorru viii. 3.
**Rom. vii. 18,

of God. Let us, then, eschew the Grecian
critics and their spiritualism; and take
heed to the prophetic light that .shines
from the vernacular lamp, imperfect as it
is. The light is brilliant enough to show
us the divine purpose, and our interest
in it; and to show us how we may obtain inheritance in the kingdom of Christ
and of God ; when they shall have seized
upon the temporal sovereignties of the
world; ejected the spiritualists from place
and power ; and have bestowed the spoils
of the enemy .upon the apostles, and on
them who believe on Jesus through
their teaching. In hope of a speedy
fruition of this expectation, we conclude
this article with the kindest feelings and
best wishes for all concerned.
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ihe law of God. So that when a man is
tempted, he is» not tempted of God, nor ol
such a monster as the gentile Devil ; but
as the apostle says, " Every man is
tempted, when he is drawn away of his
own lust, and enticed. Then when lust
hath conceived, it will bring forth sin :
and sin, when it is perfected, bringeth
forth death.''* This i? the philosophy of
temptation, so to speak. Man is made
up of certain desires. He desires what
he sees, hears, feels, tastes and smells ;
in other words, he desires the gratification
of his senses. There is nothing essentially
evil in this. The evil lies in their in
ordinate gratification.
Now, between
the ordinate or regular, and inordinate
or excessive, God has placed his law. He
has said, you may desire, but you may
not inordinately desire ; or if you do, you
may not gratify that desire contrary to
my law, under penalty of death. Abstractly, there was no harm in picking up
sticks on Saturday; but when God said,
" thou shalt do no manner of work on the
seventh day," this absolute harmless
thing, became a high crime against
heaven ; and brought forth death to him
who perfected ihe desire to gaiher on thai
day. Thus the divine law defines what
is irregular, and therefore not to be done
by those who would enjoy the favor of
God.
Now, if God had given no law to his
people (and he has given law to none
else) they woul-1 not have known what
he deemed regular and what excessive,
what right or what wrong. In truth,
there would have been no such distinction.
There would have been neither virtue nor
vice; and the only course would have
been for a man to lollovv his instincts. In
this there would have been no sin ; because "sin is the transgression of law,"
and where there is no law there can be
no transgression. Had the Lord God not
forbidden to eat, there would have been
no sin in Adam's eating of the fruit of ihe
Tree of the Knowledge of good and evil.
The pleasa'jtness of the fruit in Eve's
sight, the appreciation of its goodness for
food, and a desire to be as wise as the
gods or Elohim, were things in harmony
wilh the nature God had given them and
which he had pronounced ·' very good :"
but when he said, " Y e shall not touch
the tree under penalty of death," there
was a law given that made the gratification of that nature sin. Hence, it was as
true of them as of the apostle, who says,
" I had not known sin, but by the law :
•'Jcmes i. 14, 15. ~
~"

for I have not known lust (inordinate desire) except the law had said, Thou shalt
not covet.' They coveted, being enticed
by their own lust, which drew them away
from the Eden-law. The desire to eat
was conceived within them, by the suggestion from without setting the flesh to
think and reason without subjection to ihe
given law. The thinking and reasoning
in harmony with their nature alone, was
sophistry ; and led them to conclusions
in direct opposition to the divine law:
had they allowed the commandment to
guide their reasoning, they would have
reasoned logically ; and God's thoughts
and ways would have been approved, and
cheerfully acquiesced in. But the reverse
of this was the fact; and sophistry led
them in ihe way of death, as it has all
their posteiity ever since.
" B y the law is the knowledge of sin;"
therefore those who are ignorant of the
law, do not know when they sin. This is
the case of those ·· without law ;" who
are consequently under " times of ignorance." Nevertheless, they sin, though
they know it not; and sin and ignorance
work death, and ** alienation from God's
life;"* for'* the wages of sin is death,"
and renewal unto life is by knowledge.!
Thus, sin had the power of death in
Adam's case, and in that of all his descendants. There was no sin in the terrestrial system till he eat. The serpent
could noi sin, because no law was given
lo it; and where there is no law there is
no sin, and can be none. Sin entered the
| world not by the Serpent, but by Adam ;
as it is written, " Sin entered into the
world by one man, and death by sin ; and
so death penetrated into all men, because
in him all sinned.' J
Adam's nature was animal.
Very
good of its kind, as was the nature of all
the other creatures. These did not sin,
yet they returned to dust whence they
came. So probably would Adam, if he
had been left to the ordinary course of
things as they Were. But he would not
have relumed to dust if he had continued
obedient. He would doubtless have been
41
changed in the twinkling of an eye" on
eating of the Tree of Life. But, being
disobedient, his sin determined his fate,
and that of the creatures. It doomed
them all to death according to law, and
" nature" unchanged was permitted to
take its course. This bin became the
death-power ; lor had there bepn no sin
there would have been no death. Though
death could have ensued without sin, it
Miiph. iv. IB.

tUol. in. 1U.

JKom. v, |:i".~
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would not have been per milted to do so ; savage races of mankind. Man left to
but desire being conceived I'oi an unlaw- himself can never improve j but must alful object, this unlawful desire enticed to ways get worse and worse, because his
a forbidden action ; the enticement was nature is subject to " the law of sin and
yielded to, and shame and fear, the < vi- death," which is degenerating in its opedences of guilt, resulted. T h u s a new ration. The only real antagonist to this
mode of thought, the sophistry of sin, law is divine truth—" the word of the
took possession of human nature, and truth of the gospel of the kingdom·" If
caused it to fall. Sin reijned, and Adam this can be made to lake root in a man's
obeyed it in the lusts of his body, yield- heart, it becomes there a rule of thought
ing his members instruments of unrighte- and action, incessantly antagonizing " the
ousness to sin. The sophistical thinking law of sin." This rule is termed "the
of the flesh gained strength, and became law of the Spirit of life.17 Between these
in him and his posterity the rule or law two laws there is a deadly enmity; for
of their nature. This is termed in scripture " the law of the Spirit of Ui'e^ is " the
·' the law of sin ;"' the presence o( which, law of God;" and the other law, the law
within him, every man may know by the of sin, is rebellion against it. God's law
passions, or " motions of sins," at work is from without; sin's law is born in us.
there to bring forth fruit unto death. Be- The law of God is implanted by reasoning
cause of this, it is also styled " the law of the mind into conviction of his testimony
sin and deaths to which the flesh or hu- alleged. It is the gospel transferred from
manity is subject. Cain was conceived the prophets and apostles to the believer's
under the activity of this law of nature ; heart ; and is contrary in every particular
hence he is said to have been, ck ton ponee- t o " the thinking of the flesh," which is
rouf from the evil, that is, from sin. This sin thinking within us. Now men the
was his origin. Had he been begotten least fleshly can understand these things
before that tempest arose in his parent's best. Hence Paul was well skilled in
nature which caused them to fall, he the matter. " I find," says he, " a law
would not have been a murderer. But that when I would do good, evil is present
like produces like, and sin in activity pro- with me. For I delight in the law of
duces pre-eminent sinners. The storm God according to the inward m a n " — t h e
of passion had subsided, and a repentant "new creature" formed within him by
mind had been established, ere Abel was God's knowledge: " b u t I see another
conceived. When he was born, he was law in my members"—the law of sin
welcomed as " from the Lord," and " warring against the law of my m i n d " —
though born of sinful flesh, he did not the law of the Spirit—"and bringing me
derive his origin under the impulses of into captivity to the law of sin which is
transgression, but in parental reconcilia- in my members." A man in whom the
tion to the divine law. T h u s , these two truth has no place cannot understand
eons were the one from the evil, the other this; because he is subject to only one οϊ
from the good; that is, of the devil, and ι these laws, namely, the law of sin and
of the Lord.
death. His experience," and that of the
The word sin is used in two senses ; apostle does not agree. It is only the
first, to represent that combination of true believer can sympathize with the
principles within us which in excitation apostle—he in whom the truth is most
is imnifestecl in passion, evil affections of active; he can discern the evil of his
the mind, diseases, death and corruption. nature most acutely. It is such a man
They are called sin, because their mani- can exclaim with Paul, " Ο wretched man
iestation was permitted as the conse- that I am ! W h o shall deliver me from
quence of transgression. And this is the the body of this death"—from this law
second sense of the word ; as it is written, of sin and death to which my body is
•'sin is the transgression of law." Trans- subject? There is but one that can degression was the effect of the unbridled in- liver, even Jesus Christ the Lord, who
working of humanity ; and when the trans- partook of flesh and blood that through
gression was complete, or " finished," death he might destroy this law of sin
that inworking and its result were both and death from the body, that is, diabolos.
Paul fully aware of this, therefore, thanks
styled sin.
This unbridled inworking yielded to is God in prospect of it. And there he
licentiousness, and excessively deterio- leaves it in the patience of hope, conrating to flesh and blood. It degenerates tinuing *' for his m i n d " (the mode of
the human organization, and produces thinking erected within him by the truth
what is observed in the barbarous, and 'as opposed to the unenlightened thinking
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of the flesh) subject to the law of God ;
but for the flesh to the law o( s i n . " T h i s
is the wretchedness of our case, that,
however, approved of God for character,
our flesh, because still subject to ' the law
of s i n , " or " l a w of n a t u r e , " in the
language of " philosophy," is still burdened by that innate power, or dutholos,
which reduces us to death, corruption,
and dust.
B u t , how does Jesus through his own
death destroy the devil? I could not answer this question if by " d e v i l " is to be
understood the Gentile Devil. B u t the
devil Paul refers to in H e b r e w s is " that
having the power of death," which w e
have seen is Sin. T h e question therefore
is How does Jesus through his own death
destroy Sin?
By trakmg his life blood
an offering for sin, which offering is perfected by his resurrection ; as it is written,
*' he was delivered for our offences, and
raised again for cur justification." Now
this sacrifice of Jesus becomes sin-destroying in every one who believes the
gospel of the kingdom preached in his
name ; and is sprinkled with his blood in
being baptized into him. All the past
sins of such a believer are cancelled, or
forgiven; and there is engrafted in him a
principle, even the word believed, called
" t h e law of the Spirit of life," which in
the remission has " made him free from
the law of sin and death ;" so that sin no
longer reigns in his mortal body that he
should obey it in the lusts thereof. H e is
** made free from sin" as the sovereign of
his mind and actions ; and has become
the servant of God, whose will it is his
study to learn and obey in all things; thus
bringing forth fruit into holiness, the end of
which is everlasting life, when he shall
be planted in the likeness of the resurrection of Jesus Christ. Such a resurrected
man is like Jesus, incorruptible and immortal. T h e power oi death is no longer
in him ; but thoroughly eradicated from
his nature, which is now " e q u a l to the
angels':'' and as he is then, so will all the
brethren of Jesus be, freed from diabolos,
and therefore subject unto death no more.
But though at the resurrection of the
just diabolos be destroyed to this extent, it
is still strong and rampant in the rest of
mankind; and consequently has then yet
to be eradicated from among them : for it
is Christ's mission to destroy diabolos and
the works thereof, in other words, to take
away the sin of the world. This is his
honor as the result of his obedience unto
death. T h e first part of the work is to
restrain sin, apocalyptically styled binding
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the Dragon, the old· Serpent; who is desiiinated also by the words diaholos and
satanas; the former bein^ rendered devil;
and the latter left untranslated. T h e last
part ot the enterprise is to destroy sin ; so
that thenceforth there shall not exist upon
the earth a single man having diaholos, or
" that having the power of death," in his
nature; that is, that all the inhabitants of
our planet, without exception, shall be
incorruptible and deathless. T h e restraining of sin or diabolos, is to be effected a
thousand years before its destruction ; the
destroying process consummating the
work of the Millennial Reign.
The sin-power in an individual man,
uncontrolled by the law of God, is strong
for evil and ferocious as a beast of prey.
It converts a man, as the phrase isf " into
a devil;" and permits him to stick at
nothing·. T h e works of such a man are
"Adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred,
variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness, revelling-s, and such like;" the
doers of which, the apostle says, "shall
not inherit the kingdom of God." T h e
Gentile Devi! cannot be fabled to do
worse than this. Now, if instead of one
such a reprobate, there are two hundred
millions of the like associated together in
one community, the power of the evil is
increased so many million times. T h e
increase of the power does not alter the
nature of the evil—it is still sin in the
flesh having the power of death, and
therefore diabolos. N o w , what things that
community of sinners wills, contrives,,
and does, are the works of Sinf termed by
John, ta crga tou diabolou, " the works oi
diabolos." These works ate civil and
ecclesiastical institutions, styled in the
scriptures, " things in the heavens and
things in the earth, visible and invisible,.
thrones, dominions, principalities, powers." They are political aggregations oi
the works of sin, or diabolos. In short,
every thing that is not of the seed of truth
of God is a work of sin ; and destined
finally to be destroyed. The institutions
or polity of the two hundred millions are
a fair and just representation of the character of the vast majority of them, and
therefore of their nationality. The individuals being sinners, and for the most
part desperate ones, the community they
constitute is pre-eminently diabolos, or sik
POLITICALLY INCORPORATE. The exteSsive wickedness of such a Body Politic is
illustrated by the Inquisition, and the
popish priesthood—associations of adult-
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educe to powder subsequently to the
erers, thieves, murderers, idulators, and
aclure of Ms leel.
blasphemers; hypocritical pretenders to
pifty, but as '*earthly, sensual, and drvilWe see fiom these hints that diabolcs,
ish,'' as th^ir o w n " D e v i l " is supposed j r '* that having the power of death," apto DP. N o w , a cornnniniiy like this, with
enrs in divers parts of scripture in a sort
an Emperor, Pope, and T e n Kings, at the jl personal manifestation. The personhead ol it, is represented apocalyptically
lity, however, is not thnt of a single indiby a Dragon with T e n H o r n s ; and to
vidual ; but the personification of a power
s h o w its sin-origin, Sin's symbol is assoη man, and in society antagonist fo
ciated with it, and it is slyled '* the
3od and his people. Treating of sin in
Dragon, the old Serpent;17 and to show
furthermore, its antagonism to God and
his people, it is termed ** diaholos and
satan." In the aggregate it is represented
in Daniel by the image of a man, which
Nebuchadnezzar saw in his dream. This
man-Image is diabolos and satan in the
climax of Sin's power, glory, and wickedness ; and slyled by Paul, ho anomos,
THE LAWLESS, whose manifestation is the
result of the energy of the adversary,
which is not fully developed nil the near
future.
When the premillennial autocratic empire foretold by Ezekiel shall be
fully organized, the SIN-MAN, perdition's
son, will stand God-defiant within the
walls of Jerusalem. This Sin-Power,
called the Devil and Satan in the English
version, is " that having the power of
death" manifested in full political and
and military array. And, who shall bind
this strung cne? There will be no power
on earth equal to the enterprize. Britain,
and the United States (notwithstanding
their present professed adhesion to Washington's foreign policy, too antiquated for
the terrible future) will, on the principle
of self-preservation, contend against him.
But, their efforts will be vain. The Binder
of the Sin-Man must from heaven descend, as the apocalyptic angel, having
" great power." symbolized by " a great
chain," and 4 i enlightening the earth with
his glory." When He appears he will
strike him such a blow on the feet as to
send him maimed, halt, and crippled to
the west. After this blow, which is the
battle of Armageddon, by which Jerusalem and Israel's land are delivered, no
more is heard in scripture of the Dragon;
for, deprived of the dominion of the East,
the Sin-Power can no longer be represented by " the Dragon." What remains
is diabolos and satan, the Sin-Adversary,
represented by " the Beast, the False
Prophet and the Kings of the Earth, with
their armies ;" styled in Matthew, diabolos
kai hoi angeloi avtou, anglice, ir the Devi,
and his angels," but properly the Sinpower and its messengers, or agents. The.se
are the broken "pieces" of the Man Image, which the Sin-Binder will have to

the flesh, the apostle speaks of it reigning,
deceiving, and slaying its victims. While
sin has the power ol death, he says the
strength oi that power is the holy, just,
nd good law and commandment of God.
That is, sin would have had no power to
work death in a man for coveting, if the
aw had not eaid " Thou shalt not covet.''
t is manifestly good not to covet any
hing that is your neighbour's ; therefore
he law that forbids it is a good law. But
f there had been no such law given, to
be covetous would not be punishable with
death and exclusion from the kingdom.
Hence the apostle says, " the good law
was not made death unto me ; but it made
sin appear sin working death in me; that
Sin through the commandment might become pre-eminently A SINNER." In the
common version kalh' hypcrboleen hamarloolos is rendered "exceeding sinful."
This is a version, but not a translation of
the words.
Ilamartoolos is " o n e who
deviates from the path of virtue, a vicious
person, a sinner;" consrquently ·· depraved, sinful, detestable." It is a substantive ; not an adjective, as rendered in
the English version ; and therefore ought
to be translated as above.
Nu\v, this exceedingly great sinner,
Sin, working death in man, the scripture
stylps diabolos: and it may be pertinently
asked, Why is it so called? The following
I conceive to be the reason. The attribute most characteristic of Sin's character is dcceitfulness ; as it is written, " E x hort one another daily lest any of you be
hardened through the deceitfulness of sin ;"
" Sin taking occasion through the commandment deceived me;" " Eve being deceived was in transgression ;*' and " the
Serpent beguiled her through his shrewdness." Eve being deceived, the Serpent's
part in the transaction was finished. He
held no conference with Adam, who, the
apostle says, " was not deceived." Sin,
the Seducer, approached him through
Eve, whose eyes were open to evil. Sin
incarnate in Eve was Adam's tempter.
" With her much lair speech she caused
him to yield, with the flattering of her
lips she forced him." She gave him of
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of the land of Turveytop, a place to
which he describes the inhabitants of the
world as being s* nt alter death, where
they were put to school to here-educated.
It seems that one old gentleman, who,
while here, had followed the profession οί
;\ banker, used to annoy the poor old
dominie exceedingly by always spelling
the word good in a very wrong way. It
seems that h'e never could spell it otherwise than as gold. The scholar was so
dull, or pervert, that he was incapable of
spelling it in any other way. So the
world has generally got wrong as to what
is good, and among other things has taken
to spelling it asgoZtf /
We have not been lazy here. T h e meeting
presided over by Mr. Gilmour has become
a church, and assembles in the large hall
of the Mechanics* Institution, North H a n over street, a phce neatly as large as a
fourth of the City Hall. We had a long
series of lectures and conversation meetings; the latter very successful.
Some
of the subjects treated of in the lectures
were such as follow:—"Jerusalem the
future Metropolis of God's (terrestrial)
Universal Empire;*' also, " Who are to
be the Royalty and Aristocracy of this
Universil Empire of the Heavens and
Earth,"
Lec'ure third is to be " T h e
Battle of Armageddon."
The .interest excited by these lectures
has been quite unmistakable; and many
by them, and more especially by the conversation-meetings, have been induced to
profess publicly their acceptance ol God's
EDITOR.
truth of the Hope of Israel—God's lulure
universal Ruler and Empire of the Heavens and earth — by being baptized, h is,
indeed, no wonder that such should be
the case, seeing that the earth is languish·
BPISTOLARIA.
ing, and the world mourning, because of
I N T E R E S T I N G F R O M S C O T L A N D . man's ('alias the devil's) rule or rather
misrule. Truly creation travaileth and
Glasgow, June 11th, 1852.
groaneth to be delivered of its burden of
sin and sorrow.
M Y DEAR SIR :
Ttie Hope of Israel, G o d s own righteI have long intended repeating: my com- ous ruler, is thus the hope of the world;
and the wonder is that intelligent men,
munications, but many things have oc
currtd to prevent it. I have been, how- who profess to be Bible students, and
ever, noticing how you yourself have zealous lor God's gl^ry, don t ί-ee it!
been progressing.
You really deserve They see clearly that man's rule during
great credit for your perseverance and 6000 years nearly, has been an out and
energy. It is a pity you should apparently out failure; and yet persevere and cling
be so poorly reciprocated with; but it is to the vain hope of man still establishonly too common for Christians to ap- ing the Millennium by Gospel preachplaud and commend, and decline going ing, Free Trade, Political Unions, Peace
iurther. Money is one of those things Societies, and all the numerous nostrums
so suitable lor all purposes, as to make of the imagination apart from God.
My Hear sir, we are now more than
men loth to part with it. One is reminded
of one of our English comic writers' idea ever required to press upon men's minds
t h e tree, a n d he di I e a t ;

and

e a t i n g , IPII.

T h u s Sin caused him to fall in casting him
across the law-line; and therefore it is
called diabolos. For diabolos is a noun
derived from (he verb diahallo, which is
equivalent to the Latin tvajicio, to throw
or cast over, or across. Diahallo is from
dirt and hallo, to throw, cast; and in the
perfect passive, to be thrown, "r cast
down. Diabolos is one who casts over
the line; in a scriptural sensn, by misrepresentation and subtihy, which is ly
ing. Hence, diabolos stands lor " slanderer, accuser, and whatever else may be
affirmed of sin. This is the proper signification of the word and intelligible to
every o n e ; its improper meaning is devil,
and understood by none. *Si?i is the devil
vf our planet; which few, perhaps, will
believe, being so much in love with it,
and delighting in its pleasures wherever
they can be found. Gentile superstition
is terribly afraid of its Devil; but it loves
Sin dearlv, and serves it in all its ungodly
lusts. The scripture saith, however, " he
that committcth sin is of the deviV1—he is
a child ol sm ; u lor ihe devil sinneth
from the b e g i n n i n g ' — s i n transgre?seth
ever. T h i s is the u n h a p p y lot ol all the
world, composed almost exclusively of the
children of sin. T h e r e f o r e , the apostle
saith, ·* L o v e not the world, neither the
t h i n g s that are in the world. If a n y m a n
love i h e w o r l d , the love of the F a t h e r is
not in h i m . " B u t here we m u s t p a u s e
till o u r next, w h e n w e shall r e s u m e the
subject from s o m e other point of view.
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ihe near approach of God's times, and of
the near finish of men's, or the Gentiles*
times.
You will, doubtless, be interested to
know how the churches her^ now stand
anent the all important query, " What is
truth ?" The old church,* I mean the one
presided over by Mr. Paton, has been
split into three sections ; to particularize
which I will fur convenience name their
presidents--first, the party which removed under Mr. Paton ; another under
Mr. Linn ; and the third, which I prefer
distinguishing by the name of Millennial
Baptists, with which Mr. Gilmour is connected. The first two have remained
very few in number; the latter have been
very successful both as to attraciing numbers, in influence, and efforts.
They
have had evening meetings, always attended by hundreds; numerous baptism
into the Hope of IsraH—into God's own
king, the Seed of Abraham, David's Lord
and David's everlasting Seed, the true
royal and immortal ruler of God's future
universal Israelitish empire of the heaven
and the earth. They also published,during the greater part of last year, a monthly
periodicafnamed " The Prophetic Student;'1
which was only discontinued for want ol
time to carry it on. It sold very well
and treated exclusively on the gloriou
subjects of prophecy. The same littl
representative of the interests of the sur
word is intended yet to be continued, ani
that very soon. This; little church fount
it necessary in May last to remove t
a larger hall, the Mechanics' Institutio
Hall, capable of holding several hundreds
and this hall, as I have already informe
you, has been filled during the evening
ever since its opening. Not a seat t
spare. Our speakers have also been (i
accordance with invitations received from
these places) visiting Hamilton, Stirling,
Paisley, Airdree, &c, and deliverin
lectures on the Kingdom of God in con
nection with all its aspects of Territory
King, Aristocracy, subjects, laws, &,c.
& c , and are still continuing. One ο
them occupies by invitation of the Rev
Mr. Lichose of Paisley, his pulpit 0
Sunday next, morning and evening,
would cheer your weary, though un
mistably zealous spirit, to know the inte
esting, and in many cases romantic, inc
dents attending these exertions in bol
preaching and writing· so true is it, tha
truth givesa body, a substance, to religion
which overcomes the circumstances
*Known in America as the Campbelli
church.—Edit. Her.

lirth, position, and every thing else, exiting in the heart grateful appreciation of
jrod's grace in the glorious future of, not
thereal nothings, but of divine realities.
By-the-bye, I send you a Glasgow pa>er containing an intimation of the pur•hase of the land of Canaan by M. Rothichilcl. If this be true, we have indeed a
very marked sign; for its purchase will
undoubtedly be followed by events that
will affect the world. There will be the
withdrawal of Jews from all parts with
heir means, which may politically affect
very much olher countries ; for the riches
of the Jew being generally in gold and
silver, may yet necessitate Jerusalem becoming the seat and deposite of the
world's wealth—the great Bank of the
World ; and then the Hofy City will become important both politically and commercially- And independently of these
comparatively important things, there is
its position in fulfilling of prophecy ; for
it is certain that the Jews will be in part
as a nation, settled in an unconverted state
in their own land at the appearing of the
Lord, referred to among numerous other
passages in the twelfth, thirteenth, and
fourteenth chapters of Zechariah. * * *
How soon, how very near, may not the
appearing of the Lord be; and if so alt
its accompaniments; such as, the establishment of the Nebuchadnezzar-Image
empire, on the Feet of which the destroying Stone power is to /all;* the resurlection of the dead; the translation of the
church ;f and so forth. My earnest desire is, that you and I, and all who love
God, and, if it were possible, all men,
may be, as the apostle comforts the Thessalonians with being in reference to that
time, even in rest with God.
I have heard that your intention is tobe in Scotland soon; so soon as to be
likely now upon the way. I shall be glad
to know if this be your intention, if you
do come, the success of your last visit
would be far exceeded. Since your departure, an increasing inquiry into the
glorious realities of prophecy has been
widely progressing; and the signs of the
times being ominous, have prepared men
for at least hearing of these heavenly
realities, with which their ethereal nothings are as dross to the pure gold. The
principle introduced by the devil of spiritualizing, or explaining away, alias commentaryism upon God's plain sayings, is
now as then the source of man's °ruicu
Man has now lost the power to enjoy
*Dan ii. 34, 35.
tl Cor, xv. 23";
1 Thcss. iv. 16.
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God's truth, because he has denied his his instruction, which it is more imporsayings by making them mean otherwise tant to furnish just now, than for me to be
than what they obviously import, forget- travelling about speaking to crowds who
ting that God will be justified, not in the forget what is spoken almost as soon as
meanings men put upon his words, but in uttered. I must, therefore, not neglect
his sayings, that he may overcome when the Herald, though the difficulties to be
contended with arising from the wordy,
they are judged.*
but unsubstantial, co-operation of its
Expecting to hear from you soon,
friends, often tempt me to leave them to
I remain yours, sincerely,
instruct themselves as they best can. But
ROBERT LATTA.
for the sake of what I heartily believe to
be the truth, I devote my time to the
REMARKS.
Herald as though my daily bread dependThe above is indeed cheering, Intelli- ed upon it. I know no one that will or
gence in the Word with eaniestness can do can become my substitute in this matter.
much in arresting the attention of the pub- I cannot therefore absent myself in long
lic. But besides this there must be some- tours, or journeys consuming much time.
thing in the Scottish mind predisposing it Consequently at present, or until provito the consideration of the sure prophetic dence raises me up a helper, I must deword. As far as my experience has gone, cline the invitations I have received to
the scripture testimony has a far more Louisiana, Iowa, and jso forth, and deny
ready access to the Scotch, than to the myself the laborious pleasure of touring it
English, or, people of this country.— through Britain. Those in that country
Wealth and the pride of life have cor- who care to see me again, or to know
rupted the heart of England; while in what I teach, may for the price of the
America, a " devil-may-care" indifference Herald promote their own gratification.—
to everything that does not tend to money- The means are within their reach, and
making, or self-glorification, has made the they can serve themselves. An interest
public mind callous, and irresponsive to the in what is written, will be an earnest, of
truth. Religion in Scotland is a passion, a sincere desire to see the writer, and hear
in England a fashion, and in the United his words again.
States a profession. Perhaps the differOur friends in Scotland have found that
ence in these three things may explain the even a little original periodical requires
reason of the truth creating greater inter- time for its preparation; more than they
est in Caledonia than in any other coun- could bestow. Much time, however, is
try in the world. May it continue to not needed in conducting magazines of the
have free course, and be glorified.
common sort. A pair of scissors, plenty
I have no present intention of revisiting of exchanges, and pretty numerous comBritain. The conducting of the Herald munications from persons, who, though
neither teachable nor competent to teach,
depends upon my personal attention ; o
its continuance at this crisis seems to be are desirous of appearing in print; will
necessary. It teaches the truth in places enable an editor to make up a number in a
to which I cannot obtain access ; and dis- very short time. But where the articles
courses to a far more extensive circle thai are mostly original, and God's mind is the
that defined by its own list. Through its subject of interpretation, time, and thought»
means the truth is establishing itself in the and nervous energy, are consumed to a
hearts of many who may in other places far greater amount than is perceived by
as at Glasgow, bestir themselves in its be- the reader. The conducting of a periodihalf. Scripta mancnt written words re- cal whose function is to subserve party
main; and though preaching is good purposes is a light affair; but to sustain
written instruction is better. The preach one that is to teach the Word, not to gabirg of the prophets and apostles was ble about it, but to make it intelligible to
highly useful to their generations, but it is minds spoiled by philosophy and vain detheir writings only remain to do us good. ceit, as most are, is an onerous work, a
My^conviction is that people and preach- flesh-wearying, and time-consuming, laers require instruction in the word, whicl bor ; and places the labourer in a position in
they cannot get at meetings, colleges, am which he'can attend to little else. Thisia
schools, and which if they could, the lat my experience with the Herald. So that
ter have neither time nor means to pro when its friends are inefficient, and having
cure. I believe that the Herald supplier no time to attend to private interests, I
am in a straight betwixt two. It seems a
•Horn, iii. 4.
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Revisit to Britain.

pity that there is not some one in Britain
who has the ability and information, and
can devote his whole time and energy to
the press. There is a fine field there for
interpreting the word, and »* putting to
silence the ignorance of foolish men ;*'
such as papists, puseyites, political theorists, spiritual milleniumists, and so forth.
One that would enter into the strong man's
house, and bind him hand and foot, or be
bold enough to try, is the sort of truthadvocate demanded by the times. A milk
and water scribe may suit the nervous old
ladies of a party; but a warrior is needed
to handle the Spirit's two-edged sword
with a sword's effect. Such a person, not
allowed to starve, and sustained by earnest fellow-soldiers, would produce α stirring effect in Britain; where, as far as I
know, there is no unshackled, independent,
and manly writer on things scriptural and
ecclesiastical. But the Lord knows what
is beet; when the crisis needs the services
of such, he will doubtless be produced.
Good news is always cheering to the believer. I trust, therefore, it will not be
Jung ere brother Latta favors us with a
like report.
EDITOR.

the fund to consist of the surplus of the
weekly contributions at communion, after
he expenses of room rent, & c , were derayed, and the wants of the poorer members supplied, and the extra voluntary donations of all who wished to see Dr. T.,
amongst them again, and were able to give.
The proposition was approved by those
present, and was afterwards formally
made, submitted to the church, and carried unanimously.
44
Thinking that the consideration and
liberality of the Nottingham church might
furnish an example worthy of imitation to
other churches in this island, among whom
you have labored, and will, I trust, labor
again ; I proposed that it should be made
known to them through the medium of
the 44 Herald," and offered to request you
to permit us to do so. You will therefore
oblige us by making this communication
public. It may serve as an incentive to
some of our friends in the truth, who desire to hear you once more proclaim *4 the
Gospel of the Kingdom" among us ; and
will at least testify to the Christian love
and gratitude of the community of believers in Nottingham for and towards their
beloved brother and instructor far away.
I have only to add their affectionate remembrances to you."

Ε. Μ. D.
R E V I S I T TO B R I T A I N .
The following is an extract from a letter,
dated July 16, 1852, just received from
England, which we publish by request of
the writer and other friends—" I have been
spending a short time in Nottingham late
ly, and met in fellowship with our friendb
tnere. Some among them were " wishing
Dr. Thomas would come again;" and
wondering " i f he were likely to revisii
Britain within a year or so." I remark
ed that, " n e w manifestations on the Con
tinent might bring him." They "hopec
e o ; " they "should rejoice to see and heai
him again." A brother then observec
that, "Or. Thomas must incur considera
ble expense in revisiting them; that ii
could not be expected that he should sus
tain this unaided; that he ought not to di
eo; that if they wished his return they
ekould^assure him against pecuniary loss
when he came at much personal sacrifice
to minister to their instruction and edifica
tion." These remarks led another to sug
gest the raising of a fund to be graduall}
laid up, and appropriated on Dr. T's re
turn to the disbursement of his travellin
expenses, the hire of a lecture room, &c

it is desired that my visit to Britain should be repeated this is a move in
the right direction. Our friends in Nottingham take a very sensible view of the
matter. Though it is my duty to 44 contend earnestly for the faith" without regard to profit or reward, it is the privilege
of those who believe it, and their duty
likewise, to do the same; and if they wish
any special benefit to themselves and those
of their nation, to contribute according to
their ability to enable those to confer it
who they think are competent so to do.—
I am glad to find our friends in Nottingham so considerate. Jesus had to work a
miracle to pay the tax for Peter and himself; and I have but little more of this
world's goods than they: it is evident,
therefore, if my friends wish me to travel
to the ends of the earth for their instruction and edification, and to try to open the
eyes of their people, they must furnish me
with the means to do it. I have the
knowledge they approve ; they the funds;
I am willing to diffuse it among all classes
to the end of the world; if, then, it remain with me, no one can justly impute
the monopoly to my disposition to make
merchandize of the truth.
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If I were ever so rich it would be my several preachers, and (in this I am very
duty to spend freely and be spent for the serious) now tell you, that your works
gospel's sake; but it would still be equal- must make many adherents or deists. I
ly the duty of the poor of their poverty am inclined to think many of both,
liberally to contribute towards the diffuHowever, my wife has teased me into
sion of it. The poor should never permit sending you $5 00 more. She wants the
the rich to monopolize the support of the worth of it, sent on in the HOPE, for disfcruth ; nor should the rich refuse to allow tribution; or rather loaning first to one,
the poor the honor of sharing with them then another. Where I sending on for
in its expenses. The Kingdom is for the myself, I should look for a great many
poor, and the glory of the vindication of copies, as I can buy lots of theology for
its doctrine against all its enemies is their's. that sum. But as she thinks so highly of
With these views, I have no hesitation in the work, you have the game all in your
admitting my friends in Britain to a fellow- own hands.
ship in the enterprize of a second visit to
Wishing you health and success accordtheir country on the plan proposed; and I ing to your merits,
of commending it to all who wish to see
I remain benevolently yours, &c.
me there again.
ROBERT MACK.
EDITOR.
Columbia, Tenn., June 8,1852·
REMARKS.

LETTER FROM TENNESSEE.
DEAR BROTHER :

You understood my communication
aright, though it was not humorous but
playful.
Nor do I blame you for answering it more gravely ; for you are engaged
in a grave and heavy business! As certain moderns have said, you are " about a
great work and cannot come down."
Now, I am not disposed to beat out my
brains against any man's castle, so I shall
not try to expose the flaws, either in your
platform or that of your opponents! I
am for a fair fight; and whether it is
ultimately proven that Heaven is to be on
earth, or in the Sun, (as some incline to
think,) or away in some remote region beyond this visible diurnal ephere, I shall
be content, so that it be a ** goodly land,"
and I am admitted there.
Your Elpis Israel is well written. I
like its didactic style. You use no argument of the debating kind, but just lay
down how the matter is, ex cathedra, as
one having (if not authority) full knowledge of the subject; then very aptly add
your proof, and then go on. Thus is to my
mind. For I have ever thought that a

proposition which, whenfully stated, needs
argument to support it, or a man's character where he is known, a law suit to
sustain it, were at least very doubtful, and
not worth the trouble ; and, what is more,
were seldom made any better by it.
My wife is much pleased with your
book, and is cramming it into her neighbours, hands; but there I think it will
etop. It will be hard work to put it into
either their hearts or heads ! I have told

"Adherents or deists, many of both"—
that is, believers in the Hope of Israel* or
rejectors of Gentilism% many of both. I
believe, and trust, this will be the result
of reading Elpis Israel. If a man understand its teaching and admit that it is
sustained by the scripture, he can certainly no longer adhere sincerely to the popular superstition; and if he do not embrace
what he admits to be proven, he occupies
a deistical position ; or that of a believer in
the existence of God without professing
any particular faith. Thus Elpis Israelis
at once, constructive and destructive. It
builds up the truth in the hearts of some;
and destroys sectarianism in others. In
both cases the subject is benefitted ; for if
we believe not the truth, it is bad ; but if
at the same time, we are burdened with
falsehood, it is worse; because we have
no liberty here ; and none in the Age to
Come.
I trust that oar friend Mack's neighbours will prove more impressible of heait
than he thinks. However, we cannot but
approve of Mrs. M'e resolution to see
what can be done. Much greater effect
might be produced on the public mind, I
doubt not, if all Elpis Israel's male friends
would beg, borrow, or perhaps steal would
be no harm, a little of the energy and interest she displays.
But I will leave
them to settle this affair with her, returning her for myself many thanks for what
she and they have already done.
EDITOR,
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" Baptismal
'BAPTISMAL REGENERATION."

"Although," says Mr. Campbell, "we
never immersed any person in water intr
the name of the Father, &c, who does
not confess his faith in the person, mission,
death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus
Christ—or what is implied in " believing
that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God,"
they (the Episcopalians, &c.,) have the
reckless assurance to charge our Brotherhood with the belief of Baptismal Regeneration.'' M. Harb. Vol. ii. No. 7. p.
404. The italicism is ours for the sake of
emphasis.
Mr. Campbell's " baptismal regeneration" is doubtless not of the same kind as
that of his sectarian brethren. Their's is
the being born again of an eight day old
without even the form of a birth. The
subject of their theological fiction is " a
chip of the old block ;" that is, a piece of
" sinful flesh," called a babe, without sins,
unthinking, consequently without faith,
whose motions are instinctive like all newbgmranimals. The being born again of
this faithless, repentanceless, ignorant,
unthinking, instinctive subject, consists
with them in the physical operation of
Spirit upon it in some undefinable way,
in, at, or during the sprinkling and signing
of its face and forehead with church-font
water in the name of the Father, &c.—
The design of this God-dishonoring and
ridiculous farce is the forgiveness of sins,
and the ingrafting into the body of Christ.
The action of the spirit or water, or
of
both combined, does not touch the u original sin," for it dies and corrupts nevertheless. Besides this, it has nothing in the
form of sin to be forgiven. Forgiveness of
sins, therefore, is out of the question.—
Perhaps the rhantism is for the forgiveness
of sins committed when its "immortal soul"
tenanted some other body in a previous
state—that for instance exhibited by the
man who was supposed to be born blind
because of his sins !* I suppose a babe
derives its 4 soul" from its parents as well
as its body ; perhaps, then, it is sprinkled
for the remission of that proportion of sins
still holding on to the compound soul-particle detached from the parents' souls into
the babe's body. If this be not the ** philosophy" of the affair, I am at a loss to
explain how a babe without personal transgressions can be " baptized for remission of
sins." Perhaps "His Holiness" of Rome,
or his more enlightened protestant " Grace
of Canterbury;" or his father-in-godship of
•John ix72.

Regeneration"
Exeter, can exhibit the scripturality of
the thing. If they cannot, it is useless to
seek for light even from the posthumous
hierarchy of the spirit-world ! We give
it up.
The " brotherhood" of which Mr.
Campbell claims to be the Supervisor,
cannot certainly be charged with "the belief of" such " baptismal regeneration" as
this. It would doubtless, as he says, be
"reckless assurance to charge" any such
thing upon them. Having been mixed up
with them very intimately in former years,
we can add our testimony to the truth of
their innocency of so gross a stultification
of the human intellect. But while people may be guiltless of perpetrating one
particular absurdity, they may be justly
chargeable with sins upon other points of
law ; so that " whosoever shall keep the
whole law, and yet offend in one point, he
is guilty of all." Now Mr. C. and his
brotherhood do not make a baptismal subject of a faithless babe ; but, notwithstanding his plausible statement above, I know
that they immerse men and women as ignorant of the mission of Christ as an
eight-day old. Now I am prepared to
prove from the apostles and prophets that
a subject ignorant of this, though immersed a thousand times, is as unbegotten of
the Spirit, and therefore unregenerate. as
any rhantized suckling. I do not deny
that Mr. C. and " his brethren preach a
view of the Christ's mission, which is implied in their version of Peter's declaration that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of
God ; but 1 do deny, unqualifiedly, that
their view and version are " the faith" by
which a subject can alone be justified.—
According to them, the Christ was to be
sent to accomplish in person here no more
than what it is testified Jesus effected,
save that at some indefinite and remote
period he will come on an escorting expedition at the end of all things. This is the
Christ they preach. They ask their proselytes, by implication, if Jesus is the
Christ having such a mission as this ?—
This is what " is implied in" their notion
of " believing that Jesus is the Christ, the
Son of God." They immerse a subject
confessing this belief, and pronounce him
born of water and the spirit, and therefore, of course, " spirit," or regenerate.—
The immersion of such a subject for
remission of sins, I affirm, is practically ** baptirnal regeneration;" for
when I analyze his "faith," as it is
called, 1I find it an assent to a view of the
Christ s mission which is no where revealed in the scriptures of truth. If then, he
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be regarded as born again, he is first begotten of untruth, and then born of water,
which is not the regeneration of Scripture ;
and therefore, in effect, as much aqueous
regeneration for remission as baby-immersion : for adult-belief of untruth brings
even a piously disposed subject no nearer
to spiritual begettal than physical incompetence to believe at all. The adult and
infant subjects, (from different causes indeed,) are both faithless of the truth, and
therefore uubegotten of it; their immersions only remain—they are both born of
water without faith in the Bible mission of
the Christ; therefore their regenerations
are both baptismal, and nothing more.
Mr. C , and his colaborers, do not know
what the mission of the Christ is. This
is a grave charge against men so wise in
their own conceits. But we have a graver
charge against them than this; that, if it
be granted that they do know it, they not
only do not believe it, but are opposed to
it, and persecute those that preach it.—
Let us put them to the test—Do they believe that the Christ will restore the Twelve
Tribes of Israel to the glorious land, and
build again the dwelling place of David
AS IN THE DAYS OF OLD ? This is part
of Messiah's mission, as we can prove
abundantly. Believing that Jesus is the
Christ, this also is his mission. They
ridicule the idea,
and '* take up an evil
report against'1 its advocates, " and reproach their principles and character, and
neither give them a hearing, nor make the
amende honorable ;" they are, therefore,
infidels and persecutors, and mere baptismal regenerationists notwithstanding the
appearance of verity in the extract before
us. ** Do you believe in the mission of
Christ?" What is easier than to say,
"yes I" But change the form of the question and say—" What is the mission of
the Christ as revealed in Moses and the
prophets V
Mr. Campbell himself,
though the ecclesiastical chief of 300,000
people pretending to apostolicity of faith
and practice, cannot begin to answer the
question; it is not likely, therefore, that
the proselytes he immerses would be more
knowing tnan himself.
EDITOR.
August 10, 1852.

In his last speech at Boston, Kossuth
inquires—uDoes not Russia remind us of
the golden image of Nebuchadnezzar
standing on feet of clay ?" He has derived this idea from the matter we have
furnished him with.—Editor.
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DR. M'GUFFKY AND THE SOUL.
When we lectured some months since
at the University of Virginia, we very
emphatically denied t bat any such doctrine
was taught in the Bible as that there existed in mortal man an essence capable of
an independent and incorporeal existence
after death,
commonly styled " the immortal soul.'1 We affirmed, that though man
consisted of "body, soul and spirit," yet that
these were when uncombined without personal entity; but that when we declared this
it was not to be supposed that we affirmed that there was no immortality for man,
or that immortality was not taught in the
Bible. What we maintained was this :
that the scripture doctrine is incorruptibility of the body refashioned from its original dust, and thus organized, endowed
with endless life—as it is written, " this
corruptible shall put on incorruption, and
this mortal shall put on immortality," or
deathlessness : that this incorruptible life
of
body is a good thing, and an item of
u
the great recompence of the reward'*
promised only to the righteous ; that it is
to be sought after, and will be granted only
to those who " seek for it' "by a patient
continuance in well doing;" and that the
righteous are those who believe the gospel
of that Kingdom which the God of Heaven has promised to set up in the land
covenanted to the fathers of the Twelve
Tribes of Israel, and who obey it.
We were pleased to hear that not long
after this doctrine was propounded to the
students in full audience assembled.—
"The Rev. W. H. McGuffey, D. D.,"
one of the professors of the University,
delivered to them certain lectures on ** the
immortality of the soul." What he made
of the subject we have no means of judging ; it is probable, however, that he
" handled it with marked ability ;" though
of this we are certain, that he must have
| proved himself markedly unable to demonstrate its truth from the word of God.
It is not there, and the wisest advocates of
the dogma admit that it is not a scripture
revelation.
The Rev. Dr. McGufTey has recently
visited this city, and delivered a lecture at
the Athenaeum on this subject.
We
would have heard him had we received
intimation of time and place sufficiently
early. It happened otherwise, however;
therefore we must content ourselves with
presenting the reader with the following
notice of the lecture from " The Times and
Compiler." The reporter says ;—
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Dr. McGuffey and the Soul.

"The Rev. Mr. McGufiTey delivered his
lecture on the Immortality of the Soul,
Thursday night, to a crowded auditory of
ladies and gentlemen. As we took no
notes, we will not do the speaker the injustice of attempting a synopsis of his remarks. It is scarcely necessary to say
that the subject was handled with marked
ability. But with due deference to the
reverend and learned gentleman, we must
be permitted to express our doubts whether
the discussion of the Immortality of the
Soul, on natural evidence, is likely to be
productive of much good. The Christian
religion is the rock upon which this sublime doctrine stands» and there we think it
should be permitted to rest. Why impose
upon our weak and erring faculties, the
task of demonstrating this dark and intricate problem, when a messenger from
above has solved it for us ? W e cannot
help regarding it as a species of grave trifling for a Christian philosopher of the
nineteenth century to abandon, in the discussion of this topic, the high and impregnable ground of divine revelation and to
wander darkling through the metaphysical
mazes which 2000 years ago perplexed
the subtle disputants of the Portico and
Academy."
From this it would appear that " the
reverend and learned gentleman" rested
his argument in favor of the tradition " on
natural evidence," without appealing to
divine revelation at all. In adopting this
course the "crowded auditory of ladies
and gentlemen" were enabled to mark
well hie ability as " a Christian philosopher V1 But after all the philosophy exhibited, the reporter cannot help saying
that the whole affair was ** a species of
grave trifling." This was doubtless the
caee. Only look at it! A crowded auditory gravely, perhaps proudly, listening
to a reverend and learned professor of an
University, and an ordained interpreter of
Moeee and the prophets, of Christ and his
apostles, wandering darkly through the
heathen mazes of 2000 years ago, to prove
the existence of a nonentity ! But, the
wisdom of the Egyptians to the contrary
nevertheless, there is no natural evidence
of the verity of immortal-soulism. " The
fleeh profiteth nothing"—"in the flesh
dwelleth no good thing.'' The reverend
and learned gentleman ought to know this;
and to know also, that the immortality of
man is a truth peculiar to the gospel of
the kingdom, covenanted to Abraham and
David, and to all who shall constitute their
seed in Christ,—a truth, specially revealed
and attested, unsustained by a particle of

natural evidence, but shining forth abundantly from Genesis to the Apocalypse, and
visible to every one that is not blinded by
a spurious "Christian philosophy," college divinity, and the subtleties of the old
heathens. The reporter seems not at all
to like "the reverend and learned gentleman's desertion of divine revelation for
natural evidence in the case. But he
should remember that learned divines
know least of revelation than of any other
subject. They are weak there, but think
themselves strong in " philosophy,"· because this is their chief study. They are
not workmen that need not to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the word of truth. They
feel conscious of this, and, therefore, deal
more in philosophy, such as it is, than in
scripture. Dealing in this wise is more
taking with ladies and gentlemen who are
too polite and well bred to be ravished
with the homeliness of scripture truth
" The reverend and learned gentleman"
(we wonder, if we may be so vulgar,
whether Paul was ever so styled by his
contemporaries,) is too well instructed in
the rules of decorum to seek any other
evidence for immortal-soulism than the
natural, in the presence of a fashionable
auditory. It would have created a panic
to have introduced an apostle saying, that

" life and incorruptibility were brought to
light by Jesus Christ in the gospel.n\—
This would have upset all the natural evidence, and the Egyptian wisdom, and the
Greek subtleties, and made the learned
gentleman to look foolish, and all the ladies
and gentlemen to faint when they found
that immortality was an affair of gospel,
and not a matter of flesh, and consequently that immortally they had " no pre-eminence over the beasts \"% The reporter
thinks it a dark and intricate problem to
demonstrate, although the messenger from
above has solved it! Yes, he has brought
it to light, so that it is no longer " dark and
intricate." The true doctrine is easily
demonstrated. It shines like the sun from
the sacred page, but gives no light to him
who knows not the gospel of the kingdom,
and is indoctrinated with the Egyptian
superstition of " the immortality of the
soul."
EDITOR.

Feb. 21, 1852.

" Prove all things, and hold fast that
which is good.—Paul.
*Coi. n. 2. b.
t I'im. i. 1U.
J EcclfcP. iii. 19.
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KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
«' And in their days, even of those Icings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that snail not be left to another people.
It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and itself
shall stand for
ever.11—DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, ED.
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land of promise cannot be purchased, nor
possessed by a Jew or Jews, before the
Lord shall come, for it is to be trodden
Our article on the " Scarcity of Gold in down by Gentiles, until their times shall
Turkey, $*c," published in our sixth num- be fulfilled, and then Christ whose right
it is, will come and possess it by right of
ber, has been reproduced in the Advent inheritance. The Jews can never possess
Harbinger, of Rochester, Ν. Υ., with the that land on any other principle than by
following "Remarks" appended to it by right of inheritance. If they can, where
in the sacred volume is that right guaranour worthy friend the editor ; and which
teed ? Echo answers, Where ?
we take the liberty of inserting here under
2. If the 'twelve tribes shall be redeemed
the caption of
without money,9 as the word of prophecy
predicts, and as the Herald admits, it is
NO P R E - A D V E N T U A L COLONIZA- reasonable to infer that their city and land
must be purchased of their oppressors.
TION OF J U D E A .
Are there any such stipulations in the
As we suppose the above article was Gentile lease of iwo thousand five hundred
1
written in view of what has been pub- and twenty years continuance from a cerlished in the Harbinger on this subject, tain date, or of its repetition of two thouand as the questions embraced are highly sand and three hundred years, from another
important and not well understood by period, or in any reference to it in the
some honest minds, we in the spirit of Bible, which justifies them in asking a
kindness, and for the sake of eliciting price for that land, when their lease exlight, offer the following remarks on the pires, or their limes end ? W e know of
several points noticed in the article before none. Theyure usurpers, and have held
and trodden down the land by mere sufus.
1. Whatever may have been the 'ori- ferance ; hence no Jew is under any obliginal plan for settling the question of the gation to purchase it of them at any time,
holy places,' by selling the land to M. and more especially when the time has
Rothschild, it is evident that that plan has come when they are suffered to hold it no
proved a failure ; for from subsequent au- longer.
thentic accounts which we have published
3. We fully endorse the expression of
in recent numbers of the Harbinger, ac- Bro. Thomas, that 'the restoration of Israel
cording- to the absolute wishes of the Em- will not take place until after the appearperor of Russia and the imperial decree ing of Messiah in power.' But we canof the Grand Turk, no change in the not believe that there will be a restoration,
ownership of the Holy Places is permit- or as he expresses it, Ά lifting up of an
ted at present to take place. And besides, ensign? or a 're-settlement of the land by
it has been credibly announced that Roths- ihe Jews to a limited extent before the batchild, at the last account of him, was 'dy- tle of Armageddon," or 'before Messiah
ing at Frankfort on the Main.' And fur- returns,' as Bro. T. teaches. Certainly
ther, as we understand prophecy, the the texts he has quoted, as we understand
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them, do not prove such a positiop. We
will look at them.
Isa. xxx. 17. 'One thousand shall flee
at the rebuke of one; at the rebuke of
five shall ye flee; till ye be left as a beacon upon the top of a mountain, and as
an ensign on an hill.1
Mark, this text does not speak of 'a
lifting up? nor of a 'resettlement,' of a
limited' number of the Jews to constitute 'an ensign,' but it predicts that after
they should be wasted or cut off by wars
and other judgments lor their often repeated and unrepented of sins, as 'a tree
bereft of branches (<r boughs, (margin.)—
So they would be ' L E F T as an ensign on
an hill:' not *an ensign,* but as an ensign
that had been deserted by the power that
had sustained it. Precisely in this manner has a small remnant of Judah been
'Ze/i' in the land of Palestine ever since the
nation was cut off and scattered. This
remnant that has been 'left* like a deserted
ensign on an hill, is not to constitute a
're-settlement,' for they have ever been
there, neither are they to become an, nor
the ensign to which the dispersed tribes of
Israel and Judah in a limited capacity
even, are to be gathered, for Christ is to
fill this high station : for 'unto him shall
the gathering of the people be.' And *in
that day there shall be a root of Jesse,
which shall stand for an ensign of the
people.' Ί Jesus • . . am the root and
offspring of David.' Isa. xi. 10 and Rev.
xxii. 16.
Ezek. xxxix.9, 11,12. 'And they that
dwell in the cities of Isiael shall go forth,
and shall set on fire and burn the weapons,
both the shields and the bucklers, the
bows aod the arrows, and the hand-staves
and the spears, and they shall burn them
with fire seven years.'
'And it shall come to pass that day, that
I will give unto Goga place thereof graves
in Israel, (he valley of the passengers on
the east of the sea; and it shall stop the
noses ot the passengers : and there shall
they bury Gog,and all his multitude; and
they shall call it, The valley of Haraon-

comes—and instead of Israel being gathered to 'a limited extent' at that time, the
28th verse of the same chapter clearly
shows that they will all be gathered then,
for it says, ' / have gathered them unto their
own land,, and have left none of them any
more there?
That the great evenls predicted in the
thirty-eighth and thirty-ninth chapters of
Ezekiel will take place subsequently to
the coming of Christ, we think is incontrovertibly proved in our reply to Bro.
Grew, under the head, 'TheAdveotNear,'
in the Harbinger for May 22, to which we
refer the reader, and also to our reply to
Bro. Mag ruder, under the same heading
in the Harbinger for May 8. All will do
well to read those articles with care.
4. If the 'proposal' relative to the
Rothschilds purchasing Palestine is to'become an accomplished fact,'and if'that
fact' 'will be a sure and certain eign of
that speedy appearing of the Son of Man
in power and glory,' then it must be a clear
subject of prophecy, and as the prophetic
Word is sure, Rothschild must purchase
the land of Palestine boforethe Lord shall
come; for all 'sure and certain signs of
his speedy appearing' must be fulfilled.—
But if it should turn out that Rothschild
is dead, or that the imperial decrees of the
emperors of Russia and of Turkey have
defeated this plan, what then ? Has a
'sure and certain sign' failed ? Or has
Dr. T. been mistaken relative to its beiog
such? The latter must be the case.
5. If "no one need expect that appearing to be manifested until a Jewish colony
be lifted up 'as an ensign upon an hill,'"
the Bible must plainly reveal the fact.—
But we say, fearless of contradiction from
any one, that no such revelation has been
made in that Book. If we are mistaken,
we would kindly thank Dr. Thomas, or
any other person, to set us right by giving the proof; not however in inferences,
assumptions, nor mystical expositions, bu
in the

PLAIN WORD OF THE LORD.

We

can make nothing else the foundation of
our faith, for 'faith comes by hearing, and
hearing bv the word of the Lord.'
'And seven months shall the house of
6. If 'the present calm—is for the blosIsrael be burying them, that they may soming forth of Judah's plant,' or that a
cleanse the land.*
'colony of them may 'be lifted up as an
We cannot conceive how these texts ensign upon an hill'—we would be exsustain Bro. Thomas 1 position; for they ceedingly thankful to bo convinced of the
«ay nothing about Judah or Israel be- fact, by the plain word of the Lord; for
coming or being 'an ensign,7 or there be- we now have no faith that such is the case,
ing a 're-settlement' of them 'to a limited for the very good reason that no such
extent' 'before Messiah returns,' but they thing is taught in the Bible, and furtherdo speak of the battle of Armageddon that more its infallible testimony is agaiost
does not take place until after the Lord such a conclusion. For the Jews were
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to be captives among all the world, until
ihe times of the Gentiles be fulfilled.—
Luke xx. 21. Then their next, second, or
filial gathering is not to be a 'limited' one
to be succeded by a thirds for a third gathering is no where promised in the Scriptures. But a second is, (Isa. xi. 11) which
is to take place after Christ stands as an
ensign, (Isa. xi. 10) and is to embrace the
entire remnant of Judah and of Israel,
'from the four corners of the earth.» Isa.
xi. 12.
7. 'Still we should like to see him [M.
Rothschild adorn his brows with the diadem of Judah's kings. It would be to the
believer, an earnest,* &c. How this sentiment can be in harmony with the following prophetic word, we cannot conceive ;
we think they are in direct opposition to
each other; and if the 'diadem of Judah's
kings,' should 'adorn Rothchild's or any
other Jew's 'brows/ excepting the Lord
Jesus, it would prove the prophetic Word
untrue, which says :
'Thus saith- the Lord God, remove the
diadem, and take off the crown ; this shall
not be the same: exalt him that is low,
and abase him that is high. I will overturn, overturn, overturn it; and it shall
be no more, until H E COME W H O S E
RIGHT IT IS, and I will GIVE IT
HIM/ (Ezek. xxi. 25, 27.) not to M.
Rothschild, nor suffer him to purchase it.
Hence, should he 'adorn his brows with
the diadem of Judah's kings/ instead of
its being to 'the believer an earnest, that
(he crown of David would ere long illustrate the majesty of his Son and Lord*—
it would shake the very foundation of his
faith, relative to his ever being thus adorned, or wearing the crown on David's
throne.
8. We see no greater difficulty in the
way of Rothschild 'rebuilding Solomon's
temple/ or 'the temple of Jehovah' and
being a 'king and priest' on David's
ihroae, than we do of his adorning 'his
brows with the diadems of Judah's kings.'
And indeed we cannot see why he must
not do all this before the Lord shall come,
providing that the 'proposal' if it 'become
an accomplished fact/ will *be a sure and
certaia sign of the speedy appearing of the
Son of Man io power and great glory/—
for thml 'proposal/ contemplates the 'rebuilding1 of the 'temple of Jehovah/ as
clearly as it does the adorning 'the brows'
of Rothschild with the 'diadems of Judah's kings.' All such contemplations
doubtless will fail, for they arc not justified
by the inspired VVord, but opposed by it.
Finally, we heartily concur with Bro.
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Thomas, that the recent discoveries of
gold in vast amounts, in different quarters
of the earth, indicate that God is making
preparations to carry out his purpose as
predicted in Isa. lx. 17, and other parallel
prophecies. But we are far from supposing that these predictions will have
their fulfilment until the Lord shall come;
for the heaven is to retain him until the
times of restitution, which God hath
spoken of by the mouths of all his holy
prophets, since the world began, (Acts iii.
20.) Here is an invulnerable point from
which we all shall do well not to depart:
there can be no restitution, of either the
people, land, or city, in full or to a'limited extent/ until the great Restorer snail
come. This he will soon do, for the times
of the Gentiles are nearly out. May we
be counted worthy by him tu take a part
in the great and glorious work, and to
share in its inconceivable blessings.

REPLY.
THE REMNANT OP A PRE-ADVENTUAL JEWISH COLONY,
THE REFINED THIRD PART
ADVENTUALLY DELIVERED.
" Two parts in the land shall be cut off
and die, but the third shall be left therein.
And I will bring the third part through
the fire, and will refine them as silver is
refined, and will try them as gold is tried :
they shall call on my name, and I will
hear them: I will say, It is my people :
and they shall say, The Lord (Jesus)
my God .'"—Zcchariah.
The remarks in the preceding article are
offered, the writer says, " in the spirit of
Kindness, and for the sake of eliciting
light." I accept them in the same spirit;
for I am sure the editor of that Harbinger
(I wish I could say the same of the conductors of all Harbingers) is too honest a
student of the word, too sincere a lover of
truth, and too much imbued with the benevolence of " the gospel of the kingdom/' to find it in his heart to be ill-natured towards a fellow-student, who does
not see eye to eye with him in all things,
our occupy the same position as he. I am
satisfied he wants to be convinced if ία
error. The progress he has already made
Iroru mere anti-creedism to the belief of
he gospel of the kingdom, proves this.—
He has found hiraseIT on the wrong side
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ot a question more than once, and when
aware of it, has honestly confessed that
the position was untenable, and magnanimously abandoned it. This is the sort ol
a man I like to talk with; because his object is to get at the truth ; and so is mine.
Neither he nor I is infallible ; for I have
made a " confession and abjuration" of
errors as well as he : so that we can meet
upon an equal footing in this respect, and
endeavor to enlighten one another.
Now, at present he firmly believes that
I am in error upon a certain point connected with the restoration of Israel,
which leaks out in the aforesaid article;
which, however, was not written, as he
supposes, " in view of what had been
published in the Harbinger on the subject;'' hut as corrective of the notion of a
general restoration of the Jews, and a
rebuilding of the temple before the eternal
king of Israel shall appear; as well as by
way of comment on the latest news from
the east. My friend's idea is, that there
will be no return of Jews at all (save as
they have journeyed thither as pilgrims
for ages) before the Lord appears. We
agree that the Twelve Tribes will be restored to the land promised to their fathers
but he considers it entirely post-adventual
and immediately subsequent to the battle
of Armageddon.
I differ from him in
believing, that there will be a pre-ad·
ventual limited colonization of the coun
try by Jews, under the protectorate ο
Britain ; and that the prosperity of this
colony, together with a desire to cripple
or subvert the British power in the east
will be the cause of the country's in
vasion by the Russian 'Clay? styled Gog,
&.c. by Ezekiel. I consider that this
colonization is going on while Russia is
engaged in the conquest of the west—
while it is mixing with a fragile union th
iron leg and toes there with the ' miry
clay.1 The invasion of Israel's land, am
conquest of Jerusalem, is the epd of th
formative process; for then the eastern
and western legs and the ten toes are
fashioned into feet, being combined to
gether by Russo-Assyrian Clay.
This is the crisis to which things an
now working out, and by which a neces
sity is created for the appearing of the
Lord. The Anglo Jewish colony is jus
* an element in the situation.' It is plant
ed in Palestine in the interests of Britain
providentially as an ingredient in th<
bait to tempt the Gog-nations to come ui
to battle against Jerusalem, that the Lori
may 4< plead with them there for his heri
age Israel." The invasion will be a tin*

f great trouble to the colony; ior * two
arts in the laud will be cut off and die ;
>ut the third part shall be left therein.'*
l is this third part that calls upon Jehorah's name for help. The Lord says, * I
vili hear them;' and in consequence of so
loing, descends, and smites the assembled
lost; and, by Michael, their great prince,
lelivers them.f Then comes the resurection. They who cry for help are in
he land ; to be there they must have ρ re.
viously returned; they cry because of the
ppressor; they cry of necessity before
hey are heard; and the oppressor is
broken in pieces in answer to their cry.
In the battle of Armageddon, which
breaks the feet, the Jews fight * because
the Lord is with them.'J These com··
hatant Jews must therefore have returned
to Judea before the battle; and consequently before the coming of the Lord, as
our friend admits that his advent and the
battle are contemporary.
The post-adventual restoration of the
Twelve Tribes is a work of rime. It will
not be consummated till the end of forty
years after the battle of Armageddon. I
have shown this in an article soon to ap«
pear in the Herald. This fcrty years oc*
cupies the spaoe between the advent and
the commencement of the thousand years;
and affords scope for Elijah to ' restore all
things,' and for Jesus and his brethren to
torment 'the devil and his angels.' These
things may sound strange in unpracticed
ears; but let such wait till they have ex-,
amined what I have to publish on the
subject before they presume to judge.
There is more in the divine testimony
than Gentiles of this age have thought of
yet.
From what is now presented the reader
may gather some of the poinfs at issue. I
need not, therefore, dilate upon them more
just now.
The latest news from the east is but a
shadow oi coming events. What I have
written concerning it was hypothetical. 1
said, 'it is probable that the financial
scheme of the Turkish government may
be the initiative of ι he pread ventual colonization of the Holy Land.' * If the proposal become an accomplished fact, that
fact will speak in unmistakable and infallible terms to the believer/ The initiative result of the Turkish policy has
been to unsettle the whole question; and
to stir up the Autocrat. The interference
of the latter only affects the present aspect of the case.
When he pets his
»Z,ech, xiii. «.
H>an. xu. 1.
JZech.x. 5; xiv. 14.
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hamis lull in strengthening Austria and
the Pope, with the ulterior view of restoring the Bourbons, Britain will have
something to say that will be pre-eminently anti'Russian, and promotive of her
own policy in the east. There «re several
Rothschilds. The London Rothschild is
the alleged purchaser; not he of Frank-1
fort on the Maine, who is said to be dying.
However the colonization be brought
about, it will be the sign of the time indicative of the speedy corning. There are
signs that the practiced eye can already
see; but that will be a sign, which, if men
were not stone-blind, no one could fail to
discern aright.
It is just because the colony I speak of,
will not possess the land by Jaith, (which
is what, I suppose, my friend means by
* right of inheritance,') that they are so
terribly disturbed iu their possession by
Gog. "There can be v.o continued peace
and prosperity there for Jew or Gentile,
till the land is inherited by right of the
Covenant dedicated by the blood of ite
future king.
I have but little confidence in the idea
of settling the land as the result of a
money transaction with the Porto. It
may, and it may not. Britain may subsidize the Turk against Austria and Russia,
and assume the protectorate of Egypt and
the Holy Land, as she does the Ionian
Islands, in return. I do not see the details of the affair in prophecy; but the
colonization itself I perceive without obscurity. This is the great thing; the
measures leading thereto,are merely mat
ters of interesting speculation as they
arise.
I do not adduce the text in the thirtieth
of Isaiah to prove that the settlement of
a colony is to be the being'4 as an ensign
on a hill,1 refered to there; but to show
that a small number of Israel as compared
with the whole nation, is in scripture
language likened to ' an ensign on a hill,'
or ' a beacon on the top of a mountain.
To be 'left as an ensign/ and to be' lifted
ιφ as an ensign/ are different ideas. I
speak o( the colony being as a pre-ad
ventual ensign. This will be composed
of the remnant Uft, (which our friend ad
mits is as a deserted ensign, abandoned
by the power that had sustained it,) and
of the new colonists, whose aggregatior
to the old remnent does not at all affeci
its ensign, or beacon, resemblance. Now
before the Lord appears, the fair ensign
so gaily .wafting in the breeze under the
shadowing wings of Britain, is torn down
and trampled under foot by tlie Prince oj
Ros. The silver and gold, cattle and

oods, unwalled villages and peaceful
dwellings, become a prey to the spoiler.
The * merchants of Tarshish, and the
young lions theieof/ that is, the Britrari
jower, as I have proved in Elpjs Israel,
hreaten and oppose the destroyer rn
vain. There is none can save, or lift it
wp, but the Lord God of Israel. He come*
ο do this; and when he comes, ς all· the
men that are upon the face of the land
ehall shake at his presence.** The result
is the destruction of the army of the Gognations, of which only ' a sixth JHMTI* escapes ; and the setting np of the ensign
erect again, no more to be trampled under
feet of the Gentiles. Thus, 'the Lord
heir God shall save (hem in that day ae
the flock of his people ; for they shall be
as the stones of a crown, LIFTED vr aw an
vnsign upon his land. For how great is
his goodness and how great is his beauty!
Corn shall make the young met) gtad, and
new wine the maids.'f The colonization·
I termed, *a lifting up of an ensign/ (a
phrase of comparison of course, * us* being understood,) to distinguish it from
the lifting up of the Lord, and by the
Lord—an ensign lifted up by the British
power; itself, however, unconscious that
the colonization was a sign.
The passage quoted from Ezekiet by
our friend, proves a settlement of the
land to some extent before the advent by
implication. The battle of Armageddon,
which breaks the Image, is at the Lord's
coming ; the war, which reduces its fragments to chaff, is after his return. Ezekiel speaks of the battle in particular;
and in the conclusion of his prophecy announces the result of the general war,
which is not only the comminution of the
whole image, but the full accomplishment
of the work of restoration, as expressed
in the words, ( I have gathered them unto
their own land, and have left none of them
any more there' in the enemy's country.
4
They that dwell in the cities of Israel/
who go forth to burn the weapons and
bury the slain, are precisely the survivors
of that colony residing in the land at the
time of the battle, to save whom the Lord
strikes the blow. The salvation of this
third part by the Advent victory is the
beginning of deliverance to the whole
nation. It must have been pre-adventually settled in the land, or it could not
be there to witness the fight. It would
be very incongruous for there to be so
great a carnage, and all the survivor»
fled, and no Israelites at hand to put
Gog's multitude under ground.
The
circumstances of the case evidently necee·
•Kzek.xxxviii. 20.

tZech, ix.
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sitate a pre-adventual settlement to some
extent.
True ; the Jews were to be ' led away
captive into alU/ie nations,' (taelhnee,) but
it does not eay that they were all to continue captives in exile, without remission,
till the times of the Gentiles were fulfilled.
They were led away by the Roman power
into all the nations of that dominion; but
not into * all nations,' and * all the world,'
in the modern Gentik* sense of those
phrases. It is Jerusalem that is to be
trodden down of the Gentiles until the
fulfilment of their times. A little transient good fortune to the city in no way
affects the verity of this. Jerusalem, in
the days of the Saracens and Crusaders,
became the throne of a' kingdom which
continued many years. ' King of Jerusalem' is one of his Austrian Apostolic
Majesty's titles, derived from his ancestral relation to that Kingdom. Hence,
as in the days of Pontius Pilate, the Jews
acknowledged 'no other king but Caesar;'
eo now, Caesar, the imperial chief of ( t h e
Holy Roman Empire,' claims the same
sovereignty. His 'rights' will in due time
be assumed by the Itusso-Assyrian Gog,
whence comes his present eensitiveness
in regard to the eastern question; so that
none, be he Jew, Turk, or infidel, can become Emir, Bey, or King, of Judea without having the Autocrat for his inveterate
foe. But Britain will see to this in due
time. J refer to Jerusalem's middle-age
royalty here to show that her transient
independence is quite compatible with α
^continuance of the Gentile times. But
a colony, with Jerusalem for its provincial
capital, is still a Gentile dependency. A
Jewish colony surrounded by the Ottoman, the Russian, the Persian, the Arab,
and the Egyptian, could not sustain itself
unless protected by a strong maritime
power. It must therefore be like Judea
under the Persians ol old, a province of a
Gentile dominion until the Lord shall come.
But its prosperity under the power
shadowing with wings* will soon pass
away. The Assyrian river will overflow
it even to the neck, and breach the very
walleof the Holy City, which Sennacherib
could not do; for ( the city shall be taken.1 j
The worst of the Gentiles then trample it
in the duet. Its brief colonial well-being
will have vanished like a dream; and
have given place to a barbaric degradation, evincing that the * loickedness' of her
captors is indeed 'great f\ for * the houses
shall be rifled, and the women ravished,'
and half of its inhabitants sent off as
«isai. xviii.

fZech. xiv.
JJoel iii. 13.

prisoners by the enemy. This semi-deportation of the people by the chief of
the * alt nations' assembled at the siege,
characterizes the future capture of the
city.
Zechariah prophesied after it»
Chaldean overthrow, and during is restoration under the Persians. He must,
therefore, have referred to a future overthrow. His prediction could not have
been fulfilled under Titus, because all the·
people who remained were led away cap*
tive; and the city was wholly destroyed r
whereas the prophet intimates, that the·
city will Fiot be destroyed, in saying that
4
the residue of the people shall not be cut
off from the city.' The city therefore remains, and half the Jews with it, earnestly
desiring their Messiah to appear, and deliver them if ever they did. There hasbeen no siege since the Roman armies(who were the Lord's hosts for the destruction*) destroyed it, in which the Jew»
withstood a Gentile assaolt', it can therefore only be a future event, and eon tern-*
porary with the going forth of the Lord
to ' fight against those nations/ He did
not fight against the Romans; but on the
contrary, lought against Judah and Jerusalem until they were destroyed utterly ;
but in the future siege he will fight against
the Gog-armies of the nations *as when
he fought in the day of battle,'f in victorious defence of Jerusalem and the Jews
of the third part. It is * then'—after the
coming capture of the city garrisoned by
Jews and their protectors—that the Lord
goes forth with his mighty ones,J and
stands with his feet on the Mount of
Olives, the place from which he ascended
to ' the right hand of power.' His electric tread evokes an earthquake that
divides the Mount, as a mountain was
divided on the west of the city by the
earthquake in Uzziah's reign. All these
things characterize the siege and capture
as one unexampled in the history of the
world. The deliverance of Jerusalem
and the fall of Home are the glorious incidents that mark the fulfilment of the
Gentile times; and until they happen no
arithmetical calculation of the 1335 days
can be admitted which does not stretch
forward to that desirable consummation.
It is readily agreed, that there are but
two gatherings of Judah from captivity,
and one of the Ten Tribes, which is tubsequent to Judah's second; for *I will save
the tents of Judah first,' saith the Lord.
But the colonization, I speak of, will not
be a gathering of the tribe of Judah, The
great bulk of the tribe will be shut up m
*Dun. ix. 2t>, explained by Matt. xxii. 7.

tJosh. x. 11. JJoel iii. Π : 2 Theis. i. 7.
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the nations subject to Gog—the north and
the south, which ' keep back' and refuse
9
to 'give up, But there will be sufficient
for British policy forthcoming from othei
parts. The Lord saves the Tribe of Judah
while Elijah is fulfilling his mission witli
the Ten; which will be perfected by the
reunion of the Twelve into one stick in
Messiah's hand, by the Lord himself.*
When I spoke οί Μ. Rothschild adorning his brows with the diadem of Judah's
kings, on the hypothesis of the news being true that he might assume the title of
emir, bey, or king, in the event of the
purchase being made; I did not refer to
the crown of David, which none can wear
but one of David's lineage, and that one
will not be Zedekiah, but Jesus, the only
living descendant of David, who is both
David's Son and Lord. Judah has had
Kings not of David's lineage. For 129
years Judah was governed by Jewish
Kings of the tribe of Levi, the Asmoneans ; whose race gave place to the Gentile dynasty of Hero.l. These were Kings
of Judah, that ie reigning over Judah's
commonwealth until the sceptre departed
from it; but who wore not the crown or
diadem of David. My remark therefore
does not at all clash with Ezekiel's celebrated prophecy of the abasement of David's crown and kingdom until the appearing of the Lord to restore, and take
possession of them. If Rothschild, or any
other Jew or Gentile, were to become
governor of a colony of Jews in Palestine
with the title of King, he would be either
adorning his own brows, or some power
would have done it for him, with the diadem of Judah's king, in the sense in
which I used the phrase. Jerusalem is traditionally, as I have shown, a precious
stone in the diadem or crown of " His
Apostolic Majesty" of Austria; which
would be plucked from thence by any one
who should assume the title and possess
the power. It would be an earnest as it
were of returning royalty to the Jews;
and be very far from shaking the faith of
any one who regarded the present but as
shadows of the substance which is of
Christ.
The colonization of Judea by Jews
under the protection of a Gentile government, is neither " restitution" " restoration?' nor " regeneration." Nothing short
of a national establishment in the land,
under Messiah and his brethren, constitutes either of them in the scriptural sense.
The settlement of a colony there has no
more to do with restitution than Meshullams farming in Artor?s valley. A hun*Ezek. xxxvii. 16-28.
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dred thousand Meslrtillams in Judea
would be no restoration. Restitution is
not simply a return of the race, but the
setting vp again of institutions that once

existed there—the restitution or restoration
of the kingdom again to the Twelve
Tribes ; this is the re-institution, or restitution spoken of by all the prophets from
Moses to tho revealer of the Apocalypse
i to John. No Gentile powers can accomplish this, though aided by al! the Jews
ι on earth : for the ftestored Kingdom exists under an amended Mosaic codey wiiose

emendation (diorthrosis) can only be defined, administered, and adapted to the
exigencies of the world, by the King of
Israel himself, and his associate priests
and kings. Our worthy friend of the Advent Harbinger is, no douht, very anxious
for the appearing of the King in power
and great glory. So am I, and for more
reasons than need be expressed But we
must take care not to allow our wishes,
or desires, to lead us to conclusions not in
harmony with ilie testimony and sound
reason. I would have no delay ; but I
am compelled to confess that there will
yet be some. The working out of the approaching judgment upon principles illustrated in God's past dealings with nations,
and empires, requires time—a dozen
years at least; and in these days of steam
and electricity how much may be accomplished in that period ! This brief delay
will, perhaps, be the salvation of many ;
for, how numerous are they who are
praying for the appearing of the Lord,
who have not even began to prepare for
his appearance. Let us not therefore be
impatient of arguments that do not confirm us in our wishes. "Thy will, Ο Lord,
not mine be done !" should be pre-eminently the disposition of the student of the
prophetic word- I see a war among the
powers resulting from an antagonism to
French ambition, which must precede the
battle of Armageddon; the Great City has
also to be divided into three parts; and
the Feet of Nebuchadnezzar's Image have
to be fashioned into shape out of the
materials that exist. This requires time ;
and during this time the colony is forming and prospering to tempt the spoiler to

his destruction by the stone power, on the
mountains of Israel. But I need add no
more at present, than to say, that these
explanations of points of difficulty are submitted to my iriend and his readers in the
same frank and benevolent spirit, so graciously manifested on his part, by his
sincere well-wisher the
EDITOR.
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THE BIBLE DOCTRINE CONCERNING
THE TEMPTER CONSIDERED.
We have ascertained satisfactorily, because scriptu rally, as it appears to me,
that the thing, Ftyled in the Greek New
Testament di&bolos, and rendered devil in
the English version, is SIN IN THE FLESH,
He that " walks according to the flesh1'
•"serves sin/* diabolos, or the devil. The
mortal body is "the body of sin?' or Sin
Incarnate, which with its affections, lusts-,
and transgressions, is styled " the Old
Many than whom no imaginary devil can
be more wicked, and defiant of God and
his law. The Old Man in his individual,
social, and political manifestations is the
diabolos or devil of the New Testament
mystery,* and treated of accordingly.
Destroy the ascendancy of the sin-principle of the flesh over the thoughts and actions, and you have a moral developement of the New Man, and then eradicate
it from the flesh by the Spirit in a resurrection or transformation to eternal lite,
and you have the New Man in combined
moral and physical manifestation, "isangelos" "equal to an angel."f There is no
sin in the flesh of the angelic nature; therelore it cannot die. No element of it has
44
the power of death;'1 so that diabolos
exists not in angelic society. The devil
has no place there. Being nothing in
their nature causing them to transgress,
or Cross the line of the Divine will, there
are no ta erga diabolon, works of sin
among them. But all is just as God
would have it; and it would be so here
but for the disturbing principle called Sin
Eradicate this, and "the will of the Father
will be done on earth as it is in heaven,"
that is, in angelic society.
From what I have set forth on this subject, our worth); friend will see that I do
not speak in Elpis Israel of the agency in
the original temptation as only an animal
If there had been nothing in the constitu
tion of the original nature of man impreseible by the suggestions of the Serpent
there could have been no transgression
Had Eve's nature been isangelic instead
of animal, there would have been no internal response to the ear/erna/enticement,
That internal something was not essentially evil; because, though possessing it]
Adam and Eve was pronounced " very
good." It is not evil to admire the beau#

1 Tim. iii. 16—The New Testament is th
exhibition of the great mystery of godliness.
tLuke xx. 36.

iful, and to wish to possess it; to desire
to gratify the taste, and to aspire to the
wisdom of "the gods,'* or Elohim : but all
his becomes evil when its attainment is
sought by crossing the limit forbidden of
od.
The seeking to attain by crossing
the line, Paul teaches was the result, not
of innate wickedness, but of deception.
The Serpent beguiled Eve. Had she been
certain of the consequences she would
not have transgressed. She had no experience of evil. It might be a very agreeable thing for any thing she knew ; and
highly promotive of happiness. God had
warned her of danger in the pursuit of
knowledge through disobedience; but
then, if they were to go back to the dusU
that is, to die, what was the meaning of
that Tree of Lives? Did not God mean
something else? If they crossed the line
in relation to the Tree of Knowledge,
could they not eat also of that other tree,
and live forever ? There seemed to her
mind to be an uncertainty about returning
to the dust, when she lost sight of the law.
This was "the weakness of the flesh."
There was no uncertainty of consequences so long as she thought God meant
what he said ; but being deceived on this
point, and so made doubtful of it, she ventured to experiment.
But, however
doubtful of what might be, if she had adhered strictly to what God had said, she
would still have continued "very good."
"Weakness," mental and physical, is an
original element of animal nature; as
"power" is of the angelic. Adam's nature
was " very good" as an animal nature;
but still it was weak, and therefore deceivable and terminable. This weakness
is founded in the unfitness of air, electricity, blood, and food, to maintain organized dust, or flesh, in life and power
forever. The life-principles being weak,
the flesh is weak in all its operations,
mental and physical. The life of the angelic nature, or spiritual body, is not manifested on animal principles; but by the
direct action of God's Spirit on dust so
j organized as to be adapted to its operations. It is therefore strong. When
Adam's weak nature began to think and
act, independently of the divine law, its
weakness, beiore an underiled weakness,
became evil in its workings, and deteriorating in its effects ; and acquired the
name of Sin from its having brought forth
sin, or transgression of law.
The undefiled weakness of the flesh,
enticed and deceived by sophistry from
without, is, in few words, the definition o(
the original temptation. The law ot' God
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was weak through the flesh,* not througl Sin's doulos or bondservant." He offered
the strength of the Seipent. Had the ilesl to make them free of this yoke by the
bepn strong, the Serpent would have beei truth. "I know," says he, "that ye are
powerless with all his sagacity. But the Abraham's seed; but ye seek to kill me,
weakness thrown into a ferment by fer· because my word hath no place in you."
pent-subtility became beguiling; and the be- This murderous disposition constituted
guiling subtility, taking occasion by th< them the seed of a living father, as well
commandment, deceived them, and by \ as of the dead Abraham; for Jesus says,
slew them.f What I have said about th "I speak what I have seen with my father,
Serpent in Elpis Israel stands as it was.
and ye do what ye have seen—with your
have affirmed neither more nor less thai I father." Here was a question between
;
what Moses and the apostles say. * It wa them of fatherhood. Jesus claimed to be
more subtile," or acute, "than any beast, seed of Abraham and God; while he
of the field which the Lord God had charged them with being seed of Abraham
made." It is generally supposed that the and Sin—they were in other words, beserpent was employed by the Devil to gotten of sinful flesh, while he was be··*
beguile t|ie woman. "It cannot be doubt- gotten of God, sinful flesh being the ma-i
ed," says Calmet, " but that by the Ser- trice of both parties. They said, "AbraJ
pent, we are to understand the Devil; ham is our father," or begetter ; but Jesus)
who merely employed the Serpent as a objected to this, because they did not dq
vehicle to seduce the first woman." Thi> the works of Abraham ; showing that he
teaches the existence of an invisible devi was speaking, not of lineage, but of son·*
before the Serpent. The Bible, however, shjp baggd on disposition
disposition and character4
characte
does not teach this. Diabolos had no Ί ney contended
d
f purity
i off lilineagefor
existence before the formation of man that their fatherhood was not of Gentile
but the Serpent had. Moses gives not idolators, but Jewish believers in God,
the slightest hint of the existence of a which constituted them children of God.
devil before the creations of the sixth day. Jesus charged t|iem with doing the deeds
The Serpent first; then man ; afterwards of their father, which they understood to
woman; and lastly, diabolos, or devil. mean, of their Gentile paternity ; for they
This is the scriptural order of their mani- said, "We be not born of fornication : we
festation, the revelation in the flesh of the have one Father even God." They conincitant to transgression, or diabolos, be- sidered that purity of descent from Abraing coeval with the Fall. Man existed ham constituted them children of God,
before the devil, and will flourish in eter- without regard to character; but Jesus
nal glory after his destruction, when Sin taught them that "the flesh prqfiteth nothand all its works are eradicated irom the ing." If man would be "the children of
(?oTr, being the children of the resurrecearth.
"The beginnings" of Gen. i. i; Matt, xix tion," it was by being like Abraham in
8; John i. i and viii. 44, are manifestly not faitty and obedience ; which they were not:
all the same. The "beginnings" of Genesis, but being Sin's bondmen, he said to them
Matthew, and John i. i, have relation to η the words of the forty fourth verse,
the creation week ; but that of John viii. 'Ubotituting Paul's definition of diabolos
44, to the conversation of the Serpent for "devil," "ye are of the father, Sin,
with Eve, and the murder of Abel. The and the lusts of your father (the luste of
Fall was probably several years after the sinful flesh) ye will do. Sin was a murcreation week; and Abel's murder certain- derer from the beginning (or from the
ly many. Father diabolos was not a mur- Fall) and caused not to stand (hesteken)
derer before he brought our first parents n the truth (or law) because truth is
under sentence of death. It was then he not in it. When Sin uttereth a lie, it
slew them by the commandment. The speaks of its own things ; for it is a liar,
beginning referred to in this text is the and the father of it." This is perfectly
apo kataboleskosmou, or formation of the intelligible. All men are Sin's children
world, laid in its sin-constitution.{ Jesus who are born of blood, of the will of the
is there talking to the Jews of their fa- flesh, or of the will of man; and they conther, Sin, whose servants they were. inue such until they " become sons of
od" by becoming Abraham's seed
They regarded themselves as the freeborn
descendants of Abraham; but he told hrough Jesus as the Christ.*
From what I have said under this head,
them, they were bondmen to their father,
Sin. *« Whosoever committeth sin, is urgood iriend will perceive that I teach
hat the devil or diabolos had a place in
•Rom. viii. 3.
fRom. vii. II.
*Johm. 1^,13; Gal. in. 26—29.
tGen. in. 14—21.
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the beginning; as really as the Serpent;
and that place was in the flesh; while the
serpent was somewhere not far off from
the woman and the tree.
3. I come now to Mr. Cook's third inquiry, "Does not the N e w Testament teach
there is a Tempter, as really as a "Christ"
—the tempted?" in reply to this, I remark,
that in the case of Jesus, diabolos and satan were both concerned. When he was
filled with the Holy Spirit he was led,
Mark says "driven," by the Spirit into
the wilderness to be tempted, or properly,
to he put to the proof under Sin—hypo
tou aiabolou. Their nature was his nature; for "the children of God being partakers of flesh and blood, he also himself
likewise took part of the same."* Hence,
he was sent forth "in a form of Sin's
flesh'*—en homoiomati sarkos
hamartias; f and thus God made him sin, (that
is, flesh and blood) for us,{ and on account
of sin, gave judgment against sin in the
flesh of Jesus.
The testimonies show that Jesus was
"under sin1 as a man under a burden.—
H e groaned under it in painful travail.
While among the wild beasts of the wilderness a (similar situation to the first
Adam's) he felt the danger, and desolation of his situation, and the cravings of a
long protracted fast. H e ate nothing all
this time, his life being sustained by the
Spirit: and at the end became very hungry. Luke terms this, "being forty days
put to the proof under diabolos," or sin ;
that is, in his case, under the perturbation of
weakened flesh and blood. This was before the adversary came to him. His nature was severely tried during this period;
and it remained to be seen, whether his
flesh thus weakened would stand in the
truth; or like Adam's, seek present gratification by transgressing the divine law.
The end of the forty days appears to
have been the prepared crisis of the trial.
At this junction, one came to test him.
Jesus styles him, as he termed Peter,
"Satan" that is, adversary.
This individual, probably, was an angel; for angels
were concerned in the matter, as appears
from the testimony ; and Paul says, "the
very adversary (Satan) transforms himself into an angel of light," or knowledge.^
Christ's visitor was evidently a person of
scriptural information ; and as he appeared
as a tester at a time especially prepared
for the trial, I have no doubt he was sent
by the same Spirit that led Jesus into the
wilderness there to be put to the proof. 1

•HebTri.ii

tRom. viiT. 3.

fZ Cor. v. 21.

$2 Cor, xi. 14.
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conclude then, that he was "an angel of
light,1' not shining with brightness; but
appearing as a friendly man, well instructed in the word.
Now Luke attributes what this conA
cealed adversary suggested to diabolos, ort
one causing to transgress, but in this case
without success; for they were sugges-f
tions to Jesus under the workings ofsin'sj
flesh, seeing that "he was in all things pntj
to the proof according to the likeness
without offence." The visitor, though
styled "devil," was not diabolos within,
as in our case, but an excitant thereof; in
"the likeness," or sin'β flesh ; therefore his
sayings are'recorded as those of diabolos.
Jesus being begotten of God, as was Adam
the first likewise, and not of the will of
sin's flesh, the promptings to transgress
sion did not proceed from within. 4 ίητίηβ
the form ot sin b tiesh tie assumed, dif-t
fered from the form we possess. The
promptings in our case do often proceed fronah
within.
In the two Adams they came
from without—from the serpent in the one
case; and from the angel of light in the
other. These occupied for the time tie*
position of the then as yet unbe^otten diabolos relatively to their flesh, till the lust
they might excite should by the strength
thereof bring forth sin, when their personal
missions would be terminated, and sin enthroned as the conceived diabolos of the
form, or likeness of sin's flesh.
In the second Adam's case the testing
adversary failed to move him from the
stand he had taken of absolute obedience
tu the will of God, whatever might ensue.
H e appealed to the lust of the flesh, the
lust of the eye, and the pride of life, but
all without effect. The law of the Spirit
of life within him was too strong for these
appeals. H e extinguished their effect by
the word of faith, which was his shield, and
emerged from the trial undefiled. The
tester of his allegiance then left him; and
whatever perturbation may have been excited, it subsided into the peacefulness of a
conscience void of offence towards God.
In studying Christ's trial it is important
not to forget what I have intimated above
about his nature; because it was the
point of difference in the nature of the
two Adams from ours that caused the ordeals they were subjected to, to assume the
forms narrated. N o one has ever been
put to the proof through a speaking reptile since Adam's fall; nor has any one
been tried by an angel of light since Jesus
successfully resisted his suggestions.—
Paul's phrase "in the likeness of sinful
h " — e n homoiomati sarkos hamar-
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lias—I have rendered more literally "in seed ; it only removed from it the reigna form of Sin's flesh» "Sinful" is an ing principle hereditarily transmitted by
adjective expressive of the quality of the the will of man, called diabolos, or
" flesh," and signifies flesh full of sin.— "devil." His flesh, however, was still
This is a form of flesh common to all reduced in strength below that of Adam's
mankind, and indicated by Paul in the original nature, because of its maternal
words, " in me, that is, in my flesh, dwell- defilement. Hence, to place it on a par
eth no good thing." But Adam's flesh with the first Adam's, that there might be
before his fall, and the Christ's flesh, were equality of strength, Jesus was anointed,
forms of flesh and blood to which the or Christened, by which he became ** full
English word " sinful" is inapplicable.— of the Holy Spirit." This filling did not
They were not full of sin. The first destroy the homoiotes or likeness to Sin's
Adam's was a form in which there was no flesh. It was still possible for Christ to
sin at all, but only a physical weakness feel the force and influence of sophistical
inseparable from flesh and blood. Luke appeals to the lusts of Sin's flesh with
styles him *» Son of God," because he was which he was burdened as with '* a loathbegotten by his Spirit from mother earth. some disease.''· Hence, says the apostle,
Having transgressed, his weakness was "he was put to the proof in all things or
defiled, and became sin, and his flesh according to the likeness," or resemblance
" Sin's
flssh"—sarx
hamartias—a of his flesh to his brethren's in its suscepform afterwards inherited by Abraham in tibilities, " without offence."
common with all mankind. But Christ's
There being no reigning diabolos,
was etill another form of Sin's flesh than " devil," or Sin, transmitted by the will cf
either Abraham's or Adam's before his man in Adam or Christ, as in the flesh of
fall. The homoiomal difference of his all mankind, that causing not to stand in
flesh from Adam's consisted in its mater- the truth, or diabolos, is in their cases, and
nity. Adam's came directly from the in their's alone, to be referred to the Serduet of the ground; Christ's from that pent and the Angle of light. But this
form of Sin's flesh styled " the seed of does not constitute them what the Gentiles
Abraham."* It differed from this, how- call " the Devil," or "His Satanic Maever, in its paternity. Abraham's daugh- jesty." The Serpent, because of his
ter, Mary, was *' begotten of blood, of the agency in the affair, became the Bible
will of the flesh, or of man ;'' but her son symbol representative of the evil he had
Jesus, of the will of God by his creative done in the unconsciously immoral use he
power, which constituted him a peculiar had made of what he knew by observaform of Sin's flesh; and hence the pro- tion, and was able to express in speech.—
priety of my more literal rendering of en It would be very injudicious to rush to the
homoiomati sarkos hamartias—a form of conclusion that, because the Serpent and
Sin's flesh—even the third form under the Angel of light stood related to the two
which flesh and blood has been manifest- I Adams as the diabolos, or that causing to
ed since the creation-week.
j err, therefore, whenever the word diabolos
In Heb. iv. 15, the phrase "form of occurs, it means the serpent or angel of
Sin's flesh" is expressed by the single light. If it did, it by no means follows
word homoiotes, "likeness, resemblance, that it would signify the Devil of gentile
or similitude ;'' as, katapanta kath, horn- "organized theology," which is as dissimoioteta, "in all things according to the ilar from them as they are from one anlikeness." One thing may resemble an- other. Christ was not put to the proof
other without being identical in every par- by a serpent, nor by the serpent; nor was
ticular. This was the case with Christ's Adam by an angel of knowledge, nor by
flesh. I t was Sin's flesh so far as its ma- the angel of light, who offered his suggesternity was concerned, but not as to its tions to Jesus. They were both probed
fatherhood. In this he differed from, the to the quick ; but by provers suitable to
Jews, who had Sin's flesh for their parent- the times, place, and circumstances around
age on both sides, which they illustrated them.
in their persecution of their maternal
But, though the proving agents in the
brother, who was "born after the Spirit;" trials of the two Adams have never exthereby proving that they were the chil- perimented upon any others of our race.
dren and slaves of father, Sin, or diabolos. Christ's brethren stand related to a power,
Still Christ's paternity did not destroy the styled ho peiradzoon, which is rendered
physical likeness of his flesh to Abraham's in the English version, "the tempter."!—

•Heb7Ti7T67

a. XAXVU;. t>, 7.

t l Thes. lii. 5.
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By reference to the passage it is manifest
that the tempter alluded to there was not
an invisible Devil, but a persecuting power under which the disciples lived in Thessalonica. They were suffering persecution when Paul wrote to them for their encouragement. " L e t no man,»1 says he,
"be moved by these afflictions: for yourBelves know that we are appointed thereunto." H e then refers to what he had
told them before, and not them only, but
all others ; that " it is through much tribulation that they (the baptized) must enter the Kingdom of God.»' But he reminds them that they are not alone in their
trouble, but are " suffering like things of
their countrymen*' that Christ's brethren
in Judea had of the Jews. This saying
reveals the power as that of the Gentile
authorities in Thessalonica, who, stirred
up by *' lewd fellows of the baser sort,"
were carrying into effect as far as they
'could " the decrees of Caesar," with all the
pains and penalties annexed, against the
refractory. • These were torture, imprisonment, and death, which served to prove
their inseparable devotion to the doctrine
of God's Kingdom, for which they suffered. These " persecutions and tribulations"
might be avoided upon one condition which
was offered to them by the enemy—if they
Would renounce the faith, and burn incense
to Caesar's image. This was the temptation offered to them by the tempting power. If they yielded to the temptation,
they saved their lives, but lost " God's
Kingdom and glory." Fearing this result
in some cases, Paul says, " I sent to know
your faith, lest by some means the tempter have tempted you, and our labor be in
vein."
In the case before us the tempter was

the imperial pagan Roman power, etyled

hi the apocalypse, ** a great red dragon,''
fcnd *the great Dragon, the ancient Serpent, the surnamed diabolos and the
Sutah."f
The Dragon, or Serpent, was
the symbol of the Koman Sovereignty
selected by the Romans themselves as representative of its imperiality. Chrysostom, who flourished in the 4th century,
says that ""the Emperors wore among
other things to distinguish them silken
robes embroidered with gold, in which
Dragons were represented." Gibbon also
eays, speaking of the procession of Constantine from Milan to Rome, " H e was
encompassed by the glittering arms of the
numerous squadrons of his guards and
*\ctBxvii.5-8; 2 Thee. i.4,5.
tRev.xii.3,9.

cuirassiers. Their streaming banners of
silk, embroidered with gold and shaped
in the form of Dragons, waved round the
person of the emperor.0 The emperor
Constantine speaks of the Dragon as the
symbol of the pagan Roman Sovereignty
in his epistle toEusebius and other bishops
concerning the rebuilding and repair of
churches. " Liberty being now restored/'
says he, " and that Dragon being removed from the administration of public affairs,
by the providence of the great God, and
by my ministry ; Ϊ esteem the great power
of God to have been made manifest even
to all." Moreover, on the testimony of
Eusebine, we are informed, that a picture
of Conetantine was 6et up over the palace
gate, with the cross over his head, and
under his feet " the great enemy of mankind, who persecuted the church by means
of impious tyrants, in the form of a Dragon," transfixed with a spear through the
midst of his body, and falling headlong
into the depth of the sea. Hence it is
evident that the species of serpent called
the dragon was as much the symbol of the
Roman power, as the lion is of the British at this day. The Romans probably
borrowed it from Egypt, which had become a province of their dominion. When
an independent inonarchy under the Pharoahs, its majesty was represented by "the
great dragon, that lieth in the midstof his
rivers." The annexation of so ancient
and renowned a kingdom was very likely
celebrated by the adoption of its ancient
symbol into the Roman heraldry. Hence,
the Roman dragon is etyled ath* ancient
serpent" or the Egyptian.·
Whether God in his providence influenced the governments of the world to represent their several sovereignties by peculiar
symbols, I cannot say; but that he has
adopted them in his word when treating of
their policy and destiny relatively to
lerael, and the Saints, is beyond all question. Ί he Egyptian serpent, the Assyrian
lion, the Persiam ram, the Macedonian
goat, the French frogs, &c, are all examples that he has done so. The adoption by
the Romans of the sepent, styled in the
prophets, ·· the piercing serpent, even leviathan that crooked serpent; the dragon
that is in the sea,"f as the symbol of the
sovereignty that rules the imperial territory, is singularly appropriate. Its scriptural fitness is seen in the fact, that " all
the pov*er of the enemy" with which
God\s people have had to contend on the
*Kev. χι. b—The greut city, or Roman
empire, is here figurativel)· styled Egypt,
t l a i . xxvii. 1.
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arena of prophecy, originated in the sophistry of the serpent; and is found civilly and ecclesiastically organized in the ancient fand modern imperial dominion of
the Roman earth. This power has ever
been the adversary of Jsrael after the
flesh and spirit, and of the truth, since the
Holy land became a Roman province;
and will so continue to be *' uniil the Ancient of Days shall come, and judgment
shall be given to the saints of the Most
High ; and the time comes that they shall
take the kingdom, and possess it."* It is
not only their Adversary in making war
upon them as a people who will hereafter
seize upon its dominion ; but when it gets
them into its clutches, it endeavors to turn
them from the faith, and to compel them
to embrace its own superstition, and so
cause them not to stand in the truth. It
is, therefore, a power causing to cross the
line, or to transgress the divine law, that
is, a diabolos, as well as THE ADVERSARY,
or ho Sal amis. It is for this reason the
Spirit has ·· surnamed^ the imperial serpent, in the-words of the English version,
·' the Devil and Satan,!> or more articularly, " the surnamed Devil and the Satan"—
ho kaloumenos diabolos kai ho Sat anas.—
And here we will pause till our next issue.
EDITOR.

*Dan. vii. 22, 18.

MISSION TO THE DEAD.
Immortal-Soulism is producing its own
peculiar fruit in the sectarian churches
and denominations, or Brotherhoods. Pagan Mesmerism, which is its ancient sire,
and the parent also of all the spiritologies
of our day, is possessing them with confounding effect. The brotherhood theologies have prepared professors for any and
all of the speculations arising out of surrounding chaos. They have alienated the
people from Moses and the Prophets;
so that being disarmed of the Spirit's
sword, they are falling defencelessly, by
thousands, before Mesmerism, theologically interpreted. Mesmerism proves all
things conceived by the fleshly mind, because it is of and from the flesh. It begins in the flesh and ends io the flesh.
Thus the circle is complete. Animal
magnetism reveals the flesh to the flesh,
beiug the spirit of the flesh. It is the
magic lantern to the thalami ol the optic
nerves, passing before them the spectralia
of ·· philosophy and vain deceit." Hence,
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sky-kingdom heavens, aerial sheols in
ouier darkness fifty miles sky-high, subterranean hobgoblin hells, spirit-worlds,
immortal souls in inorial sinful flesh,
baby-spirit salvation, pre resurrection
ghost-life, adult salvuion without belief
or obedience of the gospel, and a thousand other modifications of foolishness,
are all satisfactorily proved in the opinion
of the carnal mind by mesmerism. The
brain thinks rnesinerically, so that in the
absence of scriptural knowledge, it approves them all. Thus, great flaming revivalists, to whom the bible was more or
less of an embarrassment, have become
so illuminated by animal magnetism as to
reject the scriptures altogether. Now, it
is a notable fact, that while they have
done this, they continue brawling advocates for the " immortal soul" of the flesh,
and the " spirit-world" adapted to it.
This is consistent enough, for the Bible
gives no aid and comfort to immortal-soul·
ism ; so that by throwing it aside as of
inferior authority to mesmerism, or of no
authority at all, their position is strengthened in argument with those who argue
against
immortal-soulism on natural
grounds. The only immortality the Bible
reveals is immortality of a resurrection, or
transformed, body, it promises this only
to the saints of God, to qualify them for
an endless possession of his kingdom.
The Bible is therefore unencumbered with
the foolishness of Mesmeric Theology.
It teaches nothing that the flesh approves
in telation to the world to come. This
conviction relieves us of much lumber,
and enables us to make short work of
otherwise interminable logomachies.
Mesmerized theology seems to be preparing troublous times for the Campbellite Brotherhood, among the rest. For
years past Mr. C. has been laboring in a
certain direction, which the editor of the
" Christian Magazine" appears determined
to alter. Mr. C , I believe, holds to t
hobgoblin hell, in which immortal-souls
writhe and shriek in eternal torture. He
regards this as a Bible truth, and quite
consistent with the attributes of God!
The ** Magazine's" theory is opposed to
this. ** Speculations," says J. B. F., " us
to the exact nature and duration of punishment are unwise, because neither is
clearly revealed. The Spirit which dictated the Bible, seems to have intended
that an indefinitenese should spread itself
over the whole subject.15—Μ. U., ρ. 393.
These few words, if received, tell with
humbling effect upon my friend at
Bethany, They tell him, in effect, that
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he has misconceived the whole matter;
which is doubtless true, without adding
an atom of credibility to the Magazine's
assumption. Mr. C. has been contending
for *4 the exact nature and duration ol
punishment" lor a lon^ period ; but Lis
editorial brother in laith tells him that
they are not revealed : therefore all he has
been writing hitherto is mere speculation;
and " speculations," says the Magazine,
" are unwise,'' Well, I do admit that
my friend has been a very unwise and
even weak speculator in his tune, upon a
multitude of topics; but with alt his
wanderings and meanderings, it must be
confessed that he is right in repudiating
the notion of the *' indefiniteness" of the
whole subject of punishment.
Though
Mr. C. cannot define the nature and duration of the punishment revealed in the
Bible, its definiteness is nevertheless exhibited there. But to understand the subject, the mission of the Christ must be
understood; concerning this, however,
Mr. C. and the Magazine are, both ol
them, ία the dark-—therefore neither ol
(hem can be expected to talk any thing
very sensible in the case. In regard to
them it can only be a question of relative
erraticism—whether the old absurdity or
the new one, be the more unscriptural!
"Heaven and hell are in our midst
every day," says the Magazine, as quoted
by Mr, C , who regards the saying ns no
evidence of its editorial wisdom. But
there is more truth than fiction in the conceit. The present world is ihe Sinner's
Heaven, and the Saint's Hell; hence it
is styled " an evil world." If hell be a
place of suffering, the Saints have certainly had it here for ages. God has
chastened them; and the Sin Power, and
all in whom Sin's spirit reigns, have tormented and destroyed them with dreadful
cruelty. While the present state has
been the hell of the Saints, it has been a
place ol Paradise for their enemies. These
have the glory, and honor, and power,
and riches of the system, at their control.
They possess fine farms, well stocked
and tilled, and yielding abundance of
wealth ; splendid mansions; accomplished
families, and all that heart can wish. It
is the Sinners who possess these things in
superfluity; and so much do they enjoy
themselves, that they would hold on to
them for ever if they could. This is all
the heaven they will ever possess, unless
they embrace the gospel of the kingdom,
and devote their substance to the Lord,
and become his stewards of the same.
HeaveD in this world or state, and heaven

in the next, is an allotment granted lo
none of the sons of men who would partake of the joy of the Lord. Heaven now
and hell hereafter; or Hell now and heaven in a future state, are the alternatives
presented to mankind under times of
knowledge. Who that understands * the
word of the kingdom' would prefer the
Sinners' Heaven to the Saints'? Or, who
would not rather endure the past and
present tonnenks of the Saints in body
and estate, than encounter the terrors of
the Lord in the Sinner's hell to come Ί It
is better to pass from a terrestrial hellish
into a terrestrial heavenly state, as the
Saints will do; than to descend from the
Sinner's into a hell to be manifested in
the territory ol the Fourth Beastof Daniel,
for the torment of the goat-nations and
their rulers at the appearing of the Lord.
Λ heaven and α hell, then, · are in our
midst every day ;' but not the heaven of
the Saints, nor ihe hell of the wicked.
These have neither of them an existence
yet; and can have none till the Lord
comes, and literally turns the world upside down.
But the foolishness of the Magazine
becomes flagrant in its notion of a 'posthumous mission to the dead, (who have not
before heard the gospel,) in order to translate them from a miserable prison to heaven.' The ghosts, or disembodied immortal souls, of dead evangelists, I suppose, are to be sent to immortal miserable, or hellish spirits, in the spirit-world,
to preach the gospel to them, to induce
them to repent, and to exchange their
misery for bliss! I do not find what sort
of a gospel is to be preached in that mesmeric world ; but I suppose the same
sky-kingdomism, with spirit-baptism in
spirit-water, for spirit-remission of fleshly
sins, as contended for by the brotherhood
10 which the editor of the Christian Magazine belongs ! Nearly all hell will doubtless be emptied in twenty-four hours, if
the gates be wide enough for the out-rushing crowd, after the spirits of the missionaries arrive, preaching translation to heaven; nearly all, I say, for it is the vast
majority alleged to be there, who have
never heard of gospel truth.
A gentleman of Pittsburgh, rejoicing
in the name of Church, who constitutes
himself ' armour-bearer1 to my friend the
Supervisor, writes concerning the Magazine's * hallucination,' in the following
words:—* I am truly sorry to see that
bro. Ferguson has got a maggot in his
brain'—the Caledonians say ' a bee in his
bonnet,' which is decidedly more elegant.
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• T h i s , " he continues, ' w i l l destroy his | ter manners. Let the Magazine lake him
usefulness and influence,' that is, in pro- in hand, and see if it can make any thing
pagating Campbellism; * and probably end of him; may be lie is not incorrigible.
in his becoming a wandering star, like
The edilur cries out for justice, sheer
Mr. T h o m a s .
T h i s figment o f bro. Fer- justice, as all he asks ; but this, we opine,
guson's is, in my estimation,
infinitely he'll never get. We never could obtain

worse than Thomusism. If there be * a
damnable heresy' this is unquestionably
one. I can see in it a perfect Pandora
box. I regard the propagation of such a
sentiment as the destruction of all that is
vital in religion.'
Poor Mr. Church ! What dost thou
know of what thou callest' Thomasism!'
Many years ago thou didst see a few
things from my pen when I was in fellowship with the darkness out of which thou
hast noi discovered star-light enough to
wander for the last twenty years. Thou
hast read all the foolishness palmed upon
me by thy Supervisor; but of what I
really believe and teach, thou art as ignorant as the * maggot* in thy brother's
brain. Whatever it be, it seems there is
something ' infinitely worse* than what
constitutes me 4 a wandering star.* But
if thou knewest what I teach concerning
thy religious system, I doubt if thou
wouldsl favor my supposed views with
the admission of an infinite betterment
compared with the * unquestionably damnable heresy' before us. Thy religious
system is without vitality, and can never
live unless what thou dost ignorantly
style ' Thomasism,' be infused into it,
thai i s , ' the gospel of the kingdom' The
bee in thy brother's bonnet can do the
vitality of a corpse no harm. His religion is thy religion, and for all it can
offer, a man who understands Moses and
the Prophets, would not eichange a pinch
of snuff.

it; and his heresy is pronounced to be
' unquestionably damnable,' and 'infinitely worse than' ours—being destructive of
all vital religion. Mr. C. never acknowledges that he has committed, or is in the
wrong.
The editor says, that the substance of
the whole matter between him aod his opponents is the utterance of ' an opinion,
that men who have not heard the gospelwill hear it before they are condemned by
it.' By 'men will hear it,' I suppose he
means disembodied immortal souls will hear
it in prison, or hell, as he may define it.
For this opinion there is not the shadow
of a foundation in the Bible. It is absolutely true, that men who have not heard
it will not be condemned ly it. They are
* condemned already' by the Adamic sentence under which they are lorn—Dust
thou art, and to dust thou shalt return.
From this sentence, nothing can deliver
men but the gospel of the kingdom, faithfully obeyed in their present corporeal
entity, in the times before Christ appears
and shuts the door. Men are not held responsible under 'times of ignorance;'
for ' the ground of condemnation is that
light has come into the world, and men
loved darkness rather than light/ This
implies the offer of knowledge ami its
rejection. Where it has not been offered,
there will be no resurrection \o gospelcondemnation ; this is reserved for those
who sin against the light.
We are happy, from the evidence oi the
present number of the Magazine, to be
able to acknowledge that we were mistaken
Since the above was written, the eighth
number of the Magazine has come to in supposing, that the editor was a mere
hand. The editor declares that my friend echo of our Bethanian friend. We have,
C. has misrepresented him. I regret to however, still to complain of misrepresenbe compelled to testifiy, from dear-bought tation at his hands. But Mr. C. is repayexperience, that he is quite capable of doing so. ' There is not a statement,' says ing him in full for the measure he meted
the editor, · which he makes, with regard out to us. I have received no justice from
to our views, that is true.1 W e doubt not the Magazine, and the Supervisor in return
but the Magazine knows its own senti- will grant him none. How admirably
ments best; and is quite competent to
say if fairly represented or not. Mr. C. things work round in this crooked world
does not faithfully quote the scripture; of ours ! " Vengeance is mine, I will retherefore it is not to be expected he will pay, sailh the Lord." So let it be !
do the fair thing by an opponent. This
EDITOR.
is a pity ; for no end is promoted but evil.
August 10, 1851.
But I almost despair of teaching him bet-1
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Spirits in Prison"

" SPIRITS IN PRISON."
'* Not the spiiits "now" in prison, but
the spirits once it» prison, while the Ark was
preparing, which is, indeed, the key of
interpretation.
Peter's key must open
Peter's lock." But this happens not to be
Peter's key. It is Mr. Campbell's, and
completely fail* of even passing the keyhole. He says, the prison was " a figurative prison.'1 True, it was not a gaol;
but then a goal is not the only literal prison.
Any place of confinement is a literal
prison, be it a gaol, a prave, or a nation
enclosing a captive nation. The prison
referred to by Peter is manifestly literal;
for in speakii g of '· the spirits" he says
they are "i/ι prison.11 It is admitted that
by " the spirits" are meant " the anteiiluvians ;" now while the ark was preparing
they had as much liberty as the unbelieving Jews of Peter's day, or the people of
the United States in ours. They did just
what was right in their own eyes. In
Noah's time, they married and gave in marjiage, caroused, and enjoyed themselves
to their heart's content, but how was it in
Peter's? They were literally in prison
•'body, soul, and spirit" They knew
nothing and could do nothing ; and so they
remain to this day—literally " in prison.1'
To ascertain the nature or character of
the prison, instead of referring to Moses
and the Prophets, Mr. C. speculates on
words in usu loqucndi. He finds that "the
specific idea" of the Greek family of words'
to which phulakee, " prison·" belongs, " is
confinement" This is doubtless a great
discovery. The next revelation is, that
" confinement has respect to time, as well
as to place." He ought to have said, ·« it
has reference to place as well as to time,"
for a place connot be a prison independent
of time. You may call a building a prison;
but if it is to receive persons for no time
it never can have an inmate, and therefore
cannot be in fact a prison. Thus, whenever men are confined involuntarily for a
longer or shorter time, there they are imprisoned, or in prison.
Mr. Campbell
eays, Noah'β contemporaries were imprisoned for 120 years, unless they repented
during that term; and he represents the
deluge as the limit, or bound, or wall, as it
were, of their figurative prison. He does
not say where they were to go when set
at liberty on repentance or death. Noah,
I suppose, was set at liberty when he entered upon a year's confinement in the
Ark ! But let that pass. If Noah's contemporaries were in prison only for 120

years, were they set at liberty when engulphed in the deluge ? Will Mr. Campbell tell us? And where do they enjoy
their freedom ? For liberty implies enjoyment. But, if the antediluvians were
<4
in prison" while they were doing their
own pleasure for 120 years, it is evident
that Peter's contemporaries of Israel were
also "inpnsori" " on pain of destruction
by a deluge" of war.* Peter's generation
was the antitype of Noah's ; so that if the
latter were in prison during Noah's preaching by the Spirit for 120 years ; the former
were likewise for the forty years the same
Spirit preached io them by Jesus and his
apostles. '"Noah,'* says he, " by word
and deed, preached to them repentance or
death." He preached to them in prison,
did he ? Yes. They did not repent?—No; therefore they were put to death at
the end of their imprisonment! If this be
granted, when sentence was executed they
were then no longer in prison!
This is
the conclusion we are led to by Mr. Campbell's premises!
Death, in the scriptures is styled "captivity" which was " led captive*' by Jesus
in rising from among the dead as the first
fruits of a future resurrection. But Mr.
Campbell's speculation makes death, liberty ; and by consequence, all the dead,
freemen escaped from the figurative prison
above ground ! This is " the key of interpretation'' Mr. Campbell uses in his attempt to demonstrate, that his own former
rendering of Peter's phrase " the spirits in
prison'' by " the spirits now in prison," is
" a mere speculative fancy." Ihis is another among many instances adducible, of
" Campbell against himself." But there
is no telling what lengths a man will go
to in stultifying himself when he undertakes to interpret the apostles without regard to Moses and the Prophets. He has
not found Peter's key yet. The apostle's
is a lock that cannot be picked by any human invention.
Immortal-soulism is a
pick that cannot reach the bolt; and disables all that work by it from opening the
prison door. But for this crotchet, Mr. C.
would not have foiged so fanciful an interpretation, which he has just constructed
for the occasion to get quit of the editor
of the " Magazine's" opinion, which is a
natural inference from his own speculations upon "L\feand Death"
There is nothing in the text or context
to prove that the antediluvians were in
prison in any other sense than that all
mankind are in the " bondage of corruption," during Noah's preaching. Speak•Dan, ix. 26.

Herald of the Kingdom
ing of the Holy Spirit it says " having
gone he preached to the spirits * · • formerly disobedient.'* When ? " In the
days of Noah." Where were they?—
Moses says, "on the face of the earth."—
Where were they in Peter's day? " I n
prison;" therefore they are called " spirits
in prison." Where the prison it must be
determined by " the law and the testimony," not by reference to " the established
laws of " sectarian " criticism,'' however
"sound" it may be supposed to be.
EDITOR.

SALVATION WITHOUT FAITH!
"He that believeth not $hall be condemned.'*—JESUS CHRIST.
DEAR BROTHER :

Conversing a few days ago on the merits
of Elpis Israel, one of the brethren who
had read it, stated his concurrence in most
of the things therein contained. But after
all, he says he cannot assent to the exclusion of the heathen, & c , from the salvation promised in the gospel.
The salvation of the heathen then became the Nubjict of discussion between
us; brethren D. and B. contending for
their salvation on some other principle
than that of faith in the gospel; and I for
it on no other.
I attempted to prove, and I think did
prove, that the faith was the only principle laid down in the Old and New Scriptures upon which a man can be saved ;
and that they made no exception in relation to the heathen. To this they object·
ei); and in support of their opinion quoted
the second chapter of Romans. I demurred to this, that " Gentile" there spoken of
as keeping " the righteousness of the law,"
could not mean the Gentiles in the sense
understood by them,—a good, conscience
ous, virtuous, benevolent Gentile; but a
gentile Christian. In support of this I attempted to show that, if a gentile could,
without ever having heard, or read the law,
keep the righteousness of the law, so
might a Jew have done; and then their
would have been no need of having the
law given to them; and thereby much
trouble and expense have been saved.—
Upon this we separated without coming
to any agreement
I w rite these few words, therefore, to
request you to interpret the Bible teaching
on this subject. The term " nature" seems
to be the stronghold of the two brethren»
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and, indeed, of all natural religionists; and
the second of Romans the chapter most
relied on to prove this most mischievous of

all traditions, "Natural Religion."

If

you can spare time, we should like to
know if the heathen, by beholding the
works of the Great Architect of the universe ever came to a knowledge of the
living and true God, so as acceptably to
worship him, or attain to salvation ; or,
has the mind of a gentile ever been so
operated on by the contemplation of the
wonderful works of creation as to impart
to him a right to incorruptibility and life ?
The doctrine of the Kingdom and Hope
of Israel as exhibited by Jesus, the apostles, and yourself, is gaining ground here.
I have returned hither (after aa absence
of three years) where once I met with
such decided opposition from th/ brethren
of " the reformation'* in the a^lvT>cacy of
these sentiments; and now I meet with
but few who do not entertain the same :
not that I feel a pride in having first contended for them here; but because I rejoice in the spread of the gospel, and de.
light to see the Kingdom preached though
for the sake of contention only.
Yours, faithfully,
E. J. H.

WHITE, M.

D.

Fayette, Mississippi»

HEATHEN DEFINED—THE GOSPEL IS FOB THE
SALVATION OF THE HEATHEN THBOUGH BELIEF OF IT—NONE SAVED BUT THE DOEBS OF
THE WORD—IGNORANCE ALIENATES FROM
ETERNAL LIFE—NATURE'S LOGIC—NATURE
DEFINED—ORIGIN OF NATURAL RELIGION—
ITS
IN VENTERS INDICATED—THINGS IN
WHICH THEY AGREE--NATURAL RELIGION
AND GOD'S RELIGION IRRECONCILABLE ENEMIES—4k BY NATURE" EXPLAINED—HEART
CIRCUMCISED GENTILES AND JEWS TO INHERIT
THE PROMISES.

Heathen is the Saxon equivalent for the
Greek word ethnos, and the Hebrew goi,
and properly signifies nation. It is in this
sense that it is used in the sacred scriptures. The word Gentile is of the same
import, only derived from the Latin gene.
All nations, except Israel, being under
" times of ignorance,11 were merged in
hopeless superstition ; 60 that to be of the
nations was equivalent to being an isolator : the word heathen, therefore, came to
represent a man, or nations, worshipping
idols ; though the Hebrew, Greek, and
Latin originals, are never used in this
sense in the scriptures.
The salvation promised in the gospel is
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ihe salvation of Israel and the Heathen,
in the sense of blessing all nations in
Abraham and his Seed, on the principle of
individual and national faith and obedience.
The gospel has been preached for eighteen
centuries to the nations for the salvation
of heathen, in the sense of idolators and
natural religionists—·* to take out from the
Gentiles a people for God's name." This
people are to be the immortal rulers of the
nations, or heathen, in the Age to Come ;
when the heathen, no longer idolators and
natural religionists, shall be enlightened
and " serving the Lord with one consent."
They are th$n " the nations of the saved,"
sitting under their own vines and fig trees,
with no tyrants to destroy them, and make
them afraid as now. The separation of
mankind into nations, however, is finally
to cease ; and all of the race who attain
to eternal life will be merged into Israel
then become immortal, by *Mhe adoption,
to wit, the redemption of the body ;" as it
is written, " 1 will make a full end of all
nations whither I have scattered thee, Ο
Israel, but I will not make a full end of
thee.'1* The last eighteen centuries has
been " the Day of Salvation," the '· accepted time," a day of probation for individuals, who aspire to the glory, honor,
and immortality of the Kingdom, as the
reward of ** the righteousness which is by
faith :" the coming thousand years will be
a day of blessedness and probation to the
nations, saved from the evils now besetting them ; in which vastly greater multitudes than now or heretofore, will become
heirs of immortality and earth-inhabitation for ever, when the thousand years
shall have passed away.
But, what the brethren I), and B. want
to know is, is there not salvation from hell*
for idolators, and natural religionists,
idiots, and sucklings, now, without be
lieving the gospel and being baptized ?—
They, and not they only, but all antichristendom, say there is salvation for them.—
But the Bible has nothing to do with the
soul hell they speak of. The salvation it
proclaims is the deliverance of God's people from sin, death, and the grave, and the
bestowal upon them of glory and honor
forever in his kingdom; and the deliver
ence of the nations, as already stated.—
If they modify their proposition, and af
firm that the parties indicated have part in
this salvation without faith and its obedience, there is bomething tangible to lay
hold of. Well, if it be so, it can be easily
proved. There are the scriptures, show
us the testimony ; for the burden of proof
*Jer. x*x. 11.

lies upon D. and B. and the natural religionists. Ah, here they come with the
second chapter of the letter to the Romans,
telling us that the salvation of sinners
without the obedience of faith is taught
there! Now behold the proof—"When
the Gentiles having not the law, do by nature the things contained in the law, these,
having not the law, are a law unto themselves : who shew the work of the law
written in their hearts, their conscience also
bearing witness, and their thoughts the
meanwhile accusing or else excusing one
another." But I object to this as perfectly
irrelevant, having not the least reference
to idol worshippers, or the unenlightened.
It refers to Gentile "doers of the law'1 in
the sense of their being justified by that
system of righteousness which is t4 testified by the law and the prophets." The
'* work of the law is written in the hearts''
of such persons only., be they Jews or
Gentiles. Of Israel under the New Covenant Jehovah says, " I will put my laws
into their mind, and write them upon their
hearts." How is this done ] Take an illustration from the doings on Pentecost.—
The righteousness testified by the law and
the prophets was put into the mind of the
assembled multitude by the voice of the
apostles; and written indelibly on their
hearts by the divine attestation which miraculously confirmed it. The same thingoccurred to the Gentiles afterwards at Cornelius', where the work of the law was
written on the hearts of all his company.
When the law was thus written, they
"showed the work of the Jaw'' in loving
the Lord their God with all their heart,
I and with all their soul^ and with all their
mind, and their neighbours as themselves,
in which all the law and the prophets are
obeyed;* "for love is the fulfilling," or
doing, " of the law."f
The natural religionists do not fairly
quote their proof text. They should
quote the whole passage. Their text is a
reason given in support of the affirmation
contained in the preceding verse, which
they ought to have quoted to show what
the apostle was writing about. The omitted words are, " not the hearers of the law
are just before God, but the doers of the
law shall be justified." And even this is
bat the reason of another affirmation in
the verse before, which declares that " as
many as have sinned without law (that is,
the Gentiles, who were never within the
jurisdiction of the law) shall also perish
without law ; and as many as have sinned
in (or under) the law (that is, the Jews
*Mat. χχΤί737-^θΓνΤΐ. 12. fRom. xiii. 10.
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to whom it was enjoined) shall he judged
by the law; in the day when God shall
judge the secrets of men by Jesus Christ
according to my gospel." This declaration is contained in the twelfth and sixteenth verses, the proof text of the natural
religionists being the fourteenth and fifteenth, which, with the omitted thirteenth,
are a parenthesis between. But again, all
these verses even are but illustrative of
the eleventh ; which is itself the reason
why God will render to both Jews and
Gentiles according to their deeds, as stated
from the seventh to the tenth verses both
inclusive, that is, ** Because there is no
respect of persons with him."
Now,
from the sixth to the sixteenth verses of
the second chapter the doctrine taught is,
that Jews and Gentiles are all in the same
category with respect to he gospel; because, from the eighteenth verse of chapter one to the fifth of chapter two, the
apostle had there " proved, that they are
all under sin," none being· righteous, " no,
not one ·/' and ·· all the world" consequently "guilty before God."* Mankind,
then, being none of them " doers of the
law," none of them are justified ; and
without justification there is no salvation.-^·
What remains, therefore, is only a question of condemnation. Are Jews and
Gentiles, equally vile in their conduct before God, to be subjected to execution in
tlje same way ? N o ; the Jews sinning
against light, deserve a sorer punishmeni
than the Gentiles who sin under 4 i times
of ignorance ; " therefore, the Gentiles die
and perish ] while the Jews are reserved
for judgment and execution till the day
yet iuture, when Jesus Christ shall judge
them ** at his appearing in his Kingdom,"
as taught Of Paul in the gospel he preached. This implies the non-resurrection oi
those who being without law sin in times
of ignorance; and the resurrection oj
those who sin under law. Of the former
class, it is written in the prophet, " They
are dead, they shall not live; they are deceased, they shall not rise j therefore hast
thou visited and destroyed them, and
made all their memory to perish : r f b u l
of them under law, it is written, " All
they in the graves (pantis hoe en iois
mnemeiois) shall hear of the Son of Man's
voice, and come forth ; they having done
good things for a resurrection of life; but
they having worked evil things, for a resurrection of judgment.":): So much lor
the guilty who are all under sin, and
therefore heirs of death, being" condemn«Rotn. iii. 9, 19.
flsai. xxvi, 14,
μ no. v. 28,29.
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ed already." But, whether that death
shall be ** unto death'3 so as to end therein ; or, the sinners without law, and under law, shall pass from under sentence
of dea(.h, and come under a sentence unto
eternal life, depends upon both classes becoming obedient to the truth, or " doers
of the word:" for it is ·· he who looks
narrowly into the perfect law of liberty,
and perseveres, not becoming a forgetful
hearer, but a doer of work, he shall be
blessed in his doing."*
The Jews and Gentiles in the days of
the apostles were all in the same state
with respect to God that the idolators and
natural religionists are at the present lime
— " Having the understanding darkened,
being alienated from the life of God
through the ignorance that is in them, because of the perverseness of their heart."f
Truth is ever the same. It is therefore as
true now as when written, that ignorance
alienates from God's life. Let D. and B.
look at this principle without blinking.—
Their theory demands the salvation of
creatures in their ignorance of " the
knowledge of God, and of Jesus the
Lord ;" but the scriptures place an emphatic veto on the notion, and declare that,
"Except a man be converted,and become
as a little child, he can in no wise enter the
Kingdom of God ;" and out of that Kingdom there is no salvation. And again,
" Except a man be born of water and of
spirit, he cannot enter the Kingdom of
God;" which is equivalent to saying,
* Except a man believe the gospel of the
Kingdom, and is baptized, and raised
from the dead incorruptible and immortal,
he cannot be saved.' There is no bliss in
ignorance of God's truth ; if there were,
it would be folly to be wise ; because wisdom and knowledge make responsible.—
If the ignorant weie in a salvable state,
it was cruel to send Paul to them, " to
open their eyes, to turn them from darkness," or ignorance, " to light,** or knowledge; because, in so doing, he was bringing them into the jeopardy of persecution,
and the hazard of the sorer punishment
which is to devour the adversaries at the
coming of the Lord. But the truth is,
that neither Jews nor Gentiles, of any
age, sex, or condition, can be saved, or
" inherit the Kingdom," which is tht
same thing, who live and die in their ignorance of the truth. ** This is life eternal, that men should know thee the only
true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thuu
hast sent." Paul was therefore sent '· to
turn them from the power of Satan to
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God" by enlightening them, " that they
might receive forgiveness of sins, and inheritance among them who are sanctified
by faith that is in Jesus."* Now, I argue
that if this was necessary for the salvation of the heathen then, it is equally so
for their salvation now; and that it was
necessary, is proved by the testimony before us. To say that creatures may be
saved without faith is to blaspheme, or
speak evil of, God and his Christ, and to
pronounce the scriptures a falsehood ;
for they testify that, " he that comes to
God must believe that he is, and that he
is a rewarder of them who diligently
seek him." And again, " without faith it
is impossible to please God ;" and again,
·' na man cometh to the Father," saye
Jesus, " but through me :" but these are
all vain words, and they who uttered
them liars, it human creatures <: who
know not God," who do not seek him,
and are ignorant of the faith ; and not
only so, but are " filled with all unrighteousness," have inheritance with the
sanctified—if we say, that these may be
saved iu their ignorance, we in effect proclaim our own faithlessness iu the oftrepeated and positive declarations of God
to the contrary—we declare it in defiapce
of testimony, sound reason, and common
sense; not the common sense of the unthinking and fleshly multitude, for that is
foolishness; but that natural sagacity
which is common to the thoughtful and
sober-minded among men.
But " nature" is truly the stronghold of
natural religionists, although they profess
to believe the scriptures. What they call
ik
nature," that is, their interpretation of
nature, is of greater authority with them
than a " thus it is written," or a " thus
saith the Lord." It is their rule of Bibleinterpretation ; so that if God's testimony
does not speak in accordance with their
interpretation of nature, they either reject it with contempt; or, give it a
mystical signification ; or, admit its truth,
and at the same time contend that some
contrary and nullifying supposition may
be equally true. This last alternative is
the gossamer that mantles the hypocritical infidelity of the age. " It is true," say
they,"that 'he that believes the gospel,
ana is baptized, shall be saved ;' but it is
also true that, if a man sincerely thinks he
is right, he will be saved too, although he
may not happen to understand the gospel!*' " Ο yes, it is right to be baptized
in the name of Jesus Christ for remission
of sins," says another; ' but then, baptism in the name is not indispensable to
•Acts xxvi. 18.

forgiveness!' ' W e admit,' say others,
' that * without faith it is impossible to
please God;' but then, kind-hearted heathen, and babes, who are * germs oi an
immortal development,'* may be, yea
are, saved without it!' ' Yes, we believe in the resurrection of the dead; that
is,' says the ' Swedenborgian Christian,'
* the awakening of the soul at the last
pulsation of the heart in the article of
death ;' or, says some other mystic,' the
revival of the dead in trespasses and sins
when they get religion;' or, says a third,
1
the restoration of the ancient gospel
some twenty or thirty years ago !' Thue
it goes in all the world. There is scarcely
a single truth admitted, but there is some
nullifying hypothesis tacked on to it, by
which it is rendered of none effect. And
they who practice this call themselves
logicians and philosophers. Precious logic
to admit the truth of A, and at the same
time to contend that B, which denies it iu
toto, is equally true! Yet such is the
reasoning (save the mark!) of nature's
worshippers, who presume to subject the
mind of God to the suppositions of their
foolish hearts! Surely, it may be truly
said, that
Truth hath fled to brutish beasts;
And men have lost their reason.
But, this 'nature1 the perverters of the
gospel so devoutly worship, what is it?
In the universal sense of the word, it is
what God has caused to exist subject to unvarying necessity—the existence is nature;
the necessity, its laws. Persons who see
but little of God in any thing, are accustomed to attribute the phenomena they
observe to Nature, as though Nature were
the God in whom they live, and by whom
all things consist. Nature, however, is a
mere necessity, and exists simply because
it is God's will and pleasure. Those who
are * taught of God' never look to nature
as an authority in regard to things spiritual and moral, because they do not venerate the creature rather than the Creator.
Man, as he exists by pro-creation, is
part of that terrestrial nature called animal. When allowed to ripen into maturity
under the uncontrolled influence of his
innate propensities, · he has no pre-eminence over a beast.'f
His ideas and
reasonings, if he have any, upon God,
morality, bis own constitution, origin, and
destiny* are the workings of his veneration, conscienciuusness, & c , styled by
Paul * the thinking of the flesh ; ' and the
conclusions he arrives at are the teachings
•Chr. Mag. Vol. v. No. 7, p. 208.
fEccl. hi. 19.
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of nature, or Natural Religion. This religion begins in the flesh, and ends in gas;
which is all the spirit it contains. Confucius, Zoroaster, Mahomet, the Council
of Trent, Luther, Calvin, Wesley, Campbell, and Joe Smith, not to mention a host
of others, are all naturalists, whose systems 0/ religion are all essentially the
same. The reason o[ this is, because
they have all come to their several conclusions by natural reason, to whose dictates the least foolish among them have
paid more deference than to the written
testimony of God. It is remarkable that
all these systematizing naturalists believe
in disembodied immortal souls, heaven in
the skies, a hell of fire and brimstone for
separate spirits somewhere, the same sort
of a devil, the salvation of creatures of
all ages, &c. The thinking of the flesh
upon its own consciousness, and the phenomena o( animal magnetism, the means
toy which nature teaches, have conducted
them to this universal and boasted uniformity. How common is it to hear them
adduce ' the universal belief of mankind*
in proof of an immortal soul in man, capa-I
die of a disembodied existence among
the stare ! They do not see that this is a
substantial reason against the notion, seeing that all mankind are in a state oi
ignorance, and therefore think only the
thoughts of nature, or the flesh, which
God say» are not his thoughts. The
only difference between Confucius, or
Zoroaster, and Mr. Campbell is, that
the latter mixes up the sayings of apostles
with the thinkings of his flesh, which the
former were unable to do, not having the
scriptures. This is the essential difference i
between that form of Natural Religion,
called Campbellisrn, and the others styled
Magianism, Budhism, and so forth. Let
me not be misunderstood. I do not
say they are the same in detail; but the
eame in origin, and that origin the thinking of the flesh, and not the revelation of
Ahe mind of God.
As the heresiarchs named were mere
«naturalists, the religions ttiat go by their
names, are mere natural religions. This
as the nature of the religion of anti-christendom, call it Mohammedanism, Grecism,
Romanism, or Protestantism. The thing
is the same, whatever designation taste
may give it. This is the reason why they
are at variance with the Bible.
The
scriptures are from God, and reveal the
thoughts, ways, and purposes of God ;
but the theologies, or orthodoxies, or
whatever you may call them, are of the
unenlightened flesh, and reveal the
thoughts, or opinions, of the flesh con-
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cerning the Bible. Now, the thoughts of
men and the thoughts of God, are as diametrically opposite as fiesta and spirit.
They do not, and can not, think in harmony ; for' the carnal mindi (to phromema
tou sarkas, the thinking otf the flesh) i*
enmity against God ; for it is not subject
to the law of God, neither indeed can be.
So, then, they that are in tl*e flesh (think
and act according to the dictates of
nature) cannot please God/
From this it is clear that raer> eannot
' do by nature the things con-tamed in the
law, in the sense of doing them from the
dictates of unenlightened flesh. Nature,
in this sense, would impel them to do the
very reverse, for all the precept» of God
are in contrariety to the dictates of the·
ί
fallen
humanity
we possess.
My
thoughts,1 says he,' are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways my ways; for asthe heavens are higher than the earth, 60
are my ways higher than your ways, and
my thoughts than your thoughts.' 'If
any man will come after me, let him deny
himself and take up his cross, and follow
me.1 ' The grace of God that bringeth
salvation hath appeared to all men, teaching us that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously, and godly in this present world ; looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the great God and our
Saviour Jesus Christ.' These are not
the dictates of nature, but of the spirit.
Nature could not dictate such principles
of conduct. It is as impossible as for a
river o( its own tendency to ascend a
mountain.
The word used by Paul, and translated
' by nature,' is fhysei from phuo, ' to
cause to be.' Pliysis is thai which is
caused to be; hence, to do by physis is to
do that which is caused to be done; that
is, to do in effect. ' When the Gentiles do
in effect the things contained in tho law,
they show the work of the law written
in their hearts.1 This is intelligible enough.
The writing the law there, causes them
to do the things it contains, which is doing as the effect of the writing; or doing
in effect, that is, by physis or by nature.
The Jews had the law, but did not do its
work; the Gentiles had not the law; but
having believed the Gospel, and yielding
its fruit in their lives, they showed forth
the law's work; and in so doing 'kept
the righteousness of the law,' and put
the Jews to shame. The Gentiles who
obeyed the gospel, proved themselves to
be better Jews than the hereditary eons
of Abraham who had the law ; ' for he in
the appearance is not the Jew; neither is
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the circumcision in the appearance, in
the flesh : but he is the Jew in the hidden
man ; and circumcision is of heart by
Spirit, not by letter; whose praise is not
of men, but of God.' lie that is a .lew
by becoming Abraham's Seed, through
Jesus Christ, is the Jew to whom glory,
honor, and incorruptibility in the kingdom for ever, with Messiah, is promised
in the covenant made with Abraham before the times of the jubilees were arranged. Such is the solution of the matter as it appears to me.
EDITOR.

QUERY CONCERNING THE " GREAT
TRIBULATION."
DEAR SIR:

The * Synopsis of the Kingdom,1 in vol
i. p. 1Q3, is estimated here very highly.
Two or three passages struck me as especially beautiful and touching; one par
ticularly, where vour pencil, by the light
of testimony, studied and believed, pourtrays the entrance of Israel's King into
his dwelling place. 'Tis a joyous, heartthrilling scene. I seemed in reading it, as
if already listening to the glad shouts ot
Israel's sons, and witnessing, as these reechoed round the world, the joy of the
earth, and the gladness of tho isles, because the Lord reigneth. Oh, my beloved brother, shall we be present with
that rejoicing throng, and behold the fulfilment of all that we have hoped and
prayed for ? I often think this is too
glorious a destiny for me—one that I can
never be accounted worthy of. Yet, I
have resolved long since not to abandon
hope, or let the anchor go. It is always
our wisdom to eschew despair, since we
cannot possibly gain any thing by it, and
may lose all.
I have lately met with some ideas on
Matt. xxiv. that please me. These are
that the · great tribulation' must not be
understood to have reference simply to
the calamitous period of the destruction
of the Hebrew Commonwealth; but as
beginning then, and terminating only
with the completion of 'the Times of the
Gentiles,' being thus co-extensive with the
dispersion; and that the word ' this] it
verse 34, referring in the original to the
thing last mentioned, the 'generation'
there spoken oi, is that which sees the
signs indicating the Lord's return, and
the nearness ot his kingdom ; and not as
you suppose, the generation contempo-

Tribulation"

rary with the passing away of the First
Heavens and Earth. What think you ot
this view of the subject ?

England.

PERSIS.

REPLY, WITH REMARKS ON
"THIS GENERATION."
If our friend will turn to Matthew he
will find from the context that it is impossible that the * tribulation,' referred to
there, can be; co-extensive with ' the Times
of the Gentiles.' The sixteenth, twentieth-,
and twenty-first verses say, tiiat the
4
great tribulation' shall be * in the winter
and on the Sabbath-day,' at a period of
'flight from Judea to the mountains.'
This winter period is termed ' Mo.se
days' in the twenty-second verse, which
4
were shortened' that the whole nation
might not be destroyed. The tribulation
being shortened for the elect's sake, we
are told that 'immediately after] the luminaries of the Hebrew polity were eclipsed
and shaken from their spheres—ver. 29.
The tribulation must therefore have preceded the actual suppression of the Commonwealth—a suppression, however,
which is co-extensive with the times referred to; for 'Jerusalem shall.be trodden under foot of the Gentiles until the
times of the Gentiles be fulfilled,' and
then the throne and kingdom of David
will be restored.
The genea antee of verse 34 is manifestly the ' this generation' Jesus had
been treating of in his previous discourse,
which led to the reproduction of Daniel's
prediction concerning Jerusalem and the
Temple (see chap. ix. 26,) in the 24th of
Matthew. ' Serpents, generation of vipers !' said he to the Scribes and Pharisees, ' how can ye escape lrom the judgment of Hinnom's vale ?' 'Generation*
here is genneema in the sense of offspring
—they were the Serpent offspring of that
genea, who were to fill up the measure of
their fathers' iniquity, so that upon them
might come vengeance for all the righteous blood shed upon the land from the
death of Abel to the murder of Zacharias,
son of Baiachus, between the Temple
and the Altar, during the siege of Jerusalem, as related by Josephus. The particulars that filled up ' the measure of their
fathers,' and made up the krisis, or judgment, are termed ' all these things' in the
thirty-sixth verse of the twenty-third
chapter; and because they affected Christ's
4
prophets, wise men, and scribes,' as well
as their persecutors, and therefore all
classes of the nation, Jesus said, ' Verily
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I say unto you, All these things shall come
upon this genea, or generation.' Thus
we are presented with the relation of
trenneema to genea. The latter includes
the former, as the whole includes a part,
or the greater the less.
]n Matthew Iwelfth, and forty-fifth
verse, Jesus likens the then living race of
Jews to a man in two states ot diabolical
possession, divided by a brief interval of
sanity. In the first state he was wicked,
but not totally depraved. He was therefore relieved of his malady for a time
His cure however was not permanent.
Excitement revived, fear supervened,
madness seized uporvhim, and he became
sevenfold moie desperate 1han before; so
that the last state of the man was worse
than the first. 'Even so/ said Jesu*, 'shall
it be also unto this wicked genea or generation.' Arid even so it was. When John
the baptist had fulfilled his mission he
had * emptied, swept, and garnished' the
generation ; for 4 there went out unto him
all the land of Judea, and they of Jerusalem, and weie all baptized of him in
the river Jordan, confessing their sins.'*
Judah thus prepared, 'the people were
in expectation, and all men mused in
their hearts of John, whether he were the
Christ or not.'f The unclean spirit was
gone out of them fora time; and when
Jesus first appeared among them, ' they
heard him gladly.' In process of time,
however, the spirit that beheaded John
gained strength, and possessed not Herod
only, but all the rulers of the people, and
at length all the people too. They crucified Jesus, killed his disciples, and abounded in all iniquity, so that their last state
was worse than the first, when John came
to them 'preaching the baptism of repentance for the remission of oins.' What
was to be done with such a generation?
Was it not condemned by the example of
Nineveh, which repented at the preach
ing of Jonas; by that of the wisdom
seeking Queen of Sheba, who came from
the far-south to hear the words of Solomon ? For seven years John, the greatest
of all the prophets, and Jesus, the 'greater
man Solomon,' proclaimed repentance
and the wisdom of God ; and then almost
for forty years, a great company took
up the word and preached it to the people ; nevertheless iniquity
abounded,
and even the love of the rrany who had
embraced the gospel of the kingdom
cooled. Was not the generation incorrigible—hath there ever been a generation
of Israel like it before or since ? Well,
U b ^
jmghtJesiis liken it to Noah's
*Mark i. 5.
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and say, ' This generation shall not pass
away till all mv words concerning it shall
be fulfilled,' History attests the fact. The
heaven and the earth of the Hebrew
Ko.smos passed away with a great noise,
but not a jot or tittle that he had spoken
ailed oi its entire accomplishment.
They who look for 'the signs' enumerated in the first twenty nine verses of
Matthew xxiv. as indicative of the Lord's
return in majesty and power, may as
II look for the signs that preceded the
Deluge as indicative of the same event.
They will see the one as soon as they will
see the other, which will be as soon as
they shall see the shadow of the degrees
upon the dial of Ahaz go backward ten
degrees. The signs o f ' t h e coming of
the Son of Man in the clouds of heaven
with power and great glory,' are not siglificative of Judah's overthrow, but of the
destruction of the Papacy, the fall of the
Ottoman dominion, the subjection of the
kingdoms of the west to the Autocrat,
preliminary to the redemption of the
whole Ί welve Tribes of Israel, and the
resurrection of the dead. The signs of
these events are not in the sun, moon,
stars, and constellations; but in ' the unclean spirits like frog?, which go iorth to
the kings of the earth and of the whole
empire to gather them together to the
war of the great day of God the Almighty,'
whose operations may be discerned by all
who ' watch' the progress of things in the
light of scripture truth.
EDITOR.

TIMELY NOTICE.
There are three more numbers after
this to the end of the volume. We have
thought therefore that it is time to remind
our friends in Britain, Nova Scotia, and
Canada West, that our rule is to discontinue all papers to subscribers in those
countries at the end of the volume. The
reason of this is, because we have to prepay the postage on all we send out oj the
United States. W« discontinue, that we
may not lose subscription and postage;
the latter amounting to nearly 30 dollars
a year. We have no fault to find with
our present subscribers. We adopt the
rule to prevent embarrassment; and apply
it without partiality.
All then, in Britain, who wish the next
volume, will please send in their names,
residences, and subscriptions to R.Robertson, Esq., in orders on the Dock Head
Post Office, Bermondsey, Surry. Those
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in Nova Scotia, to Messrs. Lithgow &
Jenkins, to eilher of them, Halifax ; and
Canadians, to Geo. L. Scott, Paris, C. W.;
or direct to the editor. By attending to
this promptly we shall make a fair start
again in January 1853.
EDITOR.

QUERY CONCERNING THE RIGHTEOUS.
DEAR BROTHER:

We have not forgotten you, nor the
many occasions of intellectual enjoyment,
nor the precious truths we learned while
in your society, and attending your public
lectures in Dundee, Illinois. They are of
priceless value, and such that neither
time, nor the fiendish jeers of ecclesiastical leaders of the populace can ever erase.
We have kept a close and anxious watch
upon your course since the time you left
Illinois ; and we regret that we have not
patronized your publications more fully,
which we would have done had it not
been for our unsettled condition. But we
hope we are now permanently situated
in this far southern district, whence we
may assist you more liberally in your
great and important work of manifesting,
and disentangling, the Gospel of the Kingdom from the traditions of men ; and serve
our Heavenly Father to the best of our
ability, looking forward to the appearance
of our Lord and Saviour, when he shall
come again without sin unto salvation,
and reign with his Ancients gloriously.
A friend wishes us to put a question to
you, which you can answer at your convenience :—* When do the righteous live
who are to be raised at the second resurrection ? And are the righteous subject
to death during the Christ's thousand
years' reign in Jerusalem V—We remain
yours in the Hope.
JOHN OATMAN, Senr. and Junr.
Bastrap, Texas.
POST-MILLENNIAL HOPE OF THE MILLENNIAL RIGHTEOUS.

The resurrection, termed in common
speech ' the second/ occurs at * the end
when the Christ shall deliver up the Kingdom to God, even the Father;1 that is, one
thousand years after he ascends the throne
of his father David. The righteous who
are raised then are they who have died
during the previous thousand years—
righteous, according to the law and testimony then established as the rule of faith
and practice. The hope set before them'

during the reign, is the kingdom under its
/^-millennial constitution. They walk
by faith of this in hope of attaining citizenship therein, as immortal suly'ecis of
' God even the Father/ when sin, deathr
and priesthood, with its appurtenances,
shall cease to be ; but when Jesus and
his brethren, though no longer priests to
God, will continue pre-eminent as the
cherubim and seraphim of terrestrial
glory. The second-resurrection righteous
live thenceforth on the renovated and
sealess earth for ever, God being all in
all of then» as in Christ the Lord.
The word 'righteous' is applicable to
two classes of the redeemed from sin and
death. The first class is composed of
those believers of the gospel of the kingdom who live upon the earth at and before the coming of the King of Israel
in power and great glory; the second, of
those who believe and do while He reigns
Vicegerent of Jehovah as High Priest
upon his father David's throne. The
first class are immortalized at his coming,
and are consequently no more subject to
death. They, with Jesus, are the rulrs,
or ' kings and priests to God' over the
nations—the dispensers of the blessedness which is to come upon them through
Abraham and His Seed.—Editor,

TRANSLATING SCRIFrURE.
In reply to an inquiry, our learned
friend of Bethany says, that a philologist
who does not understand the scriptures
is not competent to translate them correctly. We are glad to see that we agree
with him in something. No pagan Greek,
nor blind Hebraist, can transfer the
thoughts and purposes of God from the
tongues of Moses and Plato, into the
Queen's English. Hence our friend's
utter incapacity for the work, which is
much to be deplored, seeing that he is
Supervisor of 300,000 * immortal souls/
or more, who look up to him as an oracle.
A man who is ignorant of what Christ's
mission is, may ' speak Greek' with as
much facility as 'pigs squeak,'and make
a speech on every line of Homer in the
same tongue, and yet be baffled by a New
Testament query of a single sentenceThe world will never behold a critically
trustworthy version of the Bible till the
Lord comes. That event will confound all
orthodox criticisms, and leave our learned
friend and his Memphis associates among
the dunces !
EDITOR.

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And
in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that shall not he left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and itself
shall stand for
ever."—DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, E D .

R I C H M O N D , VA., October, 1852.

PREACHING TO SPIRITS IN PRISON.
"In which having gone, he preached to
the Spirits in
prison.—PETER.
44

To Oiis also was the gospel
to dead
ones,"—PETER.

preached

The editor of the Christian Magazine
eaye that the apostle Peter teaches that
after his decease Christ Jesus 'preached,
having the imprisoned dead as his congregation,1
Speaking of the dead who *never heard
of Jesus while in the flesh,' he says, because he was appointed their judge, 'therefore they must hear of him in the Spirit in
order to their acquittal or condemnation'
Again, 'in the Spirit Jesus preached to
the dead,'
Referring to those that suffer for the
truth, even unto death, he says, 'by death
they cease from sin, and like Christ, may
enter upon an extended ministry among
the dead,9
These notions he considers as sustained
by the doctrine of scripture, which teaches
1
that *Christ died to reconcile things in
4
heaven' even the invisible.' H e refers to
Col. 1. 20, and Eph. iii. 10-13, and concludes from the premises, that 'God is the
God of the DEAD, as well as of the living,* If so, Jesus has made a slight mistake ; for he says, *God is NOT α God of
the dead, but of the living: for all live
unto him ;'* that is, by resurrection unto
life, which he was arguing to prove.
Speaking of 4ministering angels,' whom
he styles 4bright and joyous stars,' he
says. 'Ranks and hosts of these spread
themselves throughout the spiritual world,
* Luke xx. 38.
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like beings of different grades in this, and
under Christ carry on the scheme of his
redemption for the benefit of millions, who
either by age, or tyranny, or imbecility,
could never hear of him while in the flesh.*
By this agency his theory provides for the
salvation of 'infants, idiots, and pagans.'
He says furthermore, "We never commit the body of a single human being to
the grave, for whum it is not a pleasure
for us to know that his soul has already
entered where the knowledge of Christ
may yet be his; and that if at last condemned, it will not be for any thing that
was unavoidable in his outward circumstances on earth." And on the hypothesis
of his own salvation, he continues, *our
happiness, we apprehend, will consist in
giving knowledge to all to whose capacity
and advancement we may be, there as
here, adapted.'
The foregoing novelty is taken from an
article on "Spirits in Prison.-' In defending it against an attack made upon it by
the President of Bethany College, he says,
4
I have uttered an opinion, that men who
have not heard the gospel will hear it before they are condemned by it. This is
the substance of the whole matter'—and a
very gospel-nullifying 'substance* truly !
This novelty appears to be based upon
a rendering of Peter's words, which the
editor says, was authorized by Mr. Campbell in his controversy with me some
years ago; but which the same learned
gentleman now finds it convenient to repudiate. The words are, en ho kai tots en
phylakee pneumasi poreutheis ekeeruxen,
4
rendered in the New Version'* 'by
which also he made proclamation to the
spirits in prison.'
In this, Mr. Campbell
has thrown out the word 'poreutheis1 as
•"Third hidiuon.
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I find the same omission in Jones' 'revised | destiny in reserve for non-believers of the
and corrected edition' published in London gospel, which God in his providence had
in 1842. Why have these critics omitted never caused to be proclaimed to them.—
this word ? The common English version He rejects such a fiendish dogma; and,
retains it, and renders the text 'he went therefore, instead of dividing his Spiritand preached.7 Mr. Jones is dead; but World after the Bethanian fashion, he conMr. C. still lives to answer for himself.— stitutes it more after the model of the preThe other words of Peter in the premises sent visible *evil world,' save that here is
of the new theory are, eis touto gar kai all matter, while there it is all naked spirit.
nekrois enegeenlisthee, rendered by the Heaven and hell in the spirit world are
above critics, 'For to this end the gospel very much like heaven and hell here, said
was preached to the dead;' in James', 'to to be in our midst every day—a state of
them that are dead.' 'The dead' is not the mentality be it good or evil. The Spiritliteral rendering of the adjective nekrois ; world of evil consciences, is the newly
it should be 'to dead* with ones, or per- discovered hell, or "prison," in which are
sons, understood. Dead ones are a parti- provisionally confined the dead-alive spirits
of infants, idiots, and pagans, with all
cular class of the dead in general.
While the editor of the 'Magazine' ac- other sincere unfortunates, who are yet
cepts the rendering of the King's Version, uncondemned by the gospel, because they
'to them that are dead,' he adopts the have had no opportunity of hearing it!
sentence, *in which Spirit, also, he went
The issue between the editor of the
and preached to the spirits now in prison,' Magazine and the editor of the Harbinger
as the true representative of the original. seems to be purely hellish ; that is, whethThis, he says, clearly to his mind 'conveys er all unbelievers, without distinction, shall
the idea that Christ, by his spiritual na- everlastingly agonize in torment, mental
ture, or by the Spirit, did preach to the and physical, without one ray of hope; or,
spirits of the invisible world.' To this he some of them, and that a vast majority,
adds, 4and if as to include all, the apostle be afforded an opportunity of repentance
refers to those who died in disobedience in and deliverance ? The Harbinger's prithe days of Noah, which would make his son has no back door; the Magazine's has,
language equivalent to all the dead.'— and this seems to be the tweedledum and
These words show that he considers the tweedledee of the matter. They may
phrase 'the gospel was preached to the dispute about the merits of their respecdead,' as importing that it was preached tive theories for ever, and each denounce
to all the dead—Ho those now dead, not '-in the other for heresy till doomsday; but
Vie flesh' (but) now in prison.9
they will neither of them be any nearer
The English of this seems to be, that the truth than when they began. It lies
the editor considers that there is in man an beyond their grasp, and must ever do so
'immortal soul1—'his spiritual nature'— while they despise Moses and the Prophets,
capable of disembodied existence, an ex- and make immortal-soulism the fulcrum
istence which begins at the last pulsation upon which their levers rest.
of the heart. Next, he believes in "a
The passage they are disputing about is
Spirit-World/ into which ghosts, or sepa- an interesting one, and difficult of interprerated human spirits, or souls, are received tation only to those whose minds are spoilat death. He believes also that there are ed by 'philosophy9 and 'science falsely so
good and bad human spirits, and some that called.' Leaving the editors for the preare neither good nor bad, such as baby- sent to play at single stick undisturbed,
souls. Now, in all this he is approved by we will turn from their logomachies to the
alig oious Musselmen, all devout Papists, words of truth and soberness indited by
ana all sincere pagans, and others. But the apostle.
he does not appear to believe in the 'Hell,'
The 'elect through sanctification of the
which, we hesitate not to say, is falsely Spirit' to whom he wrote, were 'in heaviascribed to 'Jesus Christ and his apostles, ness through manifold temptations,' or perand is thus indicated in the words of Mr secutions
The Gentiles spoke against
Campbell; 'everlasting torment, in utter them falsely as evil doers, and therefore
seclusion from the presence of the hords buffeted them. He terms this 'suffering
and of everlasting agony, without one in the flesh' 'for righteousness sake,' which
ray of hope forever and ever. Μ. Η. p. was an evidence that they had 'ceased
440. The editor of the 'Magazine' is hor- from sin,' not by returning to dust, but by
ror-struck, as he may well be, at such a unwavering obedience to the truth; and
not worthy, I suppose, of being translated intended no longer *to live the rest of time
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in flesh to the lusts of men, but to the
will of God.' The living in flush to the
will of God is living to God in spirit; arid
to be persecuted for so doing is to be 'condemned by men'—a condemnation which
in apostolic times often resulted in death.
It did so in the case of Christ. He was
put to death in flesh, »but made alive by
the Spirit.' Now unto suffering the elect
are called; because 'it is through much
tribulation they must enter Oie Kingdom
of God:'1 and the reason is, because
Christ also suffered for them, leaving them
an example, that they should follow his
steps." No suffering, no kingdom, seems
to be the rule ; as it is written, * if ye suffer with him, ye shall also reign with
him.'
To be * called of God unto his kingdom
and glory,* is to be called to suffer for it;
according to the saying, ' that ye may be
counted worthy of the Kingdom of God,
for which ye suffer S Therefore says Peter, 'Think it uot strange, beloved, concerning the fiery trial which is to prove you,
as though some strange thing happened to
you: but rejoice inasmuch as ye are partakers of Christ's sufferings; that when
his glory shall be revealed, ye may be
glad also with exceeding joy. If ye be
reproached for the name of Christ happy
are ye; for the spirit of glory and of God
resteth upon you.' They were, therefore,
in the Spirit.
This persecution for the Kingdom's sake,
he styles judgment beginning at the house
of God.' It was judgment inflicted on the
elect by ho antidikos diabolos, the legal
adversary causing to transgress— the public prosecutor of the day, who sought to
devour them judicially. The ordeal to
which they were subjected through him
was so fiery, that it was too much for the
faith of some, and almost overpowering to
all.
'The time is come,' says the apostle,'
4
that judgment must begin at the house of
God : and if it first begin at us, what shall
the end of them be that obey not the gospel of God ? And if the rignteous scarcely be saved, where shall the ungodly and
the sinner appear?' In the Spirit-world
to be saved by preaching, if they have not
heard the g;ospel before ! But this is manifestly foolish. We will therefore proceed.
The reason, then, why the gospel of
the kingdom was preached to Jews and
Gentiles was that they might constitute
the house of God in this present evil world,
and by suffering in flesh for a time prove
themselves worthy of the Kingdom.—
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When Peter wrote his epistles, many of
these Christian heroes were mouldering in
the dust. They were the nekroi, or dead
one's to whom the gospel had been preached, and who in flesh had been 'condemned
by men;' but all the time of their warfare
had'lived to God in Spirit;' for 'though
they walked in flesh, they did not war according to flesh.' They were a strange
spectacle to their former boon companions,
who refused to subject themselves to the
obedience of faith; spoke evil of them,
and maltreated them. But this conduct
God will not wink at, as he winked at their
evildoings in their ignorance. For the
apostle says, 'They shall give account to
him who is in readiness to judge living and
dead ones. For to this end also was the
gospel preached to dead ones, that in flesh
indeed they might be condemned (to suffering) by men, but in spirit live to God.'
Peter does not mean by this, that the gospel was preached to their ghosts while
their bodies were rotting in their graves ;
but preached to them while working the
will of the Gentiles, but since deceased,
and dead while he was writing about
them, Jesus is in readiness to judge living and dead ones. Not the dead universally ; for those to whom the gospel has
not been preached the scriptures teach are
not to rise—'they are dead, they shall not
live, they are deceased, they shall not rise;
thou hast visited, and destroyed thejn, and
caused all the memory of them to perish.'*
The living and dead ones to kbe condemned
at their resurrection, are the aW who have
sinned wilfully against the
truth ; the rest
are 'condemned already,1 to sleep eternal
in the dust.
Now to elect living ones before they become dead ones, he says, 'Holily reverence (hagiasate) the Lord God in your
hearts: and be always ready with an answer to every one asking you a reason for
the hope that is in you with forbearance
and respect ,* having a good conscience,
that whereas they speak evil of you as
evildoers they may be put to shame who
accuse falsely your good deportment in
Christ. For it is better, if God's purpose
require it, to suffer for well-doing than for
evil-doing. Because Christ also suffered
once for all on account of sins, a just one
in behalf of unjust ones, that he might
lead to God, having been put to death indeed in flesh, but made alive by the
Spirit: in which also having gone he
preached to the Spirits in prison, having
formerly refused belief at the time the
*lsui. xxvi. 14,
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long-suffering of God waited once for all
in the days of Noah, while an ark was being built, in which few, that is, eight
souls were preserved in safety through
water, an antitype to which baptism also
now saves us * * * through the resurrection of Jesus Christ, who, having gone
(poreutheis) into heaven, is at the right
hand of God, angels and dominions and
powers being placed at his disposal.'
Such, I believe, is a rendering of Peter's
words that cannot be improved. The exhortation with which they begin is excellent, and worthy of all reception b}r our
contemporaries. I wish the two editors in
question would attend to it, and in presenting their answers, 'speak as the oracles of
God ;' and let them remember that, when
Peter wrote these words, the only oracles
so recognized were the writings of Moses
and the Prophets.
As they therefore profess to contend for apostolicity of practice,
will they be so good, for the sake of truth
and the salvation of themselves, and of
those who hear them, as to speak according to Moses and the Prophets ? Tf they
will only do this, and abandon their vain
logomachies, or strifes about words to no
profit, they will speak in harmony with
the apostles also; for the apostles said
4
none other things than what Moses and
the prophets testified,' save that to some
extent as yet, they found a partial accomplishment in Jesus. If they will kindly
consent to this course, all 'profane vain
babbling* about endless agony in torment,
preaching to ghosts, sky-kingdom heavens,
spirit-world hells with postern gates, immortal souls, and all that sort of foolishness, will fall into desuetude. Let them
cease then to 'despise the word' as 'an old
Jewish almanac,' or a system of 'thundering Jewish phrases.' The 'Christian scriptures' are contained in the Book of the
Abrahamic Covenant, with the New Testament as a codicil attached for the illustration of the mystery. While they neglect Moses and the Prophets, they are
doomed to blindness and the blackness of
darkness for ever.
Jesus, the holy and the just one, suffered hyper, not 'over,' as the editor of the
Magazine renders it after others, but '/or
or in behalf of1 persons, who were in an
unjustified state at the time of his sufferings, which were sacrificially consummated in his death and resurrection. It
was peri ' for or on account of,' their sins
that he suffered hyper, in their behalf;
that being justified from their past sins
• through his name,' they might be, the
rest of their time in this evil werld, in a

state of reconciliation with God. Christ
did not suffer in their stead, that is, that
they should not suffer, as their being
made * partakers of his sufferings' by a
fiery trial,' proves. Had he not died
and risen again, they would have perished
as the beasts ; but by his stripes applied,
or inflicted, so to speak, upon the old man
of sin within them, by faith in the gospel
of the kingdom in his name presented,
they are healed in conscience; and will
hereafter be healed also of that 'loathsome disease' that imprisons them in the
dust. ' For the transgression of my peo~
de was he stricken,' saith the Lord. *By
iis knowledge shall my righteous servant
justify many; for he shall bear their iniquities.' Of this ' many' Isaiah was one.
Hence he says, *He was wounded for
our transgressions (or sins ;) he was bruised
for our iniquities : the chastisement of our
peace was upon him ; and with his stripes
we are healed.' Paul also was one of this
' many,' of which all mankind are not—a
many which is constituted of persons
whose justification proceeds ek pisteoos,
out of faith in the kingdom and name, and
is consummated in the sprinkling of the
heart from an evil conscience with the
blood of Jesus, when faith in his blood is
counted to a believer of the gospel of the
kingdom for righteousness, in the act of
putting on his name in baptism.
The
apostles were of this *many;' the living
ones to whom they wrote were also of the
number; as well as those of their company who had been devoured by the executors of Caesar's will. These * dead
ones' of this 'many' had been * washed,
sanctified, and justified by the name of
the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of God;'
and had resisted the enemy 'steadfast in
the faith.' Bruised in the heel, they lie
sleeping in the dust, waiting for the trumpet sound to wake them into life, in behalf of this • many,' Paul says, * God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while
we were yet sinners, Christ died hyper,
for us;' * when we were enemies we were
reconciled to God through the death of
his Son;' 4 being reconciled, we shall be
saved in his life,1 by being planted in the
form of his resurrection. * That he might
purge our conscience from dead works to
serve the living God, H e is the Mediator
of the N e w Will, that being subjected to
death for redemption of the transgressions against the First Will, THE CALLED
might receive the promise of the age-inheritance.' N o man ever kept the law of
Moses but Jesus, and he came under its
curse by what was done to him. That
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law being weak through the flesh could
give no one a right to eternal life as a
consequence of justification thereto. Devout and undevout Israelites, therefore,
were all upon the same footing in relation
to jt—all of them cursed; as it is written,
4
Cursed is every one that continueth not
in all things written in the Book of the
Law to do them.' ' From faith9 in the
gospel of the kingdom, the justification
of the devout transgressors of the first
covenant proceeds; as ' through the faith?
beginning in the Ciirist and ending in
Jesus, comes the justification of the Gentile constituent of the * many.'
1 have made the above remarks for the
especial benefit of the editor of the * MagBzine,' who, by hi* handling of the Greek
particles, forcibly betrays his want of understanding in * the righteousness of God.'
In other words, he does not understand
the doctrine ot justification ; that is, how
a man may be accounted righteous before
God ; nor the purpose for which righteousness is proclaimed. The other editor
is not much ahead ot him in this particular; or he would not advocate the traditions he does. The common idea of religion haunts their imaginations, and
makes them see strange sights * beyond
the skies/ and in their spii it-worlds beneath. The popular notion is, that religion is for the keeping of the ' immortal
souls' of all who get it, out of the botlomless
fit of burning brimstone; and for the
translating of them to an ethereal heaven
teyond the skies. The alternative it offers
to the world is get this religion, or be
damned to this hell for ever and ever, men,
women, and children, infants and sucklings,
idiots and pagans. Ferocious minds revel
in this alternative, always flattering themselves that they are *-afe. They call it
one of the sanctions of the gospel ; and
are ready to hang, draw, and quarter with
satanic fierceness, the unlucky wight thai
shall breathe a doubt of the scripturality
of their speculation. Calling upon such
to do justice, is like seeking meicy at the
jaws of a dragon. There is neither justice nor mercy for their opponents in the
hearts of men who would attribute to
God the decretal of such an alternative.
Benevolent and justice-loving minds revolt at it; and hence arise universalism,
restorationism, baby-salvationism, salvation without faith in the gospel, and preaching deliverance to the damned. But
* they err not knowing the scriptures ;
that is, Moses and the Prophets, the only
scriptures extant when Jesus uttered the
words. There is no such alternative in
them. God does not propose to reap
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where he lias not sown ; nor to punish
them for not working whom he has not
hired ; nor to reward those to whom he
has made no promisr·. Me intends to
found a kingdom and empire on earth ;
and he intends thatihey shall be governed
by men chosen upon certain wHI-detined
principles—that is. by the 4 many.' lie
does not invite aJI mankind, nor every
creature of all mankind, to the possession
of this kingdom ; but * every creature* of
the ' all nations' of the Roman dominion,
contemporary with the apostles; and
those of after ages and geneiations, who
can discover the truth by the study of the
word—the remnant of the Woman's Seed.
There are, and have been, systems of
nations to which he has never spoken.
These need no gospel to condemn them
because of its rejection. They are * condemned already ; but not to the same con·
demnation which ihe gospr.1 threatens. They
are condemned to return to the dust, and
to abide there for ever; but the gospel
condemns its rejectors to a resurrection to
punishment in the judgment ol the Beast,
and False Prophet. The alternatives of
the Bible are:
1. Possession of the kingdom with all its
appurtenances, by a resurrection to
eternal life; or,
2. Resurrection to punishment, consequent on rejection of tiie gospel and
unworthmess, of the kingdom; or,
3. Λ return to original dust, and sojourn
therein for ever, consequent on necessitated, arid therefore
unavoidable,
ignorance of the whole matter.
With the third class, or that characterized by the ignorance of necessity, the gospel has nothing to do ; therefore we need
not trouble ourselves about them. But
with the first and second it has. They
both stand related to it as acceptors or rejectors, by believing, refusing to believe,
or believing and walking unworthy of it.
The gospel can only be accepted or rejected in this present world; because,
when the kingdom, which is the subject
of the gospel, is established in the resurrection-period, * the world to come' will
be an existing fact, and there will be no
more good news about inheriting the kingdom, to preach. The good things that
are now promised, will then have been
performed in the bestowal of them upon
the saints. The acceptors and rejectors
of the gospel are either living or dead. If
they be living, they are above ground
among the living ; if dead, they are in the
ground, or * spirits in prison,1 * sleeping in
the dust of the earth.*
They are well termed * spirits' as con-
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trasted with organized flesh and blood ;
!,>)· they are without form, image, likeness,
or substance. They have evaporated into
divers spirits or gases ; and nothing of
them remains, but ' dust and ashes ;' and
their characters written in the book of
God's remembrance. Like the spectral
impression of the coin upon the mirror,
though invisible, it is there, and can be
brought out by breathing upon the surface; so the men and women are, as it
were, spectrally in the dust, but knowing
nothing, and as unsubstantial, save their
ashes, as nonentity itself, till the afllation
of God's formative Spirit refashion them ;
and, as in the case of the few loaves and
fishes which increased in quantity sufficient to ieeo thousand?, from a Uttle
dust give them the bulk and stature of
adults with their Ibrmer identity restored.
They will then be no longer * spirits in
prison,1 but * the dead cast out of the
earth.1
That tie ' prison* is the tomb, or place
where dead bodies are laid, must be apparent to every one. They are fettered
there by the necessity that binds them,
and they can not come forth. The grave
is their, prison-house, and they the captives or prisoners of death, which has
taken them captive. * My flesh shall rest
in hop.·; because thou wilt not leave my
soul in the grave (nepheshi le-sleol;) neither wilt thou suffer tliine Holy One to see
corruption.'
Here * flesh,1 'soul,' and
* Holy One,' are all regarded by the prophet as confined in the grave (sheol;) the
lowest dungeon of which is * the pit,'
called also * the lowest hell,' indicative of
the state of invisibility as the result ol
corruption being complete. Hence the
Holy One's resurrection, or release iron)
prihon, is again referred to by David in
these words, ' Thou hast brought up my
soul from the grave (min-sheol nepheshi;)
thou hast kept me alive (preserved me
from decomposition) that I should not go
down to ike ptt.* And again, 'thou hast
delivered my soul from the lowest grave
(sheol.y In another place the Holy One
in prophecy supplicates Jehovah in these
words, * Attend unto my cry, for I am
brought very low : deliver me from my
persecutors ; for they are stronger than I.
Bring my soul out of prison^ THAT I MAY
PRAISE thy name.' There needs no more
testimony to prove that Christ's 'flesh' \
was his * soul? and that when it was
dead, and walled up in the sepulchre, it
was in prison ; and that as ' in death i
there is no remembrance of God,' and
* in the grave no work, nor device, nor
knowledge, nor wisdom? it is clear that

Chiist neither in body nor soul ' preached
to a congregation of imprisoned dv,\i\ ;'
for while in prison he could say nothing
in praise οϊ his Father's name.
Let it be rt-maiked, that Peter does not
say that Jesus preached to the spirits in
prison, but that Christ did s o ; that is,
that which ' made Jesus both Lord and
( hristJ namely, the anointing or Holy
Spirit. The apostle distinctly indicates
the time when the Spirit that made Jesus
alive preached to them, to wit, about
2400 years before Jesus was born, that is,
in the days of Noah. And why does tl e
apostle cite the case of Noah at all ? Because as Jesus had predicted it had even
come to pass. Peter wrote his epistle
when * the end of all things was at hand1—
the end of all things constituted by the
Law of Moses: and James, referring to
the Fame crisis, say*, · the coming of the
Lord draweth nigh.'
Now, Jesus on
Olivet also speaking of the fall of Jerusalem and ruin ol the State, says, ' Of
that day and hour knoweth no man. no,
not the angels of heaven, but my Father
only. But as the days of Noah were, so
shall also the coming ol the Son of Man
be. For as in the days before the flood
they were eating and drinking, marrying
and giving in marriage until the day that
Noah entered into the ark, and knew not
until the flood came, and took them all
away : so shall also the corning of the
Son of Man be.' From James' and Peter's
two epistles it is evident, that the Jews,
with a few exceptions only, were as demoralized as the antediluvians.
The
Spirit had been preaching to them thiough
1
the apostles of 'judgment to come for
nearly forty years; but they heeded his
proclamation no more than the antediluvians did when he preached to them
through Noah.
Christian Jews *aid,
4
My Lord delayeth hi.s coming,' and became iniquitous ; while others scoffingly
inquired, ' Where is the promise of his
coming?' But they were willingly ignorant, or unmindful oi the events of Noah's
age. They resisted the Spirit in refusing
to believe the apostles; therefore the fate
of the antediluvians overtook them, and
a few of the baptized only escaped, who,
like Noah, believed the word.
When Peter brought up the case of the
antediluvians they were as now, * spirits
in prison ;' but when the Spirit went and
preached to them through Noah, they
were like the contemporaries of the apostles, living men and women at large upon
the earth, enjoying * the pleasures of sin
for a season.' * The dead know not any
thing ;7 what then is the use of preaching
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to them ? They must be made alive by
the Spirit as Je.-us was—cease to be .spirits
in prison—and then something might be
done. When they come forth they will ;
indeed hear the words of the Lord ; but
there will be no mercy in his speech ; for
he will pronounce them ' cursed? and
command them to depart from his presence. There are other prisoners, however, who will rejoice in the year of liberty
and release. They aie styled * ihi Lord's
prisoners,' in the pit where no water is.
Thus, Jehovah addressing the king who
rides the ass into Jerusalem, says, * As
ior thee, by the blood of thy covenant 1
have sent forth thy prisoners out of the
pit wherein there is no water.' He also
styles the Jews scattered among the
nations which keep them back from the
occupation of their country, * prisoners of
hope;' as it reads,' Turn you to the stronghold (to Zion,) ye prisoners of hope * * *
when I have bent Judah for me, and filled !
the bow with Ephraim, and raised up thy
sons, Ο Zion, against thy sons, Ο Greece,
and made thee as the sword of a mighty
man. And the L<rd shall be seen over
them? &c. Here, then, are two classes
of prisoners— the one class, in the prisonhouse of the captive dead ; and the other,
in the Gentilft prison-house of the living
captives of Israel. Jesus being the Christ
is therefore to perform the Christ's mission, which is, * to be a covenant for the
people (Israel) a light to the nations; to
open the blind eyes, to bring out the
prisoners from the prison, and them that
sit in darkness out of the prison-house.'
When the time comes to accomplish this,
he will'say to the prisoners, Go forth;
to them that are in darkness, Shew yourselves.' This will be the proclamation
of a two-fold liberty to the Lord's captives, and the opening of the prison to
them that are bound—to Death's prison*
ers in Sheol, of the dust; arid Death's
captives in the Sheol of Israel's political
bondage anong the Gentiles. The Spirit,
through Jesus, will make this proclamation to spirits in prison at his appearing
in power and great glory ; for ' the dead
shall hear his voice and come forth'—the
dead in their graves, literal and political ;
and this is all the preaching to the spirits
in prison Jesus will deign to do.
EDITOR.

Imprint the beauties of the prophets
upon your imagination, and their morals
upon your heart.
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WHO BAPTIZED THE APOSTLES ?
In ' The Christian Age? one R. Brown
wri:es to its editor, and asks, in relation
ς
to John iii. 22, whether Jesus baptized
he Twelve Disciples, or who did baptize
them?' Evidently unable to answer the
question, the Editor, in what he calls a
* leply,' says, 4 I suppose you mean who
baptzed the twelve at E p h e s u s ! ! ! '
Would such a .supposition ever enter thy
head, Ο reader, from such a question ?
When a man asks, 4 Did Jesus baptize the
Twelve Disciples?' would any man in
his senses suppose he meant, * Did Jesus
baptize twelve disciples at Ephesus
twenty-five years after his ascension ?' R.
Brown wants to know about those disiples mentioned in John iii. 22, and not
about disciples mentioned in Acts x i x ;
but editor I). S. Burnet supposes he inquires about what Jesus did at Ephesus,
although, as the lesser light of * this ireformation,' he ought to know, that Jesus
was not sent to the Gentiles, but only to
the lost sheep of the house of Israel, and
was therefore never at Ephesus, nor in
any of the cities of the Greeks, it will
not help the editor out ol his-bewilderment to say, that he supposed the twelve
at Ephesus were twelve of the disciples
named in John iii. 22, who, twenty-five
years alter, were found by Paul at Kphesus.
The only disciples mentioned in tbe
New Testament, called 'the twelve,' are
the Apostles. II. Brown wants Mr. Burnet to tell him, if Jesus baptized the
twelve apostles, and if he did not, who
did baptize them ? But he does not even
suppose that the Ephesian twelve were
of the disciples named by John, tor he
says, *I am disposed to think that Apollos,
who then only knew the baptism of John,
baptized those twelve at Ephesus.* He
has a disposition to think this, and consequently does not think it; ami therefore has no demonstration to offer: in
other words he is stone-blind upon the
subject, which is sufficiently obvious.
But why not have the candor to confess his ignorance? A man, though an
editor and a satellite, had better do this,
than publish such an egregious blunder
as that before us. Does he think that
the intelligence of his readers is so completely prostrated and perverted by Bible,
missionary, college, and publication speculations, that he can safely publish any
absurdity without liability of detection?
Men, like himself and brethren, experimented after this fashion even in the days
of the apostles and succeeded; and from
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ilmle that the editor of the C. A. know»
nothing about the matter ; and as he gives
it up, probably as * an untaught question
and speculation/ untaught that is in his
divinity, we will see what we can do with
t for the instruction of D. S. B., his broher Brown, and our own beloved and
•ight worshipful readers.
Who then baptized the Apostles ? The
answer to this question is emphatically,
John the baptizer. The apostle Andrew
s styled by the apostle John, one of John's
disciples.* This testimony is decisive as
to him ; but how are we to get at the certainty that the twelve were all baptized
of John? We reply, that John's twptism
divided the Jews into two cia-ses—the
first class comprized 4 all the people that
heard, and the publicans;' the other, 'the
Pharisees and Lawyers.' The former
class was very numerous ; for * Jerusalem,
and all Judea, and all the region round
about Jordan, were baptized of John in
Jordan, confessing their sins.' Refeiring
to the completion of this work, Luke says,
Sow when all the people were baptized,
it came to pass that Jesus also being bapized, and praying, the heaven opened.1
The other class being composed of the
* upper ten thousand,' were * respectable'
and few.
They were 4 the righteous,'
who, in their own estimation, needed no
physician, having no occasion for repentance. As a elates, they despised the people as cursed, knowing not the law. They
regarded a baptism of repentance for remission oi sins as quite unsuited to them;
so that * they rejected the counsel of God
against themselves, being not baptized of
John;' while the people, on the contrary,
who thought more humbly of themselves,
4
justified God, being baptized with his
baptism.'f
Tbe testimony saith that · the publicans,1
or tax-gatherers, were baptized of John
as well as all the people. Now the apostle
Matthew was one of the publicans of
IJUS!
Judea, and styled in the list of the twelve,
After telling R. Brown he supposed he * Matthew the publican;' we may theremeant the Ephesian twelve, when he lore safely inter that he, as well as Anasked about Jesus and the twelve, he re- drew, was baptized of John.
The apostles were all attendants upon
ier* to John iv. 2, as proof that Jesus did
not baptize with hie own hands; from John's preaching. One of them says,
which the reader is left to infer that Je.sus * That which was Irom the beginning
neither baptized the twelve at Ephe>us, which we have heard, which «we have
nor the twelve apostles. But R. Brown seen with our eyes, which we have looked
inquires * Who did baptize the Apostles 71 upon, and our hands have handled of the
for he asks no question about the Kphe- Word of life * * that which we have
sian disciples at all. In his * reply* to this seen and heard declare we unto you.'t
query, his 'dear brother Burnet' deposeth John affirms this of himself and the rest
not a word! He gives it the go-bye as of the apostles. Matthew and he have
completely as though R. B. had never
•John i. 35, 37,40.
tLuke vu. ΐί9, 30.
l\ John i. 1—3.
made the inquiry. It is fair then to con-

the signs of tho times among 4 reformer.-/
we discern that the experiment is being
repeated and with like Kuceess.
We
were informed lately by letter Irom Washington, D. C , that many of the members
of the Campbeilite church there believe
the things we advocate, to some extent,
hut dare not avow it publicly for fear of
Alexander Campbell!
Alas ! And do
such people call themselves free Americans, to say nothing of their being freemen because the truth ha* made tin in
free! Afraid of A. Campbell! Ο ' tell
it not in Gath, publish it not in the streets
of Askelon; lest the daughters of the
Philistines rejoice, lest the daughters ot
the uncircumcised triumph!'
In this
eame church a member in *peaking made
use of Daniel and the Apocalypse in
leference to setting up the kingdom, but
he was told he had no business to use
Daniel and the Revelation, as they were
highly figurative ! Thus the testimony
of God is silenced, and intellectual torpor
is the result. * Reformer*1 have apathetically surrendered themselves to their
scribes, among whom there is not one
who dare tell them truth unpalatable to
their Bethanian Papa. Instead of adding
* knowledge' to th«ir faith and goodness,
they are4 fast letting slip the little they
ever knew. Their periodicals are a standing proof of their deep declension. Their
4
puro literature/ as D. S. Buruet styles
it, is puerile and unreadable; and if read,
leaves the reader as much in the dark
concerning the thoughts and purposes of
Jehovah, as if the page were a perfect
blank. Some of their editors lament that
the scriptures have fallen into neglect
among them. This testimony is true;
and as a consequence, editor D. 8. Burnet can, with impunity, suppose any sort
of reply to questions he pleases, even to
the supposition that his brother, R. B., is
an ignoramus, and that John iii. 22, had
a reference to twelve disciples at fcpbe-
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written accounts of some of the things
they saw and heard 4 from the beginning'
—a beginning indicated by Mark as characterized by the commencement of John's
baptismal proclamation, which he styles
' the beginning of the glad tidings of Jesus
Christ.'* All the apostles vvero * witnesses unto Him,' therefore what John
and Matthew and Andrew saw and heard,
they were all able to testify to from personal observation. John, and Matthew
heard John preach, saw him immerse
Jesus, saw the Spirit descend upon him,
heard the Father's voice, &c; and because
they saw and heard these things they
were able to declare them. Peter also
intimates, that he and the ten were well
acquainted
with the things that pertained
to 4 the beginning ;' and declares that it
was necessary that the candidates ior the
twelfth place in the apostleship should be
as familiar with them
as themselves. 'Ol
these men,'said he,4 who have companied
with us all the time that the Lord Jesus
went in and out among us, beginning
from the bajtlixm of John unto that same
day that he was taken up from us, must
one be ordained to be a witness of his
resurrection, f lie must be able to tesiif)
the things concerning Jesus in connexion
with John's baptism as well as with his
resurrection. If he were unable to do this,
how could he testify that God had anointed him, or made a Christ of him ? The
conclusion, then, is certain that all the
apostles heard John's proclamation that
t\ie King of Israel was about to appear* j
and that they should prepare to receive
him ; that he came baptizing in water to
the end that God might set his seal or
mark upon that one of the baptized whom
he should choose for king ; and that having witnessed the promised sign descending upon Jesus, he testified that Jesus
was the Son and Lamb of God, whom he
had chosen to take away the sin of the |
world. The apostles all heard this, and j
having heard it have declared it unto us.
Tins being admitted, then, it is equivalent to admitting also that the apostles
were baptized of John's baptism ; tor the j
testimony we have already quoted says, |
' all the people tlial heard justified God, j
being baptized with the baptism of John.' j
The apostles were of the people, not of j
the ruling class, they heard, and believed j
what they heard, and were therefore bap j
tized in the hope ot the. king's making his j
appearance soon. Nor were they long
held in suspense. When John pointed to
Jesus as ttie king, Andrew and another
introduced themselves to him and had the
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honor of an invitation to spend the day
with him at his abode. On leaving, he
sought his brother Simon Peter, and told
him they had found the Messiah, that is,
the Anointed. Peter then went to see
him, and having entered his service received a change of name. After tin's
Philip, a fellow-townsman of Andrew and
Peter, was enlisted. Philip then told his
friend Nathanael,' we have found him, of
whom Moses and the prophets did write;'
and when Nathanael had conversed with
Jesus, he recognized him as Son of God
and King of Israel.
But it is further certain that the apostles
were all disciples of John, (and thev only
were his disciples who were baptized of
him,) before they were disciples of Jesus,
from the consideration evinced in the answer to the following question—Fiom
which of the two classes above mentioned
is it certain Jesus would select his apostles?
Would it be from that class which rejected the counsel of God against themselves in not being baptized ? From the
Pharisees and Lawyers ? No; these were
they upon whom he pronounced his wees.
It follows then that he selected his apostles
from those who 'justified God
in being
baptized with John's baptism.1 There is
io other conclusion open to ue. It is this
or none at all.
But one may say, Were the apostles
not afterwards rebaptized in the name of
Jesus, and if so who immersed them ?
No, they were clean without it. Their
case was peculiar, arid cannot occur again.
'sus did not baptize in his own name.
Indeed there was no baptizing into any
name before Pentecost. Th^re could be
none ; for although Jesus had power on
earth to forgive sins, his name had Lot acquired a sin-rerr itting efficacy, because he
had then as yet neither died nor risen
again. John's baptism was the immersion of believers into repentance lor renission of tins; so was the baptism
Jesus preached. The difference existing
between them was in that believed by the
disciples of John and of Jesus. Both
classes believed in the Hope of Israel ;
John's, however, expected the coming of
Messiah to put the nation in possession
of its hope; while the disciples of Jesus
believed that he was already come, and
hat Jesus was he. Many of John's disciples, it is likely, though expecting the
Kii.g whom Jehovah had provided, did
lot receive Jesus as that personage; hut
to * as many as did receive him, to them
gave7 he power to become the sons of
God. Among these were the apostles,
and those on Pentecost and afterwards
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4 who believe on his name.7 The faith
that served for baptism before Pentecost
would not suffice on that day. Il must
expand, for it h;id to comprise the king's
Heath ior sin and his resurrection for
justification unto lite, in addition to what
was btiieved before. The baptism of believers into repentance for remission of
sins was the nature of the three baptisms
administered first by John, then by Jesus,
and afterwards by the apostles on Pentecost ; while the iaith ot John's disciples
was positive ; that of Christ's, comparative; and of the apostolic converts, superlative.
The case of the apostles, we have said,
was peculiar. John the baptist was not
immersed at all; not even by Jesus : but
Jesus was immersed by him, how much
more necessary therefore ior the apostles.
They had all balhed religiously in Jordan's
hath. Alter this Jesus took them under
his especial care. He instructed them in
* the mysteries of the kingdom of God,'
and indoctrinated them with the divine
testimony. This had a cleansing t fleet
upon eleven of them, but not upon Judas.
As the three years and a half of his ministry drew to a close, he proceeded to
perfect the work he had commenced
upon them. Two days before the Passover, being at Bethany, he supped at
Simon the leper's. After supper he began to wash the apostles' feet, ior a double purpose ; first, to complete their
cleansing ; and secondly, to teach them a
lesson of humility. Peter, however, objected, judging that Jesus was humbling
himself too much. He did not perceive
what was intended by the act; but his
lord told him he should know afterwards.
He still declined, saying, ' thou shalt not
wash my feet unto the age;' to which
Jesus replied, ' If I wash thee not, thou
hast no part with me;' that is, in that age.

(nipsasihai) the feet.' This being the
case with the apostles, Jesus lefused to
do more than wash Iheir feet. John had
balhed them in Jordan, and Jesus completed their investiture by the word he
had spoken to them, and the washing of
their feet. Their feet were now ' shod
with the preparation of the gospel of
peace.' Before, they were girded with
truth, and had on the breast-plate of
righteousnes; but they were not shod.
The word spoken to them by Jesus let
them into the mysteries of the gospel of
the kingdom, which are * the preparation
of the gospel;' for no man can have part
with Jesus in that kingdom, which is his
joy, unless he is prepared by indoctrination into the Mystery. Thus indoctrinated, bathed and washed, Jesus addressed
them, saying, * Ye are clean, but not all.
For lie knew who should betray him ;
therefore said he, Ye are not all clean.'
But Judas had heard the same things,
been bathed by John, and washed by
Jesus, why was he not clean even as the
rest? Because, not being a man of honest
and good heart, the word sown there
could not germinate and grow. What he
understood had no genial influence upon
him. It found him a thief and left him a
thief and a traitor, therefore his bathing
and washing proved of no account. But
it was not so with the eleven. After their
washing Jesus said to them. ' Ye are now
clean through the word which I have
spoken to you.' Their cleansing was
complete and permanent by the water
through the word.
Thus by reasoning on the testimony
we come to the full assurance that the
apostles were baptized of John, and
cleansed by Jesus with water and the
wotd. He exhorted them to wash one
another's feet, as a memorial, doubtless,
of their being shod, and of the humility
he exemplified for their imitation. Such
a feet-washing was never before or since,
nor will ever be again. The lesson inculj cated remains in all its force. Jehovah's
future king of the world washing the feet
of the thief, who he knew, within two.
days, would sell him to his enemies that
they might put him to death ! No meekness and humility ever exceeded this.
But here we must pause till a more convenient season.

It is evident from this remark, that there
was more in this particular feet-washing
than a mere lesson of humility. Peter's
salvation depended on his compliance
for to tell him he should have no part witl
Jesus, was the same as telling him he
should be lost if his feet were not washed
by Jesus. When Peter heard this all objection not only vanished, but he rushed
into an extreme of willingness, offering
not only his feet, but his hands and head
But Jesi^s reminded him that this was unEDITOR.
necessary, on the ground that he and the
rest had already bathed, and bathers when
they had left the bath needed only to wanh
their feet, and were then clean every whit
He who makes an idol of his interest^
His words are, * He that is bathed (/
leloumenos) hath no need but to wasl makes a martyr of his integrity.
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joined to its idols, and welcomes no truth
at variance with them. Could I have
hired Exeter Hall at a hundred and
FIRST TOUR CONCLUDED.—RETURN TO LON- twenty-five dollars a night, and have
placarded the town in all its thoroughDON.— WHITE ELI-IS ISRAEL.—ATTEND A
PEACE MEETING, WHICH TKOVES VERY WAR- fares from the India House to St. James'
palace and Hyde Park; and from ShoreLIKE.
| ditch Church to the Elephant and Castle,
Having completed a tour of nearly five ! I might have obtained a crowd. But the
(months, I again found myself in London,! expense would have been equal to the
with health considerably impaired irotn j purchase of a small Virginia farm ; and
the fatigue t had undergone. Recupera- though by charging something for adtion was therefore the first thing to he mission, as the custom is, the cost might
attended to. Rest of mind, and a little \ have been reduced, perhaps covered;
medicine (for, however professional it j still I did not feel justified in encountermay be to prescribe much, I have a very ί ing the alternative of success, or incarcegreat aversion to the conversion of my ration in the Bench prison for debt. This
own interior into a receptacle for the would have been too gratifying to the
quantities usually exhibited on the place- enemy ; for he would then have got the
bo-principle) to restore the cerebro-organic advantage over us «.deed; being seized
equilibrium of the system, effected this in j of one's body, wind and limb.
two or three weeks; so that by the be- • The Peace-Society people seemed to be
ginning of the new year, I was enabled j the only available medium of access to
to commence the composition of Eipis! the public on a large scale. They were
Israel. I did not allow the grass to grow; j trying to convert the world to the*peace
but worked while it was called to-day, j and safety' cry which precedes the sudand much of the night also. For six j den destruction from the Lord ; and to
weeks, the woild without was a mere | bring about a system of arbitration for the
blank, except through a daily peru.sal of j settlement of national differences, faith in
the London Times ; ior during that period j which would of necessity prevent faith
I had no use for hat, boots, or shoes, oscil-! in Moses and the Prophets, who preach
lating, as it were, like a pendulum be- j peace only to the righteous ; and to those
between two points, the couch above, and j generations of humanity which shall be
the desk below. In about four months | blessed in Abraham and his Seed, when
the manuscript was completed ; but whe- . Christ shall have ' subdued* them to himther it would ever behold the light of the j self by the energy of God. This Society
public countenance, or remain in the ob- ; is treading upon gospel-ground; and by
scurity of an old chest with the bless-1 it's emissaries hardening the hearts of the
ings of the enemy upon it so long as it people against the kingdom of God, which
mouldered there, depended on the humour j is to 'grind to powder and bring to an
I should find the people in on visiting end' ail the dominions of the world. I
them again. With the exception of two telt called upon, theiefore, though but one
discourses at Camden Town, and two at! feeble voice in the vast wilderness of the
a small lecture room near my residence, j people, to protest against their Utopian
and an opposition speech at a Peace-So- and unscriptural conceit.
On Thursday evening, Feb. 22, 1849, a
ciety meeting, 1 made no effort among the
Londoners to gain their ears. I distribu- public meeting was to be held at the
ted printed bills, indeed; but a few hun- British Institution, Cow per street, City
dreds or thousands of these among up- Road, for the purpose of adopting a petiwards of two millions of people, were but tion to Parliament in favor of Mr. Cobas the drops of a passing cloud to the den's motion for special treaties of arbiocean. For the truth to create a sensa- tration instead of war in the settlement
tion in London its advocates must have a of national disputes. I determined to atlarge purse, or be introduced to public at- tend the meeting. But as I intended to
tention by some influential religious party. oppose the adoption of the petition, which
The latter alternative is an impossibility ; would, perhaps, bring down the anathema
for there is no party in that great city of of all present (for the leaders of public
any weight on the side of the truth. The meetings are· generally intolerant of every
press, secular and ecclesiastical, is death thing that does not glorify their crotchet,
against it; the former, because it is satisfied with what exists, or has no faith in and the peculiar ' wisdom' that sanctifies
any thing but its own faithlessness; and it) I deemed it best that my presence
the latter, because like Ephraim, it is should be sanctioned by authority. I there-
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^ore addressed the following letter to the
Chairman:

a petition should you think fit to do so.
I am, fiir, yours respectfully,
HENRY RICHARD.

MR. CHARLES GILPIN,

Sir: In one of the morning papers 1
perceive an advertisement of a public
meeting at which you are to take the chair.
The object of the meeting is stated to be
the adoption of * a petition to Parliament
in favor of Mr. Cobden's motion for special treaties of arbitration to supersede the
cruel and costly war system.' As one of
the public, I write respectfully to inquire,
whether the originators of the meeting
advertise the public to convene to discuss
the principles of peace and war as the
basis of a petition expressive of the sentiments of the majority; or, merely to
pome together to hear speeches in favor of
the foregone conclusions of a party, and
to vote its petition as a matter of course ?
In either case would it be considered improper to grant ire the liberty ot showing
cause why such a petition ought not to be
adopted ? An answer at your earliest
convenience will confer a favor on, Sir,
very respectfully youre,

15 Broad street, Feb. 21, 1849.

Arrived at the place of meeting I found
an audience assembled of about two thousand men, principally of the working class.
Two persons from America were expected to address them- These were a Mr,
Clapp from Massachusetts, and Elihu Bur*
ritt, * the learned blacksmith.' After the
chairman had opened the meeting, and
the petition had been read, the former delivered his speech, which was chiefly remarkable for its length of wind. Though
the meeting was convened for' no discussion on the evils ol war, and the desirableness of peace,' according to Mr. Richard, Mr. Clapp's speech was a discussion
of the subjects from tirst to last. But I
found afterwards that * no discussion* was
meant, discussion in solo, but not in duobus.
If a speaker's arguments were all in favor
of Peace-Society principles, the utmost
liberty of speech was granted ; but if the
arguments were contrary to these, the
JOHN THOMAS.
clamor became deafening, and speech impossible. Mr. Olapn's address, like all
In reply to this, I received the following others on the same subject, resolved itself
note, enclosing bills headed * Arbitration into three heads ; first, the costliness of
instead of War,' and with the inquiry war ; second, the cruelty of war ; and
1
What does it cost ?
third, its anti-christian character. It would
* Charles Gilpin begs to refer John be very unprofitable to occupy our space
Thomas to the Secretaries of the Peace with any of his sayings. He talked a good
Congress Committee, 15 New Broad street, deal about Christianity and its adaptation
for any information respecting the subject to all national emergencies; but being enof his note beyond what is conveyed in tirely ignorant of the ' mystery of godliness/ his Speculations were all wide of the
the enclosed.
mark, and by no means worth the trouble
δ Bishopgate Without,
of transferring them from the notes before
2 Mo. 21st, 1849.'
I next addressed the Rev. Henry Rich- me.
ard, one of the Secretaries referred to,
When he had concluded, I rose to
from whom I received the communication speak. On this there was a call for Elihq
annexed :
Burritt. I remarked that I had the floor
»
with the consent of the chair, and was der
' S i r : In reply to your question relative sirous of addressing them bt fore Mr. Burto the public meeting about to be held, I ritt.
He was the great peace-Society
rpay say that the object certainly is not 'to apostle, and consequently, no doubt,a very
discuss the principles of peace and war,' efficient advocate of its principles. Now,
tmt to adopt a petition in favor of Mr. I intended to controvert those principles,
Cobdep's motion for treaties of arbitration, and I wished him to attend to what I hat)
the very phraseology of the bill, as it to eay, that when I had done, he might
seems to me, very clearly implying, that point out to them wherein I had failed in
the parties invited to be present, are sup- sustaining the anti-peace-society principosed to require no discussion on, the evils ples \o be submitted to them in the amendof war or the desirableness of peace. At ment I was about to propose. But ihe
the same time while replying thus to the clamor was still for'Eliliu Burritt;' and
question so directly put by you as to the as speech was impossible in the nidst of
object of the meeting, I do not presume to so nuich tumult, J yielded. Mr. Burritt,
say, that you will have no rjgfit to move however, refused to present himself.—
an amendment to the resolution proposing He Jiacj a cpld, or a headache, or some-
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thing,and therefore begged to be excused.
1 was then suffered lo proceed in quietness for a lew moments. I invoked their
patience while I made a few remarks introductory to the amendment I held in my
hand. The objection deemed to be the
strongest against war by the advocates ol
peace, seemed to be its costliness. This
was an appeal to the pocket, as though
the public conscience were chiefly, or
mainly, accessible through that uselul receptacle alone. The cruelty of war. and
its anti Christian character, were indeed
treated of; and appeals were made to the
scriptures to prove the abominableness ol
its practice; but still the great peace-gun
discharged against it, was the suffering
inflicted upon acquisitiveness by Ihe expenditure incurred. War in itself is an
evil; and so is the amputation of a limh.
They are cruel inflictions to those who
suffer by them ; but often salutary in their
results. Institutions are not to be judged
of by their immediate workings, but by
the remoter purposes they are to establish.
War, punishments, and surgery, are three
institution?, without which, though evil
and pamtul operations, society would be
greatly damaged. Surgery, which is cruel
work, and often practised with little or no
feeling, has saved the life of many a useful member of society. Men do not petition for its abolition, because it is costly,
and cruel to the patient's feelings, and no
where ^auctioned in the Bible. On the
contrary, notwithstanding these things,
they regard it as a blessing, because,
though a severe remedy, it saves the lives
of men. The punishments of jmprisonment, transportation, and death, are costly to the state, excruciating to the feelings
of their victims, and often ruinous to their
families; but are they not, nevertheless,
beneficial to society ? Now war is to nations, what punishment and surgery are
to soaiety and the subjects ot them—a
necessary evil and * blessing; in disguise.*—
The world could not progress without it.
This day is the anniversary of Washington's birth. Would Messrs, Clapp and
Burritt say that the Republic he is styled
'the Father' of, was a too-costly, cruel, and
anti-christian thing ? Would they say it
was no blessing to the world ? Would they
not say rather it was a blessing in which,
sooner or later, all mankind would be
blessed ? And how, pray, was this inestimable blessing procured ? By the extermination of the Indians, the sacrifice of
100,000 combatants, called 'Christians,*
and at a cost of £136,000,000 sterling to
this country, to say nothing ot what it cost
the successful colonists. You see, then,
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that war in its results is a blessing to the
world, notwithstanding its costliness, cruelty, and supposed antichrisjian character,
even peace society advocates themselves
being judges!
But while war ultimates in civilization
and blessedness to the non-combatants ot
our race, it is the fiery indignation and
wrath of God upon nations for their wickedness, and cruelty to his people. Let the
nations, if it were possible, forsake the
evil of their doings and turn to him, and
there would be no war. But this they
will not voluntarily consent to do, therefore war is necessary and indi.^pensible.—
You profess to be groaning under the cost
of former wars. And why should you
not ? War has generally been popular
with this nation. Your forefathers endeavored to rivet a yoke upon the necks of
the Trans-Atlantic colonies which they
were unable to bear. This cost you £\ 36,000,000. The French having taken vengeance upon tht! Power that reeked with
the blood of the Huguenots, drew the
sword against the destroyers of civil and
religious liberty in foreign lands. Instead
of rejoicing in so righteous a retribution,
in which God was giving them blood to
drink, and scorching them with fire,* for
their cruelty to his saints and prophets,
you expended £1,625,000,000 sterling in
sustaining the Continental tyrannies
against the Corsican firebrand and Gallic
sword of God. And now you cry out
about the cost of war ! Those who make
war in support of Austria and the Papacy,
and therefore against civil and religious
liberty, ought to suffer. The retribution
under which you groan is just.
The objection to war on the ground ol
its anti-christian character is fallacious.—
The doctrine concerning the Christ and
his mission is Jewish ; and is taught in,
Moses and the Prophets. The New Tesr
lament writers were all Jews; and they
taught no other doctrine than what agree»
with the Law and the Testimony. Now
these holy writings show that war is in
perfect harmony with Christ's mission.—"
They also teach, however, that during his
absence from our planet his disciples are not
to take [be sword, nor to avenge themselves,
Christ's mission extends beyond the past.
It belongs especially to the near approaching future. He is ID titled the Prince of
Peace ;f and as a prophet wae sent of
God to preach peace,| not immediate, nor
through the schemes of a peace society,
but through the restoration of the Kingdom again to the Israelites. Though he
*ltev. xvi. 6, tf.
ix. 6.
{Acts x. 36.
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contrivances for the abolition of war in the
world'β present condition ; and to repudiate their cry of * Peace and safety, when
sudden destruction is at the door.'*—
I would therefore also advise you to have
nothing to do with their petition, but to
adopt the amendment I shall now read to
you in its place.
The reader is not to suppose that while
these ideas were being expressed, the
peace-meeting was in a very peaceable
state. Peace was in the petition, but war
in the people's hearts, and on their lips.—
The audience proved to be nothing more
than a mob of anti-tax fanatics. They
were prepared to applaud any absurdity
provided that its key-note was anti-taxation and the costliness of war. The leading sections of the peace-socialists are the
4
financial reformers,' and the Quakers.—
The former are for cutting down the taxes
at all hazards. The head of this faction
in Parliament is Mr. Cobden, the apostle
of Free Trade ; and a man who can conceive of no millennium other than unbounded scope for getting rich jy commerce and manufactures. This is the one
idea of Free Trade policy, which is struggling to establish its ascendancy in the
government. With this party, manufactures are the basis of commerce, and must
be fabricated at the least possible expense,
that the British manufacturer may be able
to sell as low, or a little lower, than his
foreign rivals in the markets of the world,
whose workmen feed on the cheap bread
of an unprotected agriculture. To attain
this minimum of fabrication-cost, free
traders have obtained the repeal of provision laws, so that workmen can get as
much food as before for less money, and
masters can lower prices for labor to a
certain proportionate degree above actual
starvation. Still wages are not considered low enough. Hence, free traders have
got up a scheme of 4 financial reform,' to
reduce the taxes on tea, coffee, tobacco,
<fec. But as this cannot be effected without reducing the expenses of the state,
they go in for lopping off all institutions
that are not productive, or manufacturing,
as it were. In this work, they come in
contact with the fanatical element of Quakerism. This is a system that combines
the worship of Mammon with a species of
«Mat. x. 34.
tMic. iv. 3.
Spiritualism, characterized by non-resistPs. ii. 8; Dan. vii. 14. $Zech. ix. 10,
ance and passive obedience; the abrogaIsai. ii. 4.
**Rev. xx. 1-3.
tion of Christ's institutes, baptism and the
ttJer. Ii, 20; isai. xli. 15.
supper; and the subjection of the Holy
HZech. x. 3; Rev, xix. 11.
||||Jno, xviii. 36.
***Dan. ii 28.
Scriptures to natural reason, which they
tttPe. cxlix. 6-9; Dan. vii. 22; Zech. x. 5; absurdly style, 4 the light within !'—
xii. 6; xiv. t4.
~*ΪΤh essT ν Τϊ^ί.
~

came to preach
peace, he did not 4come to
4
bring it. Think not,' says he, that I
am come to send peace upon the earth : I
came not to send peace, but a sword.'*—
Christ has not yet earned his title of Prince
of Peace; for as yet he has given no peace
to the world, nor will he give any, until he
has purified it with judgment, and rebuked the strong nations of the earth.f We
have been told to-night, that * the time has
arrived to establish peace among the nations.1 This is an unscriptural notion.—
The Bible rule is ^rst pure, and then
peaceable.' This is the divine principle,
applicable to the conciences of men, and to
peace on earth.' * There is no peace for
the wicked, saith God;' they at present
possess the nations, which of right belong
|o Christ;% therefore their destruction must
precede his4 speaking peace to them,§ that
they may learn war no more.'11 There
can be no peace until his Kingdom is established. Nor is it desirable ; for such a
peace implies the permanent establishment
of Satan upon the throne of the world —
{ for one protest against peace until he is
dethroned, and shut up in the abyss.** I
long to hear the signal gun of that coming
strife, which shall -bring down Christ from
* the right hand of power,' to mingle in the
combat, with Israel
for his battle axe,f f
and Judah for 4 his goodly horse in the battle.'§§ Had his Kingdom belonged to the
kosmos, or constitution of things, contemporary with Pontius Pilate, his servants
would have fought that he should not have
been delivered to the Jews.||||' It belongs
to the coming crisis looming ahead — to the
jkosmos, represented by Nebuchadnezzar's
image standing upon its feet 4 in the Latter Days.'*** Then his servants, Israel
and the Saints, will fight,fff and 4 break in
pieces the oppressor,' 4 because the Lord
js with them,' in person as well as power.
The idea, therefore, of war being of antichrietian character in the abstract, isa
mere notion. The righteous dead who
have been murdered by the Sin-Power
cannot be avenged without it; nor can the
Kingdom of Christ, which is to be the
medium of peace to the world, be established in the earth, if arbitration be resorted to instead of war. I therefore, beg
leave to protest against all Peace-Society
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This was just the system to sanctify financial reformism in the estimation of * the
pious,' who are opposed to Church and
State. Quakerism and Financialism formed an alliance in the scheme of lowering
wages to the minimum of existence for the
enriching of capitalists by encompassing
the globe with British commerce and manufactures. But, as I have said, this
scheme cannot be carried out to the desired
extent without materially reducing the
expenses of the State. Financialism,
therefore, lends itself to the Quaker cry
of the cruelty and anti-christianity of war,
though it cares for neither its cruelty nor
supposed Christlessness; for acquisitiveness being the key-note of financialism, it
has the heart of Mammon, which cares
only for getting rich. On the other hand,
Quakerism chimed in against the costliness of war by which it greatly captivated
its ally. Now financial reformers are
people of all sects and parties, political and
ecclesiastical, that are the partizans of a
manufacturing and commercial, rather
than an agricultural, England. Hence it
consists of Whigs, Radicals, Chartists,
and religionists of all sorts, possessed of
the demon-principle, 'with all thy gettings
get money at all risks.* This is the supreme good! And that cotton lords, bankers, and silk marquises, may be more
abundantly enriched, they set the unthinking multitude to clamouring against war,
and for the abolition of the army and navy,
militia and armed constabulary, that the
c£21,000,000 a year which they cost the
state, may find their way into their
pockets.
It was Mammon shouting, and hissing,
and yelling through this unthinking multitude, who made the delivery of my protest almost an impossibility.
When I
could get a chance, I told them they might
just as well hear me peaceably, as I intended to maintain my ground, if I had to
stand there till morning. I saw a welldressed, white-headed man in the centre,
gymnasticizing with awful energy. Of
course I could hear not a word he said;
but by the shaking of his head, beating
the air, and flourishing, now his cane and
then his fist, I interpreted his signs as
very ominous to the security of my cranium, were it within his reach. The tumult was terrible, and I doubt not instigated by peace-loving enemies to peace,
except according to their own crotchet.—
I had expected to meet a respectable, religiously disposed, and sober minded, audience ; but it proved the very reverse. It
was α mere mob of swine, to whom it was
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not only useless, but dangerous, to cast
the pearls of the truth. But I was engaged in the fray, and, being single handed, I had to open for myself a way out as
best I could. Having at length got
through my remarks by snatches, I promised to conclude if they would agree to
hear me read my amendment peaceably.
They seemed to assent to this; so I read
as follows:

' AMENDMENT.'
Resolved, That War, being an Institution of Divine appointment for the bruising to death of the Serpent-power, though
disastrous to the subjects of it, has proved
of great benefit to the human race;—that
Civil and Religious liberty have been won
by the War-Power in connection with the
advocacy of truth, which it has often protected ; that the rights of God in the earth,
the vengeance due to the blood of his people poured out like water in past ages, the
chastisement and overthrow of civil and
spiritual tyrants, the defence of liberty,
and the establishment of peace based upon
the ascendancy of right over wrong, of
knowledge and faith over ignorance and
superstition, and of a well ordered and enlightened liberty over despotism—are
things of infinitely greater value than
gola or human life ;—that those who rule
the nations, being men who have been
trained in the school of State superstition*
arbitrary power, covetousness, and contempt of the~ laws of God, and the rights
of humanity, are malprincipled, seared in
conscience, and ^amenable only to fear ;
that national wars to avenge the injured*
and defend liberty, are neither impious nor
impolitic ;—that while a Bible Christian
must not fight in the absence of the Captain of his salvation, the Scriptures leave
the nations to do as they please, holding
them, however, NATIONALLY RESPONSI-

BLE for the principles and manner in
which they make war; —that the nations
of Europe, being Papal, Protestant, Infidel, and Mohammedan, and NOT CHRIS-

TIAN, the question of international war as
compatible or incompatible with the Spirit
of Christianity, is extraneous ;—that while
taxation to maintain an extravagant and
luxurious regal establishment; to enrich
a pampered and vicious aristocracy ; official sinecurists in Church and State; to
bribe religious sects with costly endowments; and to build royal and episcopal
palaces in the midst of impoverished and almost breadless populations, is odious and
abominable—taxation to maintain an eft)-
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cicut military and naval force in the present condition of the world is wise, prudent, and indispensible ;—that an army
and navy are as necessary to the body
politic of nations as at present constituted
as the right and left arms to the body natural ;—that considering the known traditionary ambitious designs of the Court of
Russia, and the threatening attitude of the
Autocrat in relation to Schleswig-Holetein, Transylvania, Turkey, and Persia,
in which countries its ascendancy would be
to bring the Cossacks to the gates of Britain in Europe and India, a reduction in
the army and navy of England is loudly to
be deprecated by all the real friends of
liberty and humanity in the TWO WORLDS :

that these things being so, it is the enlightened and sober minded conviction of this
meeting, that whatever may be the merit
of Mr. Cobden's financial speculations in
other respects, * Special Treaties of Arbitration instead of War' is a visionary,
Utopian, and impracticable project; and
that his 'motion* to that effect ought not to
be sustained by petitions in its favor.
This amendment having been seconded,
it was put from the chair, whether it should
pass as the resolution of that meeting ?
The show of hands was multitudinous
against it. The reader, doubtless, will be
curious to know, how many were in favor
of it ? I do not know exactly, but I do
not think there were more than half a
dozen. Myself and the seconder, it is probable, would have made eight; which
was a large minority in the two thousand,
compared with the Noaciic minority in a
world. One of the reporters asked me for
a copy of the amendment, which I gave
him, having furnished myself with two.
From this, I was encouraged to hope it
would appear in one of the London papers;
but the expectation was vain. Nothing is
admitted there unpaid for that calls in
question the cherished crotchets of the
day. In its report of the meeting, the
Morning Advertiser, simply remarked,
that an amendment was moved by Dr.
Thomas, which was not adopted. Seeing,
however, that it had taken so much notice
as this, I faintly hoped it might do more,
if personally addressed. But no, I could
not stir up a controversy with the enemy
in the interest of the Kingdom. As it is
here, so there, the leaders of the people
are satisfied
with what exists ; hence their
motto is 4 disturb not what is quiet,' which
has been well said to be * a capital maxim
for a rotten cause.'
The following is the letter which I for-

warded to The Advertiser under the antipeace caption of
WAR A DIVINE

INSTITUTION.

To the Editor of the Morning Advertiser

SIR : Among the Utopian speculations
of the day, the introduction of the reign
of peace among the nations, by the Exeter
Hall-philanthropy of the * Peace Societ y / is not the least remarkable. The supporters of the scheme are, no doubt, many
of them persons of large * benevolence*—
high in the medio-superior frontal region—
und of feelings, which find much gratification in the contemplation of tranquility
and prosperity at any price among men.
Their peculiar organization may be actuated by a pure and disinterested affection
for 4their fellow-creatures, or it may not;
for benevolence'
may be actuated by * acquisitiveness,' 4 love of approbation,' * selfesteem,' or by the nobler and more exalted
sentiments of * veneration' and 4 conscientiousness.' Benevolence actuated by acquisitiveness produces that Commercial
Philanthropy which would effect the
abolitiom of war, because it interferes with
the
money-making business; actuated by
4
love of approbation,' the benevolence
of
ostentation is the result; by 4 self-esteem,'
a self-important philanthropy, a self-complacent and self-glorify ing benevolence ;
and actuated by * Veneration' and 4 Conscientiousness,' and a concern for human
happiness ant] love of man, may be the
consequence, having their origin in a conscientious regard for the law of the Almighty controller of human affairs. Now,
if all men were of a uniform cerebral organization, we might say, that Peace Society efforts sprang from a common ground
of action ; but as this is not the case, we
are justified in saying, that they result
from a combination of various impulses as
the basis of their operations. We cannot
therefore censure or commend peace-socialists individually ; but must speak of them
in the aggregate as of a Society of the
far-famed Utopia.
This compound benevolence of the
society professes to have one common
object, namely, the abolition of war. Its
orators appeal to their audiences arithmetically, commercially, religiously, and
lastly and subordinated, to scripture. The
strongest arguments 1 have heard are addressed to the pocket; as though the system of the world was constituted only
with reference to cash ! There has doubtless been a great deal of 4 filthy lucre'
wasted in war, and most burdensome debts
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entailed upon posterity that are certain
never to be paid ; but money, though it
seeks to be omnipotent, both in secular
and religious affairs, was never designed
by him who laid the foundation of the
world, to be the guage of right and
wrong. *The love of it is the root of all
evil;' and, I apprehend, that this idolatry
of gold has more to do with peace speculations, than either love for man as man, or
conscientious regard for the word of God.
That prismatic affair, current in the
world called * conscience,' is one of the
greatest eccentricities extant. It is conscientiousness biassed by prejudice ; hence
the phenomena which define the kind of
conscientiousness are as varied as there
are sects and parties in the sever.il grand
divisious of the earth. Men may act conscientiously, and yet be guihy of great
imprety and folly. The Bible recognizes
but two kinds of conscience, a good and
an evil conscience.
Conscientiousness
trained in error is evil and its acts cannot
manifest that * wisdom which cometh
from above, which is first PURE, then
peaceable, gentle and easy 10 be entreated,
lull of mercy and good fruits, without
hypocrisy." Conscientiousness enlightened by ihe wisdom and knowledge of
God is a good conscience, which it is easily demonstrable is not ihe conscience of
the Peace Society. These following points
are ihe virtual consequences of its proceedings ;—
1. While it appeals to the Scripture, it
advocates a doctrine at vaiiance with it ;
% It perverts the Scripture to establish
its speculation ;
3. lis success would militate against the
veracity ot God, and the best and permanent interests of the human race.
\. War wae instituted as a part of the
terrene system by Jehovah himself. Its
appointment is thus decreed. Addressing
the serpent he says, * I will put enmity between thee and the Woman ; and between thy Seed and her Seed ; He shall
bruise thy head, and thou shall bruise hii
heel.' Is not that war when two parlies
atenmity undertake to bruise one another?
Or is it peace ? Here then Jehovah declares there should be war between the
Two Seeds ; a war of enmity which he
implants between them. In the first place,
this passage is exactly literal, and secondly, alkgorical. The literal enmity is seen
jn the desperate hatied of man towards
poisonous serpents ; the allegory of this is
the uncompromising and deadly enmity of
mankind in their wars for * religion* and
liberty. Political and Scriptural Truth is
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the ground of enmity between the Serpent party and its opponent. The opponent parly is composed of two classes ;
the one which · contends earnestly for the
laith once delivered to the Saints,' as commanded of Gud ; and the other which
does the fighting. The contention of the
faithful brings down upon them the enmity, cruelty, and destructiveness of the
Serpent Power, which is often vigorously
antagonized by those who fear hot lo
wrestle with it in desperate and bloody
| fray. To this providential arrangement,
we, in England, America, and elsewhere,
are indebted for all we have to boast of
called civil and religious liberty, as the records of the past abundantly testify. But
for the sword on the side of principle, the
earth would have been the habitation of
demons instead of men ; things are bad
enough in ail conscience; but without
war, they would have been reprobate of
all good.
Does the Peace Society imagine that the
present condition of things is a finality ?
That the fairest portion of the earth, the
most magnificent countries, and the most
genial climes, are destined to be lorever
what they now are, ihe productive soils
of ignorance, superstition, oppression, and
cruelly ? It vainly imagines that nations
can be persuaded into a millenium of peace
and righteousness! A more unscriptural
conceit never entered the heals of the
wildest schemers. Even the Prince of
Peace himself, and his Apostles could not
persuade the masses inio reason and virtue ; and does the Peace Society imagine
it can compass more than they ? Nations
never have been persuaded, nor ever will
be, voluntarily to submit to * the wisdom
that is from above which is first pure and
then peaceable." Jehovah has a controversy with them for past offences yet unsettled ; and he has placed it on record
that * they shall lick the dust like a serpent.' Can the Iri-h Priesthood be persuaded to loose the chains that bind ihe
Celt to ihe papal car; Will peisuasion induce the continenial rulers, even if they
knew how, to reign in righteousness, to
succor the poor and needy, 'and him that
haih no helper,1 to take care of the orphan and the widow, to do justly, to love
mercy, and to walk humbly before God ?
Will persuasion * bruize the Serpent's
Head V No ; the Serpent Dominion must
be broken up by violence, the old heroes
of the laith slain in ages past in combat
wilh ' the Beast' must be avenged, and
oppressors brought to retribution ; and
this can only be effected by that armed en-
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rnity which Jehovah instituted when he
Jaicl the foundation of the world.
2. The Prince of Peace has declared,
' I am come to send fire upon the earth ;
think not that I am come to send peace on
earth ; I came not to send peace, but a sword.
I am come to set a man at vaiiance against
his nearest relative, so that · a man's foes
shall Le they of his own household.'—
Here he declares he came to send fire and
sword upon the earth j and if the Peace
Society would only avail itself of history,
it would have before it the illustntion of
this divine mission faithfully portrayed
even to 1848, the annvs mirabilisinclusive.
This Society, however, seems most complacently blind to facts; and in conformity wifh its amiable darkness is virtually
usurping the rights and honor of the
Prince of Peace. The King of Israel has
proclaimed war against ignorance, superstition, oppression, and against every high
thing that exalts itself above the knowledge which comes from God ; and which
war he has ordained shall continue until
his return. But this Pseudo-Peace Society says ' No, there shall not be war, if
we can help it. We regard human life
and commercial prosperity as of more importance than the vindication of the civil
and religious rights of mankind by the
sword of judgment ; blood is more precious than principles ; therefore we proclaim, ' Peace, peace,' throughout all the
earth.' How remarkably are the words
of scripture fulfilled in this saying·, · The
day of the Lord so comeih as a thief in
the night. For when they shall say,
Peace and safely, then sudden destruction
cometh upon them as travail upon a woman with child, and they shall not escape.' Thus this Peace Society sets up for
Prince of Peace, and hurls the rightful
potentate from the right hand of his Father's throne.
The Society errs in not understanding,
that the Lord Jesus is styled Prince of
Peace, not because peace was intended to
result from the preaching of the Gospel of
the Kingdom in his absence; but because
he would conquer a permanent and lasting
peace when he should revisit the world.—
Persuasion having failed, He will compel
mankind to respect his Father's laws ; for
* He shall judge among the Nations, and
shall rebuke many people; and they shall
beat their swords into ploughshares, and
their spears into pruning hooks; nation
shall not lift up sword against nation,
neither shall they learn war any more.1—
Isa ii. 4. He assumes his functions of
Prince of Peace, when,' as King of Israel,
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he shall sit upon the throne of the Restored Kingdom of David, as it is written,
'of the increase of his government and
peace there shall be no pn<\,upon the throne
of David, and upon his Kingdom, to order
it; and to establish it, xoith judgment, and
with justice henceforth (from its restitution) even forever/—Isn. ix. 7.
3. If the Peace Society's speculation
were carried info effect, the mercy and
goodness of God could not be developed,
and his promises would fail. He has
promised that peace shall be established
on the earth as a fruit of righteousness;
good will also among men ; and that his
will shall be done here as it is in other orbs
of his universe. But this cannot be until
evil in its various political, civil, and ecclesiastical forms is suppressed. Evil and
sin will not regenerate themselves ; neither can they be regenerated ; they must be
subdued and extirpated. ' T h e wicked
are the Sword of ihe Lord ;' and * there is
no peace for the wicked, says God.'—
These are revealed truths—anti-Peace Society principles. War is the Almighty
acting through human agency and subduing things to himself; by which he will
prepare the way for the victorious establishment of a divinely implanted righteousness and peace among mankind.
Let then war prevail until the Serpent's
Head be crushed; until every form of
diabolism, secular and sacerdotal, be subjugated throughout the earth, though it
might raise taxes to enormity, and destroy
the commercial mammoths of every nation of the globe. The world had belter
far be poor, independent, and justly ruled,
than be splendidly victimized by oppression ; and be the bond slaves to a bowelless acquisitiveness, a crotchetty senlamentalism, and a fallacious spirituality.
In conclusion, the only peace al present
desirable is peace among Bible Christians;
these ask no peace of the world, or for the
world, and make no pretensions to greater spirituality or philanthropy than already
sanctioned by the great Captain of their
salvation. Their affectionate allegiance
concentres only in him ; and they would
lead men to that peace of mind in him
which 'the world can neither give nor
take away,'by considerations derived, not
from electrical discoveries, locomotive inventions, or arithmetical calculations—
(See Burritt's speech in Morn. Adver.
Jan. 16;) but derived from the absorbing
realities, which they only understand, who
are acquainted wiih ' the things noted in
the scriptures of truth.' That many wellmeaning, but manifestly, errant familiars
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of the Peace Society, may be convened lo
the divine peace which comes from purity
alone, is the sincere wish of yours, respectfully,
JOHN THOMAS.

3 Brudenell Place,
New North Hoad, London.

THE BIBLE DOCTRINE CONCERNING THE
TEMPTER CONSIDERED.
NUMBER IV.

From the premises now before us (he
inquiries concerning the tempter on page
154, may be analytically, numerically and
concisely answered as follows :
1. When is % the beginning V
Ans. It covers a space of several years,
and includes the Creation-week ; the probation before the fall, perhaps forty years,
alter the analogy of the forty days ol
Christ's probation in the wilderness ; Israel's forty years under Moses; Judah's
forty years to the destruction of the temple ; and the future forty years probation
for the ten tribes under Elijah : it includes
also, the Fall; and the subsequent murder of Abel, when he had attained to manhood and ripeness of character, at some
time before (he birth of Seth, Adam being
4hrn 130 years old.
2. Has not the * DeviV a place ' in the beginning' as really as * the Serpent?'
Ans~II by the ' Devil' is meant the
devil of the Bible, and by ' the Serpent'
the reptile of which Moses writes, I answer, Yes : but, il by these terms is meant
the gentile ' Devil' opeiating in and
through a serpent, I answer that such a
Devil-possessed Serpent has no place at
all in the alpha or omega of our world.
3. Was there not a tempter in Christ's
case personally distinct from Jesus V
Am. Ye.-. But that tempter was not a
Serpent, nor ' the Serpent;' but one sustaining the character of a personal adversary to him.
4. If the. tempter be distinct from Christ,
the tempted, can we be safe, or justified, in
departing from that idea?
Ans. YVe are not justified in PO doing;
therefore I have been careful to abide by
what is written without regard to the
glosses of ' theology,' and the petitw principii of * divines.'
5. Does not the term ' Dragon' in Revelation apply to Home as the oppressor of
Israel and the Church 1
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Ans, If by 'Rome 1 is meant, an impe"
rial power established first on the totality
of the Roman territory ; afterwards restricted to the eastern division of it; and
hereafter extending far into the western—
with first, the city, ROME, and subsequently and finally, CONSTANTINOPLE for
its throne—it does : but, if by * Rome* is
understood that city, and the imperial
power of the west connected with it, since
the removal of the throne to Constantinople, by Constantine, it does not. Rome is
the episcopal ' throne of the Beast ;' Constantinople, the throne of the Dragon.
6. Did not the term * Dragon1 ancient'
ly represent the Sovereign of Egypt as well
as Us sovereignty Ί
Ans. Pharaoh, was the title common to
all the meleki Milzraim, or Kings of
Egypt, as Czar is of all the Autocrats of
Russia. It does not therefore define a
particular person, any more than Czar
means Peter the Great rather than Nicolas
I. In Egyptian, Pharaoh signifies the
King; hence, * the Pharaohs' indicates all
the Kings of Egypt to its conquest by Nebuchadnezzar. The Pharaoh, then, is a
power incarnate, defined in Ezekiel as
that of ' the great dragon that lieth in the
midst of his rivers/* The Pharaohship
was the Egyptian Sovereignty—the kingly power symbolized by the most remarkable animal of the countiy, the Crocodile
or Dragon of the Nile, t h e man, who
was king for the time being, was the
eyes and mouth or heading up of the power, nothing more. He did not give inspiration to the power, as ' the Devil' is
supposed to have done to the Mosaic Serpent; but the power or Nile Serpent, inspired him. Without the pre-existenceof
the Egyptian Dragon, the man who was
drowned in the Red Sea—the oppressor of
Israel—would have been nothing. Jehovah addresses the power, not the individual who is the breath of the power, when
he says, * I am against thee, Pharaoh,
King of Egypt, the great dragon that lieth
in the midst of his rivers, which hath said,
My river is mine own, and I have made
it for myself.' A certain man might have
occupied the throne contemporary with
the delivery of the prophecy, while another might have been the actual ruler at
the time of its accomplishment. That
made no difference, howevei ; the prophecy being spoken against the power,
whenever it was fulfilled, whoever might
occupy the throne, would fall with it.
The Gogue\ is to the Assyro-RomanJ
xxix. 3.

tfezek. xxxvu?.
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what the Pharaoh was to the Dragon oi order of things political as ol ihinss Mothe Nile—a Gentile Dynasty without reic. The dragon serpent of the Nile, or
gard to the particular man who happens Rahab, and the dragon-serpent of the Sea,
to occupy the throne. The prophecy is or Assyria o[ the Latter Days, are both
against the power which gives inspiration antecedent to the diabolism and Satanism
to a man as its head, chief or prince, who ascribed to them. · Devil and Satan,' are
is the Gogue for the time being. Like the surnames bestowed upon the Dragon-SerPharaoh ap aionos, at the beginning of the pent.
Adam called the Mosaic reptile
Mosaic kusrnos, or world, the Gogue is lalichahsh, or Serpent, most likely from its
' (he oppressor of Israel* in the falter days power to charm. This was its original
— he is the ' Head of the Serpent' or Ro- name. But when its suggestions were
man Dragon, apower causing to transgress, responded to, and Adam by his act sinned,
and therefore DIABOLOS, or incarnate sin or crossed the law-line, and so introduced
politically embodied. This Assyro Roman sin into the world, which, acting in, by,
Dragon to which the Gogueship belongs and through, mankind, originated and oris Isaiah's Dragon of the Sea, represented ganized, politically, the dragon-power, that
by him as contemporary with the resur- power retained the name Serpent as its parection of Jehovah's dead ones. { I n that tronymic; and because of the relations it
day,' saith the prophet, ' Jehovah with sustains to God's nation and land, which are
his sore, and great, and strong SWORD leceitful, enticing, and adverse, it has re(Messiah and his host) shall punish Levi- ceived the additional names, expressive of
than the piercing serpent, even levia- its character, diabolos and satanas. These
than that crooked serpent ; and he shall surnames are descriptive of a power, not
slay the Dragon that is in the Sea. * The of a person, in the texts where they occur,
Egyptian and Assyro-Romaic diagons hs first appearance in the Apocalypse is
are both alluded to by Dnvid,f and the as * a great red dragon' * in the heaven,'
leviathan nlso as having a plurality of ' having seven heads and ten horns, and
heads. Of these the Gogupship is the seven crowns upon its heads.' John saw
last. 'Thou Drakest the heads of levia- this in vision, and styles it a scemeion, or
than in pieces, and gavest him as meat to 4 sign in the heaven ;' and therein re rethe people inhabiting the wilderness.1— presentative of something there. It was
These people are the twelve tribps under the Sign of a destroying power ; for it
Moses; and their descendants hereafter sought to destroy a certain child about to
under Jesus, ' the Lord of hosts,' and Elibe born, ' in the heaven' also. A war ' in
jah, the restorer of all things; who shall
the heaven' ensued between this destroybreak in pieces the seven-headed leviaing power and the partizans of the new
than, even ' the Assyrian, who shall fall
born child. Its object was the expulsion
with the sword, not of a mighty man, nor
of the great red dragon-power from the
of a mean man,'| but of God the Almighheaven. The enterprize succeeded, and
ty ; { for, by fire, and by his sword will
no place was found any more for it and
Jehovah plead with all flesh ; and the slain
its adherents there.
of the Jehovah shall be many.'φ
This great red dragon power was of
Our friend, the inquirer touching the considerable antiquity. For 280 years
tempter, seems to think that a man called antecedent to its expulsion, that is, from
Pharaoh was to the Nile-Dragon, as the the crucifixion, it had been the adversary,
supposed person, called ' t h e Devil.' was and JUDICIAL ACCUSER (ho katcegoros) of
to the Eden-Serpent; therefore he in
those who · kept the commandments of
quires,
God, and the testimony of Jesus Christ,'
7. Why not allow * the Serpenf and ' the sty led by the partizans of the child who
7
Devil both the precise place they occupy in expelled him,'our brethren.' His accuScripture!
sations were incessant, giving them no
AIIB. That is exactly what I have aimed rest by day or by night. But * stedfast in
to do. ' Divines' have studied JVliltnn the faith,7 they resisted him valiantly ;
more than the Law and the Testimony ο
yea, wiih a valor that oupht to put to
this subject; hence they have got hold of shame thedowny,drowsy, narrow-souled,
it at the wrong end. They have assumed professors of our day. Their faith in the
the pre-existence of devil; so that it is Lamb and the testimony overcame all the
with them first devil, then serpent; but Dragon-power's endeavors to turn them
the scriptures exhibit it as the serpent first after itself. Their constancy was victoriand thfjn diabolos. This is equally the ous, * lor they loved not their souls (teen psychcen auloon) unto death.1 Their Souls
t P s . Ixxiv. 14.
*isai. xxvii. 1.
were tortured unto death, because they
i l s n i . Ixvi. ] 5 , 16.
Jlsai. xxxi. 8.

Herald oj the Kingdom and Age to Come,
* would not accept deliverance* at thr
price of apostacy, » that they might ob
tain a belter resurrection.'* This savage
power, a principal element οΓ which were
the institutions of a cruel and debasing
idolatry, ' deceived the whole habitable,'
civilized, or Roman, world {ho planoon
tccn oikoumenccn holccn.) These things
being affirmed of i t ; that is, its being the
d e c e i v i n g p o w e r ol the w o r l d , and the
adversary
and j u d i c i a l a c c u s e r of the
S a i n t s , and the e n e m y of Israel's C o n i m n w e a th, G o d has Mir n a m e d it ho Dia-

bolos and ho Sulanas.
This apocalyptic sign probably suggested the notion elaborated in Paradise Lost
by Milton, of Satap with his rebel hosts
being once holy angels in heaven, whence
before Adam's day they were expelled for
impiety and insurrection against God ! !
But the conception is as wild and unscriptural a? a poet's imagination can well be
without actual insanity. It is true, that
certain * angels kept not their beginning,
but deserted their own abode,' and that
'having tartarized,' or cast them down
(tartaroosas) God · committed them to perpetual bonds tinder intense darkness in
accordance with a judgment of a great
day.' But the judgment executed upon
these angels has consigned them to destruction. They are all prisoners of death,
none of them having liberty to roam over
God's universe as the Devil is fabled to
have done, seeking what portion of his
glorious work they might throw inlo confusion in revenge for the overthrow they
had received. This is a mere fiction ol
the poets. Jude does not say that they
are ' reserved unto the judgment ol the
great day ;' hut cis krisin megalees heemeras—' by, or in accordance with, a judgment of a great day—God hath consigned
them to perpetual bonds under intense
darkness.' There is no escape from this
sentence; so that, wherever the gentile
Devil, or Satan of the poets, hales horn,
he cannot trace his genealogy to the arch
angel of the rebel host, whose fall was not
from heaven, but a repression to his ori
gin^l sphere which it was unlawful for
him to leave. Their bonds are aidian or
perpetual ; as existent now as when first
imposed. ' The Devil and Satan' of the
bible are yet unbound. They are in rampant liberty, and will continue free, until
the earth-enlightening angel, the Messiah,
shall descend, and bind their original for
1000 years.
This original, the great red dragon, surnamed the Devil and Satan, did not, like
*H«b. xi."35!
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the pre-Adamite angels, voluntarily leave
his place in the heaven, but was forcibly
e\p«-llcd. He was cast out of the Apocalyptic heaven inlo the apocalyptic earth by
intestine war. He kepi his place as long
as he could ; but being defeated by Constantino, he lost the throne of the habitable, called ' the throne of God,' because il
was conquered from the dragon by his
people. But, though defeated, he had not
lost all power, though his time was short,
as he well knew. T h e imperial Roman
idolatry had lost the throne, but it still retained the provinces of ' the earth and
sea.' These were still under his jurisdiction, which he exercised in 'great wrath,*
e?pf cially upon those * inhabiters 1 of them,
who, by their devotion to Christ, were
known to be in sympathy with the enemy
that had expelled him from the heaven of
the Roman world.*
With thete words, I think I may now
dismiss the further consideration of the
inquiries touching the tempter, without
incurring the imputation of indefiniteness,
or evasion. T h e subject of diabolos and
Saianas is far from being exhausted. In
leaving behind me Mr. Cook's queries, I
shall not therefore turn my back upon the
topic in hand ; but, requesting the reader
to correct for himself a few typographical
errors that have escaped the eye of my
compositor, not, however, aiTect'ng the
sense at all, I propose to continue the investigation of the matter in the ordinary
course of publication.
EDITOR.

*Rev. xti. 3-12.

Many strange things have been proved
true in our day. An open mind is the
best mark of a philosopher. But we regret to say that indications of a philosophic temper have been nowhere so rare as
in connection with the question, what is
the truth, the great Leading truth, of Moses and the Prophets 1 The closest stuJents of their writings have been denounced, the most honest men discredited,
the plainest testimonies scouted, and a
logged determination as far as possible
shown that the evidences should not be
examined. Such is the infatuate devotion
of blind attachment to u organized theolog y ' — i t fears to investigate lest its discoveries should reveal the worthlessness of
the system by which its zeal is kindled
and sustained.
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lernal life' and that 'thislife isin (iiotout
>f) Gods Son.'
Discarding all connexion between Jesus
—his name and Mission and our having
Κ UMBER I I .
He through him—which his immortal
oul creed obliges him to do—the preachAs a fail hiul chronicler of what is pas- •r gave a loose rein to his fancy in setting
sing in the religious world, especially orth the object of the Christ's Mission inamong those who claim to be par excel- o this world. This he described comprelence Bible Christianst and to plant them- hensively in these words, * Jesus Christ
selves on the Bible aione, as their exclu- ;ame down from Heaven to carry men up
sive1 rule of faith and practice, the * Her- to Heaven.' Alas ! alas ! what is become
ald, may be expected to keep your read- of the creed of ' this Reformation' which
ers informed of the kind of faith and used to embrace this prominent item.—
preaching, the ' Reformers' now serve up If any man speak let him speak as the i.r~
to the public in their stated ministrations. xles of God'—i. Pet. 4,11. Where, let us
Tributary to this object, I ask space to say 1 pause and ask, where* do * the oracles of
that about a week ago, I heard a * sermon God' declare that such was any part of
delivered in this town by Mr. R. L. Cole- the Mission of Jesus? Is it in John 3
man—one of the authorised expositors of chapter 13 verse, where Jesus himself
the Retorination creed—a brie! sketch ol says * Ao man hath ascendedvp to Heaven V
or in Acts 2 chapter 3 4 verse, where it is
which only, I propose to offer.
After reading portions of Luke's testi- written, of a better man than this age can
mony in 18ih and 19th chapters, stop probably furnish, * David is not ascended
ping at the 11th verse of the latter chap n'o the Heavens ? or in Proverbs 11 chapter, just in time, it would seem, to save er 31 verse, where it is written, 'The
from utter confusion and contradiction, his iis;hteous shall be recompensed in the
cherished dogma of a Pentecostian King- •arth; much more the wicked and the sindom ; the verses following, from the 11th ler.
Is it not incumbent on Mr. Coleman to
to 16th inclusive, proving incontestibly
shew his authority for the assertion above
that the kingdom could not beset up unt
He is of age that we may 'ask
the Lord (the ' 1 nobleman' of the parable) quoted.
1
should ' return (15 verse) from the right him. lie is the editor of a paper, where
hand of God, where he now sits, he com- he can be heard before the public and he
is as all know, a gentleman οϊ intelligence
menced his address by declaring tl
4
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John wrote and independence—has been for many
to convince the world that Jesus Chris" years a student and an expounder of the
was the Messiah—the Son of God.' i Scriptures, and there is no reason to doubt
marvel that one so well acquainted wit! his .sincerity and honesty in advocating the
the testimony in the case, should have systt-m he preaches. Let him shew himagain stopped short of giving the Evange- self a man of candor, and willing to bring1
lists' whole testimony as to the objnet ol his creed to ihe test of the wiitten wort ,
their biography, as stated by one of then). by presenting ihe.se objections to his read* These are written that you might believe ers and proving they are unfounded.—
that Jesus is the Christ—the Son of God The Bible does not contradict itself, yet
avd believing ye might have life through hiswhat is quoted above is directly and flatly
name.''—John 20 chap. 31*. Was the contradictory to his assertion that Jesus
omission to quote these last words of the came to carry men up to Heaven. \ϊ He
verse occasioned by the Preacher's belief came for this purpose, let him shew how
in the Pagan dogma of an * immortal soul' men went to Heaven before Jesus came—
already in man, which, of course, renders such as Abraham, Noah, Moses, Job, & c ,
the having * life through his name/ a or does he mean to say that they have asmatter of but little moment. If so, Mr. cended since Jesus came. If so, where is
Coleman is consistent, for truly, if we the proof? If indeed good men go to
have life—even eternal life—as wo must Heaven at death, as he affirms, let him
have in our immortal souls, the mission of explain or account for Paul's strange say-rJesus is among the Romifrh c works ο ings, on that hypothesis, in i. Cor. 15 chap.
supererogation!' To that complexion, it 16-18 verse, ' If the dead rise not, then
are fallen asleep in Christ
must come at last. Truly, may we no they also which
1
ask, of what profit is it to us, to know are perished. How can the dead phrisr
that 'Jesus is the Son of God/ unless we tian be said to have 'perished,' if he be
learn also, that * through HIM we way have alive in Heaven, seeing that this is so,
life'—that Me only 'hath the words ο whether he be raised or not ? Truly,
MODERN SERMONIZING.
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most of these wonderful martyrs. They
sent their ghosts to heaven to act as mediators and intercessors, and kept their
bones and dust on earth to guard them
Λ. Β. MAGRUDER.
lrom the ills that flesh is heir to ! They
CharloUesville, Sept. 1852.
re a cheap fortification for a city,
church, or ciuniry, lequiring no ration.',
and more effective, if < hrysostom be bfieved, than a whole host of living warA GOD OF GUARDIANS.
riors armed to the very teeth ! St. Patrick
* In his estate shall the King honor a god of Erin, St. George of England, St. Anof forces, even a god whom his predecessors drew of Scotland, St. Denis of France,
knew not shall he honor with gold, and siher, & c , with the reigning Pope, is the definiand with precious stones} and things de- tion in fact of Uanirl's KLOAM and his
Mahuzzim.
sired.'—Dan. xi. 38.

* wisdom is justified of all her children/
but confusion and every evil work attend
the gloomy pathway of error.

EDITOR.

The Old Testament name for the Eyes
and Mouth of the Little Horn,* which are
commonly called the Pope, is in Hebrew
ELOAH MAHUZZIM, rendered in the com-

mon version, * a god of forces.1 He is also
termed ELOAH NAIKAR, a Strange or Foreign God. The King or Little Horn was
to honor him in his estate or kingdom, to
acknowledge him, and to increase him
with glory. All this has been literally accomplished as we have abundantly shown
in Elpis Israel.
Eloah Mahuzzim is a very appropriate
title for the Italian Overseer. Eloah \A a
passive participial noun, and used as a title
t o C h t i s t as cursed by the, law lor hi*
hanging upon a iree—Meshiach eloah Innmennoo—Messiah
cursed for us. Hence
ELOAH signifies an accursed one, or a god,
accursed because he would spoak marvellous things against 1he (iod of gods—Ail
ailim. Christ and Antichrist thetefore are
denominated «cursed, 1 b .t on different
grounds—Christ, because he became a
curse for us by hanging upon a tree, «Λ
and Antichrist, because of his blasphemy
against God.
The papal Eloah is styled the Accursed
One of Mahuzzim.
This word signifies
protectors, defenders,guardians.
The Pope
is the Head of t h r e e - t h e Chief on earll
of the clan of Guardian Faints» therefore
a god of guardians.
These guardians are
thus spoken of bv Chrysostom in hi*
Homily on the Martyrs ot E g y p t ; l T l
bodies of those saints fortify the city more
effectually for us than impregnable walls
of adamant, and like towering rocks
placed around on every side, repel not
only the assaults of enemies that are visi
ble, but the insidious stratagems also ο
invisible demons, and counteract π rid de
feat every artifice of the devil as easily a<
a strong man overturns the toys of chi 1
dren.' T h e Greeks and Latins made th
nu 13r
*L>an. v i i . 15.

ELEGANT EXTRACT.
1
Dr. Thomas, in his vainglorious speculations, terminating in his Elpis Israel,
rather than in the discovery of some new
world, on which to inscribe his fane, has
covered himself with shame, and reduced
his metropolitan church in Richmond to
less than half the twelve apostles. In
such cases, with a slight modification, we
may say with the poet—

" O Sons of earth, attempt you still lor'iBC,
By tables piled on fables to the ekles.
Heaven still with laughter the vain toil surveys.
And buries builders in the hraps they raise."
A. Campbell, Mill. Harb. p. 329.

[tTThere is a little defect in the above,
and that is, its entire want of t r u t h . —
What our friend styles our * speculations'
have very far from terminated in Elpis Israel, as every reader of that book and the
Herald well knowf, and as he knows too.
Neither have we Covered ourself with
| shame,' save in tho estimation of himself
land satellites; which is an affair of little
moment.
We have never owned a
I* church 1 in Richmond, or elsewhere ; and
therefore could not reduce such an one.
And as to the ' fables p'led on fables to the
sides? they are all on his side; and from
hell beneath to kingdoms in the stars—
presently threaten to overwhelm him
and his* reformation' in the confusion of
Babylon worse confounded. Our friend
is in a pitiable plight. He would like to
'cover us with shame, indeed, by reducing Elpis Israel to an absurdity, if he
could ; but he dare not make the venture.
His profound ignorance of Moses and the
Prophets paralyzes him. His only alternative therefore is, to give currency to the
p-ossip of lewd fellows of the baser sort.
EDITOR.

An Eye-Ream Extractor of Motes.
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examination which truth always courts
EDITOR.

AX EYE-BKAM EXTRACTOR OF MOTLS. from its opponents.
1

"We cannot.' says our hyper (?) critical friend of Bethany, "but suspect anv
man's want of confidence in himself", or ef
candor, who will take up an evil report
ugainst his neighbour, and reproach his
principles and character, and will neither
give him a hearing, or make the amend
honorable.'1 M. Harb. V. 2 Λτο. 7. χ».
413. These are our sentiments exactly.
In the same article, he says, "Mr. Anderson of the New York Recorder cannot defend himself, and therefore dare not allow
his readers to hear us." This is, doubtless, the logical conclusion from the premiss.
In view, then, of this, and of our friend's
own practice, we respectfully commend
the following words of the Lord Jesus to
his grave consideration ·—" Judge not,
that ye be not judged. For with what
judgment ye judge' so shall ye be judged.
* * * And why beholdest thou the mote
that is in thy brother's eye, and considerest
not the beam that is in thine own eye ?
Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out
of thine own eye ; and then shalt thou see
clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye." These are wholesome words
which should be memorized by all EyeBeams, great and small. The Eye-Motes
never forget them; because the EyeBeamers are continually at work upon
them practising their spiritual chirurgery,
with irritating, but unsanitorv, efleet.—
The.ir unsu cessful practice is doubtless
«wing to their neglect of the Great Physician's prescription. They may be very
dexterous mote-extractors, but then, unfortunately, the cataract in their own
crystallines are so opaque that they are
apt to mistake their own lesions for that of
the wretched patient who happens to fall
into their otherwise pretty skilful hands.
The principles of our friend's symptomatology are quite accurate. We commend
them to the favorable regard of all his fellow-craftsmen, for whose daily use we
reduce them to the following convenient
form:
1. A man who combats an opponent
with any other weapons than testimony
and right reason is utterly devoid of self
confidence, and candor.
2. When an editor, preacher, or any
other person refuses to permit audiences
to hear in defence those they assail, it
is proof that they know that their cause is
too rotten to sustain without damage an

LUTHER'S CITADEL.
In addressing Charles V. and the great
princes of the German Empire at Worms
in 1521, Luther said, "since, great Caesar
and illustrious princes, you require a specific answer, this is my decision. Unless
I am convinced by proof from the sacred
writings or evident reason, I cannot recal
anything that I have written, or taught, for
1 cannot do what would wound my conscience. On the other hand, I have no
faith in the Roman Pontiff and mere councils, and do not regard them as of authority, for they have frequently erred and
contradicted themselves in their decrees,
and are liable to misjudge and be deceived."* Strange that any one should
ever have doubted so obvious a liability.
Luther was right to yield only to testimony
and reason. These were the citadel of his
'ength as they are ours. They were the
^ostolic weapons, as it is written, " Paul
as his manner was, went into the Synagogue
to the Jews, and reasoned with them out of
the scripture, opening and alleging." Human authority, lay or clerical, is not to
be regarded in an inquiry after truth. If
all who profess to admire Luther would
work by the rule he adopted, it would be
more creditable to their understandings,
and more profitable to their hearers, than
the present mar-text expositions by which
they stultify themselves.
EDITOR,
*.51ei uni C j m m e n t . l i b , iii, f. 4 1 ,

LAMB.
A lamb in the Apocalypse does not represent a lamb, but a man whose name
comprehends the attributes of innocence
and sacrifice for ein. "A lamb as it had
been slain, having seven horns and seven
eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God
sent forth into all the earth,"* represents
that same Man as once dead, but alive
again; and henceforth the depostary of
the unmeasured Spirit of God, by which
(in the time of the vision) he is almighty
and seeing over all.
EDITOR.
* Aj»oi\ v. 6.

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
" And in/their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and itself
shall stand for ever.1*—DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, E D .

RICHMOND, VA., November, 1852.
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be ' under the sway' as a mere subject,
but to be associated with Messiah in his
kingly and priestly offices, as joint-rulers
Mr. B.C. Carillon, minister of the Jew- with him of Israel and the nations of the
ish Synagogue at St. Thomas', in a letter earth.
to the Occident, in which he repudiates
EDITOR.
the divine authority of the Talmud, and
contends for the supremacy of the Law
and the Prophets, says, * The divine, pure,
and perfect code of Moses is destined to
ROMISH IDOLATRY DEFINEDbe at a future period the code of all
1
4
mankind. He concludes his letter to the
The images of Christ, and of the Vireditor by 'Hoping that the God of our gin Mother of God, and of other Saints,'
fathers will soon reunite us with our saith the Council of Trent, * are to be
blessed Palestine, under the sway of our kept and continued in temples especially,
King Messiah.'
and due honor and homage paid to them.
There is more truth than fiction in Mr. Not that it should be believed there is any
Carillon's prediction concerning the Mosaic divinity or virtue in them for which they
Law. The Feast of Tabernacles and should be worshipped, or that any thing
Levitical Sacrifices are enjoined by the is to be sought from them, or that trust is
code of Moses; and Zechariah testifies to be placed in them, as was formerly
that 'Every one that is left of all the done by the pagans who put their hop6
nations, which came against Jerusalem, in idols; but because the honor shown
shall even go up from year to year to wor- them is referred to the prototypes whom
ship the King, the Lord of hosts, and to they represent: so that we adore Christ7
keep the Feast of Tabernacles. * * * through the images which we kiss, and
And they that sacrifice shall come and before which we uncover the head and
take of them, and seethe therein.'* The I kneel, and pay homage to the Saints whoed
Mosaic Law amended so as to harmonize similitude they bear.'
with the truth in Jesus, but not the enSuch is the way in which the Council
tire original statutes, will become the code endeavors to relieve Papists of the charge
of all nations, in the time when 'it ('the of idolatry. But they may refine as
Law') shall go forth from Zion, and the much as they please about the distinction
Word of the Lord from Jerusalem.'f
that exists between their views and the*
The conclusion to his letter is one in ideas of Pagans in. the adoration of images,
which every one can heartily join who be- the acts still remain. Papists and Pagans,
lieves the Gospel of the Kingdom. Abra- brethren of the same great synagogue,
ham, Isaac, and Jacob are his 'fathers,'in namely Satan's, both 'kiss,' 'uncover the
a higher sense than Mr. Carillon, as a head, and kneel' to idols. These are acts
natural Jew, can claim. Palestine is the of adoration before the senseless stocks
land of the true believer's adoption, and they hallow; and by these acts they conhe longs to be united to it, not simply to stitute themselves idolators—payers of
honor and homage to 'statues of gold,and
tlsai. it. 6.

ISRAEL'S HOPE.
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and silver, and brass, and stone, and of
wood ; which can neither see, nor hear,
nor walk,' which are due to God alone.
The law which convicts them of idolatry
is, * Thou shalt have no other gods before
me.
Thou shalt not make unto thee any
graven image, or any likeness of any
thing that is in heaven above, or that is in
the earth beneath, or that is in the water
under the earth : thou shalt not bow down
thyself to them, nor serve them.' Papists
do all this. They have ' other gods,'
ihcy make graven images ; and they make
likenesses of Christ, of the Virgin, and of
* Saints,' whose ghosts they say are in
heaven aboye. They bow down to them,
and serve them in divers ways, celebrating
days to their honor, making votive oil'erings on the shrines, and ' saying prayers'
to them: and more besotted and stupid
than the old pagans themselves, they do
honor and homage to worm-eaten skull
bonos and shins of the dead ! The ghosts
of their deceased patrons are the ' other
gods before Jehovah' whom they honor
with worshipful fanaticism far above him.
Such is the idolatry, the soul-debasing
superstition, blasphemously styled Christianity, against which a word is forbidden
to be published by the Jesuitical friends
of 'Order and Religion,' as it is called, in
the dark places of the earth ! Even ' enlightened protestant Britain' endows Maynooth, a hot-bed of papal treason against
its institutions and the freedom of its people, for the inculcation of its diabolism !
And in the Uuiled States, the ugly monster that crushed the protestantism of
Hungary, is flattered by intriguers of all
parties lor the sake of its votes. But we
rejoice to know that * Jehovah is a jealous
God ;' and that for the honor of his own
name he will not permit such an outrage
on truth and reason to curse the earth
with its presence a single day beyond the
appointed time of its destruction.
EDITOR.

" It is not after all an unwholesome discipline which forces the supporters of new
facts and opinions, in proportion as they
are startling, to put forth their energies to
battle against stubborn opposition, and to
demonstrate repeatedly, and under all possible disadvantages, the truth of the things
which they believe. Argue the matter
as we may, in proportion to the strangeness of a set of statements will always
be the incredulity with which they are received.

ARGUMENT FOR ETERNAL· TORTURE.
BY ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.

President of Bethany College^ Professor
of " Sacred History,"1 and ** Supervisor of the Reformation."
A Campbcllite paper intitled the 'Christian Intelligencer,1 is republishing the
speculations of the Reverend Alexander
Campbell, issued some years ago in a
pamphlet called an * Extra1 to the Millennial Harbinger. The title of it was * Life
and Death.'1 It exhibited his opinions on
'Eternal Punishment;' and his 'arguments'
against * Everlasting Destruction,' which
he ])refers to call annihilation ; and in
favor of the dogma of Eternal Life in
Torment by Fire for all ' Spirits1 continuing impenitent till their separation
from their bodies at death. Thus in effect he defines the eternal punishment
spoken of in scripture: and in his essav
endeavors to prove that it is the * Death?
which awaits those who do not attain to·
the ' Life' promised to the righteous; and
hence the title of his pamphlet, * Life and
Death.' Our obliging friend says, he
wrote it in honor of our theory — Ί honored his theory,' says he, * by an Extra on
Life and Death, which as far as I know
he has not attempted to answer.' I quote
from memory, not having his paper at
hand. He professes to think it an unanswerable performance; and it is so accepted by the 300,000 disciples, whose
supervisor he claims to be. Seeing, then,
that it is being reproduced in the columns
of the Intelligencer, I have thought it
might not be altogether unprofitable to
present our readers with a specimen of
this wonderful treatise—this chef d' ceuvre
of logic and criticism, with which its author plumes himself so fantastically, to
the admiration of a multitude that cannot
think, and will not learn.
He says, * it is assumed by some of the
advocates of destructionism that an annihilation of personal existence is misery.1
For myself, I have never read or heard of
such an assumption being entertained by
any advocate of what Mr. C. styles 'destructionism.' Misery implies consciousness; and is defined, 'Great unhappiness ;
extreme pain of body or mind.' Now, I
cannot think, that any 'advocate' would
use the word misery as descriptive of the
state of a person whom he regard^, when
annihilated, as nonentity—mere du*t with-;
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out consciousness. The assumption at- which all (not some only, but all,) de-*
tributed to such advocates is convertible structionists believe. By sophistry, which
into the proposition that, When persons with him is logic, he makes the prospect
are reduced to dust, and cease to know happiness rather than misery ! He works
any thing, they -are very unhappy, and out this conclusion upon the principle that
suffer extreme pain of body and mind. the prospect of falling down dead without
This is the assumption Mr. C. imputes to warning is perfect enjoyment to the ex• some of the advocates of destructionism !r pectaticn of being skinned alive ; so that
But in this, he is too willing a witness a relative negation of suffering with him
against them, and renders his testimony is positive enjoyment and felicity !
incredible. He impeaches his own veracity
Having then presented the assumption
by stultifying his own statements. In stat- to the reader, we may now introduce Mr.
ing the views of his opponents, or of those C . that he may speak to him in his own
from whom he differs, he is not worthy of person. He proceeds as follows i
belief. The assertion that destructionists
"In the fourth place, I argue against
assume any such thing, is so palpably this assumption from the fact that it
false and ridiculous, that Mr. C. is at amounts to an annihilation of the sanctions
once convicted of untruth. Look at it! of the gospel, and directly contradicts the
To make destructionists affirm that ' an positive declarations of the Saviour conannihilation of present existence is misery,' cerning eternal punishment. With deis equivalent to saying that annihilation is structionists there can be no eternal puntorment, which is the punishment contend- ishment, for with them there is no eternal
ed for by tormeutists, which destruction- fire.
ists deny. If Mr. C. say that destruc"This is truly a very grave charge
tionists affirm that, · the prospect of an an- against any system of doctrine, and renihilation of personal existence is misery,' quires to be well sustained. What, then,
he is correct. They do affirm this. But i let me inquire, is indicated by the term
Mr. C s words will not admit of this con- punishment? It is not mere animal sufstruction, though the context seems to fering ; for then the lamb would be punintimate it. That ' an annihilation is ished for its innocence, and the dove for
misery,' is tantamount to, misery is an an- its meekness. Both these frequently ennihilation of existence, or 'the state of not dure great animal sufferings. There must,
being is misery.' ' An annihilation of then, be some other pain than animal sufpersonal existence' is the subject proposed; ferings to constitute punishment. There
* misery' is the predicate affirmed of this is mental pain as well as physical pain.
subject; and ' is,' which is a verb indicat- The martyr at the stake, though enduring
ing a state of being, or what exists, is the much animal pain, suffers no mental agony.
copula : hence, being in misery is an an- There must always be consciousness of
nihilation of personal existence, is the guilt, or a sense of crime committed, in
unambiguous assumption charged upon qrder to punishment.
•'Punishment, it appears, begins and
some destructionists by Mr. C , which if
justly affirmed of them would prove them ends with the feeling of pain inflicted for
to be fools ; and if not, their accuser any the commission of crime. If, then, at any
time consciousness of guilt, or the feeling
thing but1>a reputable opponent.
Mr. C s policy in argument is to impute of pain, mental or physical, because of sin,
•«something to his adversary palpably ab- should cease, that moment punishment
surd, as above ; and then to argue against ceases. Punishment begi?is and ends
the assumption as if he were reasoning with the consciousness of pain inflicted
against the real thing believed by his op- because of guilt contracted through the
ponent, but not expressed or contained in violation of law or the neglect o-f duty.
the imputation. This diabolical proce- Now as the destructionists assign an end
dure excites a prejudice against the ad- to the endurance of pain because of sin»
deny 'eververse party, which in itself establishes they of course incontrovertibly
1
a sympathy between the prejudicants and lasting punishment. But Jesus Christ
himself, which is half the victory, where says, 'The wicked,', at the final judgment»
the debate is to be decided by a vote. He 'shall go away into everlasting punishproceeds in this ad captandum vulgus ment/ and the righteous 'into life eternal.'
fashion, so peculiarly congenial to his The same word, aioonios, everlasting}
phrenology, in the paper before us, where ascertains the continuance of the punishhaving uttered the imputation to prejudice ment and of the life. Can any thing,
the reader, he goes on to argue against the then, be more evident that the destrucprospect of annihilation being misery, tionists have formed a direct issue with
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Jesus Christ on the subject of eternal punishment? The Messiah says it is everlasting; the destructioni'sts say it will
come to an end at the second death.
" For the sake of a few mere pretenders to sound argumentative discrimi-1
nation and great logical acumen, I shall I
give this argument the regular form, that j
any one disposed to attack it may im-;
mediaiely perceive what he has to en- I
counter! Logically expressed it stands!
thus : —
·' No one dispossessed of conscious j
guilt can be punished. But persons j
annihilated are dispossessed of conscious guilt ; therefore, no one annihilated can be punished.
"Annihilation, or personal extinction,
may, indeed, be an end of punishment,
but never the beginning of it. This single
argument, unless fairly met and refuted,
annihilates the whole theory of destructionism. W e build this argument upon
DO'ambiguous premises. W e have the
word of the Saviour and Judge of the
world for it. In giving an account of the
final judgment, he says all on his left
hand shall depart ·· into everlasting punishment.' H e uses the word kolasis to
indicate what sort of punishment he
means. The word occurs but twice in
the New Testament. In a passage found,
1 John iv. 18, it is translated * torment.''
They all go into everlasting torment. How
weak or how vicious the head that thence
infers that torments are to end in a second
death ?
" It is worthy of remark that eternal
life, as the reward of the righteous, is the
contrast with eternal punishment, the reward of the wicked: and that this is infinitely greater than death, we learn from
another passage, which we ought to regard as a distinct argument or evidence oi
the doctrine of everlasting punishment."

ENDLESS TORMENT REFUTED, AND
''EVERLASTING PUNISHMENT"
EXPLAINED.
The
preceding ' argument 1 is quite a
florish of f u m p e t s ; a very windy blast,
full of uncertain sound, having; no scriptural signifieancy.
If our valiant friend
would talk less about logic and be more
logical, he would pass for a better logician
than he appears to be from his argument
but pluming himself so much upon his
fancied proficiency in the syllogistic art,
he tempts one to a scrutiny of his pre-

nsions, to ascertain if it be all gold that
utters in his sentences! The odor of the
xtract before us is very redolent of that
pecies of logic styled sophistry by the
rofessed. its argument seems to be
bunded on a fallacy of that class styled
material,' or non-logical, where the conlusion, indeed, follows from the premises,
which, however, ought not to have been
assumed.
Strange as it may appear, it is neverheless manifest, that Mr. C errs, not
nowing what the word punishment imports. No man can reason correctly if he
lo not understand the signification oi the
erms he employs. These must be correctly defined, so that an accurate idea
nay be formed of what a man is talking
ibout. The thing in dispute is that rejresenled by * punishment,' or kolasis. In
ivhat sense are these words used in English ? A man who aspires to the renown
of having given to his contemporaries a
"aithful and thorough translation of the
scriptures, ought to be able to answer this
question. It is evident, however, froiri
the above, that Mr. C. is not. H e * errs
not knowing the scriptures,' nor the words
he employs; therefore his logic is but a
non-logical fallacy, as I shall show.
He is evidently very partial to ' eternal
fire,' and to eternal consciousness as indispensable elements of the thing represented by the word ' punishment.' Because,
these ideas haunt his imagination like
ghosts, or like the remembrance of the
shade he saw when a dyspeptic student,
that told him all that should befal him to
the end, he therefore conceits they were
as certainly a part of the Lord's mind
when he spoke of ' eternal punishment !'
But with our experience of Mr. C. f we
cannot admit that his mind and the Lord's
are one upon a single important particular. A great change must come over us
before we can admit that; to rrject Mr. C'#
opinions is to ' annihilate the sanctions of
the gospel, and directly to contradict the
the positive declarations of the Saviour
concerning eternal punishment.' With
Mr. C. there can be no eternal punishment unless fire co-exist; if then it should
turn out that the fire is not eternal, he
denies eternal punishment, and therefore
the doctrine of the Lord. Thus we throw
back his ' very grave charge' against * destructionists' upon himself; and in opposing assertion to mere assertion, we affirm that α co-eternal fire is not necessary
to eternal punishmerU such as it is represented to be in the scriptures of truth.
Mr. C. undertakes to sustain well the
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• truly very grave charge' he has made
against those who reject his speculations.
W e like to see a thins * well sustained ;'
and w h e n w e read his intimation to sustain his charge well, w e were all on the
qui vive to see h o w well he would do it!
T o accomplish this, the first thing he
very properly inquires is. What is indica-

ted by the term punishment ? He asserts that
it is not mere animal suffering. I, for one
who believe in destruction, never imagined
that it did. There is no dispute between
Mr. C. and myself here. I believe wiih
him that punishment is not mere animal
suffering. Next he says, there is mental
pain us well as physical pain in punishment.
Here again we are agreed in part. There
is, provided the offender be of sound
mind and have time for reflection ; but it
is quite conceivable that, a man may have
inadvertently transgressed a law, and suffer instant death before he had time to reflect upon the penalty he had incurred by
the act. In this case there would be punishment without cither physical or mental
pain.
The case of Uzzah is in point
here. He stretched forth his hand to
steady the Ark with the seemingly good
intention of preventing its fall. But it
was contrary to law for any one to touch
the Ark but a priest, under penalty of
death. This was the law-punishment,
which in Uzzah's case took instant effect.
He sinned inadvertently, thinking, doubtJess, of nothing less than the law and its
penalty, and the punishment of death
followed as a flash of lightning.
Again, a fool, idiot, or madman, may
transgress a law whose penalty is death,
but in their case commuted into imprisonment for life. Instead of suffering mental
pain because deprived of liberty, they
would probably enjoy themselves very
much; and might conceit themselves to
be kings and princes in a palace. Cases
of this sort are numerous in asylums.
They would be suffering the punishment
oi the law, being in the passive voice, but
without pain of any sort, unless they
should happen to fall sick of a painful
disease ; but in this case the pain would
be no part of the legal infliction, but consequent upon the infraction of a law of
health. These are obvious truths, Rt.d
form the exception to our full acquiescence in the idea that there is always
mental pain in punishment. It is selfevident that there is not.
But, I admit Ihere may be mental pain
sometimes. Thus, if a consciencious, or
a conscious, person know the law, and the
punishment which is sure to follow its
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neglect or transgression, and nevertheless
violate it, then his punishment begins
with the transgression. He η av be free
from physical pain, but be crucified with
4
mental agony by a certain looking for of
judgment and fiery indignation, which
shall devour the adversaries.' And when
he comes to appear in that judgment, his
anguish of mind will increase, not from
apprehension of physical pain only, but
from ' seeing Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,
and all the prophets, in the kingdom of
God, and he himself cast out/ This will
cause 'weeping and gnashing of teeth,'
evincing great mental suffering» This is
punishment, but not all the punishment.
Physical pain follows mental, and for a
time co-exists with it, until both end in
death and corruption. But of this Hereafter; the points admitted are, i\\alpunishment is not mere animal suffering, or bodily
pain; iior is it exclusively mental pain ; nor
always mental and physical pain combined,
though it is sometimes; but it may exist
without either. And this harmonizes with
the meaning of the word 4 punishment' as
given in thediclionary, though not with Mr.
C's theory. It is defined by lexicographers
as * Anything inflicted, on a person for a crime
or offence, by the authority to which the offender is subject, edhcr by the constitution
of Goi/j or of civil society.' The pf-rson in
this case is a sufferer, because he is in the
passive voice, being a person acted upon.
His being a sufferer does not necessitate
that he should be conscious of what he in
undergoing. Criminals have been hanged
in unconciousness from fainting; they
were nevertheless sufferers in the true import of the term, *tud are therefore said to
have 'suffered death,' or the punishment
inflicted by the law they had transgressed.
We use the word ' punishment' in the received sense, which Mr. C. and his brethren, the eternal-tormenlists, do not. They
say, f there must always be consciousness
of guilt, or a sense of crime committed,
in order to punishment.' We have seen
in the case of Uzzah that no such necessity exists—there may be punishment,
and no co-existent consciousness.
From what has been said if is evident,
that our friend Campbell is like a mariner
who has lost his course, completely out
of his reckoning in saying, that * punishment begins and ends with the feeling of
pain inflicted for the commission of crime;'
so that any time the feeling of mental or
physical pain should cease that moment punishment ceases! No pain no punishment,
is the dogrnH of tormentists—a tradition
of their fathers, so manifestly false and
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ridiculous that, if it were not for the ex- have we not prophesied (or preached) iu
traordinary kind of admiration we have thy name? And in thy name have cast
for their brother Campbell, so * profoundly out devils ? And m thy name done many
skilled in analytic,' we should be tempted wonderful works? And then I will proto class them among those * looiish men' fess unto then», · I never knew you :' De3
whoee ' ignorance,* the learned Paul com- part from me. *—Where to? Into the
manded his son Timothy to 'send to fire mentioned in the twenty-fifth chapter,
'prepared for the devil and his angels;'
Coventry V
Presuming that no pain no punishment and why? Because * ye work iniquity.'
is» good logic, and a first principle of the These are they who depart into the punoracles of God, but which I have shown ishment; and not all the sons of Adam
to be a mere conceit, Mr. C. turns upon who die in sin, or being sinners.
But some one will say, · ii the * these'
the 'destructionists,' and charges them
with incontrovertibly denying the ever- be unrighteous professors only, ail * the
lasting punishment taught by Jesus in re- wicked' in the Gentile sense are certainly
jecting his domna! This is certainly quite comprehended with * the Devil and his
presumptuous.
Destructionists believe angels'who suffer in the same fire?' I
what Jesus says about punishment; but answer, not so. ' The Devil and his Anthey do not believe the tormentist-interpre- gels' are powers m earth, incarnated in the
tatioa of what he said on the subject: nor goat-nations on the King's left hand. They
4
are they convinced that the opinions of are the Beast with the False Prophet,
the fire-and-brimstone men are entitled to and the Kings of the earth, and their
the same respect as His teaching. In de- armies, gathered together to make war'
nying the no pain no punishment theory, with Him.f Turn to this passage. The
they do not deny that ι he ' these1 referred reader will there see, that the powers re4
to * shall «o away into everlasting punish- presented by the symbols of the Beast'
ment/* They believe they will ; and that and * False Prophet,' are to be cast into
the punishment will be as permanent as the same place as * the Devil and his
the * everlasting destruction,'f and *second Angels'—eis teen limneen tou pyros teen
kaiomcneen, ' into the lake of the fire bedeath,'t threatened by Paul and John.
But 10 return to our logician. When ing inflamed with brimstone.' That region
shall we get him to stick to the text? He of the earth where the Powers assemble
quotes Jeans as saying, * the wicked' (at to contend with the King in war, is the
the final judgment) * shall go away into territory which will be converted into a
everlasting punishment.1 W e beg leave fieiy lake by the warfare which is to rage
to remark that Jesus says no such thing. there until the Powers be consumed, with
His words are, * these shall depart into the armies that strengthen them. The
everlasting punishment.'
Mr. C. has Nations from which those armies are
substituted * the wicked' for * these,' and drawn, though subject to many calamities,
thrown in parenthetic words fixing the will not be desiroyed.J They will be subtime of going away into punishment at dued, when their kings can no more raise
what he calls * the final judgment.9
By armies out οί them for battle; and when
tlit wicked is generally understood all who their conquest is complete, they will joyare Dot righteous. Though the wicked fully accept the law of the victor, and beare unquestionably unrighteous; yet all come blessed in Abraham and his Seed.
that are not in a justified state, are not I The horrors of the contest in the lake of
styled wicked in scripture. The ' these* fire, the great battle-held of the age—
releired to by Jesus are doubtless wicked I AION—will be awiul. The fiery indignapersons ; but they are not 'the wicked' in tion of the Lord, by pestilence and famine,
the popular Gentile sense of all mankind fire and sword,j will there devour the adwho are not righteous. Hence, the Lord versaries : and thither, to share in 'the terJesus was not speaking of the punish- ror of the Lord,' will the cursed profesment of all * the wicked,' or unrighteous; sors, but not doers, of the word, previbut only of those who sustain a relation to ously awakened from the dust of the earth,
him in being in some way related to his dis- be exiled, and overwhelmed in the torment
ciples, whom they allow to suffer from hun- of the crisis.
ger, thirst, desolateness, nakedness, sickness
The Eternal-tormentists err in assign.and imprisonment, without attempting to ing the period of the departure into the
relieve them. They are in (act the ' many punishment into what they term 'the
who shall say, in that day, Lord, Lord,
•Mat. vh~.~&z.
tKev. xix. 19, 20.
JZech. xiv. 16.
tlsai. Ixvi. 15, 16; Zech.
•Mat. xxv746i
f2 These, i. 9.
xiv. 12.
. ii, 15, 16; Rev, xx. 14; xxi. 8.
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final judgment
By itus iliey mean, a grant it, then the 'these' he speaks of
judgment to occur when Jesus comes went away into everlasting punishment
with all the ghosts of the righteous, to re- then; which, perhaps, even they, who
unite them wuh their bodies; also to re- are accustomed to assent to the most
join the hell-bound spirits with their bodies, fabulous incongruiiies with implicit creand to send them back to fire and brim- dulity, would say is absurd. It is absurd,
stone to bum in pain, physical and men- just as much so as to affirm, that the Son
tal, without end; and to conflagrate the of Man ascended his throne of glory on
earth and all Hie wicked upon it, immedi- the day of his ascension to heaven, or
ately after lie has separated the living that he sits on it at the present time. Let
righteous from among them, and added the reader turn to Mat. xxv. 31, and study
them to thi» newly embodied ghosts he it. He does not go from earth to sit therebrought with him from the skies :—a on, but He comes in his glory ; not alone,
judgment which, when perfected, will but accompanied by his angels; He comes
have been a work of destruction of one escorted by them to ascend the throne of
of the fairest planets of the univeise, his glory and to sit on it till, as Paul says,
leaving Jesus and his company no more he shall have put down alleDemies; for
to do with earth, nor earth with them: he must reign till he has accomplished
so that now all things being finished, that. Jesus was in Israel's land when he
nothing else remains, but that he should said he would come to sit on the throne of
turn his back upon the smoking ruins, his glory. Mark that, ye sky-kingdomers!
and the piercing shrieks of Hell's burn- This text teaches, that the throne of glory
ing myriads, and 'escort his friends to a which he is to sit upon is to be a throne
new paradise of GoJ, in which the tree of in Israel's land; and that when he comes
life, in all its deathless beauties, shall to sit upon that throne, the context further
bloom and fructify for ever !' Ο merciful informs us, that the * anathema maranaGod, what savages must they be who can tha,' the accursed when the Lord coma*
frame, and earnestly plead for such a (ver. 41,) are exiled from his presence
crisis of humanity; and how dishonoring into the age fire, which is, as already exto thy character, as thou hast revealed thy- plained, the punishment of the age. It is
self in thy word, to attribute such diabol- clear, that the judgment referred to in this
ism to thee! It is the ferocity of wolves chapter is not a final judgment; but one
superadded to the folly and imbecility of introductory of the Kingdom, the precreatures who are wise in their own con- paration of which is then complete. This
ceit, and unsubdued to the spirit of thy appears from the thirty-fourih verse,
truth!
No wonder their enmity is so where the Heirs of the Kingdom]· promised
fierce against them that believe it.
them, are told to come and take possession
Such is · the final judgment' elaborated of it—a kingdom prepared for them. But
by the thinking of beclouded brains. They the * taking possession ot the kingdom,
dont pretend to say exactly when it will and dominion, and the greatness of the
come to pass; though taking the apoca- kingdom under the whole heaven,'J by the
lyptic thousand years as symbolic time, to Heir and his associates, cannot be effected
be estimated on the day for a year princi- without judgment. It is therefore written
ple, some of them say, it may be 360,000 in Daniel, · the Ancient of Days came,
years to come ! Precious interpreters are and judgment was given to the Saints of
these! Well, whenever it is to be, they the Most High ; and the time came for
assign the scene predicted by the Lord to the Saints to possess the kingdom.' This
the epoch of ' the final judgment;' so little is the judgment of which Jesus speaks in
do they know of any thing to happen be- the twenty-fifth of Matthew—not a final
fore then ! Yet this assignment is vastly judgment; but the judgment on T H E
strange! The Lord himself says, that POWERS represented by Daniel's Fourth.
this going away into punishment and life, Beast with its Little Horn, and its Eyes
is ' When the Son of Man shall come in and Mouth, and its Ten Horns ; sumhis glory, and all the holy angels with marily designated by the Lord, 'the Devil
him.' And he tells us when this coming and his Angels,' because what they reis to happen ; for he continues, * then shall present constitutes SIN'S BODY POLITIC;
he sit upon the throne of his glory.' But and styled by John, * the Beast, the False
how do the spiritualizers set along with Prophet, and the Kings of the Earth'—
1
this? They bay, that Jesus ascended to the Little Horn being ' t h e Beast; the
the throne of his glory before the Day of Eyes and Mouth, ' t h e False Prophet;»·
Pentecost, and has been sitting upon the
*1 Cor. xvi. 22.
tJumes ii. 6.
throne of his kingdom for ngus ! If we
% Dun. vii. 27.
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and the Horns, * the Kings of the Earth.'
So long as these Fourth-Beast Powers retain (heir dominion, 'the hlessed of Christ's
Father' cannot inherit the kingdom j hecause its territory and people, the Twelve
Tribes, are in their hands. Hence,'ihe
judgment' must first * sit, to takeaway
their dominion, to consume and to destroy
it 10 the end.' When tins is accomplished
as represented by. John,* * the Father's
blessed Ones' are in possession of the
kingdom, and thenceforth * reign with
Christ a thousand years' without any fur
iher change. In consuming Sin's Body
Politic, and destroying: it out oi the way,
scope is afforded far the punishment of individuals, who will be raised (or this purpose. The rapidly approaching judgment
which introduces ihe Age to Come, is · a
time of trouble, such as never was since there
was a nation to that same fime.'f
When
it is manifested, it will be' the everlasting
fire prepared for the Devil and his Angels,'
in the lake or territory of the Fourth
Beast. At this crisis, three things occur
of joyful interest to the believer—Michael,
who is Jesus, stands up for Israel; Israel
is delivered ; and many of the dead awake.
Not all of them, but 'many;' they are
the {lead once constituted rigtueous, some
of whom continued · faithful unto death ;'
while others, who began to run well, were
hindered ; and returned like * dogs to their
vomit, and like washed hogs to their wallowing in the mire:' the former ' some,'
fiwake from the dust in which they are
sleeping, to everlasting life; while the
fatter, arise to be exiled from the King's
presence with shame and contempt, to
share in the punishment ot the age.
' l'he final judgment, scripturally considered, is the last to which the inhabitants
of earth will ever be subjected. It occurs
a thousand years after the judgment treated of in the twenty-fifth of Matthew.
The territory on which the decision will
be determined will be the arena of the prernillennial judgment; for 'the devil* of
that crisis,is to find his destruction where
the Beast and the False Prophet encountpred their's a thousand years before. The
final judgment is the epoch of the destruction ot the last enemy, death ; so that
thenceforth there shall be no more death
upon the earth. The destruction of death
is represented in the symbolographic sentence saying, that * Death and the Grave
were cast into the lake of fire,' that is,
•the rest of the dead' to be raised, but
who had no part in the resurrection of the
First Fruits, with th* unjust who died
•RJV,XIX.

I I — 21;

xx. 2,

0.

ii. xii. 1.

during the thousand years, these at the
end of them are awaked, and driven into
exile where they come to their end with
the devil, who seduced from their allegiance the millennial nations at the end of
ihat aije. 'This is the Second Death.'
The words in which Matthew's Greek
translators record the expression used by
Jesus are eis kolasin aionion. Mr. C. says,
* the word aiooniosf everlasting, ascertains
the continuance of the punishment, and
of the life.' This is as much as we could
expect from one who is ignorant of the
gospel of THE AIOON, or glad tidings concerning the blessedness of the nations in
the Age to Come. I object, that it does
noi define the continuance of either; but
indicates the epoch of the punishment and
the life. The mind of Jesus, the apostles,
and of the Jewish nation, was full of the
Future Age, styled Aioon Mellon in the
Greek. They were of one mind on this
subject. Referring to the future Aioon,
the prophet styles Messiah Avi A D , the
Father or founder of the A D or age.*
Hence, when they wrote 'for ever and
ever,' they expressed it by LE-OLAHM
WAH-ED, or α long time even to the Age.
If the words are affirmed of these things
before the age, the long time is terminated
at the age; but if of things established at
its introduction, ihe long time ends at the
introduction of the next, or succeeding
age, which is an Ad, comprehending Ages
of Ages without limitation. When Jesus
offered to wash Peter's feet, he declined,
and said, in the words of the English version, ' thou shalt never wash my feet.'
But this is not the translation of Peter's
words as recorded in the text. He said
4
On mee nipsees tons podas mou EIS TON
AiooNA.f thou mayest not have washed
my feet unto the age. The age in this instance was the limit of Peter's * never.'
Again, the psalmist speaking of the conunuance of ihe throne of the Mighty One
says to him prophetically, kisakah elohhn
olahm wah-ed—' thy throne of the gods
is a long time even to the age,' Paul applies this to Jesus and his brethren. The
signification of it is, 'Thy throne, Ο
mighty God, is a throne of the gods, thy
brethren, a long time until the Ages of
Ages;' which Paul styles · the end, when
the Son shall deliver up the kingdom to
the Father, thatGod may be all and in all.'t
The Lord Jesus was well aware that h«
was to be the Founder of that Age ; that
alibis giory pertained to it; and all the
good things promised toman in the gospel
*ls. ix. 6.
fJuo. xin. 8.
JPs. xlv. 6 ; I Cor. xv. 24.
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were inseparab'e from it. Even th<i gifts passage stands in the English version. It
of the Spirit bestowed in the apostles' is parallel with the text in Matthew which
day Paul styles dynameis mellonfoF pppnks of the Devil and his Angels, and
aioonos, * powers of the Future Age'—an i;ivin£ us additional information respectearnest of the powers the saints shall then ng those who are to surfer with them
possess. Hence, Jesus said to Peter that in the torment. The first eleven verses
a man who made sacrifices ' for the king- of this chapter of Revelation enumerate
dom of God's sake, should receive in the the events in the order of their developeAge to Come age-life' (en too aiooni too nvnt, for which those * who keep the
erchomenoo zooeen aioonion.) Thus, it was commandments of God, and the faith of
Age-life and Age-punishment at the in- Jesus,' are waiting with all the patience
troduction of the Age to Come of which they can exercise. First, the Lord apbt treated in his discourse to the people. pears in Zion with his angels, and resurAIOONIOS, I have said, indicates the rected brethren ; next, a proclamation of
epoch of the substantive, not its continu- the Gospel of the Age is made to the
ance. In addition to what has been said nations and their governments, the effect
illustrative of this, I may cite the words of which is to divide them into sheepeuanghelion aioovion, in the English ver-nations and goat nations; thirdly, the
eion rendered everlasting gospel. Now, it Goat-nations having rejected it, their Great
is not to be conceived that aioonion ex- City Babylon, or Rome, is overthrown;
presses continuance here. The procla- and fourthly, the Goat-nations having premation called gospel is not to be an ever- pared for battle, march against the Lamb
lasting proclamation; for when it is rejected and his army,* by whom they are met at
it will cease to be proclaimed ; and when the eeat of war and in this way they come
the kingdom of which it treats is set up, into ' the presence of the holy angel?, and
it will have ceased to be a matter of faith ; the Lamb.' This seat of war is the place
•it will be an accomplished fact, and con- of their torment, which begins and ends
sequently there will be no more good news with the war. The Goat-nation confedeto announce for faith concerning it. The racy is represented by ' the Beast and his
ainoonian gospel is THE GOSPEL OF THE Image,' which are in essence, * the Beast
AIOON, or the Age-Gospel—the glad tidings and the False Prophet.' As I have said
of the coming Age, of which Jesus is the before, these are powers, or dominions.
founder. The life promised to believers They are the Imperial and Pontifical sovebelongs to this age; it is therefore aioonian. reignties, which exercise civil and eccleIt does not belong to the Mosaic Age, nor siastical jurisdiction over those nation»
to the Times of the Gentiles ; so that men which do reverence to the emperor and
dying t.nder the Law, and under the reign the pope. These nations are character-'
of Antichrist, even if they had 'spirits' ized by a sign, or * charagma,' impressed
capable of a disembodied existence, could or signed upon them. Few individuals
not enter into the promised life at death. belonging to them are without the sign.
it belongs to the Age treated of in the Perhaps none. It is * the Sign of the
gospel, and cannot be obtained till then ; Cross,* or accursed tree,f which is signed
for it is not till the introducing of that Age upon the forehead of every subject of the
that the dead are raised. It is the Age- Beast and his Image when he is sprinkled,
Li le of the Age-Gospel, and therefore or * baptized,' as they absurdly style it;
and upon the palm of the right hand of
mnoonian.
those of them, who may be afterwards
But, while I deny trjat aioonios indicates ordained
priests to buy and sell in the
the continuance of punishment, I ndrnit Bazaars of
Patron-Saints, or Mahuzthat there are other words which note per- zim, of their the
superstition. These are * the
sistence in connexion with it. I adduce goats,' who. in
their civil and ecclesiastical
the following passage as an example. ' If
are
symbolized by * the Beast
any worship the Beast and his Image, and organization,
14
his Image, · the Beast and the False
receive his maik in his forehead, or in his and
Prophet,' or by * the Devil and his Angels.'
iiand, the same shall drink of tbe wine of The
resurrected who are driven from the
•the wrath of God, which is poured out Lord's
presence, commingle with the
without mixture into the cup of his in- goats, and
dignation ; and he shall be tormented with prepared. share with them in the torment
fire and brimstone in the presence of the
The armies of the goat-nations being
holy angels, and in the presence of the
Lamb; and the smoke of their torment
*Rev. xix. 11—21. fPapists call it " Holy
ascendeth for ever and ever; and they Cross;°
but how can that be holy which
have no rest day nor night.'f Thus the makes him accursed who hangs upon it!
*Luitu xvm. 3U.
tKev. xiv· y, lU. See Gal. iii. 13,
32
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gathered before Him, their torment (basanismos, not kolasis) begins. They are permitted to have no rest, or truce, day nor
night. The war having commenced, is
carried on unceasingly ; so that no overtures of peace are listened to, and none
will be granted, until the powers that
threw down the gauntlet are exterminated.
Finding every avenue closed, the conflict
becomes, with them, the resistance of
despair. Hail, pestilence, fire, and sword,
inflict the * physical pain? or torment, of
the koiatis or punishment. The * mental
pain1 can more easily be imagined than
described. It will be torment of mind and
body to the goats and the exiles among
them, unassuageable by art or man's device ; and will continue till the war is
ended by the extermination of them all,
when death and corruption will have consummated their fate; for so it is written,
'He that soweth to his flesh shall of the
flesh reap corruption ;'* which is made
by the apostle, in this same text, the contrary to ' life everlasting.9 Here is the
passage complete. · Whatsoever a man
soweth, that shall he also reap. For he
that sowoth to his flesh shall ot the flesh
reap corruption; but he that soweth to
the Spit it shall of the Spirit reap life evertesting.* Here is age-life opposed to corruption ;, and vice versa. If then, the tormentiste will have aioonios to indicate continuance without end, here is corrvption
contrasted with endless life. I admit the
age-life is endless ; because it is life manifested through incorruptible body. The
tormentists also claim that the punishment is as endless as the life, because
aioonios is associated with it as well as
with life. Granted. What then ? That
the corruption is endless, and the subjects
of it, consequently, mere dust jor ever;
for a resolution into dust is the consummation of the corrupting process. This
is punishment everlasting in its effects.
But when does the torment of the agepunishment terminate ? We have said
at the end of the premillennial war. But
it may ba ask«d, when is that? When
the Beast shall have been slain, and his
body consumed by the burning flame ; a
memorial of which is predicted to continue
in these words of the text before us—
Ho kapnos tou basanismou autoon anabainei

EIS AIOONAS AIOONOON ; ' the smoke of

their torment ascends to ages of ages.}
Now, previous to the commencement of
the tormenting war, we have seen that
Rome falls into the abyss like a millstone
into the sea. In other words, she sinks
like Sodom into the fiery chasm beneath
*Gal. ti. 8.

her. This is a cause of great rejoicing
to the resurrected apostles and prophets,
and other saints;, because it is God's
avengement of them upon her.* They
are represented as praising God on a o !
count of her overthrow, saying 'Alleluia!'
It is then added, ho kapnos auiet» anabainei EIS TOUS AIOONAS TOON AJOONOO»—· the

smoke of her ascends / · the age» of the
ages.7 Hence, I conclude, that the volcanic smoke mounting from the abyss ID
which Rome, the holy city of the goatev
shall have been engulphed, is thenceforth
regarded as the memorial of their judgment, as the Dead Sea has been hitherto
of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the other
cities of the plain. Rome's volcanic smoke
is the smoke-memorial of their torment.
The reader will observe that, it is not the
torment that i«s said to continue to the ages
of the ages, but the smoke thereof. The
torment ceases with the war : but the memorial of it continues to the end of the
Age ; that is, for a thousand years, at
the termination of which the age* of the
ages will be introduced.
To this it may be objected that,' in the
twentieth of the Apocalypse it is said,
* they shall be tormented day and night
for ever and ever;' and that this continue
ance is affirmed of the tormenting, and
not of smoke.' True. But the text doe»
not refer to the same event. It relates to
what is to happen a thousand years after
Rome's destruction, and the judgment of
the goat-nations. It has reference to the
time, called 4 a little season,' during which
SIN exalts itself among the nations. The
text affirms concerning the fate of the
Sin-Power and it» adherents, summarily
styled * the devil,' and says that,' the devil
who deceived them was cast into the lake
of fire and brimstone, where the Beast an J
the False Prophet (were destroyed,) and
they (the deceived) shall be tormented
day and night to the ages of the ages?
From this we learn, that the last war that
earth will ever know, is to be waged on
the same territory, whet» the premillennial ' devil and his angels' encountered
their fate; secondly, that the tormenting of
the postmillennial devil and adherents, is to
be concurrent with the alternations of day
and night; thirdly, that it is to continue
during ' the little season,' which terminates at the epoch when the nighties»
Ages of the ages begin. This postmillennial torment will probably be shorter than
the premillennial one. The sulphurous
fumes of Rome's catastrophy commingle
with the torment of the postmillennial insurgents ; and disappear in the same con«Kev.xviii. 20, 21,24; xix. 2.
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summation. The * rest of the dead' awake
to life and judgment in the * little season ;'
and they who deserve the fate share in its
torment; while the righteous inherit the
renovated earth during ' the ages of the
ages,1 which begin when the torment ends,
and are interminable. This * little-season'
judgment is the final judgment of scripture, and has nothing to do with the Agepunishment of Matthew twenty-fifth. It
is the end of the Day of Christ which begins with the establishment of the * great
white throne,1 and terminates in bringing
forth from the grave the sleeping dead
whose names are not written in the Book
of Life, and casting them into the lake of
fire where the devil is destroyed* The
Age-punishment binds him; the final
judgement annihilates him, and by consequence death.
Mr. C. remarks that the Lord in using
the word kolasis indicated what sort of
punishment he meant. This may be
granted so far as this, that the punishment
was not to be taken in the sense of paideia,
which is the chastisement of a father for
the correction and improvement of his
children. There is no Age-paideia; pai·
deia is now—the discipline God's accepted children are subjected to in the times of
the Gentiles. They are not subjected to
kolasis; because kolasis is for dogs, and
swine, and goats, not to reform them, but
to exterminate them. There is nothing
reformatory in kolasis, because it is punishment unto death by violence, the apprehension of which is called kolasis in
1 John iv. 18, as well as the punishment
itself.
But, the radical idea of kolasis is not
torment, though so rendered in English in
the text just quoted. It is repression,
keeping within bounds, checking, curbing,
restraining; as, archei tou harmatos kai
koladzti tastoon hippoon hormas,' he guides
the chariot, and curbs the impetuosity of
the horses.' The Age-punishment is to
repress the wickedness of the nations, and
bind the Sin-Power; a process which
affords scope for the recompensing of resurrected evil doers according to their
deeds. If the Lord had said,' these shall
go away into endless basanismos,' that
would have been delivering them over to
eternal pain, or torment; and have implied their conscious existence in torment
without end. But kolasis does not. The
kolasis may even be endless, but consciousness is not therefore necessarily implied ;
because, as we have seen in Uzzah's case,
there was punishment without probably
the least bodily, or mental pain.
*Heb. ii. J4.
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We learn, then, the peculiar fate of t h e
subjects of Age-punishment, as far as it
can be learned from a word, not from
kolasis, but from basanidzoo, which indicates the kind of kolasisi or punishment,
hey shall endure. The text below* says,
he shall be tormented (basanistheesetai) in
fiie and brimstone·/' and * the smoke of
heir torment (basanismou) shall ascend."
These words come from basanos, which
signifies'a species of stone from Lydia,
which being applied to metals was thought
to indicate any alloy that might be mixed
with them, and therefore used in the trial
of metals; hence examination by the
Lapis Lydius, or by torture.' Thus it
came to stand for torture, torment, severe
pain, & c , and is so used in the New Testament. The basanism of the goats and
exiles is the examination of them by torture, so as to make the survivors of the
oat-nations confess that Jesus is Lord.—
To basanize nations (the verb which signifies to apply a touchstone ; to inflict torment; and in the passive voice, to be tormented, pained, & c , by diseases, or any
thing else) implies great loss of individual
ife, but not necessarily the extinction of
he national polities themselves. This appoars from the use of the word in the following textf—* It was given to the Locusts
that they should not kill the men who
have not the seal of God in their foreheads, but that they should be tormented
(basanislhoosi) five months : and their torment (ho basanismos) was as the torment
(basanismos) of a scorpion when he striketh a man. And in those days shall men
seek death, and shall not find it: and
shall desire to die, and death shall flee
from them.' This was kolasis by basanUmost or punishment by torment that lasted
* five months' of years without abatement.
Now it is well understood by the best
interpreters of prophecy, that the Locusts
represent the Saracen invaders of the
Greco-Roman territory, styled ' the earth.1
The history of their career illustrates the
torment to which they subjected their enemies. They were not to kill, or extinguish
the Greco-Roman dominion ; that was reserved for their successors, the Euphratean Cavalry, or Turks ; but they were to
harass the catholic idolators\ with all the
calamities of a fierce tormenting war.—·
From this use of the word, then, in the
Apocalypse, it is evident, that the torments, or basanisms, it predicts before and
after the Future Age, with whose terrors
the evil-workers who partake in the premillennial and postmillennial resurrec•Rev. xiv. 10.
}Rev. ix. 20,21.

tRev. ix. 5.
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tions, are to be overwhelmed, are wars of for ignorance of the meaning of the Old.
the most terrific and destructive charac- He can neither understand the gospel, nor
ter, in which ' men shall seek death, and ' the sanctions of the gospel." If Mr. C.
Fhall not find it,' until the purposes of would talk rationally about punishment,
God are fully accomplished upon them.
he must humble himself, and as a little
' If the reader have read attentively what child begin to learn what * the Gospel of
has gone before, it will be evident to him, the Kingdom' is. There is no getting
that whatever * destructionists' may have along in the work of interpretation withdone in Mr. C's estimation, he is decided- out this. He is l'ounderingup to his neck
ly wrong in accusing me of having in the bogs of old paganism, in which he
·* formed a direct issue with Jesus Christ will be assuredly suffocated, if lie accept
on the subject of eternal punishment.'— not the friendly hand extended to him by
Jesus taught the torment of corruptible per- those ' Destructionists' who understand
sons by war and pestilence, in the Age-pun-' the gospel promised through the prophets
ishment to be injlicled by himself and com- in the Holy Scriptures.' And what we
pany, I believe this. Sir. C , and most say of Mr. C. we affirm of all eternal
other sectarians teach, the torment by ma- ghost-tormentists. We speak of him
terial fire and mental anguish ofdit embodied more particularly, because he is their
ghosts in a spirit-world hell burning with Magnus Apollo in this country. If we
brimstone to be inflicted by an immortal per-make goose of him, they all become gossonal Devil eternally, lie calls these no- lings of necessity ; for he is the modem
tions, * the sanctions of the gospel;' and incubator of syllogisms for their noisy utby help of his peculiar logic, would palm terance against what Mr. C. designates,
them upon his contemporaries as the doc- the weak and vicious heads that inter that
trine of the Bible ! * Destructionists' do torments cease in a second death !
not believe a word of it; because it is
Speaking of syllogisms, let us glance at
mere pagan foolishness, and opposed to that one Mr. C. has incubated out of his
ecripture and reason. Mr. C, the great spermology * for the sake of a few mere
modern champion of eternal ghost-tor- pretenders to sound argumentative discrimruent, feels his weakness in regard to ination, and great logical acumen !' How
ecripture. Hence, he makes very little7 condescending, and how polite!
We
use of it. Look at his * L'fe and Death shall see if Mr. C. is anything else than a
speculation, and indeed, at all his writings, * mere pretender.' Hitherto we have seen
and behold what' a famine of the word9 nothing to the contrary ; but rather that
they present. They are lull of reason- his weakness is that of pretending to
ings, but his dialogisms are not scriptural things which are too high for him. But
analyses of scripture ; but speculations of let this pass. We have got a syllogism
his brain, styled by Paul, * the thinking of here which condenses his argument into
the flesh9 (which * divines' say, cannot ' regular form :' and now, says he, look at
think; for with them it is what they call it, ye Destructionist pretenders to reason',
UL· soul,* that is, * the thinking; Γ that see what ye have got to encounter, and
cogitates;)—the cogitations of a mind, tremble!—Oh! what will become of us I
darkened by tradition, and vaunting itself
Behold the redoubtable syllogism :
in its logic, philology, and science ; so that,
"
No
one dispossessed of conscious guilt can be pun·
'not having the Spirit'—* not knowing the
lili.d.
Scriptures'which exhibit the mind of the Out persons
annihilated are dispossessed of con*
seious guilt;
(Spirit—it brings forth nothing but sophisTherefore,
noouc
annihilated can be punished."
try and vain conclusions. And the worst
of it is, that there is no cure for our unThe major premiss of this syllogism
fortunate friends the supervisor; at least so thrown into an interrogative form, is the
long as he continues to repudiate ' Moses question at issue between the eternal-torand the Prophets' as a sort of effete alma- mentists and their opponents—Can a pernac of old Jewish times! This is the son dispossessed of conscious guilt be punchief source of all his errors, he is igno- ished ? The tormentists take the negative,
rant of the Law and the Testimony ; and and say that, no person unconscious of
therefore he cannot speak according to guilt can be punished. This is their syllothem ; and as a necessary consequence, gistic conclusion, as expressed in the
'there is no light in him ;' and even that above. Their major premiss and conwhich may be supposed to be in him, be clusion are 4 No one dispossessed of concomes mere darkness visible. All the scious guilt can be punished; therefore»
logic, Greek, Latin, and Hebrew, and all no one annihilated can be punished bethe science in the world, will not compen- cause he is dispossessed of conscious
sate an expounder of the New Testament guilt: that is, nothing can be; therefore
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nothing can be, because it can not be. This
is all that can be extracted from the major
premiss and conclusion ; that is, they are
mere assertion which previous argument
has failed to prove. The minor premiss
affirms a truth admitted by * destructionists' and eternal-tormentists, that' persons
annihilated are dispossessed of conscious
guilt:' and, if there were no fallacy in the
major premiss, they would be bound to
admit the conclusion ; which would involve them in the guilt of denying all punishment, which Mr. C. desires to convict
them of.
But as I have abundantly proved in
this article, ^here is an egregious and ridi
culous fa^lfccy in the major premiss. I
have shown that, persons dispossesed of
conscious guilt can be punished by whatever law. This having been proved, Mr.
C's syllogism is converted into moonshine,
or rather into visible darkness; and a
better * regular form' takes the place of it;
thus:
Anj one dispossessed of conscious guilt can be punished ;
persons annihilated are dispossessed of conscious
uilt:
>re, any one annihilated by law is punished.

S

The ridiculousness of the fallacy which
converts Mr. C's logic into sophistry, will
be seen from the conversion of hie syllogism into the following forms:
No one is punished who is dispossessed of conscious
guilt ;
Uzzah, tthen breached upon, was dispossessed of
conscious guilt;
Therefore, though Uzzah was struck dead for trans·*
greesiog the Law, he was not pumehed !

Again,
No one is punished who is dispossessed of conscious
guilt;
When a man is hanged he is dispossessed of cou.
scious guilt:
Theiefore, hanging is no punishment!

But, whence comes it that so great a
logician as my friend C. should be guilty
of such an absurdity as to teach, in effect,
that hanging is no punishment; or perhaps therefore, a very agreeable thing !—
What crotchet has he got into his head
that has so perverted his intellect! That
makes him contend for eternal consciousness of guilt and pain as the ' everlasting
punishment' of scripture ? The crotchet
that perverts him and all eternal tormentists is, the supposition that the * natural
man' is a compound of a mortal body and
an immortal soul. They teach that this
feoul is the sinner, who lives alter the body
dies in heaven or hell; or according to
certain, in some intermediate places in
'the spirit-world/ where it is happy or
miserable short of the full degree it is ca-
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pable of, according to the doods it made
the body do ! They say that the gospelsalvation and damnation is for this soul;
hence, assuming that it is immortal, they
convert the ' everlasting life' of the gospel
into eternal blessedness ; and its * everlast«
ing punishment' into eternal torment. As
they have assumed the existence of this
sort ot a soul in man ; and assumed also
that the good things of the scriptures what*
ever they be, are for that soul—they have
soulized k the word» and eayings of God,
and his messengers. Hence, they hare
converted ' death' into life in misery ; * de·
stiuction' into always destroying ; · perisheJ' into coming to nothing out never arrip"
ing there; 'everlasting punishment' into
eternally punishing, &c; for the obvioue
reason that if death, destruction, perished,
torment, &c, be affirmed of a thing v.hich
is essentially deathless, and indestructible,
they can mean nothing else. It is thi*
canker-eating assumption that is the
crotchet of their bewitchment.
While
they hold on to this fiction of the flesh
they ean never understand the Bible, which
is silent as the grave on the existence of
an hereditary immortal soul in mortal man.
The most logical immoital-eoulibls know
I they cannot prove its existence from the
Bible. Hence, they fall to speculating
upon their own coiK-cimisness, or fly for
proof to animal magnetism ! Theie, on the
I sensoria of clairvoyants are mesmerically
I reproJuced, the thought-images of their
οΛΉ brains; and this is the highest evidence they can obtain. It is upon thin
shade of animal magnetism called · the
soul,' first observed by the idolator* of old
Egypt, that the superstitions and tbseol^gies of our age, are founded. Expuuge
this fleshly conceit from the mi^id, a«4
priestcraft with all its fooleries, against
which the advocates of the punishment,
the life, and Kingdom of the approachifljr
Age, contend, become the contempt of
him, whom the gospel has dispossessed!,
and endued with a hale and .sober mindf
As the ' everlasting punishment' is eu»pr
posed to be for * an immortal soul,' eternaltormentiste ean see nothing of it till after
death. But this does not accord with tht
Lord's teaching. The * these' of whom
he was speaking were persons who ha4
risen from the dead, and who were corporeal existences. They had been dead for
ages, and from their own showing do not
appear to have known their fate till they
attempted to justify themselves in his presence. During all that time previous to
their resurrection, it is clear, they had not
been in a state of punishment; but being-
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sentenced, they are commanded to * go
away into age-puni>hment.'
Now, as
Jesus comes to Israel's land, and is there
at the lesurrection, when he shall say,
* Depart from me, ye cursed, into the Agefire,' * go away into Age-punishment,' they
are driven out of the country to a region
afar off. This is termed in another place,
being cast out of the Kingdom, into outer
darkness which is a cause of * weeping
and enashing of teeth.'* The · punishment occupies the interval between the
resurrection and the commencement of the
thousand years, a period of some forty
years; and is the judicial torment of living
men for the evil of their doings. It has
nothing to do with ghosts, or * separate
spirits,' or ' disembodied souls ;' but with
men, flesh and blood, like ourselves. It is
the appearing before the judgment seat of
Chriet, and the receiving bodily the things
threatened for evil doing.f
Such is * the Terror of the Lord9—resur*
rection to torment by hunger, thirst, pestilence, fire, and β word, until payment is
made of all that is due.} The tormentors
(botanistai) who are the Lord's messengers,§ will know how to execute judgment
with due severity. The guilty rise from
the dead lull giown men and women, as
Adam and Eve when they first breathed
the vital air, with a life υΐ forty years before them ; to receive just such a retribution as they would have experienced had
their offences when committed been immediately followed by the penalty due. The
covetous, for example, though idolators,
are not punished before death. The day
of their calamity is when they rise from
the dead. Being rich at death, they are
• tent empty away* into the country of the
Beast and False Prophet; and as beggars
there, suffer all the torments of povertv,
and disease amid social disruption and distress, with all anguish of mind on account
•I their cursed folly in sacrificing life and
glory, and honor in the Kingdom for the
sake of their fleshly lusts; and with no
prospect before them but unmitigated evil
and death eternal. Men are horror stricken when such calamities seem to threaten
them in the present state, and do all in
their power to avoid them, or obtain deliverance. But now they have hope.—
Then, however, the covetous wretch is
hopeless. Though he worshipped his
wealth, and looked upon the necessities of
his brethren without sympathy, before his
death ; at his resurrection, he finds society
%*Mat. viii. 12; Lukexiii. 28.
t2Cor. v. 10.
tMatt. xviii.34iMati. xiii.4l.

in dismay, and himself unknown, uncared
for, a homeless outcast, cursed of God and
man, with the wo:ds ever echoing in his
ears, · No covetous man, who is an idolator, hath any inheritance in the kingdom
of Christ and of God.'* He will seek
death, and shall not find it; and shall desire to die, but death will flee from him,
until he has paid the last mite. Thus,
while Lazarus and his friends are comforted in the kingdom, he is tormentedf
with the worshippers of the Beast.
But enough foi the present. Who is
there among the eternal tormentists, that
assume the custody of the public conscience, dare publish this article in any of
their papers for the information of their
readers ? The exposition is new to this
generation ; but amply sustained by scripture. Its novelty should command attention, as that is the attractive principle of
the age; and its scripturality a minute examination. Will our Iriend, the supervisor, venture to republish it, and treat it
to a reply ! It will be pastime, surely,
for so magical a logician to parade its fallacies, and prove our logic mere pretence I
Come, ye ' wise and prudent,' take up the
pen and try!
EDITOR.

*£ph. v. 5; 1 Cor. vi. 9, fLuke xvi«25.

UNFAITHFUL SHEPHERDS REBUKED.
DEAR AND RESPECTED BROTHER :

Many thanks to you. I trust I may yet
have it in my power to prove my attachment and love to you, as having been the
means of showing me the way of life:
and above all, as being the champion of
the faith. Every day I feel stronger in
the conviction that ours is the ' one faith*—
' the truth,' which, when understood and
believed in, makes a man ' free indeed:'
free from all the superstition and priestcraft, doctrines of devils, &c, which enshroud in darkness and mystery the poor
deluded creatures, who hope to inherit they
know not what.
When I read some of the ' commentaries1 on the scripture—· explanatory
notes' of those who set themselves up as
teachers and pastors, I am filled with something akin to indignation, seeing the manner in which the plain word of God is
wrested, spiritualized, and made void, in
order to suit their theories. Zeal for the
truth, I trust it is, which causes this feeling to prise. * The meek shall inherit the
land,1 says our blessed Redeemer. He
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mean8 any thing else but what he says,
the learned commentator would have you
to believe. Oh, I believe they will have
much to answer for this on this score. I
do not believe, but that in studying the
scriptures, time and again, their judgment
and conscience have protested against their
eo wilfully perverting the word of God to
euit the doctrine they held and taught:
and I am satisfied this is the secret of their
abhorrence of controversy. They know
their weakness; learned in the wisdom of
this world as they may be.
I can imagine how that one who 'knows
and understands the Law and the Testimony* would 4 use them up.' if they would
dare to try the rotten wooden swords of
• the fathers' and · tradition,' with 4 the
two-edged sword of the Spirit, which is
the word of God.' Catch them at it!
Their ideas of * earnestly contending for
the faith,' seem to consist in denouncing
every thing as heretical, soul-destroyingi
and awful doctrine, which clashes, or is
opposed to, their theories; instead of
proving them to be such from scripture.
You would be much pleased to read
some portions of a book by Dr. Candlish,
the great Presbyterian Free Church
preacher of Edinburgh, on the Book of
Genesis. It is wonderful how clear he is
about' the inheritance promised to Abraham.' If I thought he had never seen
Elpis Israel, I would mail him a copy of
it. Oh! that absurd, and vain conceit,
immortal-soul ism, what bright minds and
noble intellects has it overshadowed and
darkened!
Were it not for this, how
many would quickly see the truth ! I am
led to exclaim thus, when I perceive how
the mind of Candlish is spoiled by this
vain philosophical notion. The subjoined
extracts I hope will please you if you can
manage to decipher them, my only excuse
for their hieroglyphical appearance beiog
extreme haste—stolen time in fact.
Next Lord's day Mrs. Η
becomes
obedient to the faith. I believe I am to be
privileged to assist her. I conceive it to
De the duly, as well as a privilege, for a
baptized believer of the gospel of the
kingdom to assist another in rendering this
indispensable obedience. Nor is it necessary, I judge, that a person should be · set
apart'by-any body of believers, and retained as a minister, in order to qualify, or
privilege, him to baptize.
Hoping soon to hear from you, I remain
yours sincerely and affectionately for the ι
truth's sake, as well as your own,
J. R. L. '
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia, Aug. 17, 1852.
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INHERITANCE PROMISED
TO ABRAHAM."

BY ROBERT S. CANDLISH, D D.

" The Lord appears to Abraham, and
makes him expressly the Heir of the
Land; saying, * Lift up now thine eyes,
and look from the place where thou art,
northward and southward, eastward and
westward; for all the land which thou
eeeth ; to thee will I give it, and io thy Seed
FOR EVER.' And again still more pointedly,.
* Arise, walk through the land in the
length of it, and in the breadth of it; foF
I will give it unto thee.1—He is, we may
say, enfeotfed in the land. It can scarcely
be doubted that there is something more
here than the promise of the earthly
Canaan to Abraham's Seed after the flesh.
Twice the Lord repeats the express personal assurance to Abraham individually—
* To thee will I give it.' That the hope of
an inheritance for himself individually did
actually form a part of the faith of Abraham, as also of the faith of Isaac and
Jacob, the apostle Paul most expressly
testifies. * He looked for a city whicb
halh foundations, whose builder and makeF
is God;' and this was the promise of
which he was the heir. And the same it
said of Isaac and Jacob, of Sarah and of
all the * strangers and pilgrims' of that
olden time. Such a city, and such a country, the apostle Paul distinctly assures us,
Abraham looked for and desired a! a time
when, as Stephen says, * God gave him
none inheritance in Canaan, no, not *a
much as to set his foot on.' He died in»
the faith of that city and country beinghis. It is plain, therefore, from the apostle's statement, that Abraham had pro·
mises given to him of a country and a
city, since he died in the faith of these
promises. But no such promise· are on
record in the Old Testament, unless we
hold such an assurance as this. Nowhere
does Abraham receive any promise whatever
of future good, or of a future inheritance
for himself, if it be not in the announcement^
' I will give thee this land.' That this announcement does convey such a promise,
may be argued from an expression used
by the apostle when speaking of Abraham's call, he says, * he was to go out into
a place which he should after receive for
an inheritance;' for it is to be remarked,
the apostle makes no reference in this
whole passage to Abraham's posterity ae
inheriting the land : he speaks throughoul
of Abraham as an individual. Abraham
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• sojourned,' as he says, * in the land of alive in the body, that he has to do. Such
promi&e, as in a strange country, dwelling is the import of our Lord's argument. God
in tabernacles as did Laac and Jacob;' was not merely the God of Abraham while
hul it was in the land of promise still. He he sojourned as a pilgrim upon the land;
had been called to go out into a place he is his God still. But this cannot mean
which he should after receive for an in- that he is the God of Abraham's disemheritance ; and this was lha! place. He bodied soul only ; for he never constituted
knew and recognized it as such. On this! himself the God of Abraham in that sense.
ground alone he had to rest his personal j It was of Abraham in the body that he
and individual hope for eternity. This: condescended to become the God ; that ie,
was his warrant for expecting and look-1 of Abraham in the body that he is the God
ing for α city which hath foundations, whose still; and it is to Abraham in the body,
builder and rnaker is God. (The k.ngdom that he is pledged to make good all that
which the God of heaven shall set up in that name denotes. Abraham must therethe land.—Editor.) Thus we learn to fore yet live in the body to receive the fulconnect the promise of a heavenly city filment of the promise which God gave
and a heavenly country, which Abraham him in the body, and in respect of which
undoubtedly had, with the declaration re- God says not I was, but * I am the God of
specting the place to which he was called to Abraham.'"
$o out, that it was the very plact which he
Dr. Candlish concludes thus," there may
mould afterwards receive for an inheritance* be a risk of making the eternal state, in
And wi»h this inspired commentary, we! one conception of it, too gross and material;
cannot now hesitate to understand the I but there is danger also in the dreamy and
words, * I will give thee this land,' as con- j ideal spiritualizing which would refine
ve) ing to himself, personally, the promise' away all matter, and which ultimately
of a country and a city.
| comes very near the notion of absorption
"Still further, the npostle's reasoning; into the infinite spirit. The personal rewould lead us to place' the fulfilment oil ality of hope, as well as the personal rethe promise now before us after the resur- sponsibility of sense, is turned into a dim
rection: tor he says, 'Wherefore,' by abstraction. But the resurrection of the
reason, or in consequence of this promise, body, and the renewal of the earth, Teal•God is not ashamed to be called their ized as events still to come, stamp a present
God.' When he consents and condescends value and importance upon both: and the
to be called ' their God,' it is because he reflection that the very body I now wear ie
lias some great things in store for them— to rise again, and the very earth on which
something worthy of himself to bestow, I tread, is to be my habitation hereafter,
something corresponding to so near a con- arrests me when I am tempted to make my
nection as is implied in his being * their body the instrument, or the earth the scene
Go<l,' and their beh>£ his people, his sons, of aught that would but ill accord witk
and therefore, his heirs. But according to the glorious fashion of the one, or the ΐβour Lord, this same title, « God of Abra- newed face of the other."
ham, God of Isaac, and God of Jacob,'
After reading this it might be inquired,
<cpiiveye also a promise of tht resurrection. * what place is there in Dr. Candlish's sysi t i e only of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, tem for immortal-soulism V It is probable
7U)t dead, but living, that he is, or can be, he would reply * the intermediate state'—
t\\e God. The promise, or preparation of or, that soul-existence which is supposed to
A city, in respect of which he alone as- be mediate between the death of the body
sumes that title, was secured to them, not and its resurrection to life eternal. His
as disembodied spirits, but as living men in reasoning, however, which is excellent,
the body. It was with Abraham in the leads to the conclusion that God, on the
body, that God graciously dealt in the way supposition of Abraham's disembodied exof becoming his God. Whatever privilege istence, in the spirit-world, is not now hie
or whatever promise that relation or title God ; and that consequently Abraham has
implies, belongs to Mraliarn in the body: been lving ' without God' since he died,
and hence, if the Lord is etill hid God, it and will continue to do so, till he lives
must be with reference to his living again | again in the body. Dr. Candlish truly says,
in the body; since ' God is not the God of j It is only of Abraham living in the body
the dead,' he never assumed this name, or j
that God is or can be God. And again, He
gave any of the pledges or promises which
never assumed the name, * God of Abrait implies, in relation to the dead or disham,' or gave any of the pledges or proembodied spirits. ' He is the God of the
mises it implies, in relation to disembodied
living;' it is with the living, with men
spirits. It ie clear then, that between God,
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and the ghosts ca led Abraham and so
forth, by immortal-soulists, 'here exist;·
no affinity or relationship whatever. Dr
Cantllish's adhesion, therefore, to Platonism serves not to assist him in his inter
pretations, but rather to preserve his orthodoxy from being mobbed by craftsmen,
whose zeal (or their inventions is inflamed
ID proportion to the intensity of the sei·ism jeopardized by the prevalence of the
truth.
EDITOR.

THINGS IN THE ANGLOBETHA-

NIAN JERUSALEM.
DEAR BROTHER:
I am glad I can address you as such, in
hope of a leunion in the general assembly of the saints, if not before. I cannoi
feel sufficiently thankful to you for your
honest endeavours to enlighten us in the
truly glorious things of the Spirit of God.
I can say in sincerity with your other
correspondent from this country, * you
hold a place in our hearts none else can
ever occupy.* Thankful am I you ever
came to England to proclaim * the Gospel
of the Kingdom.' It has not, nor will it
be in vain. I delight to meditate on the
glorious things spoken of Zion in the
word, and to give myself wholly to them.
Many have read Elpis Israel, but by
not studying it with the scripture references, and watching passing events, they
often mistake your meaning. I am satis
fied, however, it is the right exposition oi
the prophetic word in relation to the
nations of the Latter Days. The Heralds
are most interesting indeed. We devour
them here with great avidity, and generally at one meal. Permit me to thank you
for the * Synopsis of the Kingdom,' and
your replies to queries respecting the 'Re
etoratioD of Sacrifices,1 &c, in the previous volume. * Study the word,1 was
your parting advice to me on Kaving
England.
Yes, dear sir, the word is
worth studying. I have found it so. The
king, rulers, subjects, terri'.ory, throne,
and service of the kingdom, are topics ol
the deepest interest j and the testimony of
God abounds concerning them,
I hope the liberality οΐ the friends of
truth and independence will enahle you to
carry on the war through the Herald. It
is, as you say, pastime to hew Aga» in
pieces; and it ought to be done. It is an
honor to bear the burden and heat of the
33
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battle; but it is an honor which the solJIPIS of the faith should be careful to s^e
shared by them all, and not monopolized
by one. ll they be poor in houses and
lands, they may be rich in faith, bearing
fruit unto eternal life.
But th^re are
scarcely any of them so poor, but they
can contribute something to sustain the
advocacy of that truth through which
alone they can inherit the kingdom of
God. It is a good work, and affords them
an opportunity of proving, in helping to
sustain it, what they would do if the Lord
himself were present and in need of their
support as in the days of old.
Since you left here we have had some
changes, as you know.
The word, I
think, has purged out nearly all the old
leaven, and made us a new lump. Some
have been made partakers of God's promise in Christ by the gospel. We number Irom twenty to thirty ; and meet every
Lord's day to read, and to endeavor to
understand, and explain the scriptures. It
has been proved to a great extent among·
us, that the truth can only dwell with
those ol an honest and good heart.
Madame Bethany's daughter in this
place has some trouble. A division has
taken place at Barker Gate. About thirty
of the members refused to submit to Mr.
Wallis' tyranny.
Some time since, a
colored evangelist came over from America* with anti-slavery ideas. He found an
opponent in James Wallis, which resulted in a division; the split-offs declaring
they would not fellowship slavowners.
So much lor peace and union in " this reformation."
1 perceive you have noticed Alexander
the Grot's attack upon you. Really he
s scarcely worth noticing. It is sickening to read his libels, they are so mean
and contemptible. He does not attack
El pis Israel in a fair and legitimate way,
because he feels he cannot. Th» re are
some writers who copy alter him in the
British Mill. Harbinger. The ednor of
ι his periodical lias got the tidbit about
Uavci's throne and the " big hend' in his
pages, as a matter of cjurse. Any slanjer againsi Dr. Thomas, or the Hope of
Israel, is most acceptable to this gentleman. Like his patron in America, he
can denounce us as materialists, teaching
soul-withering speculations; bui, sir, he
cannot reason. He declares that the Hope
of Israel is all a humbug. He was very
t when he said this. But Met God he
true, and every man a liar/ says the
apostle; and his sons and daughters may
* Wonder it hia name was Geary ?
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yet live to say, 'Surely our fathers in
herited lies/ Mr. W . can find abundance
of room for all sorts of vain speculation
on Demonology, the Devil a fallen angel,
Coronation of Christ in heaven, and soforth ; but for any sobermin led exposition
of the divine testimony, he has no place.
These are subjects on which Mr. CampbelFs imagination runs riot. Had he not
better write a few essays on the sayings
as well as the acts of the Apostles. The
Bethanists might then learn something
beneficial. Philip preached the things of
the kingdom ; let Alexander tell his disciples what these are.
But 1 must conclude in offering you my
best wishes ; and in expressing the hope,
that it may be our happiness to sit down
with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the
kingdom of God.
WILLIAM OWEN.

Nottingham, England, May 1852.
Jd
am quite in the dark in regard to
the onslaughts in ttte British Millennial
Harbinger upon Elpis Israel and myself.
I have not seen a number of the periodi
cal since I left England. It is characier
isticof ihe Knights ol the Wooden Sword,
that they flourish their weapon most
stoutly when tl ey imagine the enemy i
out of sight! This is signally the case
with theKnighf-Commander, and KnighiLieutenant of the Order. We like a little
relaxation occasionally from more serious
work; so that if we could only catch a
glimpse of them now and then, when
they were' most valiantly hacking and
hewing, and thrusting, the air; or doing
the wondeilul against windmills and flocks
of sheep—we might just step in and, by
way of recreation, run them off the field
Our knightly braves are desperate cowardi
when they see double-edged steel glancing
in heaveu's light. They have no armour
that will stand it. Cioud-caps are their
headgear; filthy rags their breasting; a
flimsy gauze->tresching their shield ; and
a worrn-eaien sap-stick their weapon for
a fight! Surely poor fellows were never
in worse plight for combat with the truth.
They know it, and feel keenly what they
know. Hence they take care never to
let us see what they say or do. Some ol
our friends, however, might just send
us word when they are in plukken by
transmitting their manifests; and we
would do them the honor o! a cut up for
the simples, by way of illustrating the
impregnability of our position, and the
foolhardiness of those who after them
would venture an attack,
EDITOR.

ANALECTA EPISTOLARIA.
ELPIS ISRAEL APPRECIATED.
DEAR BROTHER :

I want you to send me another copy of
Slpis Israel as I have parted with the one
had to a mutual friend. Do not uniecessarily delay sending it, as I feel
quite at a loss without i\. I prize it far
more than gold or silver. I want to take
he Herald of the Kingdom as long as I
ive and can raise two dollars to pay for it.
I am a poor man, but if I had the funds
your writings should never be suspended
for want of means. Though you have
many difficulties to contend with, I hope
the truth in your hands will gain the day,
and bring all its enemies and yours to
naught. It is mighty and will prevail
sooner or later; therefore you need not
'ear. I am single-handed here, but I hope
I shall not stand so much longer; for
Elpis Israel is gone out, and is able to
confound, confute, and convert many. It
will go into the hands of some of the
learned, as they are esteemed. But I
ihiuk alter they have read that valuable
book, if they would act according to
honest conviction, they would give up
their vain theories, or perversions which
they preach (or gospel.
I remain yours truly in Israel's Hope,
J. D.

DRAKE.

Sturgeonville, Va., Sept. 1, 1852.

E L P I S I S R A E L AMONG T H E
DOCTORS.
DEAR BROTHER :

My copy of Elpis Israel has been circulating nearly all the time since I received it several months ago. Not a few
of the clergy here have had th^ perusal of
it. It is not to be expected that Presbyterian, Baptist, and Methodist, preachers
could read it, and have no objections to
its contents. ' I t is a smart work,' say
they; or, ' o n the wh"le an interesting
book; hut the Sabbath,' or * the Devil,' or
some other minor objection is suggested;
all agree, however, that it is * a most interesting work;' and several of them have
got Dr. D
, of the First Presbyterian
church, to send to Baltimore for one afler
1
reading mine. This gentleman has left
this country for a year on a visit to E u rope and the Hoi/ Land. He is a whole*
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souled Millennarian, and correct as far as
a Presuyteiian can be. I have frequent
intercourse with him. He was much delighted with your letter to Ko6suth. He
sent for me to come and see him; and
gave me a manuscript copy of a letier
he addressed to the great Magyar about
the same time. He was astonished at the
similarity of sentiment. We have had a
baptist preacher here for the last year or
more, who ha,s read my Elpis Israel
twice. He has, for the time I mention,
boldly and eloquently advocated the appearing of the Lord, and various other
matters very much as Elpis Israel exhibits them. I supplied him with the
Herald as I read it. He has gone to
Hamilton, C. W. Goon brother Thomas.
Care-nothing about Mr. Campbell's spiteiulness. He can't write so excellent a
book. The spirit of blind party zeal unfits him for the enterprize. Notwithstanding the injustice of himself and friends,
who condemn without reading, which is
disgraceful, Elpis Israel is, and will be, a
blessing to the world. A hitler party
spirit is the spirit of Campbellism. As
in Bethany, so is it in Detroit: The
Campbellite disciple is like his master.
Would that they knew the iruth, and
what a glorious thing it is to the impracticable and selfish schemes which distract
and divert tneir attention from the word !
The last number of the Herald is most
interesting, both as regards the Devil and
Spirits. 1 feel anxious to see the next.
Your views of Satan i«nd the Devil, 1
think, are correct. Yuur article on * Odolotfy* are splendid.
They kill SpuuKtiuuings completely ; and explain many
passages of scripture not easily understood. So sa) several that have read my
Herald. The view of the book of lite is
grand. A gentleman who read the article
on returning the paper said, * I never
read anylhmg that pleased me more , it is
first rate.' 1 hope you will elaborate the
subject still more, as bearing on SpiritRdppings, Swedenborgiamsm, &,c, &,c
Yuur exposition is the best, or rather, ι
is the antidote to these old delusions newly
revived.
That your valuable life may be long
spared to advocate the whole truth, am
to correct public sentiment wherever ι
tends to make it of none effect; and tha
the truth's friends may do themselves the
honor, and gladly avail themselves of the
privilege ot keeping the pen in youi
hand, by according to you the * matena
aid' necessary to carry on the great and
important work in which you are en-
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gaged—is the earnest prayer of your brother in the hope of the Kingdom.
J. DONALDSON.

Detroit, Michigan, Aug. 22, 1852.

ELPIS ISRAEL LUCIFEROUS.
DEAR S I R :

Last April I lelt England on a visit to
this country, where I have found Elpis
Israel. I have began to study it, and am
fully^ convinced of that which I have
studied.
I may be called home any day, so I
write to ask if you will give me the address of some believer residing in Liverpool, of whom I may inquire concerning
things 1 may not undeistand; because
when I return, I shall have noue to teach
me, but all will be against me.
Previous to coming out here, I was a
member of the Church ot England ; but
thanks be to God that light has come m
upon me, even the light of life.
Thinking you may desire to know something ot my character belore introducing
me to any one 1 subjoin the copy ot a
letier 1 bear from my iorrner pastor.
He writes—'* 1 have much pleasure in
certilymg for the satisfaction ol all whom
it may concern, and especially any ot the
clergy in loreign pans, that Mr. James
Whilehead, of ihis place, ^ho is leaving
England lor America, is a young man ot
must exemplary character, a regular attendant and communicant at ihe parish
church, and well reported ot by his late
employers, the Messrs. Akroyd & Son,
ihe largest mauulactureis in ι his large and
populous parish—and that he carries
with him the good opinion and best
wishes of all with whom tie has had to do.
I Signed.

" CHARLES MUSGRAVE, D. D.

ι*' Vicar of Halifax and Archdeacon of
I Craven."
HALIFAX VICARAGE, April 5, 1852.

A reply as soon as convenient will
much oblige, as I may have to return to
England in a few days.
I tetnain, yours truly,
JAMES WHITEHEAD.

Geneva, Illinois, Aug. 16, 1852.
ELPIS ISRAEL AMONG T H E
DIGGINGS.
DEAR SIR :

I have Elpis Israel with rae here irrthe
mountains of California. I have read it,
and claim *<\ be one of its greatest and
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most devoted admirers. A pers< n's realization of my attachment to the work,
would be to him a sure commendation in
its author's behalf, with the expressed
wish that all, or many at least, might be
no less favored than with the benefit it
helps to bung in their way. Others may
delight in what seems to them, * good
light reading/ but let me indulge in the
substantial. This being onl) a slip I have
not room for detail. What I have suggested is sufficient, I trust, to assure you
of my hearty co-operation in the promulgation of that only good so much needed
among mankind. I hope my friend and
agent will send you full means to cover
the expense of the volumes of the Herald
for the past and future, &c, as also sufficient to prepay postage for some time to
come, as I cannot leave California yet.
In conclusion allow me to say, that
from the fir>t of my acquaintance with
your teachings,. I was captivated with
their coincidence with * the word,' and
especially with the subject of 'the Future
Age.* This is to me of all absorbing in
lerest; and encases ray attention more
lhan all other subjects whatever. You
will hear Horn me again. In hope of the
restitution of all things, spoken of by the
prophets since Moses, I remain yours,

gloriously — he will raise me from the
dead, (for I have no expectation ol living
to witness his descent, as I am old and
very infirm) give me a body incorruptible
and immortal, * equal to the angels,' aud
honor me with a share in the kingdom,
that I may live and reign with him a
thousand years over the nations of the
earth.
You intimate the probability of the
Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come
being discontinued unless those who believe it advocates the truth sustain it better
than they did last year. This will never
do. We can't begin to think of its discontinuance so long as it sheds such a flood
of light on the divine testimony of the
Prophets and Apostles. I am not able to
do as much as brother Lemon; but I will
give ten dollars.
^ s for Elpis Israel, I do not know what
estimate to place on it. It is valuable indeed ; for since 1 have understood the
gospel, and read Elpis Israel, the Bible is
like another book; the prophecies of the
old, and parables of the new, scriptures
that were formerly mysterious and unintelligible, are now plain to me.
Old friend
is getting along in the
faith of the kingdom. I think he will get
straight after a while. I applied to him
ALBERT H. OTIS.
to immerse me. He sent out, and conCenterville, Grass Valley, California.
vened his brethren, and spoke beautifully
on the Restoration of the Kingdom to Israel, and the subjugation of the nations to
their king. He supposed some persons
THE SIMPLE MADE WISE IN THE might blame him for immersing me as I
had been «nmersed before ; but he could
WORD BY ELPIS ISRAEL,
not refuse to immerse a man, whQ had
added more to his faith than he.
"DEAR BROTHER :
Wishing you health and length of days,
I feel it my duty to return you my I subscribe myself, in the hope of the
thanks for the much trouble and pains speedy appearance of ' the Kiog,
you took in answering my inquiries conYour Brother,
cerning * the gespel of the kingdom9 in our
NATHANIEL AKTHONY.
February Herald. The pamphlet you Fayette County, Tennessee, Aug. 5, 1352.
sent me intitled * The Wisdom of the
,
Q
Clergy proved to be Folly,' answered my
purpu*e. I discovered as soon as I read
TESTIMONY AGAINST METHODISM,
it, that I bad understood the gospel, and
had been contending for it with the
BY OHC WHO WAS A METHODIST.
preachers here for twelve or eighteen
September 29, 1852.
months. I aru bappy to mlorm you, that
1 have out only undersold and believed it, PEAR S I R :
but I have obeyed from the heart that
I lake the liberty of writing these few
form of doctrine which has been delivered lines as an humble acknowledgment for
to me; and am now rejoicing in the hope, the scriptural light and knowledge I ha¥e
that when the Lord Jesus appears in derived through you, both by your lectufee
power and great glory to re-esiublieh Is- in Birmingham, and by carefully perusing
rael's kingdom, and ascend the throne ol your talented writings. Truly I have
his lather David, and in Mount Zion and found them what you designed they
Jerusalem to reign before hi* ancients should be,'Book* to open the undtntimd·
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and accordingly 1 uniy considered Dr.
Thomas the latest edition of the fraternity.
But as there was something novel in the
newspaper paragraph, and as I had never
yet heard any of the said fraternity, I resolved that for once I would go and hear
one, if you should ever visit Birmingham.
A short lime alter I saw a placard announcing that you would deliver a course
of lectures at 'he British School Room,
Ann street; l.ut by some means or other
I was prevented from going to hear you
at that time, but in June following you
were again announced to deliver a course
of lectures in the same room on the Great
European Earthquake: accordingly I resolved to attend and hear what I considered would be the ravings of a fanatic ; but
when you made your appearance, and
began, with your calm and forcible manner, to explain and show the things of
the Kingdom from the word of God, in
such a way as I had never before been
shown, I confess that 1 became riveted,
and felt overwhelmed with shame and
confusion; for instead of hearing a wild
fanatic as I had expected to do, I found a
cool, calm, reasonable, and really a sensible, man, expecting us to believe nothing
but what the scriptures testified of; and
that, too, set before us with such force, elo" Beyond the bounds of time aim space,
quence, and reasonableness, that no man
Remove me to that heavenly place;
The Saintw' secure abode."
unspoiled witb philosophy and vain deUndei this belief, teaching, and training, I ceit, could gainsay or resist. I soon percontinued three and a halt years, and per- ceived that instead of my haviug lor three
haps should have still continued ; for al- and a half years basked in the sunshine of
though I could perceive very great dis- gospel light, I had been overwhelmed in
crepancies between their leaching and the a log of mysterious superstition and folly,
**ord of God, yet the · ministers' were, as groping in the mazes of error and delusion.
At length your Elpis Israel came out.
I then considered, men called of God, and
wholly set apart for the expounding of his I obtained a copy and read it carefully,
word. 1 generally concluded that they comparing it with the scriptures to see if
ought, a ad did know better than I ; and the teachings it contained * were so,' and
a a i was only a poor illiterate layman, I I soon found that instead of Wesleyan
had DO business to question their de- Methodism being a system of Christianity,
cisions; Ui fact, such thoughts as doubting it was only one of the various forms of
their teaching, or authority, I was led to superstition constituting the aggregate of
believe to be nothing but suggestions ol the strong delusion through which we bethe Devil, and consequently a dangerous lieve a lie. As soon as I became thoroughly convinced of this, 1 renounced all con*in.
At leogtii, one day as I was perusing a nection with Wesleyanism, and endeanewspaper, I saw that a certain Dr. voured to find out a people whose teachThomas had come from America to Eng- ings and practices were more in accordland for the special purpose of denounc- ance with the teachings of scripture.
ing the cuiseg oi God upon all Catholic Such a people I expected to find meeting
and Protestant Europe; but more especi- together in the room you lectured in; but
ally on Ireland; that the judgments of God alas! I only found there a people like
would fall thick and heavy upon all these myself, just emerging from the labyrinth
nations, and would end in the Advent of ol error. They had broken up their little
Christ! So stated the Stamford Mercury. society, and had just formed what they
I had heard of Johanna Soulhco.it, Joe called a class for the investigation of the
Bowth,aad ma*y oiaet similar impostor*, scriptures ; this they did by commencing
ing· that the scriptures may Oe understood ;'
for before 1 heard you lecture and read
your works, I was asproloundly ignorant
of * the Gospel of the Kingdom' as any
infant suckling the Bishop of Exeter ever
sprinkled for its baptismal regeneration.
And yet, sir, enshrouded in theological
darkness as I was, I laboured under the
impression that I was basking in the bright
sunshine of gospel light; because I was
a member of the Weslt-yan Methodist
Society, conforming to all their rules and
usages in attending regularly to the
preaching of their gospel, going regularly
to class meeting, paying my penny per
week and shilling per quarter, as well as
to the numerous collections, & c , &c.;
and besides I had undergone their process
of conversion in having been dragged up
to the penitent bench, and there, with the
assistance of some of the pious brethren,
I was persuaded into the spurious beliel
that God had, for Christ's sake, pardoned
ell my sins ; and consequently, ready at
death for my soul to wing its way to
mansions in the skies, as preached from
their sacred desks, and sung with pious
strains by a willingly ignorant congrega
tioo, in such words as the following from
Wesley's hymns:
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Will» reading a chapter, each one reading |
averse in rotation, and when any diffi-1
culty presented itself some explanation·
was endeavoured to be given by any one!
that considered himself competent to give!
it. This, instead of bringing about an!
acquaintance with toe things of the kingdom, and an unity of the faith, only led |
to the development of each one's peculiar
ideas, which ultimately ended in discord
and disunion, and the breaking up ofj
the class, through the lukewarmness and
apathetic spirit displayed by those that
took the most prominent part in its proceedings; and who ought to have been!
the very life and soul of it in keeping it
together. Since its final break up, about
hall a dozen of us have met logethei on
each Lord's day, in my house, to break
bread, & c , and for our mutual instruction
and edification ; and four of us have been
immersed into Israel's hope, for which
Paul was in bonds; which with two that!
had been previously immersed, make up
all that at present meet together in Birmingham.
Now, sir, the great stumbling-block to
some of the friends is : they say we are
not baptized into Israel's hope, because
the brother that immersed us was himself
immersed before he believed in the restoration of the tribes of Israel, and that we
ought to have, sent somewhere for some
one duly qualified to immerse us, i. e.,
some one that you yourself had immersed.
Now, sir, would you please to state
through the Herald, at some convenient
time, whether you consider the legality ol
our immersion in any way affected by our
brother officiating io immersing us into
Israel's hope? My opinion is, that it is
the faith which we who are immersed
possess that justifies, independent of the
faith that the officiating brother may possess ; otherwise I cannot at present see
any way of our being legally baptized
save through apostolic succession ; lor it
my salvation tests on another man's laith,
(and as it is impossible lor me to know
tne heart of any one but myself,) it must
be by some one that is duly authorised
and appointed by God; and as I cannot
find that God has appointed any since the
days of the apostles, then, as a matter of
course, it must come through succession,
and this is too much of a camel for me to
get down at present.
Perhaps, sir, a few lines from your able
pen may help us over the difficulty; in
the meantime I shall do my best towards
promulgating the truth, by endeavouring
to obtain as many subscribers as possible

or the Herald, as 1 believe it to be the
only true exponent of the truth, and herewith I annex a list of subscribers for the
present volume as an earnest of what may
come.
Hoping to meet you in the kingdom of
God, I remain yours in Israel's Hope,
GEORGE HATFIELD.

23 Cherry Sired,Birmingham, England.

ADMINISTRATORS OP IMMERSION.
" By grace are ye saved through the faith."
PAUL.

W e who believe that 'the testimony of
God' is truthfully expounded in this paper,
and who desire that its voice shall not be
silenced for want of adequate support,
return brother Hatfield sincere thanks on
its behalf for the encouragement his list
affords, I trust that all, both in Britain
and America, whose eyes have been
opened by our humble endeavors, will
follow his example; and thus, not only
evince their own gratitude for benefit
gratuitously conferred, but show their devotion to the truth they have confessed,
in yielding to it their best services for its
diffusion, and ascendancy in the world.
The first thing is to enable the Herald ' to
stand;' the next, to run to and fro to the
ends of the earth ' preaching the kingdom of God.' * Under*kindest thou what
thou readtslV said Philip to Candace'e
treasurer, whom he beheld reading in the
prophets.

* How

CAN I,

EXCEPT SOME

MAN SHOULD GUIDE ME?' This inability
of the Ethiopian is the almost univetsal
condition of the public mind at the present
crisis. * Moses and the prophets, fyc.,' are
in iheir hands, but even it they read them,
they understand not what they read; and
though abounding with teachers, they
have none to guide them to the saving
comprehension of the purpose and promises of Jehovah therein revealed. Shall
no effort be made to supply them with an
mteipreter? Shall Christ's sheep among
them, if any there be in this cloudy and
dark day, hear no voice of warning, or
invitation to the coming kingdom and
glory ? Shall the still small voice of truth
be overpowered by the senseless noises of
surrounding chaos? We trust not. The
believers of ' ihe gospel of the kingdom'9
say that the Herald is an intelligent, laithful, and fearless preacher of this glorious
truth; the enemy, of course, denies it:
but then, we have not now to do with
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Satan. We cxpeoi nothing eUe Iroin
him. It is to believers we speak, whe u
we say, res mm verba quceso—deeds, noi
mere words, I pray.
Mr. Hatfield is doubtless right. " It is,"
as he says, " the faith we who aie immersed possessed that justifies." '· By
faith are ye justified," siys Paul. It is
desirable to have an unexceptionable administrator if possible; but if this cannoi
be obtained, the next best thing to be
dene is to get the least objectionable w^
can. Better be immersed by an unirnmersed believer, or by one who turns out
to be a Judas or a hypocrite^than not to
be immersed at all. The great thing is to
believe the gospel of the kingdom before
immersion, that when immersed our belief of the truth may be *'counted to us
for righteousness." It is the subject's pn-immersional faith in the gospel preached
by Peter and Paul, that constitutes immersion "the obedience of laith,"* not
the administrator's. If the subject be
without that faith, his immersion is nut
the '* obedience of the truth" which purifies the soul,f though the administrator
himeelt may "believe all things." It
then, the purity of the administrator compensates not for the imperfection of the
subject's faith, it is not to be supposed that
the soundness of the latter can be made
of none effect by the administrator's short
coming. Have an immersed believer of
the gospel of the kingdom to baptize you,
if you can; if he is not to be obtained,
have an unimmersed believer of the same
truth to do it: if you can get neither of
these, request an immersed professor of
good standing, who reveres the bible as
the only book of God among men, and
admits the claims of Jesus to the Messiahship, to do it after such a formula as this:
As a believer of tJie gospel, I immerse you
in water at your request,, that in that act
you may be immersed into the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit, as the Lord Jesus hath enjoined upon
all believers of the truth. In these words
the administrator appears in his real littleness, that is, simply as the dipper, or
burier of the dead to sin—the faith, the
act, and the name, are everything; but
as you value the <fgreat salvation" promised, see that you yourself believe " the
things of the kingdom of God and the
Name of Jesus Christ" before you apply
for immersion ; for it is only your faith in
these can make yuur immersion anything
else but " a form of godliness without the
power."
•Rom. xvi. 26.
tl Pet. i. 22.
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Immersion JS the uniting act by which a
heliever in the Kingdom ami Name is married to that name. None but such a believer can, in the nature of things, be so
united ; for the act is only made uniting
where faith in the gospel of the kingdom
in the name of Jesus is fow-d in the subject. Immersion once made uniting by the
"onefaith" must not be repeated It is
only the spurinusness of the subject's
previous faith, that is, of his faith at the
time of his immersion, that makes its repetition necessary; and when repeated, it
is cq'lally powerless: for union, if he be
-till ignorant or faithless of the kingdom
of God. See to it then, that you be ·· in
'he faith," having a faith that works by
love and purifies the heart: no administrator, however excellent, is a substitute
for this.
Firm what has been said, Mr. Haifield
will see that I do not regard his immersion, and that of his friends, as vitiated
by the administrator's want of faith in the
restoration of Israel previous to his immersion. He believed the truth when he
immersed his friends. His former denial
of Israel's restoration vitiates his own
baptism, not theirs; for he that denies that,
denies the kingdom of God, for without
their restoration there is no kingdom, because they are " the children of the kingdom," being its subjects in their land.
But more of this anon. Let our friends in
Birmingham be content. Haying obeyed
the truth in good faith, they will doubtless
"inherit the kingdom,'' and "enter into
the joy of the Lord," if they continue to
walk worthy of the high exaltation set
before them in the gospel, and devote
themselves energetically to the truth they
have believed.
EDITOR.

WHERE IS THE EVIDENCE?
The individual experience of every
thoughtful person, we are told, affords
convincing evidence of mind working
apart from matter. But where is the evidence? Who ever witnessed the phenomena of thought when no nervous matter
was present? Name your authority, give
a single instance, give a single argument.
All we know of mind is in connexion
with a living brain. Give us an instance
of a brainless mind, and we will thankfully acknowledge it.—leader.
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THE FATE OF AN IMPARTIAL
WRITER.
'•If I might give a short hint to an impartial writer, it would be to tell his
fate. If he resolved to venture on the dangerous- practice of telling unbiassed truth,
let him proclaim war with mankind—neither to give nor to take quarter. If he
tells the crimes of great men they fall upon
him with the iron hands of the law ; if
he tells them of virtues, when they have
any, then the mob attacks him with slander. But if he regards truth, let him expect martyrdom on both sides, and then
he may go on fearless : and this is the
course I take to myself."—Author of Robinson Crusoe.
To tell unbiassed truth, without respect
to party or person, is our determination to
the end of the chapter, as it has been our
practice from the beginning; and our experience in the venture hitherto, has convinced us of the verity of De Foe's prevision—it places one in antagonism with
the devil and his angels, and with all his
works. From these we ask no quarter,
and intend to give none. Take from him
the power of inflicting political pains and
penalties, as in this country, and he is
found to be a mean and contemptible coward ; enticing to transgression for the sake
of present advantage; but failing in this,
instead of boldly meeting you in argument, he hypocritically charges you with
*· a bad spirit," "bitter severity," and "discourtesy ," and calumniates you with all
manner of lies and evil reports. Whoever draws the sword against such antagonists, should throw away the scabbard ; and, as De Foe intimates, be prepared far martyrdom o» every hand, and
in every shape. Such combatant need
expect neither justice, mercy, nor real
sympathy from any but the impartial and
unbiassed freedmen of the truth. Advances from any other source, are but
stratagems to make him fall.

of principle. As such, their destiny is
doubtless to convert the world: and in the
prosecution of their mission, to suppress
all sects and schisms, and finally tranquillize the Kingdom of God. This is awarding to our brethren high ground, but I believe it is their destiny." On reading
this, the student of the prophets can but
exclaim, what infatuation ! What utter
ignorance of the truth, and purposes of
God!

EDITOK.

HOW THE MILLENNIUM IS TO
BE BROUGHT IN.
Speaking of those Baptists and Campbellites who go in for "union" and a new
version of the scriptures, Mr. Walter
Scott remarks, "God's seventh and last
blessing on those who love the truth, may
be to change the spirit of the age, and replace the spirit of schism by that of union:
then Christians will, on the original principles of the gospel, flow together like kindred drops, and the church become one in
all the earth, and so bring the millennium."
Alas ! If the millennium eome not
till then, farewell to it forever!

" POWER OVER THE NATIONS."
" To have power over the nations, and
rule them with an iron sceptre, is to be
made a king over them, and to reign with
Christ, which is not granted till tSe commencement of his visible rei^n on earth
after the first resurrection."—Lord's JSLry.
Apoc*
There is »o learned man but will confess be hath much profited by reading controversies, his senses awakened* and big
judgment sharpened. I£, then, it be profitable for him to read, why should it not,
at least, be tolerable for his adversary to
write 1—Milton.

EDITOR.

THB HABITS, MISSION AND DESTINY,
OF CAMPBELLISM
"Our brethren," saith Mr. Walter
Scott, "have a mission : they are a people

There is nothing- so revolutionary, because there is nothing so unnatural and
convulsive, as the strain to keep things
fixed when all the world is by the very
law of its creation in eternal

Dr. Arnold.

H E R AL1)
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and A DOMINION that snail not be left to another peo-

ple.

It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms, and itself

shall stand for

ever.11—DANIEL.

JOHN THOMAS, ED.

RICHMOND, VA., December, 1852.
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perience, as well as that of others, it must
lead to good results. W e have gone over
the entire Hebrew scriptures, and extracted the original words translated 'Lord
God,' dec, in our version, in order that by
DEAR SIR :
a comparison of the various passages, we
I am very glad that you have given an might find out the meaning of the word,
1
opportunity for correspondence on the con- • Elohim as used by the Spirit. Judging
tents of your invaluable El pis Israel. In scripture to be the best interpreter of itcommon with many others, I heard your self, we resolved to put your opinions
lectures in Glasgow; and although your through their ordeal, and, if found scriphearers could not agree with you in all tural, to adopt them. You will, I have
the views you expressed, I feel convinced no doubt, paidon us for this freedom of
that they universally hailed your visit to speech about your views. Indeed, as cothis country as an omen of better times— believers, striving for the faith, we feel
of times in the history of theological inves- that we have much in common with yourtigation in which common sense, insread of self. Believe us, brother, we have no
dogmatism, would be used in the examin- sinister object in view in writing thus.
simple, and undivided desire is to
ation of the best of volumes, that is, the Our
4
buy the truth ;' and having found it, to
Bible.
Foryears I have been a member of a practise it, in order that we may have an
strict Baptist church in this city. But, abundant entrance administered to us into
the union of pure principles with a lax the everlasting kingdom of our Saviour at
practise, as well as a growing disregard his appearing. We have individually and
to the institutions of Jesus, found in most' collectively been much maligned since we
of the churches of this sect» have induced have seen it to be our duty to leave a
a few of us, of kindred sentiments on these baptist church for principle's sake, by
matter», to leave that communion, and to . those who bear the name of Christ. We
1
meet on the first day of the week, that by j say this, not in the language of boasting,
mutual reading and examination of the but that you may be convinced of our
scriptures, we might divest ourselves of honesty in writing to you for a clearer exthe traditions of our fathers, and learn, and position to our apprehension of some parts
practice the faith once delivered to the |i of Elpis Israel. God knows, that in our
saints. We feel much indebted to you for || hearts, we feel too much ignorance and
prejudice, and depravity, to think of boastyour valuable hints on many subjects in
ing in such a matter. We allude chiefly
1
which the * Christian world is confessedly
to your remarks on the nature of man.
astray; for your lucid exposition of the
We will, then, first reproduce here in
Millennarianism of the New Testament;
and, generally speaking, for the third part brief a few passages from your work, as
of Elpis Israel. Yet we cannot, really, sources of information from which we
t over the things contained in the first. gather your ideas of the constitution of
uch of it is really new and startling to man. In your view of the matter, animal
your Scottish readers; yet t in our ex- life eeems to be α combination of three

INQUIRIES CONCERNING THE NATURE
OF MAN AND OTHER MATTERS.
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but simply nephesh chayiah, a living
breathing frame."
With regard to the ruach or spirit, on
page 30, you remark :
" From these testimonies it is manifest
that the ruach, or spirit is all pervading.
It is in heaven, in sheol, or the dust of the
deepest hollow, in the uttermost depths of
the sea, in the darkness, in the light, and
in all things animate, and without life. It
is an universal principle in the broadest,
or rather in an illimitable sense. It is the
substratum of all motion, whether manifested in the diurnal and ellipsoidal revolutions of the planets, in the flux and reflux of the sea, in the storms and tempests
of the expanse, or in the organism of reptiles, cattle, beasts, fish, fowls, vegetables,
or men. The atmospheric expanse is
charged with it; but it is not the air :
plants and animals of all species breathe
it; but it is not their breath: yet without
it, though filled with air, they would
die/'
"Thus from the centre of the earth,
and extending throughout all space, in
every direction, is the Ruach Elohim, the
existence of which is demonstrable from
the phenomena of the natural syeteni of
things. It penetrates where the neshemet
el, or atmospheric air, cannot."
Such, we think, is man generically considered by you—first, made up of dust;
second, vitalized by atmospheric air^
combined with which is third, the ruach
or Spirit, an unknown something existing
everywhere, and in which is the source of
all motion. As such, then, there is no
difference between him and the inferior
animals, being all made of dust vitalized
in the same way. Proofs of this are found
every where through your first part of
Elpis Israel, particularly on pages 28, 33.
But specifically there is an essential difference ; in other words, you consider that
specific difference is the superior phrcno~
logical development of man above the inferior animal. The following extracts
clearly show this: on page 33 you remark, that
u
Man differs from other creatures in
having been modelled after a divine type
or pattern. Inform and capacity he was
made like to the angels, though in nature
inferior to them."
Again, on page 34, " Seth was also * in
Adam's own likeness.' While image,
then, hath reference to form or shape,
4
likeness' hath regard to mental constitution, or capacity. From the shape of his
tl?ni. lxiv. IK head, as compared with other creatures, it

dements: first, the body formed of clay ;
second, the vitalizing principle, or ncshemct
el; and third, the ruach, or spirit, generally found in combination with the foregoing. With regard to the body, you say,
on page 32:
" But at present we have to do with
animal or natural life, which is all the life
the fleshly sons of the first Adam can
boast of. Enough, however, I think, has
been advanced to show the scriptural import of the text already quoted, that * the
Lord God formed Man, the dust of the
ground, and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of lives ; and Man became a living
soul.' The simple, obvious, and undogmatic meaning of this is, that the diist was
first formed into 'clay,' which was then
modelled by Jehovah Elohim into the
form of the soul called * man,' as a potter
shapes the substance of his vessels. Thus,
Elihu said to Job, 4 / also am formed out
of the clay ;'* and again, l We are the
clay, and thou our potter; and we all are
the work of thy hand.'f The fashioning
of the clay being accomplished in all its
component parts, which in the aggregate
constitute man; that is, the dust being
animalized, and then organically developed, the next thing was to set all the parts
of this exquisite mechanism into motion."
With respect to the neshemet el, you
say on page 33:
" This (the setting the parts into motion)
was effected by the inrush of the air
through his nostrils into his lungs according to the natural laws. This phenomenon was the neshemet el, or ' breath of
God,' breathing into him ; and, as it was
the pabulum of life to all creatures formed from the dust, it is very expressively
styled, 'the breath of lives'' in the plural
number. Some imagine that Jehovah
Elohim placed his mouth to the nostrils of
the yet clay-cold man-soul prostrate before him, and so breathed into them. Be
this as it may; of this, however, we are
without doubt, that God breathes into
every man at his birth the breath of lives
to this day; and I see no scriptural reason
why we should deny that he breathed it
into Adctm as he hath done into the nostrils
of his posterity, namely, by the operation
of the natural, or pneumatic, laws. Hitherto man, though a soul formed from the
ground, had been inanimate ; but as soon
as he began to respire, like the embryo
passing from fetal to infant life, he l became a living soul,' not an everliving,
*Job xxxiii.

Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come*
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is evident that man has a mental capacity sentiments she was made a morally acwhich distinguishes him above them all. countable being ; capable of believing, and
Their likeness to him is faint. They can able to control and direct her other faculthink ; but their thoughts are only sensual.. ties in their application. The propensities
They have no moral sentiments, or high enabled a creature to propagate its species,
intellectual aspirations ; but are grovelling take care of its young, defend itself against
in all their instincts, which incline only to enemies, collect food, and so-forth : inteltne earth. In proportion as their heads lect enables it to do these things for the
assume the human form in the same ratio gratification of its sensations; but when,
do they excel each other in sagacity ; and in addition to these, a being is endowed
as in the monkey tribe, display a greater with the sentiments of Conscientiousness,
likeness to man. But, let the case be re- Hope, Veneration, Benevolence, Wonder*
versed ; let the human head degenerate &c, it possesses a spiritual or sentimental
from the godlike perfection of the Elohim, organization, which makes if capable of
the standard of beauty in shape and fea- reflecting as from a mirror, the likeness
ture ; let it diverge to the image of an and glory of God. The appropriate sphere
ape's, and the human animal no longer of the propensities is on things sensual and
presents the image and likeness of the fleshly ; while that of spiritual, or sentiKlohim ; but rather, the chattering imbe- mentalized, intellect is on * the things of
cillity of the creature most resembling it the Spirit of God.' "
in form. Adams mental capacity enabled
thus far, we think, we understand
him to comprehend and receive spiritual andNow,
with you, at least, that man's
ideas, which moved him to veneration, body,agree
by the atmospheric air,
hope, conscientiousness, the expression of &c, isvitalized
mortal
or
subject to death ; but
his views, affections, and so-forth."
we are at a loss what to say with regard
This view you further explain when to his thinking part, or what is usually
speaking of the Serpent's qualities on page called the mind. We earnestly hope that
72.
you will favor us anew with your views
44
And what use," you inquire, "should on this subject. We are, we confess, i?nwe naturally expect such a creature would materialists; and we have ever considermake of this faculty ? Such an one, cer- ed that the scriptures countenance this
tainly, as its cerebral constitution would doctrine. We are willing, however, to
enable it to manifest. It was an intel- revise this as well as other things. We
lectual, but not a moral, creature. It had will state our difficulty as distinctly as we
no 4 moral sentiments.7 No part of its can.
brain was appropriated to the exercise of
To proceed then. The three elements
benevolence, veneration, conscientiousness, which have been already referred to, are
and so-forth. To speak phrenologically, called by you * the Flesh.1 Now when
it was destitute of these organs ; having on ppge 114 you say that the flesh thinks,
only 4 intellectual faculties' and * propensi- we are at a loss to know to which of the
ties.* Hence its cerebral mechanism, un- three elements you allude, since one of
der the excitation of external phenomena, them must do so, seeing they are essenwould only develope, what I would term, tially different. Again, on page 80, you
an animal intellectuality. Moral, or quote Paul's phrase to fhroneema lees
spiritual, ideas would make no impression sar/cos, ' the thinking of the flesh,' as
upon its mental constitution ; for it was proof that the brain thinks, or is the thinkincapable from its formation of responding ing substance. If we are to take this exto them. It would be physically impossi- pression absolutely, there is an end to all
ble for it to reason in harmony with the reasoning in the matter. The brain truly
mind of God ; or with the mind of a man, is flesh or matter. Doubtless, then, the
whose reasoning was regulated by divinely matter of the body thinks. But motion
enlightened moral sentiments. Its wisdom at least takes place in thinking. Now in
would be that of the untutored savage treating of the ruach (which is certainly
race, whose * sentiments' by the desuetude not the brain) you say, on page 30, that
of ages, had become as nothing."
it is 'the substratum of all motion' whether
Again, on page 79, you remark that,
in animate or inanimate creations. Now
44
The Serpent had propensities and in- we are anxious to know, how these two
tellect, and so had the woman; but he statements can be reconciled. Besides
mental constitution differed from his in we would like to know also, what you
having 4 moral sentiments' superadded ti would make of the next clause of the
her propensities and intellect. By th< same verse, to phroneema ton pncumatos,
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* the thinking of the Spirit.' If the apostle's sarx, *or flesh, be a substance, so must
his pneuma, or spirit, be; for they are
contrasted as causes of certain results.
Here then are two dunking substances in
man. We apprehend, however, that the
apostle is here speaking, not eo much of
the thinking substance, as of the channels
or media through which thoughts are ef
fected. His idea may be paraphrased
thus;—just as water takes its qualities
from the bed it flows over, so are the affections and thoughts tinged by the fleshly
or by the spiritual medium through which
they must proceed before they are represented by the action, which action always
depends for its moral nature on the state
of the affections, &c. In another place,*
it is said, ho luchnos tou soomatos estin
ophthalmos, 4 the light of the body is the
eye. 1 Is not this a passage of similar construction to the one you quote ? If so,
does it prove any thing else than that the
eye is the medium through which we see?
But, must not your next clause on page
80, modify your absolute expression * the
brain thinks.' The brain, you say, is
termed by Paul, the fleshly tablet of the
heart. So indeed it ie. We know, however, that the tablets to which Paul referred, served the same purpose as our
slate6, or sheets of paper, do now.
It
was on them that the ancients wrote. In
the same way the heart's tablet is written
upon by the heart, and therefore cannot be
the heart itself; but only the medium
through which the heart acts.
But again, we βτβ at a loss to know
why you fix upon the ν rain in particular
as a corresponding expression for the apostle's sarx, or flesh. The only proof you
allege, as far as we can see, is that contained on page 114, where you say, quoting the same language, to wit, " The apos
tie says that the flesh thinks, to phrontema
tees sarkos, that is, the brain thinks, as all
who think are well assured from their own
consciousness." Now we would inquire,
Is not this abandoning your own principles of reasoning, and resorting to the
wooden swords of the schools, against the
use of which you caution your reviewers?
Assuredly I am conscious of thinking;
but I am far from being conscious of the
thinking of my brain. Besides, we would
like to know if there be not in the N e w
Testament a corresponding expression for
the Old Testament word ruach 1 One
would think* that if 4 life and immortality
were brought to light in the New Testa
" M a i . v i . %"Z.

ment, some discoveries might be made
there in things which are mysterious in
the Old. Are the ruach and the pneuma
not identical ? They are certainly both
similarly translated, and for any thing that
we can see, they are synonymous in their
meaning. Thus in 2 Kings iii. 17, and in
Jonah iv. 8, the word ruach is translated
wind.1 Now, I need not quote the passages in the N e w Testament where pneuma is thus rendered. From testimonies
of this kind are we not intitled to say,
that they both denote the same agent?
We must confess that we do not like your
definition of the word spirit.
You appear to us to confound it with spiritual
body.
The Swedenborgians pursue an
opposite course, and with the most unblushing effrontery, declare that the immaterial part of man is what Paul meane
by 'spiritual body !' Does the truth not
lie between you τ I must, however, acknowledge that your notions of the ruach
have shed a flood of light on many passages of the scriptures, which hitherto
were an enigma. Yet, I think, you will
see cause to modify them. In such passages as * Holy men of God spake as they
were moved by the Holy Spirit.* What
are we to make of the Spirit's individuality ?
Your views, too, of the Elohim are
worthy of all praise. There is only one
passage on which we would like to hear
your opinion—JDeut. vi. 4. Is the word
Elohainoo dual or plural! W e certainly
can see no objection to translate the phrase
Jehovah Elohim by the corresponding one
in English Lord of the Rulers, understanding by the rulers, the angels or
spirits into whose hands are committed
the affairs of this present world during the
current ages.
By-the-bye, one good Christian brother
is much displeased because you say cm
page 114 that " t h e body of Jesus w «
as unclean as the bodies of those he died
I for.'» H e cannot see how the texts you
quote as proof can have any connexion
with the body of Jesus, namely, John iii.
6, and particularly, Ps. K. 5. Perhaps
you \Λ ould drop a hint on this matter.
The same brother reauests me to ask
you if any reviewers of Elpis Israel have
made their appearance ; and what magazines they may be found in ?
And now for the present we say, adieu.
When this evil age is passed away, we
trust we may have an opportunity of conversing about these matters, if not before.
In the mean time, it is OUTS to ftg»t the
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good fight of faith, laying hold of eternal
life. Then we shall have rest. We wish
you more and more success in your present enterprize; and hoping that you are
well, we unaffectedly subscribe ourselves,
yours in the hope of eternal life,
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God,' is also compound, consisting of oxygen, nitrogen, and some carbon.
It
is evident, therefore, that a living man
cannot be scientifically said to he compounded of three elements; nor can animal life be said to result from a combination of only three
Elements, then, must
GAVIN GREENLEES.
3 Greenhill Street, Anderston, Glasgow, be taken with grains of allowance. The
subject is animal life, or the life of an aniΝ . Β., March 14, 1850.
mal.
Without the animal, of course,'
there can be no animal life. In this sense,
therefore, we may admit that the animal
" ELEMENTS'*—"SOUL"—-VITAL- is a constituent or element of the life, or
existence. But drain from it its blood,
IZING P R I N C I P L E " — I M M A T E - ! and though the body remain undecomR I A L I S M - " T H E T H I N K I N G OF posed, there will be no life, though nesheT H E F L E S H " " T H E T H I N K I N G ! met el, or air, and ruach or spirit, may
Blood, air, and spirit are the
OF T H E S P I R I T " — H O W IT! abound.
elements, or constituents, by whose afW R I T E S U P O N T H E H E A R T . I finities alone motion is produced in the
organs of the body, through their operaAlthough the foregoing epistle is three |
tion upon the nervous system, which is
years old in March '53, the matter it con-1
composed of the brain, 6pinal chord, aad
tains is as fresh and timely as when origisympathetic, and other nerves.
This
nally conceived.
Other affairs, which
motion is so subtile as to be almost imperwholly occupied me, left me no leisure for (
ceptible, perhaps quiie so in the matter of
ft reply as early as desired. I therefore j
thought where no laesion exists; at other
put it aside for a more convenient season. I
times very obvious. Motion is the effect
Since then, however, I had lost sight of it, j
of the operation of two forces. It is thereuntil looking over some old letters recentfore a duodynamic effect, and in common
ly, it unexpectedly turned up; and, on
parlance, called life; which, more strictly
being re-read, seemed to merit a respectspeaking, should be applied to the forces»
ful and serious attention.
or to that which developes or sets the
The writer, who speaks for others as
forces free, than to the ordinary phenowell as himself, has very fairly stated
mena so styled.
Nephesh havbahsahr
what he and his friends conceive to be the
baddahm hiv, l the soul of the body (is)
views set forth in Elpis Israel on the con1
in the blood itself.
Nephesh is the H e stitution of man. H e speaks of his bebrew word for soul; and bahsahr for body
ing regarded there as a compound of three
or flesh: dahm is blood, and bad-dahmy in
elements. ί should allow this to pass as
the blood. There can be no mistake, thereadmitted, if I did not apprehend that the
fore, about the above rendering. Theoloreader might misconstrue the sense in
gists may speculate about the body's soul
which I admitted the use of the word eletill they lose themselves in immaterialism
ment as expressive of the views I hold. I
beyond the skies; we believe Moses, who
do not admit the use of the word in its
was God's interpreter of truth, that the
chemical sense. I do not mean by elesoul of man is in his blood. Jehovah,
ment that which cannot be reduced to any
speaking to him, is very explicit upon the
thing more simple than itself. I admit
subject—nephesh, says he, kol-bahsakr
that the ruach is strictly elementary—a
dahmo be-naphsho hoo, *the soul of all
principle that, however it may be diluted,
flesh (is) its blood for the soul thereof.'
or modified in its manifestations, cannot
And again in the same verse, nephesh kolbe resolved by analysis into more simple
bahsahr dahmo hiv, i the soul of all flesh
or elementary matter. But this cannot be
(is) its blood itself.' It is soul makes
said of the body of man, and the neshemet
atonement for soul; hence, it is written in
4
el. The apostle styles the former vile
the law, haddahm hoo bannephesh yebody,* which is strictly true; and this
kaphpair, * the blood it expiates for the
villanousness is attributable to its nonsoul. * When, therefore, the blood of
elementary, or composite nature ; its conJesus was poured out from his cross-suestituents being incompatible when the
pended bahsahr, or body.of flesh, the
corabininginfluence of the ruach is withwords of the prophet were fulfilled, hcdrawn. The neshemet eU or atmospheric
»Lev. xvii. 11—14.
air, styled in scripture * the breath of
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erak Idinnidkvctii uaphsho, * he poured out
hi* soul unto dcuth ; and again, im-tahsim
ahshakm napkako, * verily» his soul thou
shalt cause to made an expiation.'*
Soul is sometimes used for body or flesh
as well as the sense above written; as,
lo'thaazov naphshi le-sheol, i thou wilt not
leave my soul in the grave.'f But to return.
It is manifest that the corporeal element
of animal life is blood; and that consequently it may be received as an axiom in
psychology that where there is no blood
there is no living soul. This compound
fluid it is, which, acted upon by the air
and electricity of our atmosphere, and permeating the minutest tissues, and diffusing
itself every where throughout the body,
is the divinely appointed source of human
life. It matters not how much * immortal
soul' may be imagined to exist in the
body—yea, it may be saturated with it—
yet, unless the brain be duly supplied
with arterial blood, there can be no 'thinking of the flesh,' nor can any thing be inscribed on the tablet of the heart; and if
witheld a sufficient length of time, motion
would cease in all the organs, which would
be death. Blood, air, and electricity, then,
are the matters from which life is kindled
in * all flesh.' They are necessary to constitute life; hence they are the elements
of life, and in this sense I am willing to
tolerate the word in the statement of what
I am supposed to teach is revealed in the
scriptures concerning the constitution of
man.

and knowledge has been increased.* A
child lives by the life-development of its
maternal flesh ; an existence which is continued after birth, not by being born with
an immortal vital principle hereditarily
derived, or by the inrush of an immortal
spirit with its first breath, but by the
same process that continues in being 4 the
soul of all flesh,' from man to a mouse.
Let the reader take the following remarkable phenomenon as an illustration of
creature-formation, and animal life, the
result of a due combination of principles
according to some unknown existing law
to which matter has been subjected in the
wisdom of God. I extract the notice from
the Tribune, where it appeared recently
under the caption of
M R . CROSSE'S INSECTS.
44

A great deal of discussion has lately
taken place in the scientific world in reference to certain experiments of Mr.
Crosse, an amateur philosopher of Somersetshire, England, who was said to have
created insects called the Acarus Crossei.
It was a mistake, however, to suppose
that Mr. Crosse claimed the creation of
the insects, for he only alleges that he
has been enabled to develop insects under
the most singular circumstances. Our
Consul at Liverpool, Mr. F. F. Ogden,
has recently visited the house of the philosopher, and, in a letter to The National
Intelligencer, gives this account of what
he saw :
44
I am supposed to say that the neshemet
1 own to utter incredulity until I had
el, or air, is 'the vitalizing principle.' the opportunity of a thorough examinaThis is not an exact representation of my tion of the process and a full explanation
view of the matter. I regard no one of the means. N o room was left for
natural simple element as the principle of doubt. No delusion, no self-deception, no
life. Oxygen alone, diluted or undiluted favorite hypothesis to be carried out, had
with nitrogen; nor ruach or pure spirit; any influence in the result. On first witnor blood, separately considered, is the nessing the result, Mr. Crosse would not beprinciple of life* It requires a|l three to lieve his own senses. H e locked up his lavitalize flesh such as sin's body is com- boratory and took a long walk in the open
posed of. Chemical decomposition is the air to assure himself that he was not laborbeginning of life, as observed in the phe- ing under some illusion. On his return he
nomena of digestion. By this process, beheld the actual living insect in various
added to respiration, living blood is gener- stages of its formation. The apparatus
ated; and becomes the soul or life of the was prepared for the purpose of producing
heart, liver, lungs, brain, and all other crystals from the silicate of potash.
44
parts of the body, which are collectively
A tubulated retort, with its long end
styled ' sin's flesh,' and sometimes simply plunged in a glass dish of mercury, has a
1
flesh.' It is the immortal-soul theory platina wire passing through it, connected
that vitalizes the body by a single princi- with a negative pole of a weak galvanic
ple—a physiology well befitting the battery. Through a neck in the retort,
science of old Egypt, but worthy of no hermetically sealed, another platina wire,
respect since many have run to and fro, immersed in the caustic solution, commu~»laai. ΠπΤΐοΓί^Γ
" ?P?.xvj, 10.
*L)un. xu. 4,
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nicates with the positive pole. The foulh
of the retort is two-thirds filled will» a most
Carefully prepared caustic solution of silex
and potash. Pure black flints and caustic
soda, after being subjected to a white heat,
are pulverized and melted into a glass,
Which is soluble in distilled water. In this
solution no animal life can possibly exist,
Dor can there in the mercury. The whole
was then placed upon a shelf for constant
inspection. A gelatinous substance was
first observed to have formed around the
bottom of the positive wire. Then No. i
made its appearance, gradually expanding into Nos. 2 and 3, when flexible filaments were observed. No. 4 began to
ehow animal life, and, after one hundred
and forty days' watching through all its
changes, the perfect living insect crawled
up the wirel—not singly, but in sufficient
numbers to dispel all doubt, if any could
have existed, and prepared for another
Stage of life. Like our mosquitoes, that
merge from the element in which they are
produced, and are drowned in it if they
return, any unfortunate straggler that missed his hold immediately perished. The
Acarus Crossei is now known as a dis
tinct species."
Here is the formation of living animals
from materials in which animal life could
have by no possibility previously existed.
A great outcry was raised against Mr.
Crosse by the religious when the phenomenon was first announced in the British
journals. He was denounced for an atheist for revealing the fact that a physical
law existed by which living creatures
were producible by galvanism. Mr. Crosse
divi not affirm that galvanism was the creator; nor did he claim to be the contriver
of the law, but simply the discoverer of
its existence. But superstition and fanaticism are without reason as they are regardless of scripture.
Mr. Crosse has
doubtless stumbled on the verge of a great
fact—on the principle according to which
Jehovah Elohim form living souls from
the dust, and waters of the sea. The
ruach, like the galvanism in the above
process, directed by superhuman intelligence, is formative and life enkindling, no
matter what the substance operated upon
may be; so that, as John observed, ( God
is able of these stones to raise up children
to Abraham.' He employs means in all
he does by himself and others. These
means are laws to a vast extent completely hidden from his creatures. The law of
soul-creation from the dust is known only
to Jesus of all the sons of ineo. The law
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exists though hidden j and awaits its application by him lor the resurrection of the
dead. Jesus,as God's representative, will
re-create their souls from their original
dust by God's spirit.* c God,' says Paul,
' shall make alive your mortal bodies by
his ruach,' pneuma, or spirit.f He will
not require the mechanical contrivance
used by Mr. Crosse to bring the formative
ruach or spirit into formative and lile-en| kindling contact with their dust.
His
spirit-directing finger, is enough for this.
| He wills it, and it is done; not without
law, or contrary thereto, but in harmony
with latent physical principles whose mo->
dm operandi is known only to Him that
appointed them, and is prepared and authorized to apply them. The formation
of a living soul fr<»m dust, called Adam ;
and the reproduction of everliving souls
from mortal dust, by resurrection, is demonstrated to the infidel to be possible by
Mr. Crosse's insects. He admits the forI mation of these by the positive and negativeforces of galvanism applied to a solution of calcined silicate of potash and soda
in condensed steam, or distilled water.—·
This is wonderful; and the resurrection of
the dead is but a similar wonder en a
grander scale. That the dead will rise is
a matter of testimony ; that they can be
raised, is demonstration ; and how 1 noone
is stumbled at who can trace the · worm
Jacob' to his manhood, the Acarus Crossei
from animal nonentity, and believes that
4
all things are possible with God.'
Our intelligent correspondent confesses
that he and his brethren are * Immaterialists,' and believes that immaterialism ie
taught, or countenanced by the scriptures.
But they are not like immaterialists in
general; for they mix candor and teachableness of mind with their immaterialism,
' being willing to revise it as well as other
things.' They do not assume that they
are infallibly right, and that all who do
not assent to their system are mere disciples of French materialism, which recognizes neither God, a future state, nor rewards nnd punishments to come. This is
the antipodes of their theory, though it
recognizes all these things, * the truth of
the gospel" has no affinity with either.
This will appear when we consider
what the nonentity is, if I may so speak,
that passes current under the term * immaterialism.' As defined by Webster, it
signifies ' the doctine of the existence or
state of immaterial substances or spiritual
beings.' Now if any one can comprehend this, it is more than I can. * Imma
Cor. iv. 14.
tRom. viii. II.
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tenai' is defined to s i / n i l y , * not consist
ing of matter ;' and ' s u b s t a n c e , ' 'some-

velocity of the wind. S h o w an ancient
man of a thousand years ago a mass o f
thing material, real, solid, ''body, corporeal ore, and tell him that a m o v i n g machine
nature or mailer,' * Immaterial substance,' could be constructed from it capable of
therefore, must be a phrase signifying no runnir g at the rate of sixty miles an hour
matter matter, unsolid solid, incorporeal with a burden t w o hundred horses could
body, &c. N o w , this is a fair specimen not move on a c o m m o n road, and he would
of ' words without k n o w l e d g e , ' o r posi- conclude you were either in jest, practistive absurdity.
And such 'immaterial ing on his credulity, or beside yourself.—
substances* form the idea entertained by 4 W h a t ! that iron ore move itself at sixty
immaterialism of * spiritual b e i n g s ! ' It miles an hour!'
T h i s would be as astonbeggars nil speech to give expression to ishing to him as it is to immaterialists to
immatenalistic conceptions. ' B e i n g s ! ' — say that God has constructed a thinking
What sort of beings are immaterial sub- machine from the dust of the ground.—
s t a n c e s ? Nonentical entities ! And these * W h a t ! ' they exclaim, * tell us that matare the spirits of immateriality ! T h e im- ter thinks!'—that that dust which the wind
mortal souls of m e t a p h y s i c s ! From this can blow a w a y with a puff can c o m p o s e
<he reader will perceive that it is only nec- the Principia, Milton's Paradise L o s t , or
essary to define the terms of the hypothe- Shakespeare's p l a y s ! ' And why not?
sis to s h o w what absolute nothingness is Is that more surprising than the raising Up
wrapped up in the conceit. Most assur- of children to Abraham from s t o n e s ; or
edly, the scriptures countenance nothing the production of living animals by the
so palpably absurd ; and I doubt not, that, galvanic forces from calcined silicate of
if so sensible a writer as our correspon
soda and potash dissolved in distilled watlent were to reconsider the matter, he ter? * All things are possible with God.'
would hasten to disclaim all affinity with It is much more reasonable that solid matan hypothesis w h o s e vocables are so in- ter should think, than that nesh emet el, or
definite, and manifestly foolish.
air, or ruach, electrical spirit, should.—
I come now to * the difficulty of our
friends the Immaterialists. T h e y a s s u m e
that I call * the three elements' the flesh:
and that as I affirm that Paul says theflesh
thinks ( w h i c h is indeed evident to nil) they
want to k n o w to which of the three elements I allude as the thinking principle of
the flesh — whether to the braiii, th«» nesh
emet d, or to the rwtch.
T h i s difficulty
would very naturally arise in the mind of
an Immateriahsts, w h o s e hypothesis regards life and mind as a single principle
capable of incorporeal existence and intellectual operations. A difficulty of this
sort, however, would not occur to one un
perverted by the notion. H e wculd answer, that abstractly considered neither
o f them thinks—neither the brain alone,
nor the n*shernet, nor ruaeh at all, alone
or combined, with the brain or without it.
Brain or flesh alone is mere dead matter.
Neither Paul, nor Ϊ after him, ever hinted
that inanimate flesh thinks.
T o say
this would be like saying that a locomotive is self moving independently of
fire and steam. T h e brain-flesh is the
machinery of thought, the thinking apparatus, the intellectual locomotive, which
• g o e s ahead' only under the forces generated by the mutual affinities of blood, air,
and electricity. Man has formed the railw a y locomotive from crude unsightly iron
ore, that it can move forward or backward, with the s l o w n e s s of the ox, or the

But unorganized matter is as incapable of
'bought as unorganized iron ore is of moving sixty miles an hour. W h e n Paul
speaks of ' the thinking of the flesh,' it is
of organized matter in living action he
affirms the thinking.
Arrdsodol.
When
I use the phrase · the flesh,'in speaking of
mind, I mean tl e brain, the thinking apparatus, set in motion by the vital forces.
The brain does not originate its o w n power to think, any more than the railway locomotive its o w n power to m o v e ; but
they are both so formed that under an ap*
propriate stimulus, the one can think, and
the other run sixty miles an hour.
The
locomotive, however, cannot regulate its
o w n movements. It requires a band directed by intelligence. Once started, and
it would run till its forces were exhausted,
or it was arrested by an obstacle it could
not overcome. S o the brain requires guidance in right thinking by s o m e other influence than the vital forces. Under the
mere impulse of these its thinking is instinctive, in other words, the actions o f the
creature are generated by physical impulses
spontaneously arising in the organs of the
brain. Brain, w h o s e fibres vibrate only
under the exchation of natural forces, is
incapable of right thinking.
Worked after this manner it is brutish.
Its thinking
is wrong, and without the admixture of a
single spiritual idea; and manifested in
the actions of the creature, exhibits to view
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man in the savage state. This is ' the
thinking of the flesh'in genuine physical
manifestation. Left to itself, it runs like
the unguided locomotive, into headlong·
excess. This is seen in the savage varieties of our race, among whom Paul's ίο
phronccma
lou pncumatos,
or t h i n k i n g of
the spirit,' cannot be found. The spirit
referred to in that phrase does not exisi in
them in the sense in which it is so used.—
If by ' the spirit' we are to understand
* the immortal soul,' which immaterialism
plants in all human beings, then there
would be no savage, or semi-barbarous, or
unenlightened, ungodly, people on earth ;
for under that hypothesis, the thoughts of
all men, women, and children would be
* the thinking of the Spirit,' which Paul
says * is life and peace,'as opposed to ' the
thinking of the flesh/which is 'enmity
against God.' Immaterialism teaches that
what it terms * the immortal soul' is ' a
particle of the divine essence,' and the originator of human thoughts and actions; lor
with this ism it is the thinking principle,
and principle of life! Hence, it elevates
every man, Indian, Hottentot, New Hollander, and T h u s , into an incarnation of
the deity, which is mere God-blaspheming Pantheism. The phrase ' immortal
soul' imports α deathless soul. N o w , for a
soul to be deathless it must be incorruptible; and the living thing that is incorruptible is essentially pure, holy, and undefiled. Does the reader imagine that such
a soul or ' Spirit' in savage, semi-barbarian, or civilized man, presiding over his
thoughts and actions, could coexist in them
with the characters they are known to possess ? Their diabolism triumphantly refutes the immaterialistie notion of men being in any sense immortality incarnate.—
N o ; the principle in his flesh is not a
deathless one, but mortal sin; and hence
all the enmity against God, and wicked
ness in the world from ' the thinking ol
the flesh.'
Our correspondent says truly, ' If we
are to take this expression absolutely, there
is an end to all reasoning in the matter.'
By * absolutely' he means without limitation ; that is, if we are to interpret ι he
phrase, ' the thinking of the flesh,' as
meaning simply what it says. And why
shculd we not ? Because, says Mr.
Greenl'cs, \\\ thinking there is motion ;
and you sav that the runch, or spirit, is
the subslnitum nf all motion: therefore,
as the runeh produces the motion, it must
do the thinking. This seems to be his argument as deduced Irom what he says.—
The ruach doing the thinking through the
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flesh, is the immalerialist interpretation of
' the thinking of the flesh ;' but if so,then
what do they mean by · the thinking of
the spirit?' These too thinkings are antithetic; but immaterialism makes them
the same; theielure their results must be
identical, which, according to Paul, is not
the fact. Immaterialism has no taste for
absolute significations ; because they leave
no scope for speculation, or c thinking of
the flesh;' I am, however, particularlypartial to them, because in the thinkings
of the Spirit of God they remarkably
abound.
I have indeed said that * the ruach is the
substratum of all motion.' But by ' substratum' is meant * that which supplies the
basis in which are inherent the qualities
from which motion results under certain
conditions. But without the blood and the
I air, the ruach would not cause a single
j fibre of the brain to vibrate a thought^
nor would the blood and the air without
the ruach. The substratum of motion in
flesh is, indeed, made up of these three;and under the influence of their resultant
the liver secretes bile, the stomach gastric
juice, and the brain thinks. The resultant does not perform the thinking any
more than it does the secreting of bile and
gastric juice ; yet without it all three operations would cease. From this it will be
seen that there are no diversities of statement to reconsider.
| · The thinking of the spirit1 is a divine
superaddition to t h e ' thinking ot the flesh.'
The latter is common to all men and beasts,
in a greater or less degree of perfection ;
while the former is peculiar to the prophets
and apostles; and the saints of the living
<ίοα. This is the reason why there is so
much diversity between true believers and
in»* world. The world's mind is the unenlightened thinking of Sin's flesh, the propensities being ascendant; while that of
ι he true believer is thinking which results
from /he understanding and earnest belief of
the things of the Spirit of God. In this
case, the intellect is enlightened, the sentiments elevated, and God's truth enthroned.
The thinking is then in harmony with
that truth ; and as the truth is the Spirit's,
the thinking is the Spirit's likewise. This
explanation, I hope, will remove Mr.
Greenlees' supposition, that I teach that
there are two thinking substances in man,
unless by substance we are to understand
the truth as well as the brain. The aposile is certainly not speaking of channels oC
thought, but of the sources of thought in
the believer, on the one hand, and in the
unenlightened man subject to his propen-
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β ι ties, on the other. The Spirit-truth is
the light, the eye of the brain body in
things divine, as the eye is the light of the
same organ in regard to things without.—
When a man is indoctrinated with it, it is
the true light within which restrains him
from running off into wild excess of
thought, word, and deed; and conforms
his thinking to the mind of God.
Mr. Greenleee is manifestly mistaken
in saying, that * the heart's tablet is written upon by the heart; and therefore cannot be the heart itself; but only the medium through which theheart acts.1 Paul
speaks of two kinds of tablets—stone tables, and fleshly tables of the heart. On
the former, the Mosaic law was written ;
on the latter · ihe epistle of Christ.' It is
worthy of remark here, that the scripture
divides heart-tables into two kinds—stony
heart tablets,and fleshy heart tables. The
former are like the tables of the law, hard
and insensible ; the latter, soil and sensible as flesh. Israel now, and of old time,
seeking a justification by the law, is an illustration of the old stony heart in the
flesh ; being unbelieving, perverse, and
stiflnecked—* uncircumcised of heart, and
ears.1 The Gentiles are like them. God,
however, has promised to give Israel * a
new heart,' which he styles ' a heart of
flesh,'* upon which he will write his law,+
that they may fear him forever.+ This
new heart was given to the apostles, and
to those, both Jews and Gentiles, who believe the gospel of the kingdom, and in
Jet us ae the king, through their word.—
There was a congregation of these new
hearts of flesh in Corinth. In the second
letter which the apostle wrote to them, he
tells them they ' are the epistle of Christ

written with the Spirit of the living God

en fleshy tables of the heart. § It was not
the heart, then, of each disciple that wrote
upon hie fleshy table, as our ingenuous
.correspondent supposes; but the Spirit of
the living God that ioscribed upon it * the
Jaw of the spirit of life.') Does the reader
inquire. How did the Spirit write the epistle of Christ upon the Corinthian heart?
Paul says, he did it by him and Timothy.
They were the Spirit's amanuenses or secretaries. ' Y e are the epistle of Christ,1
says he, ' ^ministered by us' The way
they wrote .the letter at the dictation of the
Spirit is set forth in the narrative of the
introduction of the gospel of the kingdom into Corinth. ' He reasoned in the
synagogue every Satbath, and persuaded
*£zek. xxxvi. 2
tJer. xxxi. 33.
tJer, xxxii. 39.
*CCor. iii.3.
. viii, 5.
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the Jews and the Greeks.' He went to
them · declaring the testimony of God,'
* teaching His word among them,' and
'testifying that Jesus is the Christ'* (or
king) 4 in demonstration of Spirit nnd of
power.'f He did not bring them to the
acknowledgment of a theory by eloquence
or a display of worldly wisdom. Their
reception of the truth was the work of the
Spirit through him and Timothy. The
testimony was God's, the power was God's,
and the demonstration his Spirit's; the
reasoning alone was the apos'le's, who
testified also that he had seen Jesus and
conversed with him, since his crucifixion,
and that consequently he was indeed risen
from the dead.J ' Many of the Corinthians hearing, believed, and were baptised.' Their heart tablet, stony before,
became fleshy, and inscribed so notably
with Spiril-truth, that they were known
and read of all men as Christ's in whose
hearts he dwelt by faith.
When a man thinks, and at the same
time his brain is in an aching state, he is
conscious of thinking with that organ.—
Observation also proves that the brain is
the thinking substance of the body; for
pressure upon it suspends all thought and
sensation.
The scriptures do not say that ' life and
immortaliiy are brought to light in the
New Testament;' but that Jesus Christ'has
brought them to light 'through the Gospel;*
which, the same apostle whose words
these are, says, · God promised before by
his prophets in the holy scriptures.'
Strange that any one should say that I
confound * spirit' with 'spiritual body.'
Spint has many meanings in the scriptures, and one of these meanings is spiritual body ; as apo kyriou pneumalos, * from
the Lord the Spirit,' and * that which is
born of the Spirit is Spirit;* and ajxain,
• the last Adam was made into a life-imparting Spirit,' But these texts are not
immaterialistic; hence confusion arises in
the minds of imruaterialists, whose idea
of spirit is mere incorporeal invisibility.—
Swedenborgianism is mere mesmerism
bewitched—a contemptible crotchet, unworthy of a scripturally-wise man's consideration for five minutes. It is as absurd
lor them to style · the immaterial part of
man1 the spiritual body, as it is for immaterialists to affirm that there is any part of
man that is immaterial! The only diffVr*Acie. xviii. 4; tver. U, 5.
J l Cor. ii. 1-4.
(Acts xxii. 17-21; xxvi. 1 5 1 0 ; 1 Cjr.
8,20.
|| Acts, xviit. 8.
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ence I can see is that they synonymize
nothing with something, while the others
leave something out of their system altogether. I find the word spirit used in the
Bible for what science styles electricity,
galvanism, magnetism, &c; for mind,
natural courage, natural force,life, instinct,
ambition, apparition, demon, breath, disposition, a disease, words of truth, God,
teaching-unction, angels, the gospel, conscience, Sic. Any one may see that e/ririZ
is not to be rendered by one meaning in
all the texts where it occurs. Its signification must be determined by the subject
in text and context. This is the rule 1
work by ; and by its aid I find no difficulty in making sense of all the passages
where it is found.
' What are we to make of the Spirit's
individuality V Why,just what the Bible
makes of it. It is as inseparable from
God himself as his wisdom, knowledge,
life, and power. It is the medium of connection between Him and all his works;
so that by it he is everywhere present,
though corporeally a million of years removed from some parts of his universe.
By it He is cognizant of the fall of a sparrow upon earth, and at the same instant,
of events in the stars billions of leagues
remote. ' There is nothing hid from him.'
No man hath seen God at any time; but
by his spirit he makes himself known, as
to his * holy men' of ancient time.
Elohainoo in the sentence/Shemayisrah
ail Yehowah elohainoo Yehowah echahd,
* Hear, Ο Israel, Jehovah our God is one
Being,1 is neither dual nor plural.—
Elohah is singular with the plural pronoun
ainoo, our, affixed—' our God/ not our
gods, two or more. The plural would
have a Yod between ai and noo. Yehotoah ail elohim, Jehovah, God of gods, is
the God of Israel; not God of idols, but
of angels, the provisional superintendents
of human affairs.
The · Christian brother' is'unnecessarily
* displeased.' Paul says the body of Jesus
was · the nature o( Abraham's seed.' I
have said no more. Was this clean or
unclean ? Jesus was * born of the flesh,'
and was therefore flesh, whatever that
may be. This is the connexion of John
iii. 6 with his body. Ps. li. 5 is prophetic
of his being so born.
I am not aware of any reviews of Elpis
Israel having appeared. There have been
occasional notices showing that it is a book
the reviewers don't like to meddle with.
Prudence is sometimes the beuer part of
valor.
EDITOI.

and Age to Oome.
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THE ADVENT HARBINGER'S "REMARK8"
ON OUR "REPLY."*
•We have delayed publishing this reply,
hoping to find time to give that attention
to it which the magnitude of the questions
under investigation demands; but in this
we have been disappointed, and as our
time will be all taken up in making necessary preparations for our eastern tour, and
as we desire to have our readers see the
article, all we can do now is to give it to
them with the following brief remarks:
1. We very highly prize the spirit of
Christian kindness manifested in this ' reply.'
It is a rare grace among religious
disputants in these degenerate times:
may it more and more abound in as and
our worthy friend of the Herald, so that
we may be enabled to ' keep the unity of
the Spirit,' though on some minor point·
we may differ in sentiment.
2. We profess to be ' grounded and
settled' in the great fundamental doctrines
of Christianity, for they are plainly taught
in the inspired Word; we therefore expect to make no esseutial changes in reference to them. But relative to unfulfilled prophecy, we freely confess that w e
are a learner, and as a matter of course
are not perfect in knowledge in this respect—and should be willing to be taught
more perfectly by anyone,· and we are
happy to be assured that the editor of the
Herald possesses this teachable disposition;
and we would that we could say the same
of the editors of other Heralds. Were
they willing to learn of Christ, they would
become wiser and much better qualified to
teach others than they now are.
3. Bro. Thomas is mistaken in saying
that we hold that the · Twelve Tribes will
be restored to the land promised to their
fathers . . . immediately subsequent
to the battle of Armageddon,'for we hare
supposed they would be gathered previou*
to that battle. We have viewed the order of events thus, 1. The personal advent of Christ and the resurrection of the
saints, &c. 2. The gathering of Israel to
their Messiah at Jerusalem, f whom they
would not know at first, any more than
Joseph's brethren at first knew him.] 3.
The kings of the earth, or Gog and his
confederates, make war with the Lamb,
or the battle of Armageddon is fought, on
the mountains of Israel, and the Lord and
his people are victorious. 4. Christ, or
the anti-typical Joseph, then reveaU hire•fc>e« Hert»l4 ptg· 195,
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self to his brethren according to the flesh,
and they mourn, &c.
4. Bro. Thomas igrees with us that the
general tethering of Israel, &,c, will not
be perfected until alter the advent, but
thinks it will be sufficiently commenced
previous to that event, to have a colony of
Israelites in Jerusalem and Palestine when
the Lord shall come; * two-thirds' ol
which (the people in the country) will be
«ut off—and the city will be taken, &c,
by the invading army of Russia, and at
this lime of sore trouble of the Jewish colony, the Lord will come to their deliverance, and to the destruction of the army
of Gog. At this crisis Gentile times will
terminate, and the · times of restitution'
begin.
We will, when we shall have time to
do so, compare these views more thoroughly if possible, than we hitherto have done,
witli the/sure word of prophecy, and en
deavor to follow its light wherever it may
lead us, for every other way is dark, and
ends in disappointment. We would not
be loo sanguine on these great matters,
which are yet in the future. We may be
mistaken, and Bro. Thomas in the right,
on certain points, and vice versa; or both
may be incorrect in some respects, and the
truth may lie between us. The order of
events may stand thus :
1. The advent of Christ into the atmospheric heavens.
2. The resurrection of the righteous,
who with the living saints, will be caught
up to meet the Lord in the air.
3. The gathering of Israel to their own
land, &c.
4. The indignation of the Lord, or vials
of wrath on his enemies, while his saints
are secure with the Lord in their * chambers.»
5. The gathering of the army of Gog
on the mountains of Israel, by which Jerusalem will be taken, sacked, & c , twothirds of the inhabitants of ihe land be cut
off, as predicted in Zech. xiii., xiv.
6. At this time of trouble of Israel, the
Lord with all his saints, (who were caught
up to meet him in the air, at his first manifestation) will descend to Mount Olivet,
destroy the hosts of Gog and deliver Israel,
who will then acknowledge him to be their
Messiah, and mourn on account of their
sins, &,c.
Let us candidly compare these different
views with the revealed word, with a
•child like disposition, willing to receive the
truth, however much it may cross our
most dearly cherished opinions, and the
true light on these important matters will

so shine upon the eye ol our understanding as to enable us, beyond all doubt, to
decide which is the right way.'
COMMENTS.
It will be seen from the abuve that our
friend of the A. H. does not expect the
battle of Armageddon to be fought at the
appearing of the Lord of hosts; but subsequently to that event, and ' the gathering of Israel to their Messiah at Jerusalem/ His difficulty in the case, I think,
nay be referred to his regarding the phrase
the battle of Armageddon' as a single
fight, instead of a series of bloody campaigns. The apocalyptic words are eis
ton polemon tees heemcras ekeinees tees megalces ton Theou tou pantokratoros, that is,
unto the war of lhat great day of the almighty God.'f The kings of the Roman
territory are gathered by the agency of the
F o g like spirits, not to a machee or pitched battle, but to a polemos or war; and this
war is styled · the war of Armageddon,'
because the symbolic angel of the sixth
vial through the Fiog-Spirits ' gathers
them into the place (or country) called
Hebraistically Armageddon.' The Armageddon war begins with the striking ut
Nebuchadnezzar's image on the clayey
feet at the appearing of Christ; it continues during the comminuting of its fragments to dust; and ends with the utter
destruction of the Powers which now rule
the goat-nations of the earth. A war
precedes the Armageddon war which is
being prepared for the world by the ambition of Napoleon. This Napoieon war
will ultimate in the gathering of all the
goat-nations' armies against Jerusalem under the Russo-Assyrian Gog, who will
take possession of the city, as predicted
by ' Zechariah.'J Thus the crisis is formed which necessitates the coming of Michael, or Jesus, to deliver Daniel's countrymen and their cty, which deliverance
of the city begins the Armageddon war,
which is Christ's and his Saints' war
against Israel's foes. During this war the
work of Israel's restoration under Elijah
as Christ's forerunner to the Ten Tribes,
progresses to its Consummation—a work
which will have been accomplished when
peace is granted to the world.
The sacking of Jerusalem after the
Lord's appearing in the air, the fifth
thing in the order of our friend's theory,
cannot by any means be admitted. The
enemy will be in the possession of the city
when the Lord appears. He comes to
drive him out. But to permit him to sack
sv. xvi. 14, 10.
JZceh. xvi.
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the city in liis very presence, would be to
inflict a discomfiture on Israel's king,
which would fill the hearts of his followers with dismay.
In reasoning upon all these events it
must not be forgotten, that Jesus is to b^
• a stone of stumbling and rock of offence
to both the Houses of Israel.'* This has
been fulfilled in relaiion to the House ol
Judah; but as yet he has never been so
to the Ten Tribes. Scope must therefore
be afforded for this work; so that any
theory that leaves it unprovided for must
be defective in some important element of
interpretation.
EDITOR.

*Jsai. viii. 14.

REMOVAL· TO NEW YORK CITY.
This number closes our engagement
with our subscribers for 1852; yet renewable, we trust, fn m year to year until the
King of Israel comes to his own in power
and great glory ; when theinstruction and
warning of the press will be required of
us no more; and we shall exchange the
pen for the two edged sword of judjmenf,*
when 'judgment shall be given to the
Saints of the Most High.'
Circumstances beyond our control,
(through which, we take it, God gives expression to his providence concerning us)
render it expedient that we transfer the
publication of the Herald of (he

Kingdom

and A%e to Come from Richmond to New
York City. Whether the move will be
for the better, we cannot say. We are
not hypersanguine, seeing that the fortunes of the truth will not be materially
benefitted until · the time comes for the
Saints to possess the kingdom/ There
will be there, however, more ample scope
for our well meant endeavors. In Richmond, we have been Ions; convinced, there
is none; and have therefore ceased for
years to make it other than a place of publication, our post office, and a sort of caravanserai abode. We spend, however,
necessarily many Lord's days in the year
in one place, being detained there writing,
and superintending the Herald. These
days require to be more profitably employed than they can be here in the nature
of things. We have advised with our
friends in Eastern Virginia and elsewhere
on this subject; and though they express
regret at our removal farther off, yet con*Jr*». cxlix. 6; Dan. vii. 262.
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sidering the cheap and rapid facilities for
locomotion, they say they doubt not the
change will be for the better in every respect. We hope it will. Here there are
only 16.000 whites out of a population of
32 000 to operate upon. These are subdivided info papists,episcopalians, pfesbyterians, methodists, baptists, universalists,
campbellites, politicians indifferent to all
sects and principles and ' the baser sort/
styled by Jesus, * dogs and swine/ In
New York there ere all these in proportionately greater numbers ; but then there
are more abounding ' odds and ends,' who
believe that truth is more precious than
gold and popularity, and who are willing
in a Berean spirit to * search and see.1—
The population of New York and its suburbs is over half a million, with creat facilities for divergence to all points of the
compass. The Jews also are concentrated
there in considerable numbers; and printing: is cheaper than in this city. The field
presenting these attractions is not to be
neglected. Its cultivation is worth a trial,
we have therefore concluded to go, and
sow * the word of the Kingdom' in hope
of some fruit springing up to everlasting
life, By this change, however, rxpenses
will be considerably increased. We trust,
therefore, that the friends of the Herald,
both in America and Britain, who profess
themselves to be under great obligation to
Elpis Israel, for the knowledge they have
obtained of the 'great salvation,' will redouble their diligence, in its behalf; and
remember that the press cannot be kept in
operation without money to pay the expenses of the work. The friends of truth
are few, and fewer still the friends who
believe and love * the truth/ It is necessary therefore for them to do more, to devise more liberal things, and that spontaneously as cheerful contributors, than if
their numbers were of a large amount.—
We are reproached by the Adversary because we are few,as if that were an evidence
against the truth of the things we plead!
We accept the reproach, and follow Jesus,
who is * the truth,' without the camp forsaken of all his friends. He died for that
truth, and maintained it by his single testimony. We are not yet reduced to one;
but are hundreds. Will it not be to.our
eternal disgrace, if we allow our public
testimony in the face of the scoffing world
to be suppressed for the want of funds,
seeing that many of us have enough and
plenty to spare? Let not this be our rer
proach, whatevereise may come. Let us
all put our shoulder to the wheel with
cheerfulness. The truth has nothing to
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lear from the enemy. Let its friends be
irue, and it defies the world.
To New Yoik, then, we remove after
die issue of the present number. Our
correspondents after its receipt are therefore respectfully requested to direct their
letters and papers fur us to the care of Mr.
Stacy, 234 tVoostcr street, N. F., until further notice. The January number will
be issued thence; and when received will
be a hint, tendered in tl e most respectful
manner possible, that the season has returned for sending on subscriptions
in advance according to the usual terms.

let the editor state his object in his own
words:
'Our object in publishing the Lover of
Zion is—to exhibit the true hope of the
hristian Church; to maintain the literal
principle of Bible interpretation ; to set
forth the bearing of passing events upon
the near crisis of nations, and the certain
and speedy advent of Messiah to take the
hrone of his father David, and to rule the
world in righteousness; to urge the disciple
of Christ by every meet consideration, to
take heed that the day come not upon him
unawares; to warn against the dangers of
he present hour, especially the rapping
EDITOR.
spirit delusions, * clairvoyance' and the
3 b s c r i b e r s in Britain and the Pro- soul-poisoning instructions often conveyvinces wiH receive their papers for 1853, ed through * Phrenological' lectures and
when their names are forwarded to us by publications; to expose and rebuke the
Mr. R. Robertson, 89 Grange Road, Ber- sins of the age : in short, to testify to the
mondsey, London ; and by our other Truth, according to our ability, wholly and
agents, according to our * Timely Notice' thoroughly.'
•on page-215.
The Lover of Zion is to be issued monthly. All remittances of money, letters and
EDITOR.
communications must be directed postpaid to Henry Heyes, Hartford, Connecticut.
We wish the editor all possible success
" T H E LOVER OF ZION."
in the accomplishment of the object proThe Lover of Zion is the title of a paper posed.
just issued at Hartford, Connecticut, by
EDITOR.
Henry Heyes,al 50 cents per 12 numbers,
payable in advance. The word · Zion' in
the above title is not used by the editor in
the sectarian sense, for a gentile denomination of religionists who fancy themselves " CONTRAST BETWEEN PROTESTANT
to be the church of God; but in its genuine
ISM AND THE GOSPEL."
import as the name of ' the city where
9
David dwelt, and where Jehovah has deThis is the title of a pamphlet of 82
creed* the Son of David shall reign as his small duodecimo pages written by Mr. N.
King over Israel and the Nations for a M. Catlin of Smith's Basin, New York,
thousand years.
and issued from the Advent Harbinger
The number before us, which is the office, at Rochester, Ν. Υ., by its editor,
the first number, abounds in intelligence Mr. Joseph Marsh, who will furnish it at
irom the Holy Land, and goes to establish $9 per hundred copies.
the fact, that that highly interesting counWe have read it, and can commend it
try is being colonized; an event which no to our readers as setting forth the kingone can be indifferent to who believes ' the dom's gospel in lively contrast with that
Gospel of the Kingdom.' The way is incongruous affair current by the name of
preparing for the return of the kings of Protestantism—a thing which, while it
the east lo the land promised to Abraham protests against Popery, and is more favorand Christ for an everlasting possession. able to civil and religious liberty than that
The Lover of Zion, we presume, will hateful ' Mystery of Iniquity,' is equally
glean all the information available upon gospel-nullifying in its traditions, and
this subject, that his readers may see how powerless for the salvation of the soul,
events are striding onwards to the political and the redemption of the world.
resurrection of the great nation of the
in a letter accompanying the copy transeast; which, under the Lord of hosts and mitted to us, Mr. Catlin says : * It was
his associate kings, as his sharp two-edged your writings led me to the consideration
sword will smite the nations, and overturn of the subject, and which finally resulted
the kingdoms of the world. But we will in my totally repudiating protest ant fait ft;
in fact, so many ideas gathered from you
s.ih 6-9.
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were in my mind at the time I was wri1
ting * The Contrast, that I hesitated lest
I might be guilty of plagiarism : and it
was a query with me whether to give you
credit by quotations, or otherwise. I finally determined to make my reference to
the matter in the preface, and so save the
cumbrance of quotations, especially as I
had reason to believe you were not a sensitive man about small matters.' Our
brother has well judged in this. So that
the truth finds circulation we rejoice, even
though stolen from our treasury without
acknowledgment; still we would prefer to
see it credited, that we may be able to note
the result of our endeavor to illustrate it
to the conviction of the public mind.—
Bro. Catlin has satisfactorily acquitted
himself of all discourtesy in the case in
saying, * I have been materially aided by
the writings of Dr. Thomas, editor of the
Herald of the Future Age.' Preface.
The author of The Contrast is evidently sound in the faith of the gospel, both in
theory and in practice. The following extracts may afford some clue to his doctrine
and position relative to the truth :
* It is evident, that to believe the gospel
a man's faith must embrace the hope contained in * the Word of the Truth of the
Gospel.' In another form, he must believe
the unfulfilled promises relating to the
Kingdom of God ; that believing he may
* wait for the hope of righteousness by
faith.'
* And if a man would successfully
preach the gospel, he must understand
4
the things concerning the kingdom of
God.'
4
Now, reader, mark the contrast. Protestantism makes the belief of the doctrine of Christ crucified, and freedom from
sin and perdition through his sacrifice, the
standard of gospel faith. It knows nothing of the * glad tidings' of the kingdom of
which we speak, and have many things
yet to say. We admit, that the man who
believes the gospel, necessarily believes
the things concerning the Lord Jesus ; but
one may believe these facts as taught by
Protestantism, and yet be as ignorant of
the doctrine of the kingdom of God as an
uninstructed heathen, having his mind
blinded by the popular belief of going up
to heaven.' p. 49.
His relation to the kingdom's gospel appears from what follows:
* Let those that can afford it get along
with a baptism into a false hope received
before being enlightened in 'the Gospel of the
Kingdom of God.' The writer, nnd many
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others have felt it a privilege to correct α
mistake in this respect; and thus, as it
were, exchange a bad title for one that
refds in harmony with the divine plan.—
It is right at any time to do right.' p. 82.
* Baptism into a false hope' is immersion
into the hope of the souVs ascent to heaven
at death there to inherit kingdoms beyond
the skies. This is not only an unfounded,
unscriptural, and false hope, but subversive also of the one true hope of the calling. It i s 4 another gospel,1 for it is the
hope that defines the character or nature of
the gospel believed. A false hope makes

a false gospel; for 4 gospel' is glad tidings
of or concerning a hope : if therefore the
hope believed be a false hope, and therefore 4 no hope,' its gospel is false, or in fact,
no gospel at all. 4 Baptism into a false
hope' is consequently baptism into α false
gospel, which is equivalent to no baptism
at all. . This is Mr. Catlin's conclusion,
and a perfectly logical and correct one it
is. He could not afford to get along wilh
such a baptism, and therefore corrected
the mistake he had made in submitting to
it, by being immersed again into the One
hope of the calling' to the kingdom anil
glory of God.
we are very much astonished at many
good and honest people, who believe 4 thegospel of the kingdom,' not being able to,
see into this matter. They have faith.
now, but they are so tenacious of the doings of their old l piety' and sincerity, that
they cannot see their insufficiency. Their
cherished notion is, that belief of the truth,
after an immersion predicated upon ignorance of it, will amend all its defects.—
This belief may not take possession of them^
until twenty or twenty five years after
their immersion into a false hope ; yet so
enamoured are they of piet}'. sincerity,,
and dipping, that they will tell you that
had they died in their ignorance of thokingdom s gospel they would have risen·
from the dead to inherit it! From this, it
is clear, that 4 the truth' is less esteemed
by them than their piety, sincerity, and:
immersion into a false hope. Surely, they
must possess some talisman, or charm, or
open-sesame, some private interest in the
king's court, by which they can gain admission into the kingdom upon other terms
than those granted to the apostles and their
contemporaries! Mr. Catlin cannot afford
to get along through this world on such a
presumption. He is wise to make his
calling and election sure, and to leave
nothing to a mere hypothesis. He has
done right in being baptised into the true
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hope, and so putting off his false one.—
Scripture and reason say, • Seek first the
kingdom of God and his righteousness,'
and then the addition of the · all things'
shall follow. But the fashion is to invert
the king's order, and seek first God's righteousness and then his kingdom ; not understanding that * the righteousness of God'
is fjccc5s?o/e only to those who believe 'the
word of the kingdom ; and without that
righteousness no flesh living can be saved.
W e therefore congratulate Mr. Catlui and
•ell others who have purged out the old
leaver, and become a new lump.
First
- believe the gospel of the kingdom, and
then obey it. This is the order laid down
by Jehovah's king; for it is the belief of that
gospel that justifies the immersed, and not
Ujuoereion into piety and misbelief.

not work, shall not eat.' They must all
therefore work in some way. He that can
neither write nor speak in behalf of the
faith must enable those to do it who can.
And it must be done cheerfully too; for
'the Lord loves a cheerful giver:' and
what is done, must be done as to the Lord,
and not to man. It is the Lord's truth r
and the Lord's people must sustain i t ; or
be condemned for covetousness, and consequent exclusion from his kingdom.—
•Buy the truth,'then, * and sell it not; 1
that is, dont part with it for any present
advantage ; and do your utmost to disseminate it, for by so doing, you prove that
were H e in your midst who has styled1
himself * T H E T R U T H , ' you would be in-

deed devoted to his cause. But he who·
in Christ's absence leaves the truth to eke
Let those, however, who have * become out a feeble, lingering, existence, would*
obedient to the faith1 remember that bap- leave Him to pine away in a common»
tjsm into the one hope of the calling to the gaol without relief.
kingdom and glory promised, is but the
Bro. Catlin's brochure is one of the few
first atep to immortality. Henceforth they things issuing from the press that we can
Mrve mammon at the peril of their lives. commend to the patronage of our reader».
Friendship with the world places them in The copy sent to us is a defective one. behostility to God. The kingdom is for ing deficient of sixteen pages; but judgthose only who illustrate their faith and ing from the sixty six we have read, w e
perfect it by their works; for while the feel able to trust him for the goodness o f
great father of the faithful s belief of the the rest. It is his testimony for the gospel
gospel was counted to him for righteous of the kingdom. Let those who have the
nee· or remission of past sins, his faith was means give it a circulation ; and however,
made perfect afterwards by his works ; so extensively they may do it, after they
that * V e see how that by works man is have done all, let them say from the hearty.
joatifiedt and not by faith only.'* It is 4 Ο Lord, we are unprofitable servants V
these "postbaptismal works by which the
EDITO».
saints are justified. Sinners are justified
from all their past sins, and become heirs
of God, by an intelligent belief of the gospel of the kingdom counted to them for
righteousness in the act of immersion into
THE ADVENT AND THE VIALS.
the Holy Name. Thus they become
paints, and dependent upon a patient conI see it stated in the Advent Harbinger
tinuance in well doing, through evil and
of Oct. 30, over the signature of * J. &,
pood report, for acceptance and exaltation
C.,' that *many fix on the event at the
in the Day of Christ. T Q e w a y » thereFifth Vial as the Advent—I refer to Dr.
fore, to the kingdom is plain, though beset
Thomas and others.' If by this is to be
with suffering, difficulties, and trials. It
understood that I refer the appearing of the
iaa very unfrequented path; still there are
a few wayfarers there. They like com- Lord Jesus to the opening of the fifth vial,
pany, and therefore put themselves to some I would say that the supposition is altotrouble aud expense to obtain it. This is gether erroneous. I consider the third,
their mission in the world till Israel's king fourth, and fifth vials as being poured out
appears. The straight gate will then be through the agency of the French under
closed ; and the glory and honor, the in- Napoleon I. The throne and kingdom of
corruptibility aud life, of the kingdom, will the Two-Horned Beast were the Germanohe inaccessible to the sons of man for a Papal, which suffered so severely that for
thousand years. Their principle is to several years previous to the battle of
* work while it is called to day.' It is the Waterloo, this dominion, styled the Holy
duty of them all to work, for 4 he that will Roman Empire, was darkened ; and its
dignitaries, spiritual and temporal, the blasphemers of God and his saint* - ·•»···'^p
us n. l^KiG.
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•gnawed their tongues for pain,' but * re- throw. Only one sixth part shall escape
pented not lor their deeds.'
to proclaim their, 1ο tin in, unaccountable
Between the'fifth and sixth vinls was an d:sromrinne; while the third part of the
Interval of six yrars ; that is, from Napo Jewish residents in the laud (all that relean's last battle to the breaking out of the main of the colonists now beginning to
Greek revolution, whch uitimated in settle »he. country in hope of a speedy nabringing out the ninth horn ot the Ten tional restoration) will rejoice in the DeHorned Beast. This sixth vial has been liverer, saying,'Ble.sseth be He that cometh
emptying its contents upon the Ottoman in the nam ol the Lord.'
dominion from that time to this ; and will
( shnll esteem it a tavor if my friend of
continue to do so until it is blotted out the Advent Harbinger will insert this'corfrom the dynasties οΐ nations. TheSev-l rection in his paper. What * others' may
emlj Vial began to pour out in 1830, and ι say of the synchroi<otisnessof the Advent
was marked by the fall of the elder brand and Fifth Vial, n.ay be as brother * J. B.
of the Bourbons, and the establishment ofi C affirms ; it is not so, however, as to
Belgium as the tenth horn of * the Scarlet my view of the matter. Though the Fifth
Colored Beast.' I consider the Sixth as Vial's effects are still felt, it tiasa long time
the vial of judgment or wiath upon the since cea.-ed to flow, and Christ has not
eastern R< man territory ; a/id the Seventh, yet appeared.
He stands, howvver,
that or» the western. They have beet) 4 knocking at the door,' saying to tha
dropping upon these tw</divisions of the children of light, ' Behold I come as a
prophetic earth collaterally since 1830; and thief,' open unto me; * Blessed is he that
will so continue to do until the East and watcheth and keeps his garments.' The
West coalesce into the dominion repre- working of the Fro^-Power is the loudsented by Nebuchadnezzar's Imnge, when sounding reverberation of the Sixth Vial
the Seventh vial affects the whole territoiy period indicative of the manifestation of
indiscriminately till the crowning victor) Israel's King in the Seventh. 4 Keep your
of the Faithful and True One over * the garments, then, if you have on the garkings of the earth, and their armies,' by ments of salvation ; \t not, Ο Reader, <Jf»lay
whi h the wrath of God is stayed against not to divest yourself of yom ' filthy rag*1
the nations.
by not oidy * believing the thinge of the
The mission of the Frog Povver headed Kingdom of God and the Name of Jesus
up in the. embryo emperor of the French, Chiist,'but by obeying \Ua\ kingdom's gosis to to ι mingle the str«-anie of these two pel, that oil may be found in your lamp
vials that the manifestation of Nebuchad- when the cry is heard * Go ye out to meet
nezzar's Image may result. They are the him !' Make ready, then,foi * the tin e ia
at hand/
last vial, or wrathful periods of "the Sev
cnth Trumpet, which is subdivided into
EDITOR.
seven such. That is, when th<« Fir§t Vial
Nov. 8th, 1852.
commenced, the Seventh and Last Trurn
pet began to sound ; and when the. Seventh vial shall he exhausted, the .-oundin»
of the trumpet will ct ase : so that from
ANALECTA EPISTOLARIA.
1793 to the conquest of the kings by Hun !
* who doth judge and make war in righCANADA ASLEEP.
leousne.-M ' ar» * the days of the voice of
the .-eventh angel —ho/an mellee salfddzein DEAR S I R :
— when he shall sound (not l begin in
Having made up a small subscription
sound,9 as in the English ve.i>ion) in which list tor a dozen copies of Elpis Israel, I
the mystery ot God is finished, as he hath hasten to send it to you. The parties bedeclared to his servants the prophets.9 In long to nearly all denominations in this
these days, not in the Filth Pei iod of them, place.
however, nor at the beginning of the Sixth,
The people of Canada generally, that
but when the Sixth and Seventh have is, so far as 1 have observed them, are very
commingled, and Gog, the Russo-Assyrian much priest-ridden. Their whole time is
Head of Nebuchadnezzar's Image, shall consumed in gathering wealth ; and they
be in possession of the Holy City, will the seem to think that it pays them better to
Advent, or appearing of the Lord Jesu> get their thinking done by the minister.—
Christ in his kingdom, become manifest to The * disciple*9 are much under Bethany
the. armies of the.G<>jt-nations encamped infiuence,and many of them cold as icicles
upon the ifTountammrf Israel's land. Hi> — they have all much need to be aroused,
power indisat've of his presence will be ironi their lethargy. I had Forne thought
—" s r —-i in the plagu»· of their ovtr- o( eepding * c*-" of El pie Isra*) for *"*
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yiew to the editor oi the
,* the
most popular reform journal in Canada
West. He is a · disciple,' and professes
to be very liberal; perhaps he might give
it a candid reading.
Yours, very truly,
G. L. SCOTT.
Paris, C.W., July 3,1852.
#
W e suppress the name of the paper, as
Bethany influence' might be exerted upon
its editor, as that of Bar-Jesus the sorcerer on Sergius Paulus, to turn him away
from a candid examination of the faith ;
or indeed, to prevent an examination of
El pis Israel at all.—Editor.

4

ELPIS ISRAEL A PIONEER.
DEAR BROTHER :

I consider E!pis Israel to be the most
valuable book, except the Bible, I have
ever read. It has been instrumental in
removing many difficulties that laid in the
wty of my understanding many portions
oi the scriptures, especially the prophecies.
It would afford me much pleasure to
see you, and to have yuur company at
my Jpouee ; if you ever find it convenient,
be eure and call on me. I pray that the
good Lord may preserve you in body and
mind unto his appearing in His kingdom
and glory; and that you may be instrumental in his hand of accomplishing much
good, that may redound to the glory and
honor of his great name.
In hope oi the Kingdom and Age to
Come, I remain very letpecilullv yours,
NELSON WALTON.
Louisa > Virginia.
I'LL READ AND JUDGE FOR MYSELF.
DEAR BROTHER:

When I commenced reading the Mil
lennial Harbinger, &c., some of my Baptist brethien told me, if I wanted to b·
bitten with the frost of infidelity to continue reading A. Campbell's writings. I
have continued to do so to the present
time, and I am inclined to believe I have
been greatly benefitted. I am now told
that the herald is a paper of the like kind
by brother Campbell and his friends. J
mean such a paper as the Baptists used
to tell me his was. When 1 read his, 1
had to read and judge for myself. I am
only doing so by yours. I am now an old
man, and have behaved my-elf tolerably
well. I hope yet to be a worthy man and
a Christian; and eo far as I may gain information, I am willing to impart it to

others; and I hope you and brothei Campbell will indulge me in reading what each
of you write ; and that so long as J behave well, you will give me credit for so
doing; and if I should undeistand somethings different from both of you, I hope
I shall not be the less worthy. I have always been sorry that you and he have differed so much, and that such hard feelings have been indulged in, as it seems to
me, by both of you. Now it may seem
strange that while you and he love each
other so little, that I should love both of
you ; I fear, however, somefmes lest some
day I may lose the love of both of you,
because I love you both. But, be it so —
I want to do right; and I have no good
reason for not highly esteeming you both.
I remain yours in the Kedeemer,

MATTHEW W. WEBBER.
Shelby, Tennessee.
good friend was a young man
when he began to read Mr. C's writings,
and he has read them till he has become
, old. If he had read them exclusively,
' however, it is much to be feared, from
thousands of cases extant, that he would
not now in his senility have much love or
esteem for us or our works. He sees that
we are not what our opponents evilly represent us to be ; therefore, being of an
honest and good heart, he cannot hate us
as they do. But, however much he
may love them, he m a / depend upon it
ihey entertain no real love for him after
avowing his love for us. The world hated
the apostles because it hated their Lord.
And so it is now. Men hate the champions of the faith, and all that sympathize
with them, because they hate the truth.—
Mr. C. hates what we contend for, that is,
' the gospel of the kingdom,' and does all
in his feebleness he can to destroy it. Because he hates the go?*pel of the kingdom
and its principles, he hates us; and would
crucify us to-morrow if he could, as the
Sin-power crucified * the tiuth,'when it
nailed the King of Israel to the cross.—
Nevertheless, our friend does well to love
him, in the sense of loving his enemies.—
We love him in this sense likewise; and
therefore do all in our power to convince
him of his errors, and to ' turn him from
darkness to light, and from the power of
Satan to God.' This we conceive is the
best way possible of pioving our love to
our greatest enemy. This love, however,
he has never reciprocated ; but leaves us
to perish without the least effort to snatch
us as a brand from the eternal burnings
in which he believes! We believe that
the truth is so intelligibly exhibited in ** "·

Herald of the Kingdom and Age
Herald, that' the ordained to eternal life'
may easily come to the comprehension oi
.t. Not knowing whether he be of that
number or not, we send it to him, that running he may read it. It is to be supposed,
that he thinks the truth is more intellig bly set lorth in the Millennial Harbinger
than in the Herald, where he would deny
that it can be found at all. But, alas for
his philopsychy, he leaves our ' never dying, immortal soul' in hopeless ignorance,
refusing to send his paper in exchange for
CU78. This editorial discourtesy of his,
though a small affair in itself, shows that
his spirit is not so loving towards us as
ours is to him. We desire his salvation,
and therefore treat him as we do. We
pry not into his private affairs or relations.
This is the function of lewd fellows of the
baser sort; with us the domestic economies of our adversaries are tabooed. We
care not, nor inquire about them and their
parents, their wives, their children, their
debts, and their profits. In argument,
these things are no concern of ours. L
they killed their parents, divorced th; ir
wives, starved their children, and cheated
their creditors, the truth or falsity of their
opinions would not be at all affected thereby. We inquire what is said, not who says
it. We war against the tiling; not against
the person ; but so long as the latter sticks
to tlife thing, he becomes an Agag against
the truth, and must be hewed in pieces.—
There is no help lor it. Th^re is no mercy for the truth's enemies until they sue
for quarter, which will readily and lovingly be granted when they confess and yield
obedience to the faith.
Our worthy friend in Shelby ought not
to be sorry for the difference that has developed iUelf between us and Mr. C.—
That difference has been the means of
elaborating ' the gospel of the king.lorn,'
which could only have been brought out
by the kind of warfare that has prevailed
between us. *Hard feelings' aie inseparable from war of ever) kind. The war
has been carried on by our opponents in a
cowardly and dishonorable manner. Sin
always rights in this way. We have protested against it, but to no purpose. We
have/eft hard while suffering Sin's injustice and malevolence ; and have done the
best we could under the circumstances to
show up the enemy in his true colors, and
to expose the sophistry and shallovvness ol
his pretences· We have put him to silence as far as argument and testimony
go; though he still occasionally gnashes
his teeth and growls in wrath against us.
His feelings no doubt are hard, very hard.
But we cant help that. It is the fate of
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the mortally wounded. Truth and Error
have had a baitle, a series of combats.—
Truth, though crushed to eanh, and over
and over again declared to be dead, has
risen again ; aiul Error is dying amidst its
worshippers. Can these things be, and
4
hard feelings' have no place ? The gospel of the kingdom stands strong in the
name of the Lord ; while Immortal Soulism, Sky-kingdomism, and Spirit-worldism, have received a deadly wound, and
their advocates cut up hip and thigh. If
our beloved friend^ love the combatants
on both sides,.what ground does he himself occupy ? Suppose the controversy
had to be decided by vote, and the casting
vote were with him, into which urn would
he put the lot ? We are glad he has resolved to read and judge for himself. We
aUays rejoice in this; because truth must
by this process be the gainer in some way.
We shall never quarrel with him, or any
other person, for pursuing this course.—
Read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest, if
you would rejoice in the truth. It is only
ΛΪη that is opposed to investigation ; for
it is by ignorance he keeps his slaves in
bondage. Our friend will never lose our
regard by thinking independently, and
judging for himself.
EDITOR.
" A WILD, CRAZY, VISIONABY."
DEAR S I E :

I forget whether I paid up last year's
subscription, or not. Please inform me,
tor I want to keep even with my dues, if
possible, though I hardly have money
enough to defray the necessary expenses
of my family. Yet I want your Herald,
and will pay for it, if nothing prevents.—
I commenced my subscription during your
absence in England and the Continent,
merely as a trial; thinking, very probably,
you were but a wild, crazy, visionary, the
depths of whose imagination I had a great
desiie to fathom. Hence, I have continued
my subscription to the present time. But
please to accept my confession. There
was * more in your philosophy than I
dreamed of in mine. Hence with much
gratitude, and with great pleasure, I remain your subscriber still, if you will accept me ; and also yours very truly in thii
glorious Hope,
J. J. D.
ΒαΙαυΐα, Ν. Y.f March 26, 1852.
We insert the above as an example of
honesty, due appreciation of the truth, and
nobleness of mind and disposition. Surely
brother D. is, a man of * honest and good

hean.' Would that all who regard us as
•wild, crazy, and visionary,' would do
likewise! They would, we doubt not,
benefit themselves greatly by the effort.—
They would perhaps find, as he has don.-,
fiat we are 'not mad, but epeak forth the
words of truth and soberness,' and that
the wild, crazy, and visionary, mentality is
on th« side of our traducers. What can
be more wild arid visionary than immortalf-oulism in all its principles and details ! —
What more truthful, reasonable, and de
mon>trative, than ' the gospel of the kingdom,1 and all its consequents! Tins is* t he
wisdom of God in a mystery ;' that, tlw
merest foolish thinking of proud, conceited,
ignorance—the foolishness on which is
based all the superstition of this evil
world.
WH thankfully accept brother D., and
all like him. A paper sustained by such
subscribers would have no valuable space
consumed in dunning; and no cause of
complaint against' pat'onsj who re d, approve, and pay the postage, but nothing
more /
EDITOR.

ADALIKE, ILLINOIS, Oct. 25,

1852.

DOCTOR THOMAS,

Dear Sir:—Enclosed you will find five
dollars which you will apply on my sub
pcription to the * Herald.* This is all that
I tiave paid you with the exception of one
dollar and rift) cents for the first v.duine
of the · Herald of the Future Age.' The
balance due you I shall *enA you this
winter, and sooner than the * Herald' shall
be discontinued, I will give at least ten
dollar» a year towards its support. The
cause of my delinquency has not been my
not being able to pay, for 1 am abundantly
able ; but the fact is, I never took much
interest in the matter ; I merely received
your paper, paid the postage, and skim*
med over the contents, and riled them
away, until with η the last year I began
to study them a little, (I have each num«ber ot each volume since 1844,) and I begin to see, as far as I understand, that yo
hare been advocating the truth, and that
tru h appears to be your whole aim ; not
what this man believes, or that man holds
forth; but what do Moses and the P.ophets, Christ and his A ostl'-s, teach You
are the only man that I know ot who is
devoting his whole time and energies io
epread God's truth through this hei i^hted.
bewildered, and ignorant world. f notice
when you get an idea from the Scripture·

you give it as your knowledge of the
matter; and if any person can produce a
more scriptural me, you are ready and
willing Io receive it. Such is not the case
with \our opponents; they first get an
idea from Plato, Calvin, or Wesley, then
bend the Scriptures in support of it.
Go on in the good cause, truth is mighty
and will prevail some day.
Your sincere friend and well-wisher,
J. A. E.
EUROPEAN PROSPECT.
DEAR SIR :

Your article entitled the · European
Prosppct,' in Vol. i- p. 223 is very interesting. I expect to get it inseited in one of
our principal newspapers. I fear, how
ever, we are all hern, politically, so enthusiastic in our sympathy with the leaders of
the democratic portion of the European
world, that it will bedifficult to get ihe public to believe that the cause of despotism
(alias the Czar) will ultimately triumph.—
However, truth will be found to outlive all
error. God in the end will not only be
justified in hisd^eds, but in his words, or
'sayings* al*o ; as it is written,* That thoti
mighiest be justified in thy sayings, and
mighte^t overcome when thou art judged.
Glasgow^ Scotland.
*
*
SHALL

CONSTITUTIONALISM,

DEMOCRACT,

OR ABSOLUTISM, PREVAIL ?

The universal public will not believe,
nor is it exped ; ent that ij .-hould. ft the
European public believed that the democracy would be eventually and finally defeated, it would not enter into combat with
ihe enemy. In this event the purposes of
God could not be carried out according to
the plan he has deviled and revealed in
the tHble. The blindness and perverseness of the people and their leaders' is a
condition that guarantees the execution of
hirt will. Would not the Socialist rather
be content with things as they are in
France, imperio-republican as it is, and
despotic too, than seek to unfurl the bat:·
ner of Red-republicanism as the national
eneign,if they understood that the temporary triumph ot their policy would ultimate in the annexation of Prance to the
Autocrat'* domain ? Why then seek to
enlkhteii mankind on the destiny that
awaits them ? Eis martt,rion ovtois 'for a
testimony to then»1 who believe not, and
for the salvation of the */ew' who have
tars to hear, and hearts to understand.—
We have nalhing to do with consequence*.

OJ it**
The
he pleasant duty imposed upon ' lite
wise
ise" id to * contend earnestly for 1 lie faith.'
There may aril be some of Christ's sheep
among the people yet 10 be man fested The (ruιh must therefore be forced upon
public at ention that all the members of h *
flock not yet separ. ted t oin the goats max
hear his voice, and be paved. For thicause, ii is well to attack public foolishness in all its departments, and to show its
subversiveness of the * testimony of CJOII'
and * the faith of Ji-βιιβ.' It has been cu tomary hitherto for men to confine their disputations to mere abstractions in theology.
as though ' the faith' haJ nothing to do
with th»· politics of the world. Hence the
insipidity of theological disputes, and the
careless indifference of the majority to their
verity or falseness. Next to the worship
of Mammon, speculations in politics an·
moat absorbingly inl· resting to the people
* Whni's the news V is the Athenian
characteristic of the Nineteenth Century ;
so that newspapers are vastly more interesting to mankind than the Bible, which
they regard as an unintelligible mystery
about souls in fire and brimstone, or singing psalms beyond the skies! Now we
should avail ourselves of this condition of
things as far as practicable in order to attract public attention to the Gospel of the
Kingdom
It is a great politic») as well
as religious question—a key in fact to the
right understanding and solution of all the
movements of the age, and the consequence» thai must necessarily lollow. We are
glad that our friend intends to get * the
Kuropean Prospect' before the news loving public in Glasgow. If we could afford
it, we would purchase the right to a co umn in the most extensively circulated
newspaper in New York, in which we
would keep the politics of God's Kingdom
as opposed to popular political theoiies,
and the political purposes of the world'*
rulers, constantly belore the publi . But
the parsimony of professors ciipples all
enter prize, so that the testimony can o· ly
be declared in a very limited degree. We
cannot therefore do what we would, glad
ere we then when we find one here and
there co-operating in this direction. Truth,
like murder, will out at last, and then
those who have labored and made sacri
fieet in its inteiests will have reason to
rejoice.
Absolutism will certainly triumph, and
the piopagandism of the leader- of the
democracy in both worlds, will expedite
the crisis. The scribe well instructed for
the kingdom of heaven will desire all
tpeedy success to their effoits, and the
Μ speedy subjugation of the democracy

10

ο aiistil.iiistii ; not however because he
oves de-pitism, but because he loves
«ruth and righteousness, and sighs for ils
permanent es.ablishmeul over the nations,
iint, is Russian despotism a truthful and
righteous incorporation?
The very reverse. I" its full manifestation it is. * fie
Dragon, the old Serpent, the surnamed
Devil and the Satan'*—a hideous tyranny,
more terrible than any that hath yet
ualumn.ated the truth and played the adversary against all righteousr.ess. But
• the wise who understand'! know that
'the kingdom,' which they pray * may
come' that * God's will may be done upon
ibe eaith as it is in heaven,1 cannot be
established until that despotism—the absolutism of Goguef—shall be revealed in
all its magnitude and power; and, possessing the city of Jerusalem, shall prepare to grasp the sceptre of the farther
Ind. Upon this ground it is, and upon
this alone, they say,' Down with the Democracy and succe.-β to Absolutism for a
little time.' The amputation of a limb ii
a severe operation, but sometimes necessary to the life of the patient; even so
the trouble coming upon this generation
is terrible, but it is an element in the regeneration of society, and its future blessedness in Abraham and his Seed, that
cannot be dispensed with : if therefore
the cure of the world's maladies be ' a
consummation devoutly to be wished,' in
the same ratio is it desirable that Democracy and Absolutism should come to
blows, and that the latter should prevail.
EDITOR.

March 1852.
•Rev. xx. 2.
xxxvii;.

tDan. xii. 10.

JEzek.

CLERICAL WRATH AGAINST
ELPIS ISRAKL.
Halifax, N. S., Nov. 1st., 1863.
DEAR SIR :

It is with mingled feelings of pleasure
and admiration that I now take the liberty
of addressing you, and 1 hope you will
pardon the same. I have purchased a
copy of * Elpib Israel,' and although I
ha/e received a scriptural baptism by being immersed for the remission of sins,
and I trust, a believer in the faith once
delivered unto the saints, I was very much
in the dark respecting some of the most
important portions of the law and testimony, especially the prophecies; but
since I have perused your invaluable work

1 nav· received more perfect knowledge
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thai way. I heard you ev^ry time you
lectured in our city la-t autumn, and I rejoice ai the news that we shall soon have
the pleasure of hearing you again. Ο in
Doctors of Modern Diiini/y are quite
alarmed at the circulation of ' hllpis Israei;"
one of them has anathematized the work,
forbiding it to be read by his congregation;
another has declared that it contain:·
* damnable doctrines.' My object for addressing you is to inform yon that I have
reduced your advice to practice, by making a whole burnt-offering of all my book.of curious theological arts, creeds, and
confessions, of my foimer faith. When
Hogan quitted the church of Rome, he
committed all his creeds, and confession*
of faith, to a good warm hickory fire ; I
have done the name with mine to a good
warm coal one. · Elpis Israel' and * the
law and testimony' alone now constitute
my library. The grand reason why our
Doctors of Modern Divinity are so wrathy
is, they are afraid their craft is in danger,
the silver shrines being much more an object with them than * the tru:h as it is in
Jesus· 1 At the opening of Salem Chapel,
the Rev. Mr. Geikee iniormed his congregation, that the Church of Christ was
made up of all the sectarian parties of the
day, four excepted, which he enumerated
as lollows, viz : Roman Catholics, Uni
versalists, Mormons, and Adventists.
These, he said, could not be saved for the
following reasons, viz : Roman Catholics
were priest-ridden, their clergy would
prevent them from coming to a knowledge
of the truth. Secondly, Universalists,
because hell was too warm a climate.
Thirdly, Mormons, for they resided at too
great a distance to he reached. Lastly,
Adventists, because they entertain wrong
views of the scriptures. This pretended
successor to th.9 taith of the Apostles, denies that which was their hope, joy, and
glory, and brands all with heresy, who
now advocate these views, the second appearing of Christ and the re-establishmei.t
of David's throne and kingdom. But we
do not allow the Rev. Mr. Geikee to be a
judge in these matters, seeing that judgment belongs to the day of Christ, which
is so rapidly approaching ; and as he is
connected with that branch of the Apostacy, styled Congregationalism, we leave
him to that day, when there will be a
howling among the false shepherds of the
deceived flocks. If one doctrine stands
forth more prominently than another in
the scriptures, it is the clearly revealed
second appearing of Christ our Lord from
heaven, to rule tiie world in righteousness,
and administer justice amongst the nations

oi tin-· earth. It was this grand doctrine
which made our forefathers in the faith
endure the loss of all things, defy the
lyrants' zeal and bigots' rage, and seal the
testimony with their blood. What our
Lord -aid of the Scribes of his day is
perfectly applicable to the Doctors of ours,
' ye have made my father's house a de** of
thieves.' It was this great truth which
animated the apostle to the Gentiles in all
his labors, sustained him in all his adversity, and inspired him with the most
sublime hopes, and soothed him in his
expiring hour.
We would advise the
tiev. gentleman to study more minutely
the following text. * ( hrist was once otter» d to bear the sins of many, and unto
them that look foi him shall he appear the
second time, without sin unto salvation.'
May we be followers of them who, through
faith and patience, will yet inherit the
promises. That you may be instrumental
in adding many jewels to the crown of
Christ, in the day of his appearing, is the
s;ncere prayer of your brother; and may
the Lord grant us all a glorious resurrection from among the dead, or a translation from among the living, according to
whatever state we shall be found in at his
coming, and an abundant entrance into
the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ.
Yours in the hope of the gospel, and
the Lord's appearing and kingdom,
LUCAS.

IMMORTAL-SOULISM AN EGYPTIAN S U P E R S T I T I O N .
The Egyptians conceded immortality to
souls in general—this is evident, in part,
from their mythology even. As among
most other heathen nations, so also among
the Egyptians, Polytheism originated
chiefly from the notion, that meritorious
persons are gifted with a divine principle,
and that their soul, after its separation
from the body, actually becomes endowed
with divinity. So were Osins and Is is,
according to Plutarch,* transformed only
into gods out ot good spirits. Herodotus
calls the Egyptians the first who recognized the human soul as immortal f
Egyptian superstition the parent of the
dogma! Moses was well acquainted with
the idea, being learned in all the wisdom
of the Egyptians, yet he gives not the remotest hint concerning it from Gene.sis to
the end of Deuteronomy. H e had evidently no faith in it.
EDITOR.
*Plui. do Isid. et Usir. cap. xxix.
tHerorl. lib. ii. c. cxxiii.
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